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COLLECTIONS OF ARCHIVES AND
MANUSCRIPTS REFERRED TO IN

VOLUMES XI. AND XII.

Aix (Provence)—Mejanes Lib-

rary.

Berlin—Royal Library.

Bologna—State Archives.

Brussels—Royal Library.

State Archives.

CittA di Castello—Graziani

Archives.

CoN.STANCE— City Archives.

Ferrara—Communal Library.

Florence—National Library.

State Archives.

Frankfurt a. M.—City Arch-

ives.

Genoa—State Archives.

Innsbruck—Vice-regal Arch-

ives.

London— British Museum.
LouvAiN—University Library.

Lucca—State Archives.

Mantua—Gonzaga Archives.

Chapter Archives.

Milan—Ambrosian Library.

Archiepiscopal Arch-

ives.

Trivulziana Library.

MoDENA—State Archives.

MoNTEPULCL\NO— City Arch-

ives.

Munich—Court and State Lib-

rary.

State Archives.

Naples—National Library.

State Archives.

Orvieto—City Archives.

Padua— Seminary Library.

Palermo—Communal Library.

Paris—National Archives.

National Library.

Parma—Palatina Library.

State Archives.

Perugia—Archives of the Mon-
astery of S. Maria di Monte
Luce.

Communal Library.

Petersburg, St. — Imperial

Library.

Reggio (Emilia) — Episcopal

Archives.

Rome—
(a) Archives:

the Colonna.

the Consistorial.*

the Doria-Pamphili.

1 Under Pius X. included in the Papal Secret Archives.
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vni ARCHIVES AND MANUSCRIPTS IN VOLS. XI. AND XII.

Rome—Archives—continued.

the "Fabbrica" of St.

Peter's.

General, of the Augus-
tinians.

General, of the Barna-

bites.

General, of the Capu-
chins.

General, of the Thea-
tines.

of the Inquisition.

the Papal Secret (Secret

Archives of the Vati-

can).

the Ricci.

the Secretary of Briefs.^

the Spanish Embassy.
of the State,

(b) Libraries :

Alessandrina.

Altieri.

Casanatense.

Chigi.

Corsini.

Rom e—Libraries—continued.

Manzoni.
Vallicelliana.

Vatican (including the

former Barberini Lib-

rary).

Vittorio Emanuele.

Siena—State Archives.

SiMANCAS—Archives.

Spoleto—Faloci-Pulignani

Library.

Strasburg— District Archives.

Stuttgart—Royal Library.

Venice—Archives of the Capu-
chins.

Library of St. Mark.

State Archives.

Verona—Chapter Library.

Vienna —Court and State Arch-

ives.

Court Library.

Weimar—Secret Archives.

* Under Pius X. included in the Papal Secret Archives.



COMPLETE TITLES OF BOOKS QUOTED IN

VOLUMES XI. AND XII.

Accame, P. L'elezione del papa Paolo III. Finalborgo, 1907

Adinolfi, P. II Canale di Ponte e le sue circostanti parti.

Narni, i860.

La via sacra o del Papa. Roma, 1865.

Adriani, G. B. Istoria de' suoi tempi. Vol. I. et seqq. Prate,

1822.

\Affo, /.~\ Vita di Pierluigi Farnese, primo duca di Parma.

Milano, 182 1.

Albiri, E. Le relazioni degli ambasciatori Veneti al Senate

durante il secolo decimosesto. 3 Series. Firenze, 1839-55.

Alberini, M. Diario 1521-36, ed. D. Orano, in Archivio della

Societa Romana di storia patria, XVIIL, 321-398. Roma,

1895-

Amabile, L. II S. Officio della Inquisizione in Napoli. Vol. I.

Citta di Castello, 1892.

Amasceus, R. Oratio in funere Pauli III. Pont. Max. Boneniae,

1563-
Afiimirato, Sc. Dalle istorie fiorentine, lib. XX. 2 vol. tirenze,

1600-41.

Analecta Bollandiana. 27 vol. Paris-Brussels, 188 2- 1908.

Archivio storico delP Arte, publ. p. Gnoli. Vol. I. et seq. Roma,
1888 ^d-*;^.

Archivio storico Italiano. 5 Series. Firenze, 184251?^^.

Archivio storico Lombardo. Vol. I. et seq. Milano, 1874 seqq.

Archivio storico per le provincie Napolitatie. Vol. I. etseq. Napoli,

1876 seqq.

Archivio delta Societa Romana di storia patria. Vol. I. et seq.

Roma, 1878 seqq.

Aretino, P. Lettere. 6 vol. Parigi, 1609.

Armand, A. Les medailleurs italiens des xv^ et xvi^ si^cles.

Vol. II., III. Paris, 1883, 1887.

Armellini, M. Le chiese di Roma dalle lore origini sino al secolo

XVI. Roma, 1887.



X COMPLETE TITLP:S OF BOOKS

Armstrong, E. ']'hc Emperor Charles V, 2 vol. London, 1 902.

L'Arte (continuation of the " Archivio storico dell' Arte "). R;Miia,

1898 seq.

Asirain, A. {S./.). Historia de la Compania de Jesds en la

Asistencia de Espano. 2 vol. Madrid, 1902, 1905.
Aianagi, D. Lettere facete et piacevoli di diversi grandi huomini,

lib. I. Venetia, 1582.

Atti e Memorie della r. deputaz. di .storia patria per la prov. dell'

Emilia. Prima Serie, 1-8 ; Nuova Serie, i se(/q. Modena,
1863 seqq.

Balan, P. Storia d'ltalia. Vol. VI. Modena, 1882.

Balierini, see Giberti, Opera.
Barbier de Mo/ttault, X. CEuvres completes. Poitiers-Paris,

1889 seqq.

Barelli, F. M. Memorie dell' origine ed uomini illustri della

congregat. de' chierici regol. di S. Paolo. 2 vol. Bologna,

Barraconi, G. I Rioni di Roma, terza ristampa. Torino-

Roma, 1905.

Bartoli, D. \s.J.). Delia Vita e dell' Istituto di S. Ignatio,

Fondatore della Compagnia di Giesii. Roma, 1650.

Deir Istoria della Compagnia di Gesu. L'ltalia, prima
parte dell' Europa Libro primo e secondo. (Opere, vol. V.)

Torino, 1825.

Battifol, P. La Vaticnne de Paul IIL a Paul V. Paris, 1890.

Battistella, A. II S. Offizw e la Rifornia rcligiosa in Bologna.
Bologna, 1905.

Baumgarten, II. Geschichte Karls V. Bde. II. und III.

Stuttgart, 1888, 1892.

Baumgartner, A- Geschichte der Weltliteratur. Bd. V, Frei-

burg i. Br., 1905.

Beccadelli, L. Monumenti di varia letteratura tratti da i Manos-
critti di Msgr. L. B. [ed. Morandi]. Bologna, 1 797-1804.

Belleshewi, A. Geschichte der kathol. Kirche in Schottland von
der Einfiihrung des Christentums bis auf die Gegenwart.
Bd. I. 400-1560. Mainz, 1883.

Geschichte der kathol. Kirche in Irland von der

Einfiihrung des Christentums bis auf die Gegenwart. Bd. 11.

Mainz, 1890.

Belluzzi, G. B. (detto // Safntfiarino). Diario autobiogr., ed.

P. Egidi. Napoli, 1907.

Bembo, P. Opera, ed. Seghezzi. 4 vol. Venetiis, 1729.

Opere. Vol. IIL: Le lettere volgari. Venezia, 1729.

Benigni, U. Die Getreidepolitik der Papste. Ins Deutsche
iibertragen von R. Birtter, herausgeg. \on G. Ruhland.
Berlin [1898].



QUOTED IN VOLUMES XI. AND XIl. XI

Benrath, K. Die Reformation in Venedig. Halle, 1887.

Bernardino Ochino. 2nd ed. Braunschweig, 1893.

Ber7ii7io, D. Historia di tutte I'Heresie, descritta da 1). b.

Vol. IV. Venezia, 1724-
, tt - • o

Berteaux, E. Rome de I'avenement de Jules II. a nos jours.

BcrtolottLA. Speserie segrete e pubbliche di P. Paolo III. m
the Atti e Memorie d. deputaz. di storia patna per le prov.

dell' Emilia, N. S. III., i, 169-212. Modena, 1878.

ArtistiLombardiaRomaneisecolixv.,xvi.exvii Studi

e ricerche negli archivi Romani. 2 vol. Milano, 1881.

Artisti Modenesi, Parmesi e della Lunigiana m Roma nei

secoli XV., XVI. e xvii. Modena, 1882.
. .

Artisti Bolognesi, Ferraresi ed alcuni altri m Roma-

Bologna, 1885.

Artisti subalpini in Roma. Mantova, 1885.

, Artisti Veneti in Roma. Venezia, 1885.

Beutel, G. Ueber den Ursprung des Augsburger Interims.

Leipzig, 1888.
. ,.

Bezo/d, F. von. Geschichte der deutschen Reformation. Bcrlm,

\Bifii T.'] Lettere inedite di Giov. Guidiccioni. Lucca, i«55.

Bonanni Fh. Numismata Pontificum Romanorum quae a

tempore Martini V. ad annum 1699 vel authontate publica

vel privato genio in lucem prodiere. Tom. II. Romae 1699.

Bonazzi, L. Storia di Perugia. 2 vol. Perugia, 1875-79^

Bongi, S. Annali di Giolito de Ferrari da 1 nno di Monferrata,

stampatore di Venezia. 2 vol. Roma, 1890-1905.

Bontempi. Ricordi della citta di Perugia del 1527 al 155° P-C

di Bonaini, in Arch. stor. Ital. XVI. 2, 324 seqq. Firenze,

Borgatl^M. Castel S. Angelo in Roma. Storia e descrizione.

Roma, 1890.

[Borgia, Franciscus\ Sanctus Franciscus Borgia quartus Gandiae

dux et Societatis Jesu praepositus generalis tertius. Vol. I.,

II. Matriti, 1894, 1903. . .

Boverius, Z. Annales sive historiae ordinis minorum s. l^rancisci

qui Capuccini nuncupantur. 2 vol. Lugduni, 1632 .f^^.

Brady, IV. M. The Episcopal Succession in England, Scotland

and Ireland, a.d. 1400 to 1875. 3 vol. Rome, 1876.

Braunsberi'er, O. Beati Patri Canisii Epistulae et Acta. Collegit

et adnotationibus illustravit O.B. Vols. I.-IV. Friburgi

Brisgoviae, 1896-1905.

Brtdgeft, E. Leben des sel. Joh. Fisher, Bischof von Rochester.

Uebersctzt von / iThr/waww. Innsbruck, 1904.

Brieger, Th. G. Contarini and das R< gensburger Konkordien-

werk des Jahres, 1541- Gotha, 1870.



XIV COMPLETE TITLES OF BOOKS

Corpo diplomatico Portugiuz p. p. Luiz Augusto Rebello da Silva.

Vol. I. et seqq. Lisboa, 1862 seqq.

Corpus Reformatorum. Philippi Melancthonis opera quae super-

sunt omnia edidit C. G. Bretschneider. Vol. I. et seqq.

Halis Saxoniim, 1834 seqq.

Corksii, G. Opera omnia. 2 vol. Patavii, 1774.

Costantini, E. II card, di Ravenna al governo d'Ancona e suo

proccsso sotto Paolo III. Pesaro, 1891.

Creixell, J. Sin Ignacio en Barcelona. Resena historica de la

vida del Santo en el quinquenio de 1523a 1528. Barcelona,

^907-

Cresci, M. Storia italiana ; ed. G. Oxilia, in Miscell. di storia

Ital. 3rd Series. Vol. XII. Torino, 1907.

Cronaca di Viterbo di Giovanni di Juzzo ecc, in Cronache e

Statuti della citta di Viterbo, pubbl. et illustr. da J. Ciampi.

Firenze, 1872.

CroSy J. M. St. Francois de Xavier. Sa vie et ses lettres.

2 vol. Toulouse, 1900.

Crowe und Cavalcaselk. Geschichte der italienischen Malerei.

Deutsche Originalausgabe, besorgt von Dr M. Jordan.

Vol. I. et seqq. Leipzig, 1869 seqq.

Crowe, J. A. Tizian. Leben und Werke. 2 Bde. Leipzig,

1887.

Cuccoli, E. M. Antonio Flaminio. Studio. Con document!

inediti. Bologna, 1897.

Decriie, F. Anne de Montmorency. Paris, 1885.

Dembinski, B. von. Die Beschickung des Tridcntinums durch

Polen (Dissertation). Breslau, 1883.

Dengel, J. Geschichte des Palazzo di S. Marco, genannt Palazzo

di Venezia. Sonderabdruck aus der Publikation : Der
Palazzo di Venezia in Rom. Leipzig, 1909.

Desjardins, A. Negociations diplomatiques de la France avec

la Toscane. Documents recueillis par Giuseppe Canestrini.

Vol. I. et seq. Paris, 1859 seq.

Diftrich, F. Regesten und Briefe des Kardinals G. Contarini

( 1
483-1542). Braunsberg, 1881.

Kardinal C Contarini, 1 483-1 542. Eine Monographic.

Braunsberg, 1885.

Nuniiaiurberichte Giovanni Morones vom deutschen

Konigshofe, 1539, 1540. Paderborn, 1892.

Dollinger,/. J. I. vo/i. Die Reformation, ihre innere Entwick-

lung und ihre Wirkungen ini Umfange des luterischen

Bekenntnisses. 3 Bde. Regensburg, 1846- 1848.

Beitragezur politischen,kirchlichenundKultur-Ge.schichte

der sechs letzten [ahrhunderte. Bd. II. und III, Regens-

burg und Wien, 1863-1882.



QUOTED IN VOLUMES XI. AND XII. XV

Druffel, A. von, Briefe und Akten zur Geschichte des i6

Jahrhunderts mit besonderer Riicksicht auf Bayerns Fiir-

slenhaus. Bd. I.-III. Beitrage zur Reichsgeschichte.

Miinchen, 1873-1882.

Karl V. und die romische Kurie. (I.) in den Abhandl.

der Kgl. Akademie der Wissenschaften in Miinchen. 3

Klasse, Bd. XIII., Abt. 2. (II.) ebd. Bd. XVI., Abt. i.

(III.) ebd. Bd. XVI., Abt. 3. (IV.) ebd. Bd. XIX., Abt. 2.

Miinchen, 1877, 1881, 1883, 1891.

Die Sendung des Kardinals Sfondrato, in den Abhandl.

der Kgl. Akademie der Wissenschaften in Miinchen. 3

Klasse, Bd. XX., Abt. 2. Munchen, 1893.

Monumenta Tridentina. Beitrage zur Geschichte des

Konzils von Trient. Fortgesetzt von K. Brandt. Miinchen,

1884-1899.
Duhr, B. {S.J,). Jesuitenfabeln. Ein Beitrag zur Kultur-

geschichte. 4th ed. Freiburg i. Br., 1904.

Geschichte der Jesuiten in den Landern deutscher Zunge
im 16 Jahrhundert. Freiburg i. Br., 1907. (Geschichte der

Jesuiten in den Landern deutscher Zunge. Bd. I.)

Ebe, G. Die Spat-Renaissance. 2 Bde. Berlin, 1886.

Echard,J,, &ij. Quitif, Scriptores ordinis praedicatorum recen-

siti notisque historicis et ciiticis illustrati, etc. 2 vol.

Lutetiae Parisiorum, 17 19.

Egeihaaf, G. Deutsche Geschichte im 16 Jahrhundert bis zum
Augsburger Religionsfrieden. Bd. II. : 1526-55. Stutt-

gart, 1892.

Ehses, St., Franz I. von Frankreich und die Konzilsfrage in den
Jahren 1536-39, in Rom. Quartalschrift XII. (1898), 306 seq.

Kirchliche Reformarbeiten unter Paul III. vor dem
Trienter Konzil, in Rom. Quartalschrift XV. (1901), 153

^m-^ 397 ^eq.

Concihum Trident inum. Bd. IV. Actorum pars I.

Friburgi Br., 1904.

Eichhorn, A. Der ermlandische Bischof und Kardinal Stanislaus

Hosius. 2 Bde. Mainz, 1854-55.
Epistolae miscell. ad F. Nauseam. Basileae, 1550.
Epistolae mixtae iiy. variis Europae locis ab anno 1537 ad 1556

scriptae, nunc primum a Patribus Societatis Jesu,in lucem
editae. 5 vol. Matriti, 1898-1901.

Etudes. Revue fondee en 1856 par des P^res de la Compagnie
de Jesus. Paris, 1856 seqq.

[Eader, Eetrus.] Memoriale Beati Petri Fabri primi S. Ignatii de
Loyola alumni, nunc primum in lucem editum a P. Marcello
Bouix Societatis Jesu sacerdote. Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1873.



XVI COMPLETE TITLES OF BOOKS

[Faber, PetrusP\ Cartas y otros escritos del B. P. Pedro Fabro
de la Compania de Jesus, primero companero de San Ignacio

de Loyola. Vol. I. Bilbao, 1894.
Fabretti, A. Cronache di Perugia. Vol. II. Torino, 1892.

Fabricius, G. Roma. Basileae, 1551, 1560.

Faleti, G. Prima parte delle guerre di Alamagna. Venezia,

^552-
Fea, C. Notizie intorno Raffaele Sanzio da Urbino ed alcune di

lui opere, intorno Bramante, Guiliano da San Gallo, Bal-

dassar Peruzzi ecc. Roma, 1822.

Feliciangeli, B. Notizie e documenti sulla vita di Caterina Cibo
Varano, duchessa di Camerino. Camerino, 1891.

Ferrai, L. A. Cosimo de' Medici, duca di Firenze. Saggio.

Bologna, 1882.

Fichard,Jok. Italia, in Frankfurtischen Archiv fiir altere deutsche

Literatur und Geschichte, herausg. von /. K. von Fichard.

Frankfurt a. M., 18 15.

Fiedler^ J. Relationen venetianischer Botschafter iiber Deutsch-

land und Oesterreich im 16 Jahrhundert, in Fontes rer.

Austriacarum. Diplomata et Acta. Vol. XXX. Vienna,

1870.

Fischel, O. Tizian. Stuttgart, 1904; 3rd ed., 1908.

Flamini, F. Studi di storia letteraria. Livorno, 1895
II Cinquecento (Storia lett. d'ltalia). Milano [1903].

Foniana, B. Documenti Vaticani contro I'eresia Luterana in

Italia, in Archivio della Societa Romana di storia patria, XV.,

71 seqq. Roma, 1892.

Renata di Francia, duchessa di Ferrara. 3 vol. Roma,
1889-94.

Forcella, F. Iscrizioni delle chiese e d'altri edifici di Roma dal

secolo XI. fino ai giorni nostri. 14 vol. Roma, 1869-85.

Feste in Roma nv\ pontificato di Paolo III. Roma, 1885

Frangipane, C. T. Memorie sulla vita e i fatti del card. Aless

Karnese. Roma, 1876.

Frey, K. Die Dichtungen des Michelangiolo Buonarotti. Berlin

1897.

Sammlung ausgewahlter Briefe von Michelangiolo Buona
rotti. Berlin, 1899.

Friedensbur^, IV. Der Briefwechsel G. Contarinis mit E. Gonzaga
Rom, 1899.

See Nuntiaturberichte.

Friese. Beitrage zur Reformationsgeschichte in Polen und
Litthauen. 2 Bde. Breslau, 1786.

Fumi, L. Orvieto. Note storiche e biografice. Citti di Castello,

1891.

La legazione del card. Ippolito de' Medici nell' Umbria.

Perugia, 1899.



QUOTED IN VOLUMES XL AND XIL XvH

Gachard, L. P. Correspondance de Marguerite d'Autriche,

duchesse de Parme, avec Philippe II. Vol. I. Bruxelles,

1867.

La Biblioth^que de Madrid et de I'Escurial. Notices et

extraits. Bruxelles, 1875.

La Bibliotheque nationale de Paris. Notices et extraits.

Bruxelles, 1875 77.

Gairdner, J. Letters and Papers foreign and domestic of the

reign of Henry VIII., ed. by J. G. Vols. VII.-XVI.

London, 1883-98.

Gams, B. Series episcoporum ecclesiae catholicae quotquot

innotuerunt a beato Petro apostolo. Ratisbonae, 1873.

Garampi, G. Saggi di osservazioni sul valore delle antiche

monete pontificie con appendice di documenti. s.l. et a.

[Roma, 1766.]

Gaspary, A. Geschichte der italienischen Literatur. Bd. II.

Beriin, 1888.

Gasquet, F. A. Heinrich VIII. und die englischen Kloster.

Uebersetzt von -£/s-a.y^d?r. 2 Bde. Mainz, 1890-91.

Gatticus, J. B. Acta caeremonialia S. Romanae Ecclesiae ex

mss. codicibus. Vol. I. Romae, 1753.

Gayangos, P. de. Calendar of Letters, Despatches and State

Papers, relating to the negotiations between England and
Spain, preserved in the archives of Simancas and elsewhere.

Vols. V. et seqq. London, 1886 seq. VIII. ed. Hume,
London, 1904.

Gayer, G. Carteggio inedito d'artisti dei secoli xv,, xvi. e xvii.

3 vol. Firenze, 1840.

Geijer, E. G. Geschichte Schwedens. Deutsche Uebersetzung.

3 Bde. Hamburg, 1832-36.

Geymiiller, H. von. Die urspriinglichen Entwiirfe fiir St. Peter

in Rom. i Bd. Text und i Bd. Tafeln. Wien und Paris,

1875-80.
Michelangelo Buonarotti als Architekt. Nach neuen

Quellen. (Bd. VIII. der "Architektur der Renaissance in

Toskana.") Miinchen, 1904.

Giberti,/. M. Opera, ed. P. Ballerini. Veronae, 1733 ; Hostiliae,

1740.
Giornale storico della letteratura Italian© diretto e redatto da

A. Graf, F. Novati, R. Renter. Vol. I. ei seqq. Roma-
Torino-Firenze, 1883 seqq.

Giovio, P. Lettere volgari, race per M. L. Domenichi. Venezia,

1560.

?)ee Jovius.

Gori, F. Archivio storico, artistico, archeologico e letterario

della citta e provincia di Roma. Vol. I.-IV. Roma e

Spoleto, 1875-83.

VOL. XL ^



Xvni COMPLETE TITLES OF BOOKS

Gosellint, G. Vita del principe Perrando Gonzaga. Milano,

1574-
Gothein, E. Ignatius von Loyola und die Gegenreformation.

Halle, 1895.
Gotti^ A. Vita di Michelangelo Buonarotti narrata con I'aiuto

di nuovi documenti. 2 vol. Firenze, 1875.
Grimm, H. Leben Michelangelos. 2 Bde. 5 Aufl. Berlin,

1879.

Gronau, G. Tizian. Berlin, 1900.

Gitalano, E. Paulus papa III. nella storia di Parma. Parma,

1899.
Guazzo, M. Historic. Venezia, 1549
Guglielmotti, Alb. La guerra dei pirati dal 1500 al 1560. 2 vol.

Firenze, 1876.

Storia delle fortificazioni nella spiaggia Romana. Roma,
1880.

Guhl, E. Kiinstlerbriefe. 2 Aufl. von A. Rosenberg. 2 Bde.
Berlin, 1880.

Guicciardini, Fr. Storia d'ltalia. Vol. L et seqq. Capolago,
I 836 seqq.

Gtiidiccio7ii, G. See Bini; Minutoli.

Gulik, IK van. J. Gropper, Fin Beitrag zur Kirchengeschichte
Deutschlands, besonders der Rheinlande im 16 Jahrhundert.
Freiburg i. Br., 1906.

Haas, If. Geschichtedes Christentums in Japan. Bd. I. : Erste

Einfiihrung des Christentums in Japan durch Franz Xavier.

Tokio, 1902. (Supplement to the Deutschen Gesellschaft

fiir Natur- und Volkerkunde Ostasiens.)

Hdberlm, F. D Neueste teutsche Reichsgeschichte vom Anfang
des Schmalkaldischen Krieges bis auf unsere Zeiten. Bd. I.

Halle, 1774.
Haebler,K. Geschichte Spaniens unter den Habsburgern. Bd. I.

Gotha, 1907.

Hammer, J. von. Geschichte des osmanischen Reiches. Bd. III.

Pest, 1828.

Hansen, J. Rheinische Akten zur Geschichte des Jesuitordens,

1542-82. Bonn, 1896. (Publication of the Gesellschaft

fiir rhein. Geschichtskunde. Vol. XIV.)
Hase, K. A. Kirchengeschichte. loth ed. Leipzig, 1877.
Hasenclever, A. Die Politik der Schmalkaldner vor Ausbruch

des Schmalkaldischen Krieges. Berlin, 1906.

Hefele-Hergenrother. Konziliengeschichte. Nach den Quellen
bearbeitet. Bd. IX. (Fortsetzung der Konziliengeschichte

von Hefcle.) Freiburg i. Br., 1890.

Heimhucher, M. Die Orden und Kongregationen der katolischen

Kirche. 3 Bde., 2 Aufl. Paderborn, 1907-8.



QUOTED IN VOLUMES XL AND XIL XIX

Helbigy W. FiihrerdurchdieoffentlichenSammlungenklassischer

Altertiimer in Rom. 2 Bde., 2 Aufl. Leipzig, 1899.

ffenne, A. Histoire du regne de Charles-Quint en Belgique.

10 vol. Bruxelles, 1858-59.

Hergenrother, J. Katolische Kirche und christlicher Staat in ihrer

geschichtlichen Entwicklung und in Beziehung auf die

Fragen der Gegenwart. Historisch-theologische Essays und
zugleich ein "Anti-Janus vindicatus." 2nd ed. Freiburg i.

Br., 1872.

Herzog, J. J. Real-Encyklopadie der protestantischen Theologie.

Bd. I.-XXI., 3 Aufl. Leipzig, 1 896-1908.

Heyd, F. L. Ulrich Herzog zu Wiirttemberg. Ein Beitrag zur

Geschichte Wiirttembergs und des deutschen Reiches in

Zeitalter der Reformation. 3 Bde. Tiibingen, 1841-44.

Hilgers,J. Der Index der verbotenen Biicher. Freiburg i. Br.,

^904-

Hipler, F., et Zakrzewski. Stanislai Hosii S. R. E. cardinalis,

majoris poenit. et episcopi Warmiensis et quae ad eum
scriptae sunt epistolae turn etiam orationes legationes. Vol.

L, 1525-50. Cracoviae, 1879.

Hopf, C. Griechenland im Mittelalter und in der Neuzeit.

(AUgem. Enzyklopadie herausg. von Ersch und Gruber.)

Section i, Bd. LXXXVL Leipzig, 1868.

Huber, A. Geschichte Oesterreichs. Bde. IIL, IV. Gotha,

1888, 1892.

Hubert, F. Vergerios publizistische Tatigkeit. Gottingen, 1893.

Ignatius de Loiola, St. Exercitia spiritualia cum versione literali

ex autographo hispanico notis illustrata [ed. a. P. Joanne
Roothaan, praeposito generali Societatis Jesu]. Ed. 7*.

Romae, 1870.

Instituium Societatis Jesu. 3 vol. Florentiae, 1892-93 [printed

from the MS. for private circulation only].

Janssen,/. Geschichte des deutschen Volkes seit dem Ausgang
des Mittelalters. Bd. I.-III., 17 und 18 Aufl. besorgt von
L. Pastor. Freiburg i. Br., 1897, 1899.

Joly, A. 6tude sur J. Sadolet, 1477-1547. Caen, 1857.

Jovanovits. Forschungen iiber den Bau der Peterskirche zu Rom.
Wien, 1877.

Jovius, P. Historiae sui temporis. 2 vol. Florentiae, 1552.
See Giovio.

Justi, K. Michelangelo. Beitriige zur Erklarung der Werke und
des Menschen. Leipzig, 1900.

Ka/lab, W. Vasari-Studien, aus dessen Nachlass herausgegeben
vony. von Schlosser. Wien, 1908.



XX COMPLETE TITLES OF BOOKS

Kampschulte, F. W. Johann Calvin, seine Kirche und sein Staat

in Genf. Bd. I. Leipzig, 1899.

Kannengiesser, P. Die Kapitulation zwischen Kaiser Karl V.

und Papst Paul III. gegen die deuischen Protestanten, 1546.
Strassburg, 1888.

Kaulek, J. Correspondance de MM. de Chatillon et de
Marillac, ambassadeurs de France en Angleterre en 1537-42.
Paris, [886.

Keppkr, P. IV. von. Aus Kunst und Leben. 3 Aufl. Freiburg
i. Br., 1908.

Kerker, M. Die kirchliche Reform in Italien unmittelbar vor

dem Tridentinum, in the Tiib. theol. Quartalschrift, 1859, I.

seqq. Tubingen, 1859.
Reginald Pole, Kardinal der romischen Kirch und

Erzbischof von Canterbury. Freiburg i. Br., 1874.
Korte^ A. Die Konzilspolitik Karls V. in den Jahren 1538-43.

Halle, 1905.

Korzeniowski, J. Excerpta ex li»bris manu scriptis Archivii

Consist. Romani MCCCCIX - MDXC . . . collecta.

Cracoviae, 1890.

Krasinski, V. A. Geschichte der Reformation in Polen, deutsch
von M. A. Lindau. Leipzig, 1841.

Kraus, F. X. Essays. Bd. I. Berlin, 1896.

Geschichte der christlichen Kunst. 2 Bd., 2 Halfte,

fortgesetzt und herausgegeben von^! Sauer. Freiburg i. Br.,

1908.

Laemmer, H. Die vortridentinisch - katolische Theologie des

Reformations-zeitalters, aus den Quellen bearbeitet. Berlin,

1858.

Analecta Romana. Kirchengeschichtl. Forschungen in

rOmischen Archiven. Schaffliausen, 1861.

Monumenta Vaticana historiam ecclesiasticam saeculi

XVI. illustrantia. Friburgi Brisg., 1861.

Zur Kirchengeschichte des 16 und 17 Jahrhunderts.

Freiburg i. Br., 1863.

Meletematum Romanorum mantissa. Ratisbonae, 1875.

Lancellotti [Tommasino de' Bianchi detto de' L.] Cronaca
Modenese, in the Monumenti di storia patria per le pro-

vincie Modenesi. Serie d. cronache. 7 vol. Parma,
1 86 1 seq.

Lanciani, R. The ruins and excavations of ancient Rome.
London, 1897.

Storia degli scavi di Roma. Vols. I., II. Roma,
1903-5-

The golden days of the Renaissance in Rome. London,

1907.



QUOTED IN VOLUMES Xf. AND XII. XXI

Lanz, K. Staatspapiere zur Geschichte des Kaisers Karl V.

Stuttgart, 1845.

Koriespondenz des Kaisers Karl V., aus dem Kgl.

Archiv und der Bibliotheque de Bourgogne zu Briissel. 3

Bde. Leipzig, 1844-46.

Legazioni di A. Serrtstori, ambasciatore di Cosimo I. a Carlo V. e

in corte di Roma, con note di G. Canestrini, pubbl. dal conte

Luigi Serristori. Firenze, 1853.

Legrand, E. Biblioiheque hellenique ou description des ouvrages

publ. en grec par les Grecs au XV®. et XVP. siecles. Paris,

1885.

henZy M. Briefwechsel Landgraf Philipps des Grossmiitigen

von Hessen mit Bucer. Tl. i, 2, und 3, in den Publika-

tionen aus den kgl. preussischen Staatsarchiven 5, 28, und
47. Leipzig, 1880, 1887, 1 891.

Le Plat, J. Monumentorum ad historiam concilij Tridentini

illustrandam spectantium amplissima collectio. 7 vol.

Lovanii, 1781-87.

Letarouilly, P. Edifices de Rome moderne. Paris, 1868.

Le Vatican et la basilique de St Pierre de Rome. Mono-
graphic compl. par A. Simil. Paris, 1878-82.

Lettere volgari di diversi nobilissimi huomini excellent, ingegni

scritte in diverse materie. 3 vol. Venezia, 1544.
Lettere al Aretitw. Ven ezia, 1522.

Lettere di principi. 3*^ ed., 3 vol. Venezia, 1570-77.
Letters and Papers. See Gairdner.

Leva, G. de. Storia documentata di Carolo V. in correlazione all'

Italia. Vol. L-V. Venezia-Padova-Bologna, 1863-95.
Lili, C. Historia di Camerino. Macerata, 1652.

Lingard, J. Geschichte von England, iibersetzt von Freih. v.

Salts. Bd. VL Frankfurt a. M., 1828.

Litterae Apostolicae, quibus Institutio, Confirmatio et varia

Privilegia continentur Societatis Jesu. Antverpiae, 1635.

Litterae quadrimestres ex universis praeter Indiam et Brasiliam

locis in quibus aliqui de Societate Jesu versabantur Romam
missae. 4 vol. Matriti, 1894-97.

Liiben, W. Leben des sel. Gaetano von Tiene. Regensburg, 1 883.
Lupo Gentiky M. La politica di Paolo IH. nelle sue relazioni

colla corte Medicea. Sarzana, 1906.

Liltolf, A. Die Schweizergarde in Rom, ihre Bedeutung und
ihre Wirkungen im 16 Jahrhundert. Einsiedeln, 1859.

Luzio, A. Lettere inedite di P. Giovio tratte dall' Archivio

Gonzaga. Mantova, 1885.

Vittoria Colonna, in the Rivista storica Mantovana L,

1-52. Mantova, 1885.

Un pronostico satirico di Pietro Aretino (1534) ed. ed
illustr. da A. L., Bergamo, 1900.
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Mackowsky, H. Michelangniolo. Berlin, 1908.

\_Maffeius, J. P. {S.J.)\ Ignatii Loiolae Vita, postremo recognita.

Antverpiae, 1605.

Manareus, Oliverius {S.J.). De rebus S ocietatis Jesu Com-
mentarius. Florentiae, 1886 [printed from the MS. for

private circulation only].

Manente, Cipriano. Historie. Venezia, 1561.

Manfroni, C. Storia della Marina italiana dalla caduta di Con-
stantinopoli alia battaglia di Lepanto. Roma, 1897.

Marcks, E. Caspar von Coligny. Sein Leben und das Frank-

reich seiner Zeit. i Bd., i Halfte. Stuttgart, 1892.

AIargraf,J. Kirche und Sklaverei seit der Entdeckung Amerikas.

Tubingen, 1865.

Marini, G. Degli archiatri pontifici. Vol. I., II. Roma,

—^-^ Lettera al ch. Mons. Muti Papazurri gia Casali. Roma,
1797-

Mariotti, A. Saggio di memorie storiche civili ed ecclesiastiche

della citta di Perugia. Vol. I. Perugia, 1806,

Marsand, A. I Manoscritti italiani della regia biblioteca Parigina.

2 vol- Paris, 1835-38.
Martin, J. F. Gustave Vasa et la Reforme en Suede. Essai

historique. Paris, 1906.

Massignan, R. II primo duca di Parma e Piacenza e la congiura

del 1547. Parma, 1907.

Maulde-la-Claviere, R. de. Saint Gaetan (1480-1547). Paris,

1902.

Maurenbrecher, IV. Karl V. und die deutschen Protestanten.

1545-55. Nebst einem Anhange von Aktenstiicken aus dem
spanischen Staatsarchiv von Simancas. Diisseldorf, 1865.

Maynier, L. Etude historique sur le concile de Trente. Paris,

1874.

Mazzuchelli, G. M. Gli scrittori d'ltalia. 2 vol. Brescia, 1753
seq.

Meaux Vic'" de. Les luttes religieuses en France au xvi®. si^cle.

Paris, 1879.

Menzel, K. A. Neuere Geschichte der Deutschen seit der Re-
formation. 2 Aufl. Bd. I. seq. Breslau, 1854 seq.

Merkle, S. Concilii Tridentini Diariorum Pars prima: Herculis

Severoli Commentarius. Angeli Massarelli Diaria I.-IV.

Collegit edidit illustravit S. M, Friburgi Brisg., 1901.

Miniitoli, C. Opere di Monsignore Giovanni Guidiccioni.

2 vol. Firenze, 1867.

Molini, G. Documenti di storia Italiana. 2 vol. Firenze,

1836-37.
Moller-Kawerau. Lehrbuch der Kirchcngeschichte. 3 Aufl

Tubingen, 1907.



QUOTED IN VOLUMES XI. AND XII. XXlll

Monumenta Ignatiana ex autographis vel ex antiquioribus exemplis

collecta. Series I. : Sancti Ignatii de Loyola Societatis Jesu

fundatoris epistolae et instructiones. 6 vol. Matriti,

1903-97. Series IV. : Scripta de Sancto Ignatio de Loyola.

Vol. L Matriti, 1904.

Moran, F. Spicilegium Ossoriense. ist Series. Dublin, 1874.

Moroni, G. Dizionario di erudizione storico-ecclesiastica da

S. Pietro sino ai nostri giorni. 109 vol. Venezia, 1840-79.

Morsolin,B. II Concilio di Vicenza. Venezia, 1889.

Nuovi particolari sul Concilio di Vicenza. Venezia, 1892.

Giangiorgia Trissino. 2 ed''. Firenze, 1894.

Mortier, A. Sta. Maria della Quercia. Traduzione del F. L.

Ferretti. Firenze, 1904.

Moses, R. Die Religionsverhandlungen zu Hagenau und Worm;;

1540 und 1541. Leipzig, 1889.

Miiller e Ferrero. See Carteggio di V. Colonna.

Mi'mtt, E. La Bibliotheque du Vatican au xvi^ siecle. Pans,

1886.

Histoire de I'art pendant la Renaissance. I.— Italie.

3 vol. Paris, 1889-95.

La Tiare pontificaledu VIII^ au xvi". siecle. Paris, 1897.

Nadal, H. (S./.). Epistolae ab anno 1546 ad 1577. nunc

primum editae et illustratae a Patribus eiusdem Societatis.

4 vol. Matriti, 1 898-1905.

Nardi.J. Storie di Firenze, lib. 9. Firenze, 1584.

Navenne, F. de. Pier Luigi Farnese, in the Revue historique,

LXXVIL, LXXVIII. Paris, 1901-02.

Nerli, F. de. Commentarii de' fatti civili occorsi dentro la citta di

Firenze dal 1215 al 1537, lib. 12, ed. F. Settimani. Firenze,

1728.

Nolhac, P. de. La Bibliotheque de F. Orsini (Bibl. de I'ecole des

hautes etudes). Paris, 1887.

Novaes, G. de. Storia de' Pontefici. Vol. VII. Roma, 1822.

Nuntiaturberichte aus Deutschland nebst erganzenden Akten-

stiicken. Im Auftrag des Konigl. preussischen Instituts zu

Rom bearbeitet von W. Friedensburg. Bd. I.-IV., VIII.,

IX., X. Gotha, 1892-1908.

Odorici, F. Pier Luigi Farnese e la congiura Piacentina del 1547

con documenti inediti. Milano, 1863.

Orlandinus, N. Historiae Societatis Jesu. Prima pars auctore

N.O., Societatis eiusdem sacerdote. Romae, 16 15.

Pallavicini, Sf. Istoria del Concilio di Trento. 3 vol. Roma,

1664.

Pariseti. Ludovici iunioris Regiensis Epistolae. Regii, 1541.



XXIV COMPLETE TITLES OF BOOKS

Paruta, P. Historia Venetiana. Venezia, 1650.

Pastor, L. Die kirchlichen Reunionsbestrebungen wahrend der

Regierung Karls V. Aus den Quellen dargestellt. Freiburg,

1879.

Die Korrespondenz des Kardinals Contarini wahrend
seiner deutschen Legation, 1541. Herausgegeben und kom-
mentiert, im histor. Jahrbuch I. Miinster, 1880.

Paulus, R. Der Augustinermonch Johannes Hoffmeister. Ein
Lebensbild aus der Reformationszeit. Freiburg, 1891.

Pendaglia, Angelo. Paolo III. pontefice. Carlo V. Imperatore e

Francesco I. Re di Francia in Nizza per trattare la pace nel

1538. Lettera narrativa di A. P. Ferrarese pubbl. dal

canonico Giuseppe Antonelli. Ferrara, 1870 (Nozze-pubblica-

tion).

Petit, E. Andre Doria. Paris, 1887.

Petrucelli delta Gattina, P. Histoire diplomatique des Conclaves.

Vol. II. Paris, 1864.

Philippson, M. Westeuropa im Zeitalter Philipps II., Elisabeths

und Heinrichs IV. Berlin, 1882.

Picot, E. Catalogue des livrcs composant la Bibliotheque de feu

M. le baron de Rothschild. 3 vol. Paris, 1893.

Pieper, A. Zur Entstehungsgeschichte der standigen Nuntiaturen.

Freiburg i. Br., 1894.

Pighi, G. B. Gianmatteo Giberti, vescovo di Verona. Verona,

1900.

Polanco, J. Alph de i^SJ.). Vita Ignatii Loiolae et rerum
Societatis Jesu historia. 6 vol. Matriti, 1894-98.

Postina, A. Der Karmelit Eberhard Billick. Freiburg i. Br.,

1906.

Quellen und Forschungen aus italienischen Bibliotheken und
Archiven. Herausg. von dem Preuss. histor. Institut. Bd. I.

et seqq. Rom, \Z()^ seqq.

Quirini, A. M. Imago optimi sapientissimique pontificis expressa

in gestis Pauli III. Farnesii ad primos tantum quinque annos
eius Pontificatus spectantibus. Brixiae, 1745.

CoUectio Epistolarum Reginald! Poll, ed. Q. 5 vol.

Brixiae, 1744-57-

Rabelais, F. QEuvres, ed. H. Burgaud. 2 vol., 2^* ed. Paris,

1870-73.

Rachfahl, F. Margareta von Parma. Miinchen, 1898.

Ranke, L. von. Die romischen Papste in den letzten vier

Jahrhunderten. Bd. I. und III. 6 Aufl. Leipzig, 1874.

Deutsche Geschichte in Zeitalter der Reformation. Bd.

III., IV., v., VI. 6 Aufl. Leipzig, i88i. (Vol. VI. is

cited from the ist ed., Berlin, 1847.)



QUOTED IN VOLUMES XI. AND XII. XXV

Ranke, L. von. Englische (^eschichte. Bd. I. Berlin, 1859.
RaynaMus, O. Annales ecclesiastici. Accedunt notae chrono-

logicae, criticae, etc.j*auctorey. D. Mansi. Vol. XIII., XIV.
Lucae, 1754-55-

Regesta Leonis X. P. M. e tabularii Vatican! manuscriptis volu-
minibus coll. et ed. J. Hergefirother. Fasc. I.-VIII.
Friburgi Brisg. 1884-91.

Renazzi, F. M. Storia dell' universita degli studi di Roma, detta
la Sapienza. 2 vol. Roma, 1 803-04.

Reumofit, A. von. Geschichte der Stadt Rom. Bd. III. Berlin,

1870.

Geschichte Toskanas. i Teil. Gotha, 1876.
Vittoria Colonna. Leben, Dichten, Glauben im 16 Jahr-

hundert. Freiburg i. Br., 1881.
Reusch, H. Der Index der verbotenen Biicher. 2 Bde. Bonn,

1883-85.
Ribadetieira, P. {S.J.). Vita Ignatii Loiolae, qui religionem

clericorum Societatis Jesu instituit, nunc denuo anno 1589
Romae recognita et loculpletata. Ingolstadii, 1590.

Ribier, G. Lettres et Memoires d'Estat des roys, princes,
ambassadeurs et autres ministres sous les regnes de Francois
I., Henry II., et Frangois II. 2 vol. Pans, 1666.

Rieger, P. und H. Vogelsttin, Geschichte der Juden im Rom.
2 Bde. Berlin, 1895-96.

Riezler, S. Geschichte Bayerns. Bd. IV. Gotha, 1899.
Riffel, C. Christliche Kirchengeschichte der neuestcn Zeit seit

dem Anfange der grossen Glaubens und Kirchenspaltung,
3 Bde. (2nd ed. of Vol. I.) Mainz, 1842-46.

Ripoll,Th. BuUariumordinisPraedicatorum. Vol. IV. Romae,
1.732.

Rocchi, E. Le piante iconografiche e prospettive di Roma del
secolo XVI. colla riproduzione degli studi originali auto-
graft di A. da Sangallo il Giovane per le forlificazioni
di Roma, dei mandati di pagamento e di altri documenti
inediti relativi alle suddette fortificazioni. Torino-Roma,
1902.

Rodocanachi, E. Les Institutions communales de Rome sous la
Papaute. Paris, 1901.

Le Capitole Romain antique et moderne, Paris, 1904.
Romanin, S. Storia documentata di Venezia. 10 vol. Venezia

1853-61.
Rommel, Ch. von. Philipp der Grossmiitige, Landgraf von Hessen.

3 Bde. Giessen, 1830.
Rosenberg, M. Der Kaiser und die Protestanten in den Jahren

1537-39- Halle, 1903.
Rua, J. Carlo V. e Francesco I. alia tregua di Nizza. Cosenza,

1904.



XXVI COMPLETE TITLES OF BOOKS

Sadoletus, /. Opera omnia. 4 vol. Veronae, 1737-38.
Sagmiiller, J. B. Die Papstwahlen und die Staaten von 1447

bis 1555 (Nikolaus V. bis Paul IV^. Eine kirchenrechtlich-

historische Untersuchung liber den Anfang des Rechtes der

Exklusive in der Papstwahl. Tubingen, 1890.

Salmeron, Alph. {S.y.}. Epistolae ex autographis vel originalibus

exemplis potissimum depromptae, a Patribus eiusdem
Societatis nunc primum editae. 2 vol. Matriti, 1906,

1908.

Salvatori, Ph. M. Vita della s. madre Angela Merici. Roma,
1807.

Sandoval, P. de. Vida y hechos del emperador Carlos V.

2 vol. Barcelona, 1625.

Sanuto, M. I Diarii. Vol. XVI.-LVIII. Venezia, 1886-1903.
Sarpi \Pietro Soave Poiano]. Historia del concilio Tridentino.

4*^ ediz. Geneva, 1660.

Sastrow, B. Herkommen, Geburt und Lauf seines ganzen
Lebens. Herausgegeben von Mohnike. 3 Bde. Greifs-

walde, 1823.

Schade, O. Satiren und Pasquille aus der Reformationszeit.

3 Bde. Hannover, 1856-58.

Schdfer, D. Geschichte von Danemark. Bd. IV. Gotha, 1893.

H. Geschichte Portugals. 5 Bde. Hamburg, 1836-54.
Schmidlin, J. Geschichte der deutschen Nationalkirche im Rom,

S. Maria dell' Anima. Freiburg i. Br., 1906.

Schweitzer, V. Kardinal Bartolomeo Guidiccioni, in the Rom.
Quartalschrift XX., 27 seq., 142 seq., 189 seq. Rom, 1906.

Segni, B. Storie fiorentine. 4 vol. Livorno, 1830.

Segre, A. Carlo H. di Savoia. Le sue relazioni con Francia e

Spagna e le guerre Piemontesi dal 1536 al 1545. Torino,

1902.

Documenti di storia sabauda dal 15 10 al 1536. Torino,

1902.

Selectae Indiarum Epistolae nunc primum editae. Florentiae,

1887.

Serristori. See Legazioni.

Silos, J. Historia Clericor. regularium a congregatione condita.

Pars I. Romae, 1650.

Simonetti, A. II convegno di Paolo III. e Carlo V. in Lucca,

1541. Lucca, 1901.

Sixt, E. H. P. P. Vergerius. Braunschweig, 1855.

Soldan, M. G. Geschichte des Protestantismus in Frankreich.

Bd. I. Leipzig, 1855.

Solmi, E. Gasp. Contarini alia dieta di Ratisbona, in the N.
Arch. Veneto, XIII. Venezia, 1907.

La fuga di B. Ochino, in the BuUettino Sienese di storia

patria, XV,, 23 seq. Siena, 1908.



QUOTED IN VOLUxMES XI. AND XII. XXvii

Sommervogel, C. {S.J.). Bibliotheque de la Compagnie de Je.sus.

Bibliographic. 9 vol. Bruxelles-Paris, 1 890-1 900.

Spahn, M. Job. Cochlaus. Eiri Lebensbild aus dem Zeitalter

der Kirchenspaltung. Berlin, 1898.

Spicilegio Vaticano di documenti inediti e rari estratti dagli

archivi e dalla bibl. della Sede apost. Vol. I. Roma, 1890.

Spillmann, / {S./.). Geschichte der Katholikenverfolgung in

England, 1 535-1681. Die englischen Martyrer der Glaubens-

spaltung. Bd. I. : Die Blutzeugen unter Heinrich VIII.

2 Aufl. Freiburg i. Br., 1900.

Springer, A. Raffael und Michaelangelo. Leipzig, 1878.

Staffetti, L. II cardinale Innoc. Cybo. Firenze, 1894.

Sieinmann, E. Die Sixtenische Kapelle. 2 Bde. Miinchen,

1901-1905.
Steuchi, A. Opera omnia. Venetiis, 1591.
Studi e documenti di storia e diritto. Pubblicazione periodica dell'

Accademia di conferenze storico-guiridiche. Roma, 1880

Suau, P. St. Francois de Borgia. (Les Saints, Vol. XLIX.).
Paris, 1905.

Susta, J. Die romische Kurie und das Konzil von Trient unter
Pius IV. Bd. I. Wien, 1904.

Synopsis Actorum S. Sedis in causa Societatis Jesu, 15 40- 1605.
Florentiae, 1887.

Synopsis Actorum S. Sedis in causa Societatis Jesu, 1605-1773.
Lovanii, 1895. [This, and the above, printed from the MS.
for private circulation only.]

Tacchi Venturi, P. {S./.). Le case abitate in Roma da S. Ignazio
di Loiola secondo un inedito documento dal tempo. Roma,
1899.

Vittoria Colonna fautrice della Riforma cattolica secondo
alcune sue lettere inedite, in the Studi e documenti di storia

e diritto, XXII., 149 seqq. Roma, 1901.

Storia della Compagnia di Gesti in Italia. Vol. I.

Roma, 1909.

Teppa, A. M. Vita del ven. A. M. Zaccaria. 6 ediz. Milano,
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INTRODUCTION.

Few epochs in the history of the Holy See have exhibited

so many events and changes of paramount importance as

the pontificate of Clement VII. The radical transforma-

tion of domestic and social life, of human knowledge and

political conditions, begun in the 15th century, proceeded,

under this Pontiff, without a halt upon its onward way.

While the great discoveries of this century opened up to

Europe a new world and to the Church a vast field of

labour, while the transition from the disjointed fabric of the

mediaeval state to the solid unity of the new age was be-

ginning, and the titanic conflict between France and Spain

was turning Central Europe into an arena of war, the flood-

tide of Islamic conquest from the East, accelerated by the

disunion among Christian princes, was threatening the West

with total annihilation. Under the vacillating and irresolute

policy of Clement VII. the fate of Italy was decided. Her

political independence was sacrificed to the supremacy of

Spain, while at the same time the culture of the Renaissance

received a blow from which it never rallied. And finally,

as the climax of all these events, in which the Popes were

vitally implicated, came the disruption of belief, one of the

gravest crises which the Church has had to encounter.

Since the captivity of the Popes in Avignon and the

great Western schism, in every country in Europe, more

or less, grave abuses, galling inequalities, and a dangerous

spirit of unrest had heaped up, within the area of the

VOL. XI. I
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Church, a mass of inflammable material which, if once

unexpectedly kindled, was bound to break into a terrible

conflagration.

Scandalous as the disorders in the Church certainly

were, damming up the well-springs of grace and truth,

there was, nevertheless, no ground for despair of recovery.

Everywhere healthy forces still abounded by which gradu-

ally the elements of combustion might have been removed.

That, instead of such a process of regeneration, instead of

the reform in head and members longed for by all good

men, the world-wide catastrophe arrived which began by

separating from the centre of Christian unity a great part

of Germany and, in course of time, one-third of Europe,

seemed in the minds of contemporaries a judgment of

God, whose long-suffering was exhausted. The secularized

clergy, episcopate, and Papacy needed chastisement ; they

must be cleansed and purified through stern calamity.

The peoples and their shepherds made atonement

together, but Europe lost her most precious possession, the

unity of belief. Instead of the one Catholic Church there

arose on local or national foundations a motley confusion

of lesser or greater religious societies, torn and split among •

themselves into many divisions, with new doctrines, new

constitutions, new forms of worship. These territorial or

national churches were at union on one point only : they

rejected the primacy of the Pope and surrendered to the

good pleasure of the secular authorities—civic magistrates,

princes, and kings—the settlement of man's highest and

most sacred relationship, that between him and God.

It was a shock without parallel, involving social and

domestic relationships, knowledge and art, for all these

things had grown up in close connection with the old

Church. Very few ecclesiastical institutions of bygone i

days remained unaffected by this violent breach with the
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past. What for fifteen hundred years onwards from the

days of the Apostles had been for millions in life and

death their supreme consolation and peace, what number-

less martyrs and saints had sealed by heroic sacrifices

and even their very blood, what the most gifted artists,

poets, and scholars had ennobled and illuminated by works

of undying fame—was all now destroyed and reviled as

the invention of man and the deception of the devil.

All the weapons at the disposal of the new age were

turned with fury against the teaching and institutions of

the old Church and the centre thereof, that Apostolic

See which even in respect of civilization had lavished so

many blessings on Europe. A vast torrent of abuse in

hundreds and thousands of pamphlets and caricatures

poured down upon clergy and laity, upon educated and

uneducated. The leaders of the religious innovations

displayed in this respect an almost superhuman energy
;

Luther, at their head, could not do enough in the attack

on the Church of his fathers. " Let us, dear friends," he

wrote the New Year of 1526, "begin to write afresh, to

compose tales and rhymes and pictures. Cursed be he

who is idle at this work. It will be a long time yet before

the Papacy has had enough of our tongues in pamphlets

and songs and lampoons and caricatures."

Even when bleeding from many wounds and mourning

the loss of such noble members as the several states of

Germany, Switzerland, the Scandinavian kingdoms and

England, the Church still stood firm ^ amid the storm.

This indeed was the very moment when the strength of

Divine life dwelling within her was made manifest to the

• See Macaulay, Essay on Von Ranke's History of the Popes

(Critical and Hist. Essays, 3rd ed., Vol. III., 215): "When we reflect

on the tremendous assaults which she has survived, we find it difficult

to conceive in what way she is to perish."
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eyes of men. It was during the unhappy pontificate of

Clement VII., when the climax of trouble had been

reached and all seemed lost, that the first signs of recovery

appeared. They came from the quarter where they were

least looked for ; from the heart of the Church itself, which

to many seemed doomed to destruction.

Already in the last years of Leo the Tenth the Oratory

of the Divine Love had been founded in Rome. From
this association, which drew noble priests and laymen to

a more earnest observance of their religious duties and to

works of charity, the Catholic reformation sprang.

Two members of the Oratory, Gaetano di Tiene and

Gian Pietro Carafa, founded a new order of regulars, the

Theatines, and thereby created a training school for

admirable bishops. Like Carafa in Rome and Naples,

the peaceful, wise, and cultivated Gian Matteo Giberti, once

also a member of the Oratory, carried out as Bishop of

Verona an extensive and effectual work in the ecclesias-

tical and social spheres. The self-sacrificing enthusiasm

of these two men kindled others. Giberti's incomparable

work especially was an incentive to similar efforts ; the

bishops of Italy began to imitate his pastoral virtues and

reforms.

Hand in hand with these Catholic reformers, and true to

their principle that men must be altered by religion but

not religion by men, others, inspired to the work, began the

heavy task of bringing improvement into the conditions

of the Church as called for by Clement VII. and the

circumstances of the time ; for the horrors of the war, and,

in particular, of the sack ol Rome, had given a serious

turn to many minds and brought with them a realization

of the one thing needful. While in the older orders, often

in a very corrupt condition, a real enthusiasm for reform had

been awakened, new foundations, after ihc manner of the
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Theatines, were arising. Paolo Giustiniani reformed the

Camaldolesi, Egidio Canisio the Augustinian Hermits,

Gregorio Cortese the Benedictines of Monte Cassino,

Francesco Lichetto the Franciscan Observants. A
Venetian nobleman, Girolamo Miani, founded the Society

of the Somaschi for the alleviation of bodily and spiritual

misery in northern Italy ; Antonio Maria Zaccaria of

Cremona founded in Milan a society of regular clergy

called at first Sons of St. Paul and afterwards Barnabites

;

and the Umbrian Matteo da Bascio was the pioneer of

the Capuchin Order, which, after overcoming man}- diffi-

culties, was to become of the greatest importance in

raising religiously and morally the life of the common

people.

While these institutions were in process of creation

Angela Merici, who found support and encouragement

from Clement VII., was laying the plans of her life's work,

the Ursuline Order, a congregation of women aspiring after

their heavenly reward through sacrifice and prayer. At

the same time Ignatius of Loyola was assembling on Mont-

martre in Paris the first members of the Company of Jesus,

a spiritual army placed unreservedly at the disposal of the

Holy See for the accomplishment of Catholic reformation

and restoration.

No one then certainly had any idea that these springs of

fresh life welling up in so many different places would soon

become a mighty stream destined to spread blessings of

cleansing and refreshment over Church and Papacy. All

these preliminaries to happier conditions in the Church

were at first partly hidden and partly confined to such

small circles that, in view of the corruption prevailing

at the time of Clement's death and the extent of the

apostasy of Europe, it seemed to most contemporaries

that the complete disorganization of the Church, already so
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severely injured by unbelief and heresy, was inevitable.*

To crown all there was the critical condition of the Papal

States ; if in Rome, in consequence of timely precautions,

order was in essentials maintained,- yet in many cities of

the Papal territory serious disturbances had broken out.^

In the midst of a situation thus strained and dangerous,

the conclave met on the i ith of October 1534. Thirty-five

Cardinals were present.* Only one, Alessandro Farnese,

had been appointed by Alexander VI., and a second,

Matthaeus Lang, by Julius II. All the others had received

the purple from the two Popes of the house of Medici.

Among the creations, however, of Leo X. and Clement

VII. there was so little uin'on and solid co-operation that

' In 1534 Giov. Batt. Caccia wrote as follows: *Spectabam enim

animo summum ilium Asiae imperatorem Christ! hostem Christiani

cervicibus imminentem, intuebar Germanicam seccessionem, revocabam

ad memoriam meam sanctam matrem ecclesiam, quae priusquam

Mahumetana tetra tartareaque caligo Asiam Africamque occecaret,

humanum omne genus suo sanctissimo gremio complexa est, nunc in

has Europae angustias coactam, in diversas sententias distractam,

scissis fractisque articulis ita deformatam, ut ad interitum properare

videatur. Cod. Vat, 3659, f. 5, Vatic. Library. For Caccia, see infra,

2 See Gayangos, VI., n. 93, 98. The Bolognese reports in Accame,

15-17; Alberini, 384 seq. ; cf. in Appendix No. 1 the *despatch of

F. Peregrino, Aug. 24, 1534 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), and those

of L. Sergardi, Sept. 27 and Oct. i, 1534 (State Archives, Siena).

For the vacancy of the Holy See, see also Blasius de Martinellis in

GattiCUS, 442 seq.

^ Cf. Saggiatore, I. (1S44), 22 seqq. ; Fuisu, Legaz. del Card. Medici,

80 seq.., and the *Brief to Uberto Pallavicini, 1535, Feb. 25, Arm., 41,

t. 50, n. 4 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

* See Blasius de Martinellis and Firmanus in Gatticus, 325 seqq.

For the number of electors, see *Diarium in Cod. Vitt. Em. 269, f 260,

of the Biblioteca Vittori :> Emanuele, Rome, and Pagi, Breviar, VI., i.

According to P. P. Gualterius the entry into conclave took place "hora

13I,
" XII., 58, f. 335 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).
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they were powerless. The position of several Cardinals

was, up to the last, pretty well a matter of conjecture.

The Sienese envoy Lodovico Sergardi.on the 8th of October

1534, reckoned the Italian party at nine: Pucci, Salviati,

Ridolfi, Medici, Cibo, Spinola, Grimaldi, Cupis, and Cesi.

As four Cardinals of Italian nationality (Gaddi, Trivulzio,

Sanseverino, and Pisani) belonged to the French side, the

above-named diplomatist believed that the adherents of

Francis I. would amount to twelve. One of the Frenchmen,

however, Cardinal Castelnau de Clermont, did not arrive

in time, so that his vote was lost.^ In Sergardi's opinion

the Imperialists fairly counterbalanced the French: two

Spaniards (Merino and Quinones), two Germans (Lang,

Archbishop of Salzburg, and Cles, Prince-Bishop of Trent),

and seven Italians (Piccolomini, Cesarini, Vincenzo Carafa,

Palmieri, Ercole Gonzaga, Doria, and Campeggio). The

neutrals he considered were Farnese, Fcrreri, Cornaro,

Grimani, and Accolti."^ Yet only two days later Sergardi

1 Castelnau reached Rome on Oct. 21. See L. Sergardi's *report,

Oct. 23, 1534 (State Archives, Siena), and *the Diary of a French-

man in Cod. Barb. Lat., 3552, f. 55^ Vatican Library. That out of

the eight French Cardinals mentioned in Sergardi's *report of Oct. 8,

only seven appeared, is proved by the *Ephem. in Cod. Vat., 6978,

where under Oct. 5 it is stated :

" Ingressi sunt Romam 7 cardinales

Galli " (Vatican Library). According to the same source {cf. POGAT-

SCHER in Repert. f. Kunstwiss., XXIX. 399), Lang and Cles entered

Rome on Oct. 8. The same in P. P. Gualterius, XII., 58, f. 335

(Secret Archives of the Vatican). See also FUMI, Legaz., 79.

2 *L. Sergardi, dated Rome, Oct. 8, 1534, in State Archives,

Siena. (The numbers only give eight Italians, but the names on the

accompanying list are nine.) Of the candidates Sergardi says :

*Ogniuno vorria el papa a suo modo. Li Franzesi per quel che si

vede hanno in conto Ivrea e Sanseverino, 1' imperatore S. Croce, Bari,

Siena, e Campegio avanti che s' interdesse la cattura del figlio. La

setta de li Italiani vorrebbero Pucci, Cibo, Cesi et anco il Camerlengo,

benche si pensa che questa setta de li Italiani in conclavi non habbi da
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wrote that Palmieri was more inclined to the French,

Doria to the Italians, while Grimani and Accolti showed

Imperialist leanings.^ That Accolti was already at that time

counted on as an adherent of Charles V. is clear from a

despatch of Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga of the loth of October

1534, which differs, however, in many other respects from

the statements of Sergardi. According to this document,

there was close accord between Grimani, Cesarini, Salviati,

and Accolti, whose negotiations with the Imperialists came
to nothing. "The Italian party," remarks Cardinal Gonzaga,
" boast of having ten members, but in reality they are only

four." With regard to the French, the Cardinal comes to

the same reckoning as Sergardi.-

The leader of the French was the energetic Cardinal Jean

de Lorraine, although Tournon carried on the negotiations

with the other members of the conclave.^ The adherents

of Francis I. formed a compact body, and went very

cautiously to work ; they kept their choice of a candidate

a close secret ; only one thing they made known, that

they would exclude any Spaniard, or German, or even an

Italian favourable to the Emperor.*

It was of great importance for the freedom of the con-

clave that it was held at a time when a certain political

esser unita, ma andar ciaschuno doie ben 11 verrk. Of Campeggio
Sergardi writes on Oct. 6 : *Un figlio del Card. Campegio andava

in Francia per far offerte al Re da parte del padre e guadagnarsi 11 voti

de 11 cardinal! Frances!, fe stato preso da Antonio da Leyva. II

card. Campegio non lo confessa e non lo nlega, ma dice che non sa

nlente. (State Archives, Siena.)

^ L. Sergardi, Oct. 10, 1534 (State Archives, Siena).

* Cf. Appendix 2, Cardinal E. Gonzaga's despatch, Oct. 10, 1534

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), differing from the optimist view of

Sanchez (In Wahrmund, 255).

5 See the Bishop of Aosta's account in Pktrucelli, II., 3.

* See Appendix 2, Cardinal E. Gonzaga's despatch, Oct. 10, 1534.
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exhaustion, following, by a natural reaction, on the violent

events of Clement's pontificate, had settled on men's minds.

The fear expressed by many towards the close of Clement's

life, that the antagonism between the French and Im-

perialist parties would lead to a schism,^ was fortunately

not realized. Francis I. saw that the election of one of

his own partisans was an impossibility; he announced

that he would be satisfied with a neutral such as Farnese,^

and left the accomplishment of his wishes entirely in the

hands of his party. Charles V. also did not attempt to

impose his influence more strongly, and was content to

admonish the Cardinals to keep in view the credit of the

Holy See and the peace of Christendom, and to give

their votes for one unbiassed by party. His ambassador

also mentioned Farnese as suitable, besides Cornaro, Ferreri,

and Grimani, but remarked that his master had given him

no special commands with regard to any of these candi-

dates. The intervention of the two great European

powers in this election was thus so limited that King

Ferdinand I. was under the belief that he was acting in

accordance with his brother's intentions when he instructed

his agent in Rome to work with all his might on behalf

of Cardinal Bernhard von Cles.^ Of the remaining States

of Christendom there was not one that took any steps

worth recording to influence the choice of the electors.

The position of affairs on the eve of the conclave was

1 See F. Peregrino, Aug. 24, 153^, in Appendix No. i (Gonzaga

Archives, Milan).

2 See G. Feruffini in CapaSSO, Politica, I., 4-

3 BuCHOLTZ, IX., 125 ; Wahrmund, 255 ; Lanz, II., No. 381 ;

Gayangos, v., I, n. 85, 89, 92, 98, 100; Sagmuller, 170 seq., 229.

For the Imperial envoy Cifuentes, see also *E. Gonzaga's letter,

Oct. 10, 1534, in Appendix 2. Vergerio suggested the election of

Cles ; see his **report " in materia electionis Pontificis " (St. Mark's

Library, Venice).
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thus summed up by Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga : the elevation

of a Frenchman or an Imperialist was as impracticable as

that of an Italian openly attached either to Francis I. or

Charles V. Under the circumstances of difficulty then

pressing upon political and ecclesiastical affairs, the only

possible candidate was a neutral such as Cornaro or Farnese.^

According to all accounts Farnese"'s prospects were the

best.- The French, and especially their ally Trivulzio,

worked for him actively ; the other Italians and also the

Imperialists were, at least, not opposed to him," but, in the

opinion of Ercole Gonzaga, the aforesaid Cardinal must

needs be elected speedily, or it would go with him as it

did in the conclave after the death of Leo X>
Alessandro Farnese, Dean of the Sacred College, of which

he had been a member for forty years, was not only the

oldest but intellectually the most important of all the

Cardinals. A penetrating intelligence, fine culture, great

diplomatic experience and ability could not be denied him

even by his enemies. Amid the keen spirit of faction

shown by the French and Imperialist Cardinals he had

succeeded with admirable tact in maintaining an indepen-

* *Letter of Oct. lo, 1534 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), Appendix 2.

''

Cf. GUICCIARDINI, Op. incd., IX., 309 ; Papazzoni in Acc.\ME, ig,

and F. Saraceni in CapaSSO, Politica, I., 8. Peregrino on Sept. 26,

1534 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), had written of Farnese's great

prospects ; so also G. Busdraghi on the same date (State Archives,

Lucca). L. Sergardi wrote on Sept. 27, 1534, that the betting gave

Farnese the first and Piccolomini llie second place. On Oct. 10 he

says : "*Circa le scommesse Farnese va in cielo che oggi e ito a 50 per

cento e li altri stanno terra terra, pur il papa lo fanno li cardinali e

non i mercanti con le scommesse" (State Archives, Siena). See also

Percgrino's *letter of Oct. 10, 1534 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

3 See Ticrardo Busdraghi, ''heports of Oct. 3 and 10, 1534 (Stale

Archives, Lucca).

* See Appendi.x 2. CJ. FUMl, Legaz., 79.
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dent position. Even if his relations with the French

Cardinals were good, it was to his exceptiona! advantage

with the Imperialists that repeatedly on previous occasions

and especially now, just after the death of Clement VII.,

he had expressed himself in favour of a general Council,

and with it of a thorough reform of ecclesiastical affairs.^

The dead Pope had repeatedly designated Farnese as

his most fitting successor, and had begged his nephew.

Cardinal Ippolito de' Medici, to secure for him the votes of

his friends, as there was no other man among the Cardinals

so competent to uphold the dignity of the Holy See and to

govern in Church and State.^ This recommendation made

a great impression on Medici and his friends.^ The

younger Cardinals were influenced by the consideration

that Farnese was sixty-seven years of age and his

apparently enfeebled health did not hold out the prospect

of a prolonged life. Above all, the conciliatory charm,

which was one of the Cardinal's characteristics, was a

powerful influence in his favour.* While so many different

grounds for Farnese's election presented themselves, it was

also strongly to his advantage that there was a lack of

candidates who were at once neutral and of intellectual

distinction.^

1
CJ. Soriano in Albkri, 2 Series, III., 313; Brewer-Gairdner,

VII., n. 1262 ; Conclavi de Pontef, I., 211 seq. ; Sagmuller, 170; see

Vol. X. of this work, pp. 149, 441.

2 See Gayangos, V., i, n. 85; Jovius, Historiae Lib., 32;

GUICCIARDINI, Storia, XX., 2. ACCAME's doubts, 4 seq., are not

justified.

^ *It revmo de Medici h. stato in grandissimo aiuto et de principal! a

fare questa creatione, writes F. Peregrino on Oct. 17, 1534, from Rome

to the Duke of Mantua (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

* Cf. GUICCIARDINI, XX., 2.

^ E. Gonzaga in his despatch of Nov. 6, i 534 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua) ; see Appendix, No. 4.
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On two previous occasions—in the conclaves from which

Leo X. and Adrian VI. had emerc^ed—Farnese had come

very near to the Papacy, and now at last his hour had

come. It seemed as if he were already the elected Pope

when he entered the conclave ; as such he actually

quitted it, in contradiction to a well-known proverb. At

the very beginning, it is true, a serious difficulty arose
;

Cardinal Tournon was of opinion that the French, know-

ing their power, should make an attempt to impose

political conditions on Farnese ; he was to be informed

that the French votes would only be given as part of

a bargain; he must bind himself to give up Milan to

Francis I. Tournon, however, did not put this proposal

into effect.^

Already on the evening of the 12th of October the

rumour ran through the city that Farnese had been chosen

Pope. This was stated so positively that the mob were

ready to plunder his palace. The Romans, however,

could not obtain certain information, as the Borgo was

barriered off to prevent the intrusion of armed bands into

the conclave.^

The rumour was founded on truth ; Farnese's election

had taken place so quickly that the conclave can hardly

be spoken of by that name.

On the first assemblage of the Cardinals on the morning

of the 1 2th, Farnese's preponderant influence was evident,

1 C}. together with *report of Sancliez, Oct. 12, 1534 (Court and

State Archives, Vienna), as a corrective to him, the *letter of Card. E.

Gonzaga, Nov. 6, 1534, in Cod. Barb, lat., 5788, f. 25*" seq. (Vatican

Library).

'' Second *despatch of Sanchez, Oct. 12, 1534, loc. ciL, and the

*Ephem. in Cod. V'at., 6978, f. 137. See also *L. Sergardi's letter,

Oct. 13, 1534 (State Archives, Siena), and Cardinal P. Cesi's MS.

*notice relating to the same in the printed Ephcm. of the Vatican *

Library. (Printed works i R. IV., 1898.)
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as, in spite of Campeggio's opposition/ his proposal that the

voting should not be secret was carried. Moreover, no

articles of capitulation were drawn up.^ In the afternoon

Jean de Lorraine assembled the French Cardinals, and in

the name of Francis I. proposed Farnese as Pope. This

was communicated to the Italians in sympathy with France,

whose leader Trivulzio had already been active on Farnese's

behalf,-^ and to Cardinal Ippolito de' Medici, also engaged in

the same cause. The Frenchmen then went with Medici

to Farnese to announce to him his elevation. The first to

pay him homage was the nephew of Clement VII., and after

the Cardinal of Lorraine had obtained the consent of the

Imperialists, all the Sacred College met in the Chapel of

Nicholas V., where Piccolomini, as the Cardinal-Bishop next

in seniority to Farnese, announced the election.* That

1 Mentioned by Busdraghi in his *letter, Oct. 14, i534 (State

Archives, Lucca).

2 See A. M. Papazzoni's despatch of Oct. 13, 1534, in AcCAME,

20, and also Firmanus in Gatticus, 330 (instead of 11 read 12, as

found also in the MS. in the Secret Archives of the Vatican, XIL,

26, f. 1
6b).

3
Cf. supra, p. 10, and Cardinal E. Gonzaga's *report of Nov. 12,

1534 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

* See Cardinal E. Gonzaga's ^account of Nov. 7, 1534, in Appendix

No. 4 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). This authentic narrative dis-

poses of the hitherto accepted version in the " Conclavi dei Pontefici,"

L, 209 seqq. (repeated in the unreliable MS. accounts of the conclave

as well as in the relation in the Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch., V., t\<^seqq>),

that Trivulzio, in combination with Medici, effected Farnese's elevation

in the face of Lorraine's opposition. See also SagmOller's criticism

(59, 170) of the "conclavi." The compact between Farnese and

Ippolito de' Medici alleged by Petrucelli, IL, 2, 3, is hardly

authentic, since Gonzaga says nothing about it. A. M. Papazzoni,

whose despatch (in ACCAME, 20), Oct. 13, agrees substantially with

Gonzaga, is also silent on this point. Likewise Busdraghi in his

*letter of Oct. 14, 1534 (State Archives, Lucca).
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the precedents might be observed, a formal scrutiny took

place on the following morning, the 13th of October, at

which Campeggio, who on the previous day had refused

to vote for Farnese, also gave in his adhesion with the

rest.^ Not for a very long time had a conclave done

its work so quickly and so unanimously.^

The new Pope, who took the name of Paul III., was a

member of an old and distinguished family belonging to

the Papal States, of Lombardic origin according to some,

of French according to others.'^ The possessions of the

Farnesi stretched south westward from the lake of Bolscna

through the volcanic region, famous for its vintage. In the

' Blasius de Martinellis in Gatticus, 327 ;
* Diarium Card.

Camerarii, Secret Archives of the A'^atican, XII., 58, f. 332 ; Brewer-
Gairdner, VII., n. 1262; Notarial note in GORI, Archivio, IV.,

254.

2 See Cardinal Salviati's letter, Oct. 15, 1534, in Carte Strozz.,

I., 186.

^ Cf.Y.M. Annibali, Notizie storiche della Casa Farnese, Montefias-

cone, 1817-18, 2 vols., and Dei Farnesi della storia ined. di Ronciglione

del can. G. Carabelli, Firenze, 1865 (perhaps quite unreliable). See

also Moroni, XXIII., 193, and Frangipane, A. Farnese, i^seq. The
history of the Farnesi by F. Oderici in Litta, Famiglie Celebr. Ital.,

is, as ReumONT (AUgem. Zeitung., 1877, Beilag No. 39) justly remarks,

the model of what genealogies ought not to be. Soriano (Alberi, 2

Series, III., 320) mentions the French origin with a "si dice." The
early history of the family before emerging from obscurity is very

uncertain. There is a collection of genealogical notes taken, for the

most part, from the registers subsequent to Benedict XII. in the

*Varia. ad. Cam. Ap. spect. Arm., 37, t. 40, f. 259 seq., of the Secret

Archives of the Vatican. See ibid., f. 17, Contelorius' Miscellanies, and

Arm., 6, c. 6, n. 20 : Bullae instrum. et script, ill. dom. de Farnesio

Paul III. bore as arms, or six lilies azure, formerly hyacinths,

see Pasini Frassoni, Essai d'armorial des Papes, Rome, 1906, 34.

For his emblem with the motto " Festina lente," see Barberi, III.,

379. The Pope, on his election, chose as his motto: Confirma hoc,
*

Dcus, quod operatus es in nobis.
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history of Viterbo/ and especially in that of Orvieto, the

lords of Farnese played a great part, from the twelfth

century onwards. When Pope Adrian IV., in 1154, fled to

Orvieto, Prudenzo Farnese received him as representative

of the city ; in 11 77 Pepo Farnese v^ras a signatory of the

Treaty of Venice in the name of the Orvietans.^ Members

of the family were also entrusted with high ecclesiastical

functions; in 1309 Guido Farnese, as Bishop of Orvieto,

consecrated the cathedral.^ Most of the males of the

house followed the profession of arms; as zealous Guelphs

they stood true to the Popes, who rewarded their services

with fiefs and other marks of favour. Cardinal Albornoz*

did the same, for even during the exile in Avignon the

Farnesi struck many a blow for the Holy See. In later

days Cardinal Alessandro the younger had his magnificent

castle of Caprarola adorned with numerous frescoes cele-

brating the warlike deeds of his race. Pier Nicola Farnese

was there honoured as the restorer in 1361 of Bologna to

the Holy See. Piero Farnese distinguished himself in

1363 in the Pisan war and had a monument erected to him

in the right aisle of the Duomo of Florence which is still

standing.^

During the terrible period of the schism most of the

family adhered to the Roman Popes. Urban VI.,

Boniface IX., and Gregory XII. on that account showed

' In a *Brief to the officials of Viterbo concerning the restoration

of order in that city, dated Nov. 10, 1534, Paul III. says the

Farnesi are "Gives antiquissimi' of Viterbo. Min. brev. Arm., 40,

t. 49, n. 484 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

^ See FUMI, Orvieto, 99 seqq. ; cf. FUMI, La prima entra'a di Paolo

III. in Orvieto, Orvieto, 1892, 5.

3 See Ughelli, I., 1473.

* Cf. Fahre, Un registre cameral du Card. Albornoi;, Paris,

1887, 7-

'•' See LiTTA, Tav., X.
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them many favours.^ The actual founder of the greatness of

the house, which had kept steadily on the ascendant, was

Ranuccio F'arnese, nominated a Roman Senator on the

27th of April 1 4 17 by Martin V.^ The Colonna Pope also

honoured the family in other ways. During the first

troubled years of Eugenius IV., Ranuccio, as General of the

Papal troops, did great service, rewarded, owing to the

scarcity in the Papal treasury, by fiefs of which the

investiture was for a time limited but afterwards became

perpetual. In this way Ranuccio became master of Latera,

Valentano, Marta, Montalto, Cassano, and Canino.^

The riches and possessions of the Farnese family had

already reached a notable height when by the marriage of

Ranuccio's son Pier Luigi with Giovanella Gaetani, sister

of Nicola, lord of Sermoneta, they came into near relation-

ship with the house which had given to the Church the

powerful Boniface VIII.* Hereby the Farnesi entered the

ranks of the Roman nobility without abandoning the

original seat of the family on the lake of BoLsena, where,

on the Isola Bisentina, Ranuccio in 1448 erected the family

mausoleum.^ The issue of Pier Luigi's marriage was a

' Petrus de Farneto, domicell. Castren. creatus capitaneus in prov,

patrimon. b. Petri in Tuscia, dat. Perusii, IX. Cal. Dec. A*" 10°. Lib.

II., Bull. Urbani VI , f. 118, Arm., 37, t. 17, f. 468. Cf. ibid., t. 40,

f. 275, a *document of Boniface IX., dat. IX. Cal. Oct. A^ 13" (Secret

Archives of the Vatican), and Annibali, I., 30, 33 seqq. A Nicola

Farnese in the service of the Antipope Clement VII. is mentioned in

FUMI, Orvieto, 102.

' See Theiner, Cod. dipl. dom. temp., III., n. 165.

5 See GuiRAUD, L'^tat pontifical apr^s le grand schisme, Paris, 1896,

130 seqq. Cf. Carabelli, loc. cit., 31 seq. ; MORONi, XXIII., 195.

* Paul III. called attention to this relationship in sending the red

hat to "Cardinal. Caietanus tit. s. Nic. in Care. TuU.," dated March 22,

1538. Arm., 41, t. 9, n. 257 (Secret Archives of the Vatican). »

' Frangipane, a. Farnese, 9, note.
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daughter Giulia, called " la bella " on account of her great

beauty, and two sons, Alessandro and Bartolommeo. The

latter. Lord of Montalto, married lolanda Monaldeschi

and founded the ducal line of Latera, which became extinct

in 1668, after the Castello Farnese had been sold on

account of debts to the Chigi, who derive from it the title

of Count.

Giulia, already married in 1489 to Orsino Orsini, caused

great scandal ^ by her amour with Cardinal Rodrigo

Borgia, but thereby led to the further aggrandizement of

her family. Her daughter Laura married Niccol6 della

Rovere, nephew of Julius II.- Alessandro Farnese was

born at the end of February 1468 at Canino or, as some

state, at Rome.^ Thus his youth fell in the heyday of the

Italian Renaissance, of which the lights and shadows were

reflected in his life. In Rome Alessandro enjoyed the

instruction of the famous humanist Pomponio Leto ;* later

on he finished his education in the house of Lorenzo de'

Medici in Florence and at the University of Pisa. Under

Innocent VIII. he returned to Rome, and soon won the

approval of the powerful vice-chancellor, Rodrigo Borgia.

His entrance into the Papal service was hindered, for

Alessandro Farnese had incurred temporary imprisonment

and the ill favour of Innocent VI 11.^ on account of his

' Vol. V. of this work, p. 417. •

2 Cf. Lanciani, Scavi, II., 150.

3 The house in Canino was for long pointed out ; see Annibali,

loc. cit., II., 45. R. AmasaeUS, 4, gives Rome as the birthplace.

See also Carabelli, t,-^, note.

* Cf. Vol. IV. of this work, pp. 41 seqq., 56 seq.

* QC with PanviniuS, Vita Pauli III. (as a supplement to Platina,

Hist, Coloniae Agr., 1626, 367), the *Brief of Innocent VIII. to the

Gubemator Patrimonii in which he says :
" Fraternitati tue tenore

presentium precipimus et mandamus, ut nulla interposita mora exequi

cures, que proxime in mandatis a nobis habuisti (three words are here

VOL. XI. 2
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behaviour in some family quarrel. Notwithstanding the

warm recommendations of Lorenzo de' Medici/ he was not

appointed Apostolic secretary and notary until 1491,^ when,

on the elevation of Borgia to the Papacy, in the following

year the fortune of Giulia's brother was made. He was

treasurer-general and already on the 20th of September

1493 Cardinal-Deacon of SS. Cosmas and Damiati.'^ On
the 14th of November 1494 he was given the legation of the

Patrimonium Petri,* and in 1499 the Bishopric of Corneto

and Montefiascone." The benefices received by him ** were

unintelligible), in eorum subditos videlicet procedendo, donee mater

eorum vere libertati fuerit lestituta et sive Viterbii sive in aliis terris

ecclesie habitare libere permissa. Nam ubi nunc est, non suo sed

aliorum arbitratu eam degere certo scimus. Quod ad nos attinet,

Alexandrum non prius e custodia eximere decrevimus, quam senserimus

matrem ejus in sua libertate positam esse, Date etc." (before ult. Aug.

1484). Arm., 53, t. 18, f. 135 (Secret Archives of the Vatican). The

doubts of Frangipane are thus groundless.

' Cf. Lanfredini's account in Fabronius, Laurcntii Medices Vita,

II., 376, and Reumont, Lorenzo, II.,'' 293.

2 *Innocentius VIII. Magist. Alex. Farnesio clerico Romano, not.,

script, et familiar! nostro. Dat. Romae, 1491, VIII. Cal. Julii A° 7°.

Regest. Vat., 695, f. 300''. In the *Regest. Lat, 912, f. 149, the *giant

of an "altare portatile.'' Dat. 1491, Non. Aug. A° 7°, and f. 285'' the

" facultas eligendi confessorem "' of the same day. (Secret Archives of

the Vatican.)

' See Vol. V. of this \vork,4i6j^f. The title was conferred on Sept. 23,

1493. *Acta Consist, in Consistorial Archives. Famese's successor

as treasurer-general was Franciscus Borgia Can. X'alent. ; see the

deed of appointment, dated Rome, Sept. 20, 1493. *Regest. Vat,

Alex. VI., 8/6, f. 85 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

* See BURCHARD, Diarium, ed. Thuasne, II., 195.

' Cf. Ughelli, I., 987.

* Cf. Regest. Lat., 949, f 38 (appointment to a canonry "eccl. s.

Laurcntii Viterb.," dat. Romae, 1493, X. Cal. Julii A" 1"), and Rcypst.

Vat., 869, f. 260 (Reservation, dat. 1494, IX. Cal. April). Secret

Archives of the Vatican.
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not rich, and his income was limited, consequently his

position in the Curia was not a prominent one.^ When in

October 1 502 he was given the legation of the March of

Ancona,'^ his position improved, and gave him the oppor-

tunity of showing his cleverness and capacity.

A proof of the Cardinal's extraordinary versatility was

the excellent footing on which he stood with Julius II., the

great opponent of Alexander VI. He not only kept the

legation of Ancona, but received many other marks of

favour from Julius.^ The ambassadorial reports show

clearly how close was his intercourse with the Pope.* It

was also Julius II. who legitimatized the Cardinal's two

natural sons, Pier Luigi and Paolo.^ Besides these the

Cardinal also had an illegitimate daughter, Costanza, and

about 1509 a third son, Ranuccio.* The mother of Pier

' Cf. Sanuto, I., 871 ; II., 843. For his revenues in the year 1500,

see Vol. VI. of this work, p. 92.

2 See BURCHARD, Diarium, III., 224; Sanuto, IV., 444, 495;

Schweitzer in Rom. Quartalschrift, XX., 35 seq. ; see also *Div.

earner., 55, 22 seq. (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

3 Cf. *Julii II., Brevia (Arm., 39), I., f. Soi-, 104^; II. 478, 511, 530,

533, 688, 744; III., 486. Cf. *Regest. Vat., 984, f. 150 (Secret

Archives of the Vatican). See also Gams, Series 651.

* Cf Sanuto, VIII., 39 ; IX., 132 ; XI., 838 ;
XII., 94.

" Julius II. Petro Loysio et Paulo de Farnesio dat. Roniae 1505

VIII. Id. Jul. Regest. Vat., 984, f. 147 seqq. (Julii II., Secret div. an.).

The documents prove that Pier Luigi was then " in secundo vel circa,"

Paulus "in primo aetatis anno" (Secret Archives of the Vatican). Cf.

the notarial deeds in the Sitzungsberichten der Miinchner Akademie,

1872, p. ^ibseq. These and the others mentioned in notes 2 and 4 show

that the panegyrist of the Farnese family has no grounds for stating

that the Cardinal had been married previously (Salazar, Glorias de

Casa Farnese, c. 3, 34). It is surprising to find that Mas Latrie

(Chronologie, 1142) still maintains this.

*^ The legitimation of Costanza Farnese is not forthcoming.

According to Massarelli, her mother was of Bolsena ; see Merkle,

Cone. Trid., I., 195. Leo the Tenth's *deed of legitimation for Ranuccio,
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Luigi and of Paolo, who died young, was a lady of the

Roman aristocracy who lived in the Cardinal's house in

the neighbourhood of the Arenula,^ It was not until 15 13

that this illicit connection of Alessandro's came to an end ;^

up to that date he had not yet received priest's orders.

The first sign that a moral change had taken place in

Farnese was disclosed by the way in which he administered

the diocese of Parma, conferred upon him by Julius II.

at the end of March 1509. As his Vicar-General he

appointed a very conscientious man, Bartolommeo Guidic-

cioni, in whom, as in his superior, more serious principles

had taken the place of a careless laxity.^

Cardinal Farnese threw himself heartily into the work of

the Lateran Council, at the opening of which he had the

honour of representing the Pope. In order to give effect

to the decrees of that assembly, Farnese held in 15 16 a

dat. Romae, 15 18, XI. Cal. April, A° 7°, Reg. 1208, f. 231 ("Raynutius,"it

says, was "in deciino anno aetatis constitutus") ; ibid.^ 233 : *Appoint-

ment of Ranuccio as "notarius ap. sedis cum dispensatione, dat. ut

supra " (it says here that Ranuccio was " de diacono cardinali genitus et

soluta"). (Secret Archives of the Vatican.) The ^original draft of the

first document is in the Neapolitan State Archives, Arch. Farnese,

' It cannot be stated with certainty whether the name of Farnese's

mistress was Ruffina, or, as RabelaiS (Oeuvres, II., 598) says, Lola, as

might be concluded from the verses of Tranquillo Molosso, the

Cardinal's private poet (c/i Aff6, Vita di B. Molosso, Parma, 1779).

That she belonged to the aristocracy is shown in the document of Leo

the Tenth's, Cjuoted in the following note. That she lived in her own

dwelling-house is clear from the *document of Julius, July 8, 1 505, cited

supra, p. 19, n. 5. Cf. Navenne, 251, where the Cardinal is incorrectly

spoken of as titular of SS. Cosmas and Damian, since from the time of

Pius III. he was titular of S. Eustachio ; sec Contelorius, Arm., u,

t. 47. For the Cardinal's house, see Div. earner., 57, f. 184 (Secret

Archives of the Vatican).

- From Rcgest. Leonis X., ed. Hergenroether, n. 3316.

• See Schweitzer, Guidiccioni, ^b seq.
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visitation of his diocese, at that time a rare example of

ecclesiastical energy. In 15 19 he instituted a diocesan

synod at which new constitutions for the reform of the

clergy were introduced and some old ones made more

stringent.^ In June 15 19 the Cardinal, hitherto only in

deacon's orders, sought priestly ordination,^ and on Christ-

mas Day in that year he said his first Mass.^ There is

trustworthy evidence that from that time onwards his

moral conduct was without reproach. Even if Farnese in

some respects remained a child of this world, yet he be-

longed henceforward to that number of Cardinals who had

yielded to the higher influences now at work. It is

deserving of all recognition that he was able to make men
forget the stain attaching to his elevation to the Cardinal-

ate by strenuously working his way above the low moral

sphere with which, as the favourite of Alexander VI. and

the offspring of an evil time, he had been conversant.

Cardinal Alessandro's relations with Leo X. were very

advantageous to him, for they had been friends in youth.

The rich benefices bestowed upon him by the Pope^

made such a large addition to his income that he

' See Schweitzer, Guidiccioni, 41 seqq. See also Atti dell' Emilia,

N.S., VI., 360.

^ *I5I9. Die Dominica 26 Junii factus est presbyter a card. s.

Quattuor. Hodie autem, quae est dies sabbati solemnitas visitationis

Mariae, consecratus est episcopus per S. D. N. papam in camera,

in quae solebat esse signatura papae Julii, sic ipso papa volente. . . .

Papa donavit annulum cum gemma cardinali. Paris de Grassis,

*Diarium, XII., 23, 354 seq. (Secret Archives of the Vatican). Farnese

then became Bishop of Tusculum. Garampi's statement in his

*Schedule, that he had received the bishopric as far back as 1503,

is incorrect.

•' Paris de Grassis, loc. cit., 363 seq.

* Cf. Sanuto, XVII., loi ; XVIII., 396; and Regest. Leonis X.
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was able to begin building the huge palace on the Via

Giulia which has handed down his name to posterity.

Leo X., who personally inspected the edifice while under

construction, was also a frequent guest of Farnese on his

hunting expeditions, when the Cardinal entertained him

with royal splendour in his castle of Capodimonte.^ When
in 1 518 Farnese declined, on the pretext of an illness, to

accept the post of Legate to the Emperor,^ the Pope seems

to have taken it in good part. That Adrian VL should

have granted Farnese a reservation deserves special

mention in view of the restraint observed by this strict

Pontiff in bestowing favours.^

In the long conclave of 1523 Farnese's exertions to

obtain the tiara had every prospect of success, but in the

end he had to make way for his rival, Medici.* It can be

understood that at first their relations were somewhat

strained. It always rankled to a certain degree that, as

Farnese complained, Clement VII. had deprived him of ten

years of Papacy ; but he was too much the man of the

world not to make good his footing with the new ruler as

soon as possible. As time went on he succeeded in winning

not only the respect but the confidence of Clement VI I.^

In the unhappy years 1526-27 their relations had to

* Cf. Sanuto, XVII., 471, and our remarks. Vol. VIII. of this work,

117 n., 157.

2 Vol. VII. of this work, p. 237.

^ *Reservatio omnium fructuum mensae archiepiscop. Benevent.

Adriani VI., I., 18, f. 52. This citation from Garampi's *schedules

''Secret Archives of the Vatican) refers to the Regest. Later., from

•vhich, however, the volume in question is now missing.

* See our remarks in Vol. IX. of this work, 235 seqq. That

Farnese's former manner of life was used against him in the con-

clave, is stated by Blasius de Martineliis (CreightON, Hist, of the

Papacy, V., 325).

* Cf. Soriano's narrative for 1526 in Albkri, 2nd Series, III., 130.
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undergo a severe test. While one of the Cardinal's sons,

Ranuccio (d. 1529^), remained loyal to the Pope, another,

Pier Lwigi, went over to the enemy—the Colonna and the

Imperialists. A proof of Cardinal Alessandro's great

influence lies in the fact that he was successful in obtaining

an amnesty from Clement for Pier Luigi,^ then, on account

of his high treason, lying under the sentence of greater ex-

communication. Nevertheless, the latter did not venture

to return to Rome, but took service under Charles V.

and, from 1528 to 1529, fought for him in the war in

northern Italy, and later he was present at the siege of

Florence. The reckless ferocity of Pier Luigi, a genuine

condottiere of the Renaissance, showed itself betimes in

these campaigns.^ He married Girolama Orsini of Piti-

gUano, and by her he had one daughter Vittoria and four

sons : Alessandro, Ottavio, Ranuccio, and Orazio.*

^ Cf. Navenne, 252.

2 Paul III. confirmed later this absolution only orally bestowed.

This *Renovatio absolutionis pro Petro Aloisio de Farnesio et aliis,

qui in pontificem Clementem VII. conspiraverunt dat. 1536 Id.

Octob., in the Regest. Vat., 1647, f. 134 seq. (Secret Archives of

the Vatican), throws a wished-for light on the relation of Pier Luigi

to Clement. Cf. also the *despatch of B. Agnello to the Marquis

of Mantua on Pier Luigi's participation in the " Sacco," dat. Nepi,

May 21, 1527 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), and the *Indult for

Alexandre de Farnesio electo Parmen. et Octavio etiam de Farnesio

clericis Rom. fratribus, dat. Romae 1528, XVI II. Cal. Febr. A° 6°,

Regest. Vat., 1437, f. 313 (habilitatio ad successionem in bonis, de

quibus privatus fuerit Petrus Aloisius de Farnesio, eorum pater, qui

crimen laesae majestatis commiserat.). Petrus Aloisius is described

as " de ven. fratre nostro Alexandro episc. Ostien. Card, de Farnesio

et soluta genitus'' (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

3 Cf. Gavangos, III., 2,n. 461, 581 ; IV., i, n. 4,96 , Aff6, x^seq.
;

Navenne, 262 seq.

* See Navenne, 256. For Titian's portrait of Pier Luigi in Naples

see Fischel, 91, and Clausse, iio, (21 seqq.
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Cardinal Alessandro, since 1524 Bishop of Ostia, shared

Clement's imprisonment in St. Angelo until permission was

given him, in 1527, to leave the fortress and go to Spain.

He went first, however, to the free Cardinals at Parma.^

From that city on the 13th of December 1527 he congratu-

lated the Pope on his liberation.^ Clement was not slow to

avail himself of the services proffered in that letter, for in

1528 he appointed Farnese Legate in Rome.^ When in

1529 the Pope lay seriously ill the Cardinal was the candi-

date for the tiara approved by the Kings of France and

England ; nevertheless, he was so acceptable to Charles V.

that when the latter came to Italy he was appointed to

bid him welcome.*

During Clement's last years he was undoubtedly the

most commanding personality after the Pope ; as a

diplomatist he had no rival. His long Cardinalate had

afforded him opportunity to amass a greater experience

than any of his colleagues; in all important consultations,

especially those concerning the Council, he took a pre-

dominant part. In the most varying posts—in 1533 he

was once more Legate in Rome*"—he behaved so ad-

» Gayangos, III., 2, n. X46.

* This *letter, entirely in his own hand, dat. "ex Parma die XIII.

Decemb. 1527," I found in the *Lett. d. Princ, IV., 250 (Secret

Archives of the Vatican).

3 See Vol. X. of this work, p. 19.

* See Gayangos, V., i, n. 97 ; Sagmuller, 165, 173, and for the

Legation to Charles V. our remarks in Vol. X. of this work, pp. 65,

68. Clement VII. bestowed on Farnese, May 24, 1530, "Castrum

Ronciglione ad cam. apost. spectans ad vitam." *Div. camer., 89,

f. 190'' (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

^ Cf. our remarks, Vol. X. of this work, p. 231. Farnese also acted

as mediator for the Republic in the dispute between Venice and

Clement VII. ; see Sanuto, LVIII., 406. In 1532 Farnese took part
^

in the meeting between the Pope and Charles V. at Bologna ; cf.

Gayangos, IV., 2, n. 1014 ; Amasaeus, i i.
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mirably that he was loved by high and low. The Romans

especially delighted in his brilliant state ;^ there was there-

fore general rejoicing at his election as Pope.^

Farnese was looked upon as one of Rome's own sons,

and the citizens congratulated themselves that the tiara

had fallen to one of their own number, a thing that had

not come to pass since the days of Martin V., more than

a century before.

The preparations for the coronation took time,^ for the

Romans were making ready a great act of homage to the

new Pope. On the evening of the 29th of October a torch-

light procession, in which the civic magistrates and great

nobles took part, made its way to the Vatican. In its

ranks were observable three triumphal cars, the decorations

of which symbolized the beginning of a new and more

spiritual era ; the figure of Rome was supported by those

of the Church and Faith.* The coronation, held with all

splendour on the 3rd of November, gave the Romans a

fresh outlet for their enthusiasm ; they were entertained

with a display of fireworks, and two days later with

^ Just before the " Sacco " Farnese's household comprised 366,

that of the Pope 700, persons ; see Arch. d. Soc. Rom., XVII.,

453, 471-

2 Cf. Lett, and Pap., ed. Gairdner, VII., n. 1262, 1263 ; Accame, 20.

See also : *Memorie di Jacomo delli Herculani, in Cod. Gesuit., 170,

f. 64*^ (Vittorio Emanuele Lib., Rome).

^ Cf. *letter of Imperio Recordato, dat. Rome, Oct. 27, 1534

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua) ; cf. Bertolotti, Artisti Lombardi,

I., 44.

* See Firmanus in Gatticus, 331 (instead of November read

October); Alberini, 386 seq.; Cancellieri, Possessi, 91;
FORCELLA, Feste, 14 seq.; *letter of L. Sergardi of Oct. 30, 1534
(State Archives, Siena) ; *Diary of a Frenchman in Cod. Barb, lat.,

3552 (Vatican Library), and Busdraghi's letter of Oct. 31, 1534 (State

Archives, Lucca).
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festivities on the Piazza of St. Peter's.^ The rejoicings in-

creased when Paul III. gave lavish alms^ to the poor and

sick, and removed the oppressive taxes with which Rome

had been burdened since the pontificate of Sixtus IV.^

Beyond Rome also the choice of Farnese gave almost

general satisfaction.* In wide circles, especially in

Germany, the new Pope's reputation stood high in men's

favour. In the latter country his utterances on behalf

of a council were well known.* The humanists in

* *Die 3 Novembris Pauliis 3' coronatus est hora 18^ presentibus

cardinalibus 35 et coronavit eum Innoeentius cardinalis Cibo et fuit

factus sumptuosus et pulcher apparatus et celebratum solemne

convivium 32 rev.nis cardinalibus et aliis quod faustum fuit (*Diarium

card. Camerarii. Miscell. Arm., 12, t. 58, f. 33 5^ Secret Archives of

the Vatican). Cf. the reports of A. M. Pappazoni of Oct. 15 and 19,

1 534, in ACCAME, 22, and the ^letters of the same of Nov. 2 and 5,

1 534 (State Archives, Bologna) ; *letters of F. Peregrino, Oct. 23 and

Nov. 6, 1534 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), and of *Busdraghi, Nov. 7,

1534 (State Archives, Lucca); Alberini, 587; Fantini in Capasso,

Politica, I., loi seq.^ and Cancellieri, Possessi, 91-92. Here also

for the " Possesso," which did not take place until April 1 1, 1535.

^ See F. Peregrine's *letter of Nov. 6, 1534 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua). Then appeared the " Motu proprio sopra i poveri e carcerati,"

printed 1 534 s. d. (in the collection : Edicts of the Secret Archives of

the Vatican) ; cf. also Bertolotti, Prigioni, 20.

' *Qua in Roma se sono fatte da Romani tre giorni continui de feste

et allegrezze, con fuochi, suoni de campane et artigliarie, perch^ Sua

S. ha levate tutte le angharie, carichi, et paghamenti de gabelle, che da

Papa Sisto in qua e da altri Papi in poi gli sono stato messi, che

ascendono alia summa de piu de cinquanta milia ducata ogni anno.

F. Peregrino to the Duke of Mantua, dat. Rome, Nov. 25, 1534

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

* For the rejoicings in Viterbo see Chronache di Viterbo, ed

ClAMPi, 435 ; in Parma, Gualano, 14; in Milan, BURIGOZZO, 522.

* See Vergerio's despatch, FRUiDENSBURG'S Nuntiaturberichten, I.

315. Cf. the favourable notices in the State Papers, VII., 573, and in

HerminjaRD, Corresp. d. Reform., III., 221, n. 10.
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Italy * and France, including even those more or less

affected by Protestant ideas, showed their pleasure in

letters and poems.^ From Padua Pietro Bembo wrote

to the new Pope that his election was a matter of joy

for the sake of all Christendom, and especially of the

Romans, who had gone through such heavy trials :
" With

you at the helm, no shipwreck is to be feared, not even

the least deviation from the right course." ^ Among diplo-

matists the hope reigned that there would now be an end

to the continual restless oscillations characteristic of the

policy of Clement VII., and men drew their breath* with

a sense of relief. The friends of reform also set great

hopes on the new Pope, who gave promise of the best

intentions, commanded respect by his conduct, and heard

Mass daily.^ Sadoleto gave eloquent expression to the

expectations raised by this side of Paul's character. In

his letter of congratulation he sets no bounds to his ex-

pressions of admiration for the new head of the Church

:

never had an election caused such joy among men ; never

had any Pope received more numerous expressions of

honour; the wishes of Christendom were now fulfilled,

and a Pontiff of excellence and wisdom steered the bark.

1 See the *Ode to Paul III. P. M. in Arch. Famese, fasc. 689

(State Archives, Naples).

•^ See loannis Vultei Remensis Epigrammaton Libri, IIL, Lugduni,

1537) f- 78-79. Cf. BuiSSON, L. CaslelHon, I., Paris, 1892, ^dseq.

3 Bembo, Opere, IV., 232.

* See the report of Peregrine of Oct. 13, 1534, in Rossi, Guic-

ciardini, II., Bologna, 1899, 70.

^ Aleander attests to this ; sec Quellen und Forsch. des preuss.

Instituts, VII., 260; cf. also AmasaeUS, 29. For Paul's dignified

demeanour in Church we have the notes of an eye-witness in the

*Liber reformat, vel memorialis monasterii S. Marie Montislucidi

extra menia Perusina. Original in the Monastic Archives of S. Maria

di Monte Luce.
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To God be given thanks for having in times of such

danger given them so great a leader, one who vv^ould

without doubt do all to encourage the best interests of

Christendom.^

One circumstance alone cast its shadow over the general

rejoicing. The health of the Pope, now in his sixty-seventh

year, who as late as 1533 had gone through a serious

illness,^ seemed so shattered that only a brief reign was

expected.^ But within that frail body there was a stout

spirit and an iron force of will. This energy, combined

with a judicious mode of life and a wise economy of

strength—plenty of exercise in the fresh air and frequent

sojourns in the country*—belied the fears of some and

* Sadoleti, Opera, Mogunt., 1607, igg se^. ; ed. Veronae, 1737, I.,

197 seg. Cf. also Junioris Lud. Pariseti. Regiens, Epistolae Regii,

I54f, lib. 2.

2 Cf. Amasaeus, 13.

' " Credo che per puochi giorni o mesi haveremo Papa, perch^ cestui

h, vecchio, mal conditionato, consumato et afflitto et molto delinato, non

serelibe gia el bisogno ch'el mancasse cosi presto," *writes F. Peregrino

on Oct. 17, 1534, to the Duke of Mantua (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

Cf. the letter of Nov. 29, 1534, in Luzio, Pronostico, 59 ; BUSINI, Lett

a B. Varchi, ed. Milanesi, Firenze, 1861, 238 ; the letter in Rime e

lettere di V. Gambara (1759), 218, and the letter of Cardinal E.

Gonzaga of Nov. 10, 1534, in Cod. Barb, lat., 5788, f. 31 seq., Vatican

Library.

* Together with Vergerio's letters (Nuntiaturberichten, I., 324), see

FiCHARD, Italia, 71 ; Druffel, Mon. Trid., I., 534; Cancellieri,

Sopra il tarantismo, Roma, 181 7, 34 ; CapaSSO, Politica, I., 56 seq. See

also Sanchez' *Aviso of March 15, 1535, sent to Ferdinand I. (Sanctitas

Sua valet recte, quae ultraquam semper de salute sua curare soluit,

nunc precipuae ita et victus temperantia et frequentibus, hue it illuc

recreandi animi causa itineribus suae rectae valetudini prospicit, ut in

dies vegctior evadat, licet valde annosa sit), and the *despatches of

Sanchez, April 22 and Aug. 20, 1535 (Sus Sua assueta est semper loca
,

mutare crebrisque aut deambulationibus aut itineribus se exercere

atque ob istam consuetudinem parat inter XII. dies ad Lorelum
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rebuked the hopes of others. It was decreed that this

man, whose life seemed to have such a slender tenure,

was to have the longest pontificate of any Pope of the

1 6th century.

At first sight Paul III. presented the appearance of a

weary, worn-out old man. He spoke in low tones, with

great deliberation and prolixity.^ His bright complexion

and small sparkling eyes, which struck everyone,'^ alone

denoted the choleric temper, over which, however, he had

remarkable control.^ Consummate discretion kept in check

a naturally mettlesome temperament.

Of the many painters, sculptors, and medallists who

have handed down to posterity * Farnese's outward features,

none has succeeded so admirably as Titian. He has

painted three portraits of this pontiff; each is incompar-

able in fidelity to life and suggestive portrayal of the

characteristics of the original. The first of these three,

proficisci. From the Court and State Archives, Vienna), The best

guide for the numerous excursions of Paul III. is the *Diarium of

Blasius de Martinelli's (Secret Archives of the Vatican, XII., 56).

Cardinal Cervini wrote to Sirleto on Aug. 14, 1552 : "La Santa me. di

pp. Paulo che non vole\'a partir mai di Roma fino la prima bona acqua

d' Agosto per non trovarsi in Roma il me^e di Settembre, dannato

etiam da Horatio come sapete"(Cod. Vat, 6178, f. 3). Paul's solicitude

for his health is shown also in his choice of wines, of which, according

to his chief cellarer, he was a great connoisseur ; cf. I vini d' Italia

guidicati da Paolo III. e dal suo bottigliere Sante Lancerio p. da

G. Ferraro, Roma, 1890 (previously in the Rivista Europea, VII.

(1876), ^,()^,scqq.).

* See M. Dandolo's report in AlbeRI, 2nd Series, III., 338.

2 Cf. Vergerio's description in Nuntiaturberichten, I., 234.

* See A. Soriano's report in Alberi, loc. cit., 319; cf. Capasso,

Polilica I., 51.

* A compilation in Steinmann, Sixtina, II., 480, n. 6. The portraits

of Paul III. by Scipione Gaetano and Pulzone are wanting; see

Emporium, XXVII. (1908), 138.
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belonging to the )ear 1543/ shows the lean, middle-sized

figure of Paul III. seated in an armchair. He is deep in

thought, the body slightly bent forward ; the mozetta, a

light red tippet trimmed with ermine, covers his shoulders
;

beneath is seen the fine white Papal garment. All the

details are strictly true to nature ; the dress, the thin

hands, the intellectual head with its long aquiline nose,

the piercing eyes and gloomy forehead ; the shrewd

countenance is framed in a full beard of a greyish-white

colour. In a portrait painted later the Pope appears much

older; 2 the composition is almost identical with that of

the former picture, only the Pope here wears the caiiiauro,

or Papal cap, and his posture is still more bent forward
;

the beard has become more silvered. The fallen-in,

shrunken form with the left hand hanging loosely down

—

the right holds a piece of writing—represents in a striking

way the weariness of one well stricken in years. The third

portrait, however, reveals the strength and energy dwelling

in this apparently failing man, and also gives a glimpse

into the family history of the Farnesi.^

* The copy of this portrait, once belonging to the Farnesi and now

in the Naples Museum, is considered by many (CROWE, Titian, II.,

444 ; FiSCHEL, Tizian, XXI., 79 ; FiLANGlERl Dl Candia in Gall,

naz., V. [1902], 212) to be an original Titian, while Wickhofk
(Kunstgeschichll. Anz., I., 98) asserts positively that it is by Paris

Bordone.

2 The copy (original?) in the Naples Museum (FlSCHEL, 80) is in

bad preservation ; there is a copy in the Imperial Collection of paintings

in Vienna; see Ci-AUSSK, Si scq. ; Engerth, Kat. der Gemaldegalerie

im Belvedere, Wicn, 1864, 15. Crowe, II., 447 seq.^ classifies the

copies of Titian's portraits of Paul. He does not mention the fine one

belonging to the Marquis Persichetti at Aquila ; this, as well as the

portrait in the Pitti Gallery, is the work of Paris Bordone.

•^ The portrait is unfinished, and is in the Naples Museum. There is

a copy in the Acadcmia of S. Luca in Rome (Crowe, II., 471 scq.
;

ClaUSSE, 321 seq. ; WoLTMANN, II., 760; Gronau, Titian, 132 scq..
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In a chamber of the Vatican hung with red tapestry sits

Paul III. in an armchair, his small head covered with the

red caniaiiro; the shrunken figure speaks of old age and

the burden of care—the hour-glass on the table gives

warning of the flight of time. On the Pope's right hand,

behind his chair, stands Cardinal Alessandro Farnese in his

robes, wearing on his head the red biretta, while on the left,

in the front of the group, the youthful Ottavio Farnese

bends before the Pope, whose diminutive stature is accen-

tuated by the lofty presence of the younger man. The

latter appears to be presenting some petition or apology,

and the Pope to be speaking in a low voice ; but the

energy with which the Pontiff addresses him, the piercing

look with which he regards him, betoken the fiery soul still

aglow under the weight of years.

Titian's portraits have a rival in the noble bust by

Guglielmo della Porta,^ in which the rare sagacity of the

man of ripe experience has been imperishably transferred

to marble.

One result of this sagacity was the careful consideration

preceding all his undertakings, the deference shown to the

opinions of men of experience, and the peculiar tact with

which Paul III. handled all his affairs. The slowness of

his speech, partly natural to him and partly the result of

old age,^ was increased on formal occasions by his anxiety

and WOERMANN, Die ital. Bildnismalerei, Esslingen, 1906, 87) and

another in the Ambraser collection in Vienna, No. 447 ; see Jahrbuch

des (isterr. Kaiserhauses, XVII., lijb seq.

' Reproductions of this noble work, now in Naples, in Clausse, 90,

where there is also more detailed information ; cf. MuNTZ, III., 235.

The decorations of the drapery are—a characteristic of the time—in

an antique style little befitting a papal vesture.

- Cf. the report of the Venetian embassy in LONGO, *Comment.
della gucrra del 1537; Cod. it., 573, f. 263, Court and State Library,

Munich.
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to express himself both in Latin and Itahan in the choicest

and most refined manner, often drawing on his memory for

classical allusions, as well as by his scrupulous avoidance of

tying himself down by a positive "yes" or "no." While

trying to arrive at a definite settlement of matters under

negotiation, he yet liked to have a free hand up to the last

moment.^ So report the Venetian ambassadors, in agree-

ment with Paolo Giovio. This historian lays great stress

on the fact that the Pope employed this method even with

the Sacred College. With a most significant play of

features he listened, as a lover of free discussion, to all

they had to say, but reserved for himself complete inde-

pendence in the use he made of their opinions, for he

always maintained a position above party. The control

that the Pope had over himself was matter for admira-

tion. Always knowing the point at which he aimed and

possessing great strength of will, this skilled diplomatist

succeeded in tracing out the most secret intentions and

schemes and turning them to his own uses. With the same

skill he knew how, in a conflict of opiiuon, to steer clear on

a middle course.^

The caution and hesitation which preceded the decisions

of Paul III., and were so often the mark of Pasquino's

witticisms,-'^ did not arise, as in the case of Clement VII.,

' Cf. M. Dandolo's description in Albert, 2 Series, III., 338. The

long and ceremonious speeches of Paul III. are criticised in the

^despatch of G. M. dclla Porta (State Archives, Florence) of Aug. 14,

1537, and in a *lctter of Aurelio Manni Ugolini of July 5, 1544 (State

Archives, Siena).

2 Cf. Jovius, Historiae lib., 42 (Opera, II., 527), and in Appendix

No. 27 the Relation of M. A. Contarini (M^janes Library, Aix).

3 Sanchez complains on June 27, 1535, of the Pope's dilatoriness in

the despatch of business: *Cum propter assiduas ingentesqueejusoccu-

pationes, turn quia ex ingenio suapteque maximus ac pane incredibilis

pendinator est, adeo ut et jam Pasquillus in earn tarditatem faceiissime
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from lack of courage, but from shrewd calculation. He
was determined always to be the master of his negotiations,

and to grasp the favourable opportunity. Once secure of
the latter, he acted with a swiftness which surprised even
those in his confidence ; they came to perceive that in

most cases the projects which the Pope was most hopeful
of realizing were those of which he spoke the least.^

It has been pointed out as a special characteristic of
Paul III. that he had no chosen confidential circle.^

Although always friendly and accessible to Cardinals and
ambassadors, no one was admitted into the secret recesses

of this independent character. The Florentine influence,

which had played such an important part in Clement's
pontificate, was at an end.^ According to Vergerio, at the
beginning of Paul's reign Cardinals Trivulzio and Palmieri
were his nearest advisers ; together with them the private

secretary Ambrogio Ricalcati held a place of high import-
ance, destined, however, to end tragically at the close of

1537. This unfaithful servant became a prisoner in

irriserit vocans papam Paulum "vas dilationis ' per transsumptionem
epitheti divi Pauli, qui vocatior a Deo vas electionis (Court and State
Archives, Vienna). For Paul's cautious temporizing, see also the
*letter of Cardinal E. Gonzaga, October 24, 1534, Cod. Barb, lat,

5788, f. 16^ seq., Vatican Library.

1 See Ranke, Popes, L, 6th ed., 159, who refers to the expressions of
Cardinal Carpi and of Margaret in Mendoza's despatches. Cf. also the
*letter of the Abbate di Gonzaga of May 29, 1535 (Gonzaga Archives,
Mantua).

'' See Sanchez' *despatch of Sept. 10, 1535 (Court and State Archives,
Vienna)

;
Alberi, 2nd Series, III., 331 ; Corp. dipl. Port., IIL 182;

Sadolet, Opera, L, 247 seq. The Abbate di Gonzaga reports on
May 29, 1535: *11 papa mostra far questa professione di far le cose
senza communicarle con persona (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

3 From this and the dispute with Cosimo arise the enmity and
"parti pris" of the Florentine historians, especially Varchi and Segni,
towards Paul III.

; see Arch. Stor. Ital., 5th Series, XXXIII 54
VOL. XL ' '
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St. Angelo, and in the beginrung of 1538 the conduct

of state affairs and the official correspondence with the

Papal representatives at foreign courts was entrusted to

Cardinal Alessandro Farnese, the youthful nephew of the

Pone, and to Marcello Cervini, his first secretary.^

?aul III. treated the Sacred College with the greatest

consideration, and was, as far as possible, on the same

footing with all. He was assiduous in consulting them, and

gave them always the right of access before ambassadors,

so that the latter complained of the difficulty of obtaining

audience.^ What displeased the diplomatists most was

the Pope's prolixity and tediousness in the transaction of

* Cf. Nuntiaturberichte, I., Iv. f. 324 ; II., 248 seq. When Cervini

became Cardinal in December 1539 he was followed by Niccolo

Ardinghello, and the latter, soon afterwards, by Dandino ; see ibid.^

VIII. 12. During Dandino's repeated absences Bernardino Maffei

carried on the correspondence. For the changes introduced into the

secretariat in June 1549, see in Vol. XII., App. 38, the *despatch of Buo-

nanni of June 29, 1549 (Florentine State Archives). For Ricalcati, cf.

also Atti del Emilia, N.S., II. (1877), 64 scq., and Capasso, Politica, I.,

434, n. 2. J. J. Firmanus notes in *Diarium, Ricalcati was arrested

"propter multa secreta, ut aiebant, ipsius papc litteris revelata Impera-

tori et infinitas extorsiones factas diversis modis" (Secret Archives of

the Vatican). Ricalcati was not reprieved until 1544; see Babbi's

*despatch, Jan. 12, 1544 (State Archives, Florence). On January 2,

1538, the Pope sent the following *Brief to "Jo. Ant. PuIIeo," Baron of

Burgio, nuncio in Naples :
" Cum nos ex nonnuUis rationalibus causis

earn curam tractandi nostra et huius s. sedis nuntios et legates

scribendi, quam hactenus Ambrosius Recalcarius habuit, dilecto filio

et sec. carnem nepoti nostro Alex° car" de Farnesio S. R. E. vicecan-

cellario demandaverimus, volumus ac tibi mandamus, ut litteris, quas

idem Alex, car"* ad te nostro nomine scribet, fidem indubiam adhibeas.

Dat. Romae 2 ianuarii 1538. A" 4°. Blosius." (Cod. Q. q. G. 22,

f. 96, of the Communal Libiary, Palermo.)

^ Cf. Sanchez' *despatch of Jan. 28, 1535 (Court and State Archives,

Vienna); Nuntiaturberichte, HI., 510, IV., 38; Sitzungsberichte det|

Wiener Akademie, CVIII., 816 ; and Corp. dipl. Port., III., 182.
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affairs.* They gave way to bitter complaints of the

difficulties in negotiating with him, of the irhpediments in

the way of access, of his avoidance of definite decisions,^

of his being as difficult to inveigle as a cunning fox;^ it

would be easier to get into heaven than to bring him to a

final issue.* Everyone felt the diplomatic superiority of

Farnese, who, as Cardinal, had been able to remain on good

terms with six Popes of the most different tendencies and

so to preserve his neutrality between the two hostile factions

of the Imperialists and French as to arouse distrust in

neither and to gain the respect of both.

On his elevation to the Papacy, Paul III, set himself to

carry out his " diplomatic masterpiece "—to avoid any

quarrel either with Charles V. or Francis I„—and for ten

years his success was undeniable.^

If the policy of neutrality to which he clung with nervous

tenacity, as appearing to him with his wide experience

and wise calculations to be not merely on political but

on ecclesiastical grounds the only right course to pursue,

occasionally brought him into collision with the Emperor,

the reason was to be found in the Spanish supremacy in

Italy. The French, however, did not on this account gain

^ See the report of the Portuguese Envoy in Corp. dipl. Fort, III.,

182.

- Cf. with Dandolo, loc. cit., M. Foscari in Mon. Slav. Merid.,

VII., 132 ; Lett, and Pap., ed. Gairdner, VIII., n. 713, 807, and especi-

ally the bitter complaint of F. Peregrino in his *letters of Nov. 29,

1534, Feb. 4 and 25, and March 18, 1535 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua) ; see also *Gallo's despatch of Oct. 11, 1537 (State Archives,

Florence, Urb., 134),

' See DRUFfel, Beitrage, I., 96.

* Thus Lorenzo Monaldeschi in a *letter to the Conservatori of

Orvieto, dat. Rome, Jan. 5, 1547 (City Archives, Orvieto).

* See Brosch in the Mitteilungen des osten. Instituts, XXI lU
128.
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an advantage in proportion to their hopes and wishes.^ As

a mediator free from party spirit, Paul, recognizing better

than his unfortunate predecessor his position as head of

the Church, endeavoured to restore that peace to Christen-

dom for which the need was doubled in view of the ever-

present menace of the Turk. With an energy equally

worthy of acknowledgment he strove to secure not only a

permanent equipoise between the two great powers of

Europe, but also the political independence of the Holy

See in Italy, and to rescue^ the last fragment of national

liberty left to that unhappy country after the entrance of

foreign domination under Clement VII. Unfortunately

these high aims were from the beginning marred and

frustrated by a nepotism often exceeding all bounds.

Paul III. repeatedly sacrificed higher interests, even

when of importance to the Church, to those of the

Farnese family.^ Only too often, in his solicitude for

those of his own house, whom he loved tenderly, did

he prefer their claims to those of peace and the Crusade,

1 Cf. CapaSSO, I., 45, and FREmENSBURG in Hist. Zeitschrift, XCII.,

288. The latter makes the following pertinent remarks :
" The dismal

experiences which Clement VII. went through, in consequence of his

alliance with France against Spain, show that the Papacy with its

adherents was not strong enough in joining sides with one of the two

competing powers to give to one the preponderance over the other.

Besides, partisan action on the part of the Papacy could bring only a

trifling advantage in the case of its ally gaining a complete victory,

while the contrary eventuality would inflict irreparable damage, quite

apart from the circumstance that the entire subjection of one or other

of the rival powers could not in any case be wished for by the Curia,

since the effect would be to make the yoke of llic victor, be he friend or

foe, in every way unbearaltle." Cf. also Cardauns, Karl V., Paul III.,

und Franz I., I., 148 seq.

2 See CapaSSO, Politica, I., 41 seq.., 55.

•' WensinG tries in vain to deny this, Paus Paulus III. (s' Herto-

genbosch, 1888), V., 889 seq.
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and always, where it was possible, did he bind the two
together.

The combination of such contradictory interests, together
with his adroit efforts to be always the master of circum-
stances, gave to the poHcy of Paul III. that tinge of hesita-

tion, that calculated outlook for the auspicious moment,
which often drove the most skilled and wily diplomatists to
despair.i If, from the political point of view, Paul III.

followed the unfortunate tradition of the Popes of the
Renaissance, he occupied a much loftier standpoint in

regard to ecclesiastical affairs. During the two generations
subsequent to Sixtus IV., the chief charge of each successor
of St. Peter, the spiritual rule of Christ's flock, had been
thrust into the background. Farnese was fully alive to
the serious condition of things and the pressing danger

; he
saw during his long Cardinalate that a system had grown
up which threatened the Holy See with destruction, and
with which there must be a break. Determined to do all

he could to maintain the credit of his high position,^ he
addressed himself from the beginning of his reign to

ecclesiastical affairs in a manner widely different from
that of his two Medici predecessors. Spiritual interests

claimed more and more the constant attention of the Holy
See. The Council, the removal of the nnany abuses, the
infusion of fresh life into the Cardinalate, the limitation of
the spread of heresy even now threatening Italy itself, the

encouragement of the new orders—all these objects occupied
the Pope's earnest solicitude. His services in this direction

appear all the greater, if we reflect that they were de-
veloped at a period of history when the claims of the

1 Cf. F. Peregrine's despatch, Nov. 29, 1535, in Luzio, Pronostico,

59-

2 Cf. the *Brief to Ferdinand I., dat. Rome, Nov. 18, 1534
(Court and State Archives, Vienna).
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Church on the interest and affectic>n of mankind were at

their lowest ebb. As a Cardinal, Farnese had himself paid

his tribute to the spirit of the age. When later on he

devoted himself to the reform of the Church, his conduct

had a certain magnanimity which cannot be gainsaid. The

rejection of his previous manner of life, which he thus

indirectly* condemned, confers on him a special title of

honour ; to have made such a change, in the fulness of

years, wrung even from those reasonably opposed to him a

tribute of respect.

It cannot, however, be said of Paul III. that he was

a man of the Catholic Reformation in the fullest sense

of that expression.^ Things new and old contended

within him, so that to his contemporaries his character

was always somewhat of an enigma.^ In many re-

spects, especially in his nepotism, he continued as Pope

to be a child of the Renaissance under which he had

grown up. Into what crooked ways he was led by his

affection for his own family is only too often recorded

in the history of his pontificate. The court life also by

which he was surrounded had many of the worldly

characteristics of the Renaissance period.^ A painful

impression, moreover, is produced by the circumstance

that he was addicted, after an evil custom of the day, to

consulting astrologers as to the propitious hour* before

' MUNTZ (Hist, de 1' Art, III., 31) goes too far in this respect.

-' See Soriano's and Vergerio's description in Alb^RI, 2nd Series,

HI., 314, 331, and Nuntiaturberichte, I., 57 seq., 325 seq. Cf. Ranke,

6th ed., I., 159.

^ See infra. Chapter VI I.

* Sanchez reports on Jan. 28, 1535 : *At papa, qui semper et nunc

precipue multum tribuit astrononiiae, habet pro certissimo quod usque

ad XXW'll annum erit pax et tunc incipient bella sevissima et

durabunt usque ad .XXXX et tunc omnia erunt subjccta Imperatori

et jam Gran-Turcho debellato ecclesia Dei erit reformata (Domestic,
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entering on any transaction of importance, consistories,

audiences, journeys, and so forth. Not less deplorable was

his frequent oversight of evils which he himself recognized

and condemned. Notwithstanding these great weaknesses,

Paul III. had sufficient wisdom and adaptability to take

into account the altered conditions of his high position and

the irresistible onset of ecclesiastical tendencies. He stood

at the parting of the ways, so that, although in many

respects still the representative of an epoch that had come

to a close, yet again he often appears as the inaugurator of a

new era. Thus, during the whole of his pontificate he was

Court, and State Archives, Vienna). Cf. the Portuguese report in Corp.

dipl. Port., III., 182 ; GayanGOS, VI., 2, n. io8 ; DOLLlNGER, Beitrage,

I., 107; Panvinius in Merkle, II., 6; Friedrich, Astrologie,

Miinchen, 1864, 20, 22 ; Urussel, Beitrage, I., 95 ; Nuntiatur-

berichte, X., 700 ; *F. Feregrino's letter of Aug. 30, 1535 (Domani alle

hore 14 et uno quarto N. S. partira per Perosa, cosi vuole el ponto

della astrologia del Gaurico), in Gonzaga Archives. The most famous of

the astrologers, Luca Gaurico, who had foretold in 1529 and 1532 the

elevation of Paul III., was loaded with honours; cj. Gabotto,

Appunti p. la vita di L. Gaurico, Napoli, 1892, 14 seq.; CapaSSO,

Politica, I., 27 seq. ; Druffel, Mon Trid., I., 303, n. 3 ; Atti Mod.,

VII.,77 J^^^. ; PerCOPO, L. Gaurico in the Atti d. Accad. di Archeol.di

Napoli, XVII. (1896), 2, 28 seqq. In the *treatise of Vincent. Francis-

cuccius Abstemius " De laudibus astrologiae" the Pope is praised for

his patronage of this art (Cod. Vat., 3687). Ibid., 3689 : *Martii Alterii

genitura Horatii Farnesii Castri ducis ad Paulum III. 3690: *M.

Alterii de revolutione anni octogesimi primi aetatis Pauli III. 3691 :

*M. Alterii genitura Alex. Farnesii Octavii ducis maj. natu filii ex

Margarit. These are the original dedication copies filled with astro-

logical wisdom and lore : *Luna in occidental! quarti coeli parte

constituta denotat matrimonium ad aliquot annos esse protahendum

(Cod. Vat., 3689) In *Cod. Vat., 3691, favourable predictions

concerning Paul's " nepotes " and his own health. " Ego," says the

composer, "beatissime Pater, vere tibi possum afifirmare nihil hoc

anno mali, quod momenti alicujus sit, S" Tuae eventurum" (Vatican

Library).
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the moving spirit in Catholic reform, and the pioneer of the

Catholic restoration. Under him a strong Catholic move-

ment gained step by step a sure foothold, and herein lay the

practical value and the real significance of his reign. In

the history of the Papacy he marks the point of transition

between an old age and a new.



CHAPTER I.

The Conciliar Question in the Years 1534-1537-

Paul III., who already, as a Cardinal under Clement VII.,

had been consistently friendly to the cause of the Council

and had also in the conclave expressed himself to this effect,

showed, from the beginning of his reign, that he was still

bent on the furtherance of this important object. On the

first assembly of the Cardinals after his election, on the

17th of October 1 534, he dwelt on the necessity of summon-

ing a General Council,^ and again on the 13th of November

in the first consistory after his coronation.^ To the am-

bassador of Ferdinand I. he declared that the Council

occupied his thoughts day and night, and that he would

know no rest until it had been convened.^ Among other

eminent prelates summoned ^ to Rome in anticipation of the

Council was Aleander, at this time nuncio in Venice ; he

was bidden on 23rd November. Pietro Paolo Vergerio,

nuncio at Vienna to King Ferdinand, who in his letter to

the newly elected Pope had given without disguise a true

description of the dangerous state of Germany, and re-

1 See EhseS, Cone. Trid., IV., cxi, 3, n. 2. Cf. the *despatch of

F. Peregrino, dat. Rome, Oct. 23, 1534 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

* See Acta Consist, in EhseS, IV., 3, n. 2.

^ Sanchez' despatch of Nov. 30, 1534, in BUCHOLTZ, IX., 126.

Paul III. expressed himself in similar terms to Seripando ; see

DollinGER, Tagebiicher, I., 3, and Merkle, Cone. Trid., II., 402.

* Ehses, IV., cxi seq., n. 10. Hefele-Hergenrother, IX., 866.

41
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peaterlly pointed out the necessity of immediate conciliar

action,^ was also called to Rome at his own express wish

in order to supply the Pope with the fullest information.

He arrived in Rome at the end of 1534. In order to have

close and uninterrupted intercourse with the nuncio, the

Pope took him in the beginning of January 1535 to his

hunting lodge at Magliana near the capital. There, in

the solitude of the Campagna, the two stayed for some

time.^

Vergerio soon discovered that the Pope was but little

acquainted with the true state of things in northern

Europe; it seemed to iiim that Paul III. considered

Hungary of more importance than Germany.^ The

ignorance of German affairs had been accompanied under

Clement VII. by serious results,* and it is in a high degree

to the credit of Paul III. that he showed, in this respect,

a much more serious appreciation of the subject than his

predecessor, and tried to obtain the most authentic informa-

tion. Vergerio seemed to be the very man for the situation
;

during his nunciature in Vienna he had had opportunities

of studying the evil conditions of the Catholic Church in

Germany and of becoming accurately acquainted with the

spread of Lutheranism.^ All his earnest representations

liad but little effect on Clement VII., but with Paul III.

the result was different. He received Vcrgerio's com-

munications with the closest attention, and seemed also

determined that they should have a practical sequel.

' Nuntiaturberichte, I., 308 seqq.

^ See ibid.^ I., 24, 433, note. Cf. Blasius de Martinelli's *Diarium,

XII., 56 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

^ See Vergerio's despatch, Jan. 27, 1535, in Nuntiaturberichte, I.,

326. »

*
Cf. Vol. X. of this ivoik, 1 18 scq.^ 129 seq.., 139.

* Cf. ibid., 316 scqq.
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In these consultations the question of the Council

naturally had a foremost place. Vergerio upheld, only

with greater emphasis, the points of view which he had

expressed in his letters ; Germany, with regard to the

Council, had centred hopes on the new Pope which it

would be dangerous to disappoint. The daily increasing

religious dissension from which the nation was suflfering

was attributed to the dilatoriness of the Holy See in facing

the question of the Council, now looked to as the only

effectual remedy ; if some speedy change of attitude were

not assumed, there was a fear that the Germans, by an

appeal to a national council, might settle their ecclesi-

astical affairs with a free hand ; only if they felt perfectly

sure that the Pope would summon a council without

delay, could any hope be entertained of their refraining

from carrying out such intentions.^

Vergerio's words were not thrown away. Paul III.

declared his readiness to summon a council with despatch

and consulted the nuncio as to a suitable locality. The

Pope was not in favour of any city in Germany, and pro-

posed Verona or Turin. Vergerio, on his part, suggested

Mantua, although it seemed to him open to question

whether the Germans would go there.^

The representatives of Charles V. and Ferdinand I, in

Rome were as active as Vergerio in pressing for a speedy

decision on the conciliar question, so long hanging in the

air. Both felt alarm, especially after the elevation to

the Cardinalate in the preceding December of Paul's two

young nephews, that the Pope might again become negli-

gent. The Imperial and Royal ambassadors were there-

fore untiring in their representations. All other means

had been tried in vain by Clement VII.—only an imme-

^ Nuntiaturberichte, L, 311 seqq., 313 seq.^ 315 seq.^ 321 seq.

2 Ibid., L, 327.
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diate summoning of a council remained—otherwise the

whole of Germany would be lost to the Holy See. On
the 13th of January 1535, Sanchez, Ferdinand's repre-

sentative, repeated once more his earnest warnings to

the Pope and adjured him to close his ears to the siren

song advising a postponement of the Council ; in the latter

lay the only means of quenching a conflagration that

had already spread too far. " By to-morrow," reiterated

Paul III., who had been pondering the question more and

more deeply,—" by to-morrow the decisive step shall have

been taken." ^

In fact, on the 14th of January 1535, a general meet-

ing of the Cardinals took place, and on the 15th a

consistory was held, in which the Pope earnestly insisted

on the necessity of calling and holding a council with-

out delay. In the course of the discussion it became

evident that the majority were not of this opinion. On
the subject of the preliminary invitation to the Princes

to give their consent, on which alone the Cardinals were

questioned, a great difference of opinion prevailed. Some
considered this an unnecessary step, but the majority, as

Ferdinand's ambassador suspected, were determined to put

off the dreaded assembly. Paul III. took a middle course;

through his nuncios the Princes were to be informed that

he had made up his mind to summon a council, and in

this sense the matter was decided.^

' For above, see Sanchez' *despatch, Rome, Jan. 15, 1535; see

Appendix No. 6 (Court and State Archives, Vienna).

^ The account in the Acta Consist, by Paul's Vice-Chancellor, printed

in Ehses, IV., 3, n. 2, is unfortunately very brief and says nothing of

the attitude of the Cardinals. Information on this point is found in

Cardinal Gonzaga's letter of Jan. 18, 1535 (Vatican Library), and in

Sanchez' *despatch to Ferdinand I., dat. Rome, Jan. 10, 1535 (Court

and State Archives, \'ienna). See both in Appendices Nos. 7 and 8.
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The Cardinals of the opposition knew well, from their

worldly point of view, what they had to expect from a

council. Highly characteristic of the opinions prevailing

in these circles was a conversation held by Vergerio with

an eminent member of the Sacred College. Speaking to the

latter of the bad condition of things in Germany, he was

met by the observation, " That is exactly what we Romans

wish ; the German Princes have now got all they wanted,

because from the first they abstained from interference."

To Vergerio's reproachful inquiry whether the loss of so

many souls was a thing to be regarded thus lightly, the

Cardinal in question, whose name unfortunately has not

been given, answered :
" We do not regard that with un-

concern, but before any reform could be begun the whole

Church system would have to be broken to pieces." To

this frivolous reply Vergerio could not refrain from

retorting: "See then that you take heed of the bodies

of the Germans if you will not trouble yourselves about

their souls ! You have no notion how great is the wrath

they feel against you all and what a powerful force they

represent." "'In summa," Vergerio says, at the end of his

letter to Ferdinand I., relating the conversation, " these lords

of the Church are so preoccupied with their pleasures and

schemes of ambition that they know nothing of what is

going on in distant Germany."^

The Cardinals were soon to be made aware that Paul III.

did not share their superficial notions and indifference.

As time went on they were confronted more and more with

the fact that in this, as in many other important circum-

stances, the elevation of Farnese to the Papal throne had

been the beginning of a remarkable change in affairs. If

Clement VII. had paid too little attention to Germany,

Paul III., at the beginning of his pontificate, showed more

* Nuntiaturberichte, I., 327.
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than ordinary interest in that country.^ This was seen

both in his patronage of German Catholic scholars,^ so

culpably neglected by his predecessor, and in the instruc-

tions to his nuncios, in which he insisted on the closest

observation of the spirit of revolt from Rome shown by

the German people.^ The altered direction of the Papal

policy was finally made manifest in the question of the

Council. If the Cardinals* and their friends threw doubts

on the bona fides of Paul in this matter, such insinuations

gained no credence with the representative of Ferdinand I.^

He reported that the Pope was then showing great en-

thusiasm for the Council, and spontaneously expressed to

all persons his wish that it should assemble. Evidence of

^ " Tutte le faccende di Clemente erano ri volte in ogni altro luoco che

in Germania, queste di Paolo sono qui quasi tutte hora," wrote Vergerio

on July I, 1535- Lett. al. Aretino, I., 172.

2 In 1535 valuable benefices were bestowed on Cochlaus, Nausea,

and Erasmus ; see Nuntiaturberichte, I., 506 seq. In subsequent

years also preferment was conferred on the above named and other

learned Catholics, such as Faber ; see ibid., II., 84, 134, 178, 196, 209,

257; III., 252 ; IV., 16, 17.

^ Vergerio seems to have had oral instructions only. On the other

hand, Morone had detailed directions sent him as to the conduct to

be observed by Vergerio and his colleague. In his instructions of

Oct. 24, 1536 (Nuntiaturberichte, II., 61 seqq.\ everything was at-

tended to with the utmost possible precision ; their sojourn in inns,

where no debts were to be incurred, their acceptance of presents, their

clothing, the use of their faculties, their visits to churches and observ-

ance of the fasts. The Pope's representative was to be neither too free

nor too sparing in expenditure. He was to avoid extremes of serious-

ness or geniality. Miltitz was cited as an example to be shunned. For

Vorsl's instructions see infra^ 81 scq. It was understood how necessary

it was considered at Rome " to take care to maintain a good reputation
"

(R.4NKE, Ranke, III., 42*).

* See Appendix No. 7, Cardinal E. Gonzaga's *despatch of Jan. 18,

1535 (Vatican Library).

6 See Appendix No. 8, Sanchez' *despatch, Jan. 20, 1535.
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his sincere good-will was also shown in the commissions

received by the nuncios nominated in the consistory of

the 15th of January 1535.^

Rodolfo Pio of Carpi, Bishop of Faenza, was sent to

France; Giovanni Giudiccioni, Bishop of Fossombrone, to

the Emperor in Spain. As the conciliar question made the

nunciature to Ferdinand I. a matter of great importance,

this post was entrusted anew to Vergerio, in accordance

with the wishes of the King of the Romans,^ and on

account of his previous activity within the sphere of German
affairs.^ It was at first doubtful whether Vergerio would

^ Cf. Ehses, IV., cxix, n. 3. Cf. Cardinal E. Gonzaga's letter,

Jan. 18, 1535, in Appendix No. 7.

2 See letter of Ferdinand I. to Paul III., Dec. 24, 1535, in Quellen

und Forschungen, VII., 183 seq.

^ Vergerio's letters during this mission were published, with valmable

explanatory comments by Friedensburg (1892), in the first volume of

the Nuntiaturberichte. This admirable work has practically exhausted

all the documentary material on the subject ; still it admits of certain

literary strictures. Thus, e.g., the letter of Ferdinand's of May 21, 1535,

in Nuntiaturberichte, I., 396, had already been published in the Opere
del commend. Gianrinaldo Conte Carli XV., Milano, 1786, 29 seq.,

where also the life of the Nuncio is discussed. From the letter to

Ricalcati from Ratisbon of May 10, 1535 (Nuntiaturberichte, I., 374
seq., 616), the passage about the Council had already been given in

the Atti dell' Emilia, N.S., II., 70, n. 2. It differs somewhat from
the original draft. While fully recognizing Friedensburg's editorial

services, I cannot concur in his opinion of Paul's attitude towards

the Council. With Ehses (see especially Cone. Trid., IV., cxii,

cxxiii), Stich (Literaturblatt der Leo-Gesellschaft, 1892, 375 seq.\

PlEPER (Literar. Handweiser., 1904, 389), and Paulus (Histor. Jahrb.,

XXVI., 171, 853), I do not think that the charge is proTed that Paul's

exertions on behalf of the Council were merely feints. The view that

the Pope was insincere in this matter can be traced back to Sarpi, of

whose arguments R. A. Menzel (II., 71) remarks that, if vaHd, they
would render all judgment on historical transactions impossible, "for
the excuse was ahvays ready to hand that if the opponents accepted
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be entrusted with the mission, nor until the Pope had

examined him closely during his sojourn at Magliana was

the final decision reached.^

Vergerio was commissioned to approach not only

Ferdinand I., but also the Electors and the other most

prominent princes, secular and ecclesiastical, in order to

present to them the briefs proclaiming the Council. The

nuncio's task was twofold ; on the one hand, he was to

render possible the actual session of the Council, by

coming to a special understanding as to the spot

in which it should be held, the preference being given

to Mantua; 2 on this point he received the important

intimation to pass over in silence the previously determined

conditions by which the question had been encumbered in

Germany. On the other hand, Vergerio was to cut the

ground from under the feet of those striving to bring about

the dangerous experiment of a German national council.^

With regard to the place of meeting, the nuncio's position

was a difficult one, for not merely the Protestants were

averse to the Council being held on Italian soil, but several

Catholic princes and bishops were advised that they were

bound by the decisions of the Imperial Diet calling for a

council in Germany. The greatest caution had to be

observed to prevent the wishes of Paul III. on this point

from seeming to be dictatorial, and yet it was the nuncio's

duty to uphold intact the authority of the Holy See on

this very question. Vergerio resolved in dealing with this

incident to take the ground that although the Pope had

the proffered invitation, they would be doing the exact opposite of that

which they declared they wished to do."

1 See Vergerio's letters in the Nuntiaturberichte, I., 24, 238, 433.

« Besides Mantua, Turin, Piacenza, and Bologna were also to b^

proposed. Cf. Ehses, IV., cxii ; Nuntiaturberichte, I., 53, 342, 362.

3 Cf. ibid., I., 24, 385 ;
Pallavicini, 1. 3, c. 18, n, 2.
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the right to summon the Council where he chose, he was

yet determined, out of fatherly good-will and respect for

the German nation, to invite the previous assent of the

latter to his choice of the appointed locality.^

Vergerio received his credentials on the lOth of February

1535, but did not leave Rome until somewhat later.^ Before

his departure, Paul III. wrote to various prominent German

scholars, among whom was Frederick Nausea, and begged

them to support the nuncio in his exertions on behalf of

the Council.^* The brief to Ferdinand I. bears the date of

the loth of February.* In it the Pope informs the King

that on his recommendation he has again bestowed the

nunciature on Vergerio, not only to his court, but to all

the Princes and Circles of the Empire, with the task, in

precedence of all others, of bringing about the Council

on which his, the Pope's, heart was so set. Shortly before

Easter, probably on the 23rd of March,^ the nuncio, after

a hazardous journey, reached Vienna. In his despatch to

the Papal private secretary, Ambrogio Ricalcati, on the

25th of March,^ he describes his first negotiations on the

question of the Council with King Ferdinand, Cardinal

* Nuntiaturberichte, I., 488 seq., 498. The letter to Ricalcati here

printed, under date of Aug. 26, is the same referred to by Palla-

viciNi, 1. 3, c. 18, n. 5, although he gives the incorrect date of Aug. 16.

^ Nuntiaturberichte, I., 25 seq.

3 Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 90.

* Printed in Raynaldus, Annales Eccle. a. 1535, n. 32 ; Nuntiatur-

berichte, I., 329 seq. Further letters of recommendation for Vergerio,

also of Feb. 10, 1535, to Anna, Queen of the Romans, Cardinal Cles of

Trent, the Electors and other German Princes, are given here also, I.,

330 seqq. Vergerio himself wrote in the beginning of February, and

again on the nth of the same month, to King Ferdinand (Nuntiatur-

berichte, I., 328 seq.., 334) to announce his approaching return, together

with assurances of Paul's determination to go on with the Council for

the purpose " instaurandi religionem christianam."

* Nuntiaturberichte, I., 26. * Ibid.., 340 seq.

VOL. XL 4
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Cles of Trent, and other personages then resident in

Vienna, especially the Landgrave Philip of Hesse and

Duke Henry of Brunswick.

In spite of his urgent representations, Vergerio at first

found the court of Ferdinand little inclined to believe in the

honesty of Paul HI.'s intentions. According to Contarini,

the Venetian ambassador at Vienna, it was said that the

Pope and Cardinals had as little interest in the Council as

they had in the things of the world to come. They knew

only too well that a council meant, first of all, the con-

fiscation of their own temporal possessions, and to the

clergy, in general, a prohibition of pluralities. They would

be restricted to single benefices, the duties of which they

would be pledged to fulfil in return for revenues received.^

This sort of temper had been fostered by the repeatedly

disappointed hopes of a council during the reign of

Clement VH. The general distrust thus caused was not

the only difficulty Vergerio had to encounter in carrying

out his task in Vienna ; he was also beset by grave

political disagreements.-

The result of a conversation with King Ferdinand on the

3rd of April was committed to writing by Vergerio on the

same day in a minute"^ for the King. Herein the necessity

' See Contarini's despatch from Vienna of April 2, 1535, in Calendar

of State Papers, Venet., V., n. 42, and Nuntiaturberichte, I., 341, n. I

;

€/"• 355, n- 3-

2 Cf. infra, Chap. V. and VI.

Nuntiaturberichte, I., 343 seq. In his first introduction of the

conciliar question between the 25th and 30th of March {idrd., I.,

342), Vergerio had summed up the chief points of his task in the

" materia concilii " thus : Summus Pontifex deliberavit illud velle facere

realiter. Modum proponit ilium, qui hactenus fuit observatus in

conciliis praeteritis a tempore primorum conciliorum usque mode.

Locum Mantuam, vel Thurinum vel Placentiam vel Bononiam

Tcnip'.is slatim quando concordavero ego de loco ct modo.
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1

is set forth of inviting the Emperor's opinion and asking

him to confer greater prestige on Vergerio's journey to

Germany by giving him the support of an Imperial envoy.

With recfard to Ferdinand's wish that the Council should

be held at Trent, Vergerio desired to apply ad interim to

the Pope and ask his permission to propose that city.

P'erdinand would himself write to Paul to thank him for

his intentions and to exhort him to their execution, while,

pending the Emperor's reply he would inform the German

Princes of the decision arrived at, and of the nuncio's early

arrival.^

In a despatch to Ricalcati, on the 7th of April 1535,^

Vergerio speaks of the King's great satisfaction, of that of

the Cardinal of Trent, the Privy Council, and the court

at the Pope's intention of taking the Council seriously in

hand. Even the Landgrave Philip of Hesse, although in

other respects never losing an opportunity of casting ridicule

on the Catholic religion, had shown himself favourably

disposed on the question of the Council, although declar-

ing that it could not possibly be held elsewhere than

in Germany. Duke Henry of Brunswick, also present in

Vienna, had spoken of Trent as a suitable place, and one

to which the Lutherans also were not likely to offer objec-

tions. In his despatch of the following day, Vergerio

returns to the subject of Trent in greater detail.^ King

Ferdinand, the Duke of Brunswick, and the whole court

are in favour of it. The nuncio then gives his own reasons

why Trent recommends itself under the given circumstances

as the place of convocation, and begs permission to propose

it as most helpful to his mission in Germany, especially

* Cf. Vergerio's despatch to Ricalcati of April 7, 1535, in Nuntiatur-

berichte, I., 347 seq.

- Ibid., I., 344-347.

3 Ibid., I., 350 352, Vergerio to Ricalcati, April 8, 1535.
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with the Protestants, and likely to enhance belief in the

honesty of the Pope's intentions. Vergerio thinks that

the Council, in order to facilitate its realization, might be

opened at Trent and then transferred later on to Mantua

On the 9th of April the Grand Master of the Imperial court,

Adrian de Croy, arrived in Vienna; he at once conferred

with the nuncio on the subject of the Council, and was

able to report on the Emperor's great interest in the

general gathering of the Church.^ On the i6th of April

Croy left Vienna to visit, at his master's commands, the

German Princes, beginning with the Bavarian Dukes, and

to encourage opinions favourable to the Council.^

Vergerio himself began the first part of his journey

through the Empire on the 17th or i8th of April. ^ His

first business was with the Princes of Bavaria and with

some of the Suabian and Franconian Circles. As he

had no plenary instructions from Rome concerning Trent,

he confined himself to his original commission of recom-

mending Mantua to the German Princes, a city already

provisionally assented to by Ferdinand subject to the

expression of the Emperor's opinion.* Cardinal Matthaeus

Lang of Salzburg, to whom Vergerio went first,^ set

before him the necessity of first awaiting the answer

of Charles V. before visiting the other Circles ; for no

Prince or Estate of the Empire would give him a certain

pledge with regard to the Council and its appointed

place of meeting if he could not meet them with the

previously ascertained agreement of the Pope with the

> Ibid., I., 354-356, same to same, April 11, 1535.

2 Ibid., I., 357 seq., same to same, probably on April 16, 1535.

3 Ibid., I., 357, 360.

* Ibid., I
, 54.

«

5 Ibid., I., 363, Vergerio to King Ferdinand, from Salzburg,

April 28, 1535.
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Emperor and the King on this question of locality ; he

also recommended that he should be accompanied by an

Imperial envoy, and told him that he might at once pay

his visit to the Bavarian Princes to ask their advice.

Vergerio, therefore, sent a request to Ferdinand to apply

again to his brother for an early reply.

The nuncio reached Munich on the 30th of April,^ where

Duke William expressed to him his great satisfaction at the

Pope's decision and earnestly besought him not to relax

his efforts. He personally, William declared, had the

Council at heart, and was prepared, like his brother Louis,

to be present wherever it might be held. He advised the

nuncio now to visit the other Princes and Prelates of the

Circle in order to meet the generally prevailing doubt as

to the Pope's intentions by this express announcement

of his decision. The Duke wished afterwards to call a

diet of the Circle in order to bring before it the question

of the Council; he was particularly anxious that the

question should be discussed by the different Circles, but

gave a warning against a general assembly of the Empire

as likely to lead to a national synod.^ In respect of the

question of locality, Duke William also thought that a

previous agreement between the Emperor and the Pope

was indispensable ; to Mantua he had objections, as the

other Circles would put difficulties in the way of such a

choice; he therefore recommended the proposal of Trent,

Pursuing his journey from Munich, Vergerio visited

Duke Louis, Bishop Philip of Freising, Count Palatine of

the Rhine,^ the administrator of Ratisbon, the Count

Palatine John,"* the Bishop of Eichstadt, Gabriel von Eyb,

* Ibid., I., 364-366 ; see for what follows Vergerio's letter to

Ricalcati of May 2, 1535, from Munich.

2 //'/V., I., 366 seq., 372 seq., 383 seq.

* Ibid.^ I., 369. * Ibid.^ 374 seqq.
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and the Count Palatine, Philip of Neuburg;^ lastly, the

Bishop of Augsburg, Christoph von Stadion,^ who gave

him full information about Suabian affairs. In his reports

the nuncio, full of sanguine expectations, shows himself

uncommonly gratified by his reception by all these Princes

and their great desire to meet him on terms of understand-

ing. He found that a favourable opinion of Paul III, was

general, and that his own mission and manner of conducting

it made a good impression.^

Vergerio's hopes of successful results were not a little

strengthened by the very friendly reception he met with,

contrary to expectation, in Ratisbon and Augsburg. All

these cities of the Empire had gone over almost entirely

to Protestantism—in Ratisbon Catholic worship drew to

it not more than twenty persons. The municipal

authorities received the Pope's representative with all

the honour due to him ; the customary present of fish

and wine was sent to him as a welcome; in Ratisbon some

of the members came to meet him and bore him company

at dinner. On this occasion they were eager to be in-

formed whether the Pope was really thinking of calling a

General Council. When Vergerio replied in the affirmative,

they lifted up their hands, thanked God, and broke out into

praise of Paul III. Some of the councillors spoke without

reserve of the spiritual confusion among them and said

how greatly they desired some authoritative decision on

religious matte-s.*

Vergerio had the same experience in Augsburg. He
enterea} the city, not without fear of popular hostility,

for here it was still a matter of life and death to say

Mass. All the greater was his astonishment when he
f

1 Nuntiaturberichte, 385, 389.
-' Ibid.^ 392 seqq., 395.

' Ibid , I., 386 seq , Vergerio to Ricalcati, May 17, 1535.

* Ibid.^ I., 375 seq.^ same to same. May 10, 1535.
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found himself respectfully received not merely by the civic

authorities, but by the populace. He inferred from this

that the magistracy, on hearing of the summons of the

Council, would now exercise more restraint in the intro-

duction of innovations.^ In a letter to Ferdinand from

Neuburg on the i6th of May, he expressed the hope that

gradually the former disappointment and distrust with

regard to the sincerity of the Pope's intentions would give

way to the conviction of his earnestness in the question of

the Council ; at the same time he begged that he might be

informed at once of the Emperor's decision, as this was an

imperative necessity for the further execution of his

mission.^ This decision Vergerio received in a letter from

Ferdinand of the 21st of May.^ The contents, however,

were such that not much was gained in the interests that

the nuncio had at heart. Charles V.'s instructions were, in

fact, that he would give no definite directions as to the

place where the Council should be held, but leave the

choice and authoritative decision to the Electors and other

Princes of the Empire, and that he would agree to any

place unanimously chosen by the Estates. In Rome,

shortly before, information had been received through the

Spanish nuncio that the Emperor approved of Mantua.*

After visiting the Bavarian, Franconian, and Suabian

Circles, Vergerio returned to Munich at the end of May.

He then found that new and very serious difficulties^ had

^ Nuntiaturberichte, I., 390, 391, 394, same to same, May 19, 1535 ;

cf. 402.

^ Ibid.^ I., 383 seq. ^ Ibid., I., 396 seq.

* Ibid.y I., 379, Ricalcati to Vergerio, May 13, 1535; cf. Vergerio

to Ricalcati, ibid., 412 seqq.

' Ibid., I., 399-402, Vergerio to Cardinal Lang of Salzburg, May 28,

1535; Vergerio to Ricalcati, May 30, 1535, ibid., 402-405; also in

Laemmer, Mon. Vat., 175-177. Cf. Janssen-Pastor, III., i8th ed.,

378 seqq.
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arisen. Their instigator was the Chancellor, Leonhard von

Eck, and they were fundamentally a part of the anti-

Imperial policy of this schemer. During the nuncio's

absence Eck had come forward with fresh proposals and

had persuaded Duke William to adopt them ; their sub-

stance was simply that the Pope and Emperor, without

further consultation with the German Princes, should come

to an agreement as to the meeting of the Council. Paul III.

was, first of all, to obtain from Charles V. the promise that

the decrees of the Synod should be strictly carried out

" even in the teeth of the whole German nation, if that were

necessary, and by armed force." If the Pope obtained

this guarantee he might on his own initiative, without any

further negotiations with the Electors or other persons in

Germany, choose and appoint a city of Italy agreeable to

him as the scene of the Council, immediately proclaim the

Synod, and open it without delay, even in the absence

of the Germans, if they were unwilling to appear on the

simple proclamation. But afterwards they should be com-

pelled with a strong hand to acquiesce in the decrees of

the Council. Vergerio pointed out the impracticability of

such proposals, but he was hardly successful in changing

the Duke's mind. The nuncio saw through the Chancellor

Eck ; he knew well that the latter was not actuated, as

he wished it to appear, by Catholic zeal, but by the old

rivalry between Bavaria and Austria ; hate of the house

of Hapsburg lay behind these crude proposals ; the

Emperor, drawn into opposition to all Germany, would be

placed in a troublesome and dangerous position. From

that moment nothing more was said of a Bavarian Diet to

discuss the Council as previously mooted by Duke William.

On the 6th of June Vergerio returned to Vienna, where,*

before entering further on his journey through the Empire,

he hoped at last to learn clearly what the Emperor intended
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as to the seat of the Council and to settle the arrangements
for his further progress with Charles and his council.^ He
lost no time in telling Ferdinand 2 that great danger would
arise if he were obliged to announce that the Emperor had
not declared himself in favour of any particular place, but

had left the choice to the Princes
; this could only lead to

a national synod or to the choice of some spot in Germany
prejudicial to the interests of the Church.

In a memorial 3 presented to Ferdinand before the 23rd of

June 1535, Vergerio urged on the King the necessity of

providing him, before he renewed his journey, with a Royal
letter to all the Estates and Circles of the Empire dealing

with an agreement between King, Pope, and Emperor in

respect of Mantua. He waited, however, in vain for any
such declaration. As the negotiations at court concerning
his further proceedings went on,* he was met with the

request that he should confine himself at first to laying

before the Princes the instructions of Paul HI.; but if he
were asked expressly what the Emperor and his brother

thought of the question of the locality of the Council, he
should reply that "he believed that their Majesties would not
dissent from the Pope's wishes." In a letter of the 23rd of

June 1535, Vergerio laid before the Papal private secretary,

Ricalcati, the serious objections that he had to such a course.

Such a reply would not for a moment accomplish anything
to the good of the Council among the really Catholic

Princes, while among Protestants its effect on the Council
and the reputation of the Holy See would be injurious,

and the worst and most dangerous course would be to

allow the negotiations about it, once begun, again to become

* Nuntiaturberichte, I., 26.

2 Ibid., I., 421 J^i?^, Vergerio to Ricalcati, from Vienna, June '8. 1535
3 Ibid., I., 424-426.

* Ibid., I., 426-428 ; see Vergerio's letter to Rome of June 23
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dormant ; on the contrary, they must be kept in motion to

show that on the Pope's part at least there was no

remissness; on these lines he intended to carry on his

mission, but, for a while, would confine his visits to the

Catholic Princes. Meanwhile Paul III. might exert him-

self to get a clear statement from Charles V. in favour of

Mantua. With such a statement in his hand the nuncio

would at once procure the assent of King Ferdinand

and all German Catholic Princes, and could then enter

into negotiations with the Protestants also on a secure

basis. It did not, however, fit in with the policy of the

Emperor, then occupied with the expedition against Tunis,

to make such a declaration immediately, leading, as it

might, to difficulties in Germany.

From Rome Ricalcati wrote to Vergerio on the 23rd of

July 1535^ that Paul III. was astonished that Charles V.,

who had already given his consent to Mantua, held back

from an express declaration on account of Germany. The

nuncio was on no account to give his consent to the

choice of place becoming the monopoly of the German

Princes. For the rest, the Pope, to whom the speedy

assembling of the Council is a matter of sincere and

vital interest, exhorts the nuncio to continue to promote its

interests to the utmost of his ability. On the 29th of July

Paul III. wrote again ^ to Guidiccioni, his representative at

the court of Charles V., to try and bring the Emperor to

make an explicit declaration in the face of his brother and

the German nation. Meanwhile Vergerio was given a free

hand as knowing the Pope's intentions and his determina-

tion that the Council should be held ; only, he was once

more warned to keep clear of any forbidden concessions

1 Nuntiaturberichte, I., 448 seq. *

2 Tbid., I., 462, note; Ehses, IV., cxxiii. Cf. Ricalcati's letter to

Vergerio, July 31, 1535, in Nuntiaturberichte, I., 462.
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on the question of place, as a city out of Italy could not be

thought of

^

Vergerio had now, on the 19th of July, started from Vienna

on his second journey through the Empire. In accordance

with his last transactions with Ferdinand, he resolved to

travel slowly in expectation of the Emperor's answer, for

which the King of the Romans had again applied, and at

first to visit only Catholic Princes, especially the Bishop

of Bamberg, the head of the Franconian Circle, and the

Elector Palatine.^ In his despatches he dwells, as always,

on his devotion to the cause and the advantages which

would accrue to the Emperor and his brother, at this

particular moment, if they were to take a firm initiative

in the matter of the Council, so that the Pope might

in a special manner bind the German Princes to him

by his decisive furtherance of this affair.^ At Ratisbon

Vergerio met the Counts Palatine Philip and Frederick

and was invited by them to the marriage of the latter at

Heidelberg on the 15th of September. They personally

accompanied him on the journey.* Both Princes promised,

in letters expressing loyalty to the Pope, to proclaim

their ardour for the Council.^ If this already filled the

nuncio with intense pleasure, his hopes were raised still

higher by the marks of honour awaiting him on his recep-

tion by the Lutheran Margrave, George of Brandenburg.

Vergerio, in accordance with his original programme of

addressing himself at first only to the Catholic Estates,

* Nuntiaturberiche, I., 463. 2 jfjid.^ I., 453-456.

' Ibid.^ 455. For Joh. Haner of Bamberg's memorial for Vergerio,

see Ehses in the, Wissenschaftl. Beilage der Germania, 1907, No. 48.

* Nuntiaturberichte, I., 464 seq., for Vergerio to Ricalcati from

Neumarkt, Aug. 2, 1535 ; also in Hefele-Hergenrother, IX.,

924-944.

* These letters, dat. Aug. 4 and 6, 1535, in Ehses, IV., cxii. seqq,

Vergerio sent to Rome, Aug. 7 ; see Nuntiaturberichte, I., 471.
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had not thought of visiting this Prince. But when he

heard in Neuburg that George's residence at Ansbach was

only eight miles away, doubts arose in his mind whether

the Margrave, whose connections were so influential, would

not take it amiss if a visit to him were omitted, especially

as it was impossible to avoid touching his territory.

Vergerio therefore came to the rapid decision on the 3rd

of August to visit George at his seat. The Margrave at

once sent an escort of honour to meet him and invited

him to alight at his castle. At Ansbach itself the nuncio

was received with tokens of the greatest pleasure ; during

his two days' stay his host was unwearied in his hospitable

attentions. In the course of their negotiations on the

question of the Council, the Margrave showed good-will

and the utmost readiness to come to an understanding

;

he declared that certainly the previous resolutions of the

Diet of the Empire stood in the way of a council being

held out of Germany, but promised to use his influence

with the other members of the Schmalkaldic League,

apart from whom he could give no independent promise,

in a sense corresponding to the wishes of Paul III. and

Charles V. The resolutions in opposition to a council in

Italy could be again repealed by the Princes; but he was

glad that the Pope had determined, as was now the case,

before fixing a specified place, to consult the Princes on

this point, whereas to adopt the view of the Bavarian

Chancellor Eck would be kindling a fire of hostility

towards Pope and Emperor in Germany. George had also

no objections to raise against the retention of the ancient

forms in the Council. Vergerio became convinced that on

this important i)oint he would also exert himself to restrain

the other Protestants from putting forward fresh demandsl

The Margrave's declaration by word of mouth was in keep-

ing with a letter to the Pope of the 4th of August handed
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by him to the nuncio. This was couched in the most sub-

missive language, and expressed the hope that the future

Council would remove the discord in the Church and

restore unity, objects towards which he was determined to

co-operate to the best of his power.^ Vergerio thought it

impossible to doubt that here he was dealing with some-

thing more than fine words. Indeed, the tears sprang to

the Margrave's eyes when the nuncio, on taking leave,

referred to the responsibility for the welfare of his subjects'

souls that he had brought upon himself by introducing

the Protestant teaching. George excused himself for the

innovations on the grounds of the wishes of his people and

the example of other States, and said earnestly that things

should thus continue only until the Council. In farewell

George remarked :
" I indeed wish that the good Pope

himself could have seen the few tokens of my attachment

that I have been able to show you during the last two

days; then I might still have hoped that his Holiness

would have looked upon me as his servant. Commend

me to him, and inform him that I place myself at his

disposal."^

After all this it is easy to understand how Vergerio

formed fresh hopes for the success of his mission as regards

the Council, and for the solemn reconciliation of those who

had fallen away.^ He now considered that the time had

come to visit Augsburg also. There he found the like

friendly welcome ; to his proposals concerning the Council,

* Nuntiaturberichte, I., 472, note, will be found the letter of Vergerio

sent to Rome Aug. 7, at the same time as the above-mentioned letter

of the Count Palatine.

2 Ibid.^ I., 468-471, 474-477, where Vergerio in his letters to Ricalcati,

of Aug. 7 and 9, 1535, describes in full his reception, his transactions,

and certain expressions made use of by the Marquis.

3 Ibid.^ I., 477, 480 seq. ; see ibid.^ 482, Vida's letter.
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the civic authorities replied that they would not be wantinc^

in support of such a Synod if it were held in agreement

with the Emperor and the King of the Romans.^

The Bishop of Bamberg, Wigand von Redwitz, to whom
Vergerio delivered two briefs, one private and one for the

Franconian Circle, declared that he agreed to Mantua or

any other place on which the Pope was at one with the

Emperor and King Ferdinand.^ Also, the Bishop of

Wiirzburg, Conrad von Thiingen, spoke in the same sense

in spite of objections raised by his counsellors.^

In the meantime the news of the brilliant success of

Charles V. at Tunis had reached Germany. This gave

the nuncio fresh hope. The Emperor now stood as a free

agent before the German Princes, and could, if necessary,

enforce obedience, without bowing any longer to those

diplomatic considerations by which his hitherto evasive

attitude towards the Council was explained. The Pope,

thought Vergerio,* might, under these more favourable

circumstances, seize the opportunity to exhort Charles to

use his authority with greater force. If the Emperor did

this, even within limits, by so doing he would now afford

the best prospect of a speedy as well as peaceable meeting

and session of the Council. But the near termination of

Vergerio's mission laid on the Curia also the necessity

of now urging the matter on at once, for it would do

^ Nuntiaturberichte, I., 478 seqq.

2 Ibid.^ I., 479 seq., Vergerio's letter to Ricalcati from Bamberg,

Aug. 9, 1535. Cf. also I., 480, for Bishop Wigand's letter to the Pope

of Aug. II, given in extracts in Ehses, IV., cxiii.

3 Vergerio to Ricalcati from Wiirzburg, Aug. 15, 1535, Nuntiatur-

berichte, I., 488-490. The Bishop's letter to the Pope of Aug. 1 7, 1 535,

in EhSES, IV. cxiii.

* Vergerio to Ricalcati from Wiirzburg, Aug. 15, 1535, in Nuntiatur-,

berichte, I., 4S5-4S8. The latter wrote in this sense to the nuncio

Guidiccioni on Aug. 28, 1535 ; EhSES, IV., cxxiii seq.
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irreparable harm to the Pope's reputation and the in-

terests of the Church if the propitious moment now within

reach were allowed to pass by unused. Vergerio repeats

the proposal he had already made/ to come at once
to Rome on the close of his mission, in order to make
a report to Paul III. from his own lips, and then, if

need be, to proceed from Rome to the Emperor to lay

before him also information on the position of affairs in

Germany.^

After visiting the ancient episcopal cities of Franconia,

Vergerio passed on by way of Heidelberg to the Rhine.

Still joyfully elated by his hitherto successful journey, he
had no suspicion that a great disappointment was in store

for him. This came from the Elector Louis of the

Palatinate, who, although he certainly passed externally for

a Catholic, was already strongly under the influence of

Protestantism. It was only with great difficulty that the

nuncio was able to get a hearing from the Elector at all.^

At last, on the 24th of August, he succeeded in meeting
and laying his case before him. In his answer, which
the Elector gave in writing,^ the latter certainly thanked
the Pope, and praised his fervour on behalf of the

Council, but explained that the previous resolutions of
the Diet did not permit him to accept Mantua, an Italian

city, as its seat. In his oral communications with the

nuncio beforehand he had used much blunter language on

' Vergerio to Ricakati from Bamberg, Aug. 9, 1535, in Nuntiatur-

berichte, I., 480 se^.

2 Idi'd., I., 491 se^. Vergerio wrote from Heidelberg on Aug. 24,

1535, to King Ferdinand, asking him to support his mission on his

recall to Rome to make an oral report to the Pope. He himself
renews once more his proposal in his letter to Ricalcati of Aug. 26
{ih'd., I., 500 seg'.).

3 /did., I., 493 se^., note.

* lii'J.. 493-495- C/. Ehses, cxiv.
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this point,^ saying that it was not the business either of

Paul III., or of the Emperor in conjunction with the Pope,

to appoint the place of meeting ; that belonged only to the

Diet of the Empire. Vergerio pointed out in his reports

to Rome the necessity of encountering with determination

this dangerous opinion, which, if it obtained many sup-

porters, would probably lead to a national council ; the

Pope must make efforts, through the Emperor, to dislodge

the Elector from this standpoint. Vergerio himself tried to

bring the influence of Louis' thoroughly Catholic-minded

brother to bear. He therefore wrote to the latter,^ as well

as to King Ferdinand.^

In view of the attitude of the leading secular Elector,

it was for Vergerio a matter of great gratification that

he received at that time favourable answers from a

succession of other Princes and Prelates : as, for example,

from the Master of the Teutonic Order, Walther von

Cronberg, whom Vergerio had visited at his castle

of Mergentheim ;^ then from the Bishop of Spires,

Philip von Flersheim;^ from Bishop Henry of Worms,

Count Palatine of the Rhine ;^ from the Margrave John

Albert of Brandenburg, coadjutor of Madgeburg and

Halberstadt, as Vicegerent of the Cardinal Albert, absent

in Mayence ;
^ from the Elector of Treves, Johannes von

' Nuntiaturberichte, I., 495 seqq., for Vergerio's report from Heidel-

berg, Aug. 24, from Spires, Aug. 26, 1535, and for his letter to King

Ferdinand from the latter place (ibid., 501-503).

2 Itiid., I., 500.

3 Jbid., I., 503.

* Cf. ibid., I., 490, n. for his answer to the Pope, Aug. 20,

1535-

5 Ibid., I., 503 seq. : Vergerio to Ricalcati from Spires, Aug 27,

1 535. The Bishop's answer to the Pope, Aug. 28, ibid., 504, note.

* Ibid., I., 505 : same to same, from Worms, Aug. 29, 1535.

'' Ibid., I., 508 : same to same, from Mayence, Sept. 4, 1535.
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Metzenhausen ;
^ and the Cardinal of Liege, Eberhard de

la Mark.2 The latter said that in his opinion the Council

certainly was a dangerous measure, but one which, in the

existing state of things, had also become an unavoidable

remedy. He approved thoroughly of the way in which the

question had hitherto been handled, and also declared

himself in favour of Mantua as a very suitable place,

Duke John of Cleves, whom Vergerio visited at Diisseldorf,

gave indeed, on account of his connection with France, a

more reserved answer, but his demeanour was such that

there appeared to be no ground for serious anxiety.^ The

Duke of Guelders and Vergerio were unable to discuss

the matter together, as the neighbourhood round Miinster

was unsafe on account of roving bands of soldiers. The

nuncio, therefore, addressed this Prince by letter.* The

Elector Hermann von Wied, whom Vergerio met in

Paderborn after vainly awaiting in Cologne his return

from Westphalia, displayed, contrary to expectation, a

gratifying spirit of friendliness in the matter of the

Council.^

Thus, so far, the progress of the journey, after most of

the Catholic Princes had been visited, among whom only

the Elector Palatine had assumed an unfriendly attitude,

seemed to justify the best hopes, as Vergerio, always at

pains to extol his own services, had also informed the Pope

in a letter written at his direction by Frederick Nausea.^

' Nuntiaturberichte, I., 513 : Vergerio to Ricalcati, from Coblenz,

Sept. 7(12?), 1535.

2 Ibid.^ I., 516-519: same to same, Sept. 24, 1535, probably from

Huy (Vergerio writes " Hovi") ; cf. Ehses, IV., cxiv, n. 9.

^ Nuntiaturberichte, I., 525 seq. : same to same, Oct. 15, 1535.

^ Ibid., I., 527 seq. : letter is dated Essen, Oct. 18, 1535.

^ Ibid., I., 528 seq. ; cf. 532 : same to same, Paderborn, Oct. 22,

1535. The Elector's answer to the Pope, Oct. 22, ibid.., 529, n.

^ Ibid.., I., 511 seq. : from Mayence, Sept. 7, 1535.

VOL. XI. 5
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But the most difficult moment of the nuncio's mission

was yet to come. During a six days' journey from Padcr-

born to Halle, to meet Cardinal Albert of Mayence, rendered

very troublesome on account of the cold season ha\ing set

in, Vergerio had an opportunity of realizing from personal

experience the dangers arising from the hostile temper of

the Protestant populations.^ Satisfied with his negotiations

with the Cardinal,- he went on from Halle to Berlin to the

Elector Joachim H., whom Albert had still been able to

hold back from a public acceptance of Lutheranism,^ by

pointing to the Council as a future certainty. All the

greater was Vergerio's satisfaction when this Prince also

spoke in conciliatory terms. Joachim's written reply

contained, indeed, certain reservations. On the assump-

tion that the Pope and Emperor agreed on the choice of

Mantua, he declared himself in favour of that city, and

accepted provisionally the decrees of the Council so

far as they did not deviate from the word of God and

the Gospel.*

On his way from Halle to Berlin, Vergerio passed

through the territory of the Elector John Frederick

of Saxony, then resident in Vienna. The danger of

traversing this most Protestant country was increased by

an outbreak of plague. Nevertheless, the nuncio went

on, but on account of the epidemic did not take up his

quarters in one of the villages, but in Wittenberg. To his

astonishment he found himself cordially welcomed by the

electoral captain Hans Metzsch. The castle of the Elector

was assigned to him as a lodging, where he also had

an opportunity of becoming acquainted with a Lutheran

1 Nuntiaturberichte, I., 533 seqq. : Vergerio to Ricalcati from Halle

Nov. 3, 1535.

* Ibid., I., 535 seqq. : same to same, Halle, Nov. 5, 1535.

» Ibid., I., 534, 536. •• Ibid., I., 537 seq.
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religious service. Vergerio reported to Rome that all the

respect and honour due to his position were paid to him

just as if they were living in the good old days. Metzsch

and other officials were profuse in their praises of the Pope

who was so friendly to the Council ; from this behaviour

of the greatest opponent of the Holy See, Vergerio drew

hope and consolation. He was strengthened in his

opinion that the summoning of the Council would detach

many from Protestantism by the meeting which took place

in the electoral castle between him and the originator of

the German schism, Luther, who appeared accompanied by

Bugenhagen, wearing his best clothes, with a gold chain

round his neck, carefully shaved, and having his hair

neatly trimmed ;
" for," he had said to his astonished

barber, " in the presence of the Pope's ambassador I must

look young, so that he may think that I am still good for

some time to come to have a hand in many things." And
he succeeded in his object ; Vergerio, in his report to

Rome, remarked that, although Luther was fifty years of

age, he was strong and hearty, and that he looked not yet

forty. " The first question he put to me, as I remained

silent," Vergerio proceeds, "was whether I had heard in

Italy the current report that he was a German sot." In

further talk Luther boasted of his marriage with Catherine

Bora, and defended the arbitrary ordination of his followers.

Vergerio listened to all his defiant remarks with great self-

control, and only retorted now and then with a word or two.

His restraint, however, carne to an end when Luther

declared :
" We, through the Holy Spirit, are certain of all

things, and have no need in truth of any Council ; but

Christendom has t;eed of one, that those errors may be

acknowledged in which it has so long Iain." When
Vergerio rebuked this arrogance, and put to Luther the

question whether he thought that the assembly of the
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universal Church sitting under the protection of the Holy

Spirit had nothing to do but decide what he deemed

good, his antagonist interrupted him with the words :
" I

will yet appear at the Council, and may I lose my head if

I do not uphold my cause against all the world ; that which

proceeds from my mouth is not my wrath, but the wrath

of God."

From Luther's often repeated declaration that he would

present himself in Mantua, or in any place chosen for a like

purpose, Vergerio too hastily concluded that on this point

also the Elector of Saxony was in agreement with him.

On the 13th of November he despatched from Dresden to

the private secretary of the Pope a detailed report of this

remarkable interview. In it he also described Luther's

outward appearance, laid stress on his faulty Latin, and on

something demoniacal that lurked in his character. The

eyes of the great foe of the Papacy, restless, deep-set, and

flashing with a certain fire of rage and frenzy, made a

great impression on him.^ From Berlin Vergerio betook

himself to Duke George of Saxony, who, in his answer

^ Besides Vergerio's despatch of Nov. 13, 1535, already used by

Pallavicini (1. 3, c. 18, n. 6), and by Lammer (Anal. Romana, 128

seqq.), and later still published by Cantu (Eretici, II., 107 scq.) and

FriedensburG (Nuntiaturberichte, 539 seqq.\ cf. also Walch, XVI.,

2296 seqq. See also KoSTLIN, Luther, II., 5th ed., 370 seq. Sarpi's

account of Vergerio's interview with Luther (I., 77 seqq.) does not

admit of verification. It has been pointed out in the Histor. Zeit-

schrift, v., 207 seq., that SiXT (Vergerius, 45 seqq?) lets Sarpi down

rather easily, and at the same time notes with justice that Vergerio's

own account also is not too reliable. It is certain that Vergerio, and

not Luther, made the first advances. For another instance of

Vergerio's lack of truthfulness, see Nuntiaturberichte, I., 351. The

rapid conclusion which Vergerio drew from Luther's words about his

coming to Mantua, as to an understanding with the Saxon ElectDr,

also misled the leading personages in Rome ; see Ehses, IV.,

cxviii, n. 8.
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to the Pope, gave his decided approval of the choice of

Mantua, already designated by him as a suitable place.^

As the nuncio had already at an earlier date met in

Vienna^ one of the two heads of the Schmalkaldic League,

the Landgrave Philip of Hesse, nothing now remained to

do but to meet the other, the Elector John Frederick of

Saxony, The latter tried to avoid a meeting with Vergerio,

but he was not to be put off; he waited for the Elector

in Prague, and stated his case personally with seriousness

and dignity. In this conference John Frederick did not

pronounce Mantua to be absolutely impossible, but at the

same time referred to the resolutions of the Diet in

which there was the demand for a German council. A
definite answer he declined to give, on the ground that

he must first consider the matter with his confederates,

who were to meet at Schmalkald in December. In

view of this, Vergerio might submit his proposals in

writing.^

Vergerio's address to the members of the Schmalkaldic

League was dated the ist of December 1535.* On the 21st

of that month the League drew up their answer, signed by

the Elector John Frederick of Saxony, Duke Francis of

Brunswick-Liineberg, and also by the Landgrave Philip of

Hesse. They made it clear that they were conscious of

their political preponderance and were now inclined to

refuse the Council,^ when it was offered, for which in the

days of their weakness they had been loud in demand
;

before the general feeling in favour of it, which was

^ Nuntiaturberichte, I., 547 seqq..^ and Ehses, IV., cxiv.

2 See supra, p. 5 1

.

^ See Spalatin's report in Corp. Ref, 11,982 seqq. Cf. Nuntiatur-

berichte, I., 553, n. I ; EhseS, IV., cxv.

* Printed in Corp. Ref., II., 991 seqq.

fi Menzel, II., 78.
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widely spread even in Protestant circles, the Schmal-

kaldic Princes dared not venture to say this openly. But

in their reply they clearly and in terms insulting to the

Pope rejected any council the forms and ordei of which

should be of Papal appointment, and generally any

assembly held outside the borders of Germany. Even if

they considered a council necessar)', it must yet be one

entirely free, to which should be chosen, on the combined

decision of the Emperor, kings, potentates, princes, and

authorities, suitable and impartial persons of all ranks, to

examine into the controversies of religion and decide upon

them according to God's word.^

As the Schmalkaldic League knew perfectly well that

such a Council was impossible,^ they only wished to

indicate by this demand that they had no desire for a

General Council at all. The declaration touching the

forms and order of the Council was especially characteristic

of the absolutely negative character of the Schmalkaldic

proposals. When Clement VII. had wished two years

before to have the former fixed and settled, the reformers

had protested against this. In their reply they had

characterized such a proceeding as deceitful. They now

predicted the same of the new Pope, although Paul III.

had declared that it should be left to the assembled Council

itself to treat and deliberate as to the manner in which the

procedure should be carried out ; now they went so far as

to demand that this should be determined beforehand, and

indeed, as in their answer they went on to show, in such a

way that the Pope, as their opponent, should not even be

permitted to have any influence on the Synod, si.nce he was

' Corp. Ref., II., 1018-1022 ; Ehses, IV^., cxvi-cxix.

* A synod such as the Protestants desired '' would," says RiFFEL, II.,

194, "have far outstripped the French National Convention in its

motley and amorphous formation."
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1

to appear there not as a judge, but simply as a party to or

rather as the accused in a suit in which he would be called

upon to clear himself of his sins and errors.^

In this attitude of total rejection of the Council the

Schmalkaldic Princes were strengthened by Henry VIII,

of England and Francis I. of France. The English Kine
had sent a special embassy to Schmalkald to submit the

proposal that he should ally himself with the League,

especially in the refusal to accept the Council at Mantua
as well as any other of which the Pope was President ; he

was ready to defend the Confession of Augsburg if only

one or other of its articles were, as the result of a

common agreement, improved.^

Francis I. also paid his court to the Schmalkaldic

confederates and endeavoured to confirm them in their

opposition to the Emperor and the Pope. He feared, as

the Venetian ambassador knew well, that if the Council

should result in a balance of the religious situation, the

restoration of the authority of Charles throughout the

Empire would ensue
;
^ against this every energy was to

be directed. While Francis in his own country was taking

cruel measures against his Protestant subjects, he was
posing as the protector and friend of the Protestant States

in Germany. In the autumn of 1535, just as Vergerio

was travelling to the German court, the French envoy

Guillaume du Bellay was urging the Protestant Princes of

Germany to give no countenance in any way to a General

Council such as that for which Charles V. and Paul III.

1 See K. A. Menzel, II., 78. For a criticism of the Schmalkaldic

reply, see Pallavicini, 1. 3, c. 18, n. 11 seqg. ; Bucholtz, IV., 303
seg'., and EhSES, IV., cxvi-cxix, in the notes.

2 See Pallavicini, /oc. cit., n. 15. Cf. Ranke, Engl. Geschichte,

I., 201.

^ See M. Giustiniani's Relation, 1535, in Albert, ist Series, I., 159.
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were striving, since in such an assembly the majority of

votes would be on the side of the latter ; Lutheranism,

should the Council take place, would be undone. At the

same time the envoy was instructed to work for the

summoning of national councils in Italy, France, and

England.^

In Rome the ambassador of Francis I. used very different

language. When Jean du Bellay, just nominated Cardinal,

was appointed to the Papal court at the end of June 153S,

he was instructed by his treacherous master, to whom

religion was merely a political tool, to give the Pope the

fairest assurances with regard to his support of the Council

and the return of the German Protestants to the Church.

Nothing, the Cardinal was to insist, was a matter of such

desire to Francis as a good Catholic Council bent on the

extirpation of error. With regard to place, the King was

resolved to be guided by the opinion and wishes of the Hofy

Father, both on account of the Papal authority and of his

own attachment and loyalty to the person of Paul III., who

certainly in all his transactions had always before his eyes

the welfare and peace of Christendom. The King's trans-

actions with the Protestants, so the Pope was to be further

assured, aimed at bringing them to a recognition of Paul's

supreme authority as chief ruler of the universal Church.

If success attended the King's efforts, Paul III. might go

on to summon a council at Rome and there display that

authority in fitting splendour 1^

^ See Du Bellay's communications to the English envoy Monts,

of Sept. 1535, in State Papers, VII., 626. Cf. BOURRILLY, Guillaume

du BcUay, Paris, 1904.

2 Jean du Bellay's instructions, dated Corbie, June 24, 1535, in Le

Plat, II., 520 seqq. Cf. Hefele-Hergenrother, IX., 873 seqq. ;«

EhSES, IV., cxxi, n. I ; and BOURRILLV, Le card. J. du Bellay en

Italic, Paris, 1907.
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Assurances quite as flattering were given to Rodolfo Fio

of Carpi, Bishop of Faenza, who had been appointed nuncio

to France in January 1535, and arrived at the French court

at St. Germains on the 17th of February.^ Thenceforward

he was constantly in close proximity to the King.^ In the

very first audience granted to him Francis praised the

Pope's firm determination to hold the Council, and recom-

mended Turin for its sessions ; at the same time he ex-

patiated on his exertions to bring the German Protestants

into submission to the Holy See. When later on the

nuncio returned to the question of the Council, Francis

declared that such an assembly had his sympathy, but

that the Emperor was determined that it should meet only

within his own dominions, and to that France could not

consent. This difficulty was always subsequently raised

on the French side in order to avoid a direct promise.

Carpi was unwearying in making counter-representations
;

at last he succeeded in obtaining the King's conditional

consent to Mantua.^ On account of this declaration and

of Cardinal du Bellay's assurances, there were grounds for

the indulgence of the hope in Rome that the assembling

of the Council would at least meet with no hindrances on

the part of Francis.^

Vergerio, who had returned to Vienna on the 7th of

Decembtrr 1535, still took an optimistic view of the results

1 Information on Carpi's journey in his *letter to Ricalcati from

St. Germains, Feb. 19, 1535 : *Scrissi a V. S. da Geneva alii quatro et

poi di Leone alii XI. . . . gionsi qui alii XVII. Lett. d. prLnc, X., 179*^'

(Secret Archives of the Vatican).

2 Cf. PlEPER, Nuntiaturen, 99 seqq.^ and Ehses, IV., cxix seqq.

See also Nuntiaturberichte, I., 65 seqq.

^ Carpi's correspondence with Ricalcati on the Council, from

Feb. 1535 to April 1536, in Ehsf.S, IV., cxix-cxxx. Cj. Nuntiatur-

berichte, I., 65 seqq.

* Ehses, Franz I. und die Konzilsfrage, 307.
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of his journey.^ He had, in fact, succeeded in renewing

hope 2 in the Council among the Catholics of Germany, dis-

pirited and embittered by the behaviour of Clement VII.,

and in checking the threatened reference of ecclesiastical

affairs to a national council. Yet he had not achieved

much more than this negative success;^ for even if the

Catholic Estates, with the exception of the Palatine, had

agreed to Mantua, it was on condition that they were first

sure of the Emperor's consent; the latter, however, main-

tained an obstinate reserve.

On one portion of the Protestants, especially on the

cities of the Empire, among whom there was a vague

feeling of enthusiasm for the Council * as the panacea for

the ills and divisions of the Church, Vergerio's ever-

increasing fervour had certainly a great effect. But the

nuncio's overhopeful temperament had exaggerated this

result to so remarkable an extent that he looked upon

the acceptance of the Council and the reconcilation of

the Protestants to the old Church as things close at

hand.

The aversion of a great number of Protestants to

any council, giving vent to itself in popular agitation,

was overlooked by Vergerio^ as well as the fact that with

^ Again shown in Ferdinand's letter to Paul III., Dec. ii, 1535, in

Nuntiaturberichte, I., 555.

2 There is a characteristic letter, in this connection, of Ludvvig Ber

to Aleander of Jan. 5, 1536, in the Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschichte,

XVI., 485 seq.

^ Well brought out by Friedensburg in Nuntiaturberichte, I., 57.

^ Ibid.^ I., 55, and also Janssen-Pastor, III., i8th ed., y]i)-yn.

^ He only once speaks of this, in a letter of May 17, 1535 (Nuntia-

turberichte, I., 387), and then cursorily and without any full under-

standing of the matter. The "pittura" there mentioned is, no doubt,'

Melanchthon's " Papstesel," just publislied in 1535, to which Luther

subscribed his "Amen." Cf. Lange, Papstesel, Gottingen, 1891,87,
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regard to the General Synod of the Church two funda-

mentally opposed conceptions existed. The Catholics

continued to hold fast to the belief that the Council came

to its decisions assisted by the Holy Spirit, and that there-

fore such decisions were unconditional. The Protestants,

upholding the dead and ambiguous letter of the Bible to

be the supreme arbiter in matters of belief, would only

consent to the decisions of the Council in so far as they

agreed with their own interpretations of the Scriptures.

The Council they aimed at was one so constituted that

the acceptance of their doctrines was a matter of certainty.^

Thus the praises of the Council in Protestant mouths were

to a great extent discounted.

How much value, generally speaking, was to be set on

the fine words of the authorities of the Imperial cities is

disclosed by the fact that a year later the civic council of

Augsburg took forcible possession of the cathedral and

of the monastic churches and drove the Bishop and

Chapter, together with all the rest of the clergy, out of

their city.^ The very cordial reception given to Vergerio

by George of Brandenburg, to which the former attached

so much weight, had not in any way led to favourable

results for the Church. The Margrave remained after-

wards, as before, a partisan of the Protestant cause.^

who remarks that the moment seized upon for the appearance of this

pamphlet, just when Paul III. was evincing a friendly disposition

towards the Council, was chosen with the "keen penetration of a

demagogue." For other agitations of Luther's against the Council, see

JANSSEN-Pastor, III., iSth ed., 382-383.

1 Cf. Baumgarten, III., 288, and Martin, Hist, de France, VIII.,

4th ed., 250.

* More in Janssen-Pastor, III., i8th ed., 365 seqq.

' Together with Janssen-Pastor, III., i8th ed., 360, cf. also GOTZ,

Die Glaubenspaltung im Gebiete der Markgrafschaft Ansbach-

Kulmbach in den Jahren 1520-35 (Erlauterungen und Ergan/i'jngen
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But of greater and more decisive importance was the

Schmalkaldic declaration of the 21st of December 1535,

of which the nuncio certainly knew nothing before he left

German soil. The Elector Palatine had now as associates

in his opposition to the Papal Council two such powerful

magnates as the rulers of Saxony and Hesse. On a sober

consideration of the facts, it must be admitted that, as far

as the Protestants were concerned, Vergerio's mission had

been a failure.^

In Vienna he was met by the command to return at once

to Rome 2 to make a personal report. Accordingly, on the

lith of December 1535, he began his journey across the

Alps, and on the 7th of January 1536 he was in Rome,^

and made his report to the Pope, who at once sent him

to Naples^ to inform the Emperor how the affairs of the

Council stood in Germany. It was here that he received

the answer from Schmalkald, which had been sent after

him, and which he also wished to communicate to Charles.

The Emperor, he wrote to Ricalcati, shall thus learn how

the shamelessness of these Princes increases when they

see how lukewarm the head of the Empire is in these

matters.^ The excited tone of the letter shows how great

a blow to the nuncio was this shattering of his illusions.

After repeated negotiations with Granvelle and Covos,

whom Vergerio pressed hard, he hoped that he had con-

vinced them and the Emperor of the Pope's earnest-

zu Janssens Geschichte des deutschen Volkes V., 3 and 4 Heft),

Freiburg, 1907, 250 seg.

1 Egelhaaf, II., 301.

^ Ricalcati's letter, dated Rome, Oct. 22, 1535, in Nuntiaturberichte,

I., 530 se(/.

3 /iid., I., 554, 556, 562, n. I.

* /h'd., I., 562, Paul's recommendation of Vergerio to Charles V.,

Jan. 22, 1536.

* /h'ti., 1., 563, \'ergerio to Ricalcati, from Naples, Feb. 7, 1536.
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ness respecting the Council and of his sincerity towards

Charles.^

The presence of Charles in Rome was of decisive import-

ance for advancing the affairs of the Council. Although

the opposition of the French party was maintained ^ on

this occasion, the two supreme heads of Christendom came

to a complete agreement on the conciliar as well as

on other questions. Three days after the arrival of the

Emperor, on the 8th of April, it was decided, in an ex-

traordinary congregation of Cardinals, in spite of the

opposition of the anti-Imperialists, to summon the Council,

and a commission was appointed to draw up the Bull.

The members were the Cardinal-Bishops Piccolomini and

Campeggio, the Cardinal-priests Ghinucci, Simonetta, and

Contarini, the Cardinal-deacons Cesi and Cesarini, with

whom Aleander, Bishop Ugo Rangoni of Reggio, and

Vergerio were also included.^ The drafting of the Bull

was entrusted to Aleander.

The Emperor was so much gratified by the Pope's con-

duct with regard to the Council that the day before he left

Rome, Easter Monday, the 17th of April 1536, in presence

of the Cardinals and the diplomatic body, he thanked him

for the good disposition he had shown on this occasion.*

He then left Granvelle and Covos in Rome to act as

plenipotentiaries. They were to submit the Bull convening

the Council, after it had been received from the commission,

to a further examination. Their amendments, which gave

* Nuntiaturberichte, I., 564-566, reports of same to Ricalcati from

Naples, Feb. 9 and 13, 1536.

^ See ibid.^ I., 564.

2 See Acta Consist, in EhSES, IV., i, and in Appendix i£ AgnelJo's

*Ietter of April 8, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), the only account

of the anti-Imperialist opposition.

* YoK Charles's speech of April 17, 1536, see injra^ p. 247 seqq.
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greater prominence to their master's endeavours to call

the Council into existence,^ were complied with. Upon

that the French ambassador made a similar demand that

mention should be made of his sovereign's services. The

opposition of the Imperial representatives was so violent

that with difficulty a compromise was arrived at whereby

the wishes of the Frenchman received ^ consideration in a

somewhat modified form. Vergerio also animadverted in

two particulars on the draft of the Bull. In a special

minute^ he recommended the omission of the phrase

"according to the form of the earlier Councils" (^Secundum

morem antiquorum conciliorum), as provocative of passionate

disapproval in Germany and prohibitive, at the outset, of

the participation of the Protestants in the Synod. This

alteration was accepted. Vergerio's second proposal was

that before the Council was summoned to meet at Mantua

the assent of the German Princes should once more be

invited. This strange suggestion, by which everything

already attained would again have been made an open

question, threw the representative of Ferdinand I. into the

greatest dismay, for at the same time the anti- Imperialist

opposition was unabated. Fortunately the suggestion was

not accepted.*

On the 29th of May 1536 the Bull of Convocation was

passed in consistory. At the same time Paul III. issued a

decree that, in the event of his death during the Council, the

Papal election should be vested in the Cardinals only, and

not in the general assembly of the Church.* In the follow-

1 Nuntiaturberichte, I., 583 seq. ^ Ibid., 75 scq.

8 Ibid., I., 584-588 ; cf. I., 76 scq.

* Cf. Pallavicini, 1. 3, c. 19, n. 2 ; Nuntiaturberichte, I., 76; ibid.,

I., 584, for Aleander's remarks on this treaty ; the **letter ot Sanchez,

June, 4, 1536 (Court and State Archives, \'ienna).

6 Pallavicini, he. cif., n. 10; Ehses, IV., 3.
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ing consistor)' on the 2nd of June the Bull, bearing this

date, was published ;
^ two days later it was promulgated

on placards at St. Peter's, the Lateran, the Cancelleria, and

on the Campo de' Fiori.^

In this document Paul III. dwelt on the anxieties to

which he was exposed by the Protestant errors, the reform

of the Church, the wars in Christendom, and the distress

attendant on them. After mature consideration he had

come to the conclusion that no better remedy was to be

found than in following the truth, which in like circum-

stances had approved itself as the best to his predecessors

—

the convening of a General Council. During his cardinalate

he had already wished this, and since his elevation had

spoken openly in favour of a council, and communicated

his views to the Princes. Now, with the consent of the

Cardinals, he summoned one at Mantua, a place secure,

well situated, and adapted for the reception of such an

assembly. All Patriarchs, Archbishops, Bishops, and

Abbots were invited to meet there on the 23rd of May
1537- The Princes were to send envoys if they themselves

were hindered from coming, but he hoped that they would

appear in person. The Emperor, indeed, in his own name
and that of his brother Ferdinand, had both in the past

and now again during the present pontificate urged the

necessity of a council ; Francis I. also had declared his

agreement. He called upon the Princes to give unimpeded

access to the Council to all of their subjects who were

minded to take a part in it, in order that such an assembly

might ordain things profitable and serviceable to the honour

of God, the exaltation of the Church, the extirpation of

* The text of the Bull in EhseS, IV., 2-6. For the correct date

(2nd, not 4th, June), cf. ihid., 3, note, and Ehses in the Rom. Quartal-

schrift, XII. (1898), 225.

2 The documents in Ehses, IV., 6.
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error, the unity and well-being of the faithful, and the

accomplishment of a combined movement against the

infidel. All mention of the form to be observed, as well

as any reference to former councils, so objectionable to

the Protestant Estates and theologians, was avoided in

the proclamation.

The next step was the nomination in consistory on

the 9th of June 1536 of three Cardinal-Legates to

announce to the Emperor, the King of France, and the

King of the Romans the publication of the Bull—Caracciolo

to the Emperor, Trivulzio to Francis I., and Ouinones to

Ferdinand.^ By the end of July the other envoys of

the Council were appointed.^ On the loth of September

the Netherlander, Peter van der Vorst,^ Bishop of Acqui,

the nuncio for Germany, and Panfilo de' Strasoldi, the

nuncio for Poland, and on the 24th of October the General

of the Servites, Dionisio Laurerio,* designated for Scotland,

received the briefs and instructions appertaining to their

office. To Strasoldi were also assigned the arrangements

for the ecclesiastical province of Salzburg.^

The announcement of the summons of the Council in

Hungary and Bohemia fell to the lot of Giovanni Morone,

Vergerio's successor at the court of Ferdinand.*' He was

accredited as permanent nuncio on the 21st of October 1536,

* Acta Consist, in Ehses, IV., 7, n. i. The letters of credence for

Caracciolo and Trivulzio, of June 14, and their instructions, ibid., 7

seqq. Cf. EHSES, Franz I. und die Konzilsfrage, 308.

* See Peregrine's *letter, dated Rome, July 27, 1536 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua).

' Ehses, IV., 29-37. Cf. Nuntiaturberichte, II., 42 seq.

* Cf. Ehses, IV., 43. For the nuncios sent to different countries,

see also Pallavicini, 1. 4, c. i, n. i seqq.

* EhBES, IV., 37-40. For the fulfilment of his mission, cf. Nuntiatur-

berichte, II., 41 seq. ; EhseS, IV., 51 seqq.

* Nuniiaturberichte, II., 12.
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1

the special instructions concerning the Council dating from

the 24th of the same month.^ The most difficult of these

nunciatures was that of Peter van der Vorst to the Princes

of Germany. The very choice of this Netherlander, who

in the days gone by had come to Rome^ with Adrian VI.,

implied a friendly disposition on the part of the Pope, to

which a further emphasis was given by the fact that the

staff of the nuncio's mission was entirely composed of

Germans and Netherlanders.^

Van der Vorst was strictly enjoined in his instructions

not to be drawn into religious disputations, as experience

had taught that these only stiffened the dissentients in

^ Nuntiaturberichte, II., 58-61.

2 *Petrus hie noster jurium doctor felicem Adriani Florencii fortunam

sequutus eidem Hispaniis adhaesit Ad summum pontificem evectum

ex Hispania in Italiam Romamque comitatus est atque S" D"' capellanu?

fuit ; thus the " Encomium ill. et rev. d. P. Vorstii" in Cod. 1081 of the

University Library, Louvain, communicated to me by Professor Floss.

For his further career, see Schmidlin, Anima, 271, 349, 362 seq. Vorst

did not die in 1549, as Schmidlin supposes, but on Dec. 8, 1548; see

Ehses, IV., 140, n. 5.

3 The nunciature of P. van der Vorst has been discussed by de

Ram in the Nouv. Mem. de I'Acad. Roy. de Belgique, XII. (1839),

and in, Compte rendu de la Commiss. Roy. d'Hist, IIT Serie, VI.

(1864). Here are given from Cod. Vat. 3915 the instructions and

some of the despatches of the nuncio, as well as the diary of his

secretary, Cornelius Ettenius, "Liber Itineris'' and so forth, of which

Arendt has given a German version in Raumer's Histor. Taschenbuch,

X. (1839), 465 seq. The documents from the Cod. Vat. 3915, often

inadequately presented by De Ram, are completely and admirably

reproduced in Ehses, IV., 31 seqq.^ 44 seqq. Extracts from the despatches

in SCHLECHT, Sendung L. Hallers in the Sammelblattern der Histor.

Vereins Eichstatt, V. (1890), 13 seq. Also the diary of Ettenius, for

which De Ram made use of the copies in University Library of

Louvain and in the Royal Library of Brussels, is insufficiently edited.

For a new edition, the original now in the British Museum, addit. MS.

32275, would have to be produced.

VOL. XI. 6
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their opposition. The discussion of such subjects must

be declined on the ground that the Council was close at

hand, wherein every man would be allowed the free

utterance of his opinion. Van der Vorst above all was

to preserve uniformity in the delivery of his message, and

when difficulties were raised about Mantua, to point out

that that city had been the consentaneous choice of the

Emperor, the Pope, the King of the Romans, and a great

number of the German Princes; whoever had objections to

bring forward was at liberty to apply directly to the Pope.

Peter van der Vorst entered Imperial territority on the

13th of October 1536, at Trent. He then visited Brixen

and passed through the Pusterthal to Steiermark, where, in

the beginning of November, he met Ferdinand at Bruck

and accompanied him to Vienna.^ The nuncio, of whose

journey an attractive account by his secretary Cornelius

Ettenius exists, on leaving Vienna, first visited the Princes'

of the Bavarian Circle: the Bishop of Passau, Cardinal

Lang of Salzburg, Duke William of Bavaria, Bishop Philip

of Freising and his brother, the Palatine Frederick, and

lastly, the Bishops of Eichstatt and Augsburg. All the

above Catholic Princes gave van der Vorst a friendly and

sympathetic reception. They praised the Pope's determina-

tion to hold the Council regardless of the fresh outbreak

of hostilities between Charles V. and Francis I.

The nuncio then turned, not without fear, to the Protest-

ant Estates; first to the Margrave George of Branden-

burg-Culmbach, and to the Council of the Imperial city

of Nuremberg. Vorst found no unfriendly disposition in

either. The Margrave certainly made no concealment of

his Lutheran sympathies, but received the intimation of

the Council with a courteous expression of thanks. He,

however, like the Nurembergers, declared his inability ^o

1 Ehses, IV., 44 seq.
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give any promises without a previous understanding with

the Schmalkaldic League. In Bamberg, where the Bishop

received his invitation to the Council with respect, van

der Vorst was detained six days owing to an inundation.

From Wurzburg, on whose aged Bishop the nuncio lavished

praise, he proceeded to the Elector John Frederick of

Saxony, upon whom, as the most powerful of all their

magnates, the decision of the Protestants depended.^

The Saxon Elector treated the nuncio from the first

with the most unseemly lack of consideration. Vorst had

announced to him, in the most courteous terms, the object

of his mission. John Frederick answered from Grimma on

the 1st of February 1537 that he had already begun his

journey to Schmalkald to join the League, and that it was

impossible for him to fix a place of meeting ; the nuncio

might, if he chose, go there, and there was all the more

reason for his so doing as the matter in question would

come under discussion by the League, while the Elector

himself could give no individual decision.- To this John

Frederick adhered, and on the cth of February he came to

Weimar, where Vorst was at that moment staying. The

latter now hoped to obtain an audience, but the Elector

kept out of his way; he went so far as to turn off the

road leading past Vorst's inn, so that the nuncio might

not even catch sight of him.^

After this treatment Vorst was undecided whether he

should fall in with the invitation to appear at Schmalkald.

But as the Elector of Mayence, whom he visited at Calve,

near Halle, strongly advised him to do so, he made up his

mind to make one more final endeavour. In spite of

* " Cum quo est summa rcrum," says \'orst in his report to Paul III.,

Jan. 23, 1537, in EhseS, IV., 67.

2 Ehses, IV., 68.

^ See Ettenius in, Compte Rendu, IIP Serie, IV. (1864), 395 seg.
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illness, in spite of ice, snow, hail-storms, wind, and floods,

he made the six days' journey to Schmalkald, arriving

there on the 24th of February.^

There the Imperial Vice-Chancellor Held had already

been making urgent representations to the Protestant

Estates that, having constantly appealed to the Council,

they ought, now that it was summoned, to accept their invita-

tion and send delegates. Held was able to show that the

Synod which the Emperor had so zealously promoted was

now a matter of real earnest ; since almost all other nations

and the majority in the Empire as well had agreed upon it,

the Protestants alone ought not to fall short of the rest of

Christendom in foresight and zeal. The Pope had pro-

posed a council without limitation of reference, and

without enumeration of conditions. It was to be held,

even if not in Germany, yet in a fief of the Empire, in some

city lying near to the boundaries of Germany. It was to

be the means of restoring unity to the Church, securing

peace to the Fatherland, and enabling the nations of

Christendom to offer a united resistance to the attacks of

the Turk.2

It has been correctly remarked that this was a turning-

point for the German people, of the same cardinal

importance as that of the year 1523, when, in the Diet of

Nuremberg, Adrian VI., trusting to his German com-

patriots, appealed to them for help in upholding within

the Empire the laws and order of the Church. If the

1 Cf. Vorst's despatch of March 2, 1537, in Ehses, IV., 87, and the

narrative of Ettenius in the Nouv. M6m. de 1' Acad. Roy, de Belgique,

XII. (1839), 16 seq.

2 Cf. Janssen-Pastor, III., 18th ed., 383 seq., and Ehses, IV.,

71 seq. For Held's mission, cf. also Baumgarten, III., 273 se^.\

HEmE in the Histor.-polit. Bl, CI I., 712 seq. ; Mitteilungen des

Vereins f. d. Gesch. Niirnbergs, VI 1 1., 161 seq., and ROSENBERG, 3 seqq.
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Council were now to be rejected, there remained, as the

Papal representative foresaw, hardly any hope of the

reconciliation of the lapsed, or of a removal of the scandals

from which Germany was suffering.^ Even on the

Protestant side there were many, Melanchthon foremost

among them, who dreaded the results of a permanent

breach. This spokesman of the party therefore once more

maintained his opinion at Schmalkald : that the Council

ought not to be summarily rejected. For even if in such

an assembly the Pope could not act as judge, he was yet

within his right in convening it. Nuremberg, among the

cities, had directed its envoy to do all he could to prevent

the confederates at Schmalkald from refusing to attend the

Council.^ But the decision lay neither with the theologians

nor with the cities ; it had long since been in the hands

of the Princes, who were not slow to perceive that the

Pope's invitation touched the matter to the quick. It

struck at the combination of the ecclesiastical and temporal

authority ; at the subordination of the Church to the

secular power ; at the tenet cujus regio ejus religio, even

if this expression had not yet been formulated.

When, in 1530, in the Confession of Augsburg, the

Protestant Estates demanded a council, they had no clear

conception of how that assembly was to be formed, or how

its decisions were to be given. Even later they came no

nearer to a solution of this question, for, on the whole, they

did not seriously believe that the Council would ever meet.

^ See JANSSEN-Pastor, III., 18, 384.

^ See SODEN, Beitrage zur Gesch. der Reformation, II., Niimberg,

1855, 444. As regards the Strasbourg envoys, however, P. Polz wrote

on Jan. 26, 1537: "Propediem abituri sunt legati ad Saxoniam, quod

coeptum est, confirmaturi et antemurale futuri concilii exstructuri."

Horawitz-Hartfelder, Briefwechsel des B. Rhenanus, Leipzig,

1886, No. 310.
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Indeed, the stronger their hopes of failure were, the noisier

and more reckless were their complaints that the Pope was

making a dupe of Christendom.^ And now, when the

Papal invitation stared them in the face, great was their

perplexity. They had to take their stand on one side or

the other. The first to recognize this was the Elector

John Frederick of Saxony.^

Already on the 24th of July 1536 the Elector had asked

his theologians and jurists at Wittenberg to draw up an

opinion on the Council.^ His own view, expressed in a

memorial composed by himself, was in favour of the

rejection of the Papal citation ; he even thought that the

nuncio should be refused a hearing, and that on his arrival

in Germany he should be met by a messenger bearing a

protest against the summons of Paul 1 11.^ The first

opinion of the theologians and jurists,^ most probably

drawn up by Melanchthon, did not satisfy the Elector,

While certainly opposed to the Council, it did not express

this opposition in sufficiently downright terms, and in

particular did not give due consideration to the proposal

that the promulgation of the Bull convening it should be

met by a counter protest.

On the 6th of December the Wittenberg theologians

^ Cf. Luther's " Auschreibung eines heiligen, freien christlichen

Conciliums," 1535 (Erlanger edition, XXXI., 411 seq).

2 The documents are for the most part published in Corp Ref, III.,

two more in BurckhaRDT, Briefwechsel Luthers, 256 scqq.^ 271 scqq.

C/ialso H. ViRCK, Zu den Beratungen des Protestanten uber die Konzils-

bulle vom Juni 1536, in the Zeitschr. fur Kirchengesch., XIII. (1892),

487-512. Cf. also Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 93 scqq.

3 Burckhardt, loc. cit., 256-258.

* Corp. Ref., III., 99-104 ; cf. ViRCK, 488.

5 "De Gelehrten zu Wittenberg erster Ratschlag des kiinstigen

Concilii halben," in Corp. Ref., Ill , 1 19-125; cf. ViRCK, 489 seqq.,

P493 ; ASTOR, loc. cit.., 93.
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handed to the Elector a fresh opinion with which he was

satisfied. Here the contingencies which might follow the

Council were discussed. If, for example, the marriage of

priests was forbidden, that was to be regarded as an injury

to the common welfare against which " measures of self-

defence might be taken such as one would take against

murder in the street." Princes and authorities are in duty

bound to prohibit " open violence and immorality as they

would a violation of the marriage tie. All the more are

they in duty bound to prohibit open idolatry." Luther

affixed his signature to this announcement with the words,

" I, Martinus Luther, will help you with my prayers, and

also, if needs must, with my fists !

"^

Somewhat earlier the Saxon Elector had asked Luther

to draw up the articles on which, as on an authoritative

and unalterable basis, the Protestants were to take their

stand against the Council. By the end of 1536 this work

was finished, and the approval and subscription of the

Wittenberg theologians obtained, Melanchthon making the

remark that, if the Pope would accept the " Evangelium,"

his superiority over the rest of the episcopate, according to

human law (Jure kumano), might be admitted for the sake

of peace.2 These articles were known as the Articles of

Schmalkald; they were twenty-three in all, agreeing in

many points with the Confession of Augsburg. But an

entirely different spirit animated the present document ;

^

its whole tendency was in opposition to the Augsburg

» Theol. Witeb. de concilio, in Corp. Ref., III., 126-131 ; cf. Pastor,

loc. cit., 94. For date, see ViRCK, loc. cit., 496 seq.

2 In the, Tractatus de potestate et primatu Papae, composed in 1537,

Melanchthon drops his previous attitude and attacks the Pope as

Antichrist ; see Herzog, Realenzykl, XM 11.,^ 644. See also Pastor,

loc. cit., 100, n. 3.

' Cf. Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 100.
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Confession. The latter was an endeavour to remove

points of difference, and to retain as nearly as possible the

semblance of Catholic teaching. As regards its composi-

tion it rested theoretically on old Catholic principles in its

appeal to a General Council summoned by the Pope. The

Augsburg Confession in its essentials was certainly the work

of Melanchthon, but the Schmalkaldic articles, the work

of Luther, declared in the very preamble that Protestants

had no need of a council. They asserted the contrary

sharply, and in the most bitter and most insulting language
;

they said, for example, of the Holy Mass :
" Above all, from

the evils of this dragon the scum and vermin of all manner

of idolatry has been begotten." Purgatory was called a

"phantom," celibacy a "doctrine" of the devil. Of the

Pope they declared that, " since he was not jure divino, i.e.

by God's word, the head of Christendom, it therefore followed

that all that he had done and purposed in the name of

such false, impious, iniquitous, and usurped authority had

been and still was an empty and devilish business, bringing

corruption on the whole Catholic Church and destroying

the first article of belief in the redemption of Jesus Christ." .

" As it is impossible for us," this document goes on to say,

"to worship the devil himself as Lord and God, so is it

impossible for us also to suffer his apostle, the Pope or

Antcihrist, to be head and lord within his government,

since the Papal rule is lying and murder and destructive

both of body and soul ; therefore we cannot kiss his feet or

say. Thou art our gracious Lord ; but rather, with the angel

in the book of Zacharias, The Lord rebuke thee, Satan !"^

The Elector of Saxony was highly satisfied with this

declaration of war, and in entire agreement with it. If the

1 See Walch, XVI., 2326 seq., Erlanger edition, XXV., 106 ff. ; Die *

Schmalkaldischen Artikel vom Jahre 1537. For Lutlier's interpreta-

tion, see ZangemeiSTER, Heidelberg, 1883.
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Schmalkaldic articles, owing to Melanchthon's influence

and Luther's illness, were not accepted officially,^ still the

League acted in the question of the Council in full accord-

ance with their spirit. The Emperor's representative, the

Vice-Chancellor Held, was informed that the holding of

the Council in an Italian city must be unconditionally

rejected. In the further course of their reply they even

denied to the Pope and his ecclesiastical court the right

to participate in the Council on account of their " errors

and abominations."^

The treatment of Paul III.'s representative at Schmalkald

has hardly any parallel in the history of diplomacy.^ Vorst

was received by the Elector on the 25th of February.

After stating his case he presented an authentic copy

of the Bull of citation and two briefs, one of which w^as

addressed to John Frederick as Elector and the other

to the same Prince as convener of the Saxon Circle.

He took the documents and laid them on a table in

front of him. All he said to Vorst was that he had

nothing more to communicate to him, then stood up

laughing and left the room to take advice with his

counsellors, leaving the Bull and briefs behind him. His

council afterwards made excuses for him, saying that the

other Princes had requested him to meet them in order to

discuss matters of grave importance. They also declared

that their master could give no answer until he had first

conferred with his allies of the League ; under the circum-

1 See Moller-Kawerau, III.,^ 134.

2 Cf. Walch, XVI., 2433 seq. ; EhSES, IV., 63 seq. ; BaumGARTEN,

III., 297 ; Egelhaaf, II., 320-321.

3 Besides Vorst's report of March 2, in EhSES, IV., 90, cf. for the

following the detailed description by Ettenius in the Nouv. Mem. de

I'Acad. Roy. de Belgique, XII. (1839), 16 seq. ; Winkelmann, II., 2,

424. Melanchthon said that Vorst had been treated with gross vulgarity

(^opTix«s), Corp. Ref., III., 297.
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Stances the nuncio could only return to his lodgings and

take the briefs with him. Van der Vorst replied calmly

and with dignity to this somewhat summary intimation.

He begged his Grace the Elector to read the briefs and the

Bull, as he would then be better able to consult the Princes

about them. But John Frederick's chancellor insisted

that the nuncio should take the briefs away. Van der

Vorst replied that it was neither fitting nor right to do so
;

once they had been placed in the Elector's hands, he, the

nuncio, could not withdraw them. Granted even that the

Elector had not said in express words that he accepted

them, he had yet given it to be understood by his silence

that he did not refuse them; the chancellor ought to

convey the briefs to his master, for how, without having

read them, could the latter take counsel upon them ? The

chancellor now broke out and accused the nuncio of

scholastic and sophistical devices. Van der Vorst persisted

in his refusal to take back the briefs as a proceeding in-

compatible with the dignity and honour of his mission.

The others also treated the nuncio with a mortifying want

of consideration. The Landgrave of Hesse, and the Dukes

of Pomerania, Wiirttemberg, and Liineburg refused him

audience altogether if he had nothing else to say than

what he had addressed to the Elector. It was not until

the 2nd of March that the written reply of the Schmalkaldic

confederates was delivered. This, corresponding to the one

received on the 24th of February by the Vice-Chancellor

Held,^ contained a flat rejection of the Council ; the

briefs were handed back unopened to the nuncio. These

clumsy insults, which were totally wanting in finesse,

showed that a spirit of irreconcilable opposition had taken

possession of the Princes and theologians assembled at

Schmalkald. From their former demand for a council

1 In Ehses, IV., 73-7ii ; cf. also ibid., 106-108.
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they had now advanced to the stage of unconditional

rejection.

How strange this repudiation of the vehement demands

of the Augsburg Confession must have seemed. Although

it would have been easy for van der Vorst to have

answered the charges brought against the Pope in the

Schmalkaldic reply, he refrained, in accordance with his

instructions, from all disputations, and all the more willingly

because, although a German by birth, he felt that his

personal safety was threatened. The partisans of the

National Church movement had done all they could to stir

up a temper of hostility to the Council and to the Pope

by scattering broadcast ribald lampoons in verse. In

these van der Vorst also was personally attacked.^

At the close of the Diet at Schmalkald on the 6th of

March 1537 those present undertook to meet together again

at a future date to consider the Council.'^ Melanchthon was

commissioned ^ to draw up in the name of the Estates, for

the Kings of France and England, a justification of their

action in rejecting the Synod. Not satisfied with the mere

refusal of the General Council summoned by the Pope, the

Elector of Saxony and the Landgrave of Hesse had

actually entertained the idea of opposing to the Papal

Council a national and " evangelical " assembly of their

own, to be convened by Luther together with his " assistant

Bishops and ecclesiastics." This "free" council was to

meet in Augsburg under the protection of an army of at

least 15,000 foot soldiers and 3000 horsemen, and it was

»
Cf. VOIGT for the Pasquille, Spottlieder und Schmahschriften des

16. Jahrh. in Raumer's Hist. Taschenbuch, IX. (1838), 418 seq. For

" Pasquilli de concilio Mantuano judicium," see TsCHACKERT in Der

Neuen kirchl. Zeitschr., XII. (1901).

2 JANSSEN-P.^STOR, III.,'' 385 J^y.

3 Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, loi.
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hoped that the Emperor might be induced to be present.^

But what with Luther's illness at Schmalkald and the

dissensions amongst the Protestants themselves, this

venturesome scheme came to nothing.

^

Van der Vorst had gone away from Schmalkald to Zeitz,

where he arrived on the 13th of March 1537 and proclaimed

the Council to the Princes staying there: the Elector Joachim

of Brandenburg, Duke George of Saxony, and Duke Henry

of Brunswick. They returned favourable answers. In a

report from Zeitz on the 23rd of March Vorst declared that

it was by no means the case that all the Lutherans were

against the Council, and that popular expectation was still

hoping for one although the Schmalkald faction had done

all they could to bring discredit on the proposal.^ In the

course of his journey the nuncio visited the Bishops of

Bremen, Hildesheim, and Miinster, and later on the Duke
of Cleves and the three ecclesiastical Electors on the

Rhine. While all the above named accepted the Council,

the Elector Palatine Louis was not more friendly than

in the days of Vergerio, Vorst's mission came to an end

with his visit to the Netherlands ; and on his return he also

proclaimed the Council in Switzerland.*

^ According to a computation of the Electors at the end of 1536, in

Corp. Ref., III., 139 seqq. Cf. PASTOR, loc. cit., 95 ; Zeitschr. fiir

Kirchenrecht, XVII., 237 seg.
; JanSSEN-PASTOR, 1 11.,^*' .^87 seq.

2
JANSSEN-Pastor, III.,i8 388 seqq.; Moller-Kawerau calls the

project "adventurous," III., 3rd ed., 132.

3 Ehses, IV., 97.

* Cf. Ehses, IV, 100 seq., i\<jseq., 123 J^jr., and Nuntiaturberichte,

II., 46 seq. Vorst returned to Heidelberg. The Bishop of Strass-

burg he probably did not attempt to see, since Paul III. had invited the

latter to the Council directly without reference to Vorst. The *original

of the Brief, dated Rome, Sept. 10, 1537, is in the Bezirksarchivat Strass-

burg, G, 1405. Cf. also WiRZ, Akten, XXVII. ; Mayer, Konzil von

Trienl und Gegenreformation in der Schweiz, I. Stars, 1901, 9.



CHAPTER II.

The Conciliar Question in the Years i 537-1539.

In addition to the internal hindrances arising from the

brusque refusal of the Schmalkaldic leaders, a still greater

difficulty sprung up in external affairs; this was the

renewal of hostilities between Francis I. and Charles V. in

the summer of 1536.

The French King, always antagonistic to the Council,

now found the wished-for excuse. On the 5 th of September

1536 he informed the nuncio, Rodolfo Pio of Carpi, Bishop

of Faenza, that in the existing conditions of war it would

be impossible for his prelates to go to Mantua ; the Council

would be under the influence of the Emperor, and would

only represent particular interests ; such an assembly would

only aggravate the evils existing in Christendom.^ When
Carpi, raised to the Cardinalate and withdrawn from

France in April 1537, was taking leave of Francis, the

latter spoke in still stronger terms of his objection to

Mantua.2 In like manner he showed himself an out-

spoken opponent of the Council to Carpi's successor Cesare

de' Nobili ; with Catholic assurances on his lips, he was

in substance upholding the demands of the German
Protestants.^

^ Nuntiaturberichte, II., 47 ; EhseS, Franz I. und die Konzils-

frage, 309 seq. ; Ehses, IV., 109-1 1 1.

2 According to Carpi's report to Ricalcati of May 3, 1537 ; cf. Ehses,

Franz I. und die Konzilsfrage, 310.

3 Ehses, loc. cit., 312.

93
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How seriously in Rome and elsewhere witliin the

sphere of Catholic sympathies the question of the Council

was taken is shown by the comprehensive preliminaries

now in the meantime claiming attention. As soon as

the general assembly of the Church at Mantua was

announced, Johann Faber, the zealous Bishop of Vienna,

prepared an exhaustive memoriaP for the Pope dealing

in detail with all the questions affecting the Council.

Paul III., in the reply which he ordered to be sent to

Faber,2 commended his earnestness, agreed to his pro-

posals, and begged him to devote himself to the new

work which this indefatigable prelate had undertaken

—

the compilation and refutation of the errors of their

opponents. Fuller intercourse with the German theologians

was the mission entrusted to the nuncio Morone, who on

his arrival in Vienna had at once placed himself in close

communication with Faber and the Cardinal of Trent.^

In Italy Caspar Contarini was foremost, as soon as

' Praeparatoria futiiri universalis, nuper indicti Concilii per

S. N. D. Paulum hujus hominis Papam tertium. Auctore loanne

Fabro, Episcopo Viennensi. Ex Oeniponte sexta die mensis Julii

anno a nato Jesu 1536, in Ehses, IV., 10-23; also in Raynaldus,

1536, n. 37. Cf. Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 103; Dittrich,

Contarini, 352; Nuntiatiirberichte, II., 12 f. For the date (not

July 4, as generally given hitherto from Raynaldus, but July 6) ; cf.

Ehses, IV., 10, n. 2. The memorial was sent to the Pope by Cardinal

Cles on the 27th of July from Innsbruck ; see Ehses, IV., 28.

^ Responsio Pauli III. Papae ad Fabri episcopi "Praeparatoria"

towards the end of 1536, in Ehses, 23-36; cf. Nuntiaturbericlite, II.,

13 scq. Friedensberg assumes that Aleandcr composed the answer.

EnSES disagrees, see IV., 23, n. 5.

•' Morone to Paul III. from Vienna, Dec. 7, 1536, in Nuntiatur-

berichte, II., 74. Morone had delivered to Faber the Papal reply to

the " Praeparatoria," and sent to the Pope an answer from Faber oni

Dec. 17 ; cf. Nuntiaturberichte, II., "j-j seq. For the further activity of

tlic German divines, especially Faber, see ibid., II., 14 seq.., 78 seq.
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the Council had been proclaimed, in entering on a wirle

range of studies in order to prepare himself and others for

the work of the Council. In the winter months of 1536-37

he finished a review of the history of earlier councils

intended to supply the Pope with rules for the conduct of

a council, and with a summary of former decisions against

false doctrines. In presenting it to Paul III. he at the

same time expressed his thankfulness and joy that the

summons of the Council was an accomplished fact.^ Barto-

lommeo Guidiccioni, formerly the intimate friend of Cardinal

Alessandro Farnese and for many years his Vicar-General

in Parma, whom Paul III., soon after his election, called

to Rome ^ to listen to his advice on the initiation of works

of reform and on questions of the Council, also threw

himself, on his return to Cari^nano from Rome in the

summer of 1535, into close stud}- of all questions concern-

ing the General Council. The result was a manuscript

work " de Concilio," presented to the Pope.^

In July 1536 Paul III. formed his long-planned Commis-

sion of Reform with the object of having at his disposal

practical and consultative help in making preparations

for the Council.* One result of this Commission, begun

in November 1536, of whose members Sadoleto, Carafa,

and Pole were nominated Cardinals on the 22nd of

December, was the famous report on ecclesiastical reform,

which must be considered as the programme of the

Council's reconstructive work.^

^ DiTTRiCH, Contarini, 333 seq. For the " Conciliorum magis

illustrium summa," see ibid., 333-339-

2 Cf. SCHWEIZER, Kardinal Bartolomeo Guidiccioni, 50 seqq.

3 Paul III.'s letter of thanks to Guidiccioni for the provisional

despatch of the Index of the work ; see SCHWEITZER, loc. cit., 52, and

Ehses, IV., 27, n. I. Guidiccioni's work *de Concilio, is in Cod Barb.

lat. 1 165 and 1175 of the Vatican Library.

* See further /«/>-(«, \i,^ seqq. ° See also /'«/>'«, 164-171.
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Paul III., in spite of all the difficulties caused by the

opponents of the Council as well as by the existing poli-

tical embarrassments, never gave up the thought of a

punctual opening of the Synod. In February 1537 he

still spoke of a speedy assembling at Mantua, and began

to make preparations for the journey thither.^ He held

fast to this intention even afterwards, although the majority

of the Cardinals on the commission, excepting only

Contarini, Sadoleto, and Carafa, were of opinion that no

beginning could be made before the Germans appeared in

Mantua.2 But at the last moment difficulties arose in a

quite unexpected quarter—they came from the Duke of

Mantua himself.^

In a brief of the 15th of February 1537* the Pope,

referring to the high confidence he reposed in him in

' Sadoleto to Nausea on Feb. 22, 1537, in DiTTRiCH, Regesten

Contarini, 95. The declarations of the Pope to the Venetian envoy

Bragadino, in his letters to Venice in, Nuntiaturberichte, II., 47 seqq.

As to the authenticity of the former, see EhSES, IV., cxxxiii seq.^ n. 4 ;

see also Stick in Literaturblatt der Leo-Gesellschaft, II., 107. That

the report at that time spread abroad by the Protestant party, that the

Pope was not in earnest about the Council, was discredited by the

more reasonable members of that party, is shown from a letter of

Melanchthon to Brenz of Dec. 6, 1536, quoted in JanSSEN-PASTOR,

III.,i8 384, n. I.

2 See the reports **of F. Peregrino of March 20 and 25, 1537.

He still writes on April 5 : *N. S. va pur continuando della venuta

sua a Mantoa per il concilio (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

' The Pope's correspondence with the Duke Federigo Gonzaga of

Mantua, in Ehses, IV., 70 seq., 72 seq.^ 94 seq.^ 98 seq.^ 101-104, and in

Nuntiaturberichte, II., 425 seqq. More in Ehses, cxxxi-cxxxviii,

with the letters of Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga to his brother, the Duke

of Mantua. See also Dittrich, Contarini, 341 seq. ; Pallavicini,

1. 4, c. 3.

* Ehses, IV., 70 seq. Cf. also the letters of Cardinal Gonzaga qf

Jan. 31 and Feb. 11 announcing the Brief, and the letters of Feb. 16

acconipauying the latter, ibid., cxxxii, cxxxiv.
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choosing Mantua as the seat of the Council, invited Duke
Federigo Gonzaga to make the necessary preparations in

his capital for that event. In his answer of the 24th of

February^ the Duke thanked the Pope for his announce-

ment and for the honour conferred upon him by the Council

holding its sessions in his city—a circumstance which he

had hitherto, in the absence of anything like authorized

assurances,^ regarded merely as " rumour." He expressed

his willingness to make preparations, but declined to incur

a general responsibility for the security of the Council,

and begged the Pope to send someone with plenipoten-

tiary authority with whom the necessary matters might

be arranged. The Pope thanked the Duke on the 21st of

March ^ for his ready willingness, and set his anxiety at

rest by the assurance that no further protection would be

necessary than would be sufficient to maintain public order

in the city; at the same time he bestowed upon him the

Golden Rose by the hands of his chamberlain, Giovanni

Battista de Grassis.*

Before receiving the brief of the 21st of March Duke

Federigo, in a letter to his brother Cardinal Ercole, of

March the 24th,^ had explained in full that for the pro-

^ Ehses, 72 seq. ; also Nuntiaturberichte, II., 425 seq.

2 See Cardinal Gonzaga's letter to his brother, Aug. 2nd, 1536

(Ehses, IV., cxxxi seq.^^ from which it is clear that the Cardinal, when

Mantua was under discussion in the consistory, offered this city in

his brother's name, afterwards accepted its selection, and at once

communicated the news to his brother. Agnello confirms the same

in his *letter of April 8, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua; see

App. No. 18), and also Aleander in the Nuntiaturberichte, II., 438;

cf. Ehses, IV., 103, n. 2.

^ Ehses, IV., 94 seq., and Nuntiaturberichte, II., 426 seq. ; also

Ehses, IV., cxxxv seq.

^ Ehses, IV., 95, n. 2, and cxxxvi, n. 3.

* Ehses, 98 seq. ; Nuntiaturberichte. 1 1., 427-430.
VOL. XI. 7
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tection of the Pope and Council as well as for his own

security and that of the city of Mantua an armed guard of

exceptional strength must be provided. Cardinal Gonzaga

hesitated to communicate this letter at once to the Pope,

as his brother had intended him to do. Paul III. was thus

able on the 3rd of April to recall Cardinal Carpi from

France in prospect of the impending opening of the

Council and his own early journey to Mantua.^

It was not until the 9th of April, when the Pope in

consistory wished to come to a decision on the date of

his journey, that Cardinal Gonzaga delivered to him the

Duke's letter of the 24th of March, which was then read

aloud. On the same day the Pope directed Ricalcati to

inform the Duke that his demand, as unnecessary as it

was harmful, could not be acceded to ; at the same time

he asked for an answer, by return of courier, informing

him of the Duke's final decision.^ Upon this the Duke

sent his secretary, Abbatino, to Rome, where he arrived on

the 15th of April, and on the following day laid his message

before the Pope.^ The Duke's answer, orally conveyed,

was that he adhered to his demand. Abbatino defined this

in precise terms ; it would be necessary for the Pope to

have in his pay a bodyguard of 1500 foot soldiers and 100

horsemen, the total number of whom, indeed, need not be

levied at first, but, in the Duke's candid opinion, they

would have to be brought up to full strength as the con-

course of visitors to the Council increased.

1 The Brief of April 3, 1537, in Ehses, IV., 100. Friedensberg

disputes the Pope's honesty in this matter, since he must have become

convinced already of the impossibility of opening the Council

(Nuntiaturberichte, II., 49, n. 2); for the contrary, cf. Ehses, IV.,

99 seq.^ n.

^ Ehses, IV., loi seq. ; also Nuntiaturberichte, II., 430-432. |

* Abbatino's instructions of April 12, 1537, in Ehses, IV., 102-104
;

also in Nuntiaturberichte, II., 432-435.
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In two consistories held to consider this incident, the

Cardinals as well as the Pope were of opinion that

Gonzaga's demand could not be entertained. Even if,

according to the declaration of the Schmalkaldic League,

their Princes were no longer to be reckoned with on the

representation of the Council, still no pretext should be

afforded them for decrying the Council as incapable of

free action.^ The majority of the Cardinals were in favour

of prorogation ; only Sadoleto and Schonberg voted for

the opening of the Council on the appointed day, but in

another place ; the former proposed Piacenza and the latter

Bologna.2 Accordingly, in the consistory of the 20th of

April,^ in presence of the princely envoys, the prorogation

of the Council until the ist of November was announced.

The reason given in the Bull* was the impossibility of

meeting in Mantua in consequence of the Duke's unrealiz-

able demand—unrealizable not merely on account of the

cost involved, but especially because the Pope thought it

unfitting, and that a council held under arms would form

a vicious precedent.'' In the meantime another suitable

place was to be decided on.

In special letters the Pope announced to the Princes

* Cf. DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 343.

"' Cf. DiTTRiCH, loc. cit. ; EhseS, IV., 104, n. 3. Aleander presented

to the Pope on April 16 a double memorandum on the dual possibilities

:

one based on the assumption that the Pope would prorogue the

Council and summon it again in autumn in some other city ; the other

to meet the case of his proceeding at once to Bologna and there

opening the Synod. Nuntiaturberichte, II., 435-441.

•* Cf. Ehses, IV., 104-108; Sadoleti Epist. prop, nomine script, II.,

494 seq.., and Ehses n Histor. Jahrb., XXIX., 601 seq.

• Of April 20; in Ehses, IV., in seq.\ see O. Clemen in the

Theol. Stud, und Krit., 1909, 298 scqq.

'' " Nisi rem incongruam et mali exempli judicassemus, aimatuin

concilium celebrare."
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and nuncios the prorogation of the Council.^ In order

that the bishops already on their way to Mantua should

be spared the unnecessary continuance of their journey, the

Bishop of Segni, Lorenzo Grana, was sent to meet them at

Trent.^ Rewrote from thence to the Pope^ on the 14th

of May, after a nine days' stay, that no bishops had as yet

arrived, and none were any longer expected. Only the

Bishop of Wiirzburg had made inquiries of Cardinal Cles

concerning the Council and had received the information

required. The German nuncio Morone * was also entrusted

with the like task of intercepting visitors to the Council

who might already have started on their way.

Paul III. gave special directions to the nuncio Giovanni

Guidiccioni to inform the Emperor thoroughly on the whole

position of the conciliar question.^ The Pope had not ex-

perienced for a long time anything more disagreeable than

the action of the Duke of Mantua, so regardless as it was

of the Holy See and of the general welfare of Christendom.

Nevertheless he was firmly resolved to hold the oecumenical

Council under any circumstances, and that too in a place

1 The Brief to the Emperor of April 23, 1537, in Ehses, IV., \\2seq.;

the letter to Vorst, dated April 21, 1537, in State Archives, Parma.

2 Paul III. to the Cardinal of Trent on April 27, 1537, in EhSES,

IV., 113 seq.

3 Ehses, IV., 121 seq. ; also Nuntiaturberichte, II., 161-164.

* Ricalcati to Morone on April 21, 1537, in Nuntiaturberichte,

II., 151.

6 The nuncio's instructions of April 30, 1537, in Ehses, W.,ii^seq.,

already given by Pastor in Reunionsbestrebungen, 481 seq., from a

MS. in the Royal Library, Berlin, but without date or the nuncio's

name. G. M. Delia Porta, writing on May 26, 1537, has some interest-

ing remarks on the Pope's suspicion of Charles V. : "*I1 Papa hadetto

esser certo che Mantoa gli neg6 la sua cittk per satisfar 1' Imperatore,

ma che ringratiava Dio ch'el tempo se aproxima da castigar ques*

signori d' Italia che erano piu tosto tiranni che signori" (State

Archives, Florence).
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to which no Catholic could reasonably object. The

Lutherans, by their answer given at Schmalkald to

the nuncio and the Emperor's representative, had shown

that they were wholly averse to a council. The matter

therefore had now become the concern of Catholics

only.

His Holiness, however, was unwilling that a single

Catholic nation should hold itself aloof, as otherwise there

arose the danger of a schism. Mantua was now out of the

question not merely on account of the Duke's unfair

behaviour, but also because the French, whose tacit consent

had been gained previously with difficulty, would not now,

after the prorogation, listen to the mention of such a

locality. The Pope therefore wished to obtain the

Emperor's opinion as to some place in Italy to which no

Catholic could take exception. As there was no time to

lose, he begged for as speedy a reply as possible ; failing

that, he had thought of asking the Venetians to consent to

one of their cities, Verona possibly or Padua, being set

apart for this sacred function. As the Venetians were the

common friends of Europe, it might be assumed that no

one, even in Germany, would be dissatisfied with such an

arrangement. In the event of a refusal on the part of the

Republic, the Pope had made up his mind to summon the

Council as soon as possible at Bologna or Piacenza.

These places offered all that was necessary, and recom-

mended themselves to all Catholics as cities of the Church,

the common mother of Christendom, where especially the

Holy See observed a constant neutrality. Further, in

order to obviate any objection to the choice of one of these

two Papal cities on the plea that it would hamper the

freedom of the Council, the Pope promised to place the

particular city, in which the General Council should be

held, under the jurisdiction of the Synod so long as the
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sessions lasted. Paul III. asked the Emperor for a speedy

answer in order to be able to give timely notice of the

locality chosen, whither he himself would go in the begin-

ning of October, in order, with God's help, to open the

Council, which the afflictions of the Church had made a

crying necessity, and which in days long before his elevation

to the Papacy had been the object of his great desire. An
instruction for the information of King Ferdinand, corre-

sponding in substance to the message to the Emperor, was

also sent to the nuncio Morone.^

The King of the Romans showed little inclination to

meet the Pope's wishes. As soon as he heard of the

prorogation through Morone,^ and the latter suggested to

him Bologna or Piacenza, he declared himself opposed to a

city within the Papal States on account of the Lutherans
;

this difficulty he raised again when the nuncio laid before

him the Pope's intentions as contained in the instruction

of the 27th of April. ^ Morone vainly represented that

the Lutherans, who would have nothing more to do with

the Council, were ruled out of court ; the nuncio's request

that some of the Princes should be informed of its post-

ponement, Ferdinand also dismissed as useless. So long

as a state of war existed between Francis L and the

Emperor, the Council could not be held, even if the Pope

renounced his neutrality and made an alliance with Charles.

For the rest, Ferdinand again suggested Trent as a suit-

able place, but explained that he would acquiesce in all

particulars with the Emperor's wishes. Udine was also

* Nuntiaturberichte, II., 152-155: Ricalcati to Morone, April 27,

1537-

^ IHd., II., 160: Morone to Ricalcati, from Prague, May 11,

1537-
,

3 Ibid.y II., 165-167: Morone to Ricalcati, from Prague, May 16,

>537-
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mentioned as a fitting locality, convenient for persons

of all nations, if a choice were to be made in Venetian

territory.

Francis I. continued as hostile to the Council as before.

In the first audience granted to the new nuncio, Filiberto

Ferreri, Bishop of Ivrea, he adhered to his opinion that in

the existing conditions of war it was impossible to hold a

General Council ; he added, however, that in default of his

personal presence he would also forbid his prelates to

undertake the journey to the Council.^ To the nuncio's

request that the conciliar Bulls might be published in

France, he made no reply. At Ferreri's next audience,

not obtained till a month later, through the good offices

of the Cardinals of Lorraine and Bourbon, Francis still

held by his assertion that a council was impossible

during the war. On this occasion the King informed

the nuncio that he could not give an immediate decision

with regard to the place to be determined on. If the

Pope proposed a city free from objections, he would give

his adhesion, as he intended to appear in person and

bring with him the collective Galilean hierarchy to the

Council.^

Notwithstanding the unfavourable replies from France,

the Pope's endeavours to compass the assembling of the

Synod were not relaxed.^ By briefs of the 22nd of June

1537, the Cardinals absent from Rome were recalled to take

> Ferreri to Ricalcati, June 20, 1537, in Ehses, IV., 130, and in the

Nuntiaturberichte, II., 194, n. 2. Cf. Ehses, Franz I. und die Konzils-

frage, 312 seq. For the nuncio's representations concerning the

King's attitude towards the Bull, made to Cardinal Jean du Bellay,

and the latter's attempt at justification, see ibid.. 313.

2 Ferreri to Ricalcati, July 30, in Ehses, IV., 132. Cf. Ehses,

Franz I. und die Konzilsfrage, 313 seq.

2 Cf. Ricalcati to Morone later than July 22, 1537, in the Nuntiatur-

berichte, II., 194.
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part in discussions preliminary to the Council.^ A special

summons was also sent to Filippo Trivulzio, Archbishop of

Ragusa, in a brief dated the 31st of July.^

The question of locality, since the choice of a city

belonging to the Papal States had been given up on account

of the anticipated opposition of the Princes, was at last

happily solved after long negotiations with Venice.^ On
the 29th of August 1537 Paul III. addressed a brief* to

the Doge and Signoria. As in the present divided state

of the Princes of Christendom there was hardly a spot in

the whole of Italy acceptable and without suspicion to all

parties for the meeting of a General Council, the Pope,-

under these circumstances, turned to Venice as the one

neutral body politic in the peninsula in possession of cities

suitable for the above purpose, and begged the Republic,

by granting the use of one of the latter, to assist him in

this pious undertaking. At first the Signoria declined on

account of the difficulties then besetting them from the

advance of the Turks against Corfu, and entrusted this reply

to their orator at the Papal court on the 6th of September.^

But the assiduous efforts of the nuncio Verallo and Cardinal

Grimani® succeeded at last in obtaining a favourable result

;

although the scale was certainly turned by the news of the

raising of the siege of Corfu by the Turks. The decree of

1 EhSES, IV., 126 scq., 133. Morone expresses in his letters to

Ricalcati and to Aleander, of Aug. 20, 1537, his satisfaction at these

measures of hopeful import for the Council (Nuntiaturberichte, II., 198).

2 EhSES, IV., 132 seq.

3 For the Council at Vicenza and all appertaining to it, cf. Bernardo

MORSOLIN, II Concilio di Vicenza, Venezia, 1889, and Nuovi parti-

colari sul Concilio di Vicenza del 1538, Venezia, 1892; G. CapaSSO,

I Legati al Concilio di Vicenza del 1538, Venezia, 1892.

* EhSES, IV., 134. Cf. MORSOLiN, II Concilio di Vicenza, 6 seq. *

* Ibid., 8 seq., 46 seq.. Doc. I.

« MORSOi.iN, 11 Concilio di Vicenza, \oseq.; Capasso, Legati, 5 seq.
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the Venetians consenting to Vicenza as the seat of the

Council was drawn up on the 21st of September/ and on

the 25th of that month their envoy was ordered to com-

municate this decision to Paul III.- He delivered his

message on the 28th of September at Nepi, where the Pope

was then staying.^

Paul III., highly delighted at the permission to use a

city so well adapted for the purpose,^ at once gave the

necessary instructions, and returned almost immediately to

Rome to make preparations for his journey to Bologna,^

The Pope would have much preferred the ist of November

for the opening of the Council ; but since the short interval

made it hardly possible for the Transalpine Bishops to

arrive punctually, he thought at first of deferring the Council

until the 1st of January.^ To the Signoria of Venice the

Pope sent his thanks at once in a brief that was read aloud

in Venice on the 5th of OctoberJ In a secret consistory

on October the 8th it was agreed that the prorogation of

the Council should be prolonged to the ist of May 1538.^

The Bull announcing the choice of Vicenza and the second

^ Against Morsolin's statement that the decree was issued on

Sept. 15, see Ehses, IV., 135, n.

2 MORSOLIN, 47, Doc. II.

^ Letter of Cardinal Farnese (or of some other, at the Pope's

command) to the " maestro di casa " Alessandro Guidiccioni, from Nepi,

Sept. 29, 1537, in Ehses, IV., 134 seq.

* For the readiness of Vicenza to receive the Council at that time,

see MoRSOLiN, 17-20.

5 See Contarini's letter of Oct. i, 1537, in Quellen u. Forschungen,

II., 174, and F. Peregrino's * report, Rome, Oct. 8, 1537 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua).

** " Non per via de prorogation, ma de e.xtensione" ; see supra, n. 3,

for the letter of Sept. 29, quoted by EhSES, IV., 135.

' MORSOLiN, 13 seq.

" Ehses, IV., 135 seq. ; Nuntiaturberichte, II., 217 seq.
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prorogation up to May the ist is also dated the 8th of

October ;
^ Aleander was the draftsman. In briefs of the

1 8th of October these measures were announced to the

Christian Princes,^

It was thought in Rome in November that the Pope, as

soon as the Christmas celebrations were over, would leave

for Bologna and from there proceed to Vicenza. As usual,

opposition was shown by the Cardinals to the departure of

the Supreme Pontiff, but Paul III. did not show any in-

clination to consider their wishes. In December he spoke

decidedly of his wish to undertake the journey northwards

in January. Nevertheless, there were not a few in Rome

who persisted in their belief that the Synod after all would

meet there ; others suspected the good-will of the Venetians.^

On the 5th of December 1537 the Bishops Matteo Giberti

of Verona and Ugo Rangoni of Reggio were nominated

nuncios in secret consistory. They were first to go to

Venice and express the Pope's thanks in person to the

Signoria, and then to Vicenza.* After they had both ful-

filled their mission to Venice^ they left that city for Vicenza®

on the 23rd of January 1538 in order to set on foot the

1 Ehses, IV., 135 seq. Cf. MORSOLIN, 13 seq. : Merkle, I.,

409 seq.

- The Brief to the Emperor in Ehses, IV., 138 seq. Cf. the

announcement of the same by Ricalcati to Morone on Oct. 10, 1537, in

the Nuntiaturberichte, II., 217, 218, n.

^ Together with reports in MoRSOLiN, 29 seqq., cf. also the **Ietters

of F. Peregrino of Nov. 6 and 10 and Dec. 12, 1537 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua). Ibid.., a *Ietter of N. Sernini to Cardinal Gonzaga of Jan. 28,

1 538, according to which the Pope had declared his intention to make

an early start, which Sernini doubted.

< MORSOLIN, 23 seq. ; EhSES, IV., 141, n.

' Giberti had reached Venice by Jan. 14 and was waiting for'

Rangoni's arrival (MORSOLiN, 25).

• MORSOLlN, 25.
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external preparations for the Council. Their first business

was to arrange quarters for the expected Princes and

prelates, and then to see to the structural alterations in

the cathedral, where the sessions of the Council were to

be held.i

In a consistory of the 19th of December 1537 Legates

were appointed to discuss the affairs of the Council together

with the preliminary peace negotiations : Cardinal Cristoforo

Jacobazzi to the Emperor,and Cardinal Rodolfo Pio of Carpi

to the King of France.^ Jacobazzi, who joined the Emperor's

court at Barcelona on the 17th of January 1538, afterwards

had repeated conversations with Covos and Granvelle.

The latter declared that Charles V. would leave nothing

undone to secure the accomplishment of this sacred and

necessary work The only point, therefore, that called for

discussion was whether the Pope would be successful in

obviating the hindrances arising in other directions, especi-

ally the opposition of the German Protestants, who were

not only themselves animated by hostility to the Council

and striving for a national synod, but by their threatening

attitude were also hindering the Catholic Princes and

prelates of Germany from attending the Council. A second

obstacle of importance was created by the position taken

up by the King of England, who was doing all in his power

to incite Francis I. and Charles V. against the Holy See.

The promptings of Henry VHI. produced no effect on

^ Cf. the reports of the Bishop of Reggio to Cardinal Farnese from

Vicenza on Jan. 27 (Ehses, IV., 145 seq.\ Jan. 30 {ibid., 146), and

Feb. 5 {ibid., 150 seq.). Cf. MORSOLIN, 26 seqq., 48, Doc. III.-V., and

Capasso, Legati, 6 scq. The citizens of Vicenza do not seem to have

shown much enthusiasm for the Council. It was very difficult to find

proper persons who were willing to undertake the preparations for the

accommodation of the members.

- Cf. Ehses, 147-149; Ehses, Franz I. und die Konzilsfrage, 315

seqq. ; PlEPER, Nuntiaturen, No. 115 ; Korte, 8 seqq.
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the Emperor.^ With Francis I., on the contrary, they were

not unsuccessful. Cardinal Carpi, as well as the nuncio

Ferreri,^ reported the King to have declared that he would

have nothing to do with the Council previous to the con-

clusion of peace. According to Carpi's despatches the

King made his participation in the war against the Turks

and the Lutherans, as well as in the Council, contingent

upon the prior surrender of Milan into his hands. On the

other hand Ferdinand I., in his reply to the brief of the i8th

of October, expressed great joy and his gratitude to the

Pope, as well as his entire readiness to help on the Council

in every way.^

The beginning of the new year saw the Pope actively

1 See in Ehses, 147 seq., Jacobazzi's letter to Cardinal Farnese of

Feb. I, 1538. Jacobazzi also sends a like account of the Emperor's

good-will in a later letter of March 7, in Ehses, IV., 148.

2 Cardinal Carpi to Cardinals Jacobazzi and Farnese, from Moulins,

Feb. 8, 1538; Ferreri to Cardinal Farnese, from Moulins, Feb. 13,

1538, in Ehses, IV., 148 seq. ; cf, EHSES, Franz I. und die Konzils-

frage, 316 seq.

^ King Ferdinand to the Pope, from Krems, Dec. 15, 1537, in

Ehses, IV., 142. Cf. also Morone's report to Ricalcati, Dec. 15, 1537,

in Nuntiaturberichte, II., 241 seq. Morone previously had given

repeated intimations that opinion in Germany called for a council

under any circumstances as the only means of warding off the

threatened national council (to Ricalcati, Oct. 12, 1537, in Nuntia-

turberichte, II., 221 ; Oct. 22, 1537, ibid., 229 seq). On the first

announcement of the prorogation from Nov. i to May i he had

expressed, from the same point of view, his great displeasure at this

step (to Ricalcati, Oct. 30, 1537, ibid.., 234 seq.). On Feb. 11, 1538,

Morone again wrote {ibid.., 252 seq) that the Council must be opened

on the date fixed if the Pope were not to lose all credit with the

Catholics of Germany, whose expectations had so long been at such

a pitch. The Emperor, besides, as Morone reported later (to

Farnese, March 6, 1538, ibid.., 257), expressed his disapproval of King

Ferdinand's letter to the Pope, mentioned above, with its unconditional

compliance.
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engaged in making preparations for the general assembly

of the Church. In the consistory of the 7th of January

1538 he nominated for this purpose a commission of nine

Cardinals : this consisted of the Cardinal-Bishops de Cupis

and Campeggio, the Cardinal-priests Ghinucci, Simonetta,

Contarini, Carafa, and Sadoleto, the Cardinal-deacons

Cesarini and Pole, who were also the most distinguished

members of the Sacred College^ and the most friendly to

the movement of reform. Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga then

wrote to Contarini that he could not believe that the

Princes could maintain much longer their opposition to the

Council. Gonzaga's expectations and hopes went so far as

to lead him to suppose that the influx of those attending

the Council would be so great that the walls of Vicenza

would be incapable of holding them.-

The commission appointed in January lost no time in

setting to work. There was a mass of questions to be

answered. Who should preside over the Council—the

Pope or his Legates ? Who was to have the right of

voting ? How were votes to be given ? What learned

experts were to be asked to assist ? Were settled points

of doctrine to be reopened to discussion ? A question of

great importance was whether attempts at union with the

Protestants were to be made, or whether the Council was

to rest satisfied with an authoritative repudiation of their

doctrines. Further still, what position was to be taken

towards the grievances of the German nation, and the

demands made even in Catholic quarters for the admini-

stration of the chalice to the laity and the permission of

marriage to the clergy ? And there yet remained the

problem, how discussion on the Pope's relationship to the

Council, a point never definitely settled by the Synods of

' EhSES, IV., 142. Cf. MORSOLIN, 33 seq. ; KORTE, I3.

"^ See letter in Quellen und Forschungen, II., 183.
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the 15th century, was to be prevented. Nor was it of less

importance to meet on some assured basis the claims of the

Princes to intrude on the juridical sphere of the Church.

Outside of German affairs the English schism and the

recovery of the Scandinavian kingdoms called for con-

sideration. Together with these questions of supreme

moment there were others, such as the utilization of

monastic buildings either abandoned or despoiled, and

the efficient maintenance of peace and order in Rome

—

questions, seemingly no doubt of inferior importance, but

not on that account to be treated with indifference.^

Business of such magnitude necessarily called for a division

of labour. Accordingly Campeggio was requested by the

commission to make proposals as to the position to be

taken with regard to the " grievances of the German

nation." This choice hardly calls for explanation, since

this Cardinal, together with his brother Tommaso, had

already, in 1536, gone thoroughly into the circumstances,

and had drawn up an exhaustive report on the difficulties

of the question. Points of dogma were entrusted to the

experienced hands of Contarini, who for the purposes of

his task formed a special sub-committee of theologians

with whom he was in constant consultation.^

* See DlTTRlCH, Contarini, 345 seq. The same author published

(Regesten, 290-294) two documents on the work of the commission of

Cardinals, which he is inclined to ascribe to Contarini. Ehses, who

has once more published them (IV., 151 seq!), shows, however, that the

first of the two certainly belongs to Lorenzo Campeggio. As regards

the second, nothing certain can be affirmed, coming, as it does, as an

instruction from the commission as a whole. To this group belongs

also Campeggio's report on the procedure of the Council, given by

Ehses in two different versions of January (IV., 143 seqq.) and

March 10 (IV., 151 seq.). *

2 See Contarini's letter, Feb. 8, 1538, in Quellen und Foischungeii, II.,

188. For the rejoinder of the two Campeggio's to the 100 gravamina
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The commission of Cardinals also submitted to thorough

discussion the question whether the Pope should go in

person to Vicenza or send Legates in advance. Their

decision was given in consistory on the 20th of March 1 538

;

it was to the effect that, in view of the uncertainty of the

opening of the Council on account of the continuance of

the war, the Pope should not run the risk of a premature

appearance in Vicenza, but be preceded there by Cardinal-

Legates. At the same time, however, proof should be

given that, where the welfare of Christendom was under

consideration, the aged Pope would not shrink even from

personal exertions. Accordingly it was resolved that, in

order to promote peace between the Emperor and

Francis I., Paul III. should betake himself to northern

Italy. If this great and difficult task were accomplished,

the Council would also become a certainty, and the Pope

then might without danger proceed to Vicenza.^

The Legates appointed on the 20th of March 1538 were

Cardinals Campeggio, Simonetta, and Aleander.^ All three

seemed eminently suited for the task ; Campeggio had taken

a very important part in the discussions of the commission,

and proved his acquaintance with the questions under

debate; Simonetta ranked high as an expert in canon law;

Aleander, who only a week before, on the 13th of March,

of the German Nation, see Nuntiaturberichte, II., i seq., where the

whole tractate is carefully published in the appendices (342 seq^.

1 Cf. Pallavicini, 1. 4, c. 6, n. 1-2. The passages of the Acta

Consist, on the Legates in Ehses, IV., 156, n. i. The only notice of

the Pope's journey is : *Creavit [S. D. N.] legatum de latere rev.

dom. Neapolitanum, ut esset legatus urbis in discessu S'"" Suae Niciam

versus, quem parabat ad conciliandos inter se christianos principes jam

pridem dissidentes non sine pernicie fidei et reipublicae christ.

(Consistorial Archives, Vatican).

2 The Bull of nomination of March 20, in Ehses, IV., 156 seq.

Cf. MORSOLIN, 35 ; CapaSSO, Legati, 7 ssq. ; Merkle, I., 411.
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had received the purple, was undoubtedly one of the most

competent judges of the intricate affairs of Germany, and

had also already in the two previous years applied himself

thoroughly to conciliar affairs.

The Legates ought, as soon as they were nominated, to

have set out for Vicenza. But their departure from Rome
was somewhat retarded, as the necessary funds were not

forthcoming, and there was also a delay in the prepara-

tion of the necessary Bulls.^ Aleander started on the

1st of April and Simonetta on the following day ,2

but Campeggio, owing to illness, was unable to follow

them at once. Aleander, in the first instance, went to

Venice to procure from thence books and documents

which he had need of for the Council; then, on the 15th

of April he went on to Padua, there to await both his

colleagues, in order to make a simultaneous entry with

them into Vicenza.^ The intention of the Legates to

make their solemn entry into that city on the ist of May
was frustrated by Campeggio's illness. It was not until

the 24th of April, when Aleander already had been waiting

nine days in the Benedictine monastery of St. Justina in

Padua, and Simonetta in the adjacent Benedictine house

in Praglia,* that news reached them from Campeggio, who
informed them from Loiano, in the neighbourhood of

Bologna,^ that he had reached that place on the 22nd of

* Cf. CapaSSO, Legati, 9 seqq. See also **R. Scrnini's report of

March 23, 1538 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

^ According to Aleander's letter to Farnese, written before the

departure, on April i; Nuntiaturbtrichte, III., 40, n. 5; Ehses, IV..

158, n. 5.

^ Aleander to Paul III., from Venice, on April 13, 1538, in Ehses,

IV., 1 57 scq.

* Cf. Ehses, IV., 162.

' Campeggio to Simonetta and Aleander, April 22, 1538, in Ehses,

IV., 158 seq.
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April and left on the following day to keep Easter week
in Bologna, but that he intended to begin his journey to

Padua on April the 29th, where he hoped to arrive in

about four days. Thereupon Aleander and Simonetta
hesitated whether they should wait for Campeggio or

make their entrance without him on the 1st of May into

Vicenza—a step which seemed to them of great importance
in view of the tone of feeling in Germany. In the event
they determined, out of consideration for Campeggio, to
wait until May the 4th,i and communicated their resolve
to him. The Papal Master of Ceremonies, Giovanni
Francesco Firmano, who was to have assisted at the
entrance of the Legates, reached Vicenza on the 14th of
April, but on the 24th was again recalled by the Pope
to Piacenza.2

Paul III. had set out on his journey to Nice to negotiate
a peace between Charles V. and Francis I. on the 23rd
of March, but while on his way he had received tidings
from Vicenza that no one had appeared there from
Germany or elsewhere to attend the Council.^ The date
of the opening was close at hand without there being any
possibility of giving effect to it. The Pope therefore saw
himself compelled to announce from Piacenza on the 25th

* Meander to Simonetta from Padua on April 24, 1538, in Ehses, IV.
iS9 seq. • cf. Meander's letter to Farnese from Padua, April 25, 1538,'

given in part by Ehses, IV., 162 seq. Campeggio thanked him on
April 26, and wished him to hasten his arrival in Padua by some days

;

cf. ibid., 164, n. I.

2 CJ. Ehses, IV., 160, n. 4, 163, n. i.

^ CJ. Rangoni's letter from Vicenza to Farnese of March 20,
1538, in Ehses, IV., 157. Here also he writes that the Vicentini
do not place any belief in the Council. A later letter of Rangoni's
to Farnese, of April 24, on the continued abstention of the pre-
lates, did not reach Piacenza till the 28th, after the prorogation
{ibid., 160).

VOL. XI.
8
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of April 1538 that the Council was once more postponed

until a further decision was arrived at.^

On receiving this intelligence the Legates thought that

there would only be a short respite ; they wished, even if

the Pope should further decide not to furnish them with

official powers to open the Council, to carry out never-

theless their solemn entry into Vicenza as previously

intended, for they considered that their presence there

was now necessary, as otherwise they would only confirm

the ill-disposed in their belief that the Council had never

been seriously intended. After Campeggio had met his

two colleagues in Padua on the ist of May, their entry

was positively fixed for the 12th, unless in the meantime

they received a prohibition from the Pope. As this did

not take place, and the Master of Ceremonies, Blasius de

Martinellis, was actually sent by Paul III, to assist them,

the entry was made on the appointed day with full cere-

monial, as the Legates at once reported.^ The burgesses

of Vicenza, who had hitherto viewed the whole proceeding

with indifference, ordered a costly baldachino to be got

ready for the Legates ; still much remained to be done to

complete the repairs of the Cathedral.^ Only five bishops

' The decree of the congregation of Cardinals of April 25 and the

Bull dated the same day are in Ehses, IV., 161 seq.\ ibid., 163 seg.

Cardinal Ghinucci's letter of April 27, to the conciliar Legates, accom-

panied by a brief of the 25th, and Aleander's answer to Ghinucci of

the 28th.

2 Campeggio, Simonetta, and Aleander to the Pope from Vicenza,

May 13, 1538, in Capasso, Legati, 36 seq. Simonetta to Farnese on

the same day, ibid., 38. Cf. MORSOLIN, Nuovi particolari, 6-10
;

Capasso, loc. cit., 13 seg.; Ehses, IV., 166, n. 5.

^ The Papal chamberlain, Giovanni Ricci da Montcpiilciano, sent to

Vicenza to be overseer of the works, came there from \'enice on

March 28, bringing with him the architect Jacopo Sansovino ; he

stayed three days, and on April 2 reported to Farnese from \'cnice on the
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took part in the entry with the Legates, namely, in addition

to Tommaso Campeggio, Bishop of Feltre, the Cardinal's

brother, the two nuncios Rangoni and Giberti, Pietro

Paolo Vergerio of Capo d'lstria, and Filippo Donate of

Retimo.^ There was also present in Vicenza since the

30th of April 2 Johannes Magnus Store, Archbishop of

Upsala, banished from Sweden and now sojourning in

Rome. He, however, was hindered by illness from taking

part in the solemnities of the entrance.^

While Paul III., on meeting the monarchs at Nice,

achieved a partial political success and on the i8th of

June was able to conclude between them a ten years'

cessation of hostilities, he found that both evinced to-

wards a speedy opening of the Council a disposition

than which nothing could be less favourable. The

Emperor was as much convinced as ever of the necessity

for a General Council, but in presence of the widespread

indifference throughout the world, his enthusiasm also

began to slacken. Francis I., instigated against the

Council * by Henry of England, made no further conceal-

ment of his objections to the choice of locality. In his

second conference with Paul HI. Francis rejected, with

laughter, the proposal that Milan should be held for three

years by King Ferdinand while he should at once give up

state of afifairs. Cf. MORSOLIN, loc. cit., 12 seqq. On April 8 Farnese

instructed Ricci for the second time to see to the repairs of the cathedral

of Vicenza. *Letter of that date in the Ricci Archives, Rome.

' Cf. the Legate's letter of May 13, quoted supra., p i [4, n. 2. See

also Capasso, loc. cii., i 5 ; Morsolin, loc. cit., 10 seq.

2 Rangoni to Farnese, April 30, 1538, from Vicenza, in EhseS'

IV., 164.

^ Report of the Legates of May 13 ; CapaSSO, 15 ; MoRSOLiN, to

seq. Compare also the letter of the Legates to Farnese from Vicenza

of July 8, 1538, in EhSES, IV., 170; also 171, n. 2.

* See Chastillon's reports in Kaulek, 20, 60 ; KoRTE, 15.
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his alliance with the Turks and agree to a council. It

would be much " more honourable," he observed, if the

Pope, perhaps, or Venice, were to be the depository of

Milan, but even in this case he could give no pledges to

the Emperor regarding the Council.^ The Pope's proposal,

that Francis as well as Charles should send at once the

prelates at their respective courts to Vicenza with com-

mands to the others to withdraw, had not the slightest

chance of success. On their journey together to Genoa

the question of the Council was once more made the

subject of close discussion between Paul III. and Charles V.^

Both at last came to the agreement that the Synod must

again be put off until Easter in the following year.^ This

was settled in a congregation of Cardinals at Genoa on the

28th of June iS3^* The Bull ^ dated from that city on the

same day gave as the reason for this third prorogation the

wishes of the Emperor, of the King of France, and of

King Ferdinand, as well as the non-appearance of the

bishops at Vicenza.

The Bull of the 28th of June 1538 was not sent off until

August the 2nd, and reached the Legates on the 9th, on

which day accordingly their functions came to an end.®

* See Venetian Despatches, I., 130 se^.

' Cf. KoRTE, 1 6 se^.

3 This was not on April 21, as MORSOMN, II Concilio di Vicenza, 42,

and CapassO, /oc. ct/., 28, reckon, but on April 6, 1539: in 1538

Easter fell on April 21, see Korte, 78.

* Ehses, IV., 167.

* Hid., 167 seg. Cf. also MORSOLIN, 42 ; Capasso, 17 seq. ; Korte,

i6.v<'(7.,20 Ji?^. ; also, Massarelli Diarium Secundum, in Merkle, 1., 412.

The reasons for the prorogation were also set forth in the writing :

Causae, propter quas Sanct'""'^ D. N. ad praesens prorogat celebrationem

concilii, c, 14 Julii 1538, in Ehses, IV., 171-173. f

" Ehses, IV., 171, n. 2, 3. The first information reached them

through a letter of Cardinal Ghinucci to Aleander of June 29 {ibid..
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Copies of this document were despatched to the nuncios at

the court of the Emperor, of King Ferdinand, and of the

Kings of France and Portugal, with orders that they should

be published and disseminated through the press.^ The

nuncios in Spain, France, and Portugal were also specially

enjoined,^ in letters dated the 30th of August from Cardinal

Farnese, to impress strongly on the prelates of those

countries to assemble at Vicenza at the following Easter

without waiting for fresh citations, for it was the hope of

Paul III., now that concord had been restored between the

two monarchs, that the Council, by God's grace, might be

enabled to meet, under any circumstances, at the time

indicated.

The Pope had done all he could to show the sincerity

of his wish to make the Council at Vicenza a reality. If

circumstances had stood in the way and made the opening

in May 1538 an impossibility, he at least was not to blame
;

no ground could be adduced to throw doubt on the sincerity

of the zeal displayed by him on that important occasion.^

No mention had been made in the Bull of the 28th of

June of a point which had a bearing on the prorogation of

the Council to the following year. This was the notion

168 seq.) ; afterwards the Bull was announced in a letter of Famese's

to Aleander of July 6 (Ehses, 169, and Nuntiaturberichte, III.,

100 seqq.).

1 Cf. Ehses, Franz I. und die Konzilsfrage, 318. The Brief to

Morone of Aug. 26, in Ehses, IV., 170. This was renewed on Oct. 7

for Morone's successor Fabio Mignanelli ; cf. Nuntiaturberichte, III.,

215. The Briefs to the nuncios in France, Spain, and Portugal are

dated Aug. 27 (Ehses, IV., 173).

2 Ehses, IV., 174; cf. Ehses, Franz I., 318.

^ Cf. KORTE, 1 7 seq., who defends the sincerity of the exertions of

Paul III. on behalf of the Council in the summer of 1538, but perceives

a reaction in his conciliar policy at a later date owing to the failure

of his previous efforts.
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first suggested personally^ in May 1538 by the Elector

Joachim II. of Brandenburg to King Ferdinand, that

independently of the Council, which was still indeed re-

jected by the Lutherans, an attempt should be made in

Germany to come to an understanding with the latter, for

which purpose the Pope might send commissaries to that

country. Joachim was of opinion that certain concessions,

especially with respect to the administration of the chalice

to the laity and the marriage of the clergy, would be in-

dispensable. Ferdinand, who grasped eagerly at the idea

of such an attempt at an understanding—for in the interests

of a strong movement against the Turks his whole heart was

in the unification of Germany—wished Joachim to make

the suggestion to the Emperor, who could discuss it with

the Pope.^ He took the nuncio Morone into his confidence

in order that the latter might inform Paul III. beforehand

of the scheme. Morone did so in a despatch of the 2nd of

June, although the plan seemed to him open to objection on

account of the demand for concessions ; but he suggested

that the Pope might perhaps during the Council order a

committee to sit,^ in lieu of the Synod, to consider terms

of agreement with the Protestants, although certainly not

in the sense of Joachim's proposal. Very soon afterwards

Ferdinand again returned to the subject with the nuncio,*

and the latter now took the view that the Pope must either

go forward with the Council and propose concessions or

send commissaries to Germany as desired, for otherwise

1 See Morone's report to Farnese from Breslau, June 2, 1538, in the

Nimtiaturberichte, II., 294; cf. ibid., 52 seqq.\ KORTE, 16 seq.; and

Rosenberg, 41 seq.

* Ferdinand's letter to Charles V. from Breslau, June 3, in Nuntiatur-

berichte, IV., 445 seqq.

3 Nuntiaturberichte, II., 53, 295.

* See Morone's reports (Nuntiaturberichte, II., 300), June 7 and 10,

ibid..) 306.
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the Papal authority and obedience in Germany would be

in the greatest danger.^

When Charles V. and Paul III. had their last conference

in Genoa at the end of June 1538, the former had come

round to his brother's suggestion of a " Concordia," while the

Pope had also been informed of this scheme in Morone's

letter of June the 2nd.2 Ferdinand's proposal strengthened

the Emperor in his wish to obtain a postponement of the

Council to a very decided degree ; the Pope, under exist-

ing circumstances, had no other course left to him than

to assent. Thus simultaneously with the prorogation

of the Council the despatch of Cardinal Aleander to

Germany was agreed to between the two supreme heads

of Christendom.^

The first intimation of the mission awaiting him was

received by Aleander through Ghinucci's letter of the

29th of June.* His nomination took place at Lucca in a

consistory held on July the 4th.^ From the same day dated

the Bull ^ conferring on him full powers " to take measures

not repugnant to the Christian religion and the orthodox

faith " to restore the separated members of Germany to the

unity of the Church in accordance with the idea originated

by the Elector Joachim of Brandenburg and advocated by

the King of the Romans. Further details concerning his

mission were communicated to him by Fabio Mignanelli,

who had formed one of the Pope's suite at Nice and Genoa

and been appointed to accompany Aleander into Germany.

* See Morone's report, June 14, in Nuntiaturberichte, II., 308 sef.

* Nuntiaturberichte, III., 55.

* KORTE, 17, 75 seg. ; Rosenberg, 38 se^.

* EhSES, IV., 169; Nuntiaturberichte, III., 102.

* Nuntiaturberichte, III., 93 ; zi>id., 93 se^., the three Bulls for his

commission in Germany, Bohemia, Hungary, with the instructions.

* Nuntiaturberichte, III., 93 se^. ; t'dtd., 95, the Brief to King

Ferdinand of July 5, by which Aleander was accredited to him.
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Mignanelli was instructed to convey to the latter Farnef.e's

letter of the 6th of July, and to supply him provisionally

with further instructions.^

Aleander, in a letter dated July the I4th,2 announced to

the Pope his acceptance of the task proposed to him. He
was under orders to start from Vicenza for Germany as

quickly as possible,^ but owing to various causes his

departure was delayed ; it was the 13th of August* when

he at last got away. In the beginning of September

Aleander and King Ferdinand met at Linz.** Mignanelli,*

appointed to succeed Morone as nuncio to Ferdinand on

the 3rd of September, followed him in the same month,

Aleander's mission to Germany,^ as far as it concerned

questions of religion, was quite unsuccessful. He person-

ally was full of enthusiasm and devotion for his task, but

neither with the King, to whom his appointment was

from the first unacceptable,^ nor in any other quarter did

» Ehses, IV., 169; Nuntiaturberichte, III., 102.

2 Nuntiaturberichte, III., 10^ seg.

8 Farnese to Aleander, July 15, 1538, in the Nuntiaturberichte, III.,

1 1 1 seg.

* Akander to Farnese, Aug. 15, 1538, zl>id., III., 129.

* Aleander to Farnese from Linz, Sept. 7, 1538 ; z'did., III., 150.

^ The documents concerning his mission, tdt'^., III., 137 sggg.

Mignanelli reached Linz on Oct. 5 ; idid., 188.

^ The documents in their entirety have been made accessible by

Friedensburg in Nuntiaturberichte, Vols. III. and IV. : Legation

Aleanders, 1538-1539. In IV., 229-401, of the same, Aleander's diary

during his legation in Germany from Oct. 1538 to Aug. 1539. C/.

Pallavicini, 1. 4, c. 8 ; KORTE, 19 segg. See also, for a criticism of the

Legation, L. ROCCO, Aleandro, Treviso, 1896, 61 segg.

^ On the announcement of Aleander's appointment, Ferdinand, who

was in favour of the delegation of several commissioners and not of a

single Cardinal-Legate, expressed to Morone his objections to the

mission of Aleander who, precisely on account of his strong opinions,

was an object of hatred to the Lutherans. The King was of opinion
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he meet with sympathy and support. By the Protestants,

to whom he was an object of particular odium as the

author of the Edict of Worms, his presence in Germany

was as good as totally ignored, and the Legate found

himself excluded from any participation in negotiations

passing between the two parties.^

Nor was the question of the Council helped by Aleander's

legation. The religious policy of Charles V. and his

brother had received a direction from their adoption of the

scheme of concord, which stood for years to come in the

way of the realization of a General Council of the Church.

When on the 2nd of November the nuncio Mignanelli

presented to Ferdinand the Bull for the prorogation,^ the

latter certainly gave the fullest assurances with regard to

his future attitude towards the Council, but very soon

afterwards he changed his tone.^ In the course of a long

conversation with Aleander on the 8th of December he

spoke of the necessity of a "true and general reform in

Christendom " as the only remedy, but said not a word

in mention of the Council.* Mignanelli, to whom the

that he ought to have been accompanied at least by one other Legate,

Sadoleto or Contarini, less objectionable to the Protestant party, if

Morone were not to be coupled with him as a coadjutor. Morone

to Farnese, July 24 (Nuntiaturberichte, IL, 320) and Aug. 2, 1538

{ibid., 325 seq.); cf. ibid., IL, 55 seg. ; III., 55.

* Cf. Nuntiaturberichte, IIL, 56.

2 Aleander and Mignanelli to Farnese, Nov. 2, 1538; ibid., III.,

227 seq.

3 Cf. KORTE, 23 seq.

* Aleander and Mignanelli to Farnese from Vienna, Dec. 10, 1538,

Nuntiaturberichte, III., 293 ; Aleander's Diary for Dec. 8, 1538 {ibid.,

IV., 246 seq.). When on Feb. 26 Aleander complained of the absten-

tion of the prelates, Ferdinand excused their conduct : the prelates

had never seriously believed in the assembly of the Council, and

therefore wished to spare themselves trouble and expense ; the

matter therefore lay with the Emperor, who could have induced them
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Imperial envoy Johann von Wetze, formerly Archbishop

of Lund, as well as Cardinal Cles of Trent and others at

court gave only negative replies when the question of

the Council v^^as brought up, came himself to think that

it would be useless to hold one without the assistance

of the lapsed Catholics and without the power of bringing

them under obedience ; to do so would only bring on

the Pope personally needless trouble, and expose Rome
and the Holy See to great danger without any previous

certaint}' of success.^

Aleander, after his experience of the non-committal

attitude of the Princes and diplomatists, could not have

any hope of anything better even if, in the circles of the

Catholic theologians, he still found much earnest sympathy

with the Council. As from the Bishop of Vienna, Johann

Faber, who had also submitted to the Pope, through his

agents in Rome, a forcible entreaty to hold the Council,

so also Aleander reported to Farnese,^ on the 22nd of

February 1539, that there reached him numerous written

and personal inquiries as to the Synod from other

prelates and learned men who in the ecclesiastical

distress of Germany were clamouring for the Council as

drowning men clamour for succour. The substance

of his answer had always been that the Pope, by the

summonses to the Council already issued, had shown

his sincere wish to convene that assembly, but the

hindrances to it had become so formidable that only the

most limited hopes of success could be entertained. But,

to come if he had expressed his fixed intention of being present him-

self. Since he had not done this, the prelates also stayed away. See

Aleander's Diary for Feb. 26, 1539, in Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 324 seq.

^ Mignanelli to Farnese from Vienna, Feb, 2i, 1539, Nuntiatur-

berichte, III., 455.

* Ibid., III., 457 segq.
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on the other hand, he had also called attention to the

nature of those hindrances : to the attitude of the Lutherans,

who, in contradiction to their earlier appeals to a council,

were now declaring that they were determined to adhere

to their errors ; to the non-appearance of the prelates at

the appointed time for the opening of the Council in the

past year at Vicenza for, whether unable or unwilling to

come themselves, they had not, in a single instance, sent

procurators or written letters of apology ; and lastly, to the

notorious behaviour of the temporal Princes, as yet the

reverse of friendly to the meeting of the Synod. This

ought to convince them that the Pope was as sincere in

his intentions concerning the CEcumenical Council as he

was in his efforts to bring about peace between Christian

Princes, and that the fault did not lie with him if the

Council were not held. In this sense he had replied to

Faber and Nausea and written to Eck and Cochlaeus, who

were to communicate his opinion to all those whose

demands for the Council found such vehement expression.

Aleander thought it would be an excellent thing if similar

answers to inquiries were to be sent from Rome also, and

corresponding instructions issued as well to every nuncio

abroad.

Not less unpropitious was the attitude of France in spite

of the armistice of Nice.^ The nuncio Filiberto Ferreri wrote

from Laon on the 28th of October 1538^ that, on present-

ing the Bull of prorogation to the Constable Montmorency,

he had represented to the latter that, notwithstanding the

Turkish danger, there would be no impossibility in holding

the Council at the time appointed and getting through its

most important business quickly and easily, if the King of

* Cf. Ehses, Franz I. und die Konzilsfrage, 318 seqq. ; Korte,

22 seq.

« EhseS, IV., XT^seq.
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France and the Emperor would throw for a while their

particular interests into the background and make common
cause together to bring the German Protestants into

submission and a temper of obedience to the Church ; the

war against the Turk would not thereby suffer, but at last

be put in a condition, through the combined participation

of united Christendom, to achieve substantial success.

Montmorency certainly showed that personally he was in

sympathy, but he explained to the nuncio that the King

would not agree to the Council, nor permit the publication

of the Bull of prorogation, unless his " own " (that is, Milan)

was first of all restored to him ; on the German Protestants

he could only bring friendly representations to bear; to

take in hand an understanding with them was the affair of

the Emperor. To the nuncio's reply that the Pope was the

voice of one crying in the wilderness, Montmorency's only

rejoinder was to repeat once more that without a peace

and the restoration of Milan neither the Council nor the

Turkish war could be thought of. In January 1539 the

Papal chamberlain. Latino Giovenale Manetti,^ sent to

France with special instructions, also reminded Francis of

the Council in his presentation audience.^ He received

the answer that no success could be anticipated from such

an assembly until peace had previously been concluded

between the King and the Emperor, and both could inter-

vene with their authority for the execution of the decrees

of the Council.

Farnese at once informed the ambassador at the Imperial

court, Giovanni Poggio,^ and the Legate Aleander,* of

^ His instructions, Dec. 24, 1538, in Plepe^i, 160-162.

2 His report of Jan. 21, 1539, to Farnese in Nuntiaturberichte, III.,

379 -f^?-

3 Of Feb. 12, 1539, in Nuntiaturberichte, III., 427 seqg.

* Of Feb. 13, 1539, ibid, 431 segq.
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Manetti's mission to France and the reply made to him
by Francis I. Paul III., in the first instance, wished

that, in the interest of the Turkish war, the Emperor
should be in Italy in the spring ; this would also be of

advantage to the affairs of the Council ; with regard to the

latter, the Pope was of opinion that it was neither service-

able nor honourable to have repeated prorogations, since

thereby an opportunity was only given for the ill-disposed

and calumnious to vent their fury.^

Paul III., in spite of the unfavourable reports that con-

tinued to come in from the various courts, did not despair

of the possibility of holding the Council. On the 30th
of March 1539 Farnese instructed the nuncio Ferreri^

to urge incessantly on Francis I. that the bishops of his

kingdom should now go to Vicenza. But the only answer
given to the nuncio, as he informed Farnese on May the Qth,^

was the declaration of the Constable that the Pope must
not open any council, which would still be only an Italian

council, until he had succeeded in bringing back the

Lutherans to the Church. On the 13th of May, Manetti

left France on his return to Rome, and reported that

Francis would have no council without the Lutherans, and
therefore objected to Vicenza, as they would not go there

;

but he was also against one in Germany, and proposed

Lyons, or at any rate a French city.*

In April 1539 the Pope was still waiting for a favourable

decision on the Emperor's part concerning the Council,

1 Nuntiaturberichte, III., 431, 432. So also to the nuncio Ferreri,

March 30 ; see the following note.

2 Ehses, IV., 176. In like manner the other nuncios were
enjoined to urge on the Princes concerned the appearance of their

prelates at the Council ; cf. Ehses, IV., 177.

» Ehses, IV., 176, n. 2 ; Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 55, n. i.

4 Farnese to Meander, May 15, 1539,/^/^., IV., 54 j^^. ; Ehses, IV.,

179, n-
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and asked for one repeated 1\', as the date of opening was

drawing near and the despatch of the Legates to Vicenza

could not be deferred much longer.^ Instead of this, the

compliancy of the Imperial diplomatists led at this moment

to the conclusion, in Germany, on the 19th of April 1539,

of certain very questionable agreements with the Protestants

known as the Respite of Frankfort.^ According to this

arrangement, from the ist of May onwards, for fifteen

months, a " Respite " was to be guaranteed to the adherents

of the Confession of Augsburg, during which period none

of them was to be molested on account of his religion,

while the procedure of the Imperial Court of Chancery

was also to be suspended. In return the Protestants

were to refrain from all acts of aggression against the

Catholics, but on the ist of August a committee of

^ Farnese to Poggio, April 12, 1539, Nuntiaturberichte, III., 535.

The document concerning the Council also in Ehses, IV., 176.

Farnese to Poggio, April 23, 1539, in Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 26 scq.,

and in Ehses, IV., 177.

2 Cf. DiTTRiCH, Contarini, 508 seqq.', Janssen-Pastor, III., iStli

ed., 425 seqq. ; Baumgarten, Geschichte Karls V., III., 385 seqq.;

Nuntiaturberichte, III., Soseqq. ; Ehses, IV., 178,11.2 ; 181, n. i. For

the connection between this proceeding, which was also of such great

importance for the Council, with the treacherous policy of Francis I., cf.

Ehses, Franz I. und die Konzilsfrage, 320 seq. : "The primary reason

for this pernicious arrangement of Frankfort must again be sought for

in the policy of Francis I. For the compliance of Charles and

Ferdinand towards the Protestants was wrung from them by the

imperious necessity of finding funds for the Turkish war ; but if

Francis had not been the keenest ally of the Turk as well as of the

Protestants, and at the same time ready at any moment to fall upon the

Emperor while the latter was at grips with the enemy of Christendom,

there would have been no necessity for the Imperial brothers to trouble

themselves about Protestant help against the Turks, and still less,

if even they had done so, to make to them such comprehensive

concessions."'
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learned theologians and pious, peace - loving laymen

was to meet at Nuremberg to discuss the terms of

an agreement in matters of religion. The stipulation to

include the laity encroached upon the constitution of the

Catholic Church, and was therefore inadmissible by the

Pope and the Catholic Estates.^ According to the Catholic

conception the decision on matters of faith was vested

exclusively in the authorities of the Church, the Pope and

the Council. The Protestants, on the contrary, wished to

set aside Pope and Council and decide on matters of

religion through a conference of theologians and laymen

approaching closely ^ in form to a national council. This

was in conformity with the Respite of Frankfort, against

which the Cardinal-Legate Aleander opened a campaign

bearing witness to the vehemence of his temperament.^ In

consequence of his reports, the Pope, taking advantage of

the mission of condolence on the death of the Empress,

despatched to Spain in May under Cardinal Farnese,* laid

before the Emperor, as he also did later through Giovanni

1 Cf. DiTTRlCH, loc. ctt., 508 seq. See also Lanz, Staatspapiere,

XIX., and Armstrong, I., 325.

2 Lanz, loc. cit., I., 393.

3 Nuntiaturberichte, III., 83 seq. ; IV., 80 seq., 88, 90 seq., 119 seq.,

^iq seqq. Seezdi'd., 583 j^^., Faber's opinion. Pole and Contarini also

spoke strongly against the Frankfurt decisions; see DiTTRlCH, /oc.

cit, 509 seq.

* Cf. PallaviCINI, 1. 4, c. 9 ;
QUIRINI, Ep. Poli, II., cclxxxi seqq.

;

PlEPER, 118^1?^. ; Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 69, 156, 466. The instruction

for Farnese, published by PlEPER, 163 seq., is also in Inf. polit., XII.,

155 seq. of the Berlin Library. A better MS. from Naples was seen

by me in 1897 in the Antiquar St. Goar at Frankfurt-am- Main.

According to it we ought to read in PlEPER, p. 163, line i from

bottom, "vehemente" instead of "vilmente"
; p. 163, line 14 from

bottom, " il prolungarlo" instead of "di prolungare"; p. 165, line 3

from top, "sforzara" instead of "sforza"; line i from bottom, "et

che" instead of "il che."
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Ricci,^ appointed nuncio for that purpose, his complaints

against the Frankfort resolutions, and begged Charles to

refuse to them his ratification.^

At the time of the Frankfort negotiations there was

much discussion in Rome as to the issue of the conciliar

affairs. Opinions were divided ; three possibilities were

considered : either to open the Council at the time appointed,

a course favoured by the majority of the Cardinals, or to

prorogue once more, or finally suspend it. The Pope's

inclination certainly was to open the Council, but, if again

there was no attendance of prelates at Vicenza, to suspend

it indefinitely, against which proposal the Imperial am-

bassador entered a protest in order to demand a fresh

prorogation. Paul III. showed, however, as he had already

repeatedly declared, that he had no longer any inclination

to keep postponing the Council from one date to another,

as it was sufficiently well known what injury was thus

inflicted on the repute of the Holy See. He succeeded in

a short time in winning over the greater number of the

Sacred College to his view that the Council must either be

held at once or indefinitely postponed until circumstances

* Cf. for this Garampi (the confidential servant so often entrusted

with diplomatic missions by Paul III.), App. 289 seq., and A. Mele,

*Genealogia d. famiglia Ricci (MS. in Ricci Archives, Rome).

2 Ricci's instruction, Aug. 20, 1539, in QuiRlNl, III., ccic-cccviii

;

Laemmer, Mon. Vat. 246-252 ; improved text in Pieper, 168 seq.

See also Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 162, n. 4 ;
partly in Baumgarten,

III., Appendix 365-371, which does not know the accepted copy.

Ricci received for his journey, on Aug. 20, 1539, 200 scudi, *Mandat.,

1 537-1 541 (State Archives, Rome). The answer of Charles V. to

Ricci's representations of Sept. 1539 (DoLLINGER, Beitrage, I., 22 scq.^

and Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 537) was to the effect that what was

needed was a reform, and not a ratification, of the Frankfort Recess,

which would make a good understanding with the Protestants possible :

he was tlien urgent to arrange for a religious conference, and begged

the Pope's approval.
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were once more so altered as to offer a real prospect of the

Synod becoming a practical possibility.

Accordingly, in a consistory held on the 21st of April,

the nomination of the three Conciliar Legates who should

proceed to Vicenza took place. At first the three appoint-

ments of the previous > ear—Campeggio, Simonetta, and

Aleander—were reaffirmed. In place of Campeggio, who
was alreadly ill and died not long afterwards (20th July),

the Cardinal of Ivrea, Bonifacio Ferreri,^ was chosen on the

same day. The departure of the Legates, however, was

delayed until the arrival of the Emperor's expected answer.^

On the 15th of May Aleander was ordered^ to start for

Vicenza as soon as possible, as both his colleagues would

also shortly betake themselves thither. But these orders

were cancelled on the 26th of May,* for in the meantime

the suspension of the Council had taken place.

On the 15 th or i6th of May^ the long-expected answer

of the Emperor at last arrived. He had communicated

it at the end of April to Poggio ; its tenor was entirely

negative.^ Nothing could be done under present circum-

stances with regard to the Council. While the negotiations

1 Gayangos, VI., I, n. 54 ; Ehses, IV., 177, n. 2; Merkle, I.,

413 ; Capasso, Legati, 28 ; KORTE, 26 seq.^ 78.

2 Farnese to the nuncio Poggio, April 23, 1539, Nuntiaturberichte,

IV., 26 seq. ; EhSES, IV, 177.

3 Farnese to Aleander, May 15, 1539, Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 53.

* Durante de' Duranti, Bishop of Alghero, as substitute for the

absent Vice-Chancellor, Cardinal Farnese, to Aleander, May 26, 1539,

in the Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 67. Aleander therefore started from
Vienna on his return to Rome on Oct. 9. For his notes on the journey,

ibid., 398 seqq.

^ Cf. KORTE, 78 seq., n. 103.

® Poggio's letter to Rome is not forthcoming. The content of the

Emperor's message is, however, discernible t'lom his letter to Cardinal

Pole from Toledo, May 2, Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 40 ; Ehses, IV.,

178, n. 3. Cf. KoRTE, 27.

VOL. XI. 9
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for concord with the Protestants were pending, Charles

could send neither prelates nor any other persons to

Vicenza. As at the same time the final and equally

negative reply of the French King,^ as well as the news of

the Frankfort resolutions, reached Rome, the possibility of

convening the Council seemed now at an end. In a con-

sistory of the 31st of May 2 the suspension for an indefinite

period, at the discretion of the Pope and the Holy See,^ was

agreed to. This measure was made known to the Catholic

Princes by briefs of June the loth.* The reasons alleged

were the attitude of the Emperor, the French King, and

King Ferdinand, to whose representations the Pope had

yielded.

King Ferdinand, to whom the brief was delivered on the

6th of July ^ by the newly appointed nuncio Morone, to-

1 See supra, p. 125.

2 In Pallavicini, 1. 4, c. 9, n. i, 10, the wrong date, 30th instead of

31st May.

3 Ehses, IV., 178; Merkle, I., 413; Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 67,

n. 4. On May 14 Morone had delivered to the Pope a memorial on

the means of reconciling the Lutherans to the Church, in which he

warned him against the closure of the Council. As long as it remained

open it was an object of fear to the Lutherans and of hope to the

Catholics, while in the event of its being withdrawn from view the

Catholic Estates would be drawn into arbitrary proceedings in religious

matters towards their subjects, and thus the danger would be conjured

up of the religious questions being dealt with in a Diet of the Empire.

Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 406, 407 ; cf. KoRTE, 28 seq.

* The Brief to the Emperor in Ehses, IV., 178, and Nuntiatur-

berichte, IV., 67, n. 4. In Ehses, IV., 179, the letter accompanying

the brief to the King of France, addressed to the nuncio on June 19,

1539. PallaviCINI'S statement (1. 4, c. 9, n. i) that on June 13 a Bull

was also promulgated, is prob.^bly erroneous, as no evidence to this

effect is in existence ; cf. Ehses, Yra.m I. und die Koiizilsfrage, 321 ;

Ehsf.s, IV., 179, n. 2.

* Morone to Durante, July 6, 1539, Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 130;

LakmmER, Mon. Vat., 244.
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gather with further oral exposition of the reasons for

suspension, expressed on this occasion to the nuncio, and

again afterwards in a letter to the Pope of the 17th of July ,^

his satisfaction at the suspension under the actual circum-

stances, while assuming that Paul III. would renew his

exertions on behalf of the Council as soon as the condi-

tion of affairs permitted. The Emperor, to whom Cardinal

Farnese, on the 20th of June, personally communicated the

news of the suspension,^ declared that he would have pre-

ferred another prorogation to a fixed date as affording less

occasion for unfriendly criticism. Charles V. still wished

to preserve the appearance of having always shown on

principle a sincere enthusiasm for the Council.^ The
larger share of the blame undoubtedly lay with Francis I.*

The Pope, least of all, can be held responsible for the failure

of the Council of Vicenza, for up to the very last, and to

the furthest limits of possibility, he did all in his power to

overcome the obstacles before him.^

1 Ehses, IV., 182.

2 Farnese to Paul III. from Toledo, June 21, 1539, in Ehses, IV.,

180. For Farnese's Legation, cf. also Pallavicini, 1. 4, c. 9, n. 4 seqq.

3 Cf. KORTE, 29.

* Ehses, Franz I. und die Konzilsfrage, 322.
s Ibid., " One thing is quite certain : no more unjust charge can be

brought against Paul III. than to accuse him of unwillingness to hold

the Council. It would be nearer the mark to maintain that his

reputation would have suffered less if he had not so often incurred the

risk of failing to hold the Council at the appointed time. For since

the Council, for which all the world—with the Protestants in the

forefront—were clamouring, was now beset by obstacles on all sides,

the bitterest opposition coming from Protestant quarters, the Pope
might, without blame, have withdrawn into a position of quiet

expectancy and awaited a reshaping of affairs wliich would iiave

excluded the danger of failure. But because he was in earnest to the

core he preferred to become the target of his enemies sharpest

ridicule, and the cause of grave misunderstanding to his friends, rather
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The conciliar episode of Vicenza was finally closed.^

In the years immediately following, the dominant idea was

the restoration of German unity by means of religious

discussions, a policy persisted in by the Emperor and his

brother Ferdinand in spite of all the representations and

protests of the Pope against this dangerous experiment.^

If the treatment of religious questions was to be opened by

a series of debates, then the idea of the Council was ex-

punged from practical politics. As long as the two rulers

of the house of Hapsburg continued on this path, the way

was closed to a general assembly of the Church in Council.

than give room for the reproach that he had left any step untried by

which to secure for Christendom a truly general and oecumenical

Council by which peace within and without its borders might be

assured."

' MORSOLTN (II Concilio di Vicenza, 45) is incorrect in assuming

that the idea of Vicenza as a meeting-place for the Council was hence-

forward entirely abandoned ; cf. for the contrary, CapaSSO, Legati,

32 seq.

2 For the opposition between the Papal and Imperial standpoints on

llic question of reunion, cf. PASTOR, Reunionsbestrebungen, 169 seqq.



CHAPTER III.

The Work, ok Church Reform prior to the

Council of Trent.

The demands for a root-and-branch reform of the Church,

which were urged with ever-increasing vehemence, were

closely bound up with the question of the Council. It was

impossible that a man of such experience as Paul III., for

forty long years a member of the Sacred College, could

have been blind to the disorders among the higher and

lower clergy, prevalent everywhere, but especially in Rome.

Moreover, at the very opening of his pontificate he had

been informed with perfect candour, by men of noble

aspirations, of the true condition of things and the im-

perative need of a revival of fresh life in the Church.

Most of the works of this character are still unpublished,

including the remarkable treatise of the renowned jurist

Giovan Battista Caccia of Novara, on the necessity of

Church reform.^ This memorial had been committed to

writing while Clement VII. was still on the throne, but

its author had not ventured to lay it before the second

Pope of the house of Medici.2 Paul III. stood so high in

^ *Io. Bapt. Cacia (Novarien. jur. cons.) De fide integranda ac de

ecclesia reformanda ad Paulum III. in Cod. Vat, 3659, Vatican Library.

For Giov. Batt. Caccia, a pupil of F. Decio, see L. A. COTTA, Museo
Novarese, Milano, 1701, Stanza, II., n. 365 ; and *MazzucheIli in Cod.

Vat, 9263, f. 14.

2 "*Non quod eum impium et crudelem existimarem/'says the author,

"sed quod non tanta pietate munitum esse sciebam quantum in te esse

boni et fidelcs omnes praedicant" Cod. Vat., 3659, f. i, Vatican Library.
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the esteem of all friends of real reform that Caccia dedi-

cated his work to him. He had all the more inducement

to do this since the election of Farnese had been accom-

plished with a swiftness, unanimity, and probity for which

for a long- while there had been no precedent. Like other

contemporaries,^ he also saw in this the good omen of a

pontificate rich in blessings. ^ Caccia laid his work before

the new Pope witliout altering a word. In it, as the

outcome of long years of familiarity with his subject, he

drew a disturbing picture of the tragic conditions of the

Church. Caccia's pure and lofty views, his burning eager-

ness for a " holy reform " and the restoration of " evangelical

discipline," are everywhere apparent, even if, as often happens

too easily in such cases, the strongly rhetorical colouring

in which he indulges fixes the attention almost exclusively

on the dark traits of the picture. He cannot therefore be

acquitted of the charge of a one-sided exaggeration
;
yet

at the very outset he says :
" I see that our holy Mother,

the Church, on whom our salvation depends, has been so

transformed that she seems to have no tokens of her evan-

gelical character, and no trace can be found in her of

humility, temperance, continence, and apostolic strength."^

In order to show his sympathy as much as possible with

the general demand for the removal of the gigantic mass

of abuses, Paul III. at the beginning of his reign not only

accepted the dedication of such an exceptionally outspoken

writing as Caccia's, but also introduced a series of important

* Such as Bart. Guidiccioni ; see Schweitzkk, 48.

* *Faina enim attulit, te cardinalium omnium suffragiis sine largi-

tione, sine fraude, sine vi, sine potentia, sine contentione, sine con-

troversia, sine nequissima ambitus suspitione in e.xcelsa b. Petri sede

cum summa omnium gratulatione fuisse collocalum, quod forte nostra

patrumque nostrorum memoria ante et contigit nemini. Cod. Vat.

3659, f. l'', Vatican Library.

» See *Cod. Vat., 3659, f. 78 ; cf. 9©^
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regulations and measures which announced a final break

with the dilatory policy of Clement VII. Already on the

17th of October 1534, in his address to the Cardinals on

the great questions of the day, he touched, along with the

Council and the restoration of peace to Christendom, on the

reform of the clergy, which would have to begin in high

places.^ In the first consistory after his coronation on the

1 3th of November 1 5 34 he declared that the general assembly

of the Church must be preceded by a reform of the Curia

and of the College of Cardinals,^ and insisted on all the

clergy without exception wearing clerical dress.^ Accord-

ingly on the 20th of November he appointed a commission,

consisting of Cardinals Piccolomini, Sanseverino, and

Cesi, to consider the reform of morals ; at the same time

Cardinals Campeggio, Grimani, and Cesarini were entrusted

with an inquiry into all the offices belonging to the States

of the Church.* Both commissions entered on their labours

together. They were exhorted to more earnest activity^ on

January the 8th, 1535, after the German nuncio, Vergerio,

then staying in Rome to make his personal report, had repre-

sented in the most urgent manner^ that reform would admit

of no longer delay. In a inotu proprio of the 1 5th of January

• See Gualterius in Raynaldus, 1534, n. 2.

^ *Romae die veneris 13 Nov. 1534 S. D. N. primum consistorium

habuit, in quo morum honestatem et gravitatem summa cum prudentia
j.gymorum dominorum laudavit (Acta Cancell., 3, f. 115, in Consistorial

Archives, Vatican). Cf. Sanchez' report of Nov. 20, 1 534, in Bucholtz,

IX., 126.

^ See G. Busdraghi's *report, Nov. 14, 1534 (State Archives, Lucca),

in Appendix No. 5.

^ Acta Consist, in Ehses, IV., 451,

^ Ibid., in Ehses, IV., 451.

^ Nuntialurberichte, I., 33, 393 ; cf. 396. The summons of B. Gui-

diccioni in Feb. 1535 is also connected with the consultations on

reform ; see Schweitzer, 50 seq.
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the Datary Jacobazzi and the Regent of the chancery,

Pietro Fiori, Bishop of Castellamare, were ordered to put

into thorough execution the Bulls of Leo X. of the

13th of December 15 13 relating to reform and taxation.

Every infringement was to be severely punished, and for

every excessive demand restitution exacted.^

The extraordinary difficulties confronting the work of

reform soon became apparent. It was seen to be im-

possible to make changes for the better in the Curia with

that rapidity which the impatience of many good men
demanded. A sudden alteration in the personnel and

machinery of court and government could not Le effected

unless the Pope wished to cut the ground from under his

feet. Paul III. still remembered well,- from his experience

of the reign of Adrian VI., how fraught with danger

any reckless attempt at reform would be. His wisdom

counselled him not to add to his enemies without, others

in the immediate proximity of his throne by altering

everything too quickly and doing injury to a thousand

relationships and interests of long standing. To bear this

in mind is to understand why, in a consistory of the 3rd

of March 153S, when reporting on the activities of the

reforming Cardinals, he exhorted them to " consider well

the circumstances of the time"; in other words, not to

suppose that the ultimate and highest aim of reform was

already attainable, but in the meanwhile, together with the

whole Cardinalate, to advance the cause by means of their

influence and good example.^ On the 14th of April the

decrees enjoining on the Sacred College and the Curia as a

* See RegLiIae Cancell. Pauli III., Lugduni, 1536, 'joseq. Tlic Bull

of Leo X. in Bull., V., 571 scq.

• Cf. our remarks, Vol. l.\. of this work, 124 scqq.

^ Acta Consist, in Ehsks, I\^, 451. Cf. the Portuguese envoys'

report in Corp. dipl. Port., III., 182.
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whole the maintenance of a worthy and well-ordered life

were read in consistory.^

On the next occasion the discussion turned principally

on the question whether a general Reform Bull should

be issued before the assembling of the Council. The draft

of such a document was presented in consistory on the

31st of April,^ but it was evident that, quite apart from

those generally opposed to a reform,^ there were objections

on the part of the well-disposed to such a proceeding.

The latter argued that all that such a Bull could contain

had already received legal validity through the wisdom of

earlier centuries ; nothing more, therefore, was required

than to observe the decrees of their predecessors, and apply

them to the conditions of the present time.* Before this

question was decided, Paul III. had already taken another

important step on the way to reform.

One of the chief obstacles to the noble regenerative

efforts of Adrian VI. was the strong spirit of secularity

pervading the College of Cardinals, whereby the measures of

reform were deprived of their organic means of execution.^

It was necessary to infuse new elements of life into a

body consisting only, at the time of Paul's elevation, of

men who, with the exception of Lang and Clermont, were

* Acta Consist, in EhseS, IV., 451.

2 For this hitherto unknown fact, see the *report of G. M. della

Porta to the Duke of Urbino, dated Rome, May i, 1535 : "Heri in

concistorio fu raggionato del reformar la chiesia et letta sopra questo

una bolla di mille baye che la brigata se n' arride et veggono che

venendo 1' Imperatore bisognava ad ogni modo far il concilio." State

Archives, Florence, Urb., 133.

^ The envoy of Urbino belonged to this party : see preceding note.

* Cf. Ehses, Kirchl. Reformarbeiten unter Paul III., in the Rom.

Quartalschr., XV., 155 seq. These authoritative studies have at last

placed the exertions of Paul 111. for reform in a clear light.

^ See Vol. IX. of this work, 116 seq.
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the creatures of the Medici Popes.^ If things were to be

bettered, the Pope required suitable fellow-workers.^ This

was the object of the famous nomination of Cardinals of

the 2 1st of May 1535, by which the bad impression caused

by the bestowal of the purple on the 1 8th of December 1534^

* 15 made by Leo X., 25 by Clement VII. ; see Tacchi Venturi, I., 8.

2 See the fine letter of congratulation in, Junioris Ludovici Pariseti

Regiensis Epistolae, lib. 2, Regii, 1541.

^ The nomination of the two " nepotes '' was announced by F.

Peregrino in a ^letter of Dec. 9, 1534 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

Cardinal E. Gonzaga writes from Rome on Dec. 15, 1534, to Giov.

AgncUo : *Domani si parlera in concistoro di far i doi nipoti del papa

cardinali et poi venerdi si publicheranno. Francesi hanno fatta

grandissima instantia di haver il vescovo di Parigi [J. du Bellay], ma
S. S'* che n' ha assai mala oppenione, non li ha voluto per questa volta

attender (Cod. Barb. lat. 5788, f. 52, Vatican Library). The Acta

Consist, relate : *Romae, die mere. 15 Decemb. 1534 fuit consistorium

in loco consueto, in quo ex sententia S''^ Sue atque ex omnium

consensu constitutum est creare in cardinales duos nepotes.—Romae

die veneris 18 Decembr. consistorium in quo negotium creationis

cardinalium S''^ S., quod dilatum in sequens consistorium [fuit], uno

omnium consensu decretum est. Creati itaque sunt. etc. (Acta Cancell.,

3, in Consistorial Archives, Vatican). R. Amaseo reported on Dec. 18,

1534, to Bologna that the nomination had taken place: *con tanto

consentimento di tutti il concistorio che N. S. piu presto ha approvato

il voler di tutti che li rev™ cardinali habbino consentito a quello di

S. B"^ . . Tutta Roma ne jubila (State Archives, Bologna). Cardinal

Palmieri expressed himself (see Navenne, 266) in still more em-

phatic terms. That this view was not shared generally is evident from

Soriano (Alb^ri, 2nd Series, III., 313) and the letters of Joh. von

Kampen in HiPLER, Zur Geschichte des Humanismus. Briefwechsel

des J. Dantiscus, Braunsberg, 1890, 49. The Cardinals looked even

younger than they really were ; in the *Liber memorialis monasterii

S. Marie Montislucidi extra moenia Perusina (in the Archives there)

they are put down as of the age of twelve years at the visitation of

this monastery in Sept. 1535. The letter of congratulation of Card.

Ippolito de' Medici to both the "nepotes," dated Romae 1535, Cal.

Jan., in the State Archives, Parma.
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on the two youthful nephews of Paul III., Alessandro

Farnese and Guido Sfr rza of Santafiora, was effaced.^ The

' Alessandro Farnese, son of P. L. Farnese and Girolama Orsini

(see supra, p. 23), was born on Oct. 7, 1520, in Valentano, and was

therefore at this time entering on his fifteenth year ! The red hat was

conveyed to him at Bologna, where he was studying. Contelorius

remarks (Arm. 11, t. 48, Secret Archives of the Vatican): *Hic eo

quod in tradendis cardinalatus insignibus et ore aperiendo servatae non

assent antiquae consuetudines, obtinuit perinde valere die ult. Maii 1 535.

The form of oath m RavnaldUS, 1534, n. 15. On May 10, 1535, the

Cardinals voted for the introduction of the two youths into the Sacred

College. On May 12 the ceremony was held, when the Pope exhorted

the newly appointed members to uphold their position worthily (Acta

Consist, in Consistorial Archives, Vatican). By Dec. 7, 1534,

Alessandro had already been made governor of Spoleto (^Documents

in the State Archives, Naples, Arch. Farnese. Perg.) ; on Jan. 18, 1535,

he received the Castello di Grotte in the diocese of Montefiascone

(*Documents, ibid^ ; on Sept. i, 1535, he was made governor of Tivoli

(see Contelorius, loc. cit.). In addition he held a multitude of

benefices, bishoprics, abbeys, priories (see besides *C0NTeL0RIUS, loc.

cit.; also Corp. dipl. Port., III., 182; Nuntiaturberichte, I-, 359, 381
;

CIACONIUS, III., 560; Gallia Christ., XIV., 134; Cardella, IV., 136

seq. ; Capasso, Politica, I., 97 seq. ; Druffel, Mon. Trid., I., 340., n.
;

Arch. d. Soc. Rom., VI I., 389, 417; Clausse, Farnese, 12^ seq., i6g seq.).

Although the Pope's nepotism was generally censured (Sanchez writes

on Aug. 20, 1535 : *In qua re ab omnibus valde notata est S'^^ Sua

nimis precipitanter et non multum considerate res gerere ; Court and

State Archives, Vienna),he raised Alessandro to the Vice-Chancellorship

on Aug. 13, 1535, on the death of Card. Ippolito de' Medici, and gave

him the title of S. Lorenzo in Damaso and soon afterwards the abbey

of Tre Fontane (Aug. 17, 1535) near Rome and the Archbishopric

of Avignon (*Brief of Aug. 29, 1535; see *Contelorius, /oc. cit.;

Acta consist. Cancell. in Consistorial Archives, Vatican); in 1538 the

direction of State affairs largely devolved (see supra, p. 34) on the

young Cardinal, who showed for his years great ability and a general

capacity for affairs {cf. QuiRlNi, Imago, 17 seq., 25 seq., 30 seq.).

Alessandro Farnese, since May 13, 1541, also Legate of Avignon (*see

Contelorius, loc cit.), lived in Rome in great state (for the number of

his servants in 1544, see Lanciani, Golden Days, 108) ; his expendi-
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selection made on this occasion showed clearly that the Pope

was thinking seriously of Church reform. Among those

nominated were men distinguished for purity of life, piety,

and learning. The claims of different nations were also

considered ; Germany, France, and England were worthily

ture caused him, despite the open-handedness of Paul III., frequent

financial trouble (see Lanciani, Scavi, II., 155 seq.); to this, however,

also conduced the Cardinal's lavish support of artists and men of

learning—his education and culture had been assiduously cared for by

the Pope,—his generous protection of the poor, and of Church build-

ings (see ClACONlUS, III., 560 seqq.). The Cardinal's activity in

these directions and his life generally well deserved a monograph, for

C. T. Frangipane's Memorie sulla vita del Card. Aless. Farnese,

Rome, 1876, are not sufficient, although full of interesting information
;

they are also in too strong a vein of panegyric ; for it ought not to

be slurred over in silence that Farnese's moral conduct was not free

from stain (for his daughter, see Riv. bibliogr., XVII., 119; ^
Druffel, Mon. Trid., I., 576), and only gradually was turned in

a more serious direction. Among the portraits of Farnese the two

by Titian (one in the Corsini Gallery in Rome and the other in

the Naples Museum) are pre-eminent; see Clausse, 171 seq.;

FiSCHEL, 82.

Guido Ascanio Sforza of Santafiora, born at the end of 15 18 as son

of Costanza, daughter of Paul III., married to the Count of the same

name, was only in his seventeeth year. He studied at Bologna,

and was also richly endowed with bishoprics and benefices (see

ClACONius, III., 566; Cardella, IV., 141 seq.; Nuntiaturberichte,

I-) 359) 381)- In March 1537 he was Legate of Bologna and the

Romagna ; on Oct. 22, 1537, Chamberlain ; on April 6, 1 541, Patriarch

of Alexandria (see Contelorius, Arm. 11, t. 48, f. 252" seq.. Secret

Archives of the Vatican). Santafiora was also very liberal ; the follow-

ing statement of A. Serristori in a *letter dated Rome, Jan. 21, 1542,

throws a questionable light on his morals :
" II male di S. Fiore si

risolve in mal francese per quanto s' intende " (State Archives, Florence,

Med. 3264). For Santafiora's character, see F. Peregrino's *report of

June 28, 1539 :
" II rev. Camerlengo come giovane h persona un poco

timida et di rispctto massime con N. S"* ancor che gli sia nipote"

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).
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represented by Schonberg, Jean du Bellay, Bishop of

Paris, and John Fisher, the saintly Bishop of Rochester,

then a prisoner of Henry VIII., and under impending

sentence of death. Amongst Italians the Pope had at

first fixed his eyes on two men whose knowledge and

integrity in the conduct of great affairs he had specially

tested since his accession to the throne.^ They were

Girolamo Ghinucci of Siena, the learned Auditor of the

Camera, and Jacopo Simonetta, a Milanese. To them the

Pope bethought himself of attaching a third. He was one

spoken of among the men of highest character in Italy as

"the peerless." This unique personality was Gasparo

Contarini.

It was significant of the frame of mind prevailing amid

the majority of the Sacred College that the nominees

of Paul III. met with violent disapproval. The question

came under discussion in the beginning of May.^ Neither

did political difficulties fail to arise ; Charles V. did all he

could to hinder the elevation of the Bishop of Paris to

the purple, and would have liked nothing better than

the withdrawal of each nomination.^ In order to pacify

the Emperor the Pope resolved on the appointment

of Marino Caracciolo, whose sympathies were staunchly

Imperialist. Three others thus formed a counterpoise on

which the Emperor could rely to du Bellay and Ghinucci,

* Cf. the Portuguese report in Corp. dipl. Port., III., 181.

2 G. M. della Porta mentions in ^letter of May 5, 1535, the intention,

" di far una squadra di Cardinali novi per shatter questi vecchi " (State

Archives, Florence, Urb.). Blasius de Martinellis (*Diarium, Secret

Archives of the Vatican, XII., 56) mentions a consistory held to

consider this matter on Oct. 10.

^ Cf. besides the sources in Cardaun'S Paul III., 160, G. M.

della Porta's *reports of May 13 and 18, 1535 (State Archives,

Florence).
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who was counted in the French ranks ; they were

Schonberg, Caracciolo, and Contarini.^

Not until the 20th of May was all opposition withdrawn,^

so that on the following day it was possible to hold the

decisive consistory. In this congregation, which lasted

longer than usual,^ six new Cardinals were nominated :

Fisher, du Bellay, Contarini, Schonberg, Ghinucci, and

Simonetta ; as the three latter were present they received

the red biretta at once. The Pope reserved another nomi-

nation in petto, but this was made public on the 31st of

May, simultaneously with the bestowal of titular rank on

the new creations ; his choice had fallen on Caracciolo.*

' Cf. Cardinal E. Gon/aj^a's *letter to the Duke of M.intua, Rome,

May 22, 1535 : "La piomotione h stata honoratiss-* et spero che sark

di servigio anchora all Imp'*, perche oltra 1' arcivescovo di Capova et il

protonotario Caraciolo vi sara il Contarino, quale non ^ manco

servitor di S. M" di quelle che le siano i gik nominati" (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua).

2 *G. M.della Porta, May 20, 1535, in State Archives, Florence.

3 "A summo mane usque ad horam 21," says Blasius de Martinellis

(*Diarium, Secret Archives of the Vatican). " Fuere publicati

cardinales non sine magna patrum discordia et altercatione," says the

*Ephem. in Cod. Vat, 6978.

* See Acta Consist, in Consistorial Archives, Vatican, and Gualterius

in Raynaldus, 1535, n. 7. Cf. Ciaconius, III., 567 seg.; Cardella,

IV., 145 seq. See also our remarks, Vol. IX. of this work, 254, on

Schonberg. Ghinucci had introQuced the case against Luther (see

Vol. VII. of this work, 363 ; cf. for him also G.\RAMPI, App., 236 seq.).

For Simonetta, see Annal. de St. Louis, VI., 397 seq. ; \'II., 5 seq.

Through du Bellay (see supra, p. 72) two Frenchmen came to Rome
who turned the impressions gained there to purposes of satire : Rabelais

and Joachim du Bellay (see ReumONT, III., 2, 552, 786 seq. ; cf. also

DUMESNIL, Voyag. Frang. en Italie, Paris, 1865, 4 seq. ; ThuaSNE,

Rabelais, Paris, 1904 ; StOPPOLANI in Riv. d' Italia, 1906 ; Chamard,

Joach. du Bellay, Lille, 1908 ; Rev. de la Renaiss., 1908). The day of

Schftnberg's death, so hotly disputed, has lately been assigned by

Ehses (IV., 613), relying on the chronicle in Cod. Vat., 6978. to
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Many persons, the Venetian ambassador Soriano among

them, were of ophiion that the Pope, in appointing men

of such high merit and distinction, was anxious to cancel

the bad impression made by the elevation of his young

nephews.^ But this was not his only or indeed his

guiding motive ; the nomination of men of high reputation

was an imperative necessity in view of the future of the

Church, of the coming Council, and of the demand for

some fresh infusion of life into the Sacred College itself^

By his decisive action Paul III. won the approval of all

men ; even those whose feelings towards him were un-

friendly had to admit that he had made an admirable

selection.^ The friends of genuine reform were jubilant.

Aug. 9, 1537. This is a mistake, since G. M. della Porta, on Aug. 26

and 29, 1537, is still sending *reports of Schonberg's serious illness

(State Archives, Florence). F. Peregrino at last ^announces on

Sept. 4, 1537: "II card, di Capoa sta in estremo di morte,' and on

Sept. 7, *I1 card, di Capoa h morto (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

1 Alberi, 2nd Series, III., 313 seg.

2 Together with the evidence in EhSES, IV., cxxi, n. 4, cxxii, n. 3, and

G. M. della Porta's *reports of May 5 and 18, 1535 (State Archives,

Florence), who says emphatically that the new Cardinals would be a

counterpoise to the senior; see the speech of Paul III. in the public

consistory on May the 24th, 1835. Blasius de Martinellis says con-

cerning it : *Habuit brevem sermonem significando publice omnibus

causas, qua re motus fuerat ad tatem promotionem istorum novorum

Cardinalium, tum propter eorum excellentes virtutes et doctrinas ac

rerum experientias, tum propter concilium futurum, quod indicere

volebat ad compescendum haereses et tumultus christianorum ac etiam

consulendum reipublicae christianae et fidei contra infideles, contra quos

jam principes christianos convocaverat et classem instruxerat. . . .

(*Diarium, Secret Archives of the Vatican, XII., 56).

3 See along with F. Peregrine's *report of June 4, 1535 (Gonzaga
Archives, Mantua), the *letter of Cardinal E. Gonzaga's of May 22,

1535 (quoted supra, p. 142, n. i), one of the bitterest of the Pope"?

opponents. Gonzaga's agents reported gladly the worst and often

most unfounded gossip. They are to be used therefore with great
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" What," wrote one of them, " from the human point of

view is more advantageous to the Papacy or more likely

to bring sagacious and timely redress amid many evils than

this choice of men, who by their virtues, enlightenment,

learning, experience, and exemplary conduct are as well

qualified as they are ready to carry on the government of

the Church?"!

The nomination of Contarini, a layman whose name
implied a programme of reform, produced an especially

powerful impression. Reginald Pole at this time gave

it as his opinion that he had often read of virtue receiving

the due meed of honour, but never hitherto had he

known, in his own experience, of so signal an instance

of its realization, for the Pope, out of pure recognition of

the man's noble character, had thus chosen Contarini for

high honour, although he had never previously had any

personal relations with him.^

All who wished well to the Church and were longing for

reform now turned with expectation to the new Cardinal,

whose life of strenuous work had exhibited the combination

of force and gentleness of character, and of spiritual and

human virtues. The German Lutherans—so the Venetian

ambassador reported—were amazed and knew not what

to say.^

Gasparo Contarini * was a member of one of the oldest

caution. For their love of scandal, quite ignored by SOLMI (Fuga,

80^^17., go seq.), see Giorn. Stor. d. lett. Ital., 1892, 100.

' L. Bonamico to Contarini in, Epistolae clar. viror. selectae,

Coloniae, 1586, 10.

- Sec DlTTRiCH, Contarini, 321 ; cf. Reumont, Vittoria Colonna,

199 seq.

^ See Nuntiaturberichte, I., 146, n.

* After the publication of two good contemporaneous biographies of

Contarini by Lodovico Beccadelli and Giovanni della Casa {cf.

Mazzuchelli, II., 2, 580, andLAEMMKR, Anal., 9), Dittrich hasinhis
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families of the Venetian nobility. Born in 1483, he

proceeded to the University of Padua, and by a carefully

arranged course of studies grounded himself thoroughly in

theology and philosophy. On his return to his native city

he followed the usual career of a nobly born Venetian, took

his place on the Great Council, and in 15 18 became a

member of the commission of the sinking fund. Three

years later, at a very critical juncture, the Republic sent

him as ambassador to Germany to the court of Charles V.

In this post he rendered his country important service and

acquired for himself a wealth of fresh experience. At

Worms he had no personal intercourse with Luther and

did not even see him, but everything he heard about him

was distasteful in an exceptional degree to his high ideals

and to his refined and aristocratic temperament. Later

on Contarini accompanied the Emperor to England,

and afterwards to Spain ; thence he returned in 1525

to Venice, where he devoted himself to the studies he

loved so well. But already in 1527 the confidence of his

fellow-citizens had conferred on him the post of ambassa-

dor to the Curia, at that time a position of exceptional

difficulty. Although during this mission he served the

Regesten (1881) and his Monograph (1885) raised a worthy monument
to the great Cardinal. {Cf. for both publications my references in

Histor. Jahrb., IV., 131 seq. ; VIII., 107 seq.) Since then the material

has been increased by Pellegrini (Arch. Veneto, XXXIII. (1887),

435 •«'<??•)> UlTTRICH (Duo docum. Card. Contarini laud, praedicant.,

Brunsburgae, 1888), and especially by Friedensberg's excellent

publication of Contarini's correspondence with Cardinal E. Gonzaga

in the Quellen und Forsch. des preuss. Instituts, II., 161-222. SOLMI

added some supplementary matter in Nuovo Arch. Veneto, VII. (1904),

disfigured unfortunately by an entirely unfounded prejudice against

Friedensberg. Among other publications Biadego, Lett, di M. A.

Flaminio al Card. Contarini, 1 536-1 537, Venezia, 1906, calls for notice.

For biographies of Contarini, see also BeccaDELLI, I., 2, 3 seq.

VOL. XL 10
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interests of Venice devotedly at the court of Clement VII.

and also later at that of Charles V., he suffered many

vexations. Yet this was compensated for by the grateful

recognition felt towards him by the great majority of his

fellow-men.

From the spring of 1530 Contarini was living again in

Venice among his books and his friends. His house

was the rallying-point for men of commanding intellect

and character, while with many others he kept up an

active correspondence. He attracted to himself respect

from all, from politicians as well as humanists, from

philosophers as well as theologians. His many-sided

learning, his open-mindedness and gentleness, combined

with an exemplary course of life, secured to him the respect

and affection of all who came into contact with him. He

was eulogized as "advancing the Italian nation."

Contarini was indeed a really great personality, pre-

eminently gifted intellectually, besides being the soul of

candour and full of a deep and unaffected piety. A friend

to humanist culture, he yet was an unbiassed censor of the

exaggerated value set upon it and of the perverted uses

to which it was applied. With the same independence of

thought he had in his early student days opposed his

otherwise highly respected teacher Pomponazzo in his

assertion that it was impossible to attain to philosophical

proof of the soul's immortality.

Contarini's great characteristics and virtues were

consecrated by his profoundly Christian and genuinely

Catholic convictions. Reginald Pole wrote with perfect

fitness when he said that Contarini knew full well how

much the human understanding could discover through

its own investigation, and how much the grace of God

had conveyed to man. Contarini's whole personality, like

his writings, was cast in one perfect mould. Unswervingly
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loyal in his convictions, he was yet to the core a man of

peace, in his intercourse with others genial above all things,

affectionate and worthy of affection, and always strongly

inclined to an optimistic view. His outward appearance,

moreover, was uncommonly attractive; he had a beautiful

head with refined, intellectual, gentle features.^

Although a layman, Contarini was yet well versed in

theology. The great Church fathers and the scholastics,

Augustine, Basil, Chrysostom, Gregory of Nazianzen, above

all Thomas of Aquinas, were his favourite authors. Nothing

was more natural than that this distinguished man should

have turned his attention to the blots on the ecclesiastical

life of his country and have been drawn into friendly

relations with men such as Gian Pietro Carafa, the leader

of the newly founded Theatines, Gian Matteo Giberti,

Bishop of Verona, and Gregorio Cortese, the reformer of the

Benedictine Order, who were just at that time making

efforts to bring into the domain of Church life in upper

Italy the necessary improvements in connection with

dogma and rightful adherence to the Holy See. These

promoters of a true Catholic reformation admired Contarini

as the author of the masterly treatise on the office of a

bishop, in which he had grappled with the evil at its roots.

It is difficult to say with what exultation they iiailed the

summons of such a man to take a place in the supreme

senate of the Church.

It was a Sunday afternoon. The Great Council was in

session, while Contarini, as the youngest member, had a

place near the balloting urn. Suddenly there appeared a

messenger from Rome with the news of his nomination to

^ Contaiini's fine features are reproduced in a striking manner in

the marble bust by A. Vittoria on his monument in S. Maria dell' Orto

in Venice (given in Zeitschrift fiir bildende Kunst, 1877, 232). For

other portraits, see Dittrich, 865. n.
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the cardinalate. The a hole Council arose and, surround-

ing their colleague, congratulated him, wholly overcome

with surprise; Alvise Mocenigo thought that Venice was

losing her best citizen ; the whole city was filled with

joyful excitement in which Contarini alone did not share.

As those who knew him best had foreseen,^ he wished to

decline the honour. Not until Matteo Dandolo had repre-

sented to him that he could not, especially at such a time

of danger to the Church, frustrate the Pope's noble intentions,

did he declare himself prepared to accept the purple.'-'

Contarini had not yet arrived in Rome when on the

9th of June 1535 an important decision was come to in

consistory. It was resolved that the promulgation of a

general Bull on reform should be dropped, and a begin-

ning at once made on the thing itself so far as the better-

ment of morals and the alteration in official posts was

concerned—the legislative form of procedure to be fixed at

a later date.^ The Pope showed himself to be so much in

earnest that, according to the Mantuan envoy, there was a

regular panic among the anti-reforming Cardinals,* On the

27th of August a Bull dated the 23rd was published appoint-

ing a new commission on reform. This document began

with the fine exordium : the object of the Incarnation of

' " Molti furono dubbii se accetterk o non questa dignity et massim"'

chi ha cognitione della natura sua," *writes F. Peregrino on May 24, 1535,

from Rome (Gonzaga Archi\cs, Mantua). Similar *reports from G. M.

della Porta on May 27, 1535 (State Archives, Florence).

^ See BecCADELLI, Contarini, c. 10, and C.\S.\, Vita, c. 13-14. Cj\

Daniele Barbaro to D. Venier in Lett. Volgari, I., 3.

3 Acta Consist, in Ehses, IV., 451.

* "Gli Cardinali incomniniano entrare in qualche spavento di questo

Papa vcdendo che egli ha puoco rispctto et dimostra di volere rivedere

gli conti di ciascuno
;
pero bisogna che le brigate stiano in cervello."

*F. Peregrino to the Duke of Mantua, Rome, June 10, 1535 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua).
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the Son of God was not merely the redemption of fallen

mankind, but the protection of Christ's holy Church and
the union of all its members with one another in the
strongest conceivable bond of love and the bestowal of
eternal dominion on the Christian world. Therefore the
Pope, in order that the Church, Christ's bride, might render
due service to her Head our Redeemer and be purged from
all stains and errors, especially from the pernicious teaching
of Luther, had agreed to a General Council. But as so
difficult an undertaking could not be carried out in haste,
he had determined provisionally to reform the city of
Rome, the Papal court, and its officials, in order that, " when
our own house is cleansed, we more easily take in hand
the cleansing of others." With this object Cardinals
Piccolomini, Sanseverino, Ghinucci, Simonetta, and Cesi,
and three bishops resident in Rome, including the Nether-
lander Peter van der Vorst, were appointed reformers for

the city and the Curia, with unlimited powers to extirpate
from the spiritual as well as secular sphere all abuses,
trangression, and errors, to punish with the utmost severity
the disobedient and contumacious, and if necessary to call

in against them the support of the secular arm.^

The task set before the commission must be characterized
as one of exceeding difficulty, for, in consequence of the
development of the absolving, dispensing, and reserving
authority of the Church, such a formidable apparatus of
government had been formed within the Curia, with multi-
plex offices and a vast horde of higher and lower officials,

that it had become in and by itself almost unassailable.
Since Rome in the era of the Renaissance, under Sixtus IV.
and Alexander VI., had entered on a phase of the worst
secularization, an all-pervading venality had found an entry

1 Bull "Sublimis Deus" in Ehses, IV., 451 seq. Cf. ibid., cxviii.
n- 6, 75, n- 5-
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far and wide among the official departments. Adrian VI.,

in his brief reign, had not been able to alter anything in

this respect, and under Clement VII. things had remained

essentially as they were before. To introduce changes into

a state of affairs of such long duration and such deeply

rooted precedent and bound up with so many personal

interests in the closest way was a gigantic task which

certainly could not be resolved in the compass of one

pontificate. The commission of reform very soon learned

this from experience.

No protocol on the deliberations of the commission has

as yet been discovered ; even for the proceedings in con-

sistory, where the proposals of the commission came up for

re-discussion, the consistorial minutes, which for that period

were of remarkable conciseness, give no information. In

default of these, some welcome accounts are to be found in

the ambassadorial despatches.^ On the nth of February

a series of ordinances for the improvement of the Roman
clergy, which the Cardinals were at once to put into

execution,^ came up for discussion. The higher as well

as the lower order of clerics were forcibly reminded of

* Cf. following new testimonies collected by myself:—(i) *Letter of

F. Peregrino, dated Rome, Jan. 16, 1536: " Nel concistoro d' hoggi

N S" h. stato molto occupato circa alia reformatione della corte, del'

habito et vestire de preti, etc." (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua) ; (2) Blasius

de Martinellis, *Diarium for Jan. 19, 1536 :
" Consistorium in quo inter

alia de firmitate reformationis praelatorum et cleri tractari et concludi

debeat" (Secret Archives of the Vatican, XII., 56); (3) Report of

F. Peregrino of Jan. 28, 1536, in Appendix No. 13.

^ Cf. the report of the Venetian envoy Bragadino of Feb. 12, 1536,

with wrong date and arbitrarily altered beginning in de Leva, 1 1 1., 354 ;

correctly in Ehses, IV., 453, n. i. The "Bolla" here mentioned was

hitherto unknown ; its prescriptions are contained in the " Decretum

reformationis generalis,' which is missing in the Secret Archives of the

Vatican and in all the Roman libraries. I found it in the Library

of St. Petersburg ; see text in Appendix No. 14.
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the canonical injunctions as to clerical attire, and this

was not by any means a mere matter of externals; it

touched a dangerous and corrosive evil, for the extent of

which the writings of some of the friends of reform impart

characteristic details.^ The clergy were further recalled to

the duty of saying their of^ce, and the holders of benefices

were granted a final delay of four months before receiving

the suitable form of ordination.

The removal of an abuse which specially roused

Carafa's indignation was aimed at in the regulation that

henceforth no one in Rome should receive priest's orders

who did not possess the qualifications canonically de-

manded and was without a title to a benefice. The Canons

and beneficiaries of the Patriarchal and collegiate churches

of Rome were placed under fresh obligations to frequent

Divine worship and solemnly to oilficiate on Sundays.

More important was the provision that all parish priests in

Rome were to exercise the cure of souls in person ; where

there was a just impediment, a substitute was to be secured

at a suitable salary, but the latter must first be examined

by the Vicar-General. Further enactments dealt with the

worthy reception and administration of the Holy Sacra-

ment of the Altar. The clergy who were only in minor

orders were to communicate at least four times a year,

priests on all festivals of obligation ; the latter also were to

celebrate not less than once a month. Again, precautions

were taken for the orderly maintenance of the sacred vessels,

for securing inventories of Church property, and for defray-

ing the expense of necessary repairs in the house of God.

The clergy were forbidden to hold intercourse with persons

of doubtful character, to visit taverns or other unfit resorts,

or to take part in gambling or the theatre. Clergy as well

as laity were exhorted to guard themselves against

* Cf. the ""treatise by Caccia, Vatican Library, quoted supra, p. 133.
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blasphemy, to observe the prescribed fasts, and to behave

reverently in church. Preachers, before accusing anyone

of Lutheran doctrines, were to put themselves into com-

munication with the Master of the Sacred Palace or the

Vicar-General, and the latter was to see to the removal of

a further array of scandals justly offensive to the laity. In

this respect prominence was given to the dissensions

between the secular and regular clergy, the saying of Mass

by ignorant priests, and the incessant alms-gathering of the

Mendicants. Henceforward no member of an Order was

to be allowed to perambulate the city without a companion

or without special permission of the Vicar-General.

The consistory in which these regulations were confirmed

also dealt with the business procedure of the Penitentiary,

the Datary, the Chancery, and other offices. In all this

initiative, so full of promise, it was impossible not to detect

the influence of some strong guidance and foremost that of

Contarini. The Pope's determination to uphold the worth

of the clerical office now made itself felt even on the

Cardinal-nephews. He forbade them to take any part in

the Carnival—a restriction not lightly borne by these

exuberant youths.^

It soon became evident in other ways also what remark-

able force the entrance of Contarini into the Sacred College

had brought with it. With characteristic frankness he

spoke his mind on the many things requiring correction in

the Curia. Naturally, in this way he made many enemies,

who gibed at the Venetian who had come to Rome

with the intention of reforming the Curia without even

knowing the Cardinals by name. Attempts were also

made to undermine his influence with the Pope by repre-

senting to the latter that it showed a want of consideration

* See report of F. Peregrine from Rome, Feb. i8, 1536 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua).
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to be so ready to give his opinion in consistory without
restraint and without invitation. But Paul III who had
assigned apartments in the Vatican to Contarini, did not
allow h,mself to be led astray. He contemplated making
h.m one of the Presidents of the Council, and made use
of h,s advice in this matter as well as in many others
The Bull of the 2nd of June 1536 summoning the

Council stated that the task of that assembly woufd be
.n the second place, the moral reform of Christendom'
It was represented to Paul III. from different quarters^and ,n entire agreement with his own views,» that it would
not do to await the coming together of this great
assemblage, but that, as a preliminary, at least the most
crying abuses must be put out of the way. Thence the
necessity that these important questions should form the
pioneer work of the Council, so that on the foundation
hus laid ulterior labours might be carried out with success
It was on this account that the Pope lent a willing ear toContarinis proposal that, for the sake of the Council as
well as of reform, a certain number of the most prominent
sup^porters of strong Church opinions should be summoned

Contarini, who gave the chief impetus to this step, pre-pared his friends beforehand for their invitations. But how-
' See DITTRICH, Contarini, 328, «? sea Fn,- r„„„ .

see App. No. .3. F. Peregrins '^epofof Dec ,4 ::;: ^r'""'
Archives, Mantua).

"• "' (Gonzaga

' C/. Nuntiaturberichte, II., 421, 424.
' See Acta Consist, of May 29, . 536, in Ehses, IV., 453DITTRICH'S doubt (Contarini, 350) was resolved b"'.he express*te .™o„y of F. Peregrino on Oct. 26, ,536 :

- Qu, sono U vesTo "dCheu, d, Verona et V Sadole.0 di Carpentras con 1- arciveZr dSa emo per opera e, instigatione del card. Contarino chiama, da N S
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ever eloquently he urged the interests demanding their

presence in the Curia and their participation in the labours

of the reform commission, he found that there were few who
showed any inclination to come forward. To what an ex-

tent timidity had taken possession of even the noblest hearts

is shown plainly in the answer he received from Sadoleto.

" Oh most learned and most excellent Contarini," began

his letter, dated the 13th of March 1536, "would that thy

hopes never at any time deceived thee! The exceeding

goodness and open-heartedness of thy nature raise in thee

such hopes that thou seest already accomplished that

which thou esteemest best and profitable. Alas ! quite

other is the course of things. Believest thou not, that I, if

there were any hope whatsoever, to establish some good

and salutary reform, would offer and devote myself to the

work, I do not say in pursuit of honour, but, in the words

of the chief Apostle, even unto the cross and death ; for if I

to my own loss could bring some advantage to the Church,

I should count it my greatest gain ! But, believe me, the

vices and evil passions of our time cannot understand open-

heartedness and wisdom. It is true we have in our Pope

an eminent ruler of the Church who only thinks and

wishes what is worthy of him ; but he is not stronger than

the perversity of the age, for the body of Christendom is

sick, sick too of a malady for which momentary help is of

no avail ; it would be better by wide and circuitous methods

to bring in a partial remedy, just as in the gradual course

of time this disease itself was brought in little by little.

Many night vigils must there be, many changes of

medicine, and a treatment the object of which is often

obscure, in order to restore to the Church her health and

dignity."^

In the second half of July 1536 special briefs of invita-

* Sadoleti, Opera, I., 216; cf. Dittrich, 351 seq.
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tion to a sort of provisional council at Rome were sent to

Gian Pietro Carafa, Gregorio Cortese, Giberti, Sadoleto,

Fregoso, Bishop of Gubbio, and lastly, to the prominent

Englishman, Reginald Pole, who, like the others, belonged

to Contarini's circle of friends, among whom Church

reform for a long time past had been not only a matter of

discussion but also of serious endeavour.^ Most of the

above named were in Rome in the last week of October.^

The aged Bartolommeo Guidiccioni, who had been invited

to Rome at the same time, was permitted by the Pope to

remain at home for the present, but he was bidden to

furnish material for the transactions on reform.^ Contarini,

the soul of the whole movement, induced the Pope to add

yet two other members, Aleander and the Master of the

Sacred Palace, Tommaso Badia, the first an ardent reformer

and exceptionally well versed in German affairs, the second

noted for piety as well as learning.

Worldlings such as the Mantuan envoy treated the

summons, even to such distinguished men as these, with

derision.* But, as a matter of fact, the formation of the

commission of nine was quite as important a step towards

Catholic reform as the nomination of Cardinals in May
1535. The members were not only in every respect dis-

tinguished, but they were entirely independent men, almost

all without places in the Curia, and therefore in a position

to review and criticize freely the given circumstances with-

' See Raynaldus, 1536, n. 40, and Ehses, IV., 26 seq. Cf. Quellen

u. Forschungen, II., 221 seq.; DiTTRlCH, 353.

2 With Dittrich, 354, cf. also the report of F. Peregrino of Oct. 26,

1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). See supra., p. 153, n. 4.

3 See Schweitzer, Guidiccioni, 142 seq.

* *Qua debonno arrivare li vescovi di Verona et di Chieti et per

meglio dire che fu di Chieti, chiamati da N. S. con loro sanctimonie

et fra puochi giorni vi sara 1' Sadoleto. Peregrino, dated Rome,

Oct. 12, 1 536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).
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out being cramped by the forces of tradition.^ The Pope

enjoined upon them, as binding on their consciences, to

commit to writing every point on which, in their opinion,

measures of reform should be undertaken, and declared

emphatically that if they failed in this obligation he would at

once call them to account before the judgment-seat of God.^

The deliberations, as to which the members of the

commission were sworn to secrecy, were worthily ushered

in by a fine speech by Sadoleto on the reform of the Curia

and the clergy. It says much for the impression made on

the humanists by the sack of Rome and for the different

views of that event taken by the paganized and the

Christian wings of that party, that Sadoleto took his

starting-point from the terrible event which befell the

Eternal City in 1527, and declared that this great disaster,

of which the traces were not yet wiped away, was not, as

some supposed, a mere accident of misfortune, but a just

sentence of God on the guiltiness of men. And yet there

were worse things in store : the Turks were threatening

the total destruction of Christendom ; here, too, the guilt

lay in the sins and disunion of Christians. Sadoleto then

boldly adduced the culpability of earlier Popes ; in eloquent

language he went on to say that the misfortunes of the

Church and of the world sprang from the source whence

once had come their deliverance—namely, from the occu-

pants of the Roman See. After the latter had left the

path of holiness and began to make religion a source of

gain, princes and people had become envious. When it

was seen that the Popes did nothini^ to remedy the dis-

orders of the clergy, the Roman Curia fell into contempt

and discredit, the authority of the Holy See and of the

Church was brought low, and the clergy became the objects

* See Kerker, KircMiche Reform, 39.

" Cf. Beccadelli, Contarini, c. 12.
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of universal hatred. How deep this hatred was a glance at

the condition of the world would show. Germany and

England were lost, Italy herself was often hostile to the

jurisdiction of the Pope; the Eternal City was without a

defender in face of the menace from the Turk. In this

general distress a champion had been raised up in the

person of Paul III. Amid the strife of princes he re-

mained neutral and devoted his efforts to peace ; he had

summoned a General Council, and further had now called

to the Curia men of eminence to consult together on the

means of remedying the shortcomings of the Church.

There was the learned and loyal Fregoso, in his morals and

earnest enthusiam a pattern of ancient piety; there was

Gian Pietro Carafa, strict in his life, winning in his words

the heroic friend of poverty ; there was Gian Matteo

Giberti, firm and earnest as one of the bishops of old,

living only for God and goodness ; there was Reginald

Pole, a scion of the royal house of England, whose learn-

ing and virtue were not unknown in Rome ; there was

Gregorio Cortese, worthily renowned for his learning and

his blameless career ; lastly, there was Cardinal Contarini,

whose one thought was the restoration of their pristine

glory to the xA.postolic See and the Sacred College. If the

other Cardinals would combine their efforts with those of

Contarini and give their aid to the commission, and, as

was to be hoped, would co-operate effectually with the

Pope, then, without a doubt, they would restore to the

Cardinalate its former dignity, to the Papacy its authority

as of old, to the priesthood favour with God and honour

among men as enjoyed of yore.^

^ I. Sadoleti de Rom. curiae et cleri moribus reformandis oratio,

Cracoviae, 1561. The distinction conferred on Sadoleto by Paul III.

on Dec. 3, 1536, was probably a reward for his discourse; see

Schweitzer in Rom. Quartalschrift, XXII., 134.
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While the reform commission was holding its sittings

under Contarini's presidency, Paul III., in a consistory held

on the 13th of November 1536, declared that the uncondi-

tional reform of the Church in head and members was

necessary ; he would not fail to do his part, only the

Cardinals could not perform a more acceptable thing than

in bringing to his notice all matters open to blame.^

This was followed on the 22nd of December by a

nomination of Cardinals, affording fresh evidence of Paul's

sincerity in the matter of reform. The well informed

were already aware in the beginning of November that

important additions to the College of Cardinals were

under consideration ; even then a list of names was

mentioned of unexceptionable reputation.^ The surmise

that Contarini's influence was here at work was not in-

correct.^ The openly expressed intention to break down

in this way the preponderance of the Medici party*

naturally stirred the latter to opposition. Private com-

munications, as well as a consistorial discussion on the

20th of December, led to no understanding.^ But as the

1 Extract from Bernhard von Cles' *letter to King Ferdinand, 1536.

" Deinde 13 Novemb. pontifex in consistorio proponi fecit qualiter ad

generale (concilium) requiritur prima reformatio sui et collegii ; de se

autem promisit facturum, ut nuUus locus reprehension! supersit

quantum patietur humana fragilitas, rogando et obsecrando cardinales,

ut si quid viderent et audirent in eo reprehendendum cum monerent,

quodque nihil in co sibi gratius essent facturi" (Court and State

Archives, Vienna, Rom. 7).

- See F. Peregrine's *letter of Nov. 2, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).

3 See DiTTRICH, 360 J^^.

* See G. M. della Torta's *report, dated Rome, Dec. 21, 1536 (State

Archives, Florence, Urb.).

5 Blasius de Martineliis (*Diarium) relates under Dec. 17, 1536:

"His diebus practicatum et conccrtatum est de novis cardinalibus'"

(12 it was believed); and under Dec. 20: " Consistorium de novis
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Pope's determination was none the less unflinching, he

carried out his purpose. On the 22nd of December the

purple was bestowed on Gian Pietro Carafa ; Gian Maria

Ciocchi del Monte, Archbishop of Siponto; Ennio Filon-

ardi, formerly nuncio in Switzerland, now Prefect of St.

Angelo; Jacopo Sadoleto, Bishop of Carpentras; Cristoforo

Jacobazzi, Bishop of Cassano and Datary ; Charles H6mard

de Denonville, Bishop of Macon and French ambassador

in Rome ; Rodolfo Pio of Carpi, Bishop of Faenza and

nuncio at the court of Francis I. ; Reginald Pole,

Apostolic Protonotary ; and Lodovico Borgia, Duke of

Gandia. Three appointments were also reserved in petto,

one of which was to be subject to the Emperor's nomina-

tion.^ On the 23rd of December, del Monte, Filonardi,

Sadoleto, Jacobazzi, Denonville, and Pole received the

insignia of their new dignity, the others receiving them

cardinalibus, et multos nominavit, sed, ut apparet, vota habuit tantum

pro octo infra nominandis nee quidem firmiter ut conjecturare potui

"

(Secret Archives of the Vatican, XII., 56). G. M. della Porta, in a

*letter of Dec. 20, 1 536, names Piccolomini and Gonzaga as opponents.

^ See Acta Consist, in Raynaldus, 1536, n. 49. Blasius de

Martinellis (*Diarium), however, narrates :
" Die igitur veneris 22

Decembris aliud consistorium, et antequam pontifex egrederetur de

talamo secreto fecit ad se vocari alternis vicibus plures et diversos

cardinales, quandoque unum quandoque duos vel tres seorsum cum

illis loquendo, practicando et disponendo" (Secret Archives of the

Vatican, XII., 56). Cf. ClACONius, \\\., boo seqq.\ Cardella, IV.,

I'^cjsegq. For Filonardi, see Benigni, Miscell., V., 160 seq.; for

Denonville (1493-1540), see BriSAY in the Rev. Hist, de TOuest,

V.-VII. (1889-1891). The *letter of Francis I., in which he asks

the Pope to elevate Denonville, is in MS. Frang. 3053, f. i, in the

original ^despatch of 1536 (Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris). In the

*deed of nomination for Carpi it says he was created " ob praeclaram

doctrinam, eximiam integritatem, singularem prudentiam, in arduis

magnanimitatem, in consulendo gravitatem et in peragendo diUgentiam,"

Reg. Vat., 1718, f. 305 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).
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by deputy.^ Contrary to the expectations of all men

and to his own in particular, Aleander was not at this

time made a Cardinal; only on the 13th of March 1538

did he reach the long-coveted distinction,^ together with

Niccolo Gaetani of Sermoneta, a youthful nephew of the

Pope. Apart from the latter, the not less youthful Lodovico

Borgia, and del Monte,^ who fell later under the suspicion

of grave moral defects, this increase of the Sacred College

was not undeserving of the appreciation accorded by con-

temporary opinion.'* All the rest were virtuous, seriously

minded men, widely experienced in affairs, for the most

part possessed of literary culture, and convinced of the

necessity of an ecclesiastical reformation. Three of them

were members of the reform commission, and these three

^ See *Acta Consist, in Consistorial Archives of the Vatican. The

bestowal of title on Jan. 15, 1537, is in Raynaldus, loc. cit.

2 See Raynaldus, 1538, n. 47 ; Nuntiaturberichte, III., 39 seq., and

L. Rocco, G. Aleandro, Treviso, 1896, 48 seq., where an interesting

letter of Aleander is given. Pole raised an objection to Gaetani's

elevation on account of his youth (see N. Sernini's *report to Cardinal

E. Gonzaga of March 13, 1538, Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). In

the *deed of nomination it is said of Niccolo Gaetani: "Tu qui notarius

noster de numero participant, ac ex fratre nostro consobrino secundum

carnem nepos et in quarlodccimo vel circa tuac aetatis anno constitutus."

In the *Brief of March 22, 1538, on the delivery of the red hat, the

affinity ("affinitas materno genere nostro ex eo ducto prosapia") was

expressly mentioned (Contelorius, XI., 48, Secret Archives of the

Vatican). Cardella (IV.. 197) places Gaetani's nomination incor-

rectly in the year 1536.

^ For del Monte, sec Merkle, II., 147, and also HerzO(;'s

Realencykl, IX.,^ 626. Borgia's letter of thanks to Paul III., dated

Gandiae, 1537 Id. Febr., in the Lett. d. princ, 13, 63 (Secret Archives

of the Vatican). Borgia's speedy death was hailed by the Romans

from hatred of Alexander VI., as G. M. della Porta relates on Aug. 8,

1537 (State Archives, Florence).

••

Cf. the reminiscences of Cornelius de Fine in Cod. Ottob. 1614 of

the Vatican Library.
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likewise the most distinguished recipients of the purple at

the Christmas consistory of the year 1536.

The foremost place must be given to the strong, un-

bending personality of Gian Pietro Carafa, who now,

together with Contarini, became joint head of the reform

party in Rome,^ although his impetuous character was

fundamentally different from that of the gentle and pacific

Venetian, who bore more resemblance in many respects to

the temperament of Jacopo Sadoleto,^ although the latter

was lacking in Contarini's unruffled calm and knowledge

of mankind. A still more important contrast distinguished

the two men, for Sadoleto was so steeped in humanism that

even his theology was thereby fundamentally influenced.

On the eve of the sack of Rome Sadoleto had withdrawn

to Carpentras, his episcopal see, and there devoted himself

to his diocese and studies. He was so happy in this

sequestered spot that it was only with great reluctance that

he obeyed the call of Paul III. to Rome.^ During his

long sojourn in Carpentras, Sadoleto, who was by nature

an optimist, fell for a time into the opposite extreme of

a hopeless pessimism.^ As he was very sensitive, this de-

spondency was increased when the Master of the Sacred

College, Badia, forbade the publication of his Commentary

on the Epistle to the Romans. This dealt him a deadly

wound; under the painful circumstances he appealed

to the mediation of his friend Contarini, and succeeded

' Cf. GOTHEIN, Ignatius, 120 seg.

2 Cf. for him our remarks, Vol. VIII. of this work, 197 seqq., and

the special literature there enumerated. In his " Dialogus de Concilio "

(Venet, 1541) Marc. Mont. Bonavitus mentions, among the great

Cardinals of Paul III., first, Carafa, then Contarini, Sadoleto, and

so forth.

^ See Sadoleto, Opera, I., 226. For his work as Bishop, see JOLY,

144 seq., 150 seq.

* See supra^ p. 154.

VOL. XI. 11
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in obtaining, on the alteration of certain passages, the

removal of the prohibition.^

Of even a deeper piety than Sadoleto was the English-

man, Reginald Pole.^ He also was more a humanist

than a theologian, and in his attitude towards religious

innovations was much more for clemency than rigour.

Like Contarini, he had not been ordained priest at the

time of his elevation. Born in Staffordshire in 1500, he

was nearly related through his mother, Lady Margaret

Plantagenet, to the reigning house of England. After a

careful training at Oxford he passed to the University of

Padua, where he studied for six years at the cost of

Henry VI U. His long intercourse with this famous seat

of learning had an important influence on Pole's develop-

ment, for here he became familiar with the whole domain

of Italian humanism ; here he formed ties of lifelong

friendship with men like Longueil, Bembo, Giberki, and

Sadoleto. England, whither he had returned, he soon

left again on the trouble consequent on the King's divorce.

' See DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 484 seq., and Benrath in Herzogfs

Realencyklopadie, XVII.,^ 330, where Sadoleto's nomination is in-

correctly antedated 1 535. The same mistake occurs in Lehmann,

Herzog Georg von Sachsen, in Briefwechsel mit Erasmus und Sadolet,

Neustadt i. S., 1889, 57.

2 Chief sources are still QuiRlNI, Epist. R. Poli et alior. ad ips.

coUectio. 5 voU, Brixiae, 1744 seq.\ see here also Beccadelli's Vita. Cf.

also Philipp'S Life of Pole, Oxford, 1765 ; HoOK. Archbishops of

Canterbury, N.S., III., London, 1869, and also the important recension

of Reumont in Theol. Literaturblatt, V., 964 seq., 993 seq. ; Freeman,

Card. Pole (Essays, 4th Series), 1869; Kerker, R. Pole, Freiburg, 1874;

Zimmermann, R. Pole, Regensburg, 1895 ; Martin in Bullet, de

I'Archiconfr. de N. D. de Compassion, IV'., Paris, 1903, 146 seqq. A
series of still unpublished *letters of Pole's is to be found in the State

Archives, Parma. There is a fine portrait of Pole, by Sebastiano del

Piombo, in the Hermitage at St. Petersburg ; very good reproduction

by Maud F. Jerrold, Vittoria Colonna, London, 1906.
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This unhappy affair was also the Ui; ning^-point of his

life for Pole, who was by nature a recluse and a scholar.

As soon as he reached Paris he was involved in a business

of a very painful character, for the King, his benefactor,

called upon him to procure from that University an opinion

favourable to his divorce. Pole, a man of a sensitive and

obliging nature, had not the determination to reject uncon-

ditionally such a commission.^ He soon, however, found

out the falseness of his position, for on returning to England

he did not present himself at court, but withdrew into

studious retirement at the Charterhouse of Sheen. On
Woisey's death Henry offered him the Archbishopric of

York, but in an audience with the King he boldly told the

latter that for him, in the matter of the divorce, the Pope's

word was law.

Before the English schism had taken place Pole had left

England. He visited Sadoleto at Carpentras, and formed

a close friendship with this man of kindred spirit ; after-

wards he went to Padua, renewing there, and in the neigh-

bouring Venice, old associations and forming new ones.

Pole now entered into close intercourse with the leaders

of Catholic reform : Giberti, Cortese, Contarini, and Carafa.

While the last named wished the teachers of error to be

treated with the utmost rigour, Pole, like the others, was

of opinion that friendly measures should be employed.

Pole's closest ally was undoubtedly Contarini, to whom he

1 So much is proved from his letter to Henry VI IL of July 7, 1530

(Col. of State Papers : Henry VII., ed. Brewer, n. 6505), from which it

is clearly deducible that Pole was active in the matter (see Reumont in

Theol. Literaturblatt, /^r. «V., 970). He considers "that the position

which Henry VIII. was more and more taking' up before the world

might serve as an excuse for Pole, but not as a justification for his

own conduct." I am unable to agree with Zimmermann's Recht-

fertigungsversuch (38 seq.). See also Gairdner in the Engl. Hist

Review, TX.. 576.
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looked for fatherly friendship and counsel, and submitted

to him his writings for examination. But Contarini on

his part also was not satisfied with his own productions

until they had met first with Pole's approval. It would be

diflficult to imagine a more beautiful relation of friendship

than that existing between these two men of lofty ideals.

Their correspondence bears witness how they supported

and were the complement of each other.^

Contarini alone was in a position to overcome Pole's

humble objection to his nomination. All the friends of

reform praised him as the actual originator of the creation

of December 1536. "This action of Paul III. is certainly

an act of God," wrote Cosimo Gheri to Beccadelli, "and

your, or better our, Cardinal has given a fine instance of his

goodness in bringing about so brilliant a promotion." But

Contarini congratulated Gheri that God raised from " the

seed of his Cardinalate " men like himself in order to bring

back the Church to its primitive dignity. There was a

general expression of opinion that this nomination of

Cardinals marked the opening of a new epoch, and that

since no longer birth but actual service was the deter-

mining factor, there was a hope of a betterment of

Church affairs.^ " The Pope as a man is best to be

judged," said Hosius, " from the choice of advisers he

has made."'

The first fruit of the reform commission, deliberating

almost daily under Contarini's presidency since the first

half of November 1536, was a memorial produced in the

* Cf. DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 215, 427 seqq. Here also more in detail

concerning Contarini's censure of the passionate tone of Pole's famous

treatise, " De Unitate Ecclesiae."

2 See DiTTRiCH, 360 seq. Cf. also in App. No. 23 the two *letters to

Pole of Dec. 30, 1536, State Archives, Parma. .

" Stan. Hosii epist., ed. HiPLER Zakrzewski, I., 44.
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middle of February 1537, signed by all nine naembers.^

It was entitled : Opinions of the appointed Cardinals and

Prelates of the Roman Church on Ecclesiastical Reform,

drawn up at the command of Paul 1 11.^

The extraordinary importance of this memorial lay first

and foremost in the fact that through it the Pope struck at

the very root^ of the evils existing in Rome itself. It

showed the value of the motto chosen by Carafa on his

election :
" Judgment must begin in his own house."

This remarkable document, in which the abuses of the

Curia and Church are fully exposed with the greatest

freedom and in the strongest terms but always with a

1 The above dates are based on Ehses' researches, Kirchliche Re-

formarbeiten, 159, 163, and Histor. Jahrb., XXIX., 598, only with the

addition that I am able to fix the date of Pole and Giberti's departure,

placed by Ehses in the middle of February, still more exactly. G. M.

della Porta in fact writes on Feb. 19, 1537 : *I1 Papa volse che li nuntii

poi col legato partissen heri et non prima, tutti in una hora medesima che

furono le xviii (State Archives, Florence, Urb.). Schweitzer (Rom.

Quartalschrift, XXI 1., 133 seq.) places the beginning of the negotia-

tions between 25th and 30th of Nov. 1536 ; but the passages on which

he relies in the letters of Sadolelo (May 13) and Ortiz (Nov. 24, 1536)

are so general that it is impossible to conclude from them that at that

time no steps had yet been taken. That the members of the com-

mission should have remained so long inactive seems improbable in

view of their zeal for reform ; according to old custom the official work

of the Curia was resumed at Rome at the end of the holiday month of

October, and therefore the commission would not have been dilatory

for so long.

2 Consilium delectorum cardinalium et aliorum prelatorum de emen-

danda ecclesia S. D. N. et Paulo III. petente conscriptum et exhibi-

tum anno 1537, already printed in Milan and Rome in 1538 (a copy of

this rare Roman edition belongs to the Library of the Histor. Verein

of Wiirzburg ; see Serapeum, XIX., 178), and often later, as in Mansi,

Suppl. v., 593 seq., and Le Plat, II., 596 seq. Germ.in extracts in

Kerker, Kirchl. Reform, 39 seq., and Dittrich, Contarini, 304 seq.

^ Sec R.vnke, Papste, I., 6th cd., 97.
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devout earnestness, begins with an expression of joy that

Paul III. had set himself seriously to the task of supporting

the tottering Church and bringing her back to her original

dignity and beauty. With this aim in view he had called

the commission together and charged it to set forth clearly

all the abuses under which the Church, and especially the

Roman Curia, had so long suffered, and that too without

respect for the Pope or any other person. Accordingly

the memorial points out as the root of all ecclesiastical

abuses the reckless exaggeration of the Papal authority

by unscrupulous canonists asserting, with sophistical

flattery, the Pope to be not merely the legitimate dis-

penser of benefices but their absolute master, with the

right of selling them without thereby incurring the guilt of

simony, since it was generally permissible for him to act in

all things according to his own pleasure. From this source,

as it were ex eqiio Trojano, had issued all the abuses which

had brought the Church to the verge of destruction and on

themselves an evil repute among unbelievers.

Following on the strong words of this preamble, the

commission explains that in the performance of their task it

is their intention to pass over entirely the Pope's position as

sovereign of the States of the Church and to deal only with

what concerns him as head of the Church Universal and as

Bishop of Rome. Then comes once more a serious exhorta-

tion to the head of the Church. In the Church also as well

as in the State described by Aristotle in his Politics,cyi\s\\v\^

laws must be observed before anything else, dispensations

granted only on grounds of strict necessity, and the

exercise of the power of the keys removed from all taint

of venality.

The memorial applies itself at once to the Papal obliga-

tion to secure good bishops and priests. Here an un-

sparing picture is drawn of the widespread corruption, and
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counsels given for its removal. The great laxity in admit-

ting to holy orders is rebuked as the first of abuses ; from

this has arisen countless scandals, the depreciation oi

the clerical order, and the decay of the worship of God.

Therefore in Rome, as in every diocese, three virtuous and

learned prelates should be appointed to superintend ordi-

nations, and no candidate should be ordained by anyone

except the Bishop or with his permission.

With this first abuse a second was closely connected :

the appointment to benefices without regard to the

worthiness t© the nominee. In future no one should be

aominated to a bishopric or charge of souls who was not

of blameless life, ready to perform his office personally and

keep residence ; an Italian therefore should not be appointed

to a foreign benefice nor a foreigner to an Italian one.

In the third place, the many abuses connected with the

renunciation of benefices comes under remark. The

memorial condemns as grave irregularities the countless

artifices invented by crafty curialists to circumvent canoni-

cal enactments, the provisos in the renunciation of livings,

expectancies, and reservations ; not less so the combina-

tion in one person of several incompatible preferments,

thus rendering the duty of residence impossible. On this

ground also Cardinals ought no longer to accept bishoprics,

at least from princes, whereby their loss of independence

is involved
;

provision must be found for the suitable

maintenance of their position in some other way. The

memorial then proceeds to rebuke in the severest way the

neglect of pastoral duty consequent on the non-observance

by bishops and priests of the duty of residence. " Through-

out the whole world," it says, with some exaggeration in-

deed,^ " almost all the shepherds have deserted their flocks

' Insisted upon by Kerker, R. Pole, 42, and Ehses, Kirchl.

Reformarbeiten, 397.
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and entrusted them to hirelings." This should be met by

censures and confiscation of stipend ; the absence of the

Cardinals from Curia ought also to be as much as possible

restricted. Not less sharp measure is dealt out to the

hindrances put in the way of the bishops in the adminis-

tration of their dioceses, especially in the exercise of their

punitive powers, by means of exemptions, presentation of

appeals to the Penitentiaria and Dataria, where immunity

could easily be procured, unfortunately often through

bribery.

The commission called for the most thorough regulation

of the monastic orders. All houses that had become

corrupt should be suffered to die out and then put in

possession of new and zealous monks. Preachers and

confessors must be carefully chosen by the heads of Orders

and only accepted after examination held before the

bishop. In future, convents of women must be subject to

the bishops, as their visitation by members of monastic

orders had led to scandals and sacrilege. For the rest, a

cancerous evil was touched upon which had contributed

not a little to the letting loose of the storm against the

Church in different countries : the venal exercise of spiritual

authority by Legates and nuncios, whereby the Holy See

was dishonoured and the people stirred to disaffection.

The bishops, especially those of Italy, were to keep sharper

watch over the public schools and the books in use in

them ; they were to prohibit public discussions on difficult

theological questions and to keep an eye on the publica-

tion of printed books.

The demand for the utmost possible restriction of

dispensations and other graces given through the Curia

was founded on the enumeration of a wliole series of

abuses. Mention was made in particular of the frequent

sale of dispensations Irom wearing the monastic dress, the
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misuse of contributions given to them for a good object by

collectors of alms, the lax dispensations given- in cases of

contract of marriage within the prohibited degrees, the

release from vows, and the absolution of simonists ;
confes-

sional letters and portable altars were seldom to be

allowed, and indulgences proclaimed only once a year in

the larger cities. In conclusion, the Pope was reminded

that, as Bishop of Rome, he was especially under the

obligation to care for the worthy observance of worship,

purity of morals, and the prosperity of the charitable in-

stitutions in his city ; for strangers were justly shocked at

the neglect of public worship even in St. Peter's, as well as

at the open immorality.

" We have," the memorial ends, " satisfied our consciences,

not without the greatest hope of seeing, under your pontifi-

cate, the Church 01 God restored to a fair and dovelike

purity and to inward unity, to the eternal glory of your

name. You have taken the name of Paul. We hope that

you will imitate his charity. He was chosen as an

instrument to carry Christ's name to the heathen
;
you,

we hope, have been chosen to revive in our hearts and

deeds that name long since forgotten among the heathen

and by us the clergy, to heal our sickness, to unite

Christ's sheep again in one fold, and to avert from our

heads the wrath and already threatening vengeance

of God."

Then follow the signatures of Cardinals Contarini,

Carafa, Sadoleto, and Pole, of Bishops Fregoso, Aleander,

and Giberti, of the Abbot Cortese and of Fra Tommaso
Badia.^ The unbiassed exposure of all abuses by these

' The sequence of the signatures denotes the ecclesiastical rank of

the members of the commission. The question as to the single or

plural authorship of the Consiliuiii is still undecided. A strange

impression is made by the anxiety of the different biographci* to secure
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noble men was an action deserving of the highest respect.

They could not have looked the defects of their own
Order so clearly in the face if they had not had a sound

co.'ifidence in the strength of their case. Thek- memorial

shows more than anything else that in Rome the first steps

towards reform had been taken in earnest. Without that

the process of dissolution would have gone on yet further,

the ulcer have permanently spread. The preliminary

this honour for their particular heroes. Caracciolo and BrOMATO
(II., II seq.) are for Carafa, Ballerini for Giberti (Op. Giberti, xxxii),

QuiRiNi (I., 370) and Zimmkrmann (120, n.) for Pole, while Dittrich,

'362 seq.) ascribes it to Contarini. The latter, however, admits imparti-

ally that the question is open to debate. For Carafa's decided share

in the composition we have not only Vergerio's testimony (SiXT,

Vergerio, 415, and Serapeum, XIX., 72 j, but also the *note "opera et

stilo J. P. Caraphae " on the copy of the Consilium among his papers

in the National Library at Naples (Cod. XIII., AA 74, n. 73). Still,

the question does not seem to me to be settled. I am inclined to agree

with Schweitzer (Rom. Quartalschrift, XXII., 135) that with the

material at our disposal it cannot be affirmed with certainty who had

the chief hand in the memorial, and more especially since certain ideas

and thoughts which are found in Carafa and Contarini were the

common property of all the participators in the work of reform.

Zimmermann (121, note) rightly calls attention to this; but he is

mistaken in appealing to Beccadelli on behalf of Pole's authorship, for

the former says in his Vita del Card. Pole (Beccadelli, Mon., I., 2,

241): " Fecero quesii signori deputaii con gli altri suoi colleghi una

santa riforma,'' and so on. I also cannot agree with Schweitzer {loc.

cit.) when he concludes from Aleanders report (Quellen und Forsch.,

VII., 261) that to three out of the midst of the deputation (Aleander,

Cortese, and Badia) fell the task of sketching out the memorial to

which afterwards Aleander gave the last touch of revision, for the nos

must refer to all the members of the commission, since it is further

said that the latter had not only composed {composuetimus) the "capita

reformationis" but also discussed {discusserimus) them. The cardinales

afterwards mentioned are not Contarini, Carafa, and Sadoleto, but the

other members of the Sacred College, not upon the commission, who

attended its sittings.
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condition for every cure, a thorough knowledge of the

disease itself, had been fulfilled ; the wounds had been

laid bare, and now the remedy could be applied.

The memorial was presented to the Pope on the 9th of

March 1537.^ This took place at a meeting of the reform

commission held on the second story of the Vatican in

the Camera di Papagallo, near the Chapel of Nicholas V.

Paul III. was present in person, and most of the Cardinals

took part.- Contarini read out the report and explained it

;

a special opinion of Sadoleto's was also presented, to which,

however, the rest of the commission had not agreed. On
a suggestion of Meander the Pope decided that a copy of

the memorial as signed by the nine members of the com-
mission, together with an extract from Sadoleto's separate

report, should be sent for examination to each Cardinal

;

at the same time he withdrew the previously imposed oath
of secrecy, but under a condition, proposed by Aleander,

that this important document should not be published

until it had undergone a final revision.^

Thus, pending the authoritative settlement of the text,

the way was left open to the deputation for further labours

1 For this, see the very valuable autograph draft by Aleander,
published by Friedensberg in Quellen und Forschungen, VII., 260
seq. From the same source we have been enabled above to give more
precise information as to the locale of the commission.

2 Campeggio was unable to be present on account of sickness. Of
the members of the commission no longer resident in Rome, were Pole,
Giberti, and Fregoso.

3 Cardinal Schonberg consequently was fully justified in sending the
memorial to a confidential friend in Germany, probably Cochlaus.
Thus there can be no question of a.iy secret transaction, as asserted by
Sleidan. Other suspicions adduced by Sleidan have also been refuted
by Ehses in Histor. Jahrb., XXX IX., 600 seq. The evidence here
brought forward, that Schonberg incurred no guilt by making the
memorial known in Germany, is fully confirmed in our remarks in/.' a,
p. 177.
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in which the opinions of the Cardinals might afterwards

receive consideration.^ But even without alteration the

draft corresponded perfectly in essentials with the object

for which the great reform commission had been summoned

by Paul III., namely, to draw up a programme for the

reform work of the Council appointed to assemble on the

23rd of May 1537.^ The fresh hindrances opposed to the

opening of the Synod in Mantua ^ were a heavy blow to the

Church, for a General Council was the only means capable

of coping with the gigantic task of reforming so huge an

organism. The remarkable character of the pioneer work

of the commission of nine, its suitability as a basis for a

general reform of Christendom, was recognized by the most

competent contemporary judges,* Their verdict has been

confirmed by history; for the great work on which the

Council of Trent, at its close in 1563, was able to look back,

had been anticipated and prepared for in all important

points by the memorial of 1 537, rightly named the " aureum

consilium."^ Only when this is considered can we realize

what a notable landmark in the Church's history is formed

by the commission of Paul III. and its recommendations.^

^ Nothing more is known of this. Contarini wrote his " Epistola de

potestate Pontificis in usu clavium" as an apologia against criticisms

adverse to the Consiliuni on the part of the Sacred College ; see

DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 374 seq.

-' It is the merit of Ehses (Kirchl. Reformarbeiten, 162) to have first

called attention to this point.

3 Cf. supra, p. 98 seq.

* See DiTTRICH, Contarini, 368, n. i, and Ehses, Kirchl. Reformar-

beiten, 161, n. I.

* So Ehses {loc. cit., 162) thinks, the most competent authority on

this transaction. The description " aureum consilium " originated

with Cardinal Quirini.

" " The appointment of this commission," says JUSTl (Michel-

angelo, 346), " was the signal for the spiritual movement which led to

the rehabilitation of the reputation of the Papacy."
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The impediments to the opening of the Council brought

the Pope face to face with the question whether the way to

comprehensive reforms might not be reached apart from

the Synod. He gave fresh evidence of his sincerity by

deciding- at once, without hesitation, that such a course

was possible. In the self-same consistory of April the 20th,

1537, in which the postponement of the General Council

until November was resolved upon, Paul III. severed the

question of reform from that of the now distant Synod

and placed it in the hands of four of the best, most-

learned, and most experienced Cardinals : Contarini, Carafa,

Simonetta, and Ghinucci.^ That this step raised high the

hopes of Contarini is clear from his letter to Pole of the

1 2th of May 1537. " The Pope," he says, " has begun the

work of reform, and the first step certainly has been taken

on his own initiative. We four, chosen on the commission,

shall not renounce our duty as Christian bishops. Almost

all the Cardinals are on the side of reform ; a change is

coming over the views of consistory
;
proposals are not

settled with nearly so much despatch as formerly ; canons

are cited, what may and what may not be done is carefully

weighed, so that I cherish— I will not say I form, for I have

never despaired—a great hope that our cause will prosper

from day to day. Much have I wished that you and

Cardinal Carpi were with us, in order that reform might

advance with greater speed." ^

The task committed to the new commission, again

presided over by Contarini, was at first wisely limited by

the Pope. Reform was to begin with the Dataria.^

Paul III. had already made an attempt to introduce

changes into this department by placing Giberti at its

' See Ehses, loc. cit., 164, and Histor. Jahrb., XXIX., 601 sea.

Cf. supra., Chap. II.

2 QuiRiNi, Epist. Poll, II., 32. » See ibid.
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head in place of Jacobazzi, made a Cardinal on the 22nd o<

December 1536. Giberti, however, declined;^ the Pope

thereupon sought to promote that eminent man, Barto-

lommeo Guidiccioni, but he also, being far advanced in

years, could not be persuaded to accept, so that at last

the post was given to Pietro Durante.^

The reform of the Dataria, which had already presented

itself to the clear sight of Adrian VI. ,'^ was exceptionally

difficult, because this tribunal, for the bestowal of graces,

dispensations, privileges, indults, and benefices reserved

for Papal patronage, brought into the Curia yearly not

less than 110,000 ducats, very nearly one half of the total

receipts.^

On the other hand, there was hardly any other point

in ecclesiastical administration over which such loud and

violent complaint and accusation against the Church in

general and the Roman Curia in particular was raised, as

over the constant and heavy demands for money accom-

' "S. S" ha voluto far datario 1' vescovo di Verona con molti preghi

et esso non ha mai accettato." *Report of F. Peregrino, dated

Rome, Dec. 22, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

2 The statements in MORONi (XIX., 134) are sometimes incorrect.

For amplification and confirmation of Schweitzer (Guidiccioni, 144

seg.) the following *report of F. Peregrino's, characteristic in other

respects as well, is of use. It is dated Rome, Jan. 6, 1537 : "S. S** ha

deputato per castellano di S. Angelo 1' vescovo di Camerino gi^ suo

mastro di casa, M. Francesco [correctly Bartolommeo] Guidiccione

Luchese, gik suo vicario a Parma, per datario, se esso vorrk accettar

r officio, perche fa molto 1' santo et 1' Chiettino et hora che h cardinale

fa [rk] 1' Chiattone" (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). The Bishop of

Camerino also seems to have declined his office (see BeniGNI, Miscell.

di Stor. eccl., V., 162, 166). The nomination of P. Durante took

place on Feb. 8, 1537; see the *Ietter of G. M. della Porta, dated

Rome, Feb. 9, 1537 (State Archives, Florence, Urb. 133).

3 See Vol. IX. of this work, 1 1 1 seq.

* See Soriano in Alberi, 2nd Series, III., 327.
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panying the grant of ecclesiastical graces or the transaction

of ecclesiastical business ; this was especially the case

with regard to the new tax icompositio) introduced by

Sixtus IV. and payable to the Dataria on presentation to

a benefice.^ The reform commission went into this matter

very thoroughly, calling in as aids to their deliberations

such learned specialists as Aleander and Badia.

A leading question in this matter was, to what extent

the Dataria, i.e. the Pope, could receive money for ecclesi-

astical graces without becoming guilty of simony. On this

point great differences of opinion arose ; all were agreed

that he who serves the altar ought also to be maintained by

those for whom he offers his ministrations ; but when the

question arose whether the Pope could enforce this duty

on the faithful, views were divided. The application of

punishments and excommunications seemed to some of

the commission to be violent and arbitrary : some other

method should be found which yet would not in any way
be contrary to divine and natural law. With regard to this

method, the great friends of reform, Contarini, Carafa,

Aleander, and Badia, were of opinion that the payment of

the tax should never be a condition of the bestowal of a

grace, and that on no occasion should it be required for

the preparation of the necessary documents. The scale of

charges for expenses and clerks' fees must be regulated

with great caution, so that there might be no appearance

of these sums being fixed in proportion to the value of

the grace by a simply automatic process, i.e, as if the pay-

ments made were to be regarded as a sort of quid pro quo.

It would be best of all to abolish such sources of income

altogether. The distinction drawn by the less stringent

reformers, Ghinucci, Simonetta, and Laurerio, the General

of the Servites, between the bestowal of the grace and the

* Cf. our remarks in Vol. IV. of this work, 420.
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preparation of its documentary forms, did not meet the

approval of the stricter party ; the taint of simoniacal

traffic remains if the grant of ecclesiastical property de-

pends on a corresponding payment of money, and is not

valid so long as this payment is withheld.^

During the deliberation anxiety was expressed lest the

total abolition of the couipositio might be made use of by

the Lutherans as a censure on former Popes. Contarini

and his friends did not attach importance to this. Nothing,

in their opinion, would blunt the edge of Protestant

invective more effectually than curial reform. " How,"

they further urged, " can we be so concerned for our good

name, and not gladly reform what has become dis-

ordered, thereby making our good name secure? In fact,

it was asking a good deal, to defend all transactions of the

entire Papacy." ^

' See Ehses in the Rom. Quartalschrift, XIV., 105 seq. Here is

(108 seq>) a copy of the original memorial (in the Secret Archives of the

Vatican) on the reform of the system of Papal graces, which DiTTRlCH

(Regesten, 279 seq) published from defective copies under the title

of "Consilium quatuor delectorum a Paulo III. super reformatione

Romanae Ecclesiae." In this important document, signed by Contarini,

Carafa, Aleander, and Badia, the stricter tendencies find expression
;

Contarini was its sole author, as EhseS {Joe. ctt., 107) shows. The more

lenient view is contained in the " Compositionum defcnsio" published

at the same time by Dittrich in the Index of the Braunsberg Lyceum,

1883, and reveals, as Ehses {loc. cit.., 104) has shown conclusively, the

authorship of Dionisio Laurerio, a fact confirmed by an Italian extract

in Cod. Barb. lat. 5362, f. 188 scq., of the Vatican Library, which also

names Laurerio as the author. To these must yet be added a

document from the Trivulzio Library in Milan, published by

Friedensburg in the Quellen und Forschungen, VII., 263 seq.^ in

which Contarini sums up the result of the deliberations, gives reasons

repeatedly for his strong opinions, but reserves a decision for further

consultation. y
* See ConsiL quatuor delect., loc. ctt., 118.
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At this moment a circumstance occurred which might

have had serious consequences. The report of 1537. in

spite of its confidential character, fell into unauthorized

hands, by whom, in the beginning of 1538, it was sent to the

printers. The exact truth concerning this breach of trust,

generally condemned in Rome, has never been known. As

all the Cardinals had copies of the document, it is probable

that some dishonest servant made a transcript of one and

sold it.^ According to the statement of a Mantuan agent,

the first issue appeared in Milan, a second in Rome.^ Of

the latter Morone procured a copy in Prague in March

1538, and at once expressed a fear that the Lutherans

would twist the document into a sense of their own.^

Nevertheless, the Governor of Rome did not take steps to

prevent the sale of this unauthorized publication until the

beginning of June, but in the meantime numerous copies

had been widely circulated.*

^ " Non si h mai," writes Ottaviano Lotti on Nov. 18, 1538, " potuto

sapere di comissione di chi siano stati stampati, se non che le copie

che S. S'* ne fece dare ai cardinal! lo causorno" (Luzio, V., Colonna,

46). Then, as at a later date, the Curia was often deficient with regard

to the safeguarding of secret business (cf. Nuntiaturberichte, III.,

157, 505 ; see also Rom. Quartalschrift, XXII., 138 seq., and t;i/ra,

n. 4, the passages from the *Ephem.).

2 See the reports of Plotis to Cardinal E. Gonzaga of June 3 and 24,

1538 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), now printed by Solmi, Fuga, 32.

In Rome the Consilium was printed by Bladus and Gotardus de Ponte.

Schweitzer (Rom. Quartalschrift, XXII.) has also called attention to

a copy issued at Cesena.

3 See Morone to Farnese, March 3, 1538, Nuntiaturberichte, II., 256.

* Plotis remarks in the letter ofJune 24, quoted jz//ra, n. 2 : "Ilgiorno

medesmo, che haveva mandato a V. S. 111. il consiglio stampato sopra

la reformatione de' preti fu dal Governatore inhibito al stampatore che

non se ne vendessi piu, ma a giuditio mio sono state le inhibitione

molto tarde, perch6 gi^ credo che n' havessi venduto una infinite et

oltra di questo intendo che prima era stato stampato a ^Tilano." C/.

VOL. XI. 12
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The German Lutherans did not let slip the opportunity

of making the most of the document for their own purposes

in unfair and odious ways. The good effect anticipated

with such certainty by the idealizing Contarini proved a

failure. Not even a lukewarm appreciation was accorded

to the merits of the memorial, which bears lasting testimony

to the insight and integrity of its originator.^ Rather there

was a repetition of the experience of Adrian VI., when with

his outspoken recognition of ecclesiastical abuses he turned

to the German nation. The Protestant reformers mis-

represented with malicious glee the confession of so many

faults and used it as a justification for their apostasy.

Johann Sturm of Strassburg, who published the memorial,

with a preface addressed to the Cardinals, exhorted the

latter to pursue the work of reform, since the worst had not

yet been disclosed ; they had only shown a few wounds on

the limbs without observing that the blood in the body of

the Church was vitiated—liver, heart, lungs, and kidneys

were attacked.

In strange contrast with certain flattering allusions to

some members of the commission, Contarini in particular,

which Sturm had dropped from his pen, was his reproach

that, while they had said nothing of the neglect of instruc-

tion in the pure Gospel, they had done this out of hate or

fear of the Pope and thereby had broken their oath.-

also the evidence in *Ephem. of the Cod. Vat., 6978, f. 142, whicli

hitherto has been overlooked: "1538 Mcnsc Julio proxime elapso

consilium delectorum cardinalium et aliorum praelatorum de refor-

manda ecclesia Paulo III. P. M.jiibente conscriptum et inconsiderate

exhibitum vero subinde delude proliibitum" (Vatican Library). The

controversy between Quirini and Schclhorn {cf. Lauchert in the

Studien aus dcm Benediklinerordcn, X.\I\'.. 24S seq. ; Dittrich,

Contarini, 372, n. 2) was lluis tinailv 1 losed.

1 See F. K. Kr.\us, F.ssa\s, I., 288.
'

^ DiTl RICH, Contarini, 369 seq.
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Luther went further still ; he published the memorial in

German, together with such scornful and injurious com-

ments that even his admirers tax him in this instance with

unfairness.^ He calls the authors "liars," "desperate rascals

reforming the Church with cajolery." Their reformation is

nothing, "since it reforms nobody." " Yet," he concludes,

"one must not curse, but pray that God's name be hallowed

and honoured, the Pope's name reviled and cursed together

with his god, the devil." ^ In all this there is not the

slightest understanding that a genuine spirit of reform was

active in Rome.*

Sturm in his letter to the Cardinals had reproached

Sadoleto in particular for repeatedly making false statements

in his works about the Protestants and condemning them

unread. Sadoleto refuted this in July 1538, regretting that

Sturm in his otherwise well-written letter should have dis-

figured it with insults and calumnies ; up till then he had

been under the impression that it was only a peculiarity of

Luther to burst out upon his opponents with clamour and

invective, but that other and more cultivated men scorned

such polemics.^

In Germany Cochlaus entered into the lists in defence

of the memorial. Contarini, who had read his work in

manuscript, praised the moderation with which he conducted

the controversy. His letter is evidence of the Cardinal's

magnanimous temper, but shows also that he was in-

sufficiently acquainted with Luther's teaching anr^ in

consequence judged it much too leniently,^

^ See Hase'S opinion, Kirchengeschichte, 471.

2 Walch, XVI., 2398.

3 See Moller-Kawerau, III., 3rd ed., and Herzog, Realenr/H.,

XV., 3rd ed., 34.

•* See DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 371, n. i.

^ Ibid., 373.
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In the question of the compositio Contarini never

slackened. He therefore at last addressed a report to the

Pope himself, in which he once more c^ave the grounds for

his strong opinion, and with his habitual candour declared

the root of the preposterous system of the Curia to lie

simply in the teaching of the extreme curialists that the

Pope had unlimited power in the disposal of patronage, and

in his jurisdictional authority, and might also traffic in them

for money without committing simony. In proportion to

the Cardinal's high estimate of the plenary power of the

Papacy was his emphatic warning against any misuse of

the same and his opposition to those who would have raised

it to the level of absolute and arbitrary dominion. It is

against the law of Christ, which is a law of freedom, he

insisted, that Christians should be subject to an absolute

and purely autocratic Pope. Without doubt the highest

power in the Church has been given to the Pope by

Christ, but it is a dominion of reason exercised over

men of free will. His commands, prohibitions, dispensa-

tions, must not be arbitrary but according to the rules

of reason, the Divine commandments, and charity, which

ever have regard to God and the good of all mankind.

After one more warning against the erroneous teaching

of the extreme curialists, whereby occasion had been given

to the Lutherans to write such books as the Babylonian

Captivity of the Church, Contarini thus sums up his argu-

ments: "Most Holy Father, Christ has bestowed upon

you the highest jurisdiction over Christian people, but

this power is a government by reason. May your Holi-

ness take heed not to swerve from this rule and not to

yield to the impotence of the will, which chooses evil,

and so fall into the slavery of sin. Avoiding this, you

will be the mightiest of potentates, because in the highest^

sense free ; and under such a rulership something, as
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it were, of the life of heaven will be brought down to

earth." ^

It speaks well for Paul III. that he accepted this out-

spoken utterance in the best spirit. Contarini, who had

well-nigh begun to despair, found this out as he accom-

panied the Pope on an expedition to Ostia on a fine

November day in 1 538. " On the road thither," he wrote to

Pole, " our good old Pope spoke to me privately about the

reform of the compositio. He said that he had with him

the little treatise I had written on the subject and had read

it in the morning hours." From the conversation that

followed Contarini plucked up spirit.'^ His hopes, now-

rising, now sinking,^ must have been quickened afresh by

the approval with which the memorial of 1537 was received

in Spain. Sepulveda fully acknowledged in a letter the

noble intentions of its author and believed himself justified

in now expecting that the Council would soon meet and

the abuses in the Church be done away.*

In September 1538 Sadoleto was recalled to Rome to

take part in the deliberations on reform.^ On the 5th of

October the consistorial minutes note, "The reform of

the Church in head and members was dealt with." *

^ Contarini, De potestate Pontificis in compositionibus, in Le Pl.at,

II., 608 seq. Cf. DiTTRlCH, loc. cii., 384 seq. For the curialist

theories, see Imbart de la Tour, Origines de la Reforme, II., Paris,

1909, 57 seq.

2 Cf. the letter to Pole of Nov. 11, 1538, in Qxtirini, Epist. Poll,

II., 141.

^ See N. Sernini's report in LUZIO, V. Colonna, 44.

* DiTTRiCH, loc. cit., 392.

6 Ibid., 389.

" Ehses, IV., 453. The progress of the consultations on reform is

given in Bianchetto's *letter of Oct. 28, 1538 (Secret Archives of the

Vatican), printed in Appendix No. 25.



CHAPTER IV.

Renewal of the College of Cardinals.

Reform Commissions.

On the 20th of December 1538 a fresh creation of

Cardinals took place.^ If political considerations pre-

dominated on this occasion,^ yet the nominees were men

of the highest character. The French party had an

addition to the ranks of their supporters in Robert de

Lenoncourt, Bishop of Chalons; the Imperialists the same

in the Dominican, Juan Alvarez de Toledo, Archbishop

of Burgos, a kindred spirit to Carafa, and in Pedro

Manriquez, Bishop of Cordova. Nevertheless, the Emperor,

for whose sake Paul III. had also on the iSth of October

1538 invested the Bishop of Compostella, Pietro Sarmiento,

with the sacred purple,^ was still dissatisfied ; for on the

20th of December, together with the above named, the

Scotsman, David Beaton, was nominated and he was

' See Acta Consist, in RavnalduS, i 538, n. 47, and in App. No. 26,

Blasius de Martinellis (Secret Archives of the Vatican, XII., 56). Cf.

CiACONlUS, III., 644 seq.\ Cardella, IV., 200 seq. For the above

transactions, see N. Arch. Veneto, VI. (1893), 236 seq.

^ Cf. the *Ephem. in Cod. Vat. 6978 of the Vatican Library.

3 In the *Bull of nomination dated Roniae 1538, XV. Cal. Nov., it

is expressly staled that the nomination was the result of Charles's

recommendation (*Contelorius, XI., 48, Secret Archives of the Vatican).

But another influence also at work was the marriage of Ottavio .

Farnesc with Margaret, the Emperor's daughter ; see N. Arch.

Veneto, \'I., 238.

182
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counted on the French side.^ Two others who were to

be named in the interests of France and Venice the

Pope reserved in petto. The first of these, Ippolito

d'Este, whose appointment on the 5th of March 1539^

followed on the final peace with the Duke of Ferrara,^

stood high in favour with Francis I. The second, pro-

claimed on the 24th of March 1539,* was Pietro Bembo.

His elevation excited much attention ;° it had been preceded

by a sharp contest. Many, especially Cardinals Quinoiies

and Carafa, took exception to the previously loose life of

this distinguished humanist.^ There was a further difficulty

that the Venetian Government had another candidate.

' See Nuntiaturbcrichte, III., 395, and N. Arch. Veneto, VI., 243.

Cf. Bellesheim, I., 33S seq.

^ See Acta Consist, in Consistorial Archives, Vatican. For Ippolito

d' Este, who was a great patron of art and antiquity, see Repert. fiir Kunst-

wissenschaft, VII., 3 seq., 7; Lanciani, Scavi, III., 186; Campori,

Gl' Intagliatori di stampe e gli Estensi 6 ; cf. also, besides the works

generally cited supra, p. 182, n. i, Pi:RiCAUD, Hipp, d' Este archev. de

Lyon, Lyon, 1865, and Bullet. Ital., I., Bordeaux, 1901, in seq

^ On Jan. 21, 1539 ; see N. Arch. Veneto, VI., 243.

* Nuntiaturbcrichte, III., 510, n.

* Bembo thanked the Pope for his intention on Dec. 28, 1538, and

again for its fulfilment (see Hembi Opera, III., 4, and IV., 232 seq.).

Casa and Beccadelli are quite wrong in saying that Bembo had not

made efforts to be made Cardinal : see MoRSOLiN, II cardinalato di

P. Bembo: Nozze Biadego-Bernardinelli, Verona, 1896, 2,0 seqq.

^ Ottaviano de Lotti *reports on Jan. 8, i 539, to Cardinal E. Gonzaga

:

"Si sta nel chiarire di quei doi Cardinal! che il papa si serbo nel

stomaco, delli quali V. S. R'"* deve essere meglio informato di me,

pur diro bene chel IScmbo ha de gran personaggi chel favoriscano,

ancora chel r™" Theatino facesse si mal utfitio contra di lui, il qual

intendo che gli fo fatto far da doi r°" Venetian!" (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua). Cf. also the two reports of N. Sernini in Giorn. Stor. di lett.

Ital., XXXVII., 208, n. i, and Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 543. For

Bembo and his life, see our inforniaiion in Vol. VIII. of this work,

191-196.
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The nuncio at Venice, who was invited to send in a report,

spoke strongly in favour of Bembo ; the other candidate

also had charges of former delinquencies against him; in

Bembo's case no anxiety on that score was now forth-

coming. Besides, this great man of letters had so many
good qualities that he had claims above all others.^ It was

decisive for the Pope that Cardinals Farnese, Carpi, and

Contarini himself supported Bembo's nomination.^ The

result showed that he was right, for Bembo had taken a

much more serious attitude, a change which naturally

only took place gradually.^ In honouring the old man of

sixty-nine, who, besides representing the golden age of

Leo X. was regarded as the prince of learning and

eloquence,* Paul III. won over the whole party of human-

ists, who still continued to influence public opinion in a

remarkable way. The Pope still remembered how much

harm Adrian VI. had done himself by his brusque treat-

ment of this coterie,* and if he pursued the opposite

course he certainly acted with far-seeing wisdom. The

way was paved for the humanists and literati of the

* See CapaSSO in N. Arch. Veneto, VI., 240 seq.^ where it is shown

that the Venetian Government observed a strictly passive position with

regard to Bembo.

* This is expressly stated by N. Semini in a letter of March 24, 1539,

in SOLMI, Fuga, 87-88. Farnese's influence on the nomination is

brought out by Giovio in his letter of congratulation to Bembo, Lett,

volg., III., 175 seq. ; see also Bembo's letter of thanks to Farnese in

Bembi Opera, III., 29-30.

3 See ClAN in Giorn. stor. d. lett. Ital, 439 seq. ; cf. Mazzuchelli,

II., 2, 767, and GOTHEIN, 117 seq. On his reception by the Curia,

Bembo wrote on Nov. 20, 1539 :
" lo sono stato ben veduto qui piu che

io non pensai," Lett. ined. di P. Bembo a G. B. Ramusio, Venezia,

1875, 26.

* See the characteristic entry in the otherwise dry .\cta Consist

Nuntiaturberichte, III., 510.

* See Vol. IX. of this work, 97 seq.^ 115, 116, .225 seq.
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Renaissance to pass over into the Church.^ Not merely in

Italy but in Germany also the bestowal of the purple on

the foremost champion of humanism met with general

approval among Catholics as well as Protestants.^

As the Rota, Cancelleria, Penitentiaria, and the Courts

of Justice had to be reformed together with the Dataria, in

the spring of 1539 the members of the commission of four

were increased to eight. They now consisted of Cardinals

Cupis, Campeggio, Ghinucci, Simonetta, Contarini, Carafa,

Cesarini, and Ridolfi. The reform of each department

was assigned to two Cardinals apiece ; thus Contarini

and Carafa undertook the Penitentiaria, Ghinucci and Cupis

the Courts of Justice. The results of these four special

commissions were afterwards to be dealt with in a general

meeting of all the members.^

The Pope, who from the beginning had stimulated the

reform commission to the most zealous activity,^ put on still

further pressure in a consistory of the 5th of March 1539,

in view of the Council.^ Immediately afterwards he called

the members of the commission to him and bade them

make serious efforts towards the reform of the compositio
;

however embarrassing to him a diminution of his revenues

might be, he was determined that the work of reform should

proceed. The commission again met to deliberate, but were

unable to come to any decision. As the agent of Cardinal

* See Kerker, Kirchliche Reform, 40 seq. Aretino's flattering

letter to Paul III. in praise of Bembo's nomination (Lett d. Aretino,

I. [1609], 67 seq.) is wrongly dated in this edition: April i, 1538,

instead of 1539.

* See Aleander's report in Nuntiaturberichte, IV., 15.

^ This important new information I took from N. Sernini's letter of

March 19, 1539 ; see infra, p. 186, n. i.

* See Contarini's letter of July 23, 1537, in DiTTRlCH, Regesten, 278.

* N. Sernini also reports this in a *letter to Cardinal E. Gonzaga on

March 14, 1539, Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.
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Gonzaga was informed, Contarini, although Carafa himself

no longer i^a\e him his support, stood out unflinchingly

for the absolute inadmissibility of the conipositio. The

general feeling was such that it was thought that at least

two-thirds of the tax must go. "The poor Penitentiaria

also," relates the above-named writer, " is undergoing a

fierce attack. No one knows whence these changes come,

and the most diverse views are expressed. Many think that

the Pope has secret intelligence of a reconciliation between

Charles V. and Francis I., whereby the Council will be

brought about, and deems it better that the Curia should

have reformed itself beforehand."^

' See the important letter of N. Sernini to Cardinal E. Gonzaga,

dated Rome, March 19, 1539: Li deputati sono otto cardinali Trani

Campeggio, Ghinucci, Siinonetta, Contarino, Chieti, Cesarino et

Ridolfi, li quali si adunorono venardi passato nella stanza, dove si fa il

consistorio, et N. S. gli niando a chiamarc, decendogli in sustantia

ch' essi sapevono come sempre haveva desiderate che si facesse la

riformatione et al presente lo desiderava piu che mai, pero voleva

senza alcun rispetto si assettassono prima le compositioni del datario,

et fece dimandare il datario commettcndogli che facesse quanto da

lore S. r'"" gli fosse ordinate, le cui conscientie incaricava et bene diceva

liberamente fuor di denti, accio sapessono qua! fusse 1' animo suo, et

ancora che conoscessc che per sostenere il grado della sede apostolica

nel modo che si conviene vi fusse assai male il mode, non di mcno

per questo non voleva restare che non si facesse questa sant' opera, et

con questa commissione si partirono da lei. Si sono puoi ridunati una

sol volta ; sono venuti a qualche particulari, ma non per6 a nissuna

riselutione, et per quanto intendo tutti procedeno assai ritorosamente,

ma sopra tutti Contarino, il quale dice, che il papa come papa non pu6

far cesa alcuna per dinari, et a questa parte Chieti non gli consente

allegando metteragioni in centrarie; Simonetta et Ghinucci procedone

con piii rispetto, il che nen fanno gli altri. Ridolfi non vi s'd ancora

truevalo, Cesarino et Campeggio \ accostono assai a Chieti, di modo

che si fa giuditio, che alnieno li dui terzi dellc compositioni se levcranno,

che sono gli regressi, riscrvationi di frutti, coadiutorie et dispense di

matrmionii. Oiirsti medesimi hanno da riformare la Ruola, la
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Unfortunately the members of the commission could

arrive at no agreement on the admissibility of the ami-

positio. In view of their divisions the Pope shrank from

giving a decision,^ all the more so because if the tax were

repealed some equivalent would have to be found unless

the finances were to become utterly bankrupt. One of

the greatest difficulties of the work of reform, as the

Venetian ambassador Soriano had perceived in 1535, lay

in the fact that the removal of abuses was equivalent to

robbing the Pope of his means of subsistence.^ A further

difficulty arose from the circumstance that many flaws

in the curial system acted as counter-checks on each

other.

Cancelleria, il Sommista, la Penitentieria, li tribunal! che amministrono

giustitia, et infra di loro rev°" hanno partite questa cure, dandone carico

a dui d'esse, come dire a Contarino et Chieti h tocca la Penitentieria,

a Ghinucci et Trani gli tribunali, et cosi d' in mano in mano ; et li dui

hanno da riferire a gl' altri, et tutti insieme puoi risolvere in quel miglior

modo che li dettark la lor conscientia et che vorra il dovere. Certo e che

la povera madonna Penitentieria sta a male mani et sotto a barbieri

che 1' escusaranno pelerella. Venerdi che viene s'hanno a ritruovare un

altra volta insieme. lo non manchero di scriverne tutto quello che

uitendaro et che saro atto a capire col mio poco ingegno. Non si sa

indivinare dove proceda in un tratto tanta mutatione, et ognuino dis-

corre come gli piace ; molti pensono che S. S** habbia qualche aviso

che altri non sappia, et che pensi accordandose il re et 1' Imperatore

che si potrebbe fare il concilio, et pero h. meglio truovarse per se stessa

riformata. L' abocamento ancora che si dice che faranno li detti due

principii \sic\ insieme, fa dubitare assai, di modo che per ogni rispetto

e a propositi! ripararvi per virtu et non forzatamente (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua). SOLMi published the foregoing in the Bullett.

Senese, XV., 35, in his article " La fuga di Ochino," but very incor-

rectly, so that the above version, collated with the original by A. Luzio,

may be welcome.

^ Cf. Carafa's testimony in Ancel, Paul IV. et le Concile, Louvain,

1907, 18, n. I.

2 See Albert, 2nd Series, III., 315 ; cf. also Ribikr, L, 504.
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While the reorganization of the Dataria was left unsettled,

the deliberations on the reform of the other departments

were being pushed forward. The commission, as even the

enemies of Paul III. had to admit, worked assiduously.^

The year 1539 was devoted principally to further inquiries

and investigations, carried on as far as possible in secrecy,^

as a precaution against fresh Lutheran attacks. How little

encouragement was given in some quarters is shown from

an entry in the diary of Blasius de Martinellis, the Papal

Master of Ceremonies. In April 1539 he writes: "To-

day, while I was ill, Cardinals Carafa and Contarini, as

reformers of the curial offices, began to fall foul of the

Masters of Ceremonies, as if the latter received exorbitant

pay and were guilty of all manner of arrogant pretensions.

But after they had been informed what the rights of the

Masters of Ceremonies were and how little remuneration

they got for their extensive services to the Pope and the

Cardinals, they were silent and pressed their inquiries no

further."'^

In the College of Cardinals a conflict very soon

arose between the strong party of reform and the more

opportunist section. Cardinal Carafa, who had rightly

condemned in the strongest terms the abuse of a Cardinal

holding a plurality of bishoprics, found a special opponent

in Campeggio.* On this important point Carafa was

supported by Contarini, Pole, and Quinones. When, in

1537, a third bishopric, that of Narni, was about to be

' See report of Lotti of March 18, 1539, in SOLMi, Fuga, 37.

* Nuntiaturberichte, III., 505.

' See Ehses, Kirchl. Reformarbciten, 165.

* With more detail than Bragadino (in de Leva,. III., 385, n. i), but

certainly not in agreement with Carafa, F. Peregrine reports on this in

a ^letter of Jan. 29, 1537 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua); see Appendix

No. 20.
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bestowed on Cardinal Sforza Santafiora, already holding

two, the above named rose in open opposition. It is

deserving of notice that Paul III., in spite of all other

weaknesses for members of his family, decided on this

occasion in accordance with the views of the stricter

Cardinals.^ It was also another satisfactory sign of the

times that a beginning was made to limit the bestowal of

monasteries in commendam^ and that the character of

nominees to bishoprics was made matter of examination.^

It is still further significant of Paul III.'s good-will that he
was ready to accept information and advice on the subject

of Church reform from lay persons such as Vittoria

Colonna and Camillo Orsini, even when their language was
dou^nright and outspoken.*

With regard to the introduction of distinguished men
into the Curia, so incessantly urged by Contarini^ as the

best means of forwarding reform, the Pope remained of

the same opinion as before. But here he met with an

opposition among the very best men, which shows perhaps
more clearly than anything else what difficulties were
linked with the reforming movement. He was thus un-

successful in drawing Giberti into the Curia; however
urgently the Pope might represent to him that the services

he could render at Rome to the Church at large were of

more importance than his reforming activity in his own

' This fact, hitherto unknown, I took from G. M. della Porta's

*report from Rome, Dec. 14, 1537 (State Archives, Florence, Urb.

133)-

2 Ehses, IV,, 453, n. 2.

3 A specimen in Studi Storici, XVL, 250.

< See QUIRINI, Epist. Poli, II., 123 seq.. and Imago, 62 seq.;

DITTRICH, Contarini, 395 ; Tacchi Venturi, V. Colonna in the

Studi e doc, XXII., 178.

fi See Beccadeili, Vita di Contarini, c. 13.
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diocese, Giberti succeeded with equal insistency in prov-

ing to Paul, through his friends Contarini and Pole, that

his continued presence in Verona was indispensable, and

the Pope therefore gave him permission to remain.^ On
the other hand, a fresh attempt to capture Bartolommeo

Guidiccioni for the work in Rome did not miscarry. The
Pope at first renewed to him his offer of the Dataria in

June 1539, but Guidiccioni again declined.^ When, how-

ever, the Papal Vicar-General, Pietro Capizucchi, died in

August, Paul III. refused to take any more excuses from

the aged Guidiccioni, and he was obliged to accept this

important post.^ It was soon rumoured that he was

destined for the purple ; the confirmation of this report

came more rapidly than was expected.

As early as the second half of October 1539 it was

understood that a creation of Cardinals would take place

at Christmas,* but it was not until the beginning of

December that decisive negotiations began -^ On this

occasion they were more difficult than ever, for not merely

the great numbers but also the qualifications of several of

the candidates roused objection.^ At last, in a consistor\'

held on the 19th of December, the nomination of the follow-

' See Ehses, IV., 189 sei/.

- Cf. Niccolini's *letter to Cosimo de' Medici, dated Rome, July 12,

1539 (State Archives, Florence, Med. 3262).

3 Schweitzer, Guidiccioni, 153 seq.

* See F. Peregrine's *report, Oct. 18, 1539 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).

^ Bracci's *report to Cosimo de' Medici, dated Rome, Dec. 8, 1539

(State Archives, Florence, Med. 3262).

•^ See in Appendix, Nos. 28 and 29, the ^reports of N. Servini of

\ycc. 18, 19, 1539, in Gonzaga Archives, Mantua; cf. also the

^reports of Bracci of Dec. 18, 19, 20, in State Archives, Florence,

and Blisius de Martinellis in his "'Diarium, Secret Archives of the

Vatican.
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iiig twelve was agreed to :
^—Fcdengo Fregoso, Bishop of

Gubbio ; Pierre de la Baume, expelled from his bishopric

of Geneva by the reformers : Antoine Sanguin, Bishop of

Orleans
; Uberto Gambara, repeatedly a nuncio, and since

1528 Bishop of Tortona ; Ascanio Parisani, Treasurer-

General and Bishop of Rimini ; Pier i^aolo Parisio, a

distinguished jurist, and Uditore della Camera; Marcello

Cervini, private secretary to Cardinal Alessandro Farnese

;

Bartolommeo Guidiccioni ; Dionisio Laurerio, General of

the Servites, and a noted theologian ; Errigo Borgia, titular

Bishop of Squillace
;
Jacopo Savelli, and one more reserved

in petto?

The objections to Savelli were so far justified, as he was

only sixteen years old, but otherwise good hopes had been

formed concerning him.^ Of the strong exception taken

' See Acta Consist, in Rayn.aldus, 1539, n. 38; cf. Cl aconiur.

III., bboseq.^ and Cardella, IV., 216 seq., who, however, is wrong in

placing the creation on Dec. 12. For A. Parisani, see Garampi, App.

255 seq. ; ibid., 258, for Parisio (died 1546) ; see also Marini, Lettera,

29 and 120, and Forcella, IX., 159. For Guidiccioni, see

Schweitzer, Ioc. cit., 155 seq. E. Borgia, nominated out of gratitude

to Alexander VI. (brief of Dec. 19, 1539, Min. brev., vol. 15, n. 1264,

in Secret Archives of the Vatican), died on Sept. 16, 1540 (not 1539, as

in the monumental inscription in Forcella, VI., 69), amid general

regret; see Antella's *report to Cosimo de' Metlici, Sept. 18, 1540, in

State Archives, Florence. For U. Gambara, cf. references in index

to Vols. IX. and X. of this work and Appendix No. 50 in Vol. IX., as

well as Garampi, App. 252 seq. ; Giordani, Della venuta in Bologna

di Clemente VII., Bologna, 1842, App. 5, and F. Odorici, II Card.

U. Gambara di Brescia, 1487-1549, Brescia, 1856 (only thirty copies

printed). His sister, the pious poetess Veronica Gambara {cf.

Flamini, 197, 548), celebrated Paul III. in several poems published

in BiGl, Matilda e Veronica Gambara, Mantua, 1859, 58 seq. ; cf.

Giorn. stor. d. lett. Ital., XIV., 444 se^j.

' Miguel de Silva, a Portuguese, first juiblioly announced on Dec.

2, 1 54 1 ; see *Acta Consist. (Consistorinl Achives of the Vatican).

^ See *Cod. Vat., 7248, f. 147 (Vatican Libr.iry).
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to Gambara, Paul III. remarked that this candidate had

now changed the tenor of his life.^ Gambara's active

supporters had been the Emperor,^ Pier Luigi, and in

particular Costanza Farnese.^ To the powerful influence

of the latter Parisani also was indebted for the red hat>

With the exception of the above-named three, all the rest

were distinguished men and personalities from whom the

Catholic world might expect the best ; this could be said

especially of the learned Dionisio Laurerio, of Bartolommeo

Guidiccioni,^ and of the indefatigable workers after high

ideals, Marcello Cervini and Federigo Fregoso. The

latter, a scion of a noble Genoese house, had declined in

1533 the Archbishopric of Salerno and retired to Gubbio,

where he lived entirely for his diocese. Fregoso was not

only an ardent reformer, but a sound scholar, being

* N. Sernini thus reports to Cardinal E. Gonzaga in a *letter of

Dec. 24, 1539, in which, at the same time, he says that Cardinal

Trivulzio had opposed Gambara strongly, as well as all the new

Cardinals (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

2 See Bracci's *report to Cosimo de' Medici, Dec. 21, 1539 (State

Archives, Florence, Med. 3262).

^ As early as Feb. 24, 1539, N. Sernini informs Cardinal E. Gonzaga :

*Intendo che 11 S. Pier Luigi et la S''' Costanza hanno data grandissima

battaglia a N. S. accio che facesse cardinale 1' abbate di Farfa et il

Gambara (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

* See Massarelli, Diarium, ed. Merkle, I., 195, who gives a bad

account of Costanza's traffic in livings. Of her great influence over her

father there is repeated mention in the envoy's correspondence ; cf.

G. M. della Porta's *letters of Nov. 18 and 26, 1536 (State Archives,

Florence, Urb.), and *F. Peregrino of Oct. 4, 1539. *Aurelio Manni

Ugolini advises the Siennese on May 28, 1544, to apply to Costanza,

"della quale nissuna persona dicono potere piu disporre di S. S''^"

(State Archives, Siena).

* Cesare de' Nobilibus calls him the "Gloria et honor" of Lucca in

a *]etter dated Rome, Dec. 13, 1539, in which he says his "integrity, ^

exemplar vita et dottrina cattolica" were well known in Rome (State

Archives, Lucca).
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eminent as an Orientalist ; as a father of the poor he was

beloved by all.^ In 1536 he had already refused the

Cardinalate,^ and on this occasion also the nomination was

sorely against his wishes.^

Although the reform commission throughout the year

1539 had pursued their labours with determination, and

the question of general reform had been discussed in a

general congregation,* the spring of 1540 came round

without any conclusive results having been reached.^ This

was all the more distressing to Paul III. since his nuncios

abroad were also pressing ^ for an acceleration of the

labours now so long retarded in consequence of the silent,

unswerving, and persevering opposition of those whose

interest it was to maintain the status quo. At last the Pope

took energetic action in person ; the consistorial minutes

for the 2 1st of April 1540 report that " His Holiness gave

1 Cf. TiRABOSCHi, VII., 2, 358 ; Belluzzi, 179 ; Cantu, Erctici, I.,

419 ; BONGI, Annali di Giolito, I., xxxix seq.^ 34 seq.

2 See Raynaldus, 1536, n. 49; Pariseti Epist., I., 6, and *letter of

F. Peregrino, Dec. 22, 1536: " L' arcivescovo di Salerno non ha

voluto accettar 1' capello allegando tal digniti non esser la salvatione de

1' anima sua " (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

' QuiRINi, III., cclxxiv. Fregoso died on July 22, 1541, This

distinguished man, whose funeral oration was pronounced by Sadoleto

(in ClACONlus, III., 661), deserves a monograph. His tomb is to be

seen in the Cathedral of Gubbio.

* Ehses, IV., 453. Cf. also DiTTRiCH, Nuntiaturberichte Morones,

92, n. I, and Bromato, II., 37 seq. The Mantuan Envoy reported on

Aug. 6, 1539 :
*" Qui s' attende continuamente a fare congregationi per

reformare le cose della chiesa," but no decision had yet been reached

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). Cf. also Sernini's report of Sept. 26,

1539, in SOLMI, Fuga, n seq.

' If the reports given by SOLMi {loc. ctt., 38 seq.) are to be trusted,

much time was lost over side issues.

8 Cf Morone's letter of April 18, 1540, in Laemmer, Mon. Vat.,

260.
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orders that the matter of curial and official reform should

be wound up, i.e. put into practical execution." ^

This success of the reforming party was the signal for

their opponents to make new and vigorous attacks on the

advocates of radical change. Previous to the Papal decision

everything that could possibly be done in the way of

opposition had been done. The curial ofificials who gained

great personal advantages from the abuses, and all whose

existence depended on the curia, formed themselves from

motives of self-interest into a weighty and compact body

of resistance to all attempts at thorough-going reform.

It was not, by a long way, the worst attempt from this

quarter to depreciate reform when the latter was represented

as merely superficial, and it was roundly asserted that the

old system would nevertheless go on just as before.^ Many

went so far as to ridicule or revile ^ the high-minded

purposes of the reform party, the '^ Chietini," as all the

serious-minded men in Rome were called, by a play on the

name " Theatine." After the Pope's decision calumnies of

the lowest kind were circulated in order especially to

damage Carafa's moral character. Just as at an earlier

1 Ehses, IV., 454.

2 Cf. the jesting remark of the French ambassador Monluc in

RiBlER, I., 503, and especially a *report of Vincenzo da Gatico to the

Duke of Mantua, dated Rome, Feb. 21, 1540, in which he writes : . . .

" In questi d\ si sono fatte alcuni congregationi per ritrovare denari per

quanto intendo et per riformare le cose di questi preti ; nel primo

negotio credo che senza dubbio si trovark partito, nel secondo che la

riforma non si stenden\ piu avanti che di non lasciargli portare le

scarpe di velluto et similia" (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

^ Cf. \n App. No. 20 the *report of F. Percgrino of Jan. 29, 1537

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). For the Chietini., see G.\SP.\RV, Gesch.

der Ital. Lit, II., 478, 590 seq.., and our remarks. Vol. X. of this

work, 412. For the suspicions, cf. the ^letter of G. M. della Porta of^.

Nov. 22, 1 537 : "Trani spera col suo far 1' ecclesiastico arrivar al papalo

et il Gamb.ira al capello" (State .Archives, Florence, Urb. 133).
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date Adrian VI. had been exposed to such attacks, so

now the Cardinal of Chieti was assailed with groundless

charges of immorality.^

Even those who acknowledged that the Pope had been

successful in his proceedings against the misgovernment of

the Curia were yet enraged that a time of scarcity had been

chosen as the exact moment to carry out reforms by which

the incomes of the officials were bound to be curtailed.^

So narrow-minded a standpoint, keeping only personal

interests in view, was self-condemned
;
yet even among

some of the Cardinals this opinion was upheld. Thus, in

dealing with reforms in the Penitentiaria, Contarini and

Carafa had to encounter the most violent opposition from

Antonio Pucci, the Grand Penitentiary.^ Important, how-

ever, as the difficulties were, even in this instance Contarini

did not despair as long as he felt convinced of the Pope's

good intentions. Moreover, he was certainly correct in

holding to the view that abuses forbidden to the Peni-

* See Vincenzo da Gatico's *letter of May 4, 1540, filled with scorn

and hatred of the "santo Cardinale di Chieti" (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua). The lascivious tone of this letter shows on whose side the

immorality lay. Navagero bears witness to the consistent purity of

Carafa's life. Alb^RI, 2nd Series, III., 380.

- F. Peregrino makes use of this point of view in a very characteristic

^letter of Feb. 20, 1 540 (see App. No. 30), which must certainly belong to

March 20 :
" S. S'" attende alia reformatione di tutti li officii della corte

et tribunali et fa correggier molte insolencie, perch^ in veritk si facevano

de molte extorsione contra del dovere et le cose erano ridotte che

andavano a chi posseva piu robbare ; hora saranno corretti et non

faranno piu tanto " (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

3 " Siamo molto avanti nella riformatione, alia quale mi pare che N. S.

li atendi da dovero. Mens di Chieti et io havemo il cargo della

penitenciaria et combatiamo con Mons. di S. Quattro," wrote Contarini

on April 10, 1540, to Cardinal E. Gonzaga (N. Arch. Veneto, VII.

(1904), 263). Cf. also the letter of April j8, 1540, in the Quellen und

Forschungen, II., 204 seq.
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tentiaria must also be forbidden in other departments,

especially in the Dataria. Here again Paul III. was on

his side.i An important step towards the reform of the

Courts of Justice was the nomination on the 17th of

February 1540 of Cardinal Guidiccioni as Prefect of the

Segnatura.^

Aleander, writing to Morone on the 27th of April 1540,

says :
" The work of reform goes on busily from day to day.

To-day a general meeting took place in the apartments of

Cardinal Cupis, the Dean of the Sacred College." Aleander

regretted that he was prevented from taking part, as there

was a prospect of a sharp discussion with Cardinal Pucci.

The Pope had given orders that Aleander, in spite of his

impaired health, was to listen to the reports of all the

deputies, Aleander thought that the difficulties raised by

the many interested parties would certainly be very great,

but notwithstanding this a successful issue might, with

God's help, be hoped for since the Pope was thoroughly in

earnest.^ Even one so unfriendly to Paul III. as Cardinal

' Cf. Contarini's letters to Cardinal E. Gonzaga of April 18 and

May 5, 1540, in N. Arch. Veneto, VII., 268-270.

2 See Schweitzer, Guidiccioni, 189.

3 *De publicis non ho che scriver' altro, se non che ogni di battiamo

suir ancugine della reformatione, et hoggi e fatta congregatione de tutti

li deputati in casa del R""" de Trani decano, nella qual non ho potuto

andar per essere stato occupato nelle cose del Palazzo, e mi duole,

perch^ si dovea far un gran conflitto co '1 r™° Penitentiere, et ancor che

al mio arrivar qua fussero gik fatti molti deputati per diversi punti della

reformatione, et ch' io desideri et habbi grande bisogno di reposarme

alquanto, nondimeno N. S. ha voluta, ch' io mi trovi alle relatione di

tutte le deputationi, il che h a me molto grave, non per la cosa in se,

la qual e buona e pia, ma per trovarmi tanto fiacho, ch' ogni piccol

moto a diverse parti mi h de incrcdibil molestia a comportarlo.

Tuttavia ogni fatiga mi pareri iocunda, purchi^ questa cosa habbi buon

successo. 11 che ancora che pari difficillimo per tanti interessati, i

quali stridcno al cielo, nondimeno k per6 impossibile, attenta la ottima
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Ercole Gonzaga had to admit that reform was making

progress.^ The Grand Penitentiary, Pucci, made no con-

cealment of his opposition, and when the decisions of the

reform commissioners were laid before the consistory, he

defended his case so ably that several Cardinals were

brought over to his side. Pucci was loud in his complaints

against Contarini for his peevish appeals to his conscience.-

If the matter, in spite of Pucci's opposition, was pursued

further, it was not merely owing to Contarini's determina-

tion but to the intervention of Paul III. as well. The

consistorial minutes for the 6th of August 1 540 report

:

"The reform of the Penitentiaria was despatched and

settled." 3

We have no more precise information as to the manner

in which the reform of the Apostolic Camera and the

tribunals of the city of Rome was carried out by the

commission of Cardinals. On the other hand, it is made
clear from a series of documents how the process was

effected in the Apostolic Chancery. There was first an

inquiry comprising all officials, from the Vice-Chancellor

down to his lowest subordinates ; the commission then

examined in retrospect the original institution of the various

offices, the regulations of earlier Popes and of the Lateran

Council, and afterwards drew up new statutes of reform

with a discreet regard for the altered conditions of the

time. In the Chancery sweeping changes were made,

volunta di N. S. et la speranza de 1' adiuto de Dio. Aleander to

Morone, dated Rome, April 27, 1540. Nunz. Germ., 58, f. io8''-io9'>

(Secret Archives of the Vatican).

' Letter of May 20, 1540, to Contarini, Qiiellen und Forschungen,

II., 208.

^ See Plotis to Cardinal E. Gonzaga, July 14, 1540, in N Arch

Veneto, XIII. (1907), 10-12.

3 Ehses, IV., 454.
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especially where the illegal increase of rate in many taxes

was concerned. The three other commissions certainly

acted in like manner.^ On the 27th of August 1 540 a con-

sistory was held in which the Pope confirmed the resolutions

presented by the four commissions of reform, and in order

to supervise their execution appointed yet a third Cardinal

to each commission. The reform deputations were thus

raised from eight to twelve members. For the Peniten-

tiaria, accordingly, Contarini, Carafa, and Laurerio were

appointed ; for the Apostolic chamber, Cupis, Ghinucci, and

Pole ; for the Rota, Cesarini, del Monte, and Guidiccioni

;

for the Chancery, Grimani, Aleander, and Ridolfi.^

The task entrusted to these commissions consisted not

merely in enforcing the general principles of reform in

their several departments, but much more in giving

practical effect to these principles, by organizing special

reforms and taking measures to remove abuses accord-

ing to the exigencies of each particular case. In this

connection the annalist of the city of Rome reports on

the 13th of December 1540: "In the Chancery court

certain resolutions were announced abolishing abuses in

the Roman Curia, especially in relation to the payment

of monies."^

It very often happens that a man of eminent reputation

succeeds in carrying out practical changes where the best

legislative enactments fail. Paul III. may well have had

this in mind when he resolved to make rearrangements in

the staff of the Dataria. On the 21st of February 1541 the

Datary, Vincenzo Durante, who had succeeded his uncle in

1 Cf. Ehses, Kirchl. Reformarbeiten, 167 seq.

2 Ehsks, IV., 454.

3 See Ehses, loc. cit.^ 167, and IV., 454. The publication of the

Reform decrees in the Chancery followed on Dec. 18, 1540; see

Miscell. Arm., 12, t. 58, f. 361 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).
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that office, was relieved of his post and the former Treasurer,

Girolamo Capodiferro, appointed in his stead.^

It must not be inferred from the Pope's energetic action

in this particular instance that he was, on the question of

reform in general, too precipitate in his measures ; on the

contrary, he displayed herein also great wisdom and cir-

cumspection. Before the directions of the commission of

Cardinals became law he issued a Bull giving an oppor-

tunity for all who came within the scope of reform to ex-

press their opinions. The fullest use was made of this

permission
; the Chancery officials in particular sought by

counter-representations to avert any diminution of their

incomes drawn from taxation ; unfortunately we are not in

possession of information as to how far they were success-

ful.2 In the same way the progress of the work of reform

has been but scantily reported ; the question of indulgences

was, in particular, a cause of very great difficulty .^

The business continued to be transacted privately under
the presidency of Cardinal Cupis. It was a disadvantage

that Contarini, appointed Legate to the Diet of Ratisbon,

had to leave Rome on the 28th of January 1541. As
Carafa was also kept away from the sittings through

illness, the commission in February 1541 was reduced to

ten members,* and in the summer death removed two of

the most eminent, Ghinucci and Fregoso.^ If, in spite of

these misfortunes, tangible results were attainable towards

» Ehses, IV., 454.

- Ibid., loc. cit., 169 seq.

^ C/.N. Sernini's*report to Cardinal E. Gonzaga, dated Rome, Feb. i,

1 541 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

* See N. Sernini, as cited in preceding note.

* Ghinucci died, according to GuaUerius (*Diarium, XII., 58, Secret

Archives of the Vatican), on July 3, 1541 : he is here described as
" magnae vir auctoritatis singularisque prudentiae et ingenii." Fregoso
died on July 22, 1 541.
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the close of the year, this was due primarily tO' the energy

of Paul III. It was he who, on the 2ist of November

1 541, reinforced the commission by the appointment of

the Cardinal-Dean, the senior Cardinal-Priest and Cardinal-

Deacon, strengthened by expert assistance from the official

class.^

In autumn of 1 541 the Pope had approached yet another

matter : this was the reform of the pulpit, which in Italy as

well as in other countries exhibited grave deterioration.

Cardinals Contarini and Aleander were therefore enjoined

to draw up written rules and instructions for preachers.

This was the origin of Contarini's Instructio on preaching,

in which special suggestions are given for dealing with the

most disputed points in the Protestant controversy, with a

warning to avoid above all things unintelligible subtleties

and to adapt the teaching of the pulpit to the mental

capacities of the hearers.^

In the following year the commission suffered excep-

tionally heavy losses. Aleander died on February the ist,

and soon afterwards Cesarini.^ In August, Contarini passed

away, and Laurerio in September.* To compensate for

» Ehses, IV., 455.

* See DiTTRiCH, Regesten, 385, and Contarini, 791 seq.; cf. also

Chap. IV., infra, 508.

* On Aleander's death Gualterius remarks {loc. cii.) : *Multiplicis

doctrinae et plurium linguarum peritissimus, ex cujus ammisione curia

et senatus magnam jacturam passus est. For Aleander's will, see

ROCCO, Aleandro, 78 seq., and Rev. d. Bibl., II., 51 seq. Cesarini died,

according to Gualterius, on Feb. 14, 1542. The Florentine envoy

Serristori, announcing Aleander's decease on Feb. 2, 1542, dwells on the

sorrow and loss of the Imperialists : *quali resteranno con pochi

cardinali se di nuovo non ne sono provisti perch^ credo che ci sari per

pocho tempo del Rev. Cesarino et S. Marcello [Laurerio]. State

Archives, Florence, f. 3264.

* For Laurerio, cf. Ciaconius, III., 972.
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such men Juan Alvarez de Toledo, Cardinal of Burgos,

Sadoleto, and Parisio entered the commission.^

To fill up the gaps in the ranks of the Sacred College,

on the 2nd of June 1542 Paul III. made nominations which

had been expected by many as far back as the previous

Christmas,^ That the Pope on this occasion again asserted

the mastery of his will, shows the independence and vigour

with which he encountered the Cardinals ; for never before

had the opposition to his nominees been so strong. In a

consistory of the 31st of May 1542 all the Cardinals, with the

exception of two, declared themselves against the Pope's

proposals
; but he held to them firmly all the same.^ The

most various reasons were adduced for this opposition
;

with an excess of numbers the Sacred College lost reputa-

tion, and nothing had been turned to such account by the

Lutherans against the Church as the great promotion

made by Leo X. in July 15 17. Besides, moral objec-

tions, not altogether unfounded,* were raised against indi-

vidual candidates, as against the Castellan of St. Angelo,

Gian Vincenzo Acquaviva, Roberto Pucci, and Marcello

Crescenzi.

^ N. Sernini announces on *March 18, 1542 (see App. No. 37),

that Aleander's place was taken by the Cardinal of Burgos. Parisio

and Sadoleto are mentioned as colleagues in an undated *letter to

Cardinal E. Gonzaga, but certainly belonging to May, as the Con-

sistory on the 5th of that month is mentioned (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua). For the later sitting of the reform commission, see SiLOS,

I., 242.

2 Thus Giovio, according to N. Sernini's *report of Dec. 10, 1541

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

3 Cf. the **report of N. Sernini of May 31, 1542 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).

* Thus much, I think, may be taken from the reports of Sernini of the

2nd and loth June 1542 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua, now printed in

SOLMI, Fuga, 90), although they ought certainly to be used with great

caution. That Crescenzi had a natural daughter is confirmed by
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In addition there were political difficulties; towards

the end of 1540 Francis I. had already urged an increase

of his adherents in the Cardinalate, although he had

been for some time strongly represented.^ Paul III.,

disinclined to disturb further the equilibrium between

the French and the Imperialist parties, made up his

mind to disregard the claims of all foreigners for the

time being and to nominate Italians only.^ The Roman
nobility and the business world were greatly dissatisfied

because no rich and important men of rank were found

among the candidates.^ The Sacred College endeavoured

up to the last hour to make objections, but in vain.*

On the 2nd of June the following nominations took

place :
— Marcello Crescenzi, Bishop of Marsico and a

distinguished jurist ; Gian Vincenzo Acquaviva ; the

Papal Vicar- General, Pomponio Ceci; Roberto Pucci,

Bishop of Pistoia ; Giovanni Morone ; Gregorio Cortese

and Tommaso Badia.^ On July the 3rd, 1542, Cristoforo

Massarelli, ed. Merkle, I., 859; cf. ibid., 177, for Pucci's mean

capacity.

^ Cf. Dandino's **letter to Farnese of Dec. 31, 1540 (Secret Archives

of the Vatican).

2 See Serristori's reports of May 29 and 31, 1542 (State Archives,

Florence, F. 3264).

^ While the earlier nominations of Italians had caused great joy,

Serristori reports on May 13, 1542 : *Hoggi si 6 fatto il contrario, che

vedete ogni huomo di bene stupefatto, attonito e disperato, li plebei

allegri, sentendo che sia il tempo loro, i mercanti et altri disperati che

non venderanno pure una beretta nuova et ci ^ una malenconia et una

desperatione, che come querta cittcl habbi la peste o vadi a saccho et

ci sia obsidione atonio, et ogni galante huomo ha smarrito et perso la

tramontana (State Archives, Florence).

* See N. Sernini's report of June 2, 1542 ; cf. supra, p. 201, n. 4.

^ See Acta Consist, in Raynaldus, 1542, n. 58 ; cf. ClACONIUS, III.,

676 seq. ; Cardella, IV., 236 seqq. (witli incorrect date May 31). For

Acquaviva, sec Benigni, Miscell., V., \jo seq.
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Madruzzo, Bishop of Trent, reserved in petto^ was declared

Cardinal.^

The nominations of June 1542 were made principally

with a view to the Council.^ Among those promoted

there were, in fact, three men who had peculiar qualifica-

tions for that assembly as well as for the furtherance of

the work of reform. In the highest degree was this true

of Tommaso Badia. Born in Modena in 1483, this dis-

tinguished scholar held, since the reign of Clement VII.,

the responsible position of Master of the Sacred Palace.

His opposition to Sadoleto's Commentary on the Epistle

to the Romans shows how rigorous he was as a censor of

books. The combination of learning with genuine piety

and the most sensitive conscientiousness soon won the

confidence of Contarini, who chose Badia as his con-

fessor and in 1541, during the negotiations at Ratisbon,

appointed him his theologian. In the previous year Badia

had attended the religious conference at Worms by order

of the Pope ; he played a most important part in the

establishment of the Society of Jesus. The touching

humility of this true son of St. Dominic was disclosed when

Paul III. communicated to him his intention of conferring

* Not first on Dec. 19, as Friedensberg (Nuntiaturberichte, VIII.,

23) states; see ClACONlUS, III., 686. Madruzzo, whose portrait

Titian painted (see Oberziner, II ritratto di C. Madruzzo di Tiziano,

Trento, 1900 ; and Rev. d'art^ancien et mod., XXI.), was a man of very

worldly temperament and a great friend of artists and men of learning

(see Crowe-Cavalcaselle, VI., 287, 454 j Atti Mod., VI., 507 ;

Riv. Trident., 1902, 52 seq.). Glarean dedicated to him his book on

music (see Vice-regal Archives, Innsbruck, *Ambras. Akten, VII.,

162). His enduring monument is the government palace at Trent,

the construction and decoration of which he continued on the lines

laid down by his predecessors ; see Merkle, I., 157.

2 See Farnese's *letter to Poggio, June 4, 1542 (Chigi Library,

Rome, LI II., 65).
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on him the purple. Badia implored the Pope to desist;

early on the very day indeed of the consistory he hastened

to Pole and begged him to use his influence that he might

remain what he had hitherto been, a simple member of a

religious order. But Paul III. replied that the more Badia

resisted the more worthy he showed himself, and therefore

gave all the more grounds for his elevation. He appointed

him apartments in the Vatican, and here Badia passed his

days in the same austerity that he had before practised in

the cloister.^

Gregorio Cortese^ was also born in Modena and in the

same year as Badia. In his eighteenth year he had already

gained the degree of doctor of laws at Padua ; he then

entered the service of Cardinal Giovanni de' Medici. A
brilliant future lay open before the gifted youth, but he

felt ill at ease in the life of courts, and the Roman climate

was also unsuited to him. He therefore returned in 1500

to his native place and in 1507 entered the convent

belonging to the Congregation of St. Justina of Padua at

Polirone, near Mantua, happy at being able to live amid

* CJ. ECHARD, II., 132 seq. ; MazzuchELLI, II., I, 24 seq.
;

TiRABOSCHI, VII., I, 258; DiTTRICH, Contarini, 353, 408 seq., 456

seq., 460 seq., 485 seq., 533 seq., 537 seq., 610 seq. See also Baraldi,

T. Badia, Modena, 1830. As Master of the Sacred Palace, Badia

received ten florins a month (*Mandato, 1 534-1 537, State Archives,

Rome). Massarelli, writing of Badia's death, says :
" Erat vir eru-

ditissimus in omnibus scientiis, praesertim theologia, bonae vitae et

famae." Merkle, I., 693.

' Sketch of life by Gradenigo in first volume of Opera Cortesii, Paris,

1786; G. Prandi, II Card. Cortese, Pavia, 1788; TiRABOSCHi, VII.,

I, 254 seq. ; Ansart, Vie de G. Cortese, Paris, 1786; and especially

DiTTRICH in Wetzcr und Weltes Kirchenlexicon, III.,'^ 1135 seq. See

also DiTTRICH, Contarini {passim), and Gothein, iio seq., who,

however, places the nomination as Cardinal in the wrong year 1541.

Bonanni announces Cortese's christian death to Cosimo de' Medici

on Sept. 21, 1548 (State Archives, Florence).
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exercises of piety and his theological and humanist studies.

In the pursuit of such duties he saw at the same time the

best means of carrying forward the reform of the Bene-

dictine congregations then already begun. His own

literary studies were principally guided by the endeavour

to restore to the exposition of theological and philosophical

subjects something of the beauty and purity of style

characteristic of the ancient Fathers. He succeeded to

such an eminent degree that Bembo himself paid him a

tribute of recognition.

Entrusted in 1 5 16 with the reform of the noble monastery

of Lerins, near Cannes, on the Riviera, he there founded

an academy of humanist studies and was Abbot from

1524 to 1527. After a temporary sojourn in Modena
and Perugia he undertook in 1532 the direction of the

monastery of S. Georgio Maggiore in Venice, which then

became a rallying-point for men of learning. Amid the

lagoons he afterwards formed an intimate friendship with

Contarini, who spoke of him as " the apple of his eye."

Contarini and Sadoleto drew the attention of Paul HI. to

this distinguished man who had already exhorted Leo X.

to begin reforms, and under Adrian VI. had vindicated

against the religious innovators, in a work of classic

diction, the residence of St. Peter in Rome. Cortese's

whole character bore a striking resemblance to that of his

fellow-countryman and friend Sadoleto: gentle, tender,

peace-loving, and in his criticism of the Protestant reformers

often lenient to a fault.^ It was Sadoleto also who after-

wards begged Paul III., upon the vacancy in the Sacred

College caused by Fregoso's death, to replace him by
Cortese, as one possessing all the requisite qualifications,

talent, learning, eloquence, wisdom, piety, a true priestly

spirit, and integrity of morals.^

^ Cf. DiTTRiCH, Contarini, 537. 2 See Sadoleti Opera, II., \-] seq.
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Worthy to rank with the two learned and devout

regulars, Badia and Cortese, was the Bishop of their native

city, Giovanni Morone.^ Born in Milan on the 25th of

January 1509 as the son of that statesman to whom Pescara

offered the crown of Italy, his early studies were directed

to jurisprudence, but afterwards he dedicated himself to the

service of the Church, As early as 1529 Clement VII.

gave him the bishopric of Modena and employed him on a

mission to France. His actual diplomatic career, in which

he attained such success, did not begin, however, until the

pontificate of Paul III., who in the autumn of 1536

committed to him the German nunciature. For two years

he filled this difficult and thorny position with great

prudence and loyalty to duty, winning general respect on

account of his exemplary manner of life. A keen observer

and cool-headed judge of men, he sent concise and clear

reports of the dangerous situation of things to Rome, even

at times when he had good reason to fear that what he had

to say would be unpalatable to his Sovereign. The

despatches of this nuncio, not yet thirty years of age,

whose personality is modestly kept in the background,

while they fascinate by the interest of their contents and

the agreeable style in which they are written, often astonish

the reader by their accurate grasp of events and the

maturity of their judgments. Paul III. understood the

value of such a diplomatic talent, and by July 1539 Morone

had to return to Germany. As nuncio, first to King

Ferdinand and afterwards to the Emperor, he subsequently

1 Cf. Fricke in Schelhorn, Amoenit, XII., 537 ; Tiraboschi, VII.,

I, 260 seq. ; DiTTRlCH, Qo\\\.zx\x\\^passim ;
Histor. Jahrbuch, IV., 397 ;

CANxtl, Eretici, II., 164 seq. ; SCLOPIS, Lc Card. Morone, Paris, 1869 ;

Bernabei, Vita del Card. Morone, Modena, 1885. Friedensberg

in the Nuntiaturberichte, W..,'] seqq. ; GOTHEIN, 141 seq. See also our

remarks in Chaps. I., XII., XIII., and Vol. XII., Chap. XIII.
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rendered most important services to the Church. He
had well earned his Cardinalate, conferred upon him as

he entered his thirty-third year, at the moment when, with

characteristic lenity, he was about to begin his contest with

Protestantism in Modena.

Contarini, as well as Pole, rejoiced that the Pope, by

means of such men, should have contributed to strengthen

so powerfully the party of reform. He was of opinion that

neither in Italy nor in any other country could three similar

personalities be found ; the Sacred College was to be called

happy in being adorned with jewels of such price. " Praise

and thanks be to God, who in His goodness does not forget

His Church, but day by day gives signs of His providence.

We must all thank his Holiness as the accomplisher of

so much good. May God continue to enlighten the Pope

to make choice of such instruments for the welfare of the

Church and of His flock entrusted by Him, in a time

of confusion and stress, to the control of such a Vicar.

May God send him a life full of years, that he may yet

see the fruits of his planting and be able to rejoice

therein." ^

Shortly before the important nomination of Cardinals

on the 1 2th of May 1542 the Bull on the reform of the

curial offices was at last assented to in consistory and

soon afterwards made public.^ On the 14th of July the

most comprehensive faculties were granted to Cardinals

Cupis, Carafa, and Ridolfi for its execution. The penal

and executive powers conferred on the above-named on

the 1 2th of September were so wide in their scope and

applied so unsparingly by Carafa that the Pope, on the

^ Contarini to Farnese, dated Bologna, June 3, 1542 ; Beccadelli,

I., 2, 215 seq.

2 See Ehses, Kirchl. Reformaibeilen, \-]\ ; cf. also the *leiter of

N. Sernini of July 8, 1542 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).
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8th of January 1543, vvas obliged to modify them.^ This

did not cause any slackness in the administration of the

published decrees. On the 9th of March 1543 Paul III.

again reminded them, in reference to the approaching

Council, that there must be no falling off in this respect*

In November 1542 the Pope had already given his

Vicar-General, Filippo Archinto, the fullest powers of

visitction and reform among the Roman clergy.^

The reform of the Penitentiaria, on which Contarini had

insisted to the last* and against which Pucci had so stoutly

contended,^ was at last brought to a decided issue® in the

spring of 1545 through Carafa's energy. The settlement of

another very important question was even more protracted :

the renewal of the ancient regulations concerning the duty

of residence as affecting bishops and the entire clergy,

especially in benefices to which a cure of souls was attached.

This was one of the fundamental evils in the Church

system, the remedy for which could not possibly be deferred

until the meeting of the Council at some date beyond the

reach of calculation owing to the hostility between Francis I.

and Charles V. Campeggio had already, in 1522, called

1 EhsES, loc. cit.^ and IV., 455 seqq.

2 Ibid., 456.

3 Bulla facultatum Ph. Archinti ep. Burgi S. Sepulcri, S. D. N.

Papae vie. general. (Licet . . ., dated Romae, III. non. Nov.). Copy

of the same date in the Casanatense Library, Rome. For Archinto,

see G. P. GlUSSANi, Vita di F. Archinto, Como, 161 1.

* Cf. DlTTRlCH, Contarini, 846.

^ Cf. supra, p. 195. See also the *report of B. Ruggieri of Nov. 12,

1 541 (State Archives, Modena).

" See Ehses, Kirchl. Reformarbeiten, 173 seq., and Ehses, IV., 456

seq.\ cf. Bromato, II., 98.?^^. That the reformation of the Penitentiaria

was an accomplished fact is clear from a *letter of G. Tiranno to the

Duchess of Urbino, dated Rome, March 28, 1545 (State Archives,

Florence).
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the attention of Adrian VI. to the necessity of some

radical change in this direction.^ Numerous writings on

reform, including in particular the Cardinals' memorial of

1537, had made this a matter of sharp stricture.^ On the

13th of December 1540 Paul III,, with a magnanimous

reduction of his Papal rights, took the first decisive steps

towards the removal of the mischievous abuses arising from

the neglect of residence. More than eighty archbishops

and bishops residing in Rome were summoned in a body

before the Pope, who, in carefully chosen words, represented

to them the necessity of returning to their sees to guide

their flocks. In order to make them more amenable to

this injunction, he offered to them during their period of

residence a free alternative in the appointment to benefices,

jurisdiction over the exempts, and other graces.* On
hearing of this Cortese wrote joyfully to Contarini :

" If this

injunction is attended to and adequately carried out a

beginning will have been made which will carry us more

than half way through ; a blessing will be conferred not

merely on the neglected flocks but on the shepherds them-

selves ; and if other acts correspond with this beginning

I behold already, in the spirit, the Holy Church renewed

in beauty and comeliness." *

Even in Germany the Pope's conduct, as Vergerio

reported to Aleander, made the best impression.^ But it

was very soon to be made plain that between the decree

and its execution there lay a long interval, in the course of

* See Vol. IX. of this work, 87 seqq.

2 Cf. supra, p. 167 seqq. Cardinal Simonetta in strong terms also lays

the blame of the decline of the Church on the Episcopate ; see Epist.

ad Nauseam, 225.

3 See Ehses, Kirchl. Reformarbeiten, 398, and Ehses, IV., 454.

* Opera Cortesii, I., 142 ; Dittrich, Contarini, 404.

* See Laemmer, Mon. Vat., 310.

VOL. XI. 14
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which innumerable difficulties would have to be overcome.

The bishops declared themselves ready to obey the Pope

as soon as he put them in a position to reside in their

sees with usefulness and dignity. Paul III. referred the

matter to the commission on reform, where a searching

examination was made into the episcopal revenues.^ In

the process of these transactions a spirit of opposition soon

arose in the Sacred College. Individual members were

strongly displeased that the scheme of reform would

deprive them of a status at the Papal court that cost them

nothing. The Pope, however, made it known in a consistory

at the end of January 1541 that he would not modify the

conditions relating to the duty of residence.^ At a meeting

of the reform commission at the house of Cardinal Cupis

the claims of the bishops were once more examined,^ and

in consistory on the nth of February a respite of twenty

days was given, on the expiration of which the bishops

had to betake themselves to their dioceses.* When sub-

sequently the reform commission also gave their detailed

reply to the bishops' demands,^ nothing more seemed

to stand in the way of drawing up the necessary Bull.

Paul III., in a consistory held on the 23rd of March,

insisted on the matter being speedily despatched and

the demands of the bishops conceded;^ nevertheless, the

settlement dragged on to the end of the year. On the

1 See EhSES, Kirchl. Reformarbeiten, 339 seq., and Ehses, IV.,

481 seqq.

^ See in Appendix No. 32 N. Sernini's *report of Jan. 29, 1541

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

3 N. Sernini's *report to Cardinal E. Gonzaga of Feb. i, 1541,111

Appendix No. 33, ibid.

* See N. Sernini's *report of Feb. n, 1 541, ibid.

6 See Ehses, IV., 486 segq.

« See N. Sernini's *report of March 24, 1541, in Appendix No. 35

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).
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25 th of November the Pope again brought up the

question of reform in consistory.^ Thereupon, on the

2nd of December, Cardinal Ridolfi at last laid before con-

sistory the draft of a Bull.^ But now a fresh obstacle

arose, as it was immediately pointed out how much was

contained in the document that was disadvantageous to

the religious orders. It was therefore resolved that a

hearing should first be given to their procurators.^ The

Pope's earnestness, no longer doubted in any quarter, was

evinced on the 9th of December, when he strongly insisted

in consistory on the settlement of the business,* whereupon

the Bull containing the first attempt to solve the question

of episcopal residence was finally drawn up.^ Contrary to

all expectation,'^ however, its publication was, at the last

moment, deferred. The principal ground for this was to be

found in the difficulties that the different Governments

* See N. Seinini's *report of Nov. 25, 1541 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).

2 See Acta Consist, in Ehsp:s, IV., 455.

^ See Appendix No. 36, N. Sernini's *report, Dec. 3, 1541 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua).

* N. Sernini *reported to Card. E. Gonzaga on Dec. 30, 1541 : In

yesterday's consistory were discussed (i) the improvement of the

financial position
; (2) the Venetian tithe

; (3) " Si ragiono poi de la

reformatione et che ognuno andasse in abito secondo il grado suo et

gli vescovi andassero alle lor chiese et si provedesse alia bestemia."

He also reports further at the same time : . . .
" N, S. disse poi havere

inteso che gli tre r"" deputati alia publicatione della riforma, si come

per r ultime mie ho scritto a V. S. R"" attendevano del continuo a delta

pubHcatione et che n' haveva gran piacere essendo risolutissimo che in

ogni modo si facesse et tiensi per fermo che si fark" (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).

^ See Ehses, Kirchl. Reformaibeiten, 400 seq., and Ehses, IV.,

489 seqq.

^ Cf. the B. Ruggieri's ^report of Dec. 19, 1541 (State Archives,

Modena).
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were prepared to raise. Morone told this openly to

Granvelle in January 1543, when the latter, then in

Trent, complained that so little had yet been done for

the general betterment of the Church. In his reply

Morone said plainly that the difficulties standing in the

way of reform came not only from the side of the pre-

lates or from the scarcity of priests, but also from the

laity themselves and the secular princes, by whom the

jurisdiction of the Church was thwarted, and who enticed

those on whom the measures of reform would fall to

become Lutherans, as had actually happened in several

instances.^

If on this as in other questions of roform ante-conciliar

action took no legislative shape, the reason was that no one

was satisfied with half measures or wished to anticipate the

decisions of the illegally suspended General Council. The

extensive measures of reform undertaken at the instigation

of Paul III. were not on that account by any means lost

labour. To begin with, they introduced, prior to the

Council, a sensible improvement in ecclesiastical affairs.

On the point of episcopal residence this can be established

by direct proof;* but even in other directions keen

observers testified to a remarkable change for the better.

As early as 1537 an enemy of reform complained of the

abolition of the former methods of the curial officials

;

and that reforms were continued in spite of the fact

that already these reforms had been too stringent.' The

' See Ehses, Kirchl. Reformarbeiten, 156, 403.

- See Ehses, loc. cit., 403, n. i.

^ *Spesso si fanno congregationi de cardinal!, hora per conto del

concilio, hora per riformare la corte cio6 1' vivere [et] 1' habiti de

cortegiani troppo gia riformati [di sorte che] rimangono quasi tutti,

falliti. F. Per-^gr no, dated Rome, Jan. 11, 1537 (Gonzaga Aichives,

Mantua).
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Venetian ambassador, Marc Antonio Contarini, observed

in his report of 1538 that the court of Paul III. showed

such auspicious changes that in future the best hopes

might be maintained with regard to reform.^

Still more important was the verdict of Contarini,

who, at the Diet of Ratisbon on the 25th of June 1541,

impressed upon Ferdinand I. the difference between the

past and present condition of the Curia, to the great

advantage of the latter. The Cardinal begged the King

to reflect that to carry out reform at one stroke was

impossible, but that he, Contarini, who had had a share

in the proceedings of reform, could testify that even

if the results had not by any means been generally

successful, yet many abuses had been done away with
;

precautions had been taken that bishops should reside in

their dioceses ; the Pope had called the worthiest men to

places in the Sacred College; lastly, it was obvious that

the Roman Court had undergone reform of such a sort that

any comparison between the morals now obtaining and

those of the reigns of previous Popes must result in a

verdict favourable to the former.^ The truth of Contarini's

assertion was confirmed by Sadoleto, who also drew

particular attention to the fact that graces and dispensa-

tions were no longer bestowed with such facility as before,

and that in the granting of indulgences it had become a

strict rule to dispense them in moderation and with the

avoidance of the suspicion of venality.^ The arbitrary

sentences of excommunication, in support of which many

* An extract from this report, which is missing in the Venetian

Archives, I give in Appendix No. 27 from a MS. in the Library of Aix.

* See Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis, 1., 348 The value of

Contarini's testimony is also brought out in the Histor Zeitschnft;

LXXXVIL, 358. See also DiTTRICH, Contarini, 796.

^ See Sadoleti Opera, II., 347 segq., 363
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ecclesiastical dignitaries appealed to ancient privilege,

had been entirely swept away by Paul III. in 1541.^

A great many isolated enactments of reform clearly

showed, moreover, that the Pope was seriously bent on

encountering the abuses prevailing among the secular

and regular clergy not only of Italy but of all countries

in Christendom.^

Owing to the inconsistency and weakness shown by

Paul III. in these as in other matters, many serious defects

continued, however, to exist in the sphere of ecclesiastical

afifairs,^ but the way to a thorough improvement, calling

in the nature of things for ample time, had, all the same,

been opened up ; many abuses, even if they were not

done away with altogether, were so violently shaken that

succeeding Popes, and, above all, the Council of Trent,

were able to lay the axe to their roots, thus giving to

Catholic reform its full shape and establishing it upon

a firm legal basis.*

Herein precisely is seen the importance of the reform-

ing labours of Paul III. They supplied the Council of

Trent in 1545 with a great body of extraordinarily valu-

able material from which not a few enactments in the

1 Bull, VI., 312 seq. ; SCHWEITZER, Guidiccioni, 157 seq.

2 For more concerning these enactments, see the *Briefs of the

Secret Archives of the Vatican in Appendix No. 44.

3 Numerous examples in Schelhorn, De consilio de emend, ecclesia.

Tiguri, 1748, 57 seq., 60 seq., 72. Cf. Druffel, Mon. Trid., I., 322 ;

lACCHi Venturi, I., 10 seq. See also the opinion in Dollinger,

Beitriige, III., 298, which, probably derived from Vergerio (see

Druffel, Karl V., III., li^seq^, is certainly not free from partisanship.

Druflfel, like Dollinger, has overlooked that the document had appeared

in print long before (in [Dressel] Vier Dokumente aus rdmischen

Archiven, Leipzig, 1843). For the worldly tone of court life, see

infra. Chap. VII.

* Cf. Kerker, Kirchl. Reform., 55.
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5

final decrees of that Synod are taken almost word for

word.^

It is therefore a mistake merely to deplore the postpone-

ment of reform—a postponement, moreover, which in many

ways deepened the foundations of reforms to come—and to

assert with Seripando that Paul III.'s efforts at amelioration

were nothing more than talk.^ Rather ought the Farnese

Pope,^ who followed the same high aims as Adrian VI., to be

credited with a substantial share in the work of reform con-

summated later on by the Council of Trent and for which in

many particulars he had himself supplied the ground-plan.*

If this service has only been fully brought to light by the

most recent research, he performed another notoverlooked by

his contemporaries ^ and celebrated by them in the frescoes

of the Roman Cancelleria, This was the infusion of new

life into the Sacred College. It is to the secularization of

the supreme senate of the Church under Sixtus IV. and his

successors that the real beginnings of decay must be traced

back ; the Lateran Council attempted in vain to effect

a change in this respect. By his great creation of Cardinals

* "Whoever takes the trouble," says Ehses (Kirchliche Reformar-

beiten, 411), "to examine narrowly the preparatory work of the Farnese

Pope will find in the case of numerous decrees, if not the whole system

of the Tridentine Reformation, at least its founHations and not seldom

its specific phraseology."

^ Cf. Bollinger, Tagebiicher, I., 7 (Merkle, II., 405), and

Calenzio, Documenti, 222. Seripando besides takes pleasure in

witty sayings which are not always relevant to the matter in hand.

His opinion of Julius III. also is erroneous. See Schweitzer in the

third, Vereinschrift der Gdrres-Gesellschaft for 1907, 51 seq.

3 " Paulus III. Adrianum [VI.] in omnibus est imitatus," saysGOMEZ,

Comment, in regula cancelL, Paris, 1547, 174 ; cf. 27.

* Ehses, IV., 512.

^ Along with Dittrich, Contarini, 321 and 361, cf. also MORSOLIN,

Trissino, 242 ; Amasaeus, 42 seq. ; and Steuchi, Opera, III., 242.
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on the 1st of July 15 17, Leo X., compelled by necessity, took

the first step in the only right direction by introducing into

the Cardinalate forces of regeneration.^ Adrian VI. was

unfortunately only granted the opportunity of making one

Cardinal. Clement VI I. was almost exclusively swayed by

political motives in his creations, so that spiritual fitness for

the position was disregarded as an element of choice.^

Not so with Paul III. Even he, as was inevitable, allowed

himself on not a few occasions to be led by political and

also unfortunately by personal considerations,^ but, taken

as a whole, his creations were dominated by a regard for

the requirements of the Church.* In this as in so many
other matters the Farnese Pope was the initiator of a new

epoch.^ By far the greater number of those on whom he

conferred the purple were worthy of the distinction, not a

few had such rare characteristics that in the opinion of some

the chief senate of the Church has hardly ever seen such

a combination of men endowed with all the best gifts of

their age as the Sacred College fashioned at the hands

of Paul 1 11.^ From their ranks came his four immediate

* Cf. our remarks, Vol. IV. of this work, 119.^^^^., 408 seqq. ; Vol. V.,

355 seqq.^ 416 seqq. ; Vol. VII., 200 seqq.

2 VoL X. of this work, 374 seqq.

3 It is therefore an exaggeration of the contemporary Manente

(p. 294) when he says that all the seventy-one Cardinals appointed by

Paul III. were worthy in the highest degree of the purple.

* See Reumont, III., 2, 491

* Cf. Friedensburg, who in Quellen und Forschungen (VI., 63)

says: "As under this Pope the Chancery was placed on a new basis,

a different tone was given to the College of Cardinals and many re-

forms in the Curia were initiated, so also to him is attributable, during

his comparatively lengthy pontificate, the reorganization of the court,

as evidenced in the later Rotuli." The Constitutions of Paul III. on

these points in MORONI, XXIII., 60 seq.

8 See Kraus, Essays, I., 288, and TacCHI Venturi, I., 17 ; cf.

QuiRiNi, Imago, 78 seq.
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successors, conspicuous for the services they rendered to the
cause of Catholic reform and of the Council.^

^ The frescoes in the Cancelleria (see Vol. XII. of this work,
Chap. XIV.), as well as those in the Sala de' fatti Farnesiani of the
castle at Caprarola, refer to this. The inscription in the latter place
runs: Paulus III. P. M. collegium cardinalium cooptatis viris claris-
simis, in his quatuor in pontificatu perpetua serie successuris, illustrat.

Steuchus {loc. cit\ speaks of Paul III. in this connection as the
originator of the restoration of the Church.



CHAPTER V.

Peace and the Crusade.—Charles V. captures

Tunis and visits Rome.

In political as well as in ecclesiastical affairs Paul III. showed

a wholly different conception of the high responsibilities

laid upon him from that of his predecessor. Together

with furtherance of the Council, he told the Augustinian,

Seripando, in 1534, he considered the restoration of peace

to Christendom and the prosecution of the war against the

Turks to be his most sacred duties.^ Among other tokens

of the dawn of a new era were the changes made in the

distribution of the nunciatures.^

The diplomatists of Charles V. and Francis I. watched

with strained attention from the first each step of the new

Pope; with laborious exactitude they reported every

indication of his attitude towards the two great antagonists.

The excellent relations maintained by Cardinal Farnese

with the Imperialist as well as the French party filled

both with far-reaching hopes.

The French Cardinals celebrated the election of Farnese

> See DOLLINGER, Tagebiicher des Konzils, I., 3 seq., and Merkle,

II., 402.

- In January 1535 Cesare Trivulzio was replaced in France by the

Bishop of Faenza, Rodolfo Pio of Carpi ; at the same time Giov. Guidic-

cioni was accredited to the Emperor, who afterwards took part in the

African expedition; see PlEPER, Nuntiaturen, 94 seq., 99 seq.;

GaRAMPi, Osservazioni, App. 286; Capasso, I., 103 seq.; Ehses, IV.,-

cxix seq.
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with brilliant festivities.* On account of the decisive share

they had taken in his elevation to the Papacy, they in-

dulged in the confident expectation that the new Pontiff

would throw himself into the plans of their King and before

all do his best to secure the recovery of Milan. But to hints

addressed to him in this direction the Pope gave no heed.

Bitterly disappointed, they deputed Trivulzio to take steps

to bring about a more definite issue. Although the Cardinal

represented the French claims in the most moderate

form, Paul III. rejoined with severe emphasis that he had

not any intention of taking up one side or the other ; as

the father of all he must preserve a complete neutrality.

This the Pope repeated a few days later in Trivulzio's

presence to Cardinals de Lorraine, Bourbon, and Tournon,

who had come previous to their departure to have their

farewell audience ; they referred in vain to the services

rendered by Francis during the conclave, but no promise

to support the French policy could they extract.^ Even

the alluring prospects held out by them of the promotion

of Pier Luigi Farnese made no impression ; he was Pope,

Paul III. declared, and as Pope he intended to reign

unless he were to act contrary to his own conscience and

to the hurt of the Holy See.^

The exasperation of the Frenchmen rose higher when

* Cf. the report in Luzio, Buflfoni ecc. dei Gonzaga, Roma, 1891,

10, n. I.

^ See the *reports of Cardinal E. Gonzaga to the Duke of Milan,

dated Rome, Nov. 6, 1534 (Cod. Barb. lat. 5778, f. 25'' j^^., Vatican

Library), and to the Duke of Mantua of Nov. 7, 1534 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua). The *Littera passus pro 3 card. Gallis of Nov. 9,

1534, in the Min. brev. Arm., 40, t. 49, n. 321 (Secret Archives of the

Vatican).

^ See Cardinal E. Gonzaga's *letter to the Duke of Milan of Nov. 7,

1534 (Cod. Barb, cit., f. 29*^ j-^^'.), and that to the Duke of Mantua of

Nov. 12, 1534 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).
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they found that their demand for the appointment of

another of their countrymen to the Cardinalate and the

transference of the Legatine post to Jean de Lorraine was

dismissed ; they reproached Trivulzio bitterly for having

induced them to be parties to the election of such a man,^

The Cardinal thereupon betook himself once more to the

Vatican and in a state of great agitation made a scene in

the Pope's presence : if, he said, the French returned home

without hopes, Francis I. would take heavy vengeance
;

for his own part, he added, he preferred death to the

disfavour of the King. Paul III. rejoined with dignity

that it was right and fitting that Trivulzio should be a

faithful servant of the King, but he would also like him to

remember that he was a Cardinal and an Italian, and that

his days were spent not in France but in Rome ; for his

own part, he stood in no fear of French menaces, and

was determined as Pope to remain neutral.^

Already, on the 17th of October 1534, in a gathering of

the Sacred College, Paul III. had spoken strongly in this

sense ; that he was resolved to work for a general peace

as well as for the Council and Church reform.^ Accordingly,

in December 1534 he appointed Girolamo Rorario to

mediate for peace between Ferdinand I. and Zapolya,* and

declined the suggestion of Charles V. that he should renew

the league entered into by Clement VII. in 1532.^ By the

former step he displeased the French King and, by the

latter, the Emperor. When the Pope afterwards tried

' *Cardinal E. Gonzaga's letter to the Duke of Milan, dated Rome,

Nov. 10, 1534 (Cod. Barb, cit., f. 31b seq., of the Vatican Library).

* *Letter of Cardinal E. Gonzaga to the Duke of Milan, dated Rome,

Nov. 17, 1534 (Cod. Barb, cit., f. 39 seq., of the Vatican Library).

^ Acta Consist, in Raynaldus, 1534, n. 2.

* Nuntiaturberichte, L, 59 seq. ; Capasso, L, 77 seq.

' See the *report of Cardinal E. Gonzaga to G. Agnello of Dec. 14.

1534 (Cod Baib. lat. 5788, f. 50b seq.^ Vatican Library).
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to soothe the French with fair words the Imperial-

ists observed this with deep mistrust.^ For all their

efiforts neither of the two parties could come to any

secure settlement.^

The Papal neutrality, disagreeable though it was to the

Hapsburg sovereigns, had yet a cooling effect on the warlike

appetite of Francis I., so much so that Charles was able

to undertake a long-planned expedition against Chaireddin

Barbarossa. This daring corsair chief, who was subject to

the Porte and in alliance with Francis I., had succeeded in

capturing Tunis in the summer of 1534. If the ships of

the Dey of Algiers had for long been harrying Spanish and

Italian coasts, the peril to which the whole Western

Mediterranean was now exposed had become unendurable.

Spain, Sicily, and Southern Italy were menaced by a

common danger.

To be the champion of Christendom against Islam had

been the ideal of the Emperor's youth ; thus, in preparing

to deal a powerful blow at the piratical forces of Africa,

he was only putting into execution a long-cherished

scheme. His summons to the Crusade was especially

popular among the Catholics of Spain, but Portuguese

and Italians also took their part in the cause. Seven

thousand German landsknechts followed Maximilian von

Eberstein from South Germany to Genoa,^ while the

^ See Cardinal E. Gonzaga's *report to G. Agnello, Dec. 23, 1534

(Cod. Barb, cit, f. 62'' seq., Vatican Library), and the *letters of the

same to the Duke of Milan of Dec. 29, 1534, and Jan. 2, 1535 {ibid.,

f. dZseq.
;
71^ j^^.).

2 Cf. in Appendix No. 6, Sanchez' *report of Jan. 15, 1535 (State

and Court Archives, Vienna).

3 In a *Brief of Feb. 22, 1535, Paul III. begs Antonio de Leyva not

to allow the passage of troops through the already sorely harassed

States of the Church, Min. brev. Arm,, 41, t 50, n. 502 (Secret

Archives of the Vatican).
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Emperor himself, to the astonishment of many,^ placed

himself at the head of the Crusaders.^ On the 31st of

M^y 1535 ^''s fleet put to sea from Barcelona. Owing to

contrary winds the harbour of Cagliari (the appointed

rendezvous for all enlisted against the Crescent) was not

reached until the loth of June.

Paul III. had, from the first, done all that lay in his

power to aid this resistance to the hereditary enemy
of the Christian name. The measures to be taken had

been discussed, under his presidency, by a commission

of three Cardinals appointed on the 24th of October

1534.^ Immediately afterwards Paul III. treated with the

envoys of Savoy, Milan, Ferrara, and Siena as to the

contributions payable by these States to the expenses

of the Turkish war.* On the 17th of November the

Pope had conveyed to Andrea Doria the expression of his

wish for a personal interview,^ and at the same time

* Cf. the *report of G. M. della Porta to Urbino, dated Rome,

May 27, 153s (State Archives, Florence).

2 Cf. VOIGT in the transactions of the Phil.-histor. Klasse der

sachsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, VI., 163 seq.; Hammer,
II., 130 seq.\ ZiNKEiSEN, II., 761 seq.; Histor. Zeitschrift, XXXVI.,

181 seq.\ JURIEN DE LA Graviere, Doria et Barbarossa, Paris, 1886;

GrammONT, Hist, d'Alger, Paris, 1887 ; BaUMGARTEN, III., 165 seq.\

EoELHAAF, II., 241 seq.\ CapaSSO, I., \\i,seq.\ Cat. de rebus in Africa

a Carolo V. gestis, Paris, 1891 ; Cerezeda in the Relaciones hist, de

los siglos 16, 17, III., Madrid, 1896; Manfroni, Marina, 309 seq.;

Riv. maritt., 1896; LuGLlO, 16 seq.; DURO, Armada espanola, I.,

Madrid, 1895 ; Habler, I., 235 seq., 248 seq.; Begouen, Not. et doc,

p. s. a une bibliogr. de la Tunisie, Paris, 1901.

^ *Acta Consist, in Consistorial Archives, Vatican. The activity

shown by Paul III. in supporting the Turkish war from the beginning

of his pontificate is recognized even by the Venetian historian Paruta

(111., 716), who is none too well disposed towards the Pope.

* L. Sergardi's *lctters of Nov. i and 3, 1534 (State Archives, Siena).

* *Min. brev. Arm., 40, t. 49, n. 12 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).
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he recommended the Knights of St. John to all the
princes of Europe.^ In December he conceded to the
Emperor a subsidy of two-tenths from the clergy of his
dominions.^

Paul III., in an urgent letter, applied also to Francis I.

asking him to support Doria against Barbarossa. Many
thought at the time that this appeal would be as ineffectual
as the Pope's exertions to bring about a reconciliation
between the King and the Emperor.^ The reply received
from France was, as it proved, most unsatisfactory ; * there-
fore the grant of two-tenths, conceded on the 15th of
February 1535 at the request of Francis, was accompanied
by the condition that he should assist the Holy See
either with money or ships as his contribution to the

1 *Min. brev., 49, n. 97, dated Rome, Nov. 22, 1534 (Secret
Archives of the Vatican).

- In the Consistory of Nov. 13, 1534: *(;s. D. N.] renunciavit
M'«™ Suam petere decimas in regnis suis ut classem contra piratas
Turcas parare posset. R- domini jussi sententias dicere lauda-
verunt S"^ Suae [propositum] circa mores corrigendos, quantum vero
ad petitionem Ces. M"' acquieverunt prudentiae S"^ Suae. In the
consistory of Dec. 2 (not n, as KORZENIOWSKI gives it, 33) : *S. D. N
jussit bullas legi in quibus decimae concedebantur Ces. M" ad parandam
classem contra praedones et piratas Turcas. R™ domini jussi sententias
dicere S. S"^ propositum laudaverunt, supplicaverunt tamen ut in imposi-
tionibus aliquam adhiberet rationem rev. dominorum. Deinde S'^ Sua
exemit omnia et singula beneficia ordinis S. loannis Rodiensis a dictis
decimis (Consistorial Archives, Vatican). The *Bull " Miserator
Dominus," dated Romae, 1534, XIX. Cal. Jan. (Dec. 14), is in Arm.
32, t. 36, f. 24 seq. (Secret Archives of the Vatican). Cf. the *Briefs
to the Spanish Military Orders and to the Spanish Cardinals, Stunica,
Loaysa, Tavera, and Manriquez, of Dec. 14, 1534, in Min. brev., t. 49,'

n. 166, 465 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

3 *Letter of F. Peregrino, dated Rome, Dec. 9, 1534 (Gonzaga
Archives, Mantui).

* See *report in cipher of Cardinal E. Gonzaga to Agnello, Jan. 9,
1535- Cod. Barb. lat. 5788, f. 78 scq., of the Vatican Library.
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maintenance of the war.^ Although it was expressly

provided that the French ships should be under Papal

and not Imperialist command, Francis would not agree

to the condition in question. The Bull of taxation

accordingly was not despatched.^

If Paul III. was as yet unaware of the secret treaty

between Francis and Barbarossa, still it could not have

escaped his notice that the former was making prepara-

tions for a fresh war with the Emperor. By his imploring,

almost passionate, entreaties that Francis would at least

not put hindrances in the way of the expedition against

Tunis, the Pope at last succeeded in wringing from him

a temporary abstention from hostilities.^

It was the Pope's intention to assist the Emperor with

ships also. The Papal fleet, placed on the 20th of

November 1534 under the command of Gentil Virginio

Orsini, Count of Anguillara, consisted then of three ships

only;* nine more were to be fitted out at Genoa ^—not

an easy task seeing that Clement VII. had left his

successor an empty exchequer.^ The Pope was therefore

' See *Acta Consist, for Jan. 29 and Feb. 17, 1535, in Consistorial

Archives, Vatican. Cf. Gayangos, V., r, n. 137 ; Cardinal E. Gonzaga's

*letter to Agnello (Cod. Barb, cit., f. 93'' seq\ and the *report of

Sanchez to Ferdinand I. of Feb. 12, 1535, in Court and State

Archives, Vienna.

2 See Cardinal E. Gonzaga's *letter to the Duke of Milan, May 14,

1535 (Cod. Barb, cit., f. 148""), and Nuntiaturberichte, II., 174.

3 Cf. Cardauns, Karl V., 150 seq.

* See GUGLIELMOTTI, I., 392 seqq.; cf. L. Sergardi's ^letter of

Nov. 20, 1534 (State Archives, Siena).

^ Together with the briefs cited supra, p. 223, n. 2, dated Dec. 14,

1534, cf the Papal *letters to Genoa and A. Doria of Feb. 24, 1535.

Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 50, n. 504, 505 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

' For the financial needs of Paul III., see the testimony of Cardinal

E. Gonzaga in a *letter to G. Agnello of Dec. 14, 1534 (Cod. Barb. lat.

5788, f 50b, Vatican Library). See also GayanGOS, V., i, n. 117 ; the
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compelled to draw on the Italian clergy for financial

assistance;^ nevertheless, it was impossible to get more

than six ships ready in time ;2 the manning of the vessels

with adequate crews was also beset with great difficulties.^

Paul III. who, at the beginning of the year, had sent* a

suit of consecrated armour to Andrea Doria, the admiral-

elect of the fleet, looked upon the expedition against Tunis

as the first step towards a general war against the Ottoman
power, and would therefore have rejoiced to have seen the

operations more widely extended, but this, in the opinion of

Charles V., was at first impracticable.^ On the 1 8th of April

Paul III. went in person to Civita Vecchia ; from the top

of the Torre della Rocca he prayed God to give victory

to the fleet of Crusaders anchored beneath his feet in the

harbour below, and bestowed upon them with all solemnity

*Briefs to the chamberlain Cardinal Spinola of Dec. 1 5, 1 534 (Min.

brev. Arm., 40, t. 49, n. 149, 151, Secret Archives of the Vatican), and
the letter to the Spanish nuncio, Capasso, I., 125.

1 Cf. *Min. brev., t. 49, n. 149, 151, 152, 153, 215 (Secret Archives

of the Vatican), and Guglielmotti, I., 398. Fermo gave 12,000

ducats for the armament of the Papal ships and held as security the

Castle of S. Petri de Alteis (*Bull of June 8, 1535, Min. brev. Arm., 40,

t. 51, n. 86).

2 Cf. letter of Charles V. in Lanz, II., 187; Manfroni, Marina,

310 ; and CapaSSO, I., 125, n. 2.

3 Deserters were condemned to the galleys ; see the *instructions to

the Papal officials of Dec. 15, 1534, and March 12, 1535. Min. brev.

Arm., 40, t. 49, n. 474, 507 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

* See the *Diarium of Blasius de Martinellis for Nov. i, 1535, and

the *Brief "Andreae de Auria, princ. Melfie et classis Caesareae

admirato," dated Jan. 9, 1535. Min. brev. Arm., 40, t. 50, n. 166

(Secret Archives of the Vatican). See also Cervetto in the Riv.

Ligur., XXIX., 3.

^ Together with CardaunS (Paul III., Karl V., 147), cf. also *Acta

consist, of March 10 and April 12, 1535 (Consistorial Archives of the

Vatican).
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the pontifical blessing. An inscription and a medal

perpetuated the memory of this remarkable scene.^

While Paul III. returned to Rome the Papal ships set

sail for Cagliari, where the Emperor held a review of his

entire armament. This consisted of 64 galleys, 30 smaller

ships of war, and about 300 transport vessels.^ It was,

boasts a contemporary, the finest, biggest, and best-armed

fleet ever equipped in Christendom.^

The Emperor and his Spaniards as well as the Pope

looked upon the undertaking as a holy war, as a crusade

in the true sense of the word. Before starting on his

expedition Charles had made a pilgrimage to the monastery

of Montserrat to invoke the blessing of the Queen of

Heaven at the beginning of his enterprise ; on the mast of

the Admiral's ship he ordered an ensign to be hoisted bear-

ing the image of the Crucified, and pointing to the symbol

of our redemption, he said to the grandees who accompanied

him : "The Crucified Saviour shall be our Captain."*

On the 13th of June 1535 the Christian Armada put out

' See Blasius de Martinellis, *Diarium (Secret Archives of the

Vatican, XII., 56). According to him the Pope left on April 18, and re-

turned on 28th. Cf. F. Peregrino's *letter of April 24, 1535 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua), and the sources in Guglielmotti, I., 401 seq.^ and

Capasso, I., 123 seq. On April 29 the Pope made a report in consistory

on his journey and the crusading fleet (*Acta Consist, in Consistorial

Archives, Vatican). As commissary-general of the Holy See Bona-

ventura de Leone O. M. de obs. accompanied the fleet, provided

with extensive faculties. See the *brief dated March 13, 1535, Min.

brev. Arm., 41, t. 50, n. 432 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

2 Cf. the Emperor's letter of June 12, 1535, in Colecci6n de docum.

indd., III., 544. See also Bf.llozzi, 42, 164.

^ ^Letter of Romulo Amaseo to Bologna, dated Rome, June 21, 1535

(State Archives, Bologna).

* See F. Peregrino's *letttr to the Duke of Manlua, dated Rome,

June 9, 1535 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua;. Cj. Sandoval, I., 2%

n. 7, 9-
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to sea. As the wind was favourable, they sighted on the

following morning the African coast, and the disembarka-

tion of the troops in the harbour of Carthage was effected

without mishap. More difficult was the siege of the

fortress of Goletta, lying on the tongue of land between

the sea and the lagoon El Bahira, and at once the arsenal

of Barbarossa and the ke}- of Tunis. In order to reduce

the forces of the enemy Charles promised full pardon to all

apostate Christians serving in their ranks who should come

over to him.^ Although great numbers complied, the siege

was still an arduous business. The troops suffered severely

not only from the heat of the climate but from want of

water and adverse winds which blew dust - storms in

their face. The garrison made repeated attempts to

destroy the siege-works by sallies from within. These and

subsequent engagements under the blazing African sun

were portrayed in colours in large cartoons by a Fleming,

Jan Vermayen, who was in the Emperor's suite. He was

an artist of intelligence, devoted to his craft and efficient

in execution ; his pictures now adorn the Imperial galleries

in Vienna.^

The fortress of Goletta, bombarded by land and sea,

was not taken till the 14th of July ; many guns and nearly

a hundred baggage-waggons fell into the hands of the

victors. Although the majority in the council of war were

of opinion that further operations should be confined to

* Cf. the *brief to " Episc. Guadicens. et Joh. Lopez de la Quadra

milit. S. Jacob, de Spata sub. leg. S. Aug. cappellano Carol! V." of

Aug. 24, 1535. Min. brev. Arm., 40, t. 51, n. 63 (Secret Archives of

the Vatican).

^ From these cartoons tlie valuable tapestries now admired at Madrid

were restored ; see Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des

osterr. Kaiserhauses, II., 144 seqq.\ IX., 419 set].; XL, 113 seq.

WOLTMANN (II., 352) mentions an illustrated poem on the Tunisiaii

expedition.
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sea against Bona and Algiers, Charles decided to press on

to Tunis. The army began to move on the 20th of July ;

after a toilsome march they came in touch with that of

Barbarossa, and a battle ensued, described in vivid terms

by the Emperor in an autograph letter to his sister Maria.^

The enemy, notwithstanding his numerical superiority, was

routed ; pursuit, however, was impossible, as the troops

were almost exhausted from thirst and heat.

In spite of victory, the army was placed in a critical

position owing to the want of water. On the following

day decisive aid was given to the Imperialists by the

insurrection of the 20,000 Christian slaves in Tunis

;

Barbarossa was, in consequence, forced to evacuate and

abandon his city to the enemy. In order to stimulate the

spirit of his troops, Charles V. had promised them the

plunder of Tunis ; they now took a cruel revenge for the

forays whereby the bands of Barbarossa had for so long

tormented the coast-dwellers of the Mediterranean.

With the capture of Tunis the expedition had achieved

its chief object. The near approach of the equinoctial

gales was an obstacle to the prosecution of the war

;

Charles therefore postponed to a later date the conquest of

Algiers ; he now proposed to visit his Neapolitan kingdom,

hitherto unknown to him, and Tunis was handed over as a

Spanish fief to its former ruler Muley Hassan. At the

same time all Christian slaves in the Tunisian kingdom

were set at liberty, and free domicile with the undisturbed

exercise of their religion secured to Christians generally

;

a Spanish garrison was left in Goletta.

In the middle of August the army re-embarked;

thousands of Christians, now set free, returned to their

homes. The Emperor sent to Rome as a gift "to St

Peter " the lock and bolts of the city gate of Tunis, where

1 Lanz, II., 194.
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this trophy was placed in the vestibule of the Basilica, to be

removed at a later period to the room belonging to the

sacristy in front of the Archivio.^

On the 22nd of August Charles V. landed at Trapani.

Even if he had not completely crushed Barbarossa he had

yet added greatly to his renown and reputation by his

brilliant successes against the infidel, successes greeted

with particular delight in Germany, and by the deliverance

of so many thousands of Christian captives. Full of self-

reliance, he seems now to have cherished the hope of

realizing the great ideal of his life : to deal, as the champion

of Christendom against the unbelievers, by means of an

expedition against Constantinople, a crowning blow at the

power of the Turk.^

In Rome, as in all Italy, the operations of war in Africa

had been followed with closest attention.^ The Pope was

kept carefully informed through the reports of the nuncio

in attendance on the Emperor.* Above all, intercessions

were offered up to Heaven for the success of the Christian

arms. At first, indeed, the withdrawal of the fleet had

been followed by the appearance of corsairs before Civita

Vecchia, against whom the Pope at once ordered measures

of defence to be taken.^ On the 20th of June a triduum of

fasting and processional litanies was ordered to supplicate

1 GUGLIELMOTTI, I., 43O.

2 Cf. the Carta del conde de Nieva in Sandoval, lib. 23, n. 4.

For the rejoicing in Germany, see the *letter of Eck to the Abbot of

Weingarten, dated Ingolstadt, Oct. i, 1535, Library, Stuttgart.

^ Cf. *F. Peregrino's letter, dated Rome, June 9, 1535 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua), and the *letter of R. Amaseo to Bologna, dated

Rome, July 2, 1535 (State Archives, Bologna).

Gayangos, v., I, n. 182.

' See *brief to Gaspare Taparelli of May 8, 1535, Min. brev.

Arm., 40, t. 51, n. 70 (Secret Archives of the Vatican). Cf. F.

Peregrino's *ieport of May 6, 1535 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).
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the Divine succour. Three days later, the first procession,

in which the populace joined in great nunnbers and

devotion, wended its way from S. Marco to S. Maria del

Popolo. On the 25th and 26th of June similar processions

went from S. Maria sopra Minerva to Ara Caeli, and from

S. Lorenzo in Damaso to St. Peter's.^

In the beginning of July unfavourable reports of the

Tunisian expedition were disseminated by the French

party. It was also given out that an envoy of the French

King was exercising an evil influence on Barbarossa.^

The Pope, however, in a very friendly brief to the Emperor

on the 15th of July, expressed his hope that the latter

would be fully successful.^ When on July the 28th the

news arrived of the taking of Goletta,* the Pope at once

wrote congratulations and ordered thanksgivings.^ At

last, on the 2nd of August, came the first announce-

ment that Tunis had fallen,^ and this was confirmed

^ See *Blasius de Martinellis, *Diarium (Secret Archives of the

Vatican, XII., 56); he remarks: "Et nota quod magna multitude

populi utriusque sexus interfiiit magna cum humilitate et devotione."

Cf. Nuntiaturberichte, I., 482 n.

- *Letters of Cardinal E. Gonzaga to the Duke of Mantua of July 6

and 15, 1535 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

^ See the brief in Appendix No. 11 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

^ Cf. Y. Peregrine's *letter of July 28, 1535 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua) ; the *Ephem. in Cod. Vat., 6978, f. 137, of the Vatican Library,

and Blasius de Martinellis, *Diarium :
" 28 Julii novum supervenit de

Goletta Tunisi capta pro Imperatore, de qua re tota curia exaltavit in

gaudio et laetitia et multi fecerunt igues et signa laetitiae in nocte "

(Secret Archives of the X'^atican, XII., 56). The Maestro di Paste of

the Pope announced also on the 28th the " presa di Goletta" to the

Sienese (.State Archives, Siena).

^ Brief to Charles V. of July 28, 1535, in Raynaldus, 1535, n. 52 ;

cf. Nuntiaturberichte, I., 463, and Epist. ad Nauseum, 158.

" See G. M. della Porta's *report to Urbino, dated Rome, Aug. 2,

153s (State Archives, Florence).
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1

on the following day in letters from the Emperor.^

In Rome the rejoicing was general except among the

Emperor's enemies, who had hoped for his ruin. The

Pope ordered displays of fireworks and thanksgivings

throughout the States of the Church. On the 15th of

August a solemn Mass was said in S. Maria Maggiore,

attended by all the Sacred College ; the Bishop of

Viterbo, Giovanni Pietro Grassi, preached on this occa-

sion ; the Pope himself chanted the Te Deum and took

part in the procession.-

In the Curia, as in many other quarters, it was believed

that the Emperor would now turn his forces against

Constantinople. Men had visions of the victorious over-

throw of the Turkish dominion and the conversion of

Islam to the true faith.'^ Even the Pope shared this view,

to which some expressions of Charles V. lent support. He
had therefore, as early as the 3rd of August, given orders

for increased expenditure on the fleet,* and expressed a

^ " In questa medcsima hora, che sono alii xxiv, sono venule della

Ces. M * lettere [to his ambassador] delli xxi del passato della presa

di Tunisi." ""'F. Peregrino to the Duke of Mantua, Aug. 3, 1535

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

^ See Blasius de Martinellis, '"Diarium (Secret Archives of the

Vatican, XII., 56); *letter of G. M. della Porta to Urbino, dated

Rome, Aug. 10, 1535 (State Archives, Florence) ; *Notice of P Cesi to

the Ephem. (see supra, p. 12, n. 2) of the Vatican Library ; Nuntiatur-

berichte, I., 463, 467, 474, n. i, and Bontempi, 365. On Aug. 27,

1535, the *Acta Consist, relate: " Recitata sunt foedera descripta a

card, de Cesis pacta ab imp. Carolo V. cum rege Tuneti" (Consistorial

Archives of the Vatican).

^ See Nuntiaturberichte, I., 474 ; c/. Zeitschr. fur die Gesch. des

Oberrheins, N. F., X., 611.

* See the *brief to Alfonso (Manriquez) et Garsie [Loaysa] card.

Hispan. of Aug. 11, 1535, Min. brt.\. Arm. 41, t. 52, n. 399; cf. ibid.,

n. 400 : Subditis eccl., dat. Perusiae, Sept. 30, 1535 (Secret Archives of

the Vatican).
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wish to hold an interview with the Emperor.^ Again, in

December, he sent the General of the Franciscans to

Charles, who since the 25th of November had been resident

in Naples, to urge him to more extensive operations against

the Turks.2

In the face of hard facts, however, such ambitious pro-

jects were impracticable. The reappearance of Barbarossa

before the Balearic Islands, and his descent on the harbour

of Mahon in September, showed that the power of this

adventurous pirate was still unbroken. But to a renewal

of hostilities on a larger scale Venice and France were

opposed. The answer of the Venetian ambassador to

Cardinal Cles showed clearly that the Signoria clung to its

commercial policy and was bent on pursuing friendly rela-

tions with the Sultan.^ The attitude of Francis I, was

worse ; in presence of the remarkable situation created for

the Emperor by his successes in Africa the King took up,

without disguise, an even more menacing posture towards

his rival, and forced him to renounce any bolder plans for

the protection of Christendom. In Rome the French

diplomatists, Cardinal du Bellay and the Bishop of M^con,

made every effort to win the Pope to their monarch's side

;

their promises were unlimited; Francis I. would secure

politically the Pope's independence, and ecclesiastically

the return of the German Protestants to the Church. But

their chief aim was to awaken and foster in the Curia

apprehensions of the Emperor's supremacy .*

1 See C'ARD.^UNS, Karl V., 165.

2 Raynaldus, 1535, n. 55 ; cf. also Gayangos, V., i, n. 215, 236 ;

Ehses, IV., cxxviii.

^ See DE Lev\, III., 150 ; cf. Gayangos, V., i, n. 192.

* See Soriano in Alb^RI, 2nd Series, 1 1 1., 320, 323. C/ Capasso, I.,

130 seq.\ Cardauns, loc. cii., 152 scq., 156 scq.; BOURRILLY, Lc card.

J. du Bellay en Italic. Paris, 1907,
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As reports from various quarters, even from the nuncio

at Charles's court, concerning the sinister designs of the

Hapsburgs upon Italy ^ reached Paul III., he too began to

dread this supremacy. Grave anxiety beset him as he

contemplated the Emperor's visit to Rome.^ It was of

little avail that the latter declared that, as a proof that his

aim was not that of universal monarchy, as his enemies

asserted, he was coming with only a slender escort of

troops.^ Even if the Pope announced officially the

pleasure it would afford him to see the Emperor in

Rome,* and ordered the clergy of Naples^ to give a solemn

reception to the conqueror of Barbarossa, yet his real feel-

ings were of a very different kind. The first outburst of

joy at the humiliation of the corsair gradually gave place to

fears of the Spanish supremacy, against which Paul III.,

quite in vain, had tried to find a bulwark in Venice.^

French diplomacy knew how to make adroit use of the

situation ; they worked with undiminished activity to bring

Charles into discredit with the Curia.

It was of advantage to them that recent misunder-

standings had arisen between the Imperial and Papal

* *I1 nontio che sta per S. B"*^ presso S. M'^ scrive le piu horribile

cose del mondo chel Imperatore ha nel animo al papa et a tutta Italia.

Cipher *report of Cardinal E. Gonzaga to the Duke of Mantua, dated

Rome, July 17, 1535 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

2 Cf. the *report of G. M. della Porta to Urbino, dated Rome,

Aug. 8, 1535 (State Archives, Florence).

^ See Cardinal E. Gonzaga's letter to the Duke of Mantua of Aug. 18,

1535 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

* See Sanchez' report to Ferdinand I., dated Rome, Aug. 28, 1535

(Court and Slate Archives, Vienna).

* See the *brief to the Religiosi Neapolitan! of Aug. 29, Min. brev.

Arm., 41, t. 52, n. 222 ; ibid., n. 247, about the nomination of Fabio

Arcella to be nuncio in Naples, dated Aug. 11, 1535 (Secret Archives

of the Vatican).

« C.\P.\sso, I., 131 seq., 147 seq.
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courts, owing in part to the nepotiiiic tendencies of the

Pope.^ In order to remove these differences and to

ascertain clearly the Emperor's intentions, it was resolved

at the end of August to send Pier Luigi Farnese into

southern Italy.^ He was to take with him the brief of

invitation to Rome in the Pope's own hand, and to treat

of the peace, the Turkish war, the Council, the expedition

against the Varani in Camerino, and the punishment of

Henry VHI., as well as to justify the appointment, without

the Imperial consent, of Cardinal Alessandro Farnese to

the Bishopric of Jaen.^

Pier Luigi Farnese, detained from sickness or other

causes,* did not meet the Emperor, at Cosenza, until the

middle of November, when he was most unfavourably

received. Both as regarded the visit to Rome and the

affair of Camerino, Charles made evasive statements ; as

for the Council, he thanked the Pope for his zeal, but

observed that further negotiations must be deferred until

* Cf. Decrue, 237, 239, and Cardauns, loc. cii., 159 seq.

2 Cf. the ^report of Alessandro Guglielmi to Siena, dated Rome,

Aug. 24, 1535 (State Archives, Siena). From a *report of G. M. della

Porta of June 18, 1535, the mission of P. L. Farnese to Charles V. was

already intended ; he was to dispense with great pomp. Much to his

disgust, his retinue was restricted to twenty-five horsemen (State

Archives, Florence). Cf. also Cifuentes' despatch to Charles V. of

June 21, in GayanGOS, V., i, n. 177.

3 For P. L. Farnese's mission, cf. along with the report of P. A.

Alalcone to Cardinal A. Farnese, dated Rome, Sept. 23, 1535 (already

made use of by Capasso, I., 132), (Farnese .\ichives in State .Archives,

Parma), and the authorities cited by Ehses, IV., cxxv, also the *reports

of Cardinal E. Gonzaga to the Duke of Mantua, dated Sept. 15,24,

and Oct. i, 1535, and the *letter of F. Peregrino of Sept. 24, 1535

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

*
Cf. the *letter of G. M. della Porta to Urbino, dated Rome, Nov. 9,

1535 (State Archives, Florence), and the sources collected by'

Cardauns, Karl v., 165.
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the King of the Romans had expressed his intentions.

The excuses in the case of the Bishopric of Jaen he declined

to accept, and protested with heat against this infringement

of his rights. He also made bitter allusions to the Franco-
phile sympathies of Paul III., who had worked for a secret

league with Venice ; instead of that, Charles demanded that

he should make an alliance with him against France.^

Paul III. awaited with impatience the result of Pier

Luigi's mission.2 The accounts that he received 2 of the
marks of honour bestowed on his nephew were not calcu-

lated to console him for the miscarriage of the very first

negotiation. In the hope that a personal meeting would
lead to better results, he gave orders for the recall of Pier

Luigi on the 19th of November.*

By the middle of December the news of the total

collapse of the mission reached the Vatican.^ It had never
entered the mind of Paul III. that Pier Luigi, who for a

long while had been on good terms with the Emperor,
would fail so completely. His choleric temper now, for a
moment, got the better of him, and in the greatest agitation

he turned to the French party and used sharp language

' See Nuntiaturberichte, I., 67, and Capasso, I., 133 seq. Cf.
Gayangos, v., I, n. 227, 235 ; V., 2, n. 34.

2 *G. M. della Porta announces this to Urbino on Nov. 19, 1535
(State Archives, Florence).

3 " Avisano di NapoH di molti favori exteriori che fa S. M'* al S. P.
Loyso. ... In la corte di S. M. vien teunto grande imperiale con
desiderio ch'el padre fosse cosi ; h huomo per saperlo benissimo mostrar
quando ben non fosse di questo animo,"* writes G. M. della Porta on
Nov. 29, 1535 (State Archives, Florence).

•* Ricalcati to Pier Luigi on Nov. 19, 1535 ; see Cardauns, loc. cit

166.

* * " II S. P. Loyso devea partir il giorno di S. Lucia senza conclusione
di cosa alcuna che 1' habia desiderata da S. M"." G. M. della Porta
from Rome, Dec. 15, 1535 (State Archives, Florence).
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about the Emperor.^ But his wiser instincts prevailed, and
prevented him from going further, although the induce-

ments held out from the side of France were tempting.^

The Emperor's demands are made clear in a document
handed to Pier Luigi on the 9th of December 1535 : first

and foremost came the summoning of the Council, The
Pope must not be diverted from this course by the opposi-

tion of France, and must also forbid Francis I. to have any
dealings with Henry VIII. Charles then goes back to his

old wish that Paul 1 1 1, should conclude an alliance with him
not only against the Turks but against all the aggressors of

Christendom. The Pope must openly declare himself for

the house of Hapsburg against France.^ This was to over-

step the political system of strict neutrality which seemed to

Paul the only correct one; again and again he emphatically

declared that to this policy he intended to adhere. On
the other hand, he was prepared to convene the Council

;

that he was taking steps to issue the summons was com-

1 Cf. Bragadino's letter in the Nuntiaturberichte, I., 67 seq., of

whose criticism Capasso very justly remarks (I., 156) :
" La fonte h di

dubbia autoritk." Cf. further, EhSes, IV., cxxviii seq., and Cardauns,
loc. cit., 1 85. Also Baumgarten (Karl V., 1 1 1., 192) thinks that Braga-

dino's report that Paul III. had called upon Francis I. to invade Italy

" is hardly credible." The Pope evidently had not gone beyond

threats. Farnese's wise diplomatic restraint on his return to Rome is

worthy of remark. How far he went in this direction is shown by a

^letter of F. Peregrino's to the Duke of Mantua, dated Rome, Dec. 22,

1535) i" which he says :
" Lo S. Pier Loisio hoggi h ritornato in Roma,

riporta esser stato accharezzato molto della M'^ Ces. con buonomissima

ciera et di quella molto si loda " (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). See also

the **letter of Sanchez, Dec. 23, 1535 (Court and State Archives,

Vienna). Later Pier Luigi certainly displayed his great dissatisfac-

tion ; see Cardauns, loc. at., 184.

* Cf. the **report in cipher of (iuidoda Crema of Nov. 13, 1535

((ionzaga Archives, Mantua).

3 See Cardauns, loc. cit., 505 seg.
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municated to the French King. Strong representations

were also made to Francis I. concerning his advances to

England, his intrigues in Germany, his alliance with the

Turks, and his arbitrary exaction of tithes.^

Cardinals had to be sent to welcome the Emperor, but

it was not easy to find suitable persons. A consistory dis-

cussed the matter on the 26th of November without arriving

at any decision ; at last, on the 29th, Cardinals Piccolomini

and Cesarini were appointed.^ They started from Rome on

December the 5th,^ as the Emperor was expected at the

end of the month.* The two Cardinals only undertook

the mission unwillingly, for they had not only to fulfil the

courtesies of welcome, but to discuss the questions handled

with such infelicitous results by Pier Luigi Farnese, and

there yet remained a most important topic bristling with

difficulty : the ill-starred question of Milan. This had

entered on an acute phase owing to the death on the ist

of November, without legitimate heir, of Duke Francesco

Sforza. Francis claimed Milan for his second son Henry,

Duke of Orleans. As Charles V. refused unconditionally

to hear of the husband of Catherine de' Medici and claimant

of Florence and Urbino, the renewal of the war between

the two rivals was imminent. Paul III. was not wanting

* See Cardauns, i 70 seq.

2 Consistory of Nov. 26, 1535 : *S. D. N. fecit verbum de legatis

mittendis ad Caes. M'^"" jam e Sicilia adventantem in Italiam. Quae

res fuit dilata in futurum consistorium. Nov. 29, 1535: *S. D. N.

decrevit duos legatos ad Caes. M'^™ vid. rev. Senen. episc. Ostien. et

rev. Caesarinum diac. cum facultatibus in diplomate exponendis

(Consistorial Archives, Vatican). For the first discussion on Nov. 8,

1535, see Blasius de Martinellis, *Diarium (Secret Archives of the

Vatican, XII., 56).

3 See G. Negri's letter in Lett, di princ, III., 148'' (edition of 1577).

* See Niccol6 Cusulano's letter to Siena, dated Rome, Dec. 4, 1535

(State Archives, Siena).
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in efforts to preserve peace ;
^ he took a middle course, and

proposed that the Duchy should be given to the third son of

Francis, the Duke of Angoul^me. The two Cardinals pro-

posed this compromise to the Emperor on the 22nd of

December at Naples. Charles replied that he must first be

more closely acquainted with the conditions of this solu-

tion of the question, since experience had shown that the

French, if in possession of Milan, would wish to have

Naples also in their grasp.^

The candidature of the Duke of Angouleme was re-

jected as impossible by the French. They tried to draw

the Pope to their side by proposing that Milan should be

given to Pier Luigi Farnese's son, Ottavio, together with

the hand of a French Princess. Notwithstanding his great

affection for his nephew, Paul III. did not enter into this

scheme,^ but continued to preserve his neutrality.* As

long as this was not infringed he showed friendliness to

Charles V. in the bestowal of graces,^ but he gave an un-

conditional refusal to the latter's request that he might enlist

troops within the States of the Church. As he wished to

remain neutral, this was a concession he could not make to

either party,*5 and on the 28th of February 1536 the pro-

hibition to all his subjects in the States to take service with

foreign princes without special permission was promul-

1 Cf. Cardauns, Paul III., \%o seq.

2 See Cardinals Piccolomini and Cesarini, report of Dec. 23, 1535,

in EhSES, IV., cxxvii.

3 Cf. CapaSSO, I., 150.

* Cf. F. Peregrine's *report of Feb. 7, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).

6 Cf the *brief to Charles V. of Feb. 14, 1536 (permission that the

clergy, "regni Siciliae ultra Pharum," should contribute to the sum of

250,000 ducats " promissa per magnates regni"). ^^iu brev. Arm., 41,

t. r, n. 94 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

• Cf. Gavangos, v., 2, n. 34 ; Cardauns, Karl V., 187 !<eq.
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gated.* In January 1536 the Pope made his Milanese

policy sufficiently clear to the Venetian ambassador ; the

Duchy must not belong either to the Emperor or PVancis I.

;

on!}' by conferring it on a third party, such as the Duke of

Angouleme, who would thereby become an Italian prince,

would it be possible to safeguard Italy against foreign

subjugation and incessant warfare."'

The Papal proposal, however, had no prospect of accept-

ance even with the Imperialists. The Spanish statesmen

did not, indeed, actually decline the candidature of Angou-

leme, but they bound it up with conditions which gave the

Duke up entirely into the hands of Charles.^ In order to

make the Pope amenable it was even proposed in the

Imperial Council that Parma and Piacenza should be

occupied. As the troops of Charles occupied Siena and

the Neapolitan kingdom and the Colonna were at his

service, Paul III. felt himself threatened in Rome, where

there was a great concourse of Spaniards and the recollec-

tion of the sack of 1527 lived on. He ordered St, Angelo

to be prepared against attack, levied troops, and even

seriously contemplated flight to the hill stronghold of

Civita Castellana in order to secure his freedom.*

When intelligence of such plans reached Charles he

thought it advisable, in view of the imminent renewal of

war with France, to give in. It was rumoured in diplomatic

circles that Charles had written a submissive letter to the

1 *Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. i, n. 149 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

^ See Bragadino's report of Jan. 18, 1536, in CapasSO, I., 151.

' See Weiss, Pap. d'etat, II., 395 seq. ; Baumgarten, Karl V., III.,

181 seq.

^ See Nuntiaturberichte, I., 68 seq.^ 70 seq. \ Capasso, I., 157;

CardaUNS, Paul III., 182 seq. The assembly of troops in Rome is

also mentioned in the *Vita di D. Alfonso d'Avalos in Cod. 34, E 23,

f. 236, of the Corsini Library, Rome. A pasquil of Feb. 28, 1536, with

a reminiscence of the sack in the Lett, and Pap., ed. Gairdner, X., n. 367.
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Pope in which he agreed to the prohibition of enlistments

in Rome.^ According to another report, the ambassador

Cifuentes had been instructed to refrain from importuning

the Pope further to renounce his neutraHty, Thereupon

the tension hitherto existing between the Emperor and the

Pope became suddenly relaxed.^ Whether the Emperor

had actually gone as far as this is open to doubt.^ It was

afterwards to be shown clearly that he had never seriously

thought of abandoning his efforts to draw the Pope to his

side, but his prospects were as yet very unfavourable, for

on the 2 1st of March the Pope had already declared that, in

view of the war that had broken out on the entry of

Francis I. into Savoy, he would observe the strictest

neutrality.'* On this as on all other questions he hoped to

come to a clear understanding with the Emperor by means

of personal negotiation.^

^ QC in Appendix No. 15 Bragadino's *report of March 10, 1536

(State Archives, Venice).

2 Cf. in Appendix No 16 F. Peregrine's *report of March 14, 1536

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), on the Pope's recent reversal of opinion.

From a *letter of Sanchez' of March 24, 1536 (Court and State

Papers, Vienna), Paul III. seems now to have consented to close

his eyes to secret Spanish solicitations in Rome ; see Appendix

No. 17.

3 Cardauns (Karl V., 171) thinks it highly improbable that

Charles V. recognized the Pope's neutrality. The Imperial letter,

unfortunately missing from the Secret Archives of the Vatican, was

probably in ambiguous terms.

* In the *Acta Consist. (Consistorial Archives, Vatican) the con-

sistory of March 21, 1536, is not mentioned. Accounts of this

assembly are to be found in the ^letter of Bragadino's of March 22,

1536 (State Archives, Venice), and in *those of Matteo Casella and

Filippo Rodi of March 31, 1536 (State Archives, Modena) ; see

Nuntiaturberichte, I., 71, and CapasSO, I., 158.

^ Cf. Ricalcati's *letter to Guidiccioni of March 22, 1 536 (Secret
'

Archives of the Vatican) ; also used by CardaunS (Karl V., 189).
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On the afternoon of the 26th of March Paul III. and his

Master of the Ceremonies drew up the last regulations for

the reception of the Emperor in Rome. On the following

day he deputed Cardinals Cupis and Sanseverino to receive

the head of the Hapsburgs on the borders of the States of

the Church on his approach from Naples. They started on

the 1st of April, and early on the following day met the

Emperor at Sermoneta.^

The entrance of the Head of Christendom into the

Eternal City was fixed for the 5th of April. The Pope

had made most extensive preparations,^ although the

Emperor had begged that there might be an abstention

from special festivities.^ Notwithstanding the precarious

state of the finances, nothing was spared of genuine

Roman pomp* to do honour to the conqueror of Bar-

' See Blasius de Martinellis in Arch. d. Soc. Rom., I., 318-320

(instead of May 27 read March) ; *F. Peregrino's letter of March 28,

1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), and the *report of M. Casella and

F. Rodi of March 31, 1536 (State Archives, Modena). For Charles V.

in Naples, see Torraca in the Rassegna settim., 1881, and Arch. Stor.

Napolit., VII., 355 seqq. Already, on Jan. 11, 1536, Gratia dei Banchi.

Florent. was deputed as commissary "ad providendum de victualiis

in locis per que Cesar iter faciet, ad faciendum aptari et complanari

vias per quas transibit." Arm., 41, t. i, n. 61 (Secret Archives of

the Vatican).

- F. Peregrine reported on Nov. 3, 1535 : *Hieri N. S. di sua bocca

fece intendere all' officiali qua della corte di Roma che s' apparrechiassero

di metter a 1' ordine di honorare S. M'^ (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

Cf. for the further preparations the *letters of G. Peregrino of Nov. 20

and 22, 1535, and Jan. 28, 1536, and the very full report of Fr. Chieregati

of Jan. 15, 1536 {ibid.). See also Sanchez' *letter of Dec. 23, 1535

(Court and State Archives, Vienna).

^ Cf. F. Peregrino's **letter of Jan. 8, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).

^ Cf. for the following : Ordine, pompe, apparato et ceremonie della

solenne entrato di Carlo \'. Imp. semper Aug. nella citt^ di Roma,
VOL. XI. 16
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barossa, already celebrated in high-flown verse ^ by the

poets of the Eternal City. The whole city was to appear

in its utmost splendour, and the Emperor, as the successor

of the Cssars, to make his way along the ancient Via

Triumphalis through the arches of Constantine, Titus,

and Septimius Severus, over the ruins of ancient Rome

and past the Capitol till, having traversed the whole length

of the new city, he reached the Vatican. All buildings

interfering with the route were accordingly demolished.

Rabelais, who was an eye-witness of the destruction, says

that upwards of two hundred houses and three or four

churches were pulled down.^ Through the Forum a straight

road was laid down and this historic site raised and

levelled by an accumulation of loads of debris. The works

were under the direction of the talented Latino Giovenale

1536 (rare impression, copy in the Bibl. Alexandrina, Rome, published,

not quite correctly, by CancellieRI, Possessi, 94 seq., and Forcella,

Feste, 39 seq.\ as well as the narrative of Blasius de Martinellis,

Master of the Ceremonies, together with selections from the account-

books of Paul I II. in PodestA. in Arch. d. Soc. Rom., I., 303-344. Cf.

also FiRMANUS in the Extr. d. manscr. du Roi, II., 631 ; ^letter of the

Sienese envoy of April 5, 1536 (State Archives, Siena) ; ^report of F.

Peregrino of April 6, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua) ;
*Diary in

Cod. Barb. lat. 3552, f. 58, Vatican Library; Alberini with Orano's

notes in Arch. d. Soc. Rom., XIX., 43 .y^-^. ;
RArF.LMS, CEuvres, II.,

580 seq.; Fichard, Italia, 36, 42, 51 ; Cerezeua, III. (see supra^

p. 222, n. 2); Sandoval, c. 23, n. 5 : Vandenesse, II., 117 seq. ;

Cresci, 120 seq. ; GUAZZO, 195 seq. ; CapaSSO, I., 161 seq. ;
Lancfani

in Boll. Com., XXX., 229 seq., and Scavi, II., 58 seq. ; GORi, Archivio,

I., 39, \\zseq.\ BertOLETTI, Speserie, 175 seq.\ Riv. d' Italia, III.,

(1900), 769; Jahrbuch der kaiserl. arcliiiolog. Instituts, 1896, 130;

ROCHi, Piante, 179; DknGEL in thewoik"Dei Palazzo di Venezia,"

Vienna, 1909, 97 seq. Cf. Arch. d. Soc. Rom., XXXI., 428.

* Cf. Carmina apposita ad Pasquillum, 1536.

> Rabelais, CEuvres, II., 588, 600. See also Lwciani, Scavi, II.,

61. Cf. also the report *of Cesare de Nobiiibus of Jan. 29, 1536

(State Archives, Lucca). *'
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Manetti, who, in the short space of fifteen weeks, had

rendered extraordinary services.^ The decorations in the

city itself "Vere arranged by Antonio da Sangallo the

younger ; Battista Franco, Raffaello da Montelupo, and

other artists carried out his instructions,^ Another colla-

borator in this work was Baldassare Peruzzi.^

Charles V., accompanied by the two Cardinal-Legates,

reached Marino on the 3rd of April, where he was received

by Ascanio Colonna and Cardinals Alessandro Farnese

and Santafiora.* The next day he betook himself to S.

Paolo fuori le mura, where he was welcomed in the Pope's

name by Giuliano Cesarini, Gonfaloniere of the Roman
people.

On the 5th of April, at eleven in the forenoon, the Imperial

procession set forth from S. Paolo. While many prelates

and nobles, among them Pier Luigi Farnese, as well as the

civic magistrates, had already come as far as the latter

Basilica to meet him, the Emperor was awaited by the

College of Cardinals at the Church of " Domine quo vadis
"

on the Appian Way.

The head of the procession was formed of 4000 Imperial

foot soldiers marching seven abreast and 500 horsemen.

Then came the envoys of Florence, Ferrara, and Venice, the

Roman barons and Spanish grandees, while the Senator

and Governor of Rome brought up the rear. Immediately

in front of the Emperor advanced fifty youths chosen from

the first families in Rome, all dressed in violet silk.

1 Lanciani, Goiden Days, in.

2 Cf. Vasari, XIII., 185 ; X., 14 ; XL, 317 ; XII., 55.

^ See H. Egger in Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen Sammlungcn

des osterr. Kaiserhauses, XXI I L, 2 seqq.

* See VandeneSSR, II., 117, and the *report of the Sienese Envoy

of April 3, 1536 (State Archives, Siena). The Itinerary in StaLin

(^ Forschungen zur deutsche Geschichte, V., 573) is incorrect.
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Amid the dazzling glitter and pageantry displayed by

the Roman and Spanish nobility the simplicity of

Charles V. stood out in striking contrast. The monarch,

on whose realms the sun never set, the glorious conqueror

of the dreaded infidel, whose latest achievements in Africa

were grandiloquently set forth in the language and style of

ancient Rome in the inscriptions on artistic triumphal

arches, made his appearance without any decorations or

tokens of his rank. Wearing a simple garment of violet

velvet and a cap of the same cifiltour, he rode on a

charger between Cardinals Cupis and Sanseverino with the

Caporioni and Conservatori on both sides ; the latter, in

ancient garb, described to their illustrious guest the remains

of antiquity through which he was making his way. Close

behind the Emperor rode the Cardinals, two and two
;
they

were followed by the ranks of lesser ecclesiastical dignitaries

;

last of all came the Emperor's bodyguard, 200 strong.

The splendid cavalcade rode through the Porta S.

Sebastiano, richly decorated with 'frescoes and stucco work,

to the Baths of Caracalla, past the Septizonium, still rising

proudly on the southern point of the Palatine, and through

the Arch of Constantine. After leaving this point the

Emperor was confronted by the huge mass of the Colosseum,

recently stripped of its obnoxious outbuildings. The

Emperor, struck with astonishment, reined in his horse in

order to gaze on the wonderful amphitheatre. He then

rode under the Arch of Titus across the Forum to the

Arch of Severus. In front of the Temple of Divus

Romulus an annexe, obstructing the view of the porphyry

pillars of the entrance and doors of bronze, had been pulled

down. The mediaeval baronial tower before the Temple

of Faustina had also been removed. From the Arch ot

Severus the procession turned to the right into the Via di

Marforio on to the IMazza di S. Marco, where, from designs
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by Sangallo, an immense arch had been erected, the

statues and paintings on which aroused the admiring

wonder of his contemporaries. Among other Germans

engaged on the decorations was that Martin Heemskerk

whose sketches and famous panorama offered to the

Romans a valuable picture of this occasion. From
S. Marco the next point reached was the Via Papale.

Thence the procession turned to the left to the Campo
di Fiori and by way of the Via de Banchi struck the

Tiber. Amid the thunder of cannon from St. Angelo the

castle bridge, adorned with statues, was passed and the

Borgo entered, where the houses were hung with tapestries

as on the Festival of Corpus Christi.

In the Piazza of St. Peter's the Emperor alighted and

paid the customary homage to Paul III., who, wearing the

tiara, awaited him in the portico of the Basilica. The
two heads of Christendom then entered St. Peter's, where a

religious ceremony was held. When this was ended, the

Pope led the Emperor to the Sala Regia, and at the chapel

of Nicholas V. he withdrew. Several Cardinals escorted

Charles to the Curia Innocentiana, where apartments had

been made ready for him.^

The next day, the 6th of April, was at once devoted to

* See Blasius de Martinellis in Arch. d. Soc. Rom., I., 331 seq. The
statement that Charles V. stayed in the Palazzo Caffarelli-Vidoni has

been shown by HuLSEN (Bilder aus der Geschichte des Capitols, 29)

to be highly improbable. TomaSETTI (II Palazzo Vidoni, Roma, 1905)

thinks (p. 36) that the tradition has yet a grain of truth in it ; Charles

may have passed a day there and held audiences ; ibid.^ 34 seq.,

pictures of the frescoes from the history of Charles V. of the end of the

i6th century in the style of Perino del Vaga in the great hall where

audience must have been given. About the lodging of Charles V.,

Jacomo delli Herculani reports in his *Memorie (68): "Allogi6 in

palazo . . . cio^ in lo apartamento che fece Alexandro [M.] et quello

che fece Innocentio [VIII.].
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the discussion of tiie many unsettled questions which for so

long a time had been calling for solution. The diplomatists

reported that this first private interview between the

Emperor and the Pope lasted for more than six hours.^

On Friday and Saturday Charles V., with a small suite,

visited the most famous churches and monuments of

antiquity in the capital of the world. From the roaf of the

Pantheon he enjoyed a panorama of incomparable views.^

During his stay the Emperor honoured with visits

Vittoria Colonna and also the wives of Ascanio Colonna

and Pier Luigi Farnese. On Saturday evening he con-

ferred with the Pope for three hours.^ It was rumoured

that Charles would soon take his departure, with the

intention, it was supposed, of making an impression on the

Pope.* The Emperor, however, prolonged his visit over

Holy Week, and on Palm Sunday, Holy Thursday, and

Good Friday took part with great devoutness in the

striking solemnities of the Church, customary from distant

ages at this season. On Holy Saturday he made a

^ See in App. No. 18 the "report of Agnello of April 8 ; cf. the *letter

of F. Peregrino of April lo, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). See

also Ehses, IV., I, n. 3.

2 JOVIUS, Hist, lib., 35. Crescenzi's story that the Emperor wished

to pull down the Pantheon (see Cancellieri, Possessi, 93) finds no

place here. It is no more than gossip. Fichard'S (Italia, 56) silence

is decisive.

3 Cf. supra, note i, the report of Agnello. See also Luzio in the

Riv. Stor. Mantov., I., 23. Charles V. gave gifts to the Flemish

Hospice of S. Giuliano (see Forcklla, III., 522); his suite gave

alms to the poor (Schmidltn, 324).

* Cf. the *reports of the Sienese envoys of April 5,6, 8, and 9, 1536

(State Archives, Siena). On April 14, 1536, took place the ^deputation

of Christoph. Cornetus as commissary "ad providendum de hospitiis

ci victualiis in locis eccles. per que Imperator transiturus est . . . cum

brevi a nobis discessurus Mantuam versus profecturus." Arm., 41,

t. 2, n. 73 (Secret Archives of the Vnti an;. ^
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pilgrimage to the "seven churches, and on Easter Sunday

he assisted at High Mass in full Imperial state.^

On the first Sunday after Easter, the 17th of April,

Charles V. suddenly presented himself in the Sala dei

Paramenti and there, in the presence of the Pope, Cardinals,

and ambassadors, delivered a speech in Spanish which

caused an immense sensation.^ He began by thanking

Paul HI. for his friendly disposition in the question of

the Council, and then went on to vindicate thoroughly

his conduct towards the French King, against whom

he adduced a formal catalogue of misdeeds. In his

characteristic way Charles expatiated at large on this

topic ; beginning with the days of Leo X., he described

one by one all the phases of the struggle with his

inveterate rival, the Milanese war, the Treaty of Madrid,

the campaign of the Holy League, and the Peace of

Cambrai, which Francis I. had not adhered to. Regard-

less of its stipulations, the King had hatched plots in

German}-, as had been specially brought to light in the war

of VViirtemberg. Notwithstanding this he, the Emperor,

upon the death of Sforza, had been willing to concede

1 Blasius de Martinellis in PodestX in Arch. d. Soc. Rom., I., 332-

339- Cf. Vandenesse in Gachard, Voyage d. Souv., II., 117 seq.,

and the broad-sheet in PicOT, III., 502. The "magna devotio" of

Charles V. on Palm Sunday is specially mentioned in the short *Ephem.

(Cod. Vat., 6978, f. 138).

2 See Blasius de Martinellis in Raynaldus, i 536, n. 10, and PodestA,

loc. cit., 339-340 (instead of "noluit" read "voluit"); SANDOVAL,

lib. 23, n. 5, and F. Peregrino's ^letter, dated Rome, April 17, 1536

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), from which it is clear that Ranke

(Deutsche Geschichte, IV.,^ 621) is wrong in placing, with Vandenesse,

the proceeding in the " Consistorium." The other authorities also, the

*Ephem. (Cod. Vat., 6978, f. 138) and G. M. della Porta's *report of

April 17, 1536 (State Archives, Florence), name the "Sala paramen-

torum." F. Peregrino, who was present when Charles V. made his

speech, says expressly that the Emperor spoke " in lingua spagnuola."
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Milan to the Duke of Angouleme, and-even, upon certain

conditions, to the Duke of Orleans. Ignoring this great

mark of conciliation, the King, in defiance of pacific

assurances, had entered Italy in arms, had invaded

Savoy, a fief of the Empire, and demanded the life reversion

of Milan. And yet, Charles went on, for the general

welfare of Christendom he was still prepared to make

peace ; but if the King was absolutely determined on war,

then it would be better that they should both meet in

single combat in accordance with old custom, the price of

battle to be, on the one side Milan, on the other Burgundy;

within twenty days Francis must decide.^

The Emperor had spoken for an hour and a half with so

much dignity and sagacity, with such remarkable powers

of memory and such admirable arrangement of his subject,

that all present were astonished.^ The impression made by

* The true contents of the speech, incorrectly reproduced in the

contemporary news-sheets, are to be gathered from the despatches of

Charles to his ambassador in France, J. Hannart (in Lanz, II., 223

seqq.\ and from the collective letters of the French envoys (in

Charri^re, I., 295 seq.^ and Gachard, Bibl. Nat., II., 77 seq.). See

also Vandenesse, II., 119 seq., and the *letter of F. Peregrine of

April 17, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

2 Cf. the letter of an anonymous Italian, who heard the speech,

dated Rome, April 17, 1536, with a postscript of the iSth, which, under

the title *Ragguaglio del [or : Lettera sopra il] ragionamento havuto

dair Imp. Carlo V. in Roma con Paolo III. et col collegio de cardinali

a dl 17 d' Aprile 1536, has been widely copied : Secret Archives of the

Vatican, Arch. Borgh. Sen, r, n. 596, f. 87 seq., and often in Varia Polit.

{cf. Ehses, IV., 4, and CardaunS, Karl V., 211); Vatican Library,

Cod. Barb. lat. 5314, f. 142 seq. ; 5656, f. 135 seq. ; Court and State

Library, Munich, Cod. it, 2 (790), f i seq .; National Library, Florence,

Palat., I., n. 410 ; Biblioth^que Nationale, Paris, see Marsand, I., 375

seq., and Gachard, I. 474 seq. The latter (pp. 474-477) has reproduced

the whole letter partly in a translation and partly in the original.

Cardauns, who has again Uoc. cit ) published the letter, has overlooked
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his speech was enhanced by the powerful accent of person-

ality that his words carried with them.

In order to understand the pitch of temper aroused in

Charles and his defiance of diplomatic conventionalities, it

must be borne in mind that the rupture of peace on the

part of Francis had taken him completely by surprise and

greatly exasperated him. While the French envoys

expressly and solemnly assured him that Savoy would not

be touched, there came in March the invasion of that

country and the occupation of the chief city, Turin. In

the same category of offences was the declaration of

Francis that he must at once be put in possession of the

life reversion of Milan. At the same time the Emperor

received news of Sulieman's return to Constantinople and

of Barbarossa's journey thither. While the French King

was in close relations with the infidel, he was seeking to

calumniate the Emperor in Rome, accusing him and his

brother of being the cause of all the misfortunes in

Christendom, both as concerned the faith and as concerned

the Turk. Against these lying charges Charles felt it to

be his duty to vindicate himself by appealing at this

critical moment in his own way to the verdict of publicity.^

The Pope acknowledged that the Emperor, in his speech

and also in his private conversations, had made evident his

love of peace. Charles, who had wished to bring the Pope

round to an unambiguous expression of partisanship, was

this, as also the editor of Cresci's historical work, 209 seq. See also

F. Peregrino's report in Segre, Doc. Sabaud., 134, n. 8, and *G. M.

della Porta's to Urbino, April 17, 1536 (State Archives, Florence);

Porta says that the speech lasted "piu di dua hore." The historian of

French diplomacy, FlaSsan (I., 380), describes the speech as an

"energetic reflection of the Emperor's soul."

1 Cf. Lanz, II., 226 seq.\ JANSSEN- Pastor, III., i8th ed., 321;

Cardauns, Karl V., 190 seq.
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not satisfied with this statement ; he therefore allowed

himself to interrupt Paul in his reply. In order, however,

somewhat to soften the effect of this unusual proceeding,

he glanced down at a paper he held in his hand and

observed that he had forgotten to request his Holiness to

say definitely who was in the wrong, he or Francis I. ; if

the Holy Father found that he, the Emperor, was in the

wrong, then let him support the King against him ; but if

he found to the contrary, then he called upon God, the

Pope, and the whole world as against the ruler of France.

Paul HI. thereupon rejoined that Charles had, in fact,

publicly and repeatedly in private openly disclosed his

peaceful intentions, and for so doing he deserved praise.

But it was also his belief that Francis too was well disposed,

and this belief made him hopeful that a way could still be

found to allay all differences. As for the duel proposed in

the present instance, he dismissed it as unpermissible ; nor

should two such valuable lives be so lightly staked. He,

the Pope, however, would make every endeavour to restore

peace between the two monarchs ; in order to do this the

more equably and in the way least open to suspicion he

had, with the approval of the Cardinals, determined to

remain neutral ; he only asked that on both sides there

should be fair dealing and a readiness to listen to reason.

Of the French envoys present at this scene, one, Charles

Hemard de Denonville, Bishop of MScon, had not under-

stood the Emperor's speech, being ignorant of Spanish ; the

other, de Vely, asked permission to make a reply, but

Charles would not consent. In excellent Italian he again

told the two envoys that the contention between him

and their King could only be settled in the way he had

stated . by a great war, or a personal encounter, or by an

honourable peace, the terms of which he expected within

twenty days. In the meantime the Pope had put on hj^
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pontifical attire in order to go to St. Peter's; as they went

out the representatives of Francis I. asked for a copy of

the Emperor's speech, which he consented to give them.^

This outburst of the Emperor's, unexpected as it was by

all, caused a general and, in some, a painful astonishment.^

Paul III. tried to soothe the French by declaring that he

would not have suffered the speech if he had had any

inkling of it beforehand.^

When the Emperor on the following day was taking

leave of the Pope and the Cardinals, once more a dis-

agreeable incident arose. The French envoys asked

for an explanation of the speech of the day before,

especially if it were the Emperor's intention to challenge

their King to a duel. Charles V., this time speaking

in Italian, declared it was far from his thoughts to defame

or attack the French King ; he had only wished to

vindicate himself, and regretted that any other construction

could have been put upon his words. Even if he had been

obliged to complain of certain acts of the King, he was

nevertheless desirous not of war but of the maintenance of

peace; only, the peace must not be compulsory, and if

he should be forced to wage war he would defend himself

with all his might ; even if the very Turk were to be

invading his States, he would first repel the attacks of

France. The proposal of a personal encounter had been

made only in the case of peace being impossible, and was

^ For the proceedings after the Emperor's speech, cf. together with

the collective letters of the French envoys, cited supra, p. 248, n. i,

pubhshed by BUCHOLTZ (III., 311 seg.), and the anonymous letter

{supra, p. 248, n. 2), also Du Bellay, Memoires, ed. 1594, lib.
5,

219 seg., and F. Peregrino's *report of April 17, 1536 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua).

^ See V. Colzado's report in Capasso, I., 174.

'' See the French ambassador's report in Gachard, Bib), de Pans,

II., 83.
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not intended as a direct challenge to the King, at least in

presence of the Pope. He also knew well what the odds

were against him in such a combat, pitted against the

strength and valour of Francis I. He wished only a means

of avoiding a war which must issue, amid the dangers

threatening from Turks and Protestants, in the total ruin

of Christendom. He saw this catastrophe so clearly that

no one need have been surprised at his speech of the day

before ; he therefore called upon the King to withdraw his

troops within twenty days, whereby he had no intention of

dictating a term to the King's movements but only of

warding off a premature rupture.

As Charles thereupon wished to withdraw, the French

envoy de Vely put to him the question how it stood with

his project of giving the Duchy of Milan to the Duke of

Orleans. Charles replied that, as a matter of fact, he had

ordered his ambassador to communicate the plan to the

King, but that he had never believed, and did not now
believe, that adequate security for such an agreement could

be found, nor that the King would accept the necessary

conditions. Thereupon the representative of Francis I.

retorted: " If your Majesty makes proposals to the King,

believing them incapable of realization, you thereby show

want of confidence in the highest degree." The Emperor

replied : "Every promise that I have made to the King about

Milan has always been made on the assumption that my
allies agree to do what they do not wish to do: further,

they have been made contingently on the King withdrawing

his army, and his army has not been withdrawn : besides,

the proposal has not been accepted within the stipulated

time. Nevertheless, if Francis I. wishes Milan for his

younger son, the Duke of Angoulemc, he will find us

quite ready to come to terms with him."

In the course of these sharp rejoinders and courtel'-
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rejoinders the Emperor dropped an ironical allusion to

the singularity of liis having to request the French King

to accept Milan for one of his sons.^ With this note

of discord the visit of the Emperor to Rome, which had

begun so brilliantly, came to an end.

The withdrawal of the Imperialists from Rome was

carried out in the most orderly manner ; they left behind

the best impression, not the smallest infringement of

discipline having taken place.^ The satisfaction at the

excellent behaviour of the soldiers of Charles V. was

exceptionally great, for many of the citizens could not

forget the days of the sack and had entertained the worst

fears of the coming of the Germans and Spaniards.^

During the Emperor's visit Paul III. had given repeated

signs of his great satisfaction with his guest's demeanour,

He had not concealed his expectation that Charles would

make upon him much more unreasonable demands than

were actually put forth.* In their personal interviews

many doubts were solved, misunderstandings cleared up,

and grounds of suspicion removed.^ Charles V. presented

the Pope with a magnificent diamond worth 14,000 ducats.

^ For the proceedings of April 18, see the collective letters of French

envoys, cited supra, p. 248, n. i. Cf. Gachard, Bibl. de Paris, 1.,

476; F. Peregrine's letter in Capasso, I., 175; the *report of the

Sienese envoys, dated Rome, April 19, 1536 (State Archives, Siena),

and Ricalcati's *letter to Carpi of April 19, 1536, Arm., 8, Ord. i, t. i,

f. 29 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

"^ Cf.Y. Peregrine's *letters of April 17 and May 8, 1536 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua). See also Bontempi, 371 ; Salinas report in ViLLA,

Carlos V. y su corte, Madrid, 1902, n. 304, and the *report of the

Sienese envoys of April 17, 1536 (State Archives, Siena).

^ See the Modenese reports in Capasso, I., 162.

•* Nuntiaturberichte, I., 72.

'' See **report of F. Peregrine, May 8, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).
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Paul III. in return sent two Turkish horses and a prayer-

book bound in covers begun bv Benvenuto Cellini but left

unfinished, for which this craftsman made apologies.^

The efforts that Charles made to influence the Pope in

his favour are apparent in the lavish promises made to the

Farnesi. Pier Luigi was to have Novara as a Marquisate

with 20,000 ducats, his son Ottavio a state within the

kingdom of Naples with a yearly pension of 10,000 ducats,

and Cardinal Alessandro the rich Bishopric of Monreale or

Jaen.2 Notwithstanding this, the Emperor failed to attain

his object, for the Pope could not be induced on any con-

ditions to give up his neutrality. It cost much trouble to

obtain his intervention in other questions ; the affair of

Camerino in particular gave rise to serious difficulties.^

Paul III., in accordance with his habit, prolonged the

negotiations to such an extent * that the final settlement

1 Cellini, Vita, II., 7.

2 See Sanchez' *report of April 20, 1 536 (Court and State Archives,

Vienna) ; the letter of April 18, 1536, in Gachard, loc. cit.^ I., 477 ; the

*'*report of F. Peregrino of May 8, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua),

and Raynaldus, 1536, No. 10. G. M. della Porta reported on April

25, 1536 : ^L' intrata degli XX"^ due. che 1' imperatore offerse al S. P.

Loyso fu detto di darglila unita col stato di Novara, che parve strano

a tutti (State Archives, Florence). The investiture with Novara, into

possession of which Pier Luigi tried to enter in open resistance to

Paul III., did not take place until 1538 (Navenne, 271). See Leva,

III., 242 seq.; Affo, ^tT) '>

(^f-
also Contarini in Fontes rer. Austr.,

XXX., 10, 47-

^ See in next note G. M. della Porta's *report of April 17, 1536.

* Cf. the *reports of G. M. della Porta to Urbino from Rome of

April 9, II, 17, and 19. In that of the I7tli he describes his audience

of the Emperor: "Poi venni al particolare di Camerino et dissemi

chel papa era tanto longo in le parole sue che non si potea venir mai

al fin d' alcun negotio, ma che in questo non potea star se non come

(crto d" alrun sospensione all' armi temporali, perche non la facendo

con effecto bisognava chel papa vcnc-ssi alia rottura con lei, et fhe
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of points of detail was not reached when Charles took his

departure. Covos and Granvelle stayed behind in his

stead, and succeeded at last, on the 24th of April, in bring-

ing everything to a happy conclusion.^ The principal point

of agreement was that, on the outbreak of a war between

Charles V. and Francis I., the Pope's support should be

given to neitlier and his neutrality be strictly observed.

He was neither to promote nor hinder a defensive league

of the Italian States ; he bound himself to suspend

for the next six months the dispute with Urbino about

Camerino and that with Ferrara, and also, for the same

period of time, all ecclesiastical censures threatened against

Urbino. The Pope promised besides to continue to the

Catholic Swiss cantons the same support as had been

given by Clement VII., and in case of a Turkish invasion to

come to the Emperor's help.^ With regard to the dispute

lasciava mons. Granvella et il comniendatore maggiore qua doi o tre

giorni doppo la partita sua perch^ concludessero il negotio" (State

Archives, Florence).

^ G. M. della Porta *\vrote on April 25, 1 536 :
*' Questa mattina mons.

di Granvella e Covos sono partiti havendo finalmente dato fine al negotio

della neutrality col papa nel modo che se potuto per scrittura sotto-

scritta di mano di S. S''' et sigillata del suo sigillo." The greatest

difficulties arose from the afifair of Camerino : "II papa prima che

condescendesse a confirmar questa scrittura di neutrality tent6 di poi

nel particolar di Camerino le piu extravagant! condition! del mondo,

farono tutte rebuttate " (State Archives, Florence).

2 See Hergenrother, IX., 947 seq. ; cf. Gayangos, V., 2, n. 44 ;

Capasso, I., lybseq. ; and Cardauxs, Karl V., 197, 231 seq. Ehses

(IV., cxxx) has established the right date by means of a letter of Cardinal

E. Gonzaga ; the place there called Monterosolo is not, as Ehses

supposes, Monterotondo, but Monterosi {cf. Forschungen zur deutsche

Geschichte, V., 573). The suspension of ecclesiastical penalties against

Camerino and the Varani "ad 6 menses" was brought about by the

*brief to the vie. gen. ep. Camerin. of April 26, 1536 (Arm., 41, t. 2, n. 160,

Secret Archives of the Vatican). As regards the Turkish subsidy, see
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between Ferdinand I. and Zapolya, articles were drawn up

on the basis of which peace in Hungary was estabh'shed.^

Finally, and this was of the greatest importance, the

summons of the Council to Mantua was definitely

settled and the 23rd of May in the following year fixed

as the date of meeting.^

The agreement between the Pope and the Emperor filled

the French party with despair.^ Many believed in a secret

understanding about Milan, the special aim, as was said,

of Pier Luigi Farnese.* In view of the success achieved

with so much difficulty, the Emperor might well console

himself for his failure to shake the Pope's neutrality and to

bring him over entirely to his side. It speaks strongly for

the satisfaction that was felt at the Imperial Court that

Granvelle should have said, " The Pope is now an out-and-

out Imperialist."^ This view was as little justified as the

complaints of Francis I. who, hard hit from the first

by these arrangements, protested to the nuncio, with a

threat of schism, that the head of the Church had attached

himself on every question to the side of the Emperor.^

The Pope in reality asserted his neutrality, then as before,

the *brief to Charles V. of June 12, 1536 (Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 2,

n. 339, Secret Archives of the Vatican). A final arrangement with

Ferrara was not made till Jan. 23, 1539; see Nuntiaturberichte,

III., 405.

* See Nuntiaturberichte, I., 73 seqq., for details concerning the

unsatisfactory progress of this affair.

^ See our remarks supra, p. yj scqq.

3 Cf. G. M. della Porta's *repori of .\pril 30, 1536 (State Archives,

Florence), and Nuntiaturberichte, I., j^.

* See F. Peregrino's *rcport of May 8, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).

'' Cf. the Venetian report in Nuntiaturberichte, I., 72. See also

G. da Crema's **letter of June 5, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

'' See Bragadino's letter in Nuntiaturberichte, I., 7^, n. 2, and in

Capasso, I., 190 ; cf. CardaUNS, Karl V., 198. y
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between the two parties whose relations were so strained

that many diplomatists by the end of April had already

given up all hope of the maintenance of peace.^ Paul III.

was as anxious as before to reconcile the two antagonists
;

for this purpose he proposed anew the candidature of the

Duke of Angouleme,^ and spoke in this connection of

going in person to Bologna and further still to the north.

^

On May the 7th he took part in the great procession along

the Via Papale to S. Maria sopra Minerva, where prayers

were offered up for the preservation of peace.*

As an answer to the Emperor's speech, extracts from

which had been distributed widely by the Chancery,^

Francis I., on May the i ith, addressed a letter to the Pope,

and likewise on the 25th of May ordered a violent protest to

be read in the Sala dei Paramenti which even questioned the

validity of the Peace of Cambrai.^ As France also refused

to evacuate Savoy, the outbreak of war was inevitable.

Paul III. made every exertion to avert the unhappy

^ See F. Peregrino's letter of April 28, 1536, in Segre, Doc. Sabaudi,

135. Cf. the *letter of Agnello of April 18, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).

2 Cardaxjns, loc. cit.^ 193.

3 See Ricalcati's letter of April 27, 1536, in Ehses, IV., cxxx.

* Rlasius de Martinellis, *Diarium (Secret Archives of the Vatican,

XII., 56).

^ See Ouellen und Forschungen, XI., 366 seq.

8 Cf. Raynaldus, 1536, n. 13 (instead of 22 read 25); Gayangos, V
2, n. 52, 56 ; SUDENDORF, Registrum, III., 220 j^^. ; BuCHOLTZ, IV.,

316 note; GaCHARD in the Biogr. Nat., III., 603 j*?^.; and CardAUNS,
Karl v., 218. In the *Ephem. of the Cod. Vat. 6978 of the Vatican

Library it says of the speech of the French ambassador : "quod fuit

ab omnibus laudatum !
" G. M. della Porta reported on May 26, 1536,

the speech of the ambassador, adding : *S B*"^ respose sul generale

(Slate Archives, Florence). For the reply of Charles V. and the

reiterated statement of Francis I., see Cardauns, loc. cit., 196 seq.,

232 seq.
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strife even at the last hour, and ordered the nuncio at the

Emperor's court, Giovanni Guidiccioni, to do all that was

possible to assist him.^ He wrote with his own hand to

Francis I.^ exhorting him to peace, and on the 9th of June

despatched Cardinal Marino Caracciolo to the Emperor

and Cardinal Agostino Trivulzio to the King.^

The hope of preserving peace, cherished apparently by

the Pope up to the last moment,* was annihilated by the

entry on the 25th of July of a powerful Imperial army into

Provence. Soon afterwards France was also attacked in

Picardy.^ Francis I. thereupon informed Trivulzio that as

long as the enemy was within his kingdom there could be

no talk of negotiating for peace. As the King was finally

induced to state his terms more definitely, the impossibility

of coming to an understanding was made manifest. For

he demanded nothing less than the immediate surrender of

Milan and Asti; with the Duke of Savoy he would con-

sent to a six months' armistice and the settlement of their

dispute by Papal arbitration. As was to be foreseen, the

Emperor refused.^ The invasion of Provence failed entirely,

for Montmorency had turned the whole country between the

Rhone and the passes of the Alps into a wilderness, thereby

exposing the Imperialist forces to hunger and sickness.

An engagement in the open field the French declined.

* See Ricalcati's letter of May 26, 1536, in BiNl, 2, n. 3.

2 As *postscript to the brief of May 24, 1536. Min. brev. Arm.,

41, t. 2, n. 215 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

^
Cf. Ratnaldus, 1536, n. 14-15; Nuntiaturberichte, I., ?8 ieq.\

PlEPER, III ; MiNUTOLI, I., XX seq. ; EhseS, IV., 7 seq.

* See F. Peregrino's report of July 12, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).
•' See DeCRUE, 253 seq.\ Baumgarien, Karl V., III., 210 seqq.

Cf. also Chesi, La guerra in Picmonte tra Carlo V. e Francesco I.,

Reggio nell' Emilia, 1889.

« Baumgarten, loc. ^«/., III., 2i> •
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Soon after the war began the Emperor made another

attempt, through Ascanio Colonna, to bring the Pope round

to his side,^ but Paul III. still persisted in the neutrality

which alone afforded him any possible means of mediation.^

At the end of August, with this end in view, he sent his

trusted private secretary, Ambrogio Ricalcati, to the

Emperor and the learned Latino Giovenale Manetti to

Francis I.' Neither had an>' greater success than the

ordinary nuncios Giovanni Guidiccioni and Rodolfo Pio

of Carpi, of whom the latter, even after the departure of

the envoys-extraordinary, was active, but unfortunately in

vain, up to the end of the war.*

At the end of October the Pope sent Luigi Farnese to

the Emperor at Genoa.^ As his exertions for the restora-

* Cf. Capasso, I., 207, and Cardauns, loc. cit., 199 seq.^ 238 seq.

On Aug. 19, 1536, F. Peregrino still *reports that Ascanio Colonna, the

Emperor's confidential agent, is daily with the Pope (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).

2 See the Edict of Aug. 12, 1536. Bull. V., 22b seq.

3 See the brief to Charles V. in Raynaldus, 1536, n. 18. The

^letter of credence to Francis I. for L. Giovenale, dated Aug. 27, 1536,

who was sent with condolences immediately after the Dauphin's death,

is in Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 3, n. 113 ; likewise ibid.^ n. 114: duci

Aurel, delph. Franc; n. 115: Cater, duciss. Aurel. ; n. 116: mag.

Franc, card. Lothr. et Turnonio (dated as above ; Secret Archives of

the Vatican). The departure of the two enAoys was to take place at

once (see *T. Campeggio's letter, dated Rome, Aug. 26, 1536; State

Archives, Bologna). They actually left on Aug. 28 (see the *Ephem.

in Cod. Vat., 6978, f. 138). According to the same authorities, Ricalcati

returned on Oct. 10, 1536 (*letter in State Archives, Parma, Arch.

Farnese). Pier Luigi Farnese congratulated Ricalcati in the above

letter of Oct. 11 on his expressing his hopes of a successful outcome.

Ricalcati's mission, however, effected nothing (see G. M. della Porta,

report of Oct. 14, 1536 ; State Archives, Florence).

* Cf. PlEPER, 112 ; Cap.'VSSO L, 218.

» See BiNi, 48 seq., 55 ; Minutoli, IL, 64 seq., 70; Ehses, IV.,

cxxx, n. 3. Cf. Raumgarten, loc. cit., IIL, 219, n.
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tion of peace were also fruitless, the Pope gave way to great

indignation, and to the Venetian ambassador characterized

the two contending monarchs as barbarians. He blamed

the Emperor in particular that, instead of agreeing to

a personal interview at Piacenza, he left for Spain on the

15th of November in order to obtain from the Cortes the

necessary funds for continuing the war.^

1 See Capasso, I., 226 seq.



CHAPTER VI.

The Holy League and the War against the Turks.—
The Congress of Nice (1538).

The bloody contest between the two chief powers of

Christendom gave time for the Sultan Suleiman's plans for

a fresh onset on Western Europe to ripen. The danger was

all the greater as Francis I. since January 1536 had been in

alliance with the infidel,^ and the latter had been engaged

in preparations for war on an unwonted scale. As early as

August 1536 reports had come in from all quarters that

the Sultan was getting ready for an expedition against

Italy in the coming spring in order to erect his seat of

empire in Rome.'^

A commission of nine Cardinals was appointed on the

1st of December 1536 to discuss the measures to be taken.^

Although many attributed the reports of the Turkish arma-

ments to the exaggeration of the Venetians, the Pope did not

' Cf. Charriere, I., 283 seq. ; Zinkeisen, II., 759 seq. ;

Manfroni in the Riv. maritt., 1896 ; LuGLio, 62 seq.

2 Along with Charri^re'S accounts, I., 310 seq.., 321 seq., and

CapassO, I., 276 seq.., see the *Avisos de Levante from August to

October 1536, in the Acta Simancas in the Bibliothdque Nationale,

Paris (K. 1632, 76 seq., 100, 114, 119), and the **letter of F. Peregrino

of Dec. 2, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). See also the *Ephem.

hist, of Cornelius de Fine in Cod. Ottob. 16 14, Vatican Library.

3 Cf. the *report of G. M. della Porta to Urbino, Dec. i, 1536 (State

Archives, Florence), and Bragadino's letter in the Nuntiaturberichte,

II., 71.

26Z
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share this view
; he was seriously disquieted.^ In accord-

ance with the recommendations of the commission it was

decided, at the beginning of January 1 537, to tax the Italian

clergy in two-tenths and to raise a hearth tax of one ducat

on every family in order to procure the sums necessary for

territorial defence. It was also proposed once more to

send Legates to Francis and the Emperor on embassies

of peace.^

The continuance of the war between Charles V. and

Francis I. threw the Pope for a time into a mood of despair.

He ventilated his annoyance at the Emperor to the Venetian

ambassador, accusing the former in particular of quarrelling

with France on a comparatively trivial point and thereby

imperilling the whole position of Christendom. If he

spoke of the Turks, he was told in reply that he must

renounce his neutrality, declare himself the enemy of

France, and threaten the King of that country with

excommunication on account of his alliance with the un-

believers. But the separation of rich and powerful France

from the unity of Christendom was surely not the way in

1 Cf. *reports by G. M. della Porta of Dec. 8 and 15, 1536 (State

Archives, Florence).

2 See Cardinal E. Gonzaga's letter to the Duke of Mantua, dated

Rome, Jan. 5, 1537 ; the ^reports of G. M. della Porta of Jan. 5 and 9,

1537 (State Archives, Florence) ; the **report of F. Peregrino of Jan. 5,

1537 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua) ; Charriere, I., 324 ; Ferrai, 54;

Bull relating to tenths, dated 1536 (st. fl.) III. Cal. Febr. A" 3° (printed

copy in the Colonna Archives, Rome) ; the *Acta Consist, of Jan. 31,

1537 (Consistorial Archives, Vatican), and the *brief to the Duke of

Ferrara of March 4, 1 537, in MIn. brev. Arm., 41, t. 5, n. 92 ; see ibid.,

n. 91, 94, 102. Similar *briefs of March 6 to Federigo Gonzaga,

Florence, Siena, Lucca, Genoa, and to Cardinal Caracciolo as Governor

of Milan. By *Bulls of March 20, 1537 {ibid., n. 96), the two-tenths

were also extended to the city of Avignon ai-d the county of the

Venaissin. *
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which to oppose the power of the Sultan. In this con-

versation Paul III. even went the length of laying the

responsibility of the English schism on the Emperor

because the latter had led Clement VII., by the promise of

his assistance, to take steps against England. Charles had

also been dilatory and had allowed the proper time to go

by for taking measures against the Lutherans of Germany,

and had perhaps even favoured the growth of heresy in

order to plant his foot more firmly on the neck of Italy

and the Church.^

The agitation of the Pope increased when the mission of

Mario Aligeri, Bishop of Rieti, and that of Cesare de'

Nobili, both appointed in the middle of February to

approach once more the hostile monarchs in the name of

peace, failed entirely .^ Since nothing could be hoped for

from Venice, always trying to prolong her peace with the

Sultan from a deep distrust of the Emperor, the Pope

found himself flung upon his own resources for the pro-

tection of his territories against the impending Turkish

attack;^ with all possible haste he levied troops and had

^ See Bragadino's letter of Jan. 3, 1537, in R. Brown, V., 52 seq.
;

cf. BaumG-^RTEN, Karl V., III., 228 seq.

' Raynaldus, 1537, n. 1-2, 48 ; PiEPER, 100 seq., 112 seq. ; Ehses,

IV., 129 seq. The secretary of Cardinal Gonzaga reported fully on

the transactions of the commission of Cardinals concerning the

mission of the two peace envoys " al castellano di Mantova " in a *letter

dated Rome, Feb. 12, 1537 (Cod. Barb, lat., 5789, f. i8^ of Vatican

Library). The departure of Aligeri is announced by *F. Peregrino on

Feb. 22, 1 537 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). According to the *Ephem.

(Cod. Vat., 6978, f. 139, Vatican Library), the two nuncios as well as

Pole left on Feb. 17, 1537 ; according to G. M. della Porta (see supra,

p. 165, n. 1), not until the i8th.

^ *Del Turcho ogni giorno rinfrescano le nuove del apparato grande

che fa per mare et per terra, relates NiccoI6 Cusano from Rome on

Feb. ID, I 537 (State Archives, Siena).
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the harbours of Ancona and Civita Vecchia put into a

state of defence.^

The danger was not lessened when in March 1537 the

border fortress of Clissa, lying north-east of Spalato, fell

into the enemy's hands.^ Paul III. had sent Ferdinand I.

money and troops for the defence of this important

position,^ commanding the security of Dalmatia, and if

taken exposing the coasts of Romagna and the Marches

to serious danger. The Pope therefore gave fresh orders

for the defence of the port of Ancona.* At the end of

April he visited Civita Vecchia to inspect his ships destined

* See Raynaldus, 1537, n. 48; Guglielmotti, II., 12, and the

**letter of F. Peregrino of Jan. 5, 1537 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

2 See BucHOLTz, V., loi ; Raynaldus, 1537, n. 47 ; Capasso, I.,

292. The tidings about the fall of Clissa reached Rome on April 2,

1537 ; see *Ephem. in Cod. Vat., 6978, f. 139 (Vatican Library).

3 Cf. Raynaldus, 1536, n. 21-22; Bucholtz, he. cii.; Nuntia-

turberichte, I., 80, 122 ; II., 73 seq., 87, loi seq.y 103 seq.^ 115, and

Sanchez, **report of Dec. 23, 1535 (Court and State Archives, Vienna).

On Jan. 3, 1537, *Paul III. ordered 4000 ducats for the defence of

Clissa to be paid to Jacobus de Hermolais, the agent of Ferdinand,

in the name of the Pope (Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 5, n. 173 ; ibid., 275, a

brief to the " Communitas Clyssii," dated Feb. 20, 1 537, with a promise

of further help. See Raynaldus, i 537, n. 46, and n. 302, a *letter of

Morone of March 8, 1537, concerning the permission to tax the Hun-

garian clergy. This is the letter that Friedensburg (Nuntiatur-

berichte, II., 125) passed over.

* See Nuntiaturberichte, II., 171. By a *brief of April 26, 1537,

Paul III. ordered " Hieron. Grassus" to bring all "tormenta et muni-

tiones " from the cities and castles of the Papal States to Ancona ; as

the Turks had taken Clissa in March, they could '' pava velificatione"

fall upon the coasts of these territories ; but there the "propugnaculum "

was Ancona (Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 6, n. 52 ; Secret Archives of the

Vatican). Here also belong the Istruzione per la guardia della costa

Adriatica contra 1' armata turchesca 1537, printed in Due documenti

di storia Anconit., Pesaro, 1886 {Nozze-publ.). See also the *reportsof

G.M. della Porta of May igand June 12, 1 537 (State Archives, Florence^
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for Naples, there, in conjunction with the Spanish fleet, to

protect the coast of Italy.^

Notwithstanding the strained relationship with the

Emperor, the Pope renewed the privileges of the "Cruzada"

and promised him, in the event of the Turks making any

advance, a monthly subsidy of 20,000 ducats. Charles V.,

however, as well as Ferdinand I., was not satisfied with this.

They both renewed their complaints of the Papal neutrality

whereby Paul III. was subordinating general interests to

his own. In answer to this charge Ambrogio Ricalcati, in

a letter of the 17th of May 1537 to Morone, the nuncio at

Vienna, addressed a reply in which he made mention of the

assistance given to the Emperor and also to his brother.^

Paul III. desisted from excommunicating the French

King, for his implication in a Turkish alliance, because it

seemed to him to show a great want of sagacity to take

extreme measures against a sovereign who was constantly

threatening the Church with schism. Considering the

sensible losses sustained by the Church in England and

Germany, the Roman Curia felt that the greatest caution

must be observed towards France; the only hope of salva-

tion lay in a mutual reconciliation of the two sovereigns

1 The above statements also taken by GuGLIELMOTTI (I., 432) from

the *report of F. Peregrine, dated Rome, May 8, 1537 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua).

2 Nuntiaturberichte, II., 174; cf. Capasso, I,, 303, and for the

payment of the subsidies the *brief to Fabius Arcella, nunt. Neapol.,

of June 27, 1537 (Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 6, n. 168; cf. n. 186; Secret

Archives of the Vatican). Cf. too the *report of G. M. della Porta of

June 27, 1537 (State Archives, Florence). The Imperialists were not

satisfied with 20,000 ducats, they demanded 40,000 per month ; see

Cardinal E. Gonzaga to the Duke of Ferrara of April 21, 1537 (Cod.

Barb, lat., 5789, f 56, Vatican Library). Cf. also the reports of April 22

and May 4, 1537 (approval of the Cruzada), from G. M. della Porta

to Urbino (Stale Archives, Florence).
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and in their accepting terms of peace.^ But the outlook in

this direction was as unfavourable as it possibly could be.

When the Pope, in June, asked the French King and the

Emperor each to send to Rome an envoy fully accredited,^

the Emperor declined, on the pretext that he was already

sufficiently represented by his ambassador, the Marquis

d'Aguilar. Angry at the Papal neutrality, in which he

saw an inclination towards France, he stood aside and

repeatedly complained that Paul III. dealt out to him the

same treatment that he bestowed on Francis I.^

Even if it does not admit of doubt that the Pope's

neutrality, in view of the French alliance with the Turk,

put him in a position of extreme embarrassment, the im-

partial verdict yet must be that in the immediate position

of affairs Paul III. acted rightly. If he had yielded at

once to the Emperor's demands and declared himself

' See Nuntiaturberichte, II., 174; cf. CapaSSO, I., 303.

2 See the briefs of June 16 and 17, 1537, in Raynaldus, 1537,0.49;

ibid., n. 50, a second letter to Charles V. of July 15, 1537. The original

of the Papal letter of June 16 and that of the Cardinals of the same

day to Charles are in the Simancas Acta of National Archives, Paris

CK. 1642, 1 1-12). In his answer of Aug. 20, 1537, the Emperor renewed

his complaint that the Pope treated him exactly as he did Francis I.

(minute, loc. cit., K. 1642, 13; copy in Weiss, Papiers d'etat, II., 520 ;

cf. also Ehses, IV., 138). According to the *Cause della gueria de

1537 (Bibl. Pia, 180, f. 4 ; Secret Archives of the Vatican), the Turks

landed on Aug. 26 at Corfu ; A. Longo (*Commentarii Cod. it., 538, of

the Court and State Library, Munich) gives the date as Aug. 27.

•' See MiNUTOLI, II., 141, 149, 158 ; cf. Capasso, I., 291 seq. Aguilar

was the successor of Cifuentes ; his instructions of Nov. 15, 1536,

in Gayangos, v., 2, n. 119. Aguilar's "ingressus" is noticed in the

*Ephem. in Cod. Vat., 6978, f. 139 (of the Vatican Library) for Feb. 23,

1 537, hora 22 ; cf. the *report of A. Strozzi to Cosimo de' Medici,

dated Rome, Feb. 24, 1537 (State Archives, Florence). For Aguilar's

entry and the preceding negotiations, see Blasius de Martinellis,

*Diarium (Secret Archives of the \'atican, XII., 56).
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openly against Francis I., the danger was present that the

latter might have apostatized and aided the Turks in an

attack on Rome. Against such an eventuality Paul III.

took military precautions in the city. If very different

motives were, in this respect, attributed to him by his

enemies, it soon became apparent that all such miscon-

structions were the outcome of idle conjecture.^

Not less painful than such aspersions were the impedi-

ments put in the Pope's way in Italy itself towards collect-

ing the funds for the Turkish war, although the reports of

the Sultan's projects were more and more threatening.^

The curial officials, the Roman citizens, the envoys from

foreign courts, the cities and barons of the Papal States

all remonstrated and heaped up difficulty upon difficulty.^

The Pope pertinently and repeatedly pointed out that

when the head suffered all the members must suffer,* At

1 See StaFFETTI, La Politica di Papa Paolo III., in Arch. stor.

Ital., 5th Series, XXIII., 74 seq.

2 Cf. Nuntiaturberichte, II., 192, n. 2 ; the *letter of Cardinal

Piccolomini to Siena, dated Rome, June 15, 1537 (State Archives,

Siena), and the *reports of A. Strozzi to Cosimo de' Medici, dated

Rome, June 15 and 23, 1537 (State Archives, Florence).

^ C/Y. Peregrino's characteristic **letters, dated Rome, June 14, 21,

July 6, 23 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). Cf. also the ^reports of

A. Strozzi of June 23, 1537, and A. Thebaldesco, June 28, 1537, to

Cosimo de' Medici in State Archives, Florence, and ibid., the

^letters of G. M. della Porta to Urbino of June 13, 22, 25, and July

5, 6, 10, 14, 1537. On July 30, 1537 " lo. Bapt. Quietus deputatus

commissarius cum 100 equitibus ad loca status eccles, quae i due.

pro foculari non solverint, ut mulctet et cogat" (Min. brev. Arm

41, t. 7, f. 481). A *Bull of Oct. 6, 1537, appointed a reduction on

the impost of one ducat "pro centenario" of the Convents on the

half of the income, and permitted the sale of conventual property

;

loc. cit.y t. 8, n. 271 ; cf. t. 7, f. 501, 502 (Secret Archives of the

Vatican).

* See the account of the Bolognese envoy in Capasso, I., 297.
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the end of June he ordered prayers, fasts, and a pro-

cession from S. Marco to the church of the Minerva; all

the religious orders and confraternities took part in this

solemnity, and in the ranks of supplicants the Pope was seen

walking barefooted.^ The preparations for defence were

carried on with fervour, for it was reported that the Turk

had never before put forth his strength to such an extent

as at this crisis.^ How great the danger seemed is shown

from the circumstance that not merely the ports of Ancona,

Civita Vecchia, Ostia, and Terracina, but also Rome and all

towns within a circuit of sixty miles were put in a state of

defence.^ Paul III. resolved to remain in Rome; those,

he declared, who had fears might leave the city ; he

would abide at his post* In August he had assembled

upwards of 6000 men in the city. To Pier Luigi Farnese

was committed the command of the troops appointed for

^ CJ. the Diary in Casimiro, Aracoeli, 327, and the *reports of

F. Peregrine of June 20 and 30, 1537. In the latter it says : *N. S.

lunedi proximo di S. Marco alia Minerva anderk in processione a piedi

scalzi (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). Cf. also the *Ephem. of Cornelius

de Fine in Cod. Ottob., 1614, and the *Ephem. in Cod. Vat., 6978,

f. 139'', of the Vatican Library, and Merkle, Diaria, I., 409.

2 Cf. the *Ephem. of Cornelius de Fine in Cod. Ottob., 1614, of the

Vatican Library. " Roma sta in grandissima timer de Turchi," *reports

A. Thebaldesco, June 28, 1537 (State Archives, Florence). Cf. also

Sadoleti, Opera, L, 249.

3 See the report of June 20, 1537, in Charriere, L, 330, and the

*letters of G. M. della Porta of June 19, 22, July 25, and Aug. 2, 1537

(State Archives, Florence). *Steph. Tarusius appointed commissary

for the strengthening of the fortified places " intra 60 miliaria ab urbe,"

July 1537 (Indice 300, Secret Archives of the Vatican). For the plan

of enlisting German soldiers, see Nuntiaturberichte, II., 192 n. Giov.

Batt. Bianchieri reported to Bologna from Rome of June 13, 1537 :

*Hoggi in consistoro si h statuito fare xv" fanti per la guardia di

Roma e delli porti (State Archives, Bologna).

* Report of F. Rodi, June 26, 1537, in Capasso, I., 298.
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defence of the coasts.^ These preparations called for great

sums of money, the collection of which was an endless

source of chagrin to the Pope ; as in Rome itself, so else-

where, only to name Spoleto, Perugia, Ferrara, and Urbino,

the new levies caused the greatest opposition.^

The Turkish ships, with the French envoy on board,

appeared in Italian waters at the end of July ; ^ but their

attack was directed not, as had been feared, against Rome
but against Apulia. The Imperial Admiral, Andrea

Doria, who had previously engaged some of the enemy's

fleet successfully,* was, in spite of the five Papal galleys,

the seven Neapolitan ships and various Maltese craft at his

command, too weak to encounter the preponderant naval

forces of the enemy ; he therefore withdrew into the harbour

of Messina. The Turks, under Barbarossa, landed on the

mainland near Otranto, in the roadstead of Castro, and

from thence made incursions, laying waste the country and

making many captives.^

* Capasso, L, 300 seq.

2 See the *reports of G. M. della Porta to Urbino, July 30, Aug. 2,

8, 10, 14, 21, and 24, 1537 (State Archives, Florence).

' " Del Turcho s' intende che e partite da la Vellona ma non si puo

sapere dove si fermer^," says *Niccol6 Casulano from Rome, July 25,

1537 (State Archives, Siena). Cf. the *letters of G. M. della Porta of

July 19, 22, and 25, 1537 (State Archives, Florence). Antonio Longo

gives in the *Commentarii della guerra de Venetiani con Sultano

Solimano, 1537-1540, the strength of the Turkish fleet at "400 legne."

Cod. 670 the Mejanes Library at Aix, and Cod. it. 538 of the Court

and State Library, Munich.

* *i537 Julii 30. Novum quod Andreas Doria cepit xi triremes

Turci interfectis ad internecionem hostibus apud insulam Corcyram

(*Ephem. in Cod. Vat., 6978, f. 139^ Vatican Library). G. M. della

Porta reported from Rome, July 30, 1537, that Doria's booty had

amounted to fourteen ships (State Archives, Florence).

» Cf. JOVIUS, Hist, lib., 36 ; report in CHARRli;RE, L, 330 seq.
;

ParutAj cviii; HAMMER, 138 seq.\ Zinkeisen, II., 764; Gugliel-
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The news of the fresh Turkish invasion of Italy caused

widespread alarm. The court of Ferdinand I. saw Rome
in occupation of the foe.^ The Pope hastened on the

fortifications of the city, and sent troops to Terracina

and Civita Vecchia.^ But, as has often happened, the

unexpected came to pass. The Turkish contingent in

Apulia was recalled, together with their fleet, and Corfu

instead of Italy became their objective. The primary

cause of this most unexpected movement was probably

the failure of Francis I. to make a simultaneous descent

on the Peninsula.^

Before the attack on Corfu the Sultan had already

declared war on Venice, a dangerous power in the case of

her alliance with the Emperor, by ordering the confiscation

of all the property and merchandise of the Republic in his

MOTTI, I., 434 seq. ; Capasso, I., 303 seq. ; Petit, 167 seq. Cf. also

*Copie d'une relation du succes de I'armee du Turc depuis le 12 juillet

jusques et compris le 11 aout 1537 (State Archives, Brussels, Lettres

d'ltalie, n. 434) ; the *Ephem. of Cornelius de Fine in Cod. Ottob.,

1614, and the *Diary in Cod. Barb, lat., 3552, f. 59 (Vatican Library).

^ See Morone's letter from Prague, Aug. 20, 1537, in the Nuntiatur-

berichte, II., 199.

2 See the *reports of G. M. della Porta of Aug. 2 and 4, 1537 (State

Archives, Florence). He reported on Aug. 17 that an inventory of the

bells of the Roman churches was to be taken, as they were to be made

use of for ammunition.

^ See CapaSSO, I., 306 seq. The first tidings of the Turkish landing

in Apulia were brought to Rome on Aug. 2 (see *Ephem. in Cod.

Vat., 6978, f. I39^ Vatican Library). By Aug. 18 the Romans had

heard of the withdrawal of the Turks (see F. Peregrino's ^report of that

date). On Aug. 20 he announces the "ritirata del Turco della Puglia

et Velona" as confirmed. In his *letter of Aug. 31 he gives as the

reason :
" La carestia grande de le vettovaglie, la peste grandissima

in suo esercito, 1' infirmita grave d' un figliuolo con'l mancamento de

re di Franza che non gli ha risposto alia promessa" (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua). Cf. the ^report of G. M. della Porta of Aug. 31, 1537 (State

Archives, Florence). For the attack on Corfu, see supra., p. 266, n. ^.
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dominions. The garrison of Corfii defended themselves

with such valour that, in the middle of September, the

enemy raised the siege, and further, on receipt of disquiet-

ing news from Persia, sailed back to Constantinople.

Christendom had a breath ing-space. The Pope offered

thanks in St. Peter's, and ordered a medal to be struck on

which a dolphin was engraved vanquishing a crocodile.^

The Turkish declaration of war against Venice forced

the Republic to join sides with the Pope and the Emperor.

Hitherto the efforts of Paul III. to draw the first sea-power

of Europe into the defensive forces of Christendom had

been a failure. He had conceded rich sources of revenue

to the Venetians in the hope that they would renounce

their commercial system of politics, but in vain. Even his

special emissary Fabio Mignanelli, sent to the Signoria in

connection with the Turkish attack on Apulia, had effected

nothing.^ The interests of the mart outweighed the re-

monstrances of the Pope ; the former held the scales in

favour of a peace with the Porte.^ Now at last, under the

' SeeRAVNALDUS, 1537, n. 60 ; BONANNi, Numismatarom. pont., I.,

199, and GUGLIELMOTTI, I., 445. The principal authority for the

attack on Corfu is ANDR. NuKIOS, 'AtoStj^iicSv kc^. oM— ir-y toC Ao7o«' 7.,

ed. M. Mustoxidis, Kerkyra, 1865 ; cf. HOPF, 170, and *Cause della

guerra del 1 537 (see supra, p. 266, n. 2). The reasons for the Turkish

withdrawal from Corfu are explained by A. Longo (*Comment. Cod.

it., 538, of Court and State Library, Munich).

2 Cy^CAPASSO, I., 318-r^^. For Mignanelli's mission, see Raynaldus,

I537j n. 52 ; Nuntiaturberichte, II., 198, n. 4, and the *letters of G. M.

della Porta of July 6 and 10, 1537 (see App. No. 21). Of the tenths

he reports on June 13 and 27 (State Archives, Florence). The "decreto

dell' uditore della camera et del patriarca di Venezia che impone 3

decimi di tasse sulle rendite di luoghi religiosi del dominio Veneto per

la guerra di Venezia contra i pirati" (dated July 13, 1537) I found in a

contemporary copy in the Colonna Archives, Rome.
^ Longo (*Commentarii Cod. it., 538, Court and State Libmry,

Munich) admits this openly.
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pressure of the violent breach of treaty on the part of the

Turks and of the menace to Corfu and the ^gean Archi-

pelago,^ Venice determined, on the 13th of September

'537> to enter into an alliance with the Pope against the

Moslem. The Emperor's participation in this separate

agreement could be reckoned upon as certain after the

declarations of his ambassador.^ The Venetians now

armed in good earnest; among other measures they took

steps to engage the services of 8000 German auxiliaries.^

When on the evening of the 15th of September the

news of the conclusion of the treaty reached Rome, the

Pope's joy was indescribable.* He at once summoned

from his country house Blasius de Martinellis, his Master

of the Ceremonies, in order to make special regulations for

the publication of the treaty in Rome. This official re-

commended a great public solemnity, since ten Popes had

endeavoured without success in time past to win over

Venice against the Turk. Steps were taken accordingly

;

and on the 23rd of September the Venetian Cardinal,

Contarini, sang a solemn high mass in St. Peter's during

which the Governor of Rome made an oration while the

Pope closed the proceedings by intoning the Te Deum.

Immediately after this celebration came the news of the

relief of Corfu.

^

^ For their depredations, see the *report of Girolamo Fantuzzi,

Florence, Oct. 27, 1537 (State Archives, Siena).

2 See Capasso, I., 324-325.

^ Compare Gabriel von Ortenburg of Sept. 27, 1537. Programm

des Gymnasiums zu Feldkirch, i860, 243 seq.

* Cf. the *letter " al nuntio di Venetia " of Sept. 16, 1 537 (Concept in

State Archives, Parma, Arch. Farnese), and Longo, *Commentarii

(Cod. cit., f. 19).

* See Blasius de Martinellis, *Diarium (Secret Archives of the

Vatican, XII., 56); Ephem. in Cod. Vat., 6978, f. 140, Vati<;^n

Library ; the report in Charri^RE, I., 339, and F. Peregrino's *letter,
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The momentary cessation of the Turkish peril, and still

more the incompatible interests of Venice and the Emperor

and their mutual distrust, led to an extraordinary delay

in the final ratification of the treaty. Although at the

end of November the news came that the Sultan's attacks

would be renewed in the coming year,^ and the Pope did

all in his power to bring the negotiations in Rome to a

fortunate issue, the delay still continued.^

The Turks, in the meanwhile, were not inactive. After

the raising of the siege of Corfu, the Sanjak of Morea

was ordered to invest Malvasia and Napoli di Romania

;

Barbarossa was to make himself master of the Venetian

islands in Grecian waters. As the latter were without

adequate defences, the infidel swooped down on ^Egina,

Skyros, Patmos, Pharos, and Naxos.^ On land the Pashas

of Bosnia and Semendria raided the Hungarian border.

Katzianer, the captain-general of Ferdinand I., met the

enemy on the 9th of October 1537 at Gorian near Diakovir

dated Rome, Sept. 23, 1537 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). Cf. also

the *reports of G. M. della Porta to Urbino of Sept. 15, 16, 18, 1537.

In that of Sept. 16 it says : "Tutta Roma excettuati solamente gli

confederati col Turco fa di questa resolutione quella grande allegrezza

che non fece mai piu tempo fa d' altra nova " (State Archives, Florence).

* See in App. No. 22 F. Peregrine's *letter of Nov. 30, 1537. For

the deliberations of a commission of four Cardinals appointed at the

beginning of Nov. 1537 to treat of the Turkish war, see G. M. della

Porta's ^reports of Nov. 7 and 22, 1 537 (State Archives, Florence).

' Q^ Capasso's detailed account, I., 330 j^^. In his opinion: "Senza

dubbio per6 11 piu sincero tra tutti era il pontefice." On Dec. 12, 1537,

Paul III. directed his nuncio at Venice to consent to the levy of

another tenth and a half in addition to the three-tenths agreed upon

by Venice for the war. Min. brev. Arm., 41, t 8, n. 109 (Secret

Archives of the Vatican).

^ See A. Longo, *Commentarii della Guerra del 1 537-1 540 (Cod. it,

538, of the Court and State Library, Munich). Cf. Hammer, II., 2nd

ed., 145 seq. ; Zinkeisen, II., 772 seq. ; HOPF, 170.

VOL. XL 18
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and suffered a crushin^^ defeat.^ Zapolya hi mself now began

to fear the Turkish power.^

The success of the great Papal league against the Turks,

as well as the meeting of the Council, was only possible on

the war between Francis I. and the Emperor being brought

to a conclusion.^ Paul III. therefore set himself, under the

maintenance of his neutrality,* to promote the efforts for

peace as assiduously as he had undertaken his measures for

resisting Turkish invasion.^

The prospects of the termination of the destructive

warfare in the heart of Christendom developed very slowly.

If the danger of Hungary was an anxiety to Charles V.,

not less cause of solicitude was given to Francis I. by

the circumstance that under the pressure of the Eastern

question the Pope and Venice had been driven towards

the side of the Emperor. Besides, there was the ex-

haustion to which both parties were gradually giving way.

' See Jovius, Hist, lib., 36; HUBER, Gesch. Osterreichs, IV., 60

seq. ; Nuntiaturberichte, II., 223 seq.^ 238.

- Zapolya opened peace negotiations with Ferdinand I. which led

on Feb. 24, 1538, to the Peace of Grosswardein ; see Karolyi,

Adalek a Nagyvdradi b6ke s az 1536- 1538 evek tortenet6hez

(Beitriige zur Geschichtc des Friedens von Grosswardein in den

Jahren 1 536-1 538), Budapest, 1879, 225 seq., and UtiesenoviC,

Lebensgeschichte des Kardinals Utiesenovic, 2 seq., 12 seq. Paul III.

took advantage of the peace to send Rorai io to Austria and Poland in

the interest of the prosecution of the Turkish war in the summer of

1539; see PiEPER, 134 seq. ; LiPOT in the Mon. Hung. Hist, dipl.,

XVI., 75 ^^q-

3 See FOSCARI in the Mon. Slav, merid., VIII., 134.

Cf. the Edict of Oct. 31, 1537, in R.wnaldus, 1537, "• 57-

* Cf. Min. brev. Arm., 41, t, 8, n. 63 :
" Universis subditis," dated 1 537,

Dec. 12, for the coast defences; n. 177: "Card, de Monte, legato

Cispad.," dated 1537, Oct. 29, for the defence of the Papal States;

n. 34g : "Universis ofiicialibus," dated 1537, U..t. ?7, concerning /he

makmg of oa^-s (Secret Archives of the \'atican;.
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Although no terms of peace were agreed to, yet on the

i6th of November 1537 an armistice was arranged at

Monzon for three months, and further transactions,

including even an interview between the two rivals, were

kept in view.^

The Pope made use of this position of things, having

shortly before the armistice made arrangements for a new

mission of peace,''^ by intervening once more on his own

part in order to put an end once and for all to the unhappy

warfare. He at once gave orders for demonstrations of

joy at the conclusion of the armistice and for prayers for

the final cessation of hostilities.^ Then on the 19th of

December 1537 he appointed two Legates, Cardinal

Rodolfo Pio of Carpi for the French, and Cardinal Cristo-

foro Jacobazzi for the Imperial court; with a view to the

Turkish war and the Council they were to use all their

influence to turn the armistice into a durable peace.* But

to the French ambassador in Rome the Pope at the same

time declared that, after all his hopes had thus been de-

ceived, he could no longer preserve his neutrality but would

1 See Baumgarten, Karl V., III., 230 seq. ; cf. Capasso, I., 350^1?^.

2 For F. Mignanelli's mission to the Emperor and that of Messer

Baldassare to Francis I., see, together with Pieper, 115, also Capasso,

' Cf. Blasius de Martinellis, *Diarium : P. P. Gualterii *Diarium

(Secret Archives of the Vatican), and the Indulgence Bull, dated Non.

Dec. 1 537 (contemporary copy) ; cf. Pincellotti, Delia imagine

del S. Salvatore, delle processioni, Roma, 1863, 12.

* See Raynaldus, 1537, n. 58-60; "^Letter of N. Sergardi of

Dec. 19, 1537 (State Archives, Siena) ; Nuntiaturberichte, II., 242, n. 3 ;

Pieper, i i 5 seq. The *deed of nomination of Carpi as Legate, dat. XII.

Cal. Jan. 1537, in Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 8, n. 180; ibid.., n. 188,

extended faculties for Jacobazzi, dat. Dec. 23, 1537 (Secret Archives

of the Vatican). The departure of both took place on Dec. 23

;

see Blasius de Martinellis, *Diarium.
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become the antagonist of that party on whose wilful

obstinacy the indispensable peace was wrecked.^

Paul III.'s agitation was shown not only in the distrust

inevitably aroused in him by his exclusion from the peace

negotiations,^ for immediately afterwards the result of the

meeting between the representatives of Francis and the

Emperor was made known,^ and this was in no way matter

for congratulation. Nothing had been gained except a

prolongation of the armistice for three months, up to the

ist of June. Now as before Milan was the apple of discord

over which no agreement could be reached.*

Even more than by the Papal declaration of December

the French were made apprehensive by the fact that, in

spite of all their opposition,^ the great league against the

Turks, over which Paul III., the Emperor, and Venice had

been so long negotiating, became a reality. On the 8th

of February 1538 the articles of the League, called "the

Holy " on account of the Pope's participation in it, were at

last ready for signature in the Vatican.^

* Charrikre, I., 358. Already in October (z>/V/., 354), and before that

in March, Paul III. had used similar language. Cf. the cipher *report

of F. Peregrine from Rome, March 6, 1537 :
" lo ho da persona ch'^

molto appresso al Papa che 1' altra sera essendo in camera disse haver

mandato el vescovo d' Arienti (Rieti) dal imperatore et Cesare de

Nobili dal christianissimo re per ridurli a pacificarsi insieme et far

ogni sforzo, ma da chi rimark sera constretto essergli contra et inimico

et non piii neutrale" (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

- See *N. Sergardi's report, dated Rome, Dec. 8, 1537 (State

Archives, Siena).

' See *report of the same, dated Rome, Dec. 15, 1537, ibid.

^ Cf. the account by Giustiniani in Alberi, ist Series, I., 200 seq.
\

Gayangos, v., 2, n. 173 ; Decrue, 332 seq. ; Capasso, I., 356 seq.

* Cj. the report in Charrikre, I., 364 seq.

*' Cf. G. M. della Porta's *letter to the Duke of Urbino, dated Rome,

Fei>. 8. 1 538 (State Archives, Florence. Urb. 265), and the *repor>' of

the Imperial ambassador L. de Soria to the Governess of the
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This compact, in which Charles V., Ferdinand I., Venice,

and Paul III. were partners not only defensively but

offensively against the Turks, began by setting forth

distinctly the costs of the war. A sixth was laid upon the

Pope, a third on Venice, and one-half on the Emperor.

The campaign was to be undertaken with 50,000 infantry,

4500 cavalry, artillery in proportion, and 200 three-oared

galleys; of the latter the Pope was to contribute 36 and

Venice and the Emperor 82 ; the contribution of the

Italian States was to be fixed by the Pope, Ferdinand I.

had an immunity from war payment but was to organize an

army in Hungary ; entrance into the League remained

open to other States, even France ; the land forces were

to be under the command of the Duke of Urbino, the fleet

under that of Andrea Doria. All questions of dispute

arising out of the expedition were to be arbitrated upon by

the Pope ; a supplementary agreement already laid down

the principles for the partition of the Turkish dominions.

Charles V. was to become Emperor of Constantinople.^

On February the loth the Holy League was solemnly pro-

claimed in St. Peter's. On this occasion Marco Grimani,

appointed Legate to the Papal fleet, received the insignia

of his new dignity. As he was to superintend the equip-

ment of the galleys at Venice, he took leave of the Pope

Netherlands, dated Venice, Feb. 18, 1538 (State Archives, Brussels,

No. 434 : Lettres d'ltalie).

1 The treaty, then already printed (see PlCOT, IIL, 508) in

RaynalduS, 1538, n. 4 (cf. Lebret, Magazin, VII., 199 seq. ; Mon.

Slav, merid., VIII., 118 seq.); the codicil in Pometti, Per la storia

della marina italiana, Roma, 1898, 83^1?^. See further, Libri commem.
di Venezia, VI., 231 seq. In a*brief of Nov. 6, 1537, Paul III. promised

the Duke of Urbino that he should be unmolested in his possession of

that Duchy (specially of Camerino) as long as he took a part in the ex-

pedition, without prejudice to the claims of the Holy See on Camerino.

Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 8, n. 129 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).
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and Cardinals on the 2nd of March and travelled on the

following day to Civita Vecchia.^ In this seaport as well

as in Ancona and Venice the greatest activity prevailed,'^

for the Pope was determined that the promised help should

be got ready in good time. No expense was to be spared,

and all that could be done was to be done without attention

to the less vigorous efforts of the allies.^ The treasurer,

Giovanni Ricci,* worked assiduously, and travelled back-

wards and forwards between Ancona and Venice to hasten

on the naval preparations.^

Before the conclusion of the League the Pope had

declared his readiness to meet the Emperor and Francis in

order personally to mediate for peace, without which a

successful campaign against the Turks was out of the

question. Nice had been proposed as the scene of the

conference, and Charles V. had announced his agree-

1 See P. P. Gualterius, *Diarium ; Blasius de Martinellis, *Diariuin

(Secret Archives of the Vatican), and the *Ephem. in Cod. Vat., 6978,

f., 1 40, of the Vatican Library. Grimani's appointment as Papal Legate

with the fleet was made on Jan. 7, 1538 (see *Acta Consist, and the

*Ephem. loc. cit. ; cf. also Bessarione, V. [i 899], 239). With the position

assigned to the Duke of Urbino went his investiture with the sword

of honour at the hands of Cardinals Ferreri and Trivulzio, while

Cardinal Pucci wished that this distinction should be reserved for

P, L. Farnese ; see the *report of G. M. della Porta to the Duchess

of Urbino, dated Rome, Feb. i, 1538 (State Archives, Florence,

Urb. 265).

* C/; L. Mele, *Genealogia d. famiglia Ricci (Ricci Archives, Rome),

and GUGLIELMOTTI, IL, 18 seq.^ 22 seq.

' See Farnese's *letter to G. Ricci, dated Borgo Sandonnino,

April 15, 1538, and Alessandria, May 6 (Ricci Archives, Rome); cf.

Longo, *Commentarii Cod. it., 538 (Court and State Library, Munich).

See further, Appendix No. 24.

^ Brief dated Rome, March 4, 1 538. Min. brcv. Arm., 41, t 9, n. 199

(Secret Archives of the Vatican).

' Mele, *Genealogia, loc. cit.
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ment.^ As new and reliable information of a very threaten-

ing kind concerning the plans of the Sultan had been

received,'-^ it was settled in a consistory held on the 28th of

January that the departure of the Pope for Bologna should

be fixed for the 8th or lOth of February .^ But Francis I.,

deeply chagrined at the conclusion of the Holy League,

showed, to the Pope's great disgust, a total disinclination for

the meeting. He was convinced that Paul III. was by this

time completely gained over by the Emperor, and there-

fore put difficulties on the top of difficulties.* The Pope,

nevertheless, did not allow himself to be dismayed. Even

though the unfortunate state of things forced him repeatedly

to put off his departure from Rome, yet, with characteristic

tenacity, he held by his purpose and at last carried it into

execution,^ The French King, whose alliance with the

Turks caused great dissatisfaction in his own country,®

could not indefinitely put off his appearance, since the

aged Pontiff was prepared to enter on a journey attended

by so many hardships and risksj

1 See RUA, Carlo V., 41 seg.

2 Cf. the *report of N. Sergardi, dated Rome, Jan. 26, 1538 (State

Archives, Siena).

3 Cf. N. Sergardi's *report, dated Rome, Jan. 29, 1538 (State

Archives, Siena), and Ribier, I., 90 se^. See also the ^letter of the

Tesoriere to (i. Ricci of Jan. 30, 1538 (Ricci Archives, Rome).

* See the reports in RiBiER, I., 95 seqq., 128 seq.^ and GayanGOS, V.,

2, n. 183.

^
Cf. Capasso, I., 372 seq., and Staffetti in Arch. stor. Ital.,

5th Series, XXXIII., 80 J^i^.

^ See F. Giustiniani in Alberi, ist Series, I., 213.

^ On Feb. 29, 1538, Paul III. wrrote to the Duke of Savoy about the

cession of Nice (see Raynaldus, 1538, n. 8). Of the same date is a

*brief to Mag. et convent. Rhodi : They are to prepare "triremes"

"pro itinere Nicee "
; he sends on this account loh. Maria Stratigopolus

(Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 9, n. 185 ; Secret Archives of the Vatican).

Cf. Charriere, I., 366 (instead of 1537 read 1538).
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Cardinal Vincenzo Carafa having been named Legate

of Rome^ on the 20th of March, the Pope, to the great

surprise of many, left the city on the 23rd.^ He went by

Monterosi, Ronciglione, Viterbo, Montefiascone and Acqua-

pendente to Montepulciano, where he was honourably

welcomed at the command of Cosimo de' Medici.^ From
Montepulciano, without touching Siena, he made his way

by Monte Oliveto, Castelnuovo, Poggibonsi, Castelfioren-

tino, and Fuecchio to Lucca. This city, into which

1 See *Acta Consist, in the Consistorial Archives of the Vatican and

Papazzoni's *letter of March 20, 1538 (State Archives, Bologna). For

Carafa's activity, see TaCCHI Venturi, I., 409, 440 seq.

2 See N. Sernini's *report to Cardinal E. Gonzaga of March 23, 1538

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), the *Diarium of P. P. Guaherius and of

Blasius de MartineUis. " La partenza di N. S. h molto riscaldata,"

*wrote the treasurer to G. Ricci on March 18, 1538, "da tre d\ in quk

per la nuova ch'il re christ. h per venire al colloquio" (Ricci Archives,

Rome). For the Pope's journey, see together with G ualterius, *Diarium,

(XII,, 58 f., 347 seq.^ Secret Archives of the Vatican), the full account in

Blasius de MartineUis (*Itineratio Pauli III. versus Placentiam et

Niceam, ibid., 243 seq., and XII., 57, f. 74 seq. ; also in Cod. lat, 12547,

f. 209^^ seq., of the Biblioth^que Nationale, Paris), whose attendance

on the Pope, however, was only temporary ; the ^Ambassadorial

reports quoted below and the *letter of Cardinal Farnese's to G. Ricci

(IX., 186 seq., Ricci Archives, Rome). The following itinerary can thus

be composed :—March 23, as far as Monterosi ; 24, Ronciglione
;

25, Viterbo ; 26 and 27, Montefiascone ; 28, Acquapendente
; 30

and 31, Montepulciano. April i, Monte Oliveto; 7, Lucca; 8,

Pietrasanta
; 9, Sarzana ; 10, Pontremoli ; il, Berceto ; 12,

Fornuovo ; 13, Parma; 15, Borgo Sandonnino ; April 16 to May 5,

Piacenza ; May 10 to 15, Savona. G. Ferraro (I vini d' Italia giudi-

cati di P. Paolo III. e dal suo bottigliere Sante Lancerio in the Riv.

Europ., VII. [1876], 2, 94 seq.), gives the route accurately but without

dates. There is a fine poem on the Papal journey of pacification in

the Rime e lett. di V. Gambara, 4.

* Cf. Spinelli Benci, Sioria di Montepulciano, Fiorenza, 1646, 100

seq. Cf. the *deliberazioni del consiglio, 1537-1542 (State Archive«j,

Montepulciano).
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Paul III. entered on the 7th of April, was freed on its

entreaty from the interdict under which it had lain on

account of the arbitrary taxation of the clergy.^

Although the Pope received in Lucca the disagreeable

news that the Duke of Savoy was raising difficulties over

the cession of the citadel of Nice, the sole remaining

fortress left to him, to be used as the Papal residence, he

started off again on April the 8th by Pietrasanta, Massa,

Sarzana, Aulla, Pontremoli, the high Apennine passes of

CoUe della Cisa, Bercerto, and Fornuovo to Parma, arriving

there on the 13th, the day before Passion Sunday. As
one of his officials was assassinated there, he quitted the

city in anger on the 15th and betook himself by Borgo

Sandonnino and Fiorenzuola to Piacenza. Here he

received Niccol6 Tiepolo and Marc Antonio Contarini,

sent by Venice to the congress as ambassadors-extra-

ordinary. He assured them that he was determined to

work resolutely for peace without regard for personal

disadvantages and unpleasantnesses.^

Paul HI. spent Holy Week and Easter in Piacenza,

intending there to await the decision on the surrender of

the citadel of Nice and the arrival of the Cardinal-Legates

Jacobazzi and Carpi,^ who were expected on the 25th of

1 See Raynaldus, 1538, rv. \q; cf. *Libro di spesa (State Archives,

Lucca).

2 N. Ludovisi to Bologna, dated Parma, April 13, 1538 (State

Archives, Bologna); Venetian despatches, L, \o seq. ; CapasSO, L,

380; Staffetti in Arch. stor. Ital., 5th Series, XXXIII., 82. In

Parma Paul III. took part in the blessing of the palms ; as a former

Bishop of this city he presented the Cathedral with the golden rose

(Longo, *Commentarii Cod. it., 538, the Court and State Library,

Munich). For the assassination of the Maestro di stalla in Parma,

see Manente, 260.

^ See *report of Agnolo Niccolini, dated Piacenza, April 23, 1538

(State Archives, Florence, Med. 3261).
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April, but deferred their arrival for some days on account

of delays over the matter of the citadel of Nice.^

In the meantime very unfavourable rumours had come in

with regard to the conclusion of peace. Pier Luigi Farnese

and Cardinal Ghinucci imparted in confidence to the

Florentine ambassadors their conviction that the outlook

was hopeless; at the utmost an armistice might be arrived

at, but even this was beset with the most serious difficulties.^

After the arrival of the two Legates on the 28th of April

the Pope showed more hopefulness.^ On May the ist he

heard that the Duke of Savoy had placed the fortress of

Nice at his disposal ;
* he therefore left for Savona by

way of Tortona and Alessandria, where he made his

solemn entry on the loth of May.^

Some days earlier the Emperor and his suite had

reached the harbour of Villafranca. On the arrival of a

* *'*Li Rev"' Jacobacci et Carpi si espettavano alii 22 cosi teneva

S. S'* et tutta la corte, ma inteso che hebbero per la via la difficulta de

la rocca di Nizza ritornono a dietro,"' reports the Bishop of Bologna,

N. Ludovisi, from Piacenza, April 25, 1538 (State Archives, Bologna).

- *Intendo . . . che S. B"*^ ha daquesti signori Cesarei piu gagliardi

promesse che mai della fortezza di Nizza et circa il maneggio della

pace si tien al tutto desperata come m' ha detto el S. Pier Luigi et il

card. Ghinucci e quali confidano habbia a concludersi una tregua

lunga. A. Niccolini from Piacenza, April 17, 1538 (State Archives,

Florence, Med. 3261). The words italicized are in cipher.

•' ^Report of A. Niccolini, dated Piacenza, April 29, 1538 {loc. cit.\

and letter of N. Ludovisi of May 2, 1538 (State Archives, Bologna).

On April 30 the Cardinal- Legates reported on their mission in

Consistory (*Acta Consist., Consistorial Archives, Vatican).

* Report of A. Niccolini, dated Piacenza, May i, 1538 (/^r. «V.).

• \cnetian despatches, L, 26; KavnalduS, 1538, n. 10; Abate
AGOSTINI, Cronache Savonesi publ. dal Assereto, Savona, 1897, 119;

PiCOT, I II., 473 seq. Stap>-I':tti (Arch.Stor. Ital., 5th Series, XXXIII.,

83) refers besides to the *reports of G. Salvago in the State Archives,

Genoa.
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message conveyed by a Papal envoy he altered his original

plan of visiting the Pope in person at Savona and accom-

panying him to Nice, by sending seventeen ships to the

former place to meet him. Paul III. was anxious to

allay every suspicion of partisanship, but could not avoid

meeting the Emperor first, and in order to set at rest any

disquietude on the part of the French King, he sent to

him Latino Giovenale Manetti.^

Although many were of opinion that no peace but only

an armistice would be arrived at, still the Pope and his

party deluded themselves with the hope that a permanent

settlement would be secured.^ Paul III. thought that from

sheer political expediency Charles would make peace.^

Pier Luigi Farnese left on the 1 3th of May to take posses-

sion of the citadel of Nice.* Two days later the Pope sailed

thither ; as he drew near the harbour he was met by the

bad news that the surrender of the citadel was refused.

Charles V. had even up to the last hour tried to induce the

Duke to give way on this point, when the garrison and

distrustful inhabitants of the town rose in revolt and

declared that they would not suffer the fortress to be

handed over either to Pope or Emperor. Paul III. found

himself compelled on May the 17th to take up his dwell-

ing in the Franciscan convent without the city.^

' Venetian despatches, I., 20 seq., 30 seq., 39 ; Capasso, I., 391 seq.

The *brief to Francis I. with L. Giovenale's credentials is dated

Savona, May 11, 1538. Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 10, n. 343 (Secret

Archives of the Vatican).

' See the *reports of A. Niccolini, dated Savona, May li, 13, 1538

(State Archives, Florence).

^ Venetian despatches, I., 39.

* See A. Niccohni's ^report of May 13, 1538 (State Archives,

Florence).

^ See Venetian despatches, I.,45Jt'^.; Nuntiaturberichte, II., 287, n. 2.

There is no documentary proof that the Pope and Emperor in their
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To the toils already undergone on the journey were now

added the inconveniences, not less great, of the sojourn in

the convent ; but the aged Pope, full of ardour in the cause

of peace, bore with a youthful vigour all the irksomeness

of his position.^ The Emperor kept on board his galley at

Villafranca, and two days later he made his first visit to the

Pope with a great retinue about him ; this first conference

took place in the Franciscan convent. As the Pope in-

formed the Venetian ambassador, the topics of conversa-

tion were principally the refusal to give up the fortress and

matters of ceremonial, while as regards the peace only

some general inquiries were exchanged. The Emperor

was very indignant at the Duke of Savoy; he suspected

that the revolt of the garrison was only a pretence, and

had thoughts of holding his conferences with the Pope for

the future under fitting military protection or perhaps on

board his own galley. Paul III. was also highly displeased

at the non-surrender of the stronghold, not simply because

it forced him to go into uncomfortable quarters, but on

another ground as well. He was afraid that Francis I.

would make this incident the excuse for keeping away,

and he therefore sent the nuncio Ferreri on another

mission to the King.^

demand regarding the Castello had any arrilre pensde against Charles

of Savoy ; the Emperor probably only wished to prevent the fortress

from falling into the hands of France (see SeGRE in the Atti. d. Accad.

del Lincei, CI. stor., V., 10, 82 seq. ; Segre, Carlo, III., 6. I had not

access to the small treatise by Besse, Entrevue ^ Nice, Nice, 1901.

' Cf. *the letters to the Portuguese nuncio, dated Nice, May 22

and June 19, 1538 (Secret Archives of the Vatican, Carte Farnese, 2).

* Venetian despatches, I., 48, 51 j^^., and Pendaglia, ed. Antonelli,

16 seq. The latter says the conference lasted five hours, while

Gualterius (*Diarium, Papal Secret Archives) says one and the

Venetians one hour and a half The report in GayaNGOS, V., 2, n. 206^

gives three hours.
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Owing to stormy weather the Pope and Emperor were

unable to meet again until the 21st of May. To this con-

ference Paul III. came unaccompanied by a Cardinal or any

other person, while the Emperor appeared with a large suite

and even a bodyguard of 500 men. He did not trust the

French, and therefore the interview was held not in the

Franciscan convent but in a pavilion in an orange garden

between Nice and Villafranca, on the seashore near where

his galleys lay. The chief subject of discussion was the

expedition against the Turks, which Charles V. wished to

be carried out only defensively during the current year

and not offensively until 1539. With this the Venetians

disagreed. Paul III., bearing in mind the work of peace

and the action of France, was in favour of holding back all

preparations for offensive warfare so long as the conference

lasted.^

While the French King still tarried the Pope was un-

wearied in his urgent and detailed representations of the

insufficiency of an armistice and the necessity of a peace.

As the idea of a conference had otiginated with him alone,

so at Nice also the most important negotiations were

conducted by him in entire independence of others. On

the College of Cardinals he could not lean for support, as

that body was split into two factions.^ The policy of

Paul III. bore now a much more personal stamp than

on other occasions, while, since the ist of January 1538,

through the fall of the private secretary Ricalcati and

his replacement by Cardinal Alessandro Farnese, a de-

cided alteration had taken place in the treatment of State

affairs.^

1 See Venetian despatches, I., 54 seq., 84, and Staffetti in Arch.

Stor. Ital., 5th Series, XXXIII., 85.

2 See Venetian despatches, I., 79 j^^., and CapaSSO, I.. 434.

" See sufra, p. 34.
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Among the Cardinals who stood firm by Paul III. in the

interests of peace, Sadoleto was conspicuous.^ If the Pope

had succeeded in his efforts, good ground would have been

afforded for the hope that a new era in the political and

religious spheres was at hand. A reconciliation between

Francis and Charles would have been of incalculable im-

portance for the removal of the Turkish danger, for the

Council, and for the appeasement of the religious strife in

Germany. And to what an eminence would the reputation

of the Papacy have been raised if the holder of that ofifice

had been able to dispense to the nations that peace for

which they waited with such longing expectation ! Nor

was it a trifle in the scale that by such a felicitous issue

of events the interests of the Farnese family might be

powerfully enhanced.^

With so many dazzling prospects before him, it is con-

ceivable that the Pope may have underrated the difificulties

confronting his designs. This was partly owing to the

too favourable reports given by Cardinal Carpi.^ How
unwillingly Francis I. consented to the conference can

be seen from his strange delay in appearing at Nice.

He had already on different occasions ordered his arrival

to be announced; first it was to be on the 25th, and then

again on the 29th of May. When at last, on the 3 ist, he did

1 Sadoleti, Opera, I., 259.

^ Whether Paul III. then wished to secure Milan for his family is a

point that cannot be settled from the materials at present existing ; in

any case, the despatch adduced by Capasso (I., 30, n. 4) is not sufficient

evidence. Since the Pope's ardent desire for the restoration of peace

was unshaken {cf. on this point the report of Tiepolo in Alberi, ist

Series, II., 84 seq., and also Ranke'S opinion, I., 6th ed., 160), the

accusations of his bitter enemies (see Staffetti, Cybo, 191), repeated

by Sarpi, that the Pope only used the peace as a cover for his neputistic

schemes, fall to the ground (see Brischar, I., 109).

3 See C.\passo, I., 434.
"
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arrive, the Congress might have been considered opened.^

The King, who was lodged at Villeneuve, some miles from

Nice, set forth on the 2nd of June, magnificently dressed and

with a stately following, to meet the Pope, who awaited

him in a small house one mile outside Nice, Cardinals

Contarini and Ghinucci had already been sent forward to

meet the French King. Francis I. displayed the greatest

reverence in the presence of the Pope ; he stood up,

always with head uncovered, in speaking to the Vicar of

Christ ; he made courteous apologies for his late arrival
;

he could not, however, be induced to treat personally with

his adversary. For the space of four hours this first

interview between the Pope and the King was carried on

in private in a chamber to which they had withdrawn after

the first ceremonial greetinc^s were over.-

^ Gualterius reports on the conferences immediately preceding the

arrival of Francis I. : *Die 28 maii comestabilis Franciae et cardin-

alis Lotharingie venerunt ad S"'""" D. N. cum magna comitiva nobilium

et fuerunt cum Sua San'^ per quatuor boras, deinde redierunt ad Villam

novam, quae est sub ditione Franciae regis.—Die 29 Re.x Gallorum

venit ad Villam novam.—Eadem die 29 maii Covos et Granvela

fuerunt cum S""* D. N. per tres horas et incepimus sperare de pace.—

Die ultima maii comestabilis Franciae pransus est cum S'"° D. N. et

deinde cum duabus triremibus regis, quae venerunt Niciam, profectus

est comes Tendac ad Villam francam ad Caesarem et duxit oratorem

ducis Moscoviae, qui fuerat liberatus a manibuspyratorum.—Die prima

junii comestabilis Franciae et cardinalis Lotharingiae profecti sunt

cum 7 triremibus ad Caesarem et fuerunt excepti maxima cum laetitia

et redeuntes in itinere loqunti sunt cum SS™° D. N. hora caenae et

Covos et Granvela iverunt ad regem Franciae cum tribus triremibus

(Secret Archives of the Vatican). So also the *Ephem. in Cod. Vat.,

6978, f. I4I^ Vatican Library.

2 See Pendaglia, 17 seq. ; Decrue, Montmorency, 352 ; Staf-

FETTI in Arch. Stor. Ital., 5th Series, XXX I II., 87 seq.; P. P. Gualterius

in Raynaldus, 1538, n. 12, and the *Ephem. in Cod. Vat., 6978,

f. 141^ For the extravagant pomp of Francis I., see the ""Memoranda

of Cornelius de Fine in Cod. Ottob., 1614, f. 143 seq. (Vatican Library).
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The obstinate refusal of Francis I. to hold speech in

person with Charles V. diminished the importance of

the conference and added very seriously to the Pope's

difficulties as a mediator. The weightiest factor of all

in such negotiations—personal communication, with its

illimitable opportunities of influence—was thus directly

excluded. How could a removal of the deep distrust,

felt mutually by the two opponents, be thought of under

such circumstances ? And with what caution had the

Pope to walk in order to avoid misunderstandings of

momentous import

!

Francis I. had at once strongly declared himself against

the Peace of Cambrai and announced his unwillingness to

take any steps against the Turks ; no steps, certainly, likely

to give support to the Emperor, as long as Milan was not

given absolutely into his hands. Whatever the Pope

might say, the King's counsellors insisted on the cession

of the Duchy with its fortresses to the Duke of Angouleme,

who since the Dauphin's death had also become Duke of

Orleans. As Charles V., in another conference with the

Pope of three hours' duration,^ held on June the 3rd,

spoke with a wise reserve, the latter once more became

hopeful. But Granvelle soon after made it known to him

that his master would, at the end of three years, with-

draw from Milan, provided King Francis previously gave

his adhesion to the Turkish war and his consent to the

Council.^

The Emperor was steeped in distrust of his old adversary.

* "Die 3* Papa fuit cum Imperatore per tres horas,"says *Gualterius

(Secret Archives of the Vatican). " Le cose si vanno stringendo di

modo che tutti giudicano che la cosa si debba resolvere fra 3 giorni,"

writes N. Ludovisi on June 4, 1538 (State Archives, Bologna).

^ Venetian despatches, I., ico scgq., and Staffetti in Arch. Sioi^

Ital., 5th Series, XXXIII., 88.
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The Pope tried in vain to persuade him and his counsellors

Granvelle and Covos to set to work from the standpoint of

the discussion held by the latter with Montmorency and the

Cardinal of Lorraine.^ An understanding was all the more
difficult because the rivals persisted in declining a personal

interview. The Pope therefore, on the 5th of June, fell back
on the makeshift of appointing Cardinals Cupis, Ghinucci,

and Cesarini legati volanti, who, as the exigencies of the

case required, were to address themselves first to the one
and then to the other sovereign.^

Nevertheless, no progress was made; the proceedings

threatened rather to break down, and rumours of the collapse

of the Congress were already in the air. At this critical

moment the Pope, who on the 8th of June had received a

state visit from the wife and sister of Francis, the Queens
Eleanor and Margaret,^ proposed to the Emperor in a

fourth interview on the 9th of June a new way out of their

difficulties: Milan was to be handed over to Ferdinand I.,

who should give the most binding pledges to bestow one
of his daughters in marriage on the Duke of Orleans and
after three years yield back the Duchy. Charles V. gave
his consent, but demanded that Francis should at once
break off his alliance with the Turks and consent to the

Council. When in his second conference with the King,
Paul III., on June the 13th, brought forward this proposal,

' Together with Venet. Desp., I., no, cf. also *Gualterius : "Die
4 fuerunt cum S'"° D. N. post prandium per longum tempus Covos ei

Granvela et comestabilis Franciae et cardinahs Lotharingiae.— Die

5 iterum supradicti quatuor fuerunt cum Sua S'« et ea die cecidit spes

pacis" (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

2 Venetian despatches, I., 109.

3 See for this G. M. della Portals interesting **report, dated Nice,

June 10, 1538, to be pubhshed in the Acta Pontif. (State Archives,
Florence). Cf. also the *Ephem. in Cod. Vat., 6978, f. 141^ and Riv.

Europ., VII., 2, 99.

VOL. XL ^9
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Francis I. laughingly rejected it.^ As yet another scheme

of agreement was refused by the French Council, it became

as clear as day that a permanent peace was impossible.

The Pope, in reporting the state of things in consistory on

the 14th of June, must have been glad that he had at least

been able to establish an armistice. But even this was no

easy matter ; the French King, bent on remaining as long

as possible in possession of Savoy, wished the terms to

be extended to fifteen or twenty years, while Charles V. was

willing, at the outside, to agree to five or ten. Each of the

contracting parties was to remain, as regards possession, in

statu quo during the period agreed to, and, in order to reach

a full settlement, it was proposed to hold deliberations

in Rome.^

On the afternoon of June the 17th the ambassadors of

Charles V. assembled in the convent where the Pope was

staying. The latter, after having had a last interview with

Francis in the morning, had retired to his chamber; the

ambassadors were in an apartment close by ; Cardinal

Ghinucci acted as go-between, for there were still many

difficulties.

It was late in the evening when all at last was settled.

When the Venetian, Marc Antonio Contarini, informed the

Pope, now thoroughly exhausted, the latter exclaimed that

he rejoiced more than on the day of his election ; he hoped

that from this beginning, with God's help, a general peace

might ensue.^

» Venetian despatches, I., II7 seq., 123^^7., 130^^4^., and StaFFETTI

in Arch. Sior. Ital, 5th Series, XXXIII., 89 seq. Cf. also Giorn.

ligustico, XXIII. (1898), 415, and supra, Chap. II.

2 Cf. Capasso, I., 419 seqq.

• Venetian despatches, I., 151 seq. A memorial of the conference

exists at Nice at this day in the shape of a marble cross on the Place

Croix de Marbre ; see RUA, 45.
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* On the 1 8th of June Charles V. and Francis I. afifixed their

signatures, and two days later the Pope left Nice. I le had

suffered there not less from the discomforts of his quarters

than from the exacting and agitating nature of the trans-

actions. The fleet on which he made his return voyage

consisted of six Imperial and six Royal galleys; at

Villafranca Charles joined him with twenty-four. At

Oneglia, where the Pope said Mass, he had a long interview

with Charles, and on the 22nd of June they entered Genoa

together in state; Paul III. alighted at the Fieschi palace

and the Emperor at the Doria. During their sojourn an

understanding was come to about the Council ;
^ at the same

time Paul did not forget his own interests in the general

ones, for he always managed adroitly to combine the two

together. With regard to the contract of marriage of

November 1537 between the Emperor's natural daughter,

Margaret of Austria, and Ottavio Farnese, it was now

finally settled that the Imperial ambassador Aguilar

should draw up the treaty relative to this union in

Rome. Paul III. therefore bestowed on the Emperor

the "Cruzada" for five years and other Church revenues

in Spain, estimated at the value of two million ducats.^

He, however, had no intention then of acting uncondition-

ally on the Emperor's side and giving up his neutrality.

Assurances of a tranquillizing character were given to

P'rancis I. on this point, and a marriage belueuU a French

* Cf. supra. Chap. II.

2 Venetian despatches, I., 154 scq., 172, 177. Cf. Vandenesse, II.,

142 seq. ; Staffetti in Arch. Sior. Ital., 5th Series, XXXIII., 92 seq.

Gualterius reports : *Die 25 [Junii] fuit congregatio cardinahum

Genuae.—Die 25 papa ivit ad Caesarem qui erat in palatio Andreae

de Auria, et detinebatur podagra. Die 29 Junii papa fuit cum

Caesare a 21 usque ad niediani horam noctis (Secret Archives of

the Vatican).
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prince and Vittoria, daughter of Pier Luigi Farnese, wm
proposed.^

While the Pope was still in Genoa came the astonishing

report that Charles and Francis, who had refused to see

each other at Nice, were to meet at Marseilles. When
the Venetian ambassador interpellated the Pope on the

subject on the 28th of June the latter replied that the report

might well have a basis of truth, as Queen Eleanor had had

a conciliatory influence on the tempers of both princes.-

The meeting, for which Montmorency in particular had

exerted himself, took place from the 14th to the i6th of July

at Aiguesmortes and was throughout most cordial. What

actually passed in the tiny city, which preserves to this

day its old-world features, remains a secret. It must

therefore always be a matter of conjecture whether or not

the satisfaction expressed by both monarchs at their

encounter corresponded with the facts of the case.

According to letters of the Emperor, Francis promised

his help in bringing back the German Protestants to the

Church by kindly treatment, a policy to which the Pope

had already consented in Nice.'^ To the Venetian

' C/. RiBlER, I., 251, and Staffetti, /oc. cit., 93 seq. For other

projects of marriage for \^ittoria, sec infra, pp. 315, 344, and Segre,

Carlo, III., 15 seq.

^ Venetian despatches, I., 170.

3 See Lanz, II., 287, and State Papers, 278 ; Laemmer, Mon. Vat.,

141 seq.; CRE.SCI, 141; BUCHOLTZ, IV., 329; BaUMGARTEN, II., 286^^5^.

Cf. Egei.haaf, II., 338; Rosenberg, 37 seq.; Decrue, Montmorency,

353 seqq.; Staffetti in Giorn. ligiistico, XXIII., 189S, 216 seq.;

RUA, i)0 seq. See also Lindner, Lobgedicht auf die Zusammenkunst

in Aiguesmortes, Rostock, 1875, and Accame, Rclaz. sul convegno di

Acquemorte ; Giorn. Stor. et lett. d. Liguria, VI., Genova, 1905,

IO-I2; Segre, Carlo, III., 7. Montmorency had hoped, after the

meeting at Nice, to procure the Legation of Avignon for his nephew,

Cardinal Chatillon. In spite of assiduous efforts, he was unsuccessful.
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ambassador the Emperor declared that the King was in

any case still bound for eight months by his treaty with the

Sultan, but that after that time he would do everything.^

The Pope had taken a very friendly farewell of Charles V.

in Genoa, and on the 29th of June embarked for Spezia.

There he resumed his land journey, returning to Rome
by the way he had come.'^ On July the 24th he entered

the city amid great pomp ; the Senator, the Conservatori,

and Caporioni met him at the Ponte Molle ; the people

received him with signs of joy. On the gaily decorated Porta

del Popolo the inscription was read: "To Pope Paul III.,

to whose wisdom and authority we owe peace among

Christians and warfare against the Turks, the Senate and

people of Rome wish health and victory." ^

Actual peace indeed had not been attained ; but the

ten years' armistice, as the manifestations of joy in and

out of Italy gave token, justified the hope that henceforth

better relations and at last a final settlement would be

reached.*

No advantage accrued from the armistice to the

undertaking against the Turks ; Francis I. was as un-

willing as ever to give it his countenance.^ But even the

Emperor had lost heart in his war with the infidel ; he

Paul III. in April 1541 conferred the post on Cardinal Farnese ; cf.

RiBlER, I., 484, 488, 517, 559 ; Decrue, 390 seq.

^ Venetian despatches, I., 188.

2 Cf. Gualterius, *Diarium (Secret Archives of the Vatican, XII,.

58). See also Staffetti, Cybo, 198.

^ Cf. Plotis' *letter of July 30, 1538 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua),

and FoRCELLA, Feste, 53 seq. See also Chronache di Viterbo, 436 ;

Cancellieri, Possessi, loi ; Gairdner, Lett, and Pap., X., n. 683 ;

Cresci, 142 ; Lanciani, II., 68 ; Capasso, I., 433 ; SOLMi, Fuga, 53.

* See Raynaldus, 1538, n. 18. Cf. poems dedicated to Paul III. in

Cod. Vat., 3701 (Vatican Library).

^ ZiNKEISEN, II., 778.
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trusted the French King so little that he was inclined

rather to come to a peace with the Porte, with which object

negotiations with Harbarossa were set in motion.^ This

explains the curious negligence of the Innperiah'sts in

supporting the Venetian and l^apal fleets. ^ When at last

the viceroy of Naples, Ferrante Gonzaga, now appointed

commander-in-chief in place of the Duke of Urbino

invalided, appeared before Corfu the Venetian Admiral

Capello, and Grimani in command of the Papal squadron

wished to seek out the enemy in Grecian waters. But

Gonzaga declared that they must first await the arrival of

Andrea Doria with his thirty-two galleys.^ Thus precious

time was flung away ; Grimani could wait no longer, and on

the lOth of August, with his thirty-six galleys, attacked

in the Gulf of Arta the rock fortress of Prevesa, opposite

the promontory of Actium. His intention evidently was

to force the Iinperialists to a blow by opening hostilities,

but contrary to expectation, Grimani met with .such fierce

resistance that he had to return to Corfu after a drawn

battle.*

The attack on Prevesa was the signal for Barbarossa

to sweep out of the Gnif of Arta with his fleet of 150 sail.

This was the situation when, on the 7th of September 1538,

Andrea Doria at last entered the harbour of Corfu,

but with only a portion of his fleet, for he had left large

contingents behind to protect Tunis and the Spanish

coasts from piratical descents. It was now decided to

begin the assault of Prevesa, and on the 27th of September
* Cf. Longo, *Commentarii (Cod. it, 538, Court and State Library,

Munich).

2 Cf. GUGLIELMOTTI, II., 4 1 seq.

' Cf. Longo, *Commentarii, /tfr. cit. ; Parut.a, IV., 53 ; Zinkeisen,

II., 779. Paul III. had already on July 18, 153S, sent a letter of

warning to Ferrante Gonzaga (see R.wnalpus, 1538, n. 22).

* Cl. Grimani's report in Guclif.lmotti, II., 34 seq.
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an engagement took place. The plan was to enclose Bar-

barossa's fleet in the Gulf of Arta and annihilate it, but

the whole enterprise failed pitiably ; different causes were

assigned to the disaster ; according to the accepted

version it was the fault of Doria, then in negotiation with

Barbarossa, that the attack ended in a disgraceful retreat

closely resembling a rout.^

With the ill-omened day of Prevesa the sea-power of

the Turk sprang into fresh activity. It signified little that

in October, Castelnuovo, at the entrance of the Bocche di

Cattaro, was taken, since Doria could not be moved to

further operations, but sailed away towards Sicily.

Grimani also was no longer to be relied upon ; in

utter despair he sailed with the Papal galleys to

Ancona, and then repaired to Rome to lay his story of

events before the Pope.^

The League was, in fact, played out. On the 3rd of

November 1538 measures were indeed taken in Rome
for a fresh expedition early in the following year,' but

they came to nothing. In view of the Emperor's dubious

^ Sec Longo, *Commentarii, loc. cit. ; Cause della guerra (Secret

Archives of the Vatican ; cf. supra, p. 266, n. 2) ; Paruta, IV., ^dseq.
;

JOVIUS, Hist. Lib., 37; RIDIER, L, 256; Nuntiaturberichte, IIL,

201 seq. ; Guglielmotti, H., 42 seq. ; Manfroni, 330 j^^., and Con-

tarini's report in Appendix 27. In opposition to the general opinion,

Doria has been defended and acquitted of all guilt by G. Capasso in the

Rendic. del r. 1st. Lomb. d. so e. lett., 2nd Series, XXXVIII. How-

far this is justified can only be decided when we know more of the

illicit relations of Spain with Barbarossa than we do at present {cf.

Manfroni in the Riv. Maritt. [1896], III., 278, and in Arch. Stor.

Sicil., XXX., 63 seq.). G. Ricci had informed Famese of the defeat on

Oct. 4, 1538 ; the latter replied on the i6th that the Pope was sorry,

but had not yet lost hope (see ^letter in Ricci Archives, Rome). To

this corresponds the brief to Charles \. in RaYNALDUS, 1538, n. 24.

2 See Guglielmotti, II., 78 seq. ; Manfroni, 343 seq.

3 BUCHOLTZ, v., no ; BaUMGARTEN, II., 344.
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attitude, a cause also of suspicion to the Pope,^ the

Venetians began overtures for peace. Lorenzo Gritti

first arranged an armistice for three months, which was

eventually followed in October 1540 by peace. Venice,

besides paying a war indemnity of 300,000 ducats had

to give up Napoli di Romania and Malvasia in the

Morea, with some places in Dalmatia, as well as all the

small islands of the Archipelago captured by Barbarossa.^

The Pope had made repeated efforts to keep back Venice

from concluding a peace with the Porte,^ but he also

gradually let the Turkish war fall into the background

of his thoughts. Other interests, religious and political,

the condition of the States of the Church and the advance-

ment of his own family, were making claims upon him

with ever-increasing ascendency.

* Cf. RiBIER, I., 447.

2 See ZiNKElSEN, II., 803 seq.; Romanin, VI., 54 seq.\ Luzio,

Lett, di Giovio, 40. The news of the peace reached Venice on

Nov. 12, 1540; see *letter of that date from Hieron Hieremia to

Madruzzo (Viceregal Archives, Innsbruck).

2 Nuntiaturberichte V., 74 j<fj^., 90 j^-^., 124.



CHAPTER VII.

The Papal States and the Rise of the Farnese Family.—
Disputes with Cosimo de' Medici.—Subjection of Perugia
AND OF the Colonna.—Life in Rome and the Carnival.

Together with the great questions of European politics,

Paul III. from the beginning of his reign was often occupied
with the affairs of the Papal States. If Clement VII. had
handed over to his successor an overwhelming burden in

every relation of the Papacy, this was specially the case
with regard to the immediate possessions of the Church.
The capital brought low ^ by the sack and other disasters,

the provinces drained dry and ruined by many campaigns,
the State treasury exhausted,—that was the situation into
which Paul III. entered on his accession.^

Notwithstanding the short vacancy of the Holy See,
troublesome unrest continued. In Perugia especially and in

the neighbourhood, the Baglioni had brought about serious

developments
;
in addition there was a savage feud between

Spoleto and Cascia. By the 19th and 20th of October

1534 the Pope had ordered a commissary and troops to
proceed to Umbria.^ For a moment the disorder in Peru^rjao

' *In effecto la citt4 b povera e consumata dal sacco et da diluvii d'
acque, writes F. Peregrine on Jan. 22, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

2 Cf. GuicciARDlNl, Storia, lib. 20, c. 2 ; Capasso, I., 18 seg.

3 See the *briefs for Sixtus Zuchettus and Camillus Robertinus, dat.
Oct. 19 and 20, 1534; Min. brev. Arm., t. 49, n. 102, ,03 (Secret
Archives of the Vatican). Cf. Bontempi, 356 ; FuMi, La legazione
del card. Ippolito de' Medici, 82 seg., 88 seq.

297
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was thus quelled ; but already on the evening of November

the 1st, Rodolfo Baglioni, Malatesta's son, appeared before

the city with a great company of exiles and succeeded in

forcing his way in. The Vice-Legate, the Bishop of

Terracina, was at that moment in session with the Priors

in the Communal palace; the enemy rushed in, fell upon

them, dragged them by the beards, and slew them ; other

acts of bloodshed followed ; the whole quarter of Porta

S. Angelo was plundered, and the like fate befell many

dwellings of the Braccio and Staffa in the city. During

the night the Vice- Legate's palace was set on fire, so that

this building and the adjoining Bishop's court was burned

to the ground. " It was," says the chronicler Cesare

Bontempi, " a gruesome sight and unheard of since our

city has stood." ^

Paul III., on receiving tidings of these events, issued

summonses against the guilty parties''^ and then sent troops

under the Counts of Santafiora and Pitigliano,^ who routed

the "men of blood." On the ist of January 1535 a new

Vice- Legate appeared in Perugia whose soldiers cleared

those under banishment and robbers out of the city.*

There still remained the work of overawing the fomenters

^ Bontempi, 356 seq. Cf. Capasso, I., 91 seq. ; Fumi, loc. cit.,

92 seq.., 96 seq.

'' Briefs for Rodolfo and Joh. Paul. Ballionibus, dated Oct. 30, 1534

(Min. brev. Arm., t. 49, n. 255). Cf. ibid., n. 257, the *brief for

Zuchello commissario, of Nov. 4, 1 534 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

3 Cf. the *brief to the " subditi ecclesiae " of Nov. 8, 1534 (Min.

brev. Arm., 40, t. 49, n. 259), and Bontempi, 358. See also Manente,

250.

* Besides Bontempi, 358 seq., see the *brief for Phil. Bonagratiae

commissario, of Dec. 16, 1534 (Min. brev. Arm., 40, t. 49, n. 284,

Secret Archives of the Vatican). The Duke of Urbino banished

Rodolfo Baglioni from his territories ; sec *letter of G. M. della Porta

of July 4, 1535 (State Archives, Florence).
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of sedition in the neighbourhood ; this task was entrusted

to Giovanni Battista Savelli.^ In July the Papal troops

captured Spello and other strongholds of the Baglioni and

destroyed them. The restoration of order in Perugia was

beset by difficulties; a new Vice Legate appointed by

Paul III. laboured in vain.^ Tranquillity was not finally

restored until the Pope came in person, on the loth of

September 1535, to Perugia and installed the illustrious

Cardinal Grimani as Legate. The Baglioni were forbidden

to come within forty miles of Perugian territory, gifts of

grain were bestowed on the inhabitants, and for the

maintenance of order a garrison was established within

and without the city.^

In 1535 the Pope was occupied in putting a stop in

like manner to the disturbances in Spoleto, Nepi, Ascoli,

and Fano, occasioned for the most part by revolutionary

agitators suffering sentence of banishment*

* Cf. Manente, 250 seq.

2 See BONTEMPI, 361 seq.; Raynaldus, 1535, n. 58; *report of

G. M. della Porta of July 21, 1535 (State Archives, Florence). Further

details in the *briefs to the Papal commissary of May 8, to the

officials of the Papal States of June 19, to the commissary Leon, de

Gallesio of July 30, to the commissary Phil, de Ponte Corvo of .Aug.

28, 1535 (Min. brev. Arm., 40, t. 51, n. 52, 54 ; t. 52, n. 80, 98). Ibid.^

n. 216, the *order to the commissaries to destroy the walls of the strong-

holds of the Baglioni. The Baglioni were banished from Perugia on

June 24 (*briefs to the Vice-Legates of Perugia, loc. cit.., t. 51, n. 215).

^ For the Pope's journey and his stay in Perugia, see App. No. 12.

BONAZZl'S date (IL, 144) is, like many statements of this writer,

incorrect. Rodolfo Baglioni was cited on Oct. 14, 1535, "infra X
dies,'" before the governor as representing the Pope ; see *Min. brev.

Arm., 40, t. 53, n. 146 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

* On Jan. 3, 1535, *orders were issued to all officials and subjects

of the Papal States to secure the disturbers of the peace and exiles

from Spoleto and to deliver them up (Min. brev. Arm., 40, t. 50, n. 180) ;

the same was ordered with regard to the exiles of Parma and Fano
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If Paul III. showed firmness in this, he was, at the

beginning of his reign, very cautious and moderate in the

matter of taxation.^ The new imposts to which he found

himself driven, owing to the Emperor's visit and still more

to the Turkish danger,^ were all the more galling from

their contrast to the lighter burdens of the earlier period.

They could not, however, be avoided ; for when he mounted

the throne Paul III. had found his coffers at such a low

ebb that Rabelais remarked that for three centuries there

had not been so poverty-stricken a Pope.^ By economy

{ibid., n. ii8, 120, 136, 181, 182, 274, 275, 284; cf. ibid., n. 183:

*Hortatorium of March i, 1535, to the Duke of Mantua to deliver up

the banished from Parma; n. 186: *Bull of March 20, 1535, "ad

reprimendas violentias et rapinas bannitorum Fani"). Against the

Nepesi, who in their conflict with the governor had taken the citadel,

the *brief of Feb. 19, 1535, is addressed {ibid., n. 123). To Ascoli

refers the *brief of April 4 to the "gubernator Marchiae Anconit." and

*those to the "gubernator Asculi" of April 7 and 10 {ibid., t. 51, n.

23-25), to Fano the *briefs to the "gubernator Marchiae" of April i

and 3, 1535 {ibid, n. 129, 130). Paul III. had quieted Ascoli by the

beginning of 1 536 ; the Pope had a citadel built there (see *briefs to

the "commissarius electus Papiensis [de Rubeis]" of Jan. 10 and 11

and Feb. 1536; see ibid.. Arm., 41, t. i, n. 10-12; ibid., n. 14, the

*order of March 10, 1536, to the "gubernator Asculi" to banish six

guilty citizens). For Paul's anxiety about Parma, cf. also Gualano,

1 5 seq.

' Brosch, I., 173 seq., is wrong in regarding the abatement for

Ravenna as a single instance. Similar reductions were made for

Cascia on Dec. 15, 1534 (*Min. brev. Arm., 40, t. 49, n. 382) ; Viterbo,

Nov. 10, 1534 {ibid. n. 485); Fano, June 2, 1535 {ibid., t. 51, n. 131).

(Secret Archives of the Vatican.)

* Cf. above, p. 241 seq., and CapaSSO, I., 18 seq. See criticism by

Capasso of Gualano's work, cited in note i in the Riv. stor., XVI 11.

(1901), 52 seq.

3 Rabelais, II., 580. According to a *letter of F. Peregrino of

Sept. 26, 1534, Clement VII. at his death had only 12,000 ducats

(Goiiz.iga Archives, Mantua).
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and good government he tried to extricate himself from

this necessity.^

The Venetian ambassador, Antonio Soriano, in his

report for the year 1536 gives a summary of income and

expenditure.^ The compositions or transfers of ecclesi-

astical offices from one hand to another and the vacancies

in saleable offices brought in yearly 110,000 ducats. The
Roman customs yielded annually 72,000 ducats, of which,

however, 8000 went to the Cavalierati and 14,000 to the

Montisti, so that only 50,000 ducats were left over for the

Pope. The patrimony of St. Peter and the Campagna,

being completely ruined, showed an annual revenue of only

1000 ducats. The resources from the other provinces were

equally slender, and were reduced to a still greater extent

by the oppressive drafts made upon them. Thus out of

3C00 ducats coming from Umbria nothing remained ; out

of 22,000 from the March only 7000, out of 17,000 from

Bologna and the Romagna only 10,000, out of 24,000 from

Parma and Piacenza only 8000 came into the Pope's hands.

In like manner the board of the salt and cattle taxes drew

not more than 9000 ducats ; the alum works of Tolfa yielded

^ While Paul III. was often parsimonious in an uncalled-for way,

yet he cannot be accused of avarice. Amasaus (pp. 29-30) makes

statements about his generous almsgiving which are confirmed by the

registers of expenditure ; see Bertolotti, Speserie, 172, 181, 182, 186,

193, 194, 195, 196, 199 ; see also Cronache de Viterbo, ed. Ciampi, 435,

and CapaSSO, I., 20 seq. Cf. Nuntiaturberichte, II., 20.

2 Alberi, 2nd Series, III., 327. The report printed here from a

Cod. Capponi and a Cod. Magliabechi bears the date 1535. The
same year is given in the copy of the report in the Court and State

Library at Munich (Cod. it. 8), in the Biblioth^que Nationale, Paris,

(Manuscr. it. 271), in the Court Library, Vienna (Cod. 5974, 6302,

63 '3) ; notwithstanding, it is incorrect ; since the presence of Charles V.

in Rome is mentioned in the report (Alberi, 322), it belongs, as

Ranke already assumed (Papste, III., App. 21*), to 1536
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only 2000. If to these sums are added annual fines of

5000 ducats, a sum-total is obtained of a little more than

200,000 ducats, consequently a very appreciable diminution

compared with the time of Clement VII., who in the year

1 5 26 still drew 499,000 ducats.^ The Venetian ambassador

was of opinion that Paul III., on account of this financial

weakness, could not undertake any war ; it is characteristic

that he reports with some anxiety a sensible improvement

in the financial situation at the close of the reign. Among
the outlays appear in the first rank those payable to the

Papal relatives, among whom Pier Luigi Farnese is cited

in receipt of 500 ducats and his wife in receipt of 100.

The number of private chamberlains under Clement VII.

was 24; under Paul III. it was raised to 56, and after-

wards again reduced The bodyguard consisted of 200

landsknechts, each of whom, besides free lodging, received

3| ducats per month.^

The interest taken by the Venetian ambassador in any

warlike undertaking is intimately connected with the pro-

nounced nepotism of Paul III., which is certainly the

greatest blot on his pontificate.

At the beginning of his reign it seemed as if Farnese as

Pope intended to restrain the unmeasured affection for his

own kindred which as Cardinal he had openly displayed.^

^ See our remarks, Vol. X. of this work, p. 328, n. 4. See the suc-

cession of Tesorieri of Paul III. in MoRONI, LXXIV., 288 seq. The

motu propria of the Pope's of March 27, 1544, whereby the " Ufficio

del Presidentato della Camera Apostolica" was reconstituted, in

Garamh, 287.

2 Albi^ri, /ot. t"/'/., in 1547 the landsknechts were replaced by Italians

(see Nuntiaturberichte, X, 605). In the year 1548 the Swiss guard

was again restored (see LUTOLF, 30 seq. ; WiRZ, Filunardi, loi
;

Quellen und Forschiingen, IV., 91, and Bknigni, Miscell. dist eccL,

v., 163).

3 See SanUTO, XL\I11., 463.
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Immediately after the close of the conclave Pier Luigi

paid a clandestine visit to Rome, but Paul III. ordered

him to leave the city at once, and never to appear before

him again without special permission. The Mantuan

envoy., who relates this, was of opinion that this discretion

would not last long, and that the ties of blood would prove

stronger than all his good resolves ;
^ and such was in fact

the case. Many other relations besides Pier Luigi ventured

at first secretly,^ and afterwards openly, to find their way to

Rome ; they were all before long enjoying to the full the

Papal favour.

In view of the Pope's advanced age, the Fames! lost no

time in rapidly acquiring wealth. Pier Luigi from the first

played the leading part; by the end of November 1534,

according to the Mantuan envoy, he was keeping an ex-

pensive table and, like the Pope, ate his meals alone.^

But Pier Luigi Farnese had no thought of renouncing his

wasteful and immoral course of life, although his health

was already deeply impaired.* His contemporaries were

^ See in Appendix No. 3 the *report of F. Peregrino of Oct. 17,

1534 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). See also the *letter of L. Sergardi

of Oct. 21, 1534, in State Archives, Siena; ibid., a *letter from P. L.

Farnese to Siena from Capodimonte, Oct. 19, 1534, in which he sends

thanks for congratulations on the Papal election.

2 " II S. P. Loyso s' aspetta qua dimani, ma secretamente come le

altre volte," reports G. M. della Porta to Urbino on Nov. 16, 1534

(Florentine State Archives).

3 See Aff6, p. L. Farnese, 19 ; Luzio, Pronostico, 59 ; and Capasso,

I., 71,97.

* Already on Dec. 23, 1534, and Jan. 19, 1535, G. M. della Porta had

*reported an illness of P. Luigi's (State Archives, Florence). On
Feb. 10, 1535, *F. Peregrino announces that he is lymg ill in St.

Angelo. On Jan. 22, 1536, he writes again : P. Luigi is at " S. Paolo

fuori le mura piii presto peggiorato del suo male che altramente, vol

disordinare et non haversi cura" (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

According to G. M. della Porta, who in his *reporls of Feb. 15, 16, 17,
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already so accustomed to the advancement of even the

most undeserving relatives that neither the favour shown

to Pier Luigi^ nor the nomination in December 1534 of

the two young Farnesi to the Cardinalate caused them any

particular shock. ^ But when the Pope, from motives of

nepotism, interfered at the same time in the disputed succes-

sion to Camerino, his conduct was generally condemned.

In this lawsuit the claimants were Giulia, daughter of the

last Duke, Giovanni Maria Varano, who had died in 1527,

and Ercole Varano. Giulia's mother Caterina wished her

daughter to marry Guidobaldo della Rovere, hereditary

Prince of Urbino, although it was to be foreseen that no

Pope would suffer the union of Camerino with Urbino.

The arrangement was therefore pushed on with the greatest

secrecy as well as expedition during the vacancy of the Papal

chair. The conclusion of the marriage treaty was effected

in complete secrecy at Camerino on the 12th of October

1534. As the bride was just eleven years and six months

old, the consummation of the marriage had to be deferred.

27, and 28, 1535, writes of Pier Luigi's critical condition, he was suffering

from a gastric complaint like that of Clement VI I. But his illness was

certainly complicated by the effects of his excesses {cf. Affo, 20 seq^.

On March 10 and 13, 1535, his condition, G. M. della Porta relates,

was bad one day and better the next. On April 28, 1535, Porta

announces a fresh indisposition caused by carelessness in di«iking cold

water. On Dec. 10, 1536, writes Porta : "P. Luigi was dangerously ill

yesterday, but to-day is better" (Porta's ""'account in Florentine State

Archives, Urb.). Sometimes Pier Luigi's illness was certainly feigned.

So *says M. Bracci on July 17, 1540 ;
" II duca di Castro fa il malato et

non si lassa visitar se non da chi li da piacer " (State Archives, Florence,

Med. 3263).

^ The Bolognese envoy Papazzoni *writesfrom Rome on Jan. i, 1535 :

"Hier sira venne in Roma il S. Pier Luigi, quale i alloggialo nel

palagi^io di S. 5'*"' (State .'Vrchives, Bologna). Not therefore in the

Palazzo Farncse, as stated by Navenne (p. 267).

* See supra, p. 139 seq.
'
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A few hours after the signatures had been attached to the

instrument a messenger arrived from Rome with a letter

from the Sacred College prohibiting such an alliance with-

out the Pope's consent.^ The prohibition was renewed by

Paul III. on the 14th of October, but in milder and more

friendly terms,^ but Caterina as well as Guidobaldo took

no notice ; on an understanding with his father, the latter

took possession of Camerino on the 17th of October.^

The Pope was determined not to tolerate this contempt

of his sovereignty ; also he probably contemplated a

marriage between Giulia and Ottavio, the son of Pier Luigi

Farnese ; but his primary consideration was to hinder the

extension of the power of Francesco Maria, the old enemy

of the Holy See, and a union of Camerino and Urbino,

since otherwise the connection with the northern provinces

of the Papal States would be seriously threatened. To a

foreign envoy Paul III. said quite plainly that in the event

of Camerino falling to a prince already so powerful as the

Duke of Urbino he would feel himself threatened in Rome.^

On the 2 1st of October he cited Giulia and her mother

^ See Feliciangeli, 173 seq.^ 299 seq.^ and Capasso, I., 82 seq.

2 Brief to the Duchess of Camerino, dated Oct. 14, 1534 (*Min. brev.

Arm., 40, t. 49, n. 11, Secret Archives of the Vatican) ; according to

the original in Florence, published by Feliciangeli, 180 seq.

' LiLi, II., 323 ; Feliciangeli, 183 ; Capasso, I., 83.

* Guidobaldo reported in a *letter to his father, dated "di la rocha di

Camerino," Feb. 6, 1535, on the negotiations of Giovanni da Pescia

with Paul III.; the Pope declared, "che lui era deliberato di non

comportar mai che la fosse signore de la stato di Camerino, et

suggiungendoli M. Giovanni queste parole : Pater sancte, la S. V. ha

sempre detto che in questa cosa la non vuole piu che se ne vogli la

giustitia ;
quando la giustitia volesse chel s. duca fosse signore di

Camerino non dovrebbe despiacer a V. S., le rispose piu presto con

alteratione che altrimenti : la giustitia non vuole chel duca d' Urbino

sua tanto gagliardo su le porte di Roma et basta" (State Archives,

Florence, Urb. i G, 108, f. 430).

VOL. XI. 20
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Caterina, and on November the 9th Guidobaldo also, to

appear before him in Rome. In a special brief he expressly

forbade Guidobaldo to consummate the marriage.^ His

summonses were not obeyed ; this contumacy gave the

Pope matter for thought,^ all the more so as he soon

learned that the disobedience was connived at by Venice

and the Emperor. Without taking this into consideration,

he followed the advice of Jacopo Simonetta, Bishop of

Pesaro,^ and let the law take its course. When the

Venetian ambassador interceded on behalf of the refractory

vassals, Paul III. rejoined that the Signoria in a similar

instance had acted in the same manner.*

The Imperialists believed that in the Pope's conduct

the hand of Francis I. was discernible.' They were very

indignant when the duchy of Camerino was assigned to

Ercole Varano, Giulia deposed and, together with Caterina

and Guidobaldo, excommunicated, and her city and

territory laid under an interdict.* Paul III. seemed

* Feliciangeli, 184, 302 seq. The marriage was not consummated

until Feb. 1537 {ibid., 179).

- See the *letter of Cardinal E. Gonzaga of Nov. 7, 1534 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua). Cf. also the *letters of Cardinal E. Gonzaga of

Dec. 10, 12, 14, and 19, 1534, in Cod. Barb, lat., 5788 (Vatican Library).

3 C/.G. M. della Porta's *report to Urbino, dated Rome, Dec. 24,

1534 (State Archives, Florence).

* The Pope said :
* " che al vassallo non tocca di voler dar legge al

superiore et chei signori Venetiani anch' essi sogliano far il medcsimo"

(Cardinal E. Gonzaga to Agnello [in cipher] of Jan. 27, 1535, Cod.

Barb, lat., 5788, f. 93, Vatican Library). On the intervention of

the Venetian and Imperial ambassadors, G. M. della Porta *reports on

Dec. 31, 1534 (State Archives, Florence).

^ See Sanchez' *reports of Jan. 28 and March 25, 1535 (Court and

State Archives, Vienna), and Cardinal E. Gonzaga's *letter to Agnello

(in cipher) of May i, 1 535. Cod. Barb, cit., f. 137'" scq.

8 According to LiLI (11., 325), who is followed by FkliCIANGELI

(j>. 200;, the deposition of Caterina, Giulia, and Guidobaldo, with wnich
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resolved to employ military force to carry out these

measures. Latino Giovenale Manetti and Girolamo

Verallo, who in the beginning of April 1535 were sent to

the Emperor and King Francis, received special instructions

regarding the duchy of Camerino/ with which Ercole

Varano was formally invested in May.^

A great many of the Cardinals, especially Ercole

the excommunication was coupled, was declared on Feb. 17, 1535, the

interdict on March 28. The latter statement certainly is incorrect ; for

F. Peregrino sent with the ^letter of March 18, 1535, the following

*sentence pubhshed in Rome : Illustrissimi D. Guidobaldus de Ruveris

et nobilis puella Julia de Varano ac Catarina Cibo mater tutrix ejusdem

Julie . . . litteris apostolicis non paruerunt. Sic auctoritate aposf^*

excommunicati declarati, aggravati, reaggravati, et interdicti ac

rebellionis et alias penas in dictis litteris apostolicis contentas

incidisse denunciantur, nee non omnes et singule terre, loca, ville seu

oppida in quibus ipsos Guidobaldum, luliam et Caterinam morari seu

ad que applicare contigerit, ecclesiastico interdicto denunciantur

supposita (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). G. M. della Porta reports on

*March 13 "the excommunication of the above has been printed and

will be published to-morrow " (£/. also the *Aviso of March 12, 1535,

Court and State Archives, Vienna). On March 17 G. M. della Porta

*relates the ineffectual attempt of a relation of the Pope's to dissuade

the latter from further action against Camerino :
" Anzi piu tosto par

che tutti r officii fatti habiano nociuto havendo publicati excommunicati

questi signori non in uno et due luoghi, come si sole, ma per tutta

Roma." On *March 18 G. M. della Porta reports the Venetian

ambassador to have deplored, but in vain, the excommunication. On
March 19 he announces the issue of the interdict against "citk et

contado di Camerino. II papa levo la casa qua di Roma alia duchessa

di Camerino" (State Archives, Florence).

* See G. M. della Porta's *letter of April 5, 1535 (State Archives,

Florence); Piepkr, Nuntiaturen, no.

2 All conclude, writes the Imperialist Cardinal E. Gonzaga, always

ill disposed towards Paul HI., "che s' el papa havesse Camerino. il

darebbe agli suoi et non alia chiesa, ne a quelli che vi pretendono

ragion dentro." *Ciphered letter to Agnello of May 15, 1535, in Cod.

Barb. lat. 5788, f 152 (Vatican Library).
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Gonzaga, a strong opponent of the Pope and entirely

dependent on the Emperor, disapproved of measures of

force against Camerino.^ Pier Luigi Farnese determined

to try the effect of personal intervention ; even if at first

he achieved nothing, yet he thought that in this way he

might smooth the way to a change of mind on the part of

Paul III. His ground of hope was that the Emperor would

arrive at a settlement, especially as the Pope presumably

would be influenced by the Turkish peril. Costanza

Farnese, the wife of Bosio Sforza, Count of Santafiora, also

promised the env^oys from Urbino to intercede with her

father.^ Guidobaldo's adherents placed their chief hopes

on the Emperor; however unbending Paul III. might

appear, they still believed that, if the P2mperor stood firm,

the Pope would not run full tilt against such an obstacle;^

they were not deceived in their anticipations.

The difficulty of a military undertaking against a town

highly fortified and on a lofty situation, and still more the

Emperor's opposition and the power of the Sultan, brought

about a change of disposition in the Pope. Through the

mediation of Pier Luigi P"arnese a compromise was

arranged in June; the object of contention was to be

* *Una buona parte de cardinali comenza a prehender ardir di

biasimar 11 disegno che ha il papa di far guerra benche pochi siano

quel ch' abiano animo di dirgline malo. Cibo ancora lui comenza

a recognoscer 1' errore suo dicendo non haver mai creso che s' andrk su

tan to avanti. G. M. della Porta to Urbino, dated Rome, March 20,

1535 (State Archives, Florence, Urb.).

2 Cy; G. M. della Porta's *letters to Urbino from Rome, April 5

and 12, 1535 (State Archives, Florence).

^ C/.G.M. della Porta's *letter to Urbino from Rome, May 5, 1535.

Here he says :
" Mons. di Palermo disse in capella ad alcuni cardinali

senza rispetto :
1' Imperatore viene in Italia et patron di tutti, na non

sara gih mai patron di papa Paolo che ha 1' animo invicto" (State

Archives, Florence).
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deposited in the keeping of the Imperial ambassadors and

all further proceedings suspended until the arrival of

Charles V. in Rome.^ However strongly the Pope subse-

quently might urge the Emperor to allow him a free hand

in the affair of Camerino, he gained nothing. The

Emperor would not yield,^ and afierwards, during his stay

in Rome, succeeded in bringing Paul III. to make further

concessions; on the 8th of May 1536 the censures pro-

nounced on Camerino were suspended for six months

and, later on, at the Pope's pleasure.^

Together with the question of Camerino the Pope was

' See in Appendix No. 10 Sanchez' *report of June 3, 1535 (Court

and State Archives, Vienna) ; the *letter of Cardinal E. Gonzaga to

the Duke of Milan of June 5, 1535 (Cod. Barb, lat., 5788, f. 162 seq.,

Vatican Library); the letter of Ricalcati of June 11, 1535, in

Cardauns, Karl V., 161, and G. M. della Porta's *report of June 30,

1535 (State Archives, Florence).

2 Cf. Cardauns, loc. cit., 161 seq.

' *Brief to the vicariiis general, episcopi Cajfiertnetisis :
" Licet

Guidobaldus de Ruvere, lulia de Varano et Catherina Cibo ejus mater

. . . hujus sanctae sedis gratia se indignos reddiderint, tamcn . . .

dictos Guidobaldum, Juliam et Catherinam ac complices et conrebelles

eorum a censuris ecclesiasticis ad sex menses a dat. pres. . . . et

interim ad beneplacitum nostrum . . . absolvimus interdiclumque

ecclesiasticum in civitate, diocesi, territorio et districtu Camerini . . .

ad dictos sex menses et interim ad similem nostram beneplacitum

suspendimus. Decernentes quod statim dictis 6 mensibus elapsis vel

beneplacito nostro interea revocato . . . Guidobaldus . . . nisi

efficaciter et plane paruerunt, in easdem censures ipso facto reincidisse

. . . dictaque civitas, dioc, territ. et districtus Camerini eidem inter-

dicto ecclesiastico ut prius subjecta censeantur. Dat. Romae die VI IL

Maii 1536, A° 2°" (Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 2, n. 2, Secret Archives of

the Vatican). The fear that Paul might still proceed against Camerino

lasted on ; see G. M. della Porta's ^reports of Nov. 7, 14, 18, and

Dec. 14, 1536 (State Archives, Florence). The suspension of the

censures was afterwards repeatedly postponed ; see G. M. della

Porta's ^reports of Nov. 5, 7, 9, and 15, 1537.
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busily engaged in the year 1535 with the trial of Cardinal

Benedetto Accolti ; this case was also a legacy of the

Clementine pontificate.

Benedetto Accolti, sprung from a family of Arezzo,

was in the truest sense a creature of the Medici Popes.

Having entered holy orders without a vocation, this

polished humanist, who was on terms of intimacy with all

the most prominent literati, won the good graces of

Leo X. by his poetic talent. Under Clement VII. his rise

was swift ; he became successively Bishop of Cremona,

Archbishop of Ravenna, and in 1527 Cardinal ;
in 1532 he

purchased, as he had purchased the former dignities, the

governorship of Ancona and the Legation of the March.

^

In this position the tyrannical character of this genuine

product of the Renaissance, steeped to the core in all the

corruption of his age, reached its rankest development.

The unfortunate people of Ancona underwent a veritable

reign of terror.^ Accolti, whose cruelty and immorality

passed all bounds, carried things to such a pitch that even

the patience of Clement VII. was worn out. He was

deprived of the Legation and on the 5th of September

1534 replaced by Cardinal Ippolito de' Medici; but

Accolti refused to resign. Then came Clement's death.

The new Pope on October the 31st, 1534, appointed

Paolo Capizucchi governor of the March and reserved

to himself the decision on the Legation.^ Being well

acquainted with the affairs of Ancona, he determined to

visit with punishment the scandals that had there been

perpetrated. On the 31st of March 1535 one of the

^ Cf. Vol. IX. of this work, 384, and X., 199.

^ Cf. for the following CoSTANTlNi's Monograph (p. 45 scqq.,

67 seqq.., 103 seqq.), which Luzio (Giorn. d. lett. Ital., XIX., 99), with

justice, praises highly.

' See CosTANTiNi 224 seq., 250.
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citizens, Vicenzo Fanelli, was arrested for having brougiit

false accusations against one of Accolti's opponents, in

order to bring about his execution. The trial of this

perjurer was the prelude to the arrest and detention in

the fortress of St. Angelo of Cardinal Accolti, orders

carried out suddenly on the 5th of April 1535. On
hearing of this the Imperial ambassador went at once

to the Pope and asked that Accolti might be interned

provisionally in his palace or in the Vatican. Although

this request was supported by the College of Cardinals,

Paul III. was inflexible.^ All Rome was dismayed at

such strict justice; it was soon feared that there might be

a repetition of the sequels to the discovery of Cardinal

Petrucci's conspiracy under Leo X. ; many Cardinals

thought of flight.^ Accolti, from fear of poison, would

hardly touch food. At the request of the representatives

of Charles and Ferdinand the Pope gave the prisoner

permission to make his own arrangements for his board ;^

but the legal proceedings took their course. The revela-

tions made during this inquiry disclosed monstrosities

bordering on the incredible. Accolti pleaded guilty

to some of the charges but afterwards, false to the last,

retracted his confessions. His counsel, the famous jurist

Silvestro Aldobrandini, employed all his skill to save

him ; finally the scale was turned in his favour by the

Emperor—no one rightly knew why—intervening warmly

for him. A compromise was arrived at by the end of

October by the terms of which the Cardinal regained his

freedom on payment of a fine of 59,000 scudi. He had,

1 See COSTANTINI, 260 seq.^ 270 seq.\ cf. Capasso, I., 98.

* * " Hec res adeo vehementi timore perculit animos reliquorum

cardinalium ut multi de discessu cogitent," reports Sanchez on April 6,

1535 (Court and State Archives, Vienna).

' *Sanchez to Ferdinand I., dated Rome, April 10, 1535 {ibid.).
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however, to admit his guilt, which he did under protest,

resign Ancona and Fano, and promise not to quit the

Papal States without the Pope's permission. On his

liberation Accolti at once went to his friend Cardinal

Ercole Gonzaga, equally the enemy of Paul III., at his

palace in the Via Alessandrina. There he remained till

the spring of 1536; then, with the Pope's permission, he

went to Ferrara, later on to Venice, until finally Cosimo de'

Medici gave him hospitality.^

Just before the settlement of Accolti's case his mortal

enemy, Cardinal Ippolito de' Medici, who had left Rome
in the beginning of July 1535,^ died suddenly (August

the lOth, 1535) at Itri. Ippolito believed he had been

poisoned, and accused the steward of his table of acting

at the instigation of Duke Alessandro de' Medici. The
charge does not seem incredible ; for years the cousins had

been at bitter enmity; since the death of Clement VII.

the palace of Ippolito had been the rallying-point for the

refugees from Florence most deeply disaffected towards

the tyranny of Alessandro. Although the inquiry insti-

tuted by Paul III. led to nothing, it was widely believed

that the guilt of the Florentine Duke admitted of no

doubt. The most recent research, however, has shown

that Ippolito, weakened by a dissolute course of life, had

succumbed to a malignant fever.^

1 See COSTANTINI, 289 seq.^ 306 seq., 227 seq., 341 sfq., 352 sgq.,

367 seq., 399 seq.

2 Belluzzi, 167. M. D' Ercole (II Card. Ippolito de' Medici,

Terlizzi, 1907, 80) has no new light to throw on this mysterious

flight.

3 Cf. LuziO, Pronostico, 143 seq., with whom CapaSSO agrees

(I., 98). Also G. M. della Porta, who was the first to speak of poison

(letters, Aug. 10 and 14, 1535), states on Aug. 20 the belief is growing

that Ippolito's death was not caused by poison but by his own "dis-

ordini" {c/. also his *letter of Aug. 26, 1535, State Archives, Florence).
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The death of Cardinal Medici made vacancies in the

title of S. Lorenzo in Damaso and the Vice-Chancellorship
;

Paul III. at once bestowed both offices on his beloved

grandson, Alessandro Farnese,^ who took the oath as

Vice-Chancellor on the 14th of August in the palace of

S. Marco and took possession of his new dignity. The

Pope took this opportunity of exhorting his subordinates

to faithful and just execution of their duties, wherein he

would set them a good example.^

The attempt of the Florentine refugees to secure the

Since poison is out of the question, Varchi'S (II., 285 seq.) accusation

of Paul III. falls to the ground, which M. d' Ercole (who adheres to

the poison theory) also considers unproved {loc. cit., 85). Here as in

other passages can be discerned the influence of Cosimo de' Medici,

Paul's deadly enemy, on Varchi, who was in his pay (see LUPO

Gentile, Sulle sfonti di storia fiorent. di B. Varchi, Sarzana, 1906,

18 seq.\ From *Blasius de Martinellis' diary it appears that the news

of Medici's fatal illness reached Rome on Aug. 10 ; on the nth came

the tidings of his death ; on the 13th of his funeral (Secret Archives

of the Vatican). Cf. also the *Diarium of P. P. Gualterius {ibid.).

The latter's remark, " tota urbe collacrimante," is incorrect ; for in

reality Ippolito was greatly disliked in Rome. F. Peregrine ^reports

on Oct. 17, 1534, to the Duke of Mantua: "la partita di Roma del

Car'^ de Medici, credo che ancor ne sia cagione, perche in questa

corte da ogniuno quasi h. mal veduto, perch6 non s' ha fatto niuno

amico de niuna sorte, perch^ mai ha stimato ne fatto con to di per-

sona se non de bravi et sbricchi, hora s' avedra quanta differentia

sia da favori k disfavori. Da cardinali, da prelati, da cortegiani et

sopra ogn' altro da Romani h molto odiato ; me increscie di doverlo

scrivere a V. E. che vorei fosse in contrario, ma bisogna pur scrivere

il vero" (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

1 Consistory of Aug. 13, 1535 ; see *Acta Consist, in Consistorial

Archives of the Vatican.

* " Habuit nonnulla verba satis accomodata in latino sermone

de se bene et juste regendo et similiter exhortando officiales omnes

cancellariae," Blasius de Martinellis, *Diariuin (Secret Archives of the

Vatican).
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Emperor's support failed entirely.^ Onthe29Lh of February

1536 Alessandro de' Medici brought home Margaret, the

natural daughter of Charles V., but in the night between

the 5th and 6th of January 1537 the Duke, hated on

account of his unbridled violence, fell by the dagger of

his cousin Lorenzino ; thereupon the Senate of the Forty-

Eight chose on the 8th of January Cosimo de' Medici, the

son of Giovanni delle Bande Nere, to be head of the State.^

The assassination of the despot in Florence aroused

the attention of all Italy as well as of Rome;^ no one

had expected events to take this turn. Cardinals Salviati,

Ridolfi, and Gaddi, as well as many Florentine exiles,

started at once for Tuscany. Paul III. had been on

very good terms with the above-named Cardinals as well

as with their countrymen in Rome; no wonder, there-

fore, that the new Duke observed his attitude with much

suspicion. In other quarters also the notion was prevalent

that Paul III. would be glad of the opportunity to fish in

the troubled waters to the advantage of Pier Luigi Farnese.

The latter, devoured by ambition, cherished the plan of

securing dominion over Tuscany;* but no evidence was

* See Reumont, Toskana, I., 60 seq. That the Pope did not

approve of the Emperor's inten'ention is seen from Cardinal E.

Gonzaga's *letter [in cipher] of June 5, 1535, to the Duke of Milan in

Cod. Barb, lat., 5788, f. 164'' (Vatican Library).

- Cf. Varchi, Storie, hb. 15, c. 2 ; Ughi, Cronica di Firenze in

Arch. Stor. Ital., App. VII., 186 seq. ; Nerli, lib. 12 ; Segni, lib.

7-8; Nardi, lib. 10; AdRIANI, lib. i, c. i ; Reumont, Toskana, I.,

68 seq.\ Staffetti, 150 seq.; GaUTHIKZ, Lorenzaccio, Paris, 1904,

204 seqq.\ Ferrai, 9 seqq. See also the *Ephem. hist, of Cornelius

de Fine in Cod. Ottob. 1614 (Vatican Library).

^ See G. M. della Porta's *reports from Rome, Jan. 9 and 10, 1537

(State Archives, Florence).

* See Ammirato, Storie, lib. 32 ; Ferrai, 19-20 ; Staffetti in

Arch. Stor. Ital, 5th Series, XXIII., 70; LUPO Gentile, Politica di

Paolo, III., 12 seq.
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forthcoming that the Pope entered into his schemes. In

this instance the Pope's ruling motives were higher than

those of family aggrandizement. Together with his aver-

sion to Medici as his enemy there was the justifiable fear,

since the latter was drawing close to the Emperor, that

the power of Spain in Italy, already great, might be

increased still more.^ Charles V. knew the Pope's feelings

well ; he also knew that Francis I. was deceiving himself

with the hope of gaining Florence to his side by means

of the exiles, and therefore did all he could to secure the

Pope. With this end in view he proposed a marriage

between his daughter Margaret, the widow of Alessandro,

and Ottavio, the son of Pier Luigi; this resulted in the

triumph of Imperialist over French diplomacy.^

Paul III., who was very clever in combining personal

with general interests, had yet another alliance in view:

Vittoria. the daughter of Pier Luigi Farnese, was to

become the wife of Cosimo de' Medici. With this object

Gian Giacomo de' Rossi, Bishop of Pavia, was sent en a

secret mission to Alessandro Vitelli. He was, however,

unsuccessful, and the relations between Rome and Florence

became daily more strained,^ In spite of his undeni-

able dislike of the Medici government, the Pope, out of

regard for the Emperor's influence and mindful of the

Turkish danger, observed his neutrality strictly when

Filippo Strozzi and his friends attempted by force of arms

to overthrow Cosim®.* He issued stringent orders for-

bidding the expatriated Florentines from enlisting soldiers

^ See Reumont, Toskana, I., 78 ; Ferrai, 19 seq. ; CapasSO, I.,

240, and LuPO Gentile, 7.

2 See Baumgarten, Karl V., III., 229.

* See Lupo Gentile, 7 seqq.

* See Carlo Capasso'S rare and valuable treatise : Firenze, Filippo

Strozzi, i fuorusciti e la corte pontificia, Camerino, 1901.
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within his territories ; nevertheless, Cosimo did not trust

him, and was as disinch'ned as before to a marriage with

Vittoria Farnese, and would hear nothing of the levy of

a tithe in Tuscany for the Turkish war.^

The estrangement between Rome and Florence srrew

more marked on account of the favours heaped by

Paul III. on Pier Luigi Farnese in the year 1537. On the

26th of January the Pope told his Master of Ceremonies

that he intended to make him Gonfaloniere of the Church.

The special ceremonies to be observed on the occasion

were settled with great care ; after the nomination had

taken place in a consistory held on the 31st of January,

Pier Luigi took the oath on the following Candlemas Day.

This act, at which he was accompanied by the Imperial

ambassador and the foremost Roman barons, including

Ascanio Colonna, took place in St. Peter's ; the proceed-

ings took the shape of a great solemnity .^ Early in the

spring Pier Luigi had received the town of Castro^ and

the direction of the military measures of defence to pro-

tect the Papal States against the Turks,* and in the

1 See Lupo Gentile, 20 seq.

^ Along with the *Acta Consist. (Consistorial Archives of the Vatican),

cf. especially the full description in the *Diarium of Blasius de

Martinelhs, from which there is a passage in CapaSSO, I., 235, n. 2.

Cf. also the *letter of G. Peregrino, Feb. 2, 1537 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua). See also G. M. della Porta's *reports of Jan. 18 and Feb. 2,

1537 (State Archives, Florence), and the *Diarium of I. F. Firmanus,

who also gives the descriptive touch that the Pope "prae gaudio

niagno aliquantulum lacrimavit." That the plan of nominating Pier

Luigi as Gonfaloniere was already existent in 1535 is clearly proved

by a *letter of Cardinal E. Gonzaga's of Feb. 14, 1535 (Cod. Barb. lat.

5788, Vatican Library), and from G. M. della Porta's *report, March 3,

1535. For the stipend of Pier Luigi, see Bertollotti, Speserie, 178.

3 See G. M. della Porta's letter to Urbino, dated Rome, April 13,

1537 (State Archives, Florence). Cf. CapaSSO, L, 234 ; Aff6, 22 sea.

* See sup/a, p. 26S.
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beginning of May he left Rome to bring the Counts
Guido and Lodovico Rangoni back to their obedience
to the Holy See and to put the fortresses of the Papal
territory into a proper state of defence.^

Pier Luigi went first to Spoleto, then to Ancona, Fano,^

* See Gaet. Capasso, II primo viaggio di Pier Luigi Farnese nelli

stati pontifici, Parma, 1892.

^ At this place, as Farnese's enemies afterwards asserted (Accolti
first, in a letter of April 7, 1538; see Luzio, Pronostico, 151), Pier
Luigi made a criminal assault on Bishop Cosimo Gheri and thereby
caused his death. Varchi (I I., 425 seg.\ Vergerio, and other Protestant
writers sedulously fostered this charge, which gained credence all

the more readily as Pier Luigi's unnatural practices were well known
and the subject of constant derision (see Costa, Pasquinate contra
L Farnesi, in the Rassegna Emil., L, 2, 357). The i8th century con-
troversy as to the authenticity of the alleged deed seems to have
ended with the investigation of Capasso {he. cii., 20 seq.\ who, like

Balan (VL, 315, n.), came to the conclusion that the story was highly
improbable and in future to be rejected. Even Luzio {loc. cif., 1 50 seq.),

who, with Rossi (Giorn. d. lett. Ital., XXXIX., 399), thinks Capasso
goes too far, says : "non voglio dire che 1' accusa sia pienamente pro-
vata." Massignan (Atti d. deput. di stor. p. p. le prov. delle Marche,
N. S., II. [1905], 249 seq.) declares, on the other hand, that the whole
story is an invention of Farnese's enemies. BenaSSI (Riv. Stor., 1908,
218) agrees with him. Of Pier Luigi's vicious propensities the follow-
ing -^letter is significant. It was written by command of Paul III. by
Ricalcati on Oct. 17, 1535. " N^^ S^"^ con tutte 1' occupationi grandi,
che ha alle spalle, non puo far che non pensi anche alii casi vostri,

come quello, che non meno sta geloso dell' honor di V" Ecc'^ che
del suo medesimo. Havendo adunque ritrovato che quella ha menato
seco quelli giovanetti, delli quali li part6 alia partita sua per Perugia,
n' ha preso tanto fastidio che non li, potrei mai esprimere, dolendosene
per tre cause, 1' uno per servitio di Dio, che parendoli che fino che
persevera in simile error 'sia impossibile che li possa succeder'ben
cosa che la voglia, 1' altra per 1' honor della casa, et la terza per il

poco conto che quello mostra far delli commandamenti di Sua Beat"-
havendoglilo tante volte et in diversi propositi prohibito. Questa
cosa yh h penetraia per piu vie et sa anche esser penetrato al conte
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and Rimini, and finally to Parma and Piacenza; the Ran-

goni submitted before his superior forces. This business

having been successfully accomplished, Paul III. ordered

him to return to the March of Ancona, where, as in all

parts of the Papal States, defensive operations against the

Turks were in full progress.

Pier Luigi was designated as commander-in-chief of

the Papal forces.^ On October the 31st, 1537, Paul III.

conferred on him and his rightful heirs the Dukedom of

Castro, newly formed out of the Farnese fief in the Patri-

mony, together with the towns of Nepi, Ronciglione, and

Caprarola.2

All this gave the Pope's enemies occasion for envy

and suspicion. In the spring some of them were r^lready

hinting at an intended attack on Camerino,'^ and others

di Cyfontes, asserendosi che Sua Ecc. ne sta admirata e con dispiacere

per r affection che porta a V. S. Sua S*^ ha voluto che del tutto 1'

advertisca et 1' esorti a rimandarli in dietro, perche andando in corte

del Imperatore che tanto abhorisce simil vitio, e certissimo che non

li potra portar il non grandissima infamia et dishonore, non sol apresso

a Sua M'\ ma etiam dclli altri grandi, si che quella sara contenta

provedcr al honor suo ct non dar causa che Sua M'^ habbia a pigliar

mal odore di lei" (Secret Archives of the Vatican, Princ, X., 517).

1 Cf. supra^ p. 268.

2 The Bull "Videlicet immeriti" is dated 1537 prid. Cal. Nov. (see

Moroni, X., 223; XXIII., 197; Navenne, 274). Cardinal Cupis

protested; see App. No. 22 *F. Peregrine's report of Nov. 30, 1537

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). Cf. also G. M. della Porta's *letter from

Rome, Dec. 18, 1537 (State Archives, Florence), and the *Acta Consist,

of Dec. 19, 1537, in Consistorial Archives of the Vatican. A *brief

of Dec. 22, 1537, ordered the subjects to take the oath of allegiance

from Pier Luigi's procurator (Arm., 41, t. 8, n. 204, Secret Archives

of the Vatican). Pier Luigi did not in person take possession of Castro

till 1543 (see Aff6, 29, 45, and Atti Mod., I, 151). For the coinage

of Castro, see Grottanelli, II ducato di Castro, Firenze, 1891, '2.

•'

Cf. the ^reports of G. M. della Porta of April 17, May 26, and

June 12, 1537 (Florentine State Archives).
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thought then that some project was in hand to support

the Florentine exiles. Not merely Cosimo de' Medici but

Charles V. also shared this anxiety, which, however,

proved groundless; Paul III. never deviated from his

neutrality, and in July he renewed, under threats of

severe chastisement, the prohibition to his subjects of

any participation in the enterprise of Strozzi against

Cosimo.^

The fortune of war was in favour of the Medici. Filippo

Strozzi and Baccio Valori, the chiefs of the Florentine

republicans, were defeated and taken prisoners at Monte-

murlo between Prato and Pistoia on the 31st of July 1537.

The hope of restoring liberty to Florence was now crushed

once and for all, for Cosimo checked further opposition by

sanguinary regulations and sought to make his position

firm by close adhesion to the Emperor.^

The Pope's applications on behalf of Filippo Strozzi

were unavailing ; his relations with Cosimo became subse-

quently worse and worse, and fresh causes of difference

were constantly springing up ;
^ among them the question

of the Turkish war tithe led even to a temporary imposi-

tion of the interdict.* There was less likelihood, too,

of an improvement in the situation taking place since

^ See RiBiER, I., 45 : CapaSSO, Firenze e la corte pontif., 12.

2 Cf. Segni, lib. 8 ; Nardi, lib. 10; Nerli, lib. 12 ; Adriani, I.,

c. 4 ; Paoli, La sconfitta dei fuorusciti Fiorenlini a Montemurlo, Firenze,

1876 {Nozze-Piiblication) \ Reumont, Toskana, I., 84 seq. ; Ferrai,

63 seq.

^ See LUPO G ENTILE, 22 seq.., where these things appear in a one-

sided light, since they rest on exclusively Florentine documents. In

consequence of the quarrels about inheritance between Margaret,

Ottavio Farnese's wife, and the Medici, Lucrezia Salviati was banished

from Rome by Paul III. in 1538. For this harsh proceeding, see

VARCItl, II., 420.

* See LuPO Gentile, 25 seqq.
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Cosimo's secretary of state, Francesco Campana,* incited

the Florentine officials and clergy against the Holy See

and the Florentine agents in Rome raised unfounded

suspicions against the Pope's private life.^

Cosimo's behaviour gave occasion for a renewal of mis-

understandings when, on the death of Francesco Maria

of Urbino on the 21st of October 1538,^ the question of the

possession of Camerino was once more opened up. Paul

III. now claimed the Duchy, all right to which the Varani

had already renounced^ in July 1537, as a fief revertible to

the Church. Guidobaldo and his wife Giulia were com-

manded on the 15th of November to relinquish the territory,

under pain of confiscation, of all their property and fiefs ;^

they were determined, however, to offer resistance. The

Pope thereupon, with the consent of the Cardinals, ordered

Pier Luigi Farnese to take steps to enforce with arms

obedience on his rebellious vassals. Cardinal Ennio

Filonardi was appointed as Legate to the army.^

^ See DiNI, F. Campana in Arch. Stor. Ital, 5th .Series, XXIII.,

309 seq. In a *brief to Cosimo de' Medici, dated July 13, 1539,

Paul III. complains of a foray made by Florentine subjects on the

Bolognese. The Pope demands restitution. Min. brev. Arm., 41,

t. 14, n. 741 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

2 See the letter of Oct. 18, 1539, in LUPO Gentile, Farnesiana,

Sarzana, 1906-1909 {Nozze-Publication).

3 See Belluzzi, 91, 176. The news reached Rome on Oct. 24,

1538 (see *Diarium of Firmanus, Secret Archives of the Vatican,

XII., 26). Four days later Paul's decision was taken (see Nuntiatur-

berichte. III., 222).

* Cf. the *despatch of G. M. della Porta, dated Rome, July 30, 1537

(State Archives, Florence), who was unable, however, to obtain details

of the conditions. The latter must have been loosely defined, as the

Varani afterwards renewed their claims ; see infra, p. 322.

' *Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 11, n. 1002 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

* See Acta Consist, of Nov. 20, 1538, in Nuntiaturberichte, III.,

277. The *Bull dated 1538 Cal. Decemb. in Cod. Barb. lat. 2708.
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Cosimo de' Medici would very willingly have supported

Guidobaldo openly, but Charles V. would not consent to

this.^ The attitude of Florence and also of Siena was of

such a kind that on New Year's day Paul III. complained

bitterly of both cities to the Imperial ambassadors,- but

the latter dared not give open help. Nor had Guidobaldo

any grounds for serious hope of assistance from Venice,

preoccupied with the Turkish war, or from Ferrara.^ As
he was also sorely in need of money he had to make up

his mind in the beginning of January 1539 to complete

submission. On the advice of the Imperial ambassador

and of Venice he gave his representative full powers to

surrender the Duchy of Camerino to the Pope in exchange

for a compensation to be settled by his Holiness; Paul III.

at once issued orders to his troops to stay their advance.*

(Vatican Library). On Dec. i Francisc. Bentius Florent. was made

treasurer-general of the forces against Guidobaldo, with orders to

take commands from Pier Luigi as to the pay (Min. brev., loc. cii.,

n. 1064; ibid., n. 1164, the brief for the " officiates et communitates

status eccles." ; Praestent fidem et obedientiam episc. Hierapolitano

quoad expeditionem contra Guidobaldum de Ruvere, dat. 1538,

Dec. 23, Secret Archives of the Vatican). See also BONTEMPI, 375 ;

Ughi, Cronica di Firenze in Arch. Stor. Ital, App. VII., 206, and Th.

Tamizey de Larroque, Jean de Monluc, Paris, 1868, 45 seg.

1 See DE Leva, III., 304.

2 Ribier, I., 337.

^ Cf. LoNGO, *Commentarii (see supra, p. 294, n. i), and Belluzzi,

107.

* " Hier sera a dui hore venne la risposta del duca d' Urbino, il

quale si e contentato seguitar il consiglio et la fede di questi signori

oratori Cesareo et Venetiano. Pero ha mandato la procura a relassar

liberamente nelle mani del papa Camerino col suo stato rimettendosi

quanto alia dotation et 1' altre conditioni all' arbitrio et declaration di

S. B. per virtu del qual mandato questo mattina avanti la messa alia

presentia delli p'' oratori li ambasciatori del duca hanno fatta la

dedition," relates A. Niccolini to the Duke of Florence on Jan. 6, 1539,
VOL XL 21
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The settlement of the sum to be paid in compensation

still presented difficulties, as Guidobaldo had originally

demanded 100,000 ducats ; he received, however, only

64,000, as well as the freeholds of the Varani. The investi-

ture of Urbino, hitherto refused, was also conferred upon

him.^

The Duchy of Camerino, which since the middle of the

13th century had been under the rule of the Varani, now

came under the immediate dominion of the Holy See.

As early as the 8th of January 1539 a commissary was ap-

pointed to take possession of the newly acquired territory.^

At the end of February it was expected in Rome that

Ottavio Farnese, since the ist of November 1538 Prefect

of the city, would receive the fief of Camerino ; there

was an obstacle, however, in the claims on the Duchy still

put forward by the Varani.^ The Emperor also was not

from Rome, adding that the Pope is glad "ma piii allegri assai si

mostrarono li ambasciatori Cesareo et Venetiano come si havessino

debellato il Turco" (State Archives, Florence). Cf. the *Diarium of

P. P. Gualterius (Secret Archives of the Vatican for Jan. 6, 1539) and

the *Obligatio et promissio de relaxando statum Camerini S° D° N°

P., dated Jan. 7, 1539 (Arm., 34, t. 36, f. i seq.. Secret Archives of the

Vatican). See also Nuntiaturberichte, III., 304, 339 seq.

1 Cf. the *reports of A. Niccolini to the Duke of Florence of Dec. 27

and 28, 1538, Jan. 4, 8, 11, 13, and Feb. 2, 7 and 24, 1539, in the State

Archives, Florence ; and ibid.., Arch, di Urbino, I., D. C. 7% XVI., n. 33:

*Transattione di Camerino fatta dal duca Guidobaldo e dalla duchessa

Giulia per scudi 64 mila a Paolo III. See also the *Acta in Cod.

Ottob. 3137 (Vatican Library). By them the statements in LiLl, 337 ;

Ugolini, II., 271 ; Reumont, III., 2, 482, and Brosch, I., 171, are

to be corrected.

2 *Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 12, n. 18 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

Cf. A. Niccolini's report of Jan. 18, 1539 (State Archives, Florence);

LiLl, 338, and Nuntiaturberichte, III., 340, 368.

•^ Cf. A. Niccolini's *report to Florence, dated Rome, Feb. 20 (State

Archives, Florence). For ihc invcbtiturc of the Prefecture of the «ity,
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wholly favourable to the scheme, and his opposition was

not relinquished until 1539.* At the same time Paul III.

visited his new possession,- which was under the rule of a

Papal governor.^ After Ercole Varano had been cajoled

and threatened into the renunciation of his claims,* the

Duchy was at last, on November the 5th, 1540, invested

in Ottavio Farnese as an hereditary fief.''

This climax was brought about by circumstances which

see Raynaldus, 1538,11. 7; Nuntiaturberichte, III., 223; the ^letter

of N. Sernini to E. Gonzaga, dated Rome, Nov. i, 1538 (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua), and the *Diarium of Blasius de Martinellis (Secret

Archives of the Vatican). By a *brief of March 31, 1539, Ottavio

received the "gubernium Interainni, Reati et Ameriae " (Min. brev.

Arm., 41, t. 12, n. 335, and Brief Archives, 50, f. 75).

^ See the ^reports of Gatico, dated Rome, Sept. 23 and Oct. 7, 1539

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), and Nuntiaturberichte, V., 7, n. 2.

- See BONTEMPi, 376 ; LiLl, 338 seq.

^ On May 28, 1539, the Gubernator Camerini received *orders to

absolve the community from all delicta (Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 13, n.

559 ; ibid., n. 460, the *Bull of Absolution for Caterina Cibo, dated

May 6, 1 539, Secret Archives of the Vatican) ; the *Bull for Guido-

baldo and Giulia, dated 1539, XVII. Cal. lunii (May 16), in Cod.

Barb. lat. 2708 (Vatican Library).

^ See LiLi, 340 seq. The Varani received later a compensation of

32,000 ducats, for which they renounced all claims against the

Apostolic Chamber; see Serristori's *report of Feb. 3, 1542 (State

Archives, Florence). Cf. Feliciangeli, 216 seq.

' *Paulus III. Octavium Farnesium et ejus filios et nepotes aliosque

descendentes masculos primogenitos, foeminis omnino exclusis, creat

duces civitatis et ducatus Camerinensis et eis in feudum nobile,

franchum et antiquum sub annuo censu tempore Clementis VII. solvi

consueto concedit, dated Nov. 5, 1540 (Cod. Barb. lat. 2708, f. i seq.,

Vatican Library). The original of the deed of investiture in the State

Archives, Parma. The *order to surrender the Duchy to Ottavio

Farnese was sent to the Gubernator Camerini on July 12, 1541 ; see

Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 21, n. 566 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

For a coin of Ottavio's as Duke of Cameriuo, see PlGORlNi's learned

treatise in the Atti. Mod. VI., 197 seq.
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for some length of time had occupied the attention of both

Pope and Emperor.

During the conference at Genoa in June 1538,35 already

mentioned, Charles V. had proposed a marriage betueen

his natural daughter Margaret, the widow in her sixteenth

year of Alessandro de' Medici, and Ottavio Farnese. By

this alliance, the first rumour of which had caused the

greatest agitation among the French party and given

rise to grave threats against the Curia,^ Charles hoped to

fetter the Pope to himself. On this occasion he had no

more regard for the wishes of his child than he had in

1536 when the girl of fourteen was given in marriage to

Alessandro. Margaret would much rather have taken as

her husband her suitor the Duke Cosimo of Florence

;

she felt a deep repugnance to bestowing her hand^ on the

boy Farnese, only in his thirteenth year and the inheritor

of his father's tainted constitution. But no heed was given

to such considerations. On the 12th of October 1538 the

Imperial ambassador, Aguilar, Pier Luigi, and Ottavio

Farnese concluded the marriage treaty ^ at Rome, to ratify

which Margaret's presence was demanded.* On the 3rd

of November, the Pope's coronation day, she entered the

»
Cf. besides the letter of April 25, 1537 (Nuntiaturberichte, II., 39,

n. 4), Cardinal Carpi's *report, dated Amiens, May 3, 1537. Nunt.

Gall., I. (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

2 Cf. for what follows, Gachard, Corresp. de Marg. d'Autriche avec

Phihppe, II., I., xi seq., II., iii seqq.\ Reumont in Arch. Stor. Ital.,

4th Series, VI., 23 seq. ; Rachfahl, i i seq.

3 See Gachard, Bibl. de Madrid, 52 ; cf. Nuntiaturberichte, III.,

200, and Bianchetto's *letter to Aleander of Oct 20, 1538, Nunz. Germ.

II.,* 1 10 .<!eq.

* *Bull " Universis subditis " of Oct. 20, 1 538. The Pope sent

Guidiccioni to meet Margaret, and ordered him to give her a worthy

reception. *Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 11, n. 924 (Secret Archives of

the Vatican).
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city. The mourning garments worn by her as the widow

of Alessandro de' Medici, and by her suite, contrasted

sharply with the festal reception prepared for her as the

daughter of the Emperor. The marriage ceremony was

performed forthwith on November the 4th, when, as she

herself afterwards declared, she refrained from uttering

the nuptial affirmative,^ and with unconcealed contempt

she met her boyish and uncouth husband, even refusing

to consort with him in wedlock ; all the Emperor's ex-

hortations were at first ineffectual. The disunion between

husband and wife, who, as Cardinal de Lenoncourt re-

marked, were on the footing of cat and dog, soon became

the daily subject of Roman gossip. It was the occasion

of pleasantry of the worst kind,^ and an abundant source

of disgust to the Farnesi as well as to the Emperor. The

dissensions of this married couple promised to be inter-

minable ; by the interference of unauthorized persons they

were made more acute and led to the most disagreeable

negotiations between the Emperor and the Pope.^ Paul III.

* See Gachard, Bibl. de Paris, I., 498. Gaulterius (*Diarium, XII.,

58, f. 352) *reports :
•' Die 3 novembris D. Margherita Austriae ingressa

est urbem per portam Populi hora circiter 22 comitantibus cardin-

alibus Farnesio et Compostellano et multis episcopis et baronibus sine

pompa et magno concursu plebis, osculata est pedes S"' D. N.; deinde

ex palatio apostolico profecta est ad domum cardinalis de Caesis in

qua erat habitatura exceptaque a quamplurimis puellis et matronibus

cum esset fessa, ingressa est cubiculum ut quiesceret et omnes, qui

convenerant discesserunt.—Die 4 novembris hora circa 22 fuerunt

coram S""" D. N. et pluribus cardinalibus per Margheritam de Austria

ratificata gesta olim circa matrimonium per marchionem de Aguilar et

D. Octavius Farnesius dedit ei annulum fecit verba Philippus Archin-

tus, lectuin fuit instrumentum dotis et postea cenatum est in palatio

apostolico cum S. Sanctitate " (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

^ Cf. Studi Storici., XVI., 249 seq.

* See RiBIER, I., 508, 518, 532 seq.\ Gachard, Corresp. de Marg.

d'Autriche, II., v seq.^ III., 7 seq.\ GayaNGOS, VI., i, n. 99, 103, 104,
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rued the alliance, and by the end of December 1539 had

already declared that his family was being overwhelmed by

the same misfortune as that which had befallen the Medici.^

It was only after a long time, and then with reluctance, that

Margaret submitted to the hard lot laid upon her by the

iron necessities of statecraft. In August 1545 she bore

her husband twins, but even this did not bring to pass

any real inward sympathy between her and her husband ;

-

neither the one nor the other had any superiority of

character, and each gave full play to the impulses of a

violent nature.

The succession of Camerino as well as the Turkish war

exhausted the Papal treasury entirely.^ The opening up

113, 118, 124, 127, 129; Nuntiaturberichte, V., 68, 85, 88, 95, 109 seq.,

137, IAS seq., 163, 167, 238,256, 270, 281, 318, 320, 351 seq., 354, 357

seq., 359, 378, 394. Cf. also the *reports of Antella to Cosimo de'

Medici, dated Rome, April 20, 1540 (see Ferrai, 141), May 13,

July 29, Aug. 30, Sept. 24 (State Archives, Florence, Med. 3263).

^ Cipher *report of Marco Bracci to Cosimo de' Medici, dated Rome,

Dec. 21, 1539 : "Continue sento per vero che infra 11 papa et madama

de Austria sono moltissimi dispiacere con male parole et che il papa

si pente del parentado et dice che vede lassare la rovina dentro casa

sua come 6 stata quella de' Medici " (State Archives, Florence, Med.

3262).

2 See Rachfahl, 15. The consummation of the marriage, which

must have taken place before Jan. i, 1539 (see Farnese's letter in

the Nuntiaturberichte, III., 337, and SOLMI, Fuga, 54), is placed in

Aguilar's report to the Emperor as late as Oct. 18, 1540 (see

Gavangos, VI., I, n. 139 ; so also in the *Ephem. in Cod. Vat. 6978,

Vatican Library), but GlOViO (Atanagi, Lett, facet. Venetia, 1565, 62)

gives June 1543. For the quarrel of the bridal pair in 1548, see

Druffel, Beitrage, 1., 15, and Dollinger, Beitrage, I., 85.

2 Already in Nov. 1537 Paul III. had spoken strongly of his

financial difficulties to the French ambassador (see RiciER, I., 69).

For the huge expense of the expedition against Camerino, see

Nuntiaturberichte, 111, 429. How difficult it was to raise mone^- is

made clear by the *Impignoraiio niitrae ponlificalis [the precious stones
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of new sources of revenue was seen to be unavoidable, as

the war was continually calling for great sums of money.

Already, in May 1539, two-tenths were therefore levied on

all ecclesiastical benefices in the Papal States,^ and in July

this tax was extended to the whole of Italy.^ Duke
Cosimo of Florence again raised difficulties ; he prevented

the collection of the tenths required by the Pope. This

aroused Paul's anger in such a way that, in the beginning

of February 1 540, he said threateningly to the Florentine

envoy, "We shall see who is Pope, I or the Duke of

Tuscany." ^

The excitement of Paul III. is the more intelligible if

we consider that, at this precise moment, his financial

necessities had reached a climax.* In order to obtain relief

from monetary distress the price of salt had already, in

1537, been appreciably raised throughout the Papal States.

The scarcity then prevailing made this ordinance all the

more galling,^ and from all sides deputations came to Rome

of which were removed] et consignatio factae d. Benvenuto de Oliveriis

facta per cameram occasione contractus XV"' scut., dated May 20,

1539. Instr. earner. Arm., 34, t. 29, f. 56 (Secret Archives of the

Vatican).

* The *order addressed to " Guido Ascanius, card, earner.," is dated

May 10, 1539. Min. brev. .Arm., 41, t. 14, n. 478 (Secret Archives of

the Vatican).

- Cf. the *brief to "Card. Sfortia camerarius,'' dated Sept. 6, 1539,

Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 14, n. 948.

2 See the report in Ferrai, 301 seq., and Lupo Gentile, 51.

* See the deliberations in the *Acta Consist, of March 3 and

April 10, 1 540, in Consistorial Archives, Vatican. Cf. Antella's *report

to the Duke of Florence, dated Rome, Feb. 26, 1540 (State Archives,

Florence).

' Cf. the *Relazione in Cod. 209, f. 54 seq., of the Secret Archives of

the Vatican ; Belluzzi, III., 120, T27 seq., and Bucholtz, IX., 255.

As to what amount the price of salt rose, the statements arc contra-

dictory ; see Belluzzi, 128, 179.
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begging for a repeal of the duty; but Paul III. would

not listen ; he only granted a suspension. Most of the

communes of the Papal States now made their action

dependent on the course resolved upon by Perugia/ a clear

proof of the important place still held by the former Queen

of Umbria.

The Priors of Perugia had already, in September 1539,

when Paul III. visited the city on his journey to Camerino,

prayed for a remission of the arrears of taxation. This the

Pope had refused in view of the then imminent pressure of

the Turkish danger,^ but in other respects had shown

himself kind and sympathetic towards the city, then

1 See BOTTONi, Annali di Perugia in Arch. Stor. Ital., XVI., 2,

407, n. Here also we have two leading sources of information in the

Ricordi di Bontempi and the full description of Girolamo di FroUiere :

La guerra del sale ed. p. c. di F. Bonaini, loc. cit., 405 segq. See also

C. Crispolti, *Annali di Perugia (Cod. C, 33 seq., 181 seq., Communal
Library, Perugia) ; Mariotti, Saggio di mem. civ. ed eccl. di

Perugia I., Perugia, 1806, 113 seq.; GianCARLO Conestabile,

Mem. di A. Alfani, Perugia, 1848, 60 seq.; TORDI, V. Colonna in

Orvieto durante la guerra del sale in BoUett. d. Soc. Umbra di stor.

patria, I., 473 seq., 483 seq. ; A. Bellucci, ibid., IV., 535 seq. ; Abd-el-

Kader-Salza, Fr. Copetta dei Beccuti in Giorn. di Lett. Ital., Suppl.,

III. (1900), 19 seq. Fumi has recently opened up a new and interest-

ing source by the publication of a Ragguaglia della rebcllione di

Perugia, Perugia, 1908, emanating from the Vice-Legate M. Aligeri.

The first information about the plan of an impost on salt I find in the

*report of G. M. della Porta to Urbino, from Rome, July 27, 1537

(State Archives, Florence).

2 See Bontempi, 376, and Mariotti, III., 361. Already in 1537

great trouble had been caused by the resistance of Perugia to the

hearth tax. G. M. della Porta stated on June 25, 1537 :
*" Perugini et

Spoletini vorebono dar al papa in loco del ducato per foco gentc pagate

et sul bisogno." The Pope therefore threatened them "lamentandosi

del legato che non eseguisse animamente contra di quelli." G. M.

della Porta states later that Perugia paid 500 scudi. *Letter of Auf

.

24, 1537 (State Archives, Florence).
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suffering from the consequences of civil strife.^ He there-

fore felt himself doubly injured when the Perugians refused

to pay the salt tax, appealing to a privilege granted in 143

1

by Eugenius I V.^ Cardinal Jacobazzi, who since April 1 539

had been Legate of Perugia, tried in vain to bring about

a friendly understanding, and when on the 7th of February

1540 a fresh Papal brief demanded, under threats of the

severest penalties, the payment of the new tax,^ Perugia

raised the flag of rebellion; Paul III. replied in March

by pronouncing an interdict.*

As the Perugians called upon the Vice-Legate, Mario

Aligeri, to hand over the artillery and the keys of the

citadel, he left the city, whose citizens were hoping for

succour from without. Negotiations for this purpose were

opened with Ascanio Colonna, Cosimo de' IMedici, Siena,

Orvieto, Spoleto, and some cities of the Romagna.*

Whether, as the Vice-Legate Aligeri reported, they had even

the intention of forming an alliance with the Lutherans,

must remain a question.^ The agitation then reigning in

Perugia is disclosed by the proceedings of April the 8th,

recalling the events in Florence in the time of Savonarola.

On that day a great procession was formed in which the

Priors, all the confraternities, and great multitudes of

people took part, while, on account of the interdict, the

religious orders kept aloof. The procession went from S.

Domenico through the principal street to the Cathedral of

S. Lorenzo ; at the great doorway a halt was made, where-

1 See Reumont, V. Colonna, 181.

2 Cf. Arch. Stor. Ital., XVL, 2, 410, 627 ; Balan, VL, 337.

^ *Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 16, n. 92 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

* BONTEMPI, 377, and Fabretti, IL, 87 seq., 189. Cf. the *brief to

loh. Gasp. Argulus, March 30, 1540. Arm., 41, t. 16, n. 229 (Secret

Archives of the Vatican).

* Cf. Affo, Z^ seq. ; Tordi, 515 ; and FUMi, Ragguaglio, \o seq

8 Cf. FUMi, loc. cii., 5, 13,
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on the chancellor of the city, Mario Podiani, addressed

a crucifix erected on the spot and implored the Redeemer

to give help, while he proffered to him the keys of the city.

Three times from the masses of the people rose the cry of

" Misericordia!"^ The gentle Cardinal Jacobazzi sought up

to the last hour to bring about an agreement between the

Pope and Perugia, for an arrangement was still possible,

and that too without disadvantage to the city.^ But the

committee of the Twenty-Five, the " defenders of justice,"

who had seized upon the Government, forbade any reply

being given.^ They claimed absolute power, and minted

coinage with the inscription, " Perugia, the City of Christ";

the Government, however, were not deterred by this con-

secration from robbing the churches of their treasures

in silver.*

Paul III. collected an army of io,ooo men, Italians,

Spaniards, and landsknechts, under the command of Pier

Luigi Farnese, Alessandro Vitelli, Giovanni Battista Savelli,

and Girolamo Orsini, which at once entered Perugian terri-

tory.-^ The first encounter took place on the 8th of May,

' C/. BONTEMPI, 378; FKOLLIERE, 456 se^. ; FaBRETTI, II., 88,

124, 189.

2 See BONTEMPi, 381 ; Reumont, III., 2, 484.

3 See Frollierk, 426 .y^^.

* Cf. Veromiolioli, Delia zecca e delle monete Perugine, Perugia,

1816; Giorn. d. erudiz. art., I., 55 ; Bellucci in Bullett. d. stor. per

r Umbria, IV. (1898), 505 seq., and Bellucci, Collez. di monete di

zecche umbre, Perugia, 1907, 9. Two specimens of the gold coinage

in Vatican cabinet of coins.

^ See Frolliere, 428 seij. Cf. Fabretti, II., 89 seq.., 126 seq., 190

seq. ; Nuntiaturberichte, \'., 219, 222, n. ; Gayangos, VI.. i, n. 106.

By a *brief of April 30, 1540, the Bisliop nf (.'asale, Castellario della

Barba, held the post of conimissars general lor tiie Papal army (Arm.,

41, t. 17, n. 357, Secret .\rchives of the Vatican). C/! also together

with BucHOLTZ, IX., 255, the *rcport of Antella of .'Vpril 20, i54o(Sjfkie

Archives, Florence), and the Mantuan reports of April 25, May i and 4,
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1

and soon the whole district was filled with the turmoil of

war and given over to the ravages of the soldiery.^ All

hopes of a settlement proved fallacious ,'^ Cardinal Giovanni

Maria del Monte in vain advised the Perugians to give

up the futile struggle.^ The latter had recalled their

banished fellow-citizens, and when, on the i6th of May,

Rodolfo Baglioni appeared in Perugia, where previously

he had run riot, he was joyously greeted by the infatu-

ated inhabitants as if he had been their deliverer.*

But their hopes of assistance from without were dis-

appointed ; Ascanio Colonna, it is true, harried the cattle

of the Papal States, but gave no real support to Perugia
;

Cosimo de' Medici, to the Pope's great disgust, gave per-

mission to Rodolfo, then in his service, to return to

Perugia and to mass troops on the frontier, but he himself

took no part in the struggle but maintained an attitude of

observation. Cosimo in the meantime tried to move the

Emperor to come to the assistance of the Perugians ; he

even sent a special envoy to Charles. The Emperor,

however, had no inclination to make the Pope his deadly

enemy for the sake of the rebels, and he left the city to its

fate ;^ nor was this long in being decided.

Already on May the 30th Ascanio della Corgna, a nephew

1 540, in the Gonzaga Archives, Mantua. See also the Sienese report

of June 5, 1540 (State Archives, Siena), and the *Diar\- of Cornelius

de Fine (Vatican Library). The State Archives of Orvieto contain a

series of *reports, unclassified, on the war.

^ On devastations see * Liber reform, vel memorialis monasterii

S. Mariae Montislucidi extra moenia Perusiae, 82, in the Archives of

that convent.

* Cf. Antella's *report of May 13, 1540 (State Archives, Florence).

3 See Arch. Stor. Ital., XVL, 624 scq.

< BoNTEMPi, 379, and Frollieue, 459 seq.

* LUPO Gentile, c^bseq. Cf. Balan, VI., 338 ; Nuntiaturberirhte,

v., 255-256, 262, 271, 280 ; FUMI, Ragguaglio, 4 seq., 13.
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of Cardinal del Monte, had been obliged to capitulate in

Torgiarto. Perugia also could not hold out much longer;

money and provisions were running short in spite of the

oppressive taxation imposed by the Twenty-Five. The

inhabitants, in consequence, repented of their rebellion,

and would now have been glad to have paid even a higher

salt tax ; the dissatisfaction with the government of the

Twenty-Five was so great that there was already talk of

their deposition.^ In this state of things any serious resist-

ance could not be thought of. On the ist of July Rodolfo

Baglioni and Girolamo Orsini consulted together as to the

surrender of the city, the inhabitants to have free egress

and pardon. On July the 4th the Baglioni and the council

of Twenty-Five, to whom the chronicler Bontempi attributes

the downfall of Perugia through their hindrance of every

fair understanding, left the city. On the following day Pier

Luigi Farnese and the other Papal captains, with the Italian

infantry, entered, while the cavalry and the Spaniards re-

mained in the neighbourhood. Twenty citizens were en-

trusted with the work of billeting, all weapons and the silver

plate of the city were impounded, and the refugees called

upon to return within six days under pain of confiscation.

The Duke of Castro soon left the subjugated city, in

which the Bishop of Casale, Bernardino Castellario della

Barba, with a strong garrison, was left behind. The devas-

tation of the surrounding country and the burden of main-

taining the quartered soldiers weighed most heavily on the

inhabitants. Bontempi says plainly that they might yet

thank God that things had fallen out as they had ; con-

sidering the madness of the whole undertaking, the conse-

quences might have been much worse. '^

' Cf. Frolliere, 459, 467.

* Cf. Bontempi, 380-383 ; Frolliere, 463-472. The news of tl>e

fall of Perugia had reached Rome on June 5 {cf. Gualterius, *Diarium)
;
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The Pope's delight on hearing of the suppression of

the rebellion was lessened by the simultaneous announce-

ment of a compact between Venice and the Turks.

^

The emigration of many families from Perugia and the

huge expenses of the expedition also embittered the

sweets of victory. ^ A portion of the troops employed

against Perugia were sent to Civita Vecchia and Corneto,

then threatened by the corsairs ; Pier Luigi and the cavalry

went to Ancona.2

On the 27th of June 1540 a deputation of twenty-five

distinguished Perugians started for Rome in order to sup-

plicate the pardon of their deeply injured sovereign. In

long mourning garments, with ropes round their necks,

they waited for the Pope at the portico of St. Peter's, where

he was celebrating the festival of SS. Peter and Paul.

On his appearing they threw themselves on the ground

see also the *report of G. B. Casolano, dated Rome, June 6, 1540 (State

Archives, Siena). The transfer of the "gubernium Perusiae" to

B. Castellario della Barba was made by a *brief of June 17, 1540 ; on

the same day B. Castellario received the " gubernium in comitatu olim

Perusiae," now separated by the Pope from the city (*Min. brev. Arm.,

41, t. 17, n. 529, 530 ; ibid., n. 557-558,*" Deputatio" of Castellario "in

locum tenentem generalem " of the Pope in Perugia and the country,

Secret Archives of the Vatican). Cf. G. B. Casolano's *reports, dated

Rome, June 20 and 21, 1540 (State Archives, Siena).

1 See G. B. Casolano's *report of June 8, 1540 (State Archives,

Siena) ; cf. Farnese's *letter of June 9, 1 540, in the Nuntiaturberichte,

v., 281.

2 See G. B. Casolano's *report of June 15, 1540 (State Archives,

Siena) :
" S. B"" si trovi de le cose di Perugia peggio contenta oggi

che prima che molto travaglio li ha dato la partita di tante famiglie et

ha havuto a dire che di Perugia non li e restato altro che le mura et

che non sa che farsene." On the cost he *reports on June 12, 1540

:

" Dicon costare al Papa le cose di Perugia piu di 250"" due. fin oggi."

'' See the ^reports of G. B. Casolano of June 24 and 26, 1 540 (Sienese

State Archives).
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and cried " Misericordia ' " Paul III, stopped, and com-

mitted to the Grand Penitentiary Cardinal Ant. Pucci the

absolution of the city and its district, which was pro-

nounced in the chapel of Pius II. On the 3rd of July

the Perugians had an audience; the Pope showed himself

gracious, and informed them that the settlement of Perugian

affairs had been entrusted to Cardinal Jacobazzi.^

In Perugia, in the meantime, Bernardino Castellario della

Barba had removed the numerous chains used for barring

the streets and appointed a new magistracy called the Con-

servators of the Peace of the Church ; at the same time,

in order to prevent another rebellion, Antonio da Sangallo

was ordered to construct a strong fortress on a command-

ing position.^

A Bull of the i6th of October ordered the applica-

tion of all the confiscated property, as well as of all the

official incomes of the city and its territory, to the building

of the Pauline citadel, as the new fortress was called.^

Some time before this the privileges of Perugia had been

annulled ;* only with regard to the quartering of troops

was some subsequent alleviation introduced ; the abroga-

^ See G. B. Casolano's "report, dated Rome, June 29, 1540 (State

Archives, Siena) ; Gualterius in Raynaldus, 1541, n. 46; Bontempi,

383 seq. ; Frolliere, 473-496 ; BONAZZi, II., 202 seq. ; SOLMI, Con-

tarini, 19.

2 See Bontempi, III., 334 seq. ; Frolliere, 473 ; Fabretti, II.,

278 ; BONAZZI, II., 199 seq. ; TORDI, 474. Cf. Vol. XII. of this work.

Cap. XV.
3 The *Bull in Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 19, n. 906 (Secret .Archives of

the Vatican). A *Bull of April 22, 1542, addressed to the " Communi-

tates Perusiae et civitates Umbriae," giving them an exemption from

all other burdens in connection with the building of the citadel since

they had agreed with the Legate to pay a given sum towards its con-

struction {ibid., Arm., 41, t. 24, n. 340).

* Cf. the *ordinance to the " thesaurarius Perusiae " of July 20, 1 540

{idid.,\. t8, n. 623).
"
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tion of the ancient liberties remained. As the beloved

Cardinal Jacobazzi had died in the beginning of October

1540, Bernardino Castellario della Barba was appointed, on

the nth of the same month, Papal representative with

extended powers over the whole of Umbria.^

A year later, on his return from Lucca, the Pope in person

came to Perugia, where a solemn reception awaited him.

He remained, however, only two days, visited the works

at the citadel, and began his journey back to Rome on the

26th of October.^ Notwithstanding the prayers of the

inhabitants he refused to make any alteration in the exist-

ing conditions ; not till September in the following year,

on the occasion of a second visit to the city, did he make

any concession. He agreed once more to the removal of

all censures, confirmed the statutes, gave exemption from

taxes freshly imposed after the rebellion, instituted a civic

magistracy of forty persons, of whom every ten should

exercise for three months the authority of the former

Priors, appointed captains for the country districts, and

remitted the hearth tax. " God and his Holiness be

praised," remarks Bontempi, " this is more than the city

expected ; we have brighter hopes for the future."^ But

these expectations were not fulfilled, for although Paul HI.

afterwards visited Perugia on many occasions, he held by

the ordinances of September 1542. The largest part of

the independence of former days was irretrievably lost;

all now depended on the personality of the Legate.*

' *iMin. brev. Arm., 31, t. 19, n. 891 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

Cf. Bontempi, 385, and Frolliere, 486.

- BONAZZi (II., 250) places the Pope's residence in September,

following Mariotti's incorrect date.

' See Bontempi, 388-390, and Bonazzi, II., 208 seq.

* Reumont, III., 2, 487. For Paul's visit to Perugia in the years

1543) 1544) 1545) 1546, and 1547, see Bontempi, 391 seq. Here also
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Quite as unfortunate in its issue as the opposition of

the Peruvians to the increase in the price of salt was the

attempt of Ascanio Colonna to defy this measure. The

beginninc^ of Paul III.'s reign had already been marked

by misunderstandings with Ascanio, who wished to be in-

vested w^ith Frascati. As the Pope showed no inclination

to strengthen the position of this already powerful vassaP

and most important of the Imperial partisans among the

Roman nobility, Ascanio left Rome in smothered anger.^

Thenceforward the Pope kept an anxious eye on the

Colonna ; he was never free from the dread that there

might be on their part a repetition of the troubles of which

he had been a witness under Clement VII.

All attempts to win Ascanio ^ by friendly overtures were

there is fuller information concerning the Legatine government of

Tiberio Crispi, denounced as a tyrant by the chroniclers and replaced,

Sept. 1548, by Giulio della Rovere, Prince of Urbino. "E giovinctto

di 15 anni," says BONTEMPI (p. 395), "ma ha persone appresso di

gran govemo e massime 1' arcivescovo di Ragusa suo vicelegato."

The latter Giov. Angelo de' Medici ascended the Papal throne as

Pius IV, For Crispi's encouragement of letters, see Giorn. d. lett. Ital.,

Suppl., III., 29 seq.^ 35 seq.

^ For Ascanio's resources, cf. Letters and Papers, ed. GaIRDNER,

XIII., 2, n. 687.

2 See the *letter of Cardinal E. Gonzaga to the Duke of Urbino,

dated Dec. 19, 1534 (Cod. Barb. lat. 5788, f. 59, Vatican Library).

G. M. della Porta reported on Dec. 23, 1524, to the Duke of Urbino :

*I1 signor Ascanio questi d\ dicono col mezzo del card. Cesarino fece

offerir al Papa che volendo far cardinale 1' arcivescovo di Rossano

[Francesco], fratello del sig. Camillo Colonna, pagarebe del suo

secretamente 50,000 due. et che S. S'^ gli respose, quanto poco si

convenesse a buon cardinale di proporre di far cardinal! per denari

et di si fatta razza che pur heri havevano ruinata questa sancte sede

(State Archives, Florence).

' See G. M. della Porta's *report to Urbino of May 26, 1537 (State

Archives, Florence).
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failures; the payment of the hearth tax imposed in 1537,

on account of the Turkish danger, was unconditionally

refused by him, on the ground that he was able to defend

his own possessions himself,! When, afterwards, Paul III.

required workmen for the fortifications of Rome, Ascanio

forbade his subjects to take any part in this most necessary

work—a proceeding felt bitterly by the Pope.^

The tension was increased still more by the in-

terference of Pier Luigi Farnese in Ascanio's private

affairs.^ The final breach, which Vittoria Colonna had

tried in vain to ward off,* came at last as a sequel to the

increase of the salt duties. Trusting to the Emperor, the

old protector of his house, Ascanio refused to submit by

appealing to privileges granted by Martin V. to the

domains of the Colonna.^ The rebellion in Perugia pre-

vented the Pope from taking immediate steps against his

refractory vassals, but hardly had the subjection of that

city been completed than energetic measures came under

consideration in Rome. On the loth of June 1540 a brief

was drawn up calling upon Ascanio Colonna to appear in

person before the Pope within three days to vindicate his

behaviour ; if he failed to put in an appearance, the Auditor-

General was to carry out the most severe penalties.^ It

^ *I1 papa per brevi particolari chiam6 a se li baroni della terra di

Roma per dimandarli 1' aiuto contra il Turco del ducato per foco. II

sig. Ascanio venne et ha recusato il pagamento dicendo voile diffendere

luoghi suoi da se, writes G. M. della Porta, June 22, 1537 (State

Archives, Florence).

2 See G. M. della Porta's *reports of Aug. 31, Sept. 5 and 14, 1537

(State Archives, Florence).

» Cf. TORDI, V. Colonna, 475.

* Cf. Luzio in Riv. Mantov., I., 24 seq.

' See COPPI, Mem. Colonnesi, 174, 306.

* *Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 17, n. 549 (Secret Archives of the

Vatican).

VOL. XI. 22
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appears, however, that this document was not despatched ;

*

fear of the Emperor, the disputes with the Duke of

Florence,' and lastly, a temporary yielding on the part of

Ascanio' were sufficient reasons for the Curia to pause.

It soon, however, became evident that Ascanio had no

intention of keeping up his attitude of obedient vassalage

to the Pope; and during the year 1540 he still prevented

the transport of grain to Rome, When in February of the

following year some of his own followers, who had refused

to pay the higher price for salt, were arrested in Rome, he

gave orders that travellers passing through his lands on the

way to Rome should be thrown into prison, and that his

troops should make raids in Papal territory on the cattle

belonging to the lessee of the salt pits at Ostia. Ascanio

also fortified the Rocca di Papa and withdrew to Genazzano,

where he assembled 2000 men.*

Paul III. thought that his authority would be destroyed

^ It is not to be found in the Colonna Archives, Rome, which con-

tain the brief of Feb. 24, 1 54 1

.

2 The fierce dispute with Cosimo de' Medici over the tenths was not

finally settled till the end of 1540, when the interdict was removed ; see

DiTTRICH, Contarini, 570, and LUPO Gentile, 77.

^ On this Marco Bracci reports from Rome with characteristic

dissatisfaction on June 13, 1540: *Questi subditi cominciano a calare

et il s. Ascanio et Stefano Colonna sono stati li primi a mandar a pagar

lo augmento del sale che erano tanto bravi al non volcr pagare et per

consequentia questi altri fanno il medesimo (State Archives, Florence,

Med., 3263).

^ " Die februarii 23 fuerunt capti et incarccrati plures vassalli

Ascanii Columnae, quia negligebant solvere augmentum salis."
—

" Die

24 februarii idem D. Ascanius ob suos detentos feci capi et detineri

quamplures ex terris ecclesiae ad urbcm venientcs et depredari vacchas

Jacobi Zambeocarii urbis salinatoris." dualtirius, *Diarium, XII.,

58, f. 362, in the Secret Archives of tljo \atican ; cf. ibid., XI.,

81, f. 54. See the *Relazione della gucn.i di Paolo III. cpniio

A. Colonna.
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if he left unpunished the daring affront offered him by his

vassal.^ He therefore determined to act at once and with

energy. On the 25th of February 1541, Ascanio was

summoned to appear before the Pope in person within

three days, otherwise the Governor of the city would pro-

ceed against him.^ Colonna protested that he was an

obedient vassal of the Church, but disregarded the citation

and prepared to take arms against his suzerain. Know-

ing well that his forces were not sufficient to cope with

those of the Pope, he turned for help to the Duke of

Florence.^

Paul III. had levied a considerable body of troops in

Rome, and Pier Luigi Farnese was placed in command

;

at the head of the cavalry was Giovanni Battista Savelli, at

that of the infantry Alessandro Vitelli of Cittadi Castello.*

In addition to the Italian troops there were Germans who

had already fought against Perugia ; among them there

was no small proporti -)n of disorganized rabble.

At the last moment Don Pedro of Toledo, viceroy of

Naples, and the Marquis d'Aguilar, Imperial ambassador

at Rome, made an attempt to prepare a way for an agree-

ment. Although Ascanio's sister Vittoria did all she

could to promote the negotiations, her efforts were un-

availing. Paul III., with the experiences of Clement VII.

before his e\ cs, askf^d for guarantees, which Ascanio posi-

tively refused ; his proposals were so inadmissible that it

^ C/. Farnese's letter to Contarini in Balan, VI., 341 ; Adriani, II.,

c. 2.

- The deed, hitherto only known in a copy (see TORDi, V. Colonna,

477 ; MiJLLKR, Carteggio, 215), is to be found in the original in the

Colonna Archives, Rome. The publication of this J/o/ti/onum was

announced by N. Sernini at once to Cardinal K. Gonzaga by *letter on

Feb. 26, 1541 (Gonzaga Archives, M.mtua).

^ See TORDi, V. Colonna, 481.

* Cf. Mankntf, 268.
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was the impression in Rome that he only wished to gain

time to complete his preparations.^

In the middle of March 1541 the war began, the issue of

which could hardly be doubtful, for the Emperor did not

intervene and the Colonna were by no means united among
themselves.^ The details of the struggle and the misdeeds

of the soldiery are described in the reports of Giovanni

Guidiccioni, who, as president of the disturbed Romagna,

had upheld his position ^ under circumstances of the

greatest difficulty, and now accompanied the Papal army

as commissary-general.*

' See Adriani, II., c. 2 ; Reumont, V. Colonna, 182 seq.
;

DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 595 seq. ; TORDi, 485 seq. ; MULLER, Carteggio,

214 seq. On the fears of Paul III. N. Sernini reported to Cardinal E.

Gonzaga on March 5, 1541 : *Dice che lei sta il gastigar gli suoi

vasalli et per non esser colta al improviso come accade a papa Clemente

s. memoriae ha cresciuta una banderia d' Italiani alia guardia del pal-

azzo, del quale ha fatto murare quante portelle e borse v'erono ne vi si

puo entrar se non per le porte principali (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

2 Marzio Colonna stood by the side of the Pope, who gave him the

order to take Ardea in April 1541. *Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 21, n.

291-292 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

3 See MiNUTOLl, II., 171 seq. From the reports here given it is

clear that Guidiccioni had great difficulties to fight against, as his

efforts were only feebly supported at Rome and often counteracted.

* See Guidiccioni, Lettere, ed. Bini, Lucca, 1855, 174 seq.; Atti dell'

Emilia, VI., 367 seq. ; MiNUTOLl, Opere, II., 369 seq. ; ibid.., 436, a letter

of Pier Luigi of May 26 and olliers on the war addressed to Cardinal

Farnese, in the State Archives, Parma. See also N. Sernini's *letters

to Cardinal E. Gonzaga, dated Rome, March 31, 1541 ; April 2, 3, 9,

16; May 6, 7, 11 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua); Ruggieri's *reports

(State Archives, Modena), used in part by Balan (VII., 341) ; the *Re-

lazione (Secret Archives of the Vatican, see supra, p. 338, n. 4), and the

*Diary of Cornelius de Fine (Vatican Library, see supra, p. 314, n. 2).

Many details also in the *reports of Adriano Franci, dated Rome, 1541,

March 29, 30, April i, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 18, 23, 27^30

May 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16, 20, 27 (State Archives, Siena).
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By the beginning of April the stronghold Rocca di Papa
had already fallen/ and the possession of Paliano was now
the turning-point on which the result of the campaign de-
pended. This strongly fortified town, near the main-road
from Rome to S. Germano, situated on an isolated hill, was
from its position and strength almost impregnable under
the then existing deficiencies of siege warfare. Ascanio
Colonna was indefatigably active, sometimes within, some-
times without the fortress, and did all he could to hold
the important place, the defence of which was conducted
by his cousins Fabio and Torquato de' Conti. The Pope
gave orders that all the strength of his forces should be
concentrated against Paliano, for on its possession the
issue of the conflict depended.^

While most of the other fortresses of the Colonna
fell quickly,3 Paliano held out successfully until May.''
The besieged had hopes of help from the viceroy of
Naples, who had collected trocps in the Abruzzi. Will-
ingly as the viceroy would have helped the Ghibclline
Colonna, he was yet withheld from active intervention by
his fear that the Pope might be driven thereby into the
arms of France. At the same time his attitude was so

' See N. Semini's *report of April 3, 1541 (Gonzaga Archives,
Mantua). On April 6 A. Guidiccioni was sent *orders to take posses-
sion of the place in the name of the Holy See (Min. brev. Arm., 41,
t. 21, n. 307); cy: MiNUTOLi, II., 389, and the *letter of "capitano
Aless. da Terni " to Cardinal Farnese, dated Rocca di Papa, April 8,

1541: "in quest' hora a hora 19 havemo havuto il possesso de la
Rocca" (State Archives, Parma).

2 *Paul III. to Cardinal Farnese, dated "daila Mngliana," May 8
1 54 1 (State Archives, Parma).

' '

8 Joh. Arditus was appointed commissary "oppidorum olim Asc. d.
Columna excepto Neptuno" by a brief of May i, 1541. Min. brev.
Arm., 41, t. 21, n. 371 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

* Cf. Manente, 269 se^.
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ambiguous that the Papal forces were constantly in fear of

a diversion on the part of the Imperialists, and whole com-

panies, from 300 to 400 strong, raised on Neapolitan

territory, might have reinforced the garrison of Paliano

with copious supplies of arms and ammunition.^ This, as

well as the desultory methods of warfare employed at the

time, accounts for the long-protracted siege of Paliano.

A turning-point was reached at last when the garrison,

hearing of the defeat of a body of 400 men sent to their

help, mutinied against their own leaders and thus com-

pelled the surrender of the lower town, into which Pier

Luigi made his entry on the loth of May. A small

remnant, faithful to the last, held out in the upper quarter

of the city ; when this also fell, the remainder of the

defenders took refuge in the citadel or " Rocca." In the

keep they held their ground until the 26th of May, on

which day they surrendered to the Duke of Castro, who

was waiting impatiently for the return to Rome.- The

^ Cf. Farnese's letter of complaint to the viceroy of April 3, 1541,

in the Atti dell' Emilia, VI., 372, n. See also DiTTRlCH, Contarini,

596. The attitude of the viceroy had already, during the Perugian

revolt, been equivocal ; see Antella's *report of July 22, 1 540 (State

Archives, Florence, Med. 3263).

2 Cf. MiNUTOLl, II., 428 J<?^., 431 seq.; ReumONT, III., 2,488, and

V. Colonna, 185. The controversy between Dittrich and Druffel over

the fall of Paliano (Histor. Jahrb., IV., 158, 421) is solved as follows :

The lower town fell, according to the *Epheni. in *Cod. Vat. 6978, as

early as May 9. A. Franci states on the nth, "yesterday Pier Luigi

made his entry there" (State Archives, .Siena), which agrees with N.

Sernini's report of May 11, 1741 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), and

DrufTel's hypothesis, that Cardinal Farnese had antedated the capture

intentionally, falls to the ground. The upper town was taken on

May 22, was announced to be impending by A. Franci in his ^letters of

May 16 and 20 (see MlNUTOLI, II., 431) ; the Rocca held out until the

26th {ibid., 436). On May 27 A. Franci announces :
*" La guerr»fra

S. S" ct il s. Ascanio 6 finita e ieri entro in possessione de la rocca,
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remaining castles of the Colonna also soon fell into the

power of the Papal troops.^

The power of the Colonna was completely broken by
this sanguinary war. The efforts of the Emperor to induce

the Pope to deal a lenient measure of punishment to the

house which had shown such attachment to the Empire
proved ineffectual.^ Paul 1 1 1, did not allow the opportunity

of crushing his most powerful and most dangerous vassal

to escape him
;

all the possessions of the Colonna, amount-
ing to nearly twenty places, were confiscated and incorpo-

rated in the province of the Campagna.^ The fortresses

of Marino and Rocca di Papa, and later that of Paliano

also, were razed to the ground,* and it was rumoured that

quale si d^ a discretione del duca di Castro." Cf. also N. Sernini's

letter of May 28, in which Paliano's almost impregnable position is

fully described, and ^Cornelius de Fine, loc. cit. On May 15 Cardinal

Farnese wrote from Rome to his father :

* " Quanto al disegno del

venire a Roma non pare punto a proposito a S. Sta finche non sia

totalmente spedito questo poco che resta, si per non dar occasione di

disordine al exercito come per ogni altro buon rispetto " (State

Archives, Parma).

1 Cf. Manente, 270 ; TORDI, 498.

2 Cf. DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 396 seq.\ Histor. Jahrb. IV., 421 seq.

3 See the *Bull of May 28, 1541, in Arm., 41, t. 21, n. 453 (Secret

Archives of the Vatican).

* *Ephem. : "Hoc mense Januarii 1543 Papa mandavit et fecit dirui

arcem Paliani" (Cod. Vat. 6978, Vatican Library). *" II Papaapplic6

il stato di Paliano alia chiesa e non si fidando de vassalli Colonnesi

benche in Paliano tenesse 500 fanti di guarnigione e sospettando anco
delli Spagnoli, che il Vicere teneva in Abruzzo a confini della chiesa, all'

improviso vi mando 1500 guastatori e la fortezza e le mura in gran

parte fece gettare a terra e poco manc6 che non facesse ruinare anco
tutte le case " (*Relazione, Secret Archives of the Vatican ; see above,

p. 338, n. 4). Cf Adriani, III,, c. 4 ; see here also for Paul's pro-

ceedings against the Abbot of Farfa. The determination to destroy

Paliano was announced by N. Sernini to Cardinal E. Gonzaga in a
letter of June 16, 1541 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).
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the Pope also intended to demolish all baronial fortalices

within a radius of forty miles.^

Ascanio and those members of his family who had

adhered to him went into exile in Naples. During his

meeting with the Pope at Lucca the Emperor interceded

on behalf of this sorely stricken house ; he proposed that

Paliano should be given over to Marcantonio, Ascanio's

son, who was betrothed to Vittoria, the daughter of Pier

Luigi. But Paul III. would come to no agreement prior

to the liquidation of the expenses of the war, Furthtr

attempts on the Emperor's part to reconcile the Pope and

Colonna by the ratification of a marriage between Fabrizio

Colonna and Vittoria Farnese^ proved as unavailing as the

efforts of Vittoria Colonna on behalf of her brother. Not

until Paul III. was in his grave did better days return for

the shattered fortunes of this ancient race.^

The struggle provoked by Perugia, as ineffectual as that

of the Colonna, and generally spoken of as the " Salt War,"

led certainly to a remarkable increase of the Pope's

ascendency in the States of the Church, but did nothing to

check the opposition to the hated salt tax. Already in the

spring of 1542 the Legate of Bologna had to give orders

for the payment, under the severest penalties, of this im-

post,* and in the same year a new " Monte " was established

* "Si dice, ma in non ne ho certeza, che N. S. vol che si spianono

tutte le fortezze delli baroni che sono intorno a Roma a 40 miglia e

volendo gli sara facile a farlo poiche le sono si po dir tutte in suo

potere," *writes N. Sernini to Cardinal E. Gonzaga from Rome on

May 28, 1 54 1 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

2 Cf. Nuntiaturberichte, VIII., 173 n.

3 See COPPI, 308 ; Reumont, V. Colonna, 190 seq. ; TORDi, 498,

529 seq. ; Arch. d. Soc. Rom., IV., 329. The intercession of poetess

ifor A. Colonna in, Carmina ill. poet. Ital., III., 194 seq.

* *Brief of March 22, 1543, in Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 23, n. 7^1

(Secret Archives of the Vatican).
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for purposes of revenue.^ Paul III.'s position was then so

critical that repeated sales of Church property had to take

place. ^ In January 1543 even the sum of 16,000 ducats

could only be raised with the greatest difficulty.^ A new

method of direct taxation, such as had been made available

in other countries of southern Europe, was now to bring

succour; this was the so-called " Sussidio," and on its intro-

duction in May 1543 the salt tax was allowed to lapse;

for the new tax, estimated at the amount of 300,000

ducats, all the subjects of the Papal States, even if exempt

and privileged, were to be responsible.* Originally intro-

duced as terminable at the end of three years, this tax

became, through prolongation, a permanent one. It

brought odium on the name of its author, but never

reached the high scale of exaction orginally planned.^

Together with the taxation of his subjects Paul III.

brought his hand to bear on ecclesiastical property. The

prospects of war against the Turks, which laid extraordinary

burdens on his government,^ forced him again and again to

' The " Monte della fede," with a capital of 280,000 scudi ; see COPPI,

Finanze dello state pontif. del. sec. XVI., Roma, 1855, 4. Cf. Moroni,

LXXVI., 289. Ranke, I., 6th ed., 267, is to be corrected hereby.

2 See the *brief to Cardinal del Monte, Legate of the Romagna, of

Feb. 5, 1542 (Min. brev., loc. cit., n. 170), and the *Bull of April 25, 1542

{ibid., t. 24, n. 354).

3 See Atti Mod., I., 151 seq.

* Cf. Bull., VI., 365 seq. ; Collez. d. disposiz. su li censimenti dello

stato potificio, I., Roma, 1845, ^ ^^Q-> 5 ^^9- \ MORONi, LXXIV., 289 ;

Ranke, I., 6th ed., 267 ; Reumont, III., 2, 594. Bologna was already

exempt from the salt tax in June 1542 ; see Dittrich, Contarini, 801.

^ See Collez. d. disposiz., i seq., 20 seq. ; Bull, congreg. Salv., 5 seq.
;

Panvinius, 384 ; Ranke, I., 6th ed., 268 ; Nuntiaturberichte, X., xv.

" Cf. the complaints of May 1540 in the Nuntiaturberichte, V. 242
;

ibid., 124, charges of parsimony even against Cardinal Farnese, and

pp. 135, 137, on the nuncio's need of money. For 1541, cf. DiTTRlCH,

Contarini, 548.
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appeal to the Italian clergy for financial assistance. For

this purpose tithes were levied in 1537, then in 1541, 1 :43,

and 1544/ and in August 1546 Paul III. had recourse to

the same means for defraying the cost of the Schmalkaldic

war.^ By February 1 547 the Pope was complaining of

the inroads made on his exchequer by this contest.^ In

order to repay the sums then borrowed, Portugal in

September and Naples in December 1548 were made

liable to a tenth.* The Romans, who since 1537 had

alread} b:en taxed on the necessaries of life,^ found them-

selves, in the year above mentioned, exposed to a new tax

on meal.^ On the death of Paul III. the Papal finances

were in a very precarious condition. Julius III. in 1551

raised the complaint that his predecessor had mortgaged

all his revenues and in addition had left behind him yet

* Cf. supra^ Chap. VI., and Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 20, n. 141 ;

" Inipositio 2 decim. in statu eccles." of Feb. 8, 1 541 {cf. Div. earner.,

122, f. 25 seq.) ; t. 26, n. 262 : Item of April 23, 1543 ; t. 29, n. 154 :

two fresh tenths for Tuscany of March 9, 1544 (Secret Archives of

the Vatican).

- See FriedensburG in Nuntiaturberichte, IX., xv j^^., where also

more as to the reconciliation of the Jews and Papal officials. The Bull

on the two tenths omitted by Friedensburg is given in a contemporar)'

copy of 1 548 in the Editti, I., of the Secret Archives of the Vatican, and

also in Bull, congreg. Salv., 15. It is dated prid. Id. Aug. (Aug. 12)

1546.

3 Brief to the knights of Rhodes of Feb. 6, 1547. Min. brev. Arm.,

41, t. 38, n. 65 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

* Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 43, n. 590: " Impos. 4 decim. in Portug."

of Sept. 10, 1548; n. 808: Sebast. Martio ;
" Impositio 2 decim. in

regno Neapol.," Dec. 8, 1548 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

* Cf. G. M. della Porta's *report to Urbino, dated Rome. July 10, 1537

(State Archives, Florence). The Romans repeatedly were obliged to

contribute to works of public utility, e.g. the fortification of the city

(sec DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 348). ^
•^ See Nuntiaturberichte, X., 632.
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another debt of half a million scudi.^ In ready money

266,000 scud i were forthcoming under Paul III.^; and that

was all, although, as the estimate furnished by the Venetian

ambassador Dandolo clearly shows, the ordinary revenues

of the Papal States had risen to the annual sum of nearly

700,000 scudi.^ In Dandolo's return the Customs receipts

of Rome are put down at 92,000 ducats, almost 20,000 more

than in the year 1536. This increase is significant of the

rebound to prosperity of the Roman revenues under the

Farnese rule.

As Rome had been spared the troubles of war, the wounds
inflicted in the days of Clement VII. had time gradually

to heal. As there was an increase of prosperity, so was

there also of population ; the popular hopes which clustered

1 Ranke, I., 6th ed., 268 seq. Adriani (III., c. 4) calls particular

attention to the heavy charges on the Cavalieri di S. Paolo. For this

association, founded by a Bull of June 25, 1540 (contemporaneous copy

in British Museum), see besides MORONi, VII., 41, 141, 185, and

Arch. d. Soc. Rom., IV., 262, G. B. Casulano's *report, dated Rome,

June23,i54i. The latter stated on June 12 :
*" II papa a tutti li officii

cresci 1' numero cio6 chi h 20 fa 25 donde e per caverne uno pozo d' oro

et li officii sono molte calati" (State Archives, Siena). According to a

later Reckoning (Arm., 11, t. 91, f. 100, Secret Archives of the Vatican)

Paul III. received from the 200 Cavalieri {cf. Adriani, I., 286)

201,000, from the 100 knights of Loreto (Bulla erectionis et augmenti

milit. Lauretan., Roma, 1547) 51,000 gold ducats. How much the

350 Cavalieri del Giglio {cf. Mortip:r, 132 seq.) contributed is not said.

2 Massarelli (Dollinger, Tagebiicher, I., 267) gives 266,000 ducats,

with which L. Sergardi's *report of Nov. 11, 1549 (260,000 ducats,

State Archives, Siena), is in substantial agreement. The higher

figures in the Carte Strozz., I., i, 432, can be explained in this way,

that like those given by Alberi, 2nd Series, 111., 343, founded on
Brosch (I., 188), the items of decoration are included. According to

Buonanni's *report of Nov. 12, 1549, there were only 150,000 scudi in

the Castello (State Archives, Florence).

8 Alb^ri, 2nd Series, III., 351 seq.
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round the elevation of a man born on the soil were not

disappointed. The Pope encouraged agriculture on the

Campagna and made provision for ample supplies of food,

especially during the years of scarcity.^ The activity

displayed by him in the sphere of art, especially his

construction of new thoroughfares in Rome, was of great

advantage to the inhabitants; not less so his regulation of

the currency.2

His efforts to repress mendicancy, to this day an abiding

nuisance in Rome, were unfortunately not successful.^ The
public safety also, despite the Pope's strong administration

ofjustice, left much to be desired.* But these and other un-

satisfactory conditions appeared as matters of secondary

importance ; the people had to live.^ The splendid court of

* Cf. AmaSAEUS, 58 J
Venuti, Numismata, 75 ; BENlGNl, Getreide-

politik, 32 ; MiLELLA, Papi e 1' agricoltura, 85 seq.

^ An ordinance was issued in 1542 bringing the coinage of the

States of the Church under the same ''peso e lego" as the Mint in

Rome (Vettori, II fiorino d' oro, Firenze, 1738, 343 ; cf. Garampi,

App. 256 seq., 262 seqq.). To-day the Roman country-people count

by " Paoli." Coining at Rome is mentioned by F. Peregrino in a

*letter of Feb. 22, 1537 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), in Benevento

by the Neapolitan nuncio *writing to Monsig. Durante on May 3, 1544

(Secret Archives of the Vatican, A i, Ordo i, vol. Q).

^ Cf.'ws. Appendix No. 39 the *letter of the " deputati delli poveri

mendicanti" to Paul III. of Dec. 6, 1542 (State Archives, Parma).

* See *Ephem. in Cod. Vat. 6978, f. 139'', Vatican Library. AmaSAEUS

(p. 59) and Panvinius (p. 377) praise the strict justice. Cf. also the

*Relazione in Cod. Bolognetti, 209, f. 4-5 (Secret Archives of the

Vatican) ; GlOViO, Lettere, 93^ and RODOCANACHI, Les institutions

communales de Rome, Paris, 1901, 264, 268 seq. See also the

*Diarium of Blasius DE Martinellis of Nov. 9, 1537 (Secret

Archives of the V^itican). The excellence of Pier Antonio de Angelis,

governor of Rome, is made clear from the Atti Mod., VI., 204 seq.

'" See Reumont, III., 2, 784. For prostitution in Rome, see Luzio,

Aretino, 122, and Pronostico, 62 ; Lanciani, Golden Days, 68. As
early as 1539 the city had taken measures agamst immorality (see
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Paul III. brought to all classes of the population ample

sources of income.^ Calamities of the graver sorts, so fre-

quent in the earlier times, did not occur, and the delight

of the Romans in festal occasions was gratified in full

measure.

The triumphal progress and the tournaments accom-
panying the Papal coronation had already given a foretaste

of what was yet to come. Secular and ecclesiastical festi-

vals, the entries of ambassadors and princes, alternated with

processions in a series of gay and brilliant pageants.^

In the very first year of his reign the Pope gave orders

that the Feast of the Assumption should be celebrated with

all possible solemnity .3 In 1536 the Carnival was revived

with all its time-honoured diversions and pleasures, and the

comingof Charles V.,expected about that time, gave occasion

for this.* Indescribable was the popular delight at the re-

storation of the licence of the masquerade as it was in the

days before the sack of the city.^ Paul 1 1 1, was particularly

RODOCANACHi, loc. cit., 256). An *Ordine del Card. Camerlengo, dated
Sept. 18, 1549, orders the banishment of the "meretrices in vicis et

vicinatis putei aibi et Pizimeroli vulgariter nuncupat. circum circa

usque ad plateammontis lordani inclusive." Div. Can or., 159, f. 119
(Secret Archives of the Vatican).

^ On this account even a brief withdrawal of the Court was keenly
felt. "What is Rome without the Court!" exclaims N. Scrnini in a
*letter to Cardinal E. Gonzaga of March 8, 1543 (Gonzaga .A-rchives,

Mantua).

2 Cf. Blasius de Martinellis, *Diarium (Secret Archives of the

Vatican, XII., 56).

^ Alberini, 392.

* Ibid., 398.

^ In January 1536 Blasius de Martinellis notes in his *diary :
" Istis

diebus licentia pro larvis fiendis in festivitatibus flendis Romae in

carnisprivio et sic omnia fuerunt in laetitia" (Secret Archives of the
Vatican). Cf. F. Peregrine's *report, dated Rome, Feb. iS, 1536, who
says since the sack the "festa di Agone et Testaccio" had been discon-
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anxious that the central glory of the Carnival, the festa on

the Piazza Navona, should take place in all its splendour.

In the triumphal show customary on this occasion, and

produced under the direction of Latino Giovenale Manetti,

the learned archaeologist,^ thirteen gala chariots were seen

representing, in allusion to the Pope's name, the triumph

of the consul ^milius Paulus. The brilliant procession

started, exactly as it had done in the days of Leo X., from

the Capitol, entered the Via Papale, crossed the bridge of

St. Angelo, and, passing to the Vatican, thence returned to

the Piazza Navona. Paul III. witnessed the scene from

the Castle of St. Angelo. On Carnival Sunday races were

run on the open ground below Monte Testaccio, and

barbaric sports, handed down from the Middle Ages, were

held on the same spot. The populace shouted with wild

delight as a herd of swine and some thirteen oxen were

pushed down from the summit of the hill and hacked in

pieces by riders armed with lances.-

A month later the Romans witnessed the splendid

spectacle of the state entry of Charles V.*^ The next

year wore a graver aspect, for the Turkish power was

menacing.

tinued (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). According to a Frenchman's

*diary (Cod. Barb. lat. 2553, f. 58, Vatican Library) the Carnival

ceased to be celebrated with its former brilliancy after the death

of Leo X.

^ "
1 536 Die februarii agonalia fuerunt celebrata Romae magna cum

pompa et sumptu, in quibus fuit effectus triumphus Macedonicus L.

Pauli Aemilii curante d. Latino Juvenali magistro stratarum et con-

servatore urbis." *Ephem. in Cod. Vat. 6978 (Vatican Library).

2 According to the ^reports of Count Campeggio of the 4th and of

F. Peregrino of the 6th March 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua), t/I

FoRCEl.LA, Feste, 39 seg., and Clementi, 179 seg.; see also Mel.

d'archeol., XXIL, 296.

3 Cf. sufira, p. 241 seqg.
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1

But in 1538 the Carnival was again kept amid gaiety.^

At the end of this year the marriage of Ottavio Farnesc

with Margaret of Austria, the daughter of Charles V.

and widow of Duke Alessandro de' Medici, took place.

The 3rd of November, the anniversary of the Pope's

coronation, had been chosen for the ceremony. The

Duchess received the homage of the Senate, Conservators,

and Roman nobles in the villa of Clement VII. on Monte

Mario, now part of her Medici inheritance and hence-

forward known as the Villa Madama. At the Porta del

Popolo she was welcomed by Cardinal Farnese, the Am-
bassadors, and the Papal Court, and she proceeded in state

to the Vatican, where her husband awaited her. In the

ante-camera de' Paramenti she paid her respects to the

Pope, surrounded by the Cardinals. Paul III. placed her

on his left hand and presented her with costly wedding

gifts. In her magnificently furnished apartments in the

palazzo Cesi, Margaret received the noblest ladies of Rome.

During the following days festivities followed close on each

other ; banquets, balls, illuminations in which the whole

city, especially the Castle of St. Angelo, seemed to soar

upwards in fire, competitions between horses, oxen, and

buffaloes, took place in bewildering variety. The most

beautiful of these festas, that on the Piazza Navona, was

described by the Portuguese painter Francesco d'Olanda,

then staying in Rome. He saw the twelve richly gilt

chariots, ornamented with designs in relief and suitable

devices and carrying the Caporioni in magnificent antique

garments, descend from the Capitol, preceded by a hundred

Roman youths dressed in exact accordance with classical

attire. The antique mode was so faithfully reproduced

1 See N. Sernini's *report to Cardinal E. Gonzaga of March 4, 1538

(Gon/.aga Archives, Mantua); Clementi, 184, requires to be corrected

by this witness.
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that Francesco seemed to see before him the Emperors and
conquerors of old.^

The Carnival entertainments of the next year, 1539,

were also highly characteristic, eclipsing previous years in

splendour, and were marked by many novelties. The rude

sports of Monte Testaccio were now transferred to the

Piazza of St. Peter's
; the triumphal cars for the Festa di

Agone on Carnival Thursday were of such unusual size

that each required four buffaloes to draw it ; the decorations

also seemed more magnificent than ever; the allegorical

groups and figures typified events of the day, but the antique

form was adhered to throughout. The two first cars

celebrated the Pope and Emperor ; those that followed, the

neutrality of Paul III., his protecting care for Rome, his

conflict with false doctrine and Islam. One of the novelties

was the appearance of all civic authorities in ancient

costumes. The contemporary observers could hardly ex-

press their admiration for the array of splendour thus

unfolded,^ but there was loudly expressed disapproval of

the preponderance of the pagan tone of feeling to the

exclusion of the Christian in this particular pageant. As

^ See BlaSIUS de Martinellis, *Diarium (Secret Archives of the

Vatican)
;
partly in Forcella, Feste, 65 seq. ; Gavangos, VI., i, n.

23, and supra, p. 325 seq. For Francesco d'Olanda, see Raczynski,

Les arts en Portugal, Paris, 1846 ; Reumont, Kunst und Kiinstler zur

Zeit Pauls III., in Preuss. Staatsanzeiger, 1487, No. 205-206, and

Repert. fiir Kunstwissenschaft, XXVIII., 2,00 seq.

^ Cf-Ux triomphi fatti in Roma il giovedi grasso per la festa di

Agone, Roma [1539] (photographic reproduction by Danesi in only 92

copies) ; FORCELLA, Feste, 71 seq. ; Clementi, 186 seq. See also

the *Diarium of Guai.terius (Secret Archives of the Vatican); the

reports of N. Sernini to Cardinal E. Gonzaga of Feb. 8 and 15, 1539

(in the latter it says :
" La festa d' .A.gon 6 ruiscita mirabile "

; Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua), and the *descriptions of Niccolini of Feb. 15 and 18

(State Archives, Florence).
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the Pope had contributed to the expenses and had looked

on at the procession from St. Angelo, only a few, such as

Cardinals Carafa and Contarini, ventured to give open

expression to their censures.^

What judgment would these men of austere observance

have passed on the Carnival of 1541, on which occasion

Paul III. invited his sons, and even their wives, to an

entertainment at the Vatican that recalled the days of

Leo X. ! Before the banquet, at which the Pope himself

took part, the guests were entertained partly with music

and partly with the jests of the buffoon Rosso ; after the

meal there was a small masked ball. On the 20th of

February Cardinal Farnese gave an even more brilliant

party to which came the ambassadors and the Papal family

but not the Pope. The designs for the antique dresses

worn by the youths who took part in the entertainment

were from sketches by no less an authority than Giulio

Clovio himself. On this occasion the "Clizia" of Macchi-

avelli was produced under the direction of Molza, but, as

one of the ambassadors reports, with some alterations.^

* Cf. the report of Grignon of Feb. 19, 1539, in Ribier, I., 384. A.

Catharinus also blames in the dedication of his Speculum Hereticorum

to V. Colonna the " ferina spectacula " before St. Peter's. Expenditure

on the festivals in the Piazza Navona and Monte Testaccio in the

*Mandati of Jan. 22 and 29, 1539 (State Archives, Rome).

* Cf. SOLMi, Contarini, 25 seq.^ 28 seq. The following *Ietters

addressed to Cardinal Farnese belong to this period :—(i) From

Francesco Casale, dated Rome, Feb. 14, 1541 : "La sig'^ Vittoria in

compagnia di altre bellissime donne h^ stata vista per Roma su un

caretto dorato tirato da 4 cavalli bianchi." Bull-fights and cavalcades

interest the Romans. (2) From Bern. Maffei, dated Rome, Feb. 15,

1541 :
" II sig. prefettofail debito con le mascaie senza molta spese . . .

Le cose de la comedia passano benissimo." It was said that the Pope

would be present (State Archives, Parma). In 1543 Paul III. witnessed

ihe production of the Adelphi of Terence (ReumonT, III., 2, 691).

VOL. XI. 2^
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There was thus some hesitation in performing without

reserve a comedy that was an imitation of one of the most

objectionable of the pieces of Plautus.

The obstinate tenacity with which the old tendencies of

the Renaissance held their ground in spite of certain

considerations is shown clearly in the Carnival celebrations

of 1545. The Sienese envoy reported expressly on the

31st of January that on this occasion there was a disposition

to give up an exclusively antique pageant as in former

times, and substitute one suggestive of present conditions,

the victory over the heretics and the Turks, the triumph

of the Christian faith and of the Holy See.^ Neverthe-

less, ample room was afforded for the display of classical

reminiscences. The procession on Carnival Thursday,

February the I2th, 1545, which took its way from the

Capitol to the Piazza Navona, was composed of thirteen cars,

one from each quarter of Rome, accompanied by the city

guilds. On the first Paul III. was represented as Androclus

taking the thorn from the paw of the lion, the type of

heresy. The inscription ran :
" The obedient shall receive

graces, the proud shall be brought low." On the second

car sat Fortune, clad in silver, with a golden wheel ; on

the third was seen the investment of Constantinople, with

the words, " Except the Lord keep the city, he watcheth

in vain that keepeth it " ; the fourth displa\'ed a golden

He also once allowed a comedy to be played in St. Angelo (see

Bertolotti, Speserie, 199). For Cardinal Farnese's support of the

theatre, see also FlechSIG, Die Dekoration der modcrnen Biihne,

Dresden, 1894, 72 seq.

* *Si attende a la festa e si fara com efifetto bellissimo, in la quale

non si rappresentark un trionfo anticho come in T altre z\ solcva fare,

ma ogni carro hark una inventione secondo 1' insegna e nome del suo

rione tirato al senso loro alcuni miracoli gik visti con accennare la

destructione di heretici ci infideli e la exaltatione de la fede di Cristo

et de la Sede Apostolica (State Archives, Siena). '
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dragon guarding the garden of the Hesperides ; the fifth

the goddess Cybele holding the pine-apple, the symbol of

Rome; on the outside was depicted the story of Troy ; the

sixth triumphal car conveyed seven figures in the act of

disputation ; and the seventh a shepherd, made of gold,

strangling a silver snake. Both these groups, according to

the inscriptions, again referred to the contest with error.

The three next (the one-eyed Arimaspians vanquishing

the griffin, Heraclius as victor over Sidrodus, and a com-

bat between three Turks and three Christians) contained,

as did the twelfth (Trajan overcoming the barbarians),

allusions to the defeat of the Turks. The eleventh, on

which was a galley passing between the pillars of Hercules

with the inscription, " Their word has gone out into all the

world," symbolized the spread of Christianity in the New
World. The last car, with Prometheus chained, was in

honour of the Emperor, symbolized by an eagle, as

the conqueror of the Turks.

The cars were followed by the Roman nobles, splendidly

attired, some in Turkish, some in Indian garb, and attended

by pages dressed as nymphs. The musicians wore antique

costumes with garlands and olive branches. The triumphal

car of the Pope now appeared, forming the central point of

all this splendour. Paul III. was seen in full pontifical

vesture, on either side of him a unicorn supporting the lilied

shield of the Farnesi, before him Righteousness and Peace,

behind him the device of a chameleon and a dolphin, the

slowest and the swiftest moving of animals, bound together

to indicate that a ruler in his actions should be neither

too swift nor too slow. Behind this imposing vehicle rode

the Pope's most prominent civil officials, among whom some

attracted special attention ; these were Giuliano Cesarini,

Gonfaloniere of Rome, his clothes embroidered with

precious stones valued at more than 50,000 scudi, three
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Conservatori in antique attire, and lastl)- the Senator in a

ducal mantle of cloth-of gold.

The Pope, surrounded by his whole family and many

Cardinals, watched the procession from the Farnese palace.

The following day he treated the populace to cattle and

horse races, and the festa at Monte Testaccio brought the

proceedings to a close.^

Magnificent displays of this sort, with their numerous

reminders of antiquity, show, like many of the festivities

given by Cardinals, how much there was of transition in

the pontificate of Paul III. The Renaissance was still a

powerful influence, and the new ecclesiastical tendencies

were met by a vigorous opposition. When in the middle

of March 1549 the French in Rome prepared to celebrate

the birth of a son to Henry II. with noisy as well as

brilliant entertainments,^ Cardinal Carafa protested

' FORCELLA, Feste, 87 seq.^ publishes an account of the Carnival of

1545. A German translation of this, with a postscript hostile to the

Pope, is contained in the pamphlet :
" Ein kostlich Triumph-Gespreng

und Fastnachtspil, so man diss jar dem Babst zu Ehren in Rom
gehalten, nachvolgends in Welscher sprach fleissig beschrieben und zu

Rom getruckt hat, ganz fleissig verteutscht." With its publication,

" Adi May 28, Anno 1 545, in deutsch jezt erstlich getruckt" (copy in the

University Library, Innsbriick, 169/16 C.), see also the *Ephem. in

Cod. Vat. 6978 (Vatican Library). For the Carnival of 1545, (/". also

SagGIATORE, L, 129 seq. ; GORI, Archivio, IV., 43 ; Clementi,

192 seq. ; Calcagno, Mostra di topogr., Roma, 1903, 35. An oil

painting representing the festival at Monte Testaccio, and forming an

authority for this passage, was shown to me at Rome in 1908 by the

Brazilian minister, Signor Ferreira da Costa {cf. also Barraconi, 514).

For the Carnival of 1542, see the ^letter of N. Sernini to Cardinal

E. Gonzaga of Feb. 18, 1542 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

2 For the festivities given by Cardinal du Beiiay in 1549 in honour

of the birth of the Duke of Orleans, see Rabelais, IL, 555 seq. {cf. also

DUMF.SNIL, \'oyag. franc, 12); FORCELI.A, 115 seq.; Clementi,

203 seq. See Buonanni's **report cf July 21, 1549 (State Archives,
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Strongly
; although he laid emphasis on the bad example

that would thus be set, while Lent was in progress, his

remonstrances had no effect.^ Paul III. let the French
have their way

; he cannot, on the whole, be acquitted of

the charge that he himself often yielded to secular impulses

little in accordance with the seriousness of the times. As
in previous pontificates, luxury and pleasure were still

displayed not merely in the palaces of Cardinals 2 but
in the Vatican itself Musicians,^ improvisatori,* even
female singers,^ dancers and buffoons « appeared upon
the scene. Now, as in earlier days, the chief pastor of

Christendom was seen setting forth on clamorous hunting

Florence). Probably the Girandola, the magnificent firework display

from St. Angelo, dates from the days of Paul IIL ; see Cr/CAS, 3rd
Series, 1894, 319 seq. ; Benigni, Miscell., V., 164.

1 *Messessi ancora hier mattina in consistoro a persuadere nella

audientia che S. S. R-"^ [Carafa] hebbe da S. S'* che non era bene che
queste feste si facessero, perch^: era di troppo mal esempio, che le si

celebrassero in questi giorni cosl santi et di penitentia et nel luogo
dov' era il capo della religione Christiana. Ma i nostri cavaheri havevano
di gia fatte tante contramine ch'el voto di S. S. R""^ non hebbe luogo.

Letter of Buonanni from Rome, March 14, 1549 (State Archives,

Florence).

2 Cf. SOLMi, Fuga, 53 seq.

3 That Paul IH. was a great lover of music is clear from the

expenditure on musicians of his court {cf. Bertolotti, Speserie, 179,

187, 191-193, 197, 199, 201, 209; Artisti Lombardi, I., 380; Art.

Bolog., 122, 125 ; Barbier, IIL, 478 seq). For the Papal chapels in

Paul's time, see Adami, Osservaz. p. ben regolare il coro dei can tori

d. cappella Pontif., Roma, 171 1, and Riv. music Ital., XIV. (1907),

97 seq. See also Haberl, Musikkatalog des papstl. Kapellenarchivs,

Leipzig, 1888, 2 seq., 5 seq., 7 seq., 11, 66.

* Cf. Bertolotti, Speserie, 182, 185, 192.

' Ibid., 187, 191, 192.

8 Cf. supra, p. 353, for the buffoon Rosso ; see also BERTOLOTTI,
loc. cit., 183 (here also 197, on a"Moresca'' for Paul IIL), Artisti

Veneti, 54; Muntz, IIL, 71.
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parties,^ receiving the ladies of his family as guests at his

table, and taking part in the brilliant receptions of the

young Farnesi.2 ^ long time had yet to elapse before

Popes should come to whom it would be impossible to

attach the reproach of conduct so incongruous with their

high office.

^ Cf. Bertolotti, /oc. ci/., 183, 184, 193, 204. *N. Sergardi

reports on Dec. 19, 1537, that after Epiphany the Pope would "fare la

caccia di Canino si come fece la s. m. di Leone." N. Spinelli *writes

on Dec 29, 1539: " Venerdl prossimo si cominciaranno a mandar le

provision! per la caccia a Montalto et altri luoghi, dove andark S. B°*,

il s. duca di Castro, Madama, il s. Ottavio e un gran numero di gente et

serk bella cosa da veder" (State Archives, Siena). C/. also Sforza's

letter of Jan. 25, 1540, in the Nuntiaturberichte, V., 76, and for 1543,

Aff6, 29, 45 ; Atti Mod., 1., 152.

2 At one of the first banquets given by Paul III. on Feb. 7, 1535, the

Master of Ceremonies, Blasius de Martinellis, notes :
" Papa habuit

8 vel 10 mulieres secum in prandio" (*Diarium, Secret Archives of the

Vatican). It was characteristic that Paul III. should not have hesitated

to appoint the anniversary of his coronation (Nov. 3) for the baptism of

his grandson, the twin, borne by Margaret to Ottavio Farnese on

Aug. 27, 1545. Several Cardinals were present, but the Pope stayed at

the Villa Madama ; see Massarelli, Diariuni, ed. Merkle, I., 318 ;

DRUFFEL, Mon. Trid., I., ig8, n. 2, and the full account by Blasius de

Martinellis in his *Diavium (Secret Archives of the Vatican).



CHAPTER VIII.

The Conciliar Question and the Imperial Efforts at

Reunion in the Years i 539-1 541.

The year 1539 brought new and heavy losses to the

Church in Germany. While the peace negotiations at

Frankfort were still in progress two deaths took place

which opened to the Protestant party the opportunity for

further victorious advances. On the 26th of February 1539
Duke Frederick died, the last surviving son of George, Duke
of Saxony, and on April the 17th George himself passed

away, who hitherto had been the pillar of the Church in

North Germany. He was succeeded by his only brother

Henry, a very dissimilar character. This prince, who in

1533 was still giving solemn assurances to the nuncio

Vergerio that he would never desert the Catholic Church,^

had since attached himself to Lutheranism. He now at

once began, under the protection and with the help of the

Saxon Elector and his other associates of Schmalkald, to

oppress the Catholics in the Duchy of Saxony and to

introduce by force the Lutheran doctrines.^

Almost at the same time the Electorate of Brandenburg
was lost to the Church. Joachim II., the ruling Elector

since 1535, had sworn on oath to his father to remain true

to the Catholic faith, and firmly to maintain the existing

ecclesiastical conditions throughout the Electorate. He

* Nuntiaturberichte, I., 92.

• Janssen-Pastor, III., i8ih ed., 433 seq.
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had taken an oath of like import in September 1535 on

the occasion of his marriage with the Polish Princess

Hedwig, daughter of King Sigismund. Nevertheless,

under the powerful influence of George of Anhalt, this

Hohenzollern, on the conclusion of the agreement of

Frankfort, passed over to the Protestant side. On the

1st of November 1539 he received at the hands of Bishop

Matthias von Jagow of Brandenburg, long a supporter of

the Lutheran teaching, the Communion under both kinds.^

In the following year Joachim II. introduced a new

system of Church order, which retained the local episcopate

and many Catholic ceremonies, so that the bulk of the

people did not realize what was actually taking place.

Joachim himself denied that in his new Church system he

had introduced the innovating doctrines into his country

;

resting on the groundwork of the ancient Church, he had

removed abuses that had crept in and established a sound

policy in religious affairs. Nevertheless, there can be no

doubt that by his ecclesiastical ordinances the Elector had

usurped a primacy over the Bishops of Brandenburg.*

The Emperor and the Catholic Princes stood crippled

in the presence of all these events. While the Protestants

were acting on the offensive everywhere with spirit and

strength, the Catholics were often incapable of assuming

the defensive. For the development of such a situation

the blame lay partly with the absentee Emperor and the

failure of the Catholics^ to recognize the strength of their

' Cf. Heidemann, Die Reformation in der Mark Brandenburg, Berlin,

1889; JANSSEN- Pastor, 18th ed., 438 seq.; SteinmOller, Die

Reformation in der Kurmark Brandenburg, Halle, 1903, 63 seqq.
;

N. MuLLER in Jahrb. f. brandenb. Kirchengesch., IV., 168 seq.

' Cf. Brandenburg, Moritz von Sachsen, I., 99 ; Bezold, Refor-

mation, 690 ; Meine, Die vermittelnde Stellung Joachims II,,

Liineburg, 1898, 28 seq. *

• Nuntiaturberichte, III., 63 j^j^.
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opponents, but principally with the German episcopate. It

was characteristic of the latter that on the conclusion, on

the loth of June 1538, of the Catholic league of defence at

Nuremberg, only the Archbishop of Salzburg and Cardinal

Albert of Brandenburg, as Archbishop of Madgeburg and

Administrator of Halle, were present; all the other bishops

shrank back from fear of their Protestant neighbours.

The petty spirit and worldliness of most of the German

ecclesiastical magnates, combined with " Lutheran licence,"

had brought about, even in professedly Catholic territories,

a state of disorganization of the very worst augury for the

future. On this point the testimony of the Papal nuncios is

unimpeachable. If Vergerio's reports had previously given

a very unfavourable account of Church affairs in Germany,^

those of his successors were still more discouraging.

The observations made by Morone in November 1536

on his journey to Vienna, in the Tyrol, Bavaria, and Austria,

must have filled this earnest lover of souls with horror.

In the latter countries, under good Catholic rulers, he found

a large number of parishes in towns as well as villages

without priests, the convents almost deserted, the people

living in religious neglect and confusion. That under

such circumstances numbers should fall away from the

Church was no matter for astonishment.^ In May 1537

Morone wrote from Prague to Aleander that the affairs

of religion and of the Holy See in Germany were in such

a deplorable state that he despaired of their being

remedied ; above all, there was need of good bishops.^

In Breslau, in June 1538, Morone found the Lutherans

so strong that those who still clung to the old Church

denied their faith through fear.* Further defections were

* See supra, p. 41 seq.

• Nuntiaturberichte, II., 80, 83, 114,

» Ibid.y 169. * Ibid., 189 seq.
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to be foreseen with certainty. Morone even thought that

he already saw signs of weakness on the part of many

ecclesiastical princes in consequence of Lutheran entice-

ments. In view of this danger there was nothing, more-

over, to be expected for the Church from King Ferdinand,

whose influence in the Empire was insignificant; nor had

he the energy of character required ; he was dependent

too upon his councillors, many of whom were Lutheran in

sympathy.^

When about the same time, in the autumn of 1538,

Cardinal Aleander reached Austria, he found even in the

Catholic territories a widely spreading apostasy in progress.

Already in Bozen he heard from a Franciscan that the

town was deeply infected with heresy and that the

principal church had been given over already to a Lutheran

teacher. In the diocese of Trent as well as in that of

Brixen he found a large proportion of parishes without

priests. At Innsbruck the clergy did not appear at his

reception ; the town council excused them on the plea

that in the foremost of Ferdinand's residential cities, as

Aleander does not fail to note, hardly a dozen clergy were

to be found. In the Abbey of Wilten there was, besides

the Abbot, only one regular ! On his return journey

Aleander received the like bad impressions. On the 9th

of September 1538 he wrote to the Pope from Linz that

the religious condition of Germany was well-nigh ruinous

;

divine worship and the administration of the Sacraments

had for the most part ceased, the secular princes, with the

exception of Ferdinand I., were either entirely Lutheran or

full of hatred of the priesthood and greed of Church

property, the prelates lived just as extravagantly as before

and merely held positions in the Church. The religious

orders had dwindled down to handfuls, the secular clergy

* Nuntiaturberichte, 123, \Z2 seq.
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were not much more numerous, and so immoral and

ignorant that the few Catholics there were shunned them.

More than fifteen parishes were vacant ; he was forced

to say, with tears, that the condition of religion was one

vast chaos.^

That Aleander did not take too gloomy a view is

evident from the accounts sent to him by Fabio Mignanelli,

Morone's successor as nuncio. From Trent to Linz, a

stretch of nearly 300 hundred Italian miles, wrote Migna-

nelli, he had found the churches and convents almost

entirely abandoned by secular and regular clergy, the

practices of piety had ceased from among the people,

the churches were no longer frequented, and even alms

were discontinued. With regard to the scarcity of clergy,

Ferdinand entirely confirmed the nuncio's statements ; he

was himself unable, save with difficulty, said the King of

the Romans, to supply his private chapel with suitable

chaplains. The Protestant propaganda made full use of

this bad state of things ; everywhere, even in the court

itself, there were lapses from the faith. Cardinal Cles of

Trent, in consequence, was more and more anxious con-

cerning Ferdinand's power of resistance to the Lutheran

influences surrounding him.^

Even if this alarm was groundless as far as the person of

the King was concerned, it yet seems doubtful whether

Ferdinand was in the position to uphold in the Austrian

dominions the authority, hitherto paramount, of the

Catholic Church ; and this, all the more, seeing that in

Bohemia and Hungary also Lutheranism had made re-

markable advances.^ If the successes of Protestantism in

the northern parts of the Empire are also taken into

consideration it becomes intelligible that, from the point of

* Nuntiaturberichte, III., 148, 149, 161, 181, 190, 208.

« Ibid., III., 191, 362. 8 /bid., III., 452 ; IV., 132, 245.
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view of merely human foresight, the complete apostasy of

Germany from the Holy See should be expected at the

end of thirty years if events went on developing in the

direction they had hitherto taken.^

It was the Pope, impressed by all these grave disasters

befalling the Church, who again became the prime in-

stigator of the Council,^ from the verdict of which Catholic

as well as Protestant Germany still continued to hope so

much that it is permissible to speak of a special group, the

so-called party of " Expectants," ^

Now, as in the past, the failure to secure a final peace

between the Emperor and the French King formed the

chief hindrance to the convocation of a General Council.

It was at this very moment, the late autumn of 1539, that

a good opportunity seemed to offer itself for the reconcilia-

tion of the two sovereigns, for it was widely rumoured

that Charles V. was seriously contemplating a complete

understanding and a closer family alliance with his old

enemy Francis I. The latter proposed that the Emperor,

who on account of the revolt of the citizens of Ghent and

his claims on Guelders was hastening from Spain to the

Netherlands, should, in order to expedite his journey, pass

through France. When, to the astonishment of all, Charles

entered into this scheme, his opponents in Germany at once

showed signs of agitation.

It was characteristic of the time that even ecclesiastical

* Cf. Morone in his letter to Farnese, dat Vienna, 1539, Oct. 24, in

DiTTRlCH, Morone, 38 seq. Morone was even afraid that the pressure

of the Turkish invasion and the spread of Protestantism would eventu-

ally lead to Ferdinand's apostasy. Cf. also the passages in Rorario's

report of Oct. 28, 1539, in the Nuntiaturberichte, V., 12, n. 2. See

also Morone's report of Jan. 4, 1540 (DiTTRlCH, 78 seq.\ and Eck's

account of the situation in March 1540 in Raynaldus, 1540, n. d seq.

* KORTE, Konzilspolitik, 42. ^

* Pastor, Reunionsbestrcbungen, w^ seqq.
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authorities, such as Johann von Metzenhausen, Archbishop
of Treves, should, from fear of an increase of the Emperor's
power, have tried to come to an understanding with the
Protestants. The old foe of the Hapsburgs, the Bavarian
chancellor, Leonhard von Eck, informed the Landgrave
Philip of Hesse, uneasy on account of the Bavarian pre-

parations for war, that the latter were not directed against
the Protestants but against Charles V., whose alliance

with Francis I. was a menace to German liberty.^ It

was generally stated that peace between Francis and the
Emperor was settled—nothing more remained to be done
but to make public the terms.^

Under these circumstances the Pope on his side was
unwilling to neglect any means of accelerating the peace
between the two monarchs upon whom the successful issue

of the Council depended. As soon as he had heard from
Luis de Avila and von Gye of the Emperor's intention

to pass through France to the Netherlands, and had been
informed of the proposals of peace,^ Paul III. determined
to send his own grandson, Cardinal Alessandro Farnese,
as Legate to Charles and Francis. In a secret consistory
of the 24th of November 1539 the majority of the Cardinals
assented to this arrangement.* On November the 26th
Farnese received the Legate's cross; two days later he

* WiNKELMANN, Korrespondenz Strassburgs, II., 643; Lenz, I.,

401 seq., 431 seq. ; Ranke, IV., ist ed., 183.

2 For the strong belief in Rome in the treaty of peace, see F. Pere-
grino's *report, dat. Rome, Kov. 15, 1539 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

3 According to a *letter of F. Peregrino, dat. Rome, Nov. 22, 1539,
Avila came to Rome on the 20th, Gye on the 21st (Gonzaga Archives,
Mantua). Cf. Gayangos, VI., i, n. 88, 89, 93, 97 ; Nuntiaturberichte!
v., 1 62 1 (here on line 14 "2 di" should be read for "4 di").

* See Gayangos, VI., i, n. 93 ; the Reports of N. Semini and
Vincenzo Gatico, dat. Rome, 1539, Nov. 24 Gonzaga Archive^,
Mantua), and the authorities given in Nuntialurberichte, V., ^c) seq.
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left Rome with his suite. For the transaction of the

current affairs of state his place was taken by Cardinal

Sforza Santafiora.^

In the instructions handed to Farnese before his

departure the Pope acknowledged his satisfaction that the

seeds of peace formerly sown by him at Nice were now

bearing the longed-for fruit, which he already looked upon

as ripe. Acting on this supposition, Farnese was to move

the two monarchs to send their prelates to the Council.

As the place of meeting, Vicenza, favourably situated for

all nations, was, in the first instance, again proposed, and, as

an alternative, with a view to French feeling, Milan. If the

Council met and thereby the return of the Protestants was

effected, an undertaking against Henry VIII. as well as

against the Turks might, under the circumstances, be kept

in view,^

The Cardinal-Legate Farnese was accompanied on this

occasion, as he had been on his mission to Spain, by the

learned Marcello Cervini, as his private secretary. In

order that this eminent man, whom the Pope had already

a few months before appointed Bishop of Nicastro, might

take part personally with the Legate in the important

transactions with the two monarchs, he received the purple

on the 19th of December 1539. To the younger Cardinal

the Pope, moreover, sent the intimation that, in the

Netherlands, where the Protestants were numerous, he

was never to lay aside ecclesiastical attire, and also to see

^ Nuntiaturbcrichte, V., 40. The proof-sheets of this important

publication—with the exception of the introduction, which is not yet

ready— I have been able to make use of through the kindness of the

editor, who, in this work, has with the greatest diligence collected

and explained all the Acta of Farnese's legation.

- Farnese's instructions of Xov. 28, 1539, in Nuntiaiurberichte, V.,

40 scq. ; ibid., 43 scq.. details relating to the visit to the French c^urt.

Cf. PlEPER, Nuntiaturen, 163.
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that among his suite the same rule was observed. Farnese

was also to use his Legatine faculties with discretion.^

The Cardinal travelled slowly in order to avoid en-

countering the Emperor on French soil. Paul III. had

given express injunctions on this point, as it was to be

foreseen that Francis would not discuss affairs with

Charles so long as the latter was his guest, while

Charles would certainly be averse to entering into any

transactions of state prior to his return to his own

dominions. The Cardinal, however, found himself obliged

to change his plans ; for the Emperor, loaded by Francis

with every conceivable mark of honour, advanced very

slowly. Farnese, who had already reached the immediate

neighbourhood of the French capital, could not possibly

retard his journey longer without giving rise to unpleasant

surmises. He therefore resolved to seek audience of both

monarchs before the termination of their meeting, but to

confine himself to tendering the good wishes of the Pope

on the establishment of their friendship, and to reserve all

other business until the departure of the Emperor, He
then hoped to obtain from Francis fuller information as to

his arrangements with Charles V. and thus to facilitate

an understanding with the latter on his arrival in the

Netherlands.'-^

Farnese, on the personal invitation of Francis I., made

his solemn entry into Paris on the 31st of December 1539,

accompanied by five French Cardinals. On the following

day Francis I. and Charles V. arrived. The Emperor

greeted the Cardinal in the cathedral of Notre Dame so

graciously that all present were astonished. Afterwards

both rode, together with the Dauphin, to the newly

erected palace of the Louvre, where Francis I. welcomed

* Raynaldus, 1539, n. 37 seq. ; Xuntiaturbcrichte, V., 54.

- Pallavicini, 1. 4, c. 10, and Nuntiaturbenchte, V., 56 J^^.
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them and a banquet was given in the evening. On the

3rd of January 1540 Farnese had an audience of the King,

to whom he explained the motive and aim of his mission
;

on the following day he made the same announcements

to the Emperor. From the latter's reply the Cardinal con-

cluded that Charles wished to postpone all negotiations until

the arrival of his brother Ferdinand in the Netherlands.^

Francis I. escorted his Imperial guest, who had stayed

in Paris until the 7th of January 1540, as far as St.

Quentin. Here they took farewell of each other on

January the 20th. While the Emperor went on to

Valenciennes, Francis betook himself to Amiens; thither

Farnese hastened, full of impatience to lay before the

King his latest instructions. On the 9th of February

he had an audience at which, besides Cardinal Cervini,

the French nuncio Ferreri was present. Making his

previous declarations at Paris his starting-point, Farnese

explained that even if the special object of his mission

presupposed the publication of a peace, he was yet induced

to believe, in view of the intimate relations between the

two monarchs, that this event might he regarded as a

certainty. With the exhortation that Francis would soon

give effect to the desired consummation, he coupled the

request that his Majesty would give the sorely needed

assistance against the Turks and towards the recall of the

Protestants and Henry VHI. to their obedience to the

Church. In this connection he showed how, in view of

the necessity of reform in ecclesiastical matters, the

Council brooked of no delay.

The reply of Francis I., delivered in French, was highly

unsatisfactory. Until the peace had first been firmly

concluded he could not commit himself either to a

* See Fainese's rcpoii to I'aiil III. of Jan. 4, 1540, in Nuntiatur-

berichte, V., 59 sei/.
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general undertaking against the Turks and heretics or

to a sanction of the Council, as he did not wish to

expose himself to the obvious danger of losing hitherto

existing friendships. Besides, it seemed to him very

doubtful whether the Emperor would agree to action

against England, since, as was generally reported, he was

bent on beginning the war about his claims on Guelders.^

Farnese and Cervini afterwards still kept up negotiations

» with Montmorency, who, as well as the King, encouraged

them in their farewell audience to urge peace on the

Emperor. Cervini, on this occasion, touched on the marriage

of Vittoria Farnese, Ottavio's sister, with a French prince, an

alliance still, as in past years, favoured by the Pope, as a

means of showing that he stood firmly on the neutral line.'^

On the 15th of February 1540 the two Cardinals left

Amiens ; they travelled slowly, as they did not wish to

meet the Emperor until he had quelled the revolt in

Ghent. This was also in accordance with the wishes of

Charles, who on February the 14th had marched into

Ghent with his troops ready for action and speedil)-

reduced the city to order.

On the 23rd of February the two Cardinals made their

entry; their audience with the Emperor was fixed for the

following morning. In this interview Cardinal Farnese

explained the object of his mission, while at the same time

he gave an account of his course of action with Francis I.

Charles V. thanked him for his communications thus made,

and promised that the peace negotiations with France, on the

issue of which all the rest depended, should be energetically

* See Farnese's report to Paul III. of Feb. 9, 1540, in Nuntiatur-

berichte, V., 79 seq.

^ See Farnese's *report to Paul III., dat. Amiens, Feb. 10, 1540

(Bibl. Pia, 127, f. 115 seg. ; Secret Archives of the Vatican). Cf

Nuntiaturberichte, V., 83, n. i.

VOL. XI. 24
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pursued as soon as Ferdinand I. arrived. With regard to

his undertaking against England he declared himself

doubtful, since a war might easily be begun but not so

easily ended. The Emperor here gave a glimpse of his

conviction that, for the same reason, it would be preferable

to allay the troubles in Germany by peaceful methods.^

Four days later Morone arrived in Ghent ; as Poggio came

there at the same time, there were now four Papal

diplomatists at the Imperial court ; they must soon have

convinced themselves that the prospects of peace were

much more unfavourable than they had surmised.^

A sudden light was thrown on the actual state of affairs

by an expression which escaped the Emperor's lips during

an audience granted to Poggio on the 3rd of March. To
an inquiry of the nuncio with regard to the prospects of

peace, Charles V. answered drily that that was a matter

that caused him more anxiety than almost any other that

he had had to deal with in the whole course of his life ; it

would require the most mature consideration between

himself and his brother Ferdinand.^ The latter, however,

saw in the Emperor's proposal to Francis that the hand of

his daughter, with the Netherlands as her dowry, should be

bestowed on the Duke of Orleans, a grave infringement

of his own interests. He had no need to disquiet himself,

for Francis was soon to show that he had no intention of

paying the price demanded by the Emperor, the renuncia-

tion of Milan and the surrender of Piedmont and Savoy.*

' See Nuntiaturberichte, V., 85, 87 seq., 89 seq.^ for Farncse's reports

to Paul III. of Feb. 12, 13, and 24, 1540.

2 Ibid.,C)C); C). WiNKKLMANN, III., 22.

^ Farnese's letter to Paul III., March 3, 1540, in Nuntiaturberichte,

v., 104.

* Cf. RiBlER, I., 509.^^7.; Rankr, IV'., 186; Nuntiaturberichte, y.,

144-
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1

Moreover, it seemed open to question whether Charles was

in earnest regarding the proposals that he was then sub-

mitting to the French. Unembarrassed by such con-

siderations, the Papal representatives endeavoured to

further the cause of peace in every way ; but they found

little opportunity for so doing, for the Emperor, more

reserved than ever, would not initiate them into his trans-

actions with France. Such an attitude was bound to

arouse distrust in the Legates.^

The disquietude of the Papal diplomatists was still

further increased by the appearance of an embassy from

the Protestant princes with the object of quashing the

proceedings in the Imperial Court of Chancery, securing

a solid peace, and the ratification of the agreement of

Frankfort.^ As it was rumoured that the Emperor had

listened favourably to this deputation, Farnese, through

Morone, represented to Ferdinand I. that the only right

course to pursue was the rejection of such dangerous wishes.

Ferdinand I. replied that he and his brother must hear

both sides, but gave his assurance that the respite of

Frankfort would not be ratified and that the other points

would be adjudicated on upon their merits. Morone

replied that as the Hapsburgs would not listen to a word

on the question of Guelders, so it would be on the question

of religion, which was of not less importance. The King of

the Romans tried to soothe him by the declaration that

the agreement of Frankfort would certainly never be

ratified. Granvelle gave the same assurances, adding at

the same time that no transactions would be carried on

with the Protestants without an understanding with the

Cardinals. Farnese therefore believed that he might re-

' Nuntiaturberichte, V., i6osef., 162, 165 segf., 168.

2 DiTTRlCH, Morone, 90 se^. ; Nuntiaturberichte, V
, 97, n. 2, 105

See also Janssen-Pastor, III., i8th ed., 469.
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assure himself as far as the non-ratification of the agree-

ment of Frankfort was concerned.^ But he very soon

began to feel renewed anxiety when he observed the

Emperor's conciliatory bearing towards the Protestant

emissaries; he thought that the sinister influence of the

Imperial diplomatist, Johann von Weeze, who had already

in 1539 played such a suspicious part in the negotiations

of Frankfurt, were here perceptible.^

It was an unhealthy and unpromising symptom that

with regard to the religious as well as the political situation

the Imperial party observed the same reticence towards

the Papal statesmen. Granvelle's promise, that in the

former sphere of affairs nothing was to be done without

Farnese's previous knowledge, lapsed into silence.

The change which then, with the utmost possible

secrecy, came over the Imperial policy was of fateful

importance. Charles V. certainly did not ratify the agree-

ment of Frankfort, but still he acted in the spirit of this

agreement that the Pope had rejected.^ Under the pres-

sure of the political situation, the Turkish danger, the

strained relations with France, the hostile attitude of

many of the States of the Empire, especially of Bavaria,

and the increased strength of Protestantism, he fell back

upon the scheme already suggested to Ferdinand in 1538

by the Elector of Brandenburg, Joachim II., that by means

of a national assembly, and a conference on religion, the

discords of belief in Germany should, independently of

1 See Farnese's letter to Paul III., March 5-6, 1540, in Nuntiatur-

berichte, V., 105 seg., and Morone's report of March 6, 1540, in

DiTTRiCH, Morone, 89 seg.

2 See Farnese's letter to Paul III. of March 13, 1540, in Nuntiatur-

berichte, \'., 1 15 seg. For Wcezc, cf. Ranke, IV., 6th ed., 95 sag.

3 Cf. Ranke (IV., 6th cd., 96, 123), and specially Ehses (IV., 1^3.

n- 2).
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the Council, be brought to a solution.^ In spite of all

representations to the contrary, he followed up this project

with his characteristic tenacity of purpose.^

If the Emperor hoped, by the introduction of peaceable

negotiations for reunion, to hinder communications between

the Schmalkaldic Protestants and France and to obtain

help against the Turks, he, at the same time, overlooked the

circumstance that by this latest phase of policy he was

crippling the Catholic defensive league and throwing over

the Council.

It entirely escaped Charles V., who was unversed in

theological questions and dependent on the advice of his

councillors,^ what a fundamental mistake it was to set on

foot public assemblies in which laymen were to discuss and

pass judgment on matters of belief in the presence of

* The Papal party heard of the Brandenburg proposals through

Morone, who was in Ferdinand's confidence; see supra, Chap. II,

(p. ii8).

^ In September 1539 Charles had already informed the nuncio Gio-

vanni Ricci of Montepulciano that he wished a religious conference to be

held between learned and moderate men of both parties in the presence

of the Papal nuncios and the ambassadors of the Emperor, King

Ferdinand, and the King of France, in order to discuss the restoration

of unity in matters of religious belief {cf. EhSES, IV., 181 n. i).

On Nov. 28, 1539, Morone had permission to present a written

memorial on the subject to King Ferdinand, who had already made

him acquainted with the Emperor's plan, which on Nov. 30 he com-

municated to Morone (in DiTTRlCH, Morone, 60 seqq.). On Dec. 2

he was able to inform Farnese further that Ferdinand agreed to his

proposals ; the decision, of course, lay with the Emperor, When the

latter, in spite of the counter-representations of the Pope and Ferdinand,

adhered to his scheme, Morone was allowed to recommend that not

only German, but also Italian, French, and Spanish theologians should

be deputed to take part in the discussions (see DlTTRlCH, Morone,

64 seq.).

^ See Armstrong, I., 330.
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secular estates. Since the Protestants had entirely rejected

the doctrinal function of the Church, such transactions

would be carried on without a competent judge and a

common ground of disputation. It was also a matter of

certainty that discussions on religion only made the

heretics more obdurate.^ Nevertheless, only a very few

realized that the path on which the Emperor had entered

held out no prospect of leading to the goal aimed at by so

many. 2

Men's ideas were in a state of incredible confusion.

Many even, who were set upon being thoroughly good

Catholics, seemed to have lost any real conception of the

Church. Only in Rome was the seriousness of the situa-

tion understood in all its gravity. Not merely because the

discussions on religion involved the danger of spreading

the apostasy, but also because the objection to such trans-

actions was grounded on principle. Catholics were allowed

—and even this only with permission of the Holy See—to

make arrangements concerning Church property and the

details of worship and discipline, such as ceremonies, the

administration of the chalice to the laity, the marriage of

priests and the like ; but in matters of doctrine such a

discretion was entirely withheld. If, moreover, they began

to treat and bargain with their opponents on matters of

dogma, they were bound to come into contradiction with

themselves and with the Church;^ were they to be

^ Cropper insisted on all tliis later in his Consilium, published by

SCHWARZ in Hist. Jahrb., VII., 408 seq.

'^ Coclilaus was one of the number. He rightly insisted on the

primary necessity of union on the doctrine of the Church ; see Spahn,

280.

^ Conrad Braun, in a memoir published in theaututnn of 1540, aptly

remarked that only such conferences on religion were admissible as

served to instruct those in error ; conferences aiming at an agreement

with heretics on matters of doctrine were not permissible, since the
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5

satisfied with ambiguous formulae which only concealed

the dogmatic differences between them, no permanent

advantage would thereby be gained, for sooner or later

the shimbering elements of disagreement would be aroused

into as sharp an antagonism as before. But, on the other

hand, no one could seriously suppose that the Protestants

would again accept as the result of a religious conference

the ancient dogmas of the Church that they had just

discarded.

In January 1 540 the theologians of Wittenberg formulated

with startling candour their fundamental position towards

the approaching negotiations. A memorial of that time,

signed by Luther, Jonas, Bugenhagen, Cruciger, and

Melanchthon, declared that the Emperor and the bishops

had simply to renounce "their idolatry and error." As
only two courses were open, they must either encourage

and adhere to idolatry, blasphemy, error, unchastity, and

other sins, or openly adopt new and " pure doctrines."

At best some compromise might be thought of on external

points common to both parties, but there could be no

"patchwork" in matters of doctrine; the Augsburg Con-

fession and its defence must be upheld in their entirety.

" Even if the Pope were to concede to us our doctrines

and ceremonies," this document continued, " we should still

be obliged to treat him as a persecutor and an outcast, since

in other kingdoms he would not renounce his errors." *

On despatching this manifesto Luther wrote on the i8th

of January to the Elector of Saxony :
" It is all up with

the Pope, as it is with his god, the devil. They are both

Catholic faith must not be called in question ; still, in the matter of

Church abuses an agreement might be arrived at. See Paulus in

Histor. Jahrb., XIV., 528.

^ Corp. Ref, III., 927-945 ; cf. ibid., ()^Z seq., Melanchthon's letter

to the preachers of Nuremberg.
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impenitent and sin consciously against the truth, so that

they are beyond prayers and hope." ^

The Hessian theologians took the same standpoint as their

colleagues of Wittenberg, and accordingly at Schmalkald

the Protestant preachers displayed complete unanimity .^

as also did the Princes. In their reply, handed at this Diet,

on the 2nd of April, to the Imperial envoy, they certainly

asked for a " Christian and rightly organized conference
"

in order to come, " under God's blessing, to an understand-

ing" with the other estates of the Empire, but explained

that by an " understanding " they did not mean one which

would confirm the old errors or permit any lapse from the

truth. This truth was contained in the Confession and

defence of Augsburg, to which they intended uncondition-

ally to adhere.^

With all this before him it is difficult to conceive how
the Emperor still hoped to cure, by means of peaceable

discussion, the deep-seated religious divisions of Germany.

That Charles believed that the impossible was possible

admits of explanaticMi in the first place, independently of

the pressure of political events, from the changed attitude

of the most aggressive of the Sclimalkaldic princes, the

Landgrave Philip of Hesse, who, in contemplation of his

double marriage, durst not incite the Emperor's anger,

since bigamy was an offence punishable by death.* Of
importance also on the Catholic side were the undimin-

ished illusions with regard to the voluntary submission of

1 De Wette, v., 258.

2 See NeudeCKER, Aktenstiicke, 177 ; MoSES, 14 seq.

' WA.LCH, XVII., 432-450. Even Strassburg gave its adhesion to

the Schmalkaldic opinion ; see WiNKELMANN, III., 48 seq.

* Weeze had already corwinced himself in Frankfort of Philip's

change of mind and had reported to the Emperor accordingly; see

Lenz, I., 423 seq. ; Kannengiesser, 8 seq.
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many apostates, in which the wished-for conversion of

Melanchthon played, in particular, a leading part.^ More-

over, there was the powerful influence of Granvelle.

The latter, an out-and-out politician, looked at ecclesi-

astical affairs purely with the eyes of a man of the world,

so that Held thus summed him up: "In matters of

belief he must have the upper hand, bargain, buy, and sell,

as if God had committed the faith, not to the successors of

Peter and the other apostles, but to ministers, jurists, and
pettifogging lawyers."^ Supported by Weeze and the vice-

chancellor Naves, he dissuaded his Imperial master from

all repressive measures against the Lutherans, and kept on

recommending amicable negotiations with a view to a

compromise.^ In this way the Emperor's perception was

dulled and, filled as he was with the best intentions, he

believed that he could accomplish the object on which his

heart was so firmly set. King Ferdinand, who was natur-

ally inclined to manoeuvring, was also much attracted by the

notion of religious conferences, as he wished to prevent, at

all costs, warlike developments in Germany and to obtain

aid against the Turks from the Estates of the Empire.*

Thus it was that Charles V. resolved on the i8th of April

1540, in order to terminate the religious dissensions of

Germany, to summon the Catholic Princes to a Diet at

^ See Nuntiaturberichte, III., 63 seq., 127 seq., 174 seq., 227,

232 seq., 408, 520 ; and Kawerau, the essay : Melanchthon zur

kathol. Kirche zuriickzufiihren, Halle, 1902, 26 seq.; cf. in Appendix
No. 9 the *brief to Andreas Cricius of March 18, 1535 (Secret

Archives of the Vatican).

2 Janssen-PaStor, III., 1 8th ed., 624.

8 Ibid., III., i8th ed., 469 seq. For Granvelle, see also Winkel-
MANN, III., 159; Brandenburg, Moritz von Sachsen, 1., 96. For
Naves and his free tendencies in religion, see Mitteil. des osterr.

Instituts, XXVI., 280 seq., 302 seq.

* JaNSSEN-PaSTOR, III., iSth ed., 472 ; BUCHOLTZ, IV., 349.
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Spires on the 23rd May, there to deal with Lutheran affairs

and those of the Catholic League; in connection with this

assembly a conference on religion was to be held on the 6th

of June with the Protestant leaders. The heads of the

Schmalkaldic confederation, the Elector John Frederick of

Saxony and the Landgrave Philip of Hesse, were invited

and permission given them to come with a full escort.^

The two Princes replied that they could not attend in

person, as too short a notice had been given of the date of

the conference, but they were willing to appoint repre-

sentatives and, if things went in the direction of peace, to

put in an appearance themselves. At the same time they

had the assurance to demand of the Emperor that, in the

case of the Catholics supporting opinions contrary to the

Word of God, Holy Scripture, and Apostolic doctrine, he

would command them to abstain from them.^

The Emperor, contrary to his promise, concealed from

the Cardinal-Legate Farnese the momentous step he had

taken.^ Not until the 20th of April, after the invitations

to Spires had been sent out, did he officially inform

Farnese through Granvelle.* The announcement did not

take the Legate by surprise ; for he had already received

* Both the invitations were sent out on April 18, 1540; that to the

Protestants has been repeatedly printed (Hortleder, I., 130

;

Walch, XVII., 453 ; cf. Ehses, IV., 183, n. 2), that to the Catholics

is still unprinted. The substance is to be found in the Court and

State Archives, Vienna (see Nuntiaturberichte, V., 189), copies in

Secret Archives, Weimar (MoSES, 25), and in the City Archives of

Frankfort-on- Main.

2 Walch, XVII., 456 seq. In his *rep]y, dated Antwerp, May 22,

1540, Charles speaks of his hope that the Protestant Princes will

appear in person (City Archives, Frankfort).

^ Cf. Nuntiaturberichte, V., 152 n.

* See Farnese's letter to Paul III. of April 20, 1540, in the Nuntiat^jr-

berichte, V., 184 seq.^ and the Legate's memorial in Ehses, IV., 183.
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tidings of the Emperor's plans ^ from Morone and Poggio,

who at Farnese's bidding had interpellated Ferdinand I.

and Granvelle. To the reports of his two colleagues

Farnese added, in a letter to the Pope of April the 17th,

a description of the serious danger which was bound to

be incurred by the attempts of Charles to unify Germany

on the questions of religion, in entire independence of

the Holy See. At the same time he again insisted

on the necessity of strengthening the Catholic League by

the enrolment of Paul III. and the mission of one or

more Cardinals to Germany with instructions suited to

every eventuality. Farnese suspected indeed that the

Hapsburgs did not wish for any Legatine mission, and

had only delayed the official announcement of the Diet

at Spires in order to leave no more time for the despatch

of a Papal representative. This, the Cardinal thought,

might be met by sending Contarini to his bishopric of

Belluno and Pole to Verona, whence they might make an

appearance in Germany before it was too late.^

^ On April 1 1 King Ferdinand had only informed Morone that the

Emperor would, before four or six weeks, but within the conclusion of

peace with France, hold a conference with the Electors and other

Catholic princes, without the Lutherans, at Spires (Morone to Paul III.,

Ghent, April 11, 1541, in Dittrich, Morone, 109). On April 14,

Morone had already heard that not only the Catholics, as Ferdinand

had told him, but also the Protestants were to assemble at Spires

(Morone to Paul III., April 14, 1540, in DiTTRICH, in). In two

conversations with Ferdinand, of April 15 and 16, Morone at last

received from the latter fuller information (Morone to Cardinal di

Santafiora, Ghent, April 15, 1540, in Dittrich, 113-116: to the same

on April 16, in Laemmer, Mon. Vat., 261 seg.). On April 16, Poggio

complained to Granvelle of the silence observed on religious matters,

and then received the same information as Morone ; see Poggio's

report to Paul III. of April 17, in Nuntiaturberichte, V., 172 seq.

^ See the important letter of Farnese's to Paul III., April 17 ; ibid.,

v., 176 seq.
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Farnese's reply to GranveKe's official communication came

briefly to this : that experience had shown the prejudicial

consequences of religious discussions, wherefore the Pope

had enjoined him to press the urgent need of the Council in

place of negotiations of the former kind. Granvelle tried to

defend the Emperor's action on the ground of necessity.

Regardless of all the objections of Cardinal Cervini, who

was present at the interview, the representative of Charles

did not show the least inclination to depart from the

decision arrived at; he would not even agree to a post-

ponement in order to inform the Pope of the new turn in

affairs and to await the expression of his wishes. Not-

withstanding this the two Legates on the following day

made one more energetic protest against this dangerous

policy of middle courses by tendering to the Emperor a

memorial dealing with the question in detail.^ This

contained a clear and precise summary of the reasons

which, from the Catholic standpoint, demanded attention.

In the first place, the fruitlessness of all attempts hitherto

made to come to an agreement with the Protestants was

pointed out. The latter had never kept strictly to the

Confession of Augsburg; they also taught many things

inconsistent with Catholic belief which were not contained

in that Confession, and thus slipped like eels through the

1 Given in Raynaldus, 1540, n. 15 seq. ; Le Plat, III., 634 seq.,

and Ehses, IV., 182 seq.\ German in Walch, XVII., 465; cf.

Nuntiaturberichte, V., 185, n. i. The memorial fell into the hands of

the Protestants, and was ridiculed by them in the following rare

pamphlet : Concilium
||
Papae. || Ein seer viiterlicher rath

||
schlag des

Romischen bischoffs Pau
|| li (des namens) des dritten, Keyser ||licher

Maiesiat in Niderland
||
durch den Cardinal Fornesi

||
um, des Bapsts

vettern,
II

fiir die Luthcrischen
||
uberantwort.

||
Anno 1541. ||

Uabey

ein Gotsiilige und heilsa || me ausslegung genants Rhat
||
schlags durch

Eusebium
||
Pamphili.

||
s. 1., s. a. ; kl. 8°, 59 pages (" Euseb. Pamphili "

is a pseudonym of Calvin, see KampsCHULTE, I. 335).
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Catholics' hands. The transactions at Frankfort in the

previous year had shown that what the Protestants were

working for was not the removal of abuses but the abolition

of the Papacy. What hope of unity lay in that direction ?

As peace with France was uncertain and the Turks were

threatening Hungary, it was to be expected that the

Protestants would now show themselves more defiant than

before. In view of the contradiction of their own dogmatic

instrument, the Confession of Augsburg, in view of the

opposition of the Lutherans, Zwinglians, and other sects,

any permanent solution of the points of controversy was,

moreover, impossible.

Concessions such as communion in both kinds and the

marriage of the clergy could only be made with the

sanction of the whole Church. Once points of this sort

were yielded there would be no more talk of a Council, and

in the absence of the consensus of other nations only one

more and a greater breach in the organic unity of the

Church would be the consequence. Besides, a unification

by compact would also lead, against the Emperor's wishes,

to a complete separation from the Holy See.

Nor could anything be hoped for the political pacifica-

tion of Germany from well-intentioned negotiations. As

the Protestants had made use of every interval of peace

only to extend their power unscrupulously, to depose

bishops and to tear up the judgments of the Imperial

courts, the outcome of these attempts at agreement would

be a peace destructive of the Catholic religion.

In this condition of affairs the Legates pointed to the

Council as the lawful and canonical means always employed

in dealing with such errors ; they appealed to it again

in the Pope's name in order that it might be promptly

set in motion. The Catholics had always desired a general

assembly of the Church
;

quite recently the King of
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Poland had asked for one through a special envoy,^ so also

had the Catholic League. The Council would strike a

wholesome fear into the minds of Protestants, who would

perhaps attend its sessions. The state of the world was

favourable, for Charles V. and Francis I. had quite recently

been showing much reciprocal friendship and had entered

into negotiations for peace ; the Council besides removed

from the Catholic Princes all responsibility. It would

thereby be highly advantageous to the house of Hapsburg,

since the reference of the religious questions to the most

competent tribunal also afforded the possibility of settling

other affairs. At the Council the strengthening of the

League of Nuremberg and the defensive operations against

the Turk might be decided upon. The Emperor might,

above all, conclude a final peace with France, on which the

safety of Christendom depended.

Cardinal Farnese, who had already on the 17th an(5 23rd

of March, when the prospects of peace were dwindling and

the religious questions were coming to the front, asked for

his recall, renewed this request on April the 2 ist.^ Sent and

instructed only on account of the peace, he found himself

all the more incompetent to meet the situation, as he was

now for the first time only beginning to understand the real

position of things in Germany. If the youth of the Legate

is taken into consideration, it is conceivable that he shrank

from assuming responsibilities for the future and wished to

see his "perilous honour" transferred to stouter shoulders.

1 Joh. Wilamowsky, Bishop of Caminiecz ; see Ehses, IV., i86, n. 2,

and Nuntiaturberichte, V., 94, n. i ; c/l DembinSKI, Die Beschickung

des Tridentimims durch Polen, Breslau, 1883, 4,

2 Nuntiaturberichte, V., 122. In Rome at the beginning of April

the oullook was already very pessimistic. On April 5 Antella *wrote

from there to the Duke of Florence : "Qui si tiene commune opinione

che r accordo fra 1' imperatoro et 11 re non debba piu scyuire, ma piii

presto r opposito" (State Archives, Florence, Med. 3263).
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Farnese, however, during his legation did all that lay in

his power to guard the Catholic standpoint in the question

of the reh'gious conferences. He was at the same time

unwearied in exhorting the Pope to carry out real reforms

in Rome, to summon the Council as soon as possible, even

without France, to come to an agreement with the Catholic

princes of the Empire, to nominate German Cardinals in-

dependent of the Emperor, and especially to have a more

express consideration for the conditions of Germany, to

which, after the first outburst of interest, less attention than

was adequate had afterwards been given in Rome.^

The nuncios Morone and Poggio also were not back-

ward, but all their representations to the Imperialists fell

on deaf ears. The answer of the Emperor to the Legates'

memorial was one of unconditional refusal : the Council

was an impossibility so long as the Catholic princes did

not consent and were unrepresented ; the Protestants

opposed any Council outside Germany, nor could the

Synod impose taxation for the Turkish war spbsidy.^ The

Emperor retorted on Poggio with irritation that the

Council was made use of to frighten him; on that question

he had not been remiss in any respect, nor would he in

future expose himself to any reproach. With rising temper

Charles thrice exclaimed :
" His Holiness has only to

declare the Council open "
; whereupon he then set forth in

detail that there was no prospect of a Synod at that time,

that the only possible course was a convention.'

Morone had no better fortune with his representations

addressed to King Ferdinand. All he was told was how

1 Cf. Nuntiaturberichte, V., 87, 98, 118, 136, 147, 148, 199, 225 seq.,

232.

2 See Ehses, IV., 188 j^^.

3 See Poggio's report of April 24 from the original in Nuntiatur

berichte, V., 192 seqq.
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upset the Emperor and his brother had been by the

memorial of April the 21st, which they had looked upon

as in a certain measure a protest again^:! them. In order

to give no further offence to their Majesties, the nuncio,

as well as Farnese, advised the Pope not to read the docu-

ment in consistory nor to allow its publication.^

The Emperor urgently wished Paul III. to send a

special nuncio to Spires ; he let it be understood that the

personage most acceptable to him would be the pacific

Contarini.2 Ferdinand, on the contrary, did not consider

the appointment of a Legate necessary ; he thought that

Morone's presence would be sufficient.^

Paul III. complied with the Cardinal-Legate's petition

for recall on the 24th of April ; at the same time he sent

him a letter of credit for his contribution to the Catholic

defensive League to the amount of 50,000 ducats. His

formal entrance into the League was not to take place

until he had received a copy of its stipulations.*

The Emperor's determination with regard to the pro-

posed negotiations at Spires was officially communicated

to the Pope by the ambassador Aguilar, who took the

opportunity of trying to justify this step. However much
Paul III. may have trusted in the catholicity of the

Hapsburg brothers, the false path they were entering on

must have been regarded by him with deep displeasure.^

' See Morone's letters, April 22 and 25, in DiTTRlCH, 120 .f^^., 126.

2 See Farnese's reports of April 24 and 26, in Nuntiaturberichte, V.,

197 seq.^ 201.

3 DiTTRlCH, loc. cit., 125.

* See Gayangos, VI., i, n. 106, and Nuntiaturberichte, V., 214

seq. ; ibid., 238, the letter of May 10 from Cardinal Sforza Santafiora

to Farnese, with which the mandate for joining the Catholic League

was sent.

* See Ehses, IV., 188 ; Dittrich, loc.cii., 125 ; Nuntiaturberichfe,

v., 238 seq.
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Altogether apart from the dangers bound up with con-

ferences of this kind, the latter would always in a certain

sense be injurious to the reputation of the Papacy.^ With

his habitual sagacity the Pope formed the opinion that,

since his representatives were unable to hinder the relifrious

discussion from taking place, he must, by bringing his

influence to bear on its subsequent course, check any

move prejudicial to the Catholic cause. He therefore

gave weighty consideration to the Emperor's wish that a

Legate might be sent. On the 7th of May the matter was

discussed in consistory ; but no decision was reached on

that day.2 The Pope was inclined to gratify Charles, all

the more so as it was currently reported that the

Protestant Princes would not attend the Diet of Spires.^

Taking the short time at his disposal into consideration, he

decided provisionally to give up the notion of sending a

special Legate from Rome and to order Cardinal Cervini,

already on his way home with Farnese, to return to the

Emperor and Ferdinand, and, if necessary, to be present

at Spires. In a consistory on the 12th of May this was

agreed to unanimously by the Cardinals. At the same

time the Pope ordered the red hat to be sent to Cervini,

so that the Legate could enter on his fresh mission with

the full prestige of his position.*

» Cf. Brischar, I., 115.

"^ This assembly, which is not noted in the *Acta Consist, of the

Vatican, is vouched for by Gatico's *report of May 8, 1 540 : Yesterday a

Consistorium on the Spires Conference; the Pope said, "che questa

cosa era di molta consideratione, pero che S. S'^ giudicava che fusse

bene mandarvi legati," but nothing was decided upon (Gonzaga

Archives, Mantua).

' Cf. PALLAVICINI, 1. 4, C. II.

* The acts and briefs are in Nuntiaturberichte, V., 249 seq.^ 252,

where also there is a very complete collection of the acta of Cervini's

legation from May to October 1 540.

VOL. XI. 25
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Cervini had got as far as the neighbourhood of Lyons

when the Papal order for his return to the Imperial court

reached him. After consultation with Farnese, who now

presented to him the Cardinal's hat, he determined to

retrace his steps to Flanders by the same way that he had

come, in order to lay before Francis I. the reasons of his

new mission. This he succeeded in accomplishing by

the end of May at Fontainebleau ; he begged at the same

time the King's help in the question of religion, explained

the Pope's entrance into the Catholic League, which was

without prejudice to the neutrality of the Holy See,

and also discussed the situation regarding the peace.

Francis L gave Cervini a friendly welcome, and assured

him that his representative at Spires would take his place

by the side of the Papal nuncio.^

On the 3rd of June Cervini reached Brussels, and on

the following day laid before Granvelle the grounds of his

mission to the Emperor, with whom, in the last resort,

the decision at Spires would lie. He also explained the

Pope's hesitation in sending thither a Legate, since it

was still open to question whether the latter would there

occupy a position consonant with the Papal dignity.

Granvelle took great pains to reassure him with regard to

the programme of the convention at Spires. On the 6th of

June Cervini had an audience of the Emperor, and begged

him to detain the Protestants at the Convention until

such time as the Catholics had united themselves together.

Charles stated that he still would prefer to wait until he

had received information from his brother, and thanked the

Pope for his entrance into the Catholic League. Finally,

the peace transactions with P>ance were discussed.^

' See Cervini's reports of May 23, 29, and 30, 1540, in the Nuntiatur-

berichte, V., 254, 262 seq., 264 seq.

' Nuntiaiurberichte, V'., 267 seq.^ 275 aq.
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Simultaneously with the appointment of Cervini, in

order to conciliate the Emperor as much as possible, the

despatch of another Legate, and certainly of Contarini,

was taken into consideration, but there was also thought

of Aleander, so thoroughly versed in German affairs. The

latter declined on grounds of health, and recommended

very warmly his friend Contarini. A final decision was

deferred until further information was received from the

Imperial court.^ This soon arrived, and was made matter

of discussion in a consistory held on the 14th of May. The

Cardinals at this meeting heard read aloud and discussed the

declaration made by Granvelle to Cardinal Farnese before

the latter left Ghent on May the nth. They dealt with

the proposed conferences with the Lutherans, the sending

of a Legate to Spires, and the peace with France. Although

the Pope at that very moment had bitter cause to complain

of the Viceroy of Naples on account of the failure to

supply Sicilian corn for the support of the Papal States,

and the recall of the Spanish troops employed against the

Perugian insurgents, he considered that he ought to meet

the Emperor's wishes in respect of the special Legatine

mission to Germany.^ On the 2 ist of May this post was en-

trusted to Contarini.^ Against this appointment a hidden

current of opposition had been moving,* yet, fortunately,

' Ibid.^ 253, 258 seq.^ 418.

2 See the important report of Sanchez of May 27, 1540, in

BUCHOLTZ, IX., 252-256.

' See Acta Consist, in Nuntiaturberichte, V., 259, n. i, and Contarini's

letter of May 29 in Friedensburg, Briefwechsel, 209. Cf. the

*report from Ghinucci in SOLMI, Contarini, 7, and *Gatico's letter of

May 22, 1540 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

* Aleander speaks of this with great secrecy in his letter to Leone

Maffei of May 21, 1540 (Nuntiaturberichte, V., 258). What Contarini's

enemies were saying is shown in the following passage from a *letter

of Marco Bracci of May 31, 1540 : Contarini was to start on Friday •
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Without effect ; for certainly the Curia contained few

Cardinals who, for integrity of character, popularity, and

pacific intentions, were so well qualified for this difficult

task as this noble Venetian. He wrote modestly that he

was well aware that the heavy burden laid upon him was

far in excess of his intellectual and physical powers, but

nevertheless he had accepted it joyfully, placing his trust

in God, in order to prove his obedience to the Pope,

and to work for God's glory ^ in this the closing term of

his life.

The choice of Contarini gave general satisfaction.

Sadoleto hailed it as the most joyful event of his time, and

expressed the hope that if the affairs of Germany could yet

after all be turned into a better course, this could only be

expected from a man possessing so much wisdom and

authority as Contarini.^

Contarini was to repair first to his see at Belluno in

order to await the development of affairs in Germany,

whether they would seem to make his presence at the

convention expedient and were not prejudicial to the

Council and the authority of the Holy See.^ He stayed

on in Rome, and was still there when Cardinal Farnese

arrived on the evening of May the 3ist.^ The latter, who

iiad returned by France, had had a very friendly reception

" Dio voglia che facci qualche cosa buona et non s' accordi con li

Lutheran! perche ^ fratello carnale di Lucifero ' (State Archives,

Florence, Med. 3263).

* Beccadelli, I., 2, 81 ; also Dittrich, Regesten, 311.

' Beccadelli, I., 2, 82 ; cf. Dittrich, Contarini, 517 seq.

' Nuntiaturberichte, V., 269 scq.

* *' Ilier sera arriv6 il card, de Farnese in poste" (F. Peregrine from

Rome, June i, 1540, Gonzaga Archives, Manua). " Die ult. mensis

maii reditus card, de Farnesio ex Gallia in urbem, noluit habere

consistorium, sed sir in abscondito intravit." Blasius de MartineUis,

*Diarium (Secret Archives o£ the Vatican).
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from Francis I. He quieted the King with regard to the

Pope's entrance into the Catholic League, the character of

which was purely defensive, and assured him that the Holy

See would maintain a strict neutrality.^ The marks of

honour conferred on Farnese by the King could not, in-

deed, really console him for the complete failure of a

mission on which he had entered with the highest expecta-

tions : he had done nothing to further the cause of peace

in State or Church.

It had been at first supposed that Contarini would set

out in the first days of June.^ But this was not the case,

for the news had arrived of the conclusion of peace between

Venice and the Turks ; consequently, the Pope had doubts

whether Contarini, as a Venetian, would be persona grata

to the Emperor. An arrangement was therefore come to

with the Imperial ambassador that the Cardinal should

put off his departure until this point was cleared up.^

No one wished for Contarini more eagerly than Morone,

who, as the most capable diplomatist in the Curia, had, in

accordance with the proposals of Farnese and Cervini,

been appointed on the 15th of May to watch over Catholic

interests at the convention of Spires.*

1 Nuntiaturberichte, V., 243 seq., and Pallavicini, 1. 4, c, il.

According to the latter, Farnese succeeded in getting Francis I. to take

precautions against the spread of the Protestant reforming movement

in France. But as yet no confirmation of this statement has appeared.

2 Cf**M.. Bracci's letter of May 31, 1540 (State Archives, Florence),

and the *report of F. Peregrino of June 2 and of Gatico of June 5, 1 540

(Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

^ See Farnese's letters of June 5 and 9, 1540, in Nuntiaturberichte,

v., 269, 281 ; cf. also SOLMi, Contarini, 8.

* See the credentials of May 14, 1540, in Nuntiaturberichte, V.,

413 seq. ; the instructions in Laemmer, Mon. Vat., 262-265, ^^nd Pap.

de Granvelle, II., 583 seq.\ cf. also DriTRiCH, Contarini, 518, and

Morone, 417.
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Morone's instructions, dated May the 20th, 1540, were

further supplemented by a letter from Aleander of the same

day.* It is evident from both documents how firmly the

Pope held to the Catholic standpoint. In opposition to the

Emperor, who on political grounds considered the religious

conferences necessary, Paul III. insisted with emphasis that

such proceedings in and by themselves alone were injurious

to the interests of Christendom as a whole and to the

authority of the Holy See; the doctrines of the Church

were not valid for one country, but for all ; differences of

such importance and weight as those now manifest in

Germany could not, without detriment to the Church at

large, be submitted to the decision of one nation. They

belonged to the authoritative tribunal of the Council and

the Pope, guaranteed by the experience of centuries ;
they

ought not to be entrusted to the judgment of an assembly

consisting of a few incompetent persons met together in an

unsuitable place. No pressure of outward circumstances

could be allowed to push into the background the responsi-

bility for the salvation of souls, for, according to the words

of the Apostle, wrong must not be done in order that good

may come, or, at the very least, a wrong so great that

from it would ensue general evil and destruction for

neighbouring countries. Therefore the Papal representative

could have no unlimited powers committed to him to make

binding agreements in matters of religion. Morone was in

particular strictly enjoined, in the event of anything being

done at the Spires convention adverse to the dignit\- and

rights of the Holy See, to withdraw at once from the city,

without, however, going to the length of a breach with

Ferdinand and the Catholic princes. In such a case he

was to retire to some neighbouring town and from thence

1 Laemmer, Mon. Vat., 267, with additions in Nuntiaiurberichte,

v., 419 seq.
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1

report on the further course of the proceedings. Even

if Morone were not obliged to leave Spires, he was to

keep as passive an attitude as possible and to keep aloof

from all rtligious disputation ; his action was to be limited

to keeping a sharp watch on affairs, to giving advice to the

Catholic princes and men of learning, to restraining them

from alterations in religious matters without consent of the

Holy See, and to strengthening the Catholic League.

In the meantime, owing to the prevalence of the plague in

Spires, the convention was transferred to Hagenau.^ When,

on the 25th of May, Morone and Ferdinand I. arrived in the

latter Imperial city at the same time, none of the princes

had as yet appeared. The Catholic Estates, surprised and

annoyed by the announcement of the convention, showed

themselves backward in responding to it ; the heads of the

Schmalkaldic League had decided to keep away from the

Diet.^ The Protestants of the Oberland had at that very

time held a Diet at Ulm at which it was resolved that at

the assembly convened by the Emperor the "orthodox

evangelical doctrine" as contained in the Confession and

apologia of Augsburg must be steadily upheld without

deviation.'

From all that Morone heard in Hagenau he was afraid

that the Protestants would be treated in a very conciliatory

^ Cf. Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 184 seqq. See also WlNKEL-

MANN, III., 51, 55 seq. To the documents here published may be

added Morone's reports in Dittrich, 130 seq., and the important

supplements in the Ni'ntiaturberichte, V., 421 seqq. The monograph

of MoSES : Die Religionsverhandlungen in Hagenau und Worms,

Jena, 1889, treats the subject superficially and incompletely (Histor.

Jahrb., X., 661 seq. ; Histor. Zeitschr., LX1\'., 292 seq )

2 Cf. Dittrich, Morone, 131 seq. ; Pastor, loc. ci(., 184 seq.
;

WiNKELMANN, III., 52 J<?^.

' *Recess of the Diet of the Confederation of the Oberland at Ulm,

Whitmonday, 1540 ('=Mav 17), City Archives, Frankfon-on-Main.
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way, for they were acting boldly and were better organized

than the Catholics. In a report to Farnese on the 26th of

May he pointed to the possibility of the proceedings being

carried on to the complete exclusion of the Holy See.^

On June the ist he presented King Ferdinand with a brief

that had just arrived. He declared as well that the Pope,

although he found some discrepancy between the import-

ance of the subject and the short time given to prepare for

its discussion, had yet, relying on the Catholic feeling of

the King and his brother, sent back Cardinal Cervini

as Legate to the Emperor in order that he might be

able to attend the convention if the negotiations there

rendered such a course admissible ; he might perhaps also

send anotUer Legate from Rome, having only been tempor-

arily withheld from so doing by the short time given

for preparation. In his reply Ferdinand raised weighty

complaints against the Catholics, especially the ecclesiastical

princes, and their evil manner of life ; he bitterly reproached

them for their neglect and dilatoriness in coming, so that

probably the Lutherans would be first on the ground, thus

introducing danger and confusion into the negotiations.

On Ferdinand asking if the new Legate had full powers

to arrange terms of agreement between the contending

religious teachers, Morone replied that he had not, and

added :
" If an angel from heaven were to be sent he could

not bring with him any such mandate." In other respects

the Pope would give consent to all things permissible, if he

were himself appealed to.2 •

At the same time Morone gave expression to his con-

jecture that the convention would lead only to greater

confusion and, like previous diets, be the cause of further

apostasy to Lutheranism. In view of such dangers he

' DiTTRiCH, Morone, 132.

• Morone lo Farnese, June 2, 1540, in L.AEMMER. Mon. Vat., 269-273.
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exerted himself in his twofold capacity as nuncio to King

Ferdinand and protector of the Catholics to prevent the

latter from receiving further injury ; he was specially

urgent in warning Bishop Stadion of Augsburg, who openly

supported the administration of the chalice to the laity,

the marriage of priests, and the use of the liturgy in

German, to make no changes in religious usage without

the approval of the Pope.^

A number of princes, among them the Elector Palatine,

Louis, having in the meantime made their way to Hagenau,

Ferdinand, on the 12th of June, opened the assembly with

a proposition to which Morone raised objections, as in it,

contrary to Granvelle's assurances, the Holy See was never

once mentioned. This oversight, as well as the attitude of

most of the Catholic princes, particularly those of ecclesi-

astical rank, among whom the zealous Bishop Faber of

Vienna and Madruzzo of Trent were exceptions, boded

no good from the assembly. A large number of the

ostensibly Catholic Estates were openly inclined to sur-

render the Catholic position by concessions in order to

purchase union with the Protestants. In this way, thought

Morone, Germany might certainly be united, but the unity

would be Lutheran.^

A special source of anxiety to the nuncio was the

Elector Louis, whose counsels were almost entirely

Lutheran, and who, in spite of his drunken habits, enjoyed

the highest consideration among the princes. Louis

openly opposed the Catholic League, while the cowardly

bishops made their adhesion to the latter dependent on

1 Report to Farnese, June 8, 1540,111 Dittrich, Morone, 138 j^^.,

and Nuntiaturberichte, V., 425 seq. For Stadion, see also the report

of June 2, Laemmer, 272, and Quellen und Forschungen, IX., 150.

2 Report to Farnese of June 15, 1540, in Laemmer, 275 seq. ; cf,

ibid., 284.
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the action of the ecclesiastical Electors. The Dukes of

Bavaria and Brunswick were on the whole unfavourable to

the religious discussion, against which Morone also was

working. But if the latter was certainly influenced by

religious motives only, the objections raised by Bavaria to

the friendly negotiations proposed by the Emperor and

his brother were of a political cast.^

This division in the Catholic party placed Morone, who

had no special instructic^ns and received no support from

the majority of the ecclesiastical princes, in a very difficult

position. He therefore derived great satisfaction from

Contarini's appointment, the first news of which reached

him on June the i ith.^ To Cervini also, who was still with

the Emperor, and who had asked him on the 9th of June

if it was advisable that he should come to Hagenau, he

replied on the i6th by a pressing invitation to do so.^

King Ferdinand wished to see him there ; the presence

of a Legate would be of more use than that of a mere

nuncio. Moreover, if Contarini, appointed on the 21st of

May, were to arrive punctually to his time, there would not

be even then too many representatives of Catholicism in

the field. " God knows," wrote Morone on June the 19th

to Farnese, " how I long for the coming of Cardinal

Contarini, as I do not possess as much authority as the

pressure of the time demands."*

To Contarini himself Morone wrote on the 19th of June

and urged upon him how desirable his presence was, in agree-

ment as it would be with the wishes of the Emperor and

' Cf. Laemmer, 274, 277 ; DiTTRlCH, Morone, 145 ; Nuntiatur-

berichte, V., 433 ; Riezler, IV'., 304.

2 Laemmer, 274 ;
Quirini, Ep. Poll, III.,cclxii.

3 In DiTTRlCH, Morone, 141 ^cqq., from the copy sent to Farnese on

the same date.

* Laemmer, 279 seq. ; cf. Dittrich, Contarini, 522.
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Ferdinand.^ The presence of a Legate, he explained later

on to Cardinal Farnese, necessary as it seems to be on the

one hand, has also certainly its questionable side, since

there is danger in assenting to the manner of proceeding

and to dissent from it is useless and odious. All are of

opinion that Contarini ought to be here, in order that their

Majesties may have no reason to complain of their treat-

ment, and that the Pope may be able to say :
" What more

is there that I could yet have done ? " -

The departure of Contarini from Rome, which should

have taken place at the beginning of June, was at first

postponed in order that there might be time to observe

how things at Hagenau shaped themselves. Since the

reports received from there pointed to the presence of a

Legate as inopportune, Contarini's mission was at last

altogether abandoned. Even Cervini, although he had
been nominated in the first instance as Legate to the

Diet, received an intimation to remain at the Imperial

court and not to go to Hagenau.^

Morone thus remained there alone in the midst of his

difficulties, displaying the keenest activity. As the Catholic

Estates could not agree among themselves, they entrusted

to Ferdinand the selection of spokesmen for them during

the negotiations. He appointed the Elector Palatine and
the Elector of Treves, the Bishop of Strassburg and Duke
Louis of Bavaria. It was an unfortunate choice ; the

Elector Palatine and the Duke of Bavaria were mortal

enemies, while the latter was also averse to any agreement.

The most inexplicable appointment was, however, that of

* See DlTTRlCH, Regesten, 154. Ferdinand also wrote to Contarini

and asked him to hasten his journey (Laemmer, 280 ; Dittrich,

Contarini, 522).

- Morone to Farnese, June 23, 1540; Lafmmer, 285.

3 C/. Dittrich, Contarini, 523 sef.
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the strangely vacuous Elector Palatine, who was led entirely

by his Lutheran advisers. When Morone complained of

this to Ferdinand, the latter replied that he had chosen

this prince only in order to have a hold on him, so that he

should not become worse than he was already 1^

In the meantime the Protestant delegates had also

arrived. They had been instructed to hold fast by the

Recess of Frankfort, to take part in a religious discussion

only if based on the form there determined upon, and to

exclude from it Papal representatives. They were also

strictly enjoined to adhere, if not to the words, yet to the

meaning of the agreement of Schmalkald, i.e. to show inviol-

able loyalty to the Confession of Augsburg.^ Confronted

with this compact unity, the division on the Catholic side

was all the more conspicuous.' The proposal of the

princes who were acting as mediators to pass over the

points adjusted at Augsburg and only to deal with those

left over for settlement, was rejected by the Protestants,

who clearly wished to conduct the proceedings on the

basis of the unratified resolutions of Frankfort, a desiarn

which Morone did all he could to frustrate.*

In face of the obstinacy with which the Protestants clung

to their schemes and the want of purpose on the side of

the Catholics, Ferdinand resolved on the i6th of July to

prorogue the conference, which after protracted discussion

was dismissed on the 28th of July.

* Cf. L.\EMMER, 282 seq. ; PaSTOR, Reunionsbestrebungen, 191.

2 MOSES, 34.

3 Cf. WiNKKLMANN, III., 72 seq. ; MoSES, 36.

* Cf. Laemmer, 285 seq., and Dittrich, Morone, i68 seq. On
July the 7th Morone, as his memorial says, proposed privately to the

King that an international conference of sixty divines should be

summoned to discuss the questions in dispute. Ferdinand expressed

approval, should the Council fall through owing to the Frenoh
opposition (Laemmlr, 286 seq., and Nuntiaturberichte, V., 444).
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Accordingly, subject to the Emperor's approval, a

" Christian colloquy " for the provisional settlement of

religious affairs was to be opened at Worms on the 28th of

October, to be followed by an Imperial Diet for the purpose

of coming to further decisions. To this colloquy or con-

ference each party was to send eleven members. The re-

ception of a Papal representative, negatived at Frankfort,

was left by the Protestants to the Emperor's decision,

saving that, as they insisted, his primacy was not to be

acknowledged. The Catholics on their part proposed

that the Augsburg Confession with its apologia should

form the ground of discussion.^ Herein lay an important

concession ; for this was precisely the point to which the

Protestants attached great value, since they hoped, in such

a way, by a declaration of their doctrines before a great

audience, to win over fresh adherents. Their rejoicing,

however, over this success was not unmixed with bitterness,

for they were compelled to admit to themselves that the

attainment of their main object, the maintenance of the

Frankfort Recess, was thus thwarted ; they had not

succeeded in excluding the Pope ; they had failed also to

carry through the double committee, the great and the

small, stipulated at Frankfort, whereupon Bucer had

bitterly complained that they were now willing to transfer

the discussion to a " mere handful of people." ^

But the Holy See also had grounds for viewing the

arrangement of Hagenau with great dissatisfaction. It

represented a defeat of the Curia,' inasmuch as, despite

all their efforts to the contrary, a fresh discussion of

the religious question was agreed to, and this on a basis

which was still very unsatisfactory. Ferdinand at once

^ Ranke, VI., 279 seq.

' See Lenz, I., 188 seq. ; KannengieSSER, 9 seq.

' Egelhaaf, II., 377.
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appointed the Catholic representatives; the Protestants

were allowed freedom of choice. It was also unfavourable

to the Catholics that Ferdinand, in making his selection,

set to work without the necessary precaution. It was

perceived that Morone left Hagenau with the gloomy im-

pression that, from the course on which the two Hapsburg

rulers had entered, with its religious conferences and

Imperial Diets, no restoration of order in Germany could

be expected, but only further and heavy losses for the

Church. " Unless the Pope intervenes decisively," he wrote

to Farnese on the 27th of July, " the whole of Germany

will fall a prey to Protestantism." ^

1 See Morone's report to Farnese of July 23 and 27, 1540, in

Laemmer, 290-292, and Dittrich, Morone, 177 seq.; the "danno

parole alio lor M'^" in LftvEMMER, 291, is wrongly translated by

Dittrich, Contarini, 527.



CHAPTER IX.

The Conference at Worms.

The anxiety in Rome rose to a high pitch when the

development of affairs at the Diet of Hagenau became

known. It was not mere indifference which led, first to

the postponement and then to the abandonment of

Contarini's journey. Even the existing differences

between Emperor and Pope, though impinging to some

extent on the Farnese interests, had no determining

influence ;i the cause lay much deeper.

The tone of the deliberations at Hagenau, the total

ignoring of the Holy See by Ferdinand I., had taken away

all hope of any effectual intervention on the part of a

Papal legate. It seemed doubtful whether such an

emissary could play any part in the conference at all

worthy of his high position. On this account even

Cervini was prohibited from joining the Imperial court at

Hagenau. On the identical 26th of June 1540 on which

Farnese communicated to him this injunction, Contarini

defined, in the name of the former, the position held by

the Holy See and its plenipotentiaries towards the negotia-

tions for agreement on the matter of religion. We must

weigh well, said Contarini, the disadvantages which must

accrue if the assembly were to come to any decision dero-

gatory to the Holy See, of which the Legate would have

to be a witness. The Pope already regards as an affront

' Here MoSES (page 38) is mistaken.
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any treatment of religious questions set in motion without

prior reference to him and approval on his part. Nor

should it by any means be overlooked that it was only

with the greatest reluctance that the Catholics went to

the conference, from which his Holiness thinks that

Cervini could only go to Hagenau on their pressing

invitation, and on their pledge being given that they would

consent to no terms of union or agreement unacceptable

to the Pope, Christ's Vicar. The same pledge must be

given in writing by the Emperor and the King of the

Romans, otherwise the Pope considers that the presence of

Cervini or of any other Legate at the conference could be

of no advantage to the Church. For the rest, the Pope

wishes his representative to show charity not only to

Catholics but to Lutherans also, to the learned as well

as to the noble, and especially to the Princes, and to make
known his desire that they should return to the unity

of the Church : all without reproach or expression of dis-

pleasure, for they are still sons of the Holy Father,

although led into error, whom no man ought in any way
to embitter.^

On the 13th of July Farnese, writing to Cervini, stated

strongly that Paul HI,, owing to the course hitherto taken

by the assembly at Hagenau, could not yet determine to

send Contarini thither, as he did not wish to risk the honour

of the Holy See.^

Contarini himself thoroughly approved the "weighty

reasons " alleged by the Pope for his retention. " I shall

always," he wrote, " be obedient to the Holy Father, who, in

his great wisdom, best perceives the time for sending me."*

^ See DiTTRlCH, Regesten, 312-313, and Contarini, 524; cf.

Nuntiaturberichte, V., 317.

2 Ibid., v., 340.
'

^ Beccadelli, I., 2, 88 ; DITTRICH, Contarini, 525.
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The essential reason which withheld Paul III, from

sending either Contarini or Cervini to Hagenau was

clearly given in a letter of July the 24th, from Cardinal

Farnese to Morone, in which he, at the same time, set

forth the fundamental position of the Holy See towards

the religious negotiations in Germany. From all that

he heard of the Diet of Hagenau, especially concerning

Ferdinand's proposals and efforts to secure an agree-

ment at any price with the Lutherans, the Pope had

renounced all hope of the Diet coming to a favourable

issue, so that he was afraid of inflicting some fresh injury

on the dignity of the Holy See, and, by the despatch

of a Legate, of conferring a certain amount of authority

on decisions which might easily turn to the advantage

of the Lutherans.

However much, the letter goes on to say, Paul HI. may
desire the real union and reconciliation of the Lutherans

with the Church, he recoils quite as strongly from any

guarantee of concessions from which only still greater harm

and division would inevitably be introduced into religious

affairs. For if one of the things claimed by the Lutherans

as of positive right were conceded to them, and the other

points belonging to the Catholic faith were left over for the

decision of the Council, thereby the essential doctrines of

our religion would at once be prejudiced ; for doubt would

then also be cast on what the decisions of previous councils

and the authority of so many saints have established.

Moreover, if the meeting of the Council were much longer

deferred, it would of necessity be very difficult to avoid

further concessions to the Lutherans, since the latter, taking

advantage of what they had already secured, would have a

very favourable opportunity for leading the people astray

on cardinal points of doctrine as well. Cardinal Farnese

finally reminds Morone that a one-sided change in ecclesi-

VOL. XI. 26
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astical customs, handed down by centuries of usage in

all nations of Christendom, must give rise to grievous

scandal.^

A letter of the 19th of August from Farnese to Cervini

shows how great was the Pope's dissatisfaction at the

outcome of the Hagenau Conference. In clear and concise

terms the dangers of such conventions are set out and

the Legate enjoined to make efforts for the transference

of religious questions from such assemblies to the Diet

of the Empire, where the sound Catholic feeling of the

Emperor would afford hope for better results. If

Charles V. did not act upon his representations, the

Legate was at least to try and bring him to consent to

a diminution in the number of disputants, so as to

check the introduction of the more suspicious elements

of debate. He must also ask the Emperor not to

leave the choice of deputies merely to the Princes, and

to provide that men of eminent learning like Eck and

Pighius should take part in the deliberations, certainly,

if possible, in the official number of disputants, or else

as his representatives or in some other capacity. For

the reasons already given, the Pope had renounced the

idea of sending men of learning to the Diet, especially as

his representatives might perhaps not even obtain admis-

sion or a hearing, and thus at the utmost be witnesses

of decisions inimical to the Papacy, a danger which

Ferdinand himself had in view when he advised the Pope

not to send envoys to the assembly in any official capacity.

Nevertheless, as a proof of goodwill, the Holy Father

would have suitable persons in readiness should the case

ari^e in which the Emperor wished to make use of their

services in his own name or for the common good. Yet the

Pope was cherishing a confidant expectation that it woufd

* Laemmf.R, Mon. Vat., 294 seg. ; NmUiatuibericlUe, V., 455 seq.
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all come to nothing, and that the Emperor of his own

accord would reject the conference.^

This was certainly a vain hope. In spite of all Cervini's

protests, Charles V., in the middle of August 1540, gave

his assent to the conference on religion settled upon in

the Recess of Hagenau ; he declared, however, that the

decisions of the latter were not to be finally binding, but

would be referred to the decision of the Imperial Diet,

which he hoped to attend. The Emperor further expressed

his strong opinion that the dangers of religious discussion

would be greatly lessened if the Pope would send a nuncio

and his theologians to Worms, which the Recess of Hagenau

certainly left him at liberty to do. If this were done, then

he and his brother for their part would also appoint

commissaries who could then co-operate with the Pope's

representatives in order to bring the negotiations to a

satisfactory ending.''^

The Cardinal-Legate Cervini and the nuncio Poggio

strongly advised the Pope, for the avoidance of greater

dangers, to send a Legate, accompanied by competent

theologians, to Worms. Cervini named Contarini as ac-

ceptable to all, and in a conversation with Granvelle, of

which Poggio gives an account on the loth of August, the

former also suggested Contarini. " If the Pope does not

decide to send a Legate and learned men," wrote Poggio,

' to the conference, then the whole of Germany, indeed

the whole of Christendom, will think that his Holiness

does not trouble himself about religion and this nation,

as many have already openly declared."^

^ Nuntiaturberichte, V., 374-376.

2 For Cervini's report, ibid., V., 407 seq., and Santio's report to

Morone of Aug. 15, 1540, in Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch., III., 645 seq.

' Cervini's letter of Aug. 10, 1540, in Nuntiaturberichte, V., 367,

tliat of Poggio in DiTTRTCK, Morone, 202.
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Paul III. was in an extremely difficult situation. On

the one hand, the reasons which had prohibited the

mission of Contarini to Hagenau held equally good for the

assembly appointed to be held at Worms ; on the other

hand, it seemed a very dangerous proceeding to let the

development of ecclesiastical affairs in Germany take its

own course and to accustom the princes and peoples more

and more to the idea that even without the Pope the affairs

of religion could be carried on.

Forbearance towards the fundamentally unsuccessful

efforts of the two Hapsburgs was also called for by the

miserable condition of divided Germany and the difficulty,

nay, impossibility, of holding an oecumenical council under

such conditions. To these circumstances was added yet

another; in the teeth of much Protestant opposition, it had

been settled in the Recess of Hagenau that the Emperor

might invite Papal plenipotentiaries to Worms. Now, if

the latter did not appear, it would look as if the Protestants

in this matter had come out victorious, and the absence

of Papal representatives would thus assume the character

of their exclusion.^

The Pope referred these difficult questions to the opinion

of Cardinals Ghinucci, Contarini, and Aleander. The

latter knew well that in order to avert the threatening

dangers there was only one choice left, to send as quickly

as possible a Legate to Germany. On the 5th of

September they united in proposing that Contarini should

be entrusted with the post. As his theological advisers

they recommended the General of the Franciscan Con-

ventuals, the Benedictine Abbot, Gregorio Cortese, the

Master of the Sacred Palace, Tommaso Badia, Pietro

Martire Vermigli, Pedro Ortiz, and Marcantonio Flaminio."

* PALLAVICINI, 1. 4, C. II.

* DITTRICH, Contarini, 532 seq.; cf. DlTTRlCH, Moione, 206 n.
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Contarini had already made preparations for his de-

parture on the 6th of September in order first of all to

visit the Pope at Viterbo, when, on the evening of the

5th, instructions from Farnese arrived that the three

Cardinals might propose a prelate, not being a member

of the Sacred College. Paul III. was here meeting

the wishes of Charles V., who, as Aguilar, the Imperial

ambassador, had explained on September the 4th, wished

a Cardinal-Legate only at the forthcoming Diet of the

Empire, and at the Conference of Worms a simple

prelate but with good qualifications. On the 6th of

September their choice fell on Tommaso Campeggio,

Bishop of Feltre.^

The Pope had at first misgivings, as he was afraid that

Campeggio, as brother of the Cardinal, might perhaps be

looked upon unfavourably in Germany.^ He would have

preferred to have sent Bishop Giberti of Verona, but most

probably put his appointment aside as his French lean-

ings would have made him the less acceptable to Charles.^

Finally, he nominated Tommaso Campeggio on the 1st

of October as nuncio for the colloquy of VV^orms, His

theologians were to be Gregorio Cortese, Tommaso Badia,

the Frenchman, Pierre Girard, and the " Scottish Doctor,"

Robert Wauchope, Archbishop-designate of Armagh. Out

of consideration for the Protestants the Orders had been

* Cf. CORTESll, Opera, I., 53 ; Dittrich, Contarini, 534 seq., and

Regesten, 134 ; SOLMi, Contarini, 9-10. Also *the letter of L. Strozza,

Rome, Sept. 20, 1540 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).

2 Dittrich, Contarini, 535.

' Cf. Pallavicini, 1. 4, c. II, n. 9 ; Dittrich, Contarini, 536. On
Oct 16, 1540, Morone wrote to Farnese that King Ferdinand had
complained to him of the Pope's partiality for the King of France, and
had also spoken of Giberti's nomination to the conference as a proof

of this (Dittrich, Morone, 220 seq.).
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excluded.^ In addition, the ordinary nuncios to Charles

and Ferdinand, Morone and Poggio, were ordered to

proceed to Worms.^

Campeggio left Rome on the 8th of October;^ the

instructions which he carried with him were couched in

significant terms. Although it was not only impossible

for the Pope to approve but even necessary for him to

repudiate negotiations of this kind, in which religion was

made the subject of debate, since they were set on foot

without the consent of the Holy See, yet it was his

desire to follow the example of Him of whom he was

the unworthy representative, and who for the sake of

mankind had brought down His majesty to the depths

of humiliation. At Worms Campeggio was, in the first

instance, to associate himself closely with Morone and

to allow himself to be enlightened by the latter's thorough

knowledge of German affairs. In his intercourse with

Catholics whose faith was shaken he was recommended

to observe the greatest caution ; before all things Cam-

peggio must be swift to hear and slow to speak. Faithful

Catholics the nuncio will support and advise ; towards

Protestants also he will show friendliness and kindness

and yet demonstrate by his whole behaviour that this

^ See Acta Consist, in Moran, Spicil. Ossor., I., 13, and Piepek,

Nuntiaturen, 138; cf. Nuntiaturberichte, V., 475 seq.; DlTTRiCH,

Contarini, 536 seq. ; SOLMI, Contarini, 10. L. Strozza ^reports on

Oct. 2, 1540, that Campcggio's selection had been made " non senza

maraviglia di molti" (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua). For Wauchope

see MORAN, Spicil., I., 13 seq. ; Bellerheim, Irland, II., 70, and

Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch., XXIII., 438 seqq.

* See PlEPER, loc. ctt., 139, and Nuntiaturberichte, V., 476.

3 C/; Nuntiaturberichte, v., 479. Cervini returned directly to Rome,

as L. Strozza informed Cardinal E. Gonzaga, on Oct. 9, 1540 (Gonzaeifl

.Archives, Mantua). He was received in Consistory on the i5ih; see

*Acta Consist, in Consistorial Archives, Vatican.
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conciliatory temper does not result from weakness or

mistrust of his own cause, but from apostolic charity.

Campeggio and his colleagues are not to enter into any

disputations, since they have been sent not for the sake of

verbal strife or to give decisions, but only to attend the

assembly in compliance with the request of Charles and

Ferdinand. To take counsel with the Catholics, to be

peaceably disposed towards the Protestants, and to examine

their projects judiciously, to receive all proposals of agree-

ment solely for the purpose of fully reporting them pending

the decision of Rome, and, finally, to take care that the

position of the Church was not yet further impaired,—such

was the task assigned to them at Worms.^

The Emperor appointed his minister and most trusted

counsellor Granvelle to act as commissary at Worms,

and conferred upon him large discretionary powers. The

functions of Presidents of the Estates were given to the

nominees of the Electors of Mayence and of the Palatinate,

of Duke Louis of Bavaria, and of the Bishop of Salzburg.

Although Granvelle was known to be very conciliatory

towards the Protestants, the latter showed no inclination

* The instruction is not correctly given in RavnalduS, 1540, n.

54-56 {ibid, also for the accompanying briefs for Campeggio of Oct. i,

and for A. Pighius and Ant. Granvelle of Oct. 4), and in Hoffmann,

Nova Script, collectio, I., 589 seqq. The date here given, Oct. 5, is

correct ; not so that of Oct. li in Raynaldus. The 5th is also found in

the copies in the Secret Archives of the Vatican (see Pallavicini, 1. 4,

c. 11) and in Pieper's (Nuntiaturen, 140, n. i) sources, in the copy in

the State Archives at Munich (Instruct, nunt. apost, I., 535-550) and

in collection originating from Naples (Instrutt. diverse di Paolo IIL),

which I inspected in 1887 at St. Goar the antiquarian, Frankfort-on-

Main. In the Graziana Archives of CittA di Castello (Istruzioni, I.,

317) is a manuscript of the instruction, also with the date of Oct, 5,

1540, and the following notice: " Discesserunt [Campeggio and his

companions] postridie id est die 6 Octobris."
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on their part to make concessions. In a gathering of their

theologians and statesmen at Gotha at the end of October,

it Wris resolved, in opposition to the many tricks of " the

Papists," to adhere simply and without further explanation

to the articles of the Confession of Augsburg, to give way

on no single point, and with regard to any concessions con-

tained in the agreement of Augsburg, to dismiss them from

their memory. The Elector John Frederick of Saxony ex-

pressly instructed his envoys that, in the event of any of the

Protestant Estates declaring themselves ready to yield, they

were to offer a steady opposition, regardless even of the possi-

bility of schism. He commanded them to hold fast to the

resolutions of Schmalkald, to decline the Council convoked

by Paul III., and to repudiate any primacy of the Pope.^

When Campeggio entered Worms on the 4th of November

he found the beginning of negotiations was still a long way

off. Having made his journey with sanguine hopes,^ he

very soon found that the Protestants were making all their

efforts, not to secure unity but to gain time in order to win

over fresh adherents, wherein they derived great advantage

from the exclusive character of their proceedings. Three

things in particular, Campeggio thought, were obstacles to

the return of the Protestants to obedience : their fear of the

superior power of the Hapsburgs, concern lest, after re-

union, they should have to contribute to the Turkish

defence funds, and unwillingness to make restitution of

Church property.'

Granvelle, detained by affairs of state, did not reach

* Cf. Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 200 ; MoSES, 61 seq.

^ Campeggio's optimism was strengthened by the friendly reception

given him by the Protestants on his journey (see DE Leva, III., 401).

' See Campeggio's letter of Nov. 6, 1540, in Laemmer, Mon. Vat.,'

302; cf. also Farnese's *letter to Poggio of Nov. 27, 1540. Original

in Chigi Library, Rome, L, III., 65.
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Worms until the 22nd of November. On the 2Sth he
opened the conference in the Emperor's name, with a
speech exhorting to peace

; to this a reply was made on
the following day by Johann Cropper on behalf of both
parties. Campeggio, on the advice of ithe Imperialists,

was not present on the 25th, but contented himself with
having his place reserved for him.^

On the 27th Morone also arrived. The Protestants at

once spread the report that he had come to put a stop to

any plan of union.^ Even Granvelle shared this suspicion,^

which Morone, in a letter to Farnese on December the 5th,

emphatically declared to be groundless. "If," he writes,

" I now say, with just grounds for doing so, that we must pro-

ceed with caution, and if I refer to the unfriendly intentions

of our opponents, by whom we have been disappointed up
to the last, my remarks are taken to mean that I wish to

put hindrances in the way of this conference."*

These assurances on Morone's part found as little

credence with Granvelle, who favoured, from political

motives, an agreement at any price, as his warnings
against the Protestant schemes. When he laid before the
Imperialist minister a document throwing a sinister light

on the aims of the Protestants, Granvelle questioned its

authenticity, thereby disclosing that he thought Morone
capable of a fabrication in order to upset the negotiations.

The nuncio in reply said pointedly that the fraud was not
on the Papal but on the Protestant side.^

1 See Pallavicini, 1. 4, c. 12 ; Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen,
203 seq. ; GULICK, Cropper, 70.

2 Cf. Corp. Ref., III., 11 84.

3 Cf. Wauchope's report, Dec. 9, 1540, in Moran, Spicil. Ossor., I., 19.

* Ranke, Deutsche Cesch., VI., 293 ; cf. Zeitschr. fiir Kichengesch.,
III., 651 seq.

; DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 640, and Histor. Jahrb., X., 661.
« Morone's letter of Dec. 5, 1540, in Ranke, VI., 294 seq.
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In order to quash the report that the Papal repre-

sentatives wished to prevent the conference, Morone

thought at first that it would be well if Campeggio were

to address the Estates, exhorting them to religious peace.

Granvelle shared this view, but afterwards hesitated from

fear of offending the Lutherans, who might bring forward

a violent protest against the Holy See. Even Morone,

as well as Campeggio, became at last convinced that the

advantages of such an appeal would not counterbalance

the danger that might thereby be incurred. But when
Granvelle once more changed his mind and urged

Campeggio with all his might to address the Estates, the

latter was weak enough to give in.^ On the 8th of December
the wished-for oration was delivered. In substance it ran

as follows: The bond of unity is love; this is the new
law of our Lord, whereby His disciples are known. If

this commandment had constantly been borne in mind,

Germany would not have been visited for twenty years

with accursed wrangling and strife, hatred and disunion,

calumnies and blasphemies, war, bloodshed, and every

form of misery. The Pope, burning to do away with this

evil, had found entreaties, exhortations, embassies un-

availing ; the " free Christian Council " itself, summoned
to Vicenza by Paul III., was ineffectual, for it was virtually

unattended. This conference must now be the forerunner

of the Council, and therefore I enjoin upon you peace and

reconciliation.*

In order to curry favour with the Protestants, Granvelle

had assigned to Campeggio an inferior place ; also, in the

' See Morone's reports of Dec. 5 and 12, 1540, in Ranke, IV., 294,

296. That Granvelle at last compelled Campeggio to speak is stated

by Wauchope in his report to the Pope on Dec. 9, 1840, in MORAK,

Spicil., I., 19.

* Corp. Ref., III., 1193 jv<7.
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1

course of the address, he did not uncover his head at the

mention of the Pope's name, while he did so when that of the

Emperor occurred. Campeggio, moreover, had to be a

witness of the long deliberations in his presence over the

answer to be given to his speech. Melanchthon had pre-

pared a sharp protest against the Pope's claim to decide on

the religious question, and Granvelle had with difficulty

prevented him from reading it. In the dry reply which

Campeggio at length received he was simply informed that

his Christian exhortation was acknowledged and that all

would be done that was serviceable to the cause of peace.

The Pope was not mentioned once, and when Campeggio at

last withdrew he was followed by ironical laughter from the

Protestants.^ Morone in indignation reported to Cardinal

Farnese : "Unheard of! The Lutherans have succeeded

in omitting all mention of the Pope as though he were

the Turk, or, as they say, Antichrist" ^ From the highly

coloured account sent by Campeggio to Rome one would

almost infer tliat he was perfectly unconscious of the

humiliation and annoyance to which he had been exposed.'^

Campeggio's unfitness for the task entrusted to him is

otherwise made evident. At first he was so completely

possessed by his fatal illusions that Provost Hotfilter,

of Liibeck, wrote :
" The good prelate is under the

impression that everything can be put right by easy

maimers and pleasant speeches."* When Morone pointed

out to him the harsh reality he was much annoyed. The

1 See Cruciger's report in Corp. Ref., III., 1124 seq. Cf. Pastor,

Reunionsbestrebungen, 206 ; DOLLlNGER, Beitrage, III., 148, with the

corrections in the Gott. Gel. Anzeigen, 1884, 587; DlTTRlCH in

Histor. Jahrb., X., 662.

* Letter of Dec. 12, 1540, in R.\nke, VI., 296.

3 Campeggio's letter of Dec. 9, 1540, in Histor. Jahrb., X., 662.

* DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 546.
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antagonism between the two Papal diplomatists became

more and more apparent ; Morone declared that he could

not work together with Campeggio, and might also have

pleaded on his own behalf that the latter alone was vested

with full Papal authority. Morone, who felt deeply

aggrieved, reproached Campeggio with imparting his coun-

sels to anybody and everybody ; and even if this and other

accusations require to b5 considerably discounted, there

yet can be no doubt that Campeggio was unequal to his

post. Bishop Bernardo Santio of Aquila, who happened

to be at Worms at the time,^ also came to the same

conclusion.

While the actual representative of Paul III. was thus

reduced to play a very subordinate part in the conference,

Morone's influence at Worms was great, although he kept

strictly within the limits of his position as nuncio to

Ferdinand I. In this capacity he left nothing undone to

protect Catholic interests from further detriment, heedless

of Granvelle's accusations that he was damaging the

conference when, in pursuance of his duty, he called

attention to the dangers inherent therein and endeavoured

to safeguard the Catholics.^ As a thorough-going opponent

of discussions on the truths of religion by mere theologians

in which even laymen might participate, he adduced on

every opportunity, in the most emphatic way, the dis-

advantages which must arise from such debates. But this

was no reason for describing him as an opponent of any

union whatever. Like his sovereign, the Pope, Morone

undoubtedly was also in favour of union, but such a union

* Cf. Laemmer, 330. For Morone's charges against Campeggio in

his letter to Farnese of Feb. 7, 1 541, see Histor. Jahrb., IV., 430 seq.

2 See Morone's reports in Ranke, VI., 298, 299 seq.^ 306, 309 seqq,

Morone was strongly supported by the staunch Catholic Dr. Braun

(see Histor. Jahrb., IV., 400; XIV., 532X
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only as was reconcilable with Catholic principles.^ This

was the dividing line between his position and Granvelle's.

The latter, for political reasons, was striving after a positive

result, and therefore overlooked many things. Morone

was also in diametrical opposition to many Catholic men

of learning with whom, as he justly complained, the schemes

of their secular masters were of paramount authority, and

thus theology became subservient to human passions.^

Morone's position was rendered still more difficult by the

separation * of the German from the Papal theologians,

and by the appearance at Worms of the Bishop of Capo

d' Istria, Pietro Paolo Vergerio, who intruded himself un-

invited into the negotiations.*

As Granvelle concurred in the slighting treatment of

Campeggio, and indeed to a certain extent was its instigator,

the Protestants boldly approached the preliminary discus-

sions over the form of the conference with demands of

1 DiTTRlCH in Histor. Jahrb., X., 661.

^ Letter of Jan. 12, 1 540, in Beccadelli, L, 2, 100, and in Laemmer,

325-

3 See Badia's complaint in QuiRlNl, IIL, 260 seq.

* It is impossible to say with certainty, from the materials at hand,

what Vergerio's task at Worms actually consisted in. There is a good

deal which points to intervention in the interest of Francis I. and to

the detriment of an agreement {cf. DiTTRlCH in Index lect. Lycei Hos.,

1879; DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 542: Histor. Jahrb., X., 662; Hubert,

7, 243). The statement of Sleidan, afterwards repeated by I'allavicini

and m our own day by Moses (p. 91 seq.\ that Vergerio came to

Worms at the Pope's command, is not warranted by any evidence {cf.

PaLLAVICINI, 1. 4, c. 12 ; Brischar, I., 117 seq. ; DE LEVA, III., 406).

*Farnese's letter to Poggio of Feb. 28, 1541 (Chigi Library, Rome),

given in Appendi.x 34, is conclusive. In this the leader of the Papal

policy remarks that the Pope had done his best to have Vergerio re-

moved from Germany. The Imperialists ought simply to have sent

him away and not have unjustly complained of the Pope {cf. also

the Mantuan report in SOLMl, Contarini, 74).
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a very comprehensive character. These concerned the

notarial oath, the observance of secrecy as to the proceed-

ings, and the submittal to the Emperor of the original acts

of the conference. Since Granvelle, compliant on all other

points—he still confirmed the continuance of Protestant

preaching in Worms,—stood firm on these questions, the

Protestants were obliged to give way.^ Nevertheless, the

Catholic position was a very precarious one ; they were

far from being united. Bavaria and Mayence were the

only really staunch Catholic states ; the other representa-

tives of the old faith were mostly very lax—some openly

evinced their leanings towards the new.^

In Hagenau each of the two opposing parties was per-

mitted to have eleven votes. While the Protestants had

freedom of choice, Ferdinand at once designated the Catholic

representatives. Their places were allotted accordingly

:

the three ecclesiastical Electors, Mayence, Treves, and

Cologne, the Electors of Brandenburg and the Palatinate,

the Dukes William and Louis of Bavaria, Duke William

of Juliers, the Archbishops of Salzburg and Magdeburg,

and, lastly, the Bishop of Strasburg. But the Elector of

Brandenburg had now openly joined the Protestants, while

the Elector Palatine and the Duke of Juliers were so

strongly inclined to Lutheranism that hardly any doubt

could exist as to their attitude. Thus there remained only

eight Catholic votes, three more of which, at the same time,

were not firmly Catholic
; the Protestants could count on

fourteen votes, if not more, for certain. Thus on a ballot

of the twenty-two deputies the Catholics were bound to

be completely outvoted. In order to prevent this, Morone

made every effort in his power ; he proposed, instead of

' Cf. MoSES, 74 seq. For the Protestant preaching, see WlNKEL-
MANN, III., 148.

^ Cf. Wauchope's report of Dec. 9, 1540, in MORAN, Spicil., I., la
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an oral conference, an interchange of written opinions, and

was assiduous in impressing upon Granvelle the dangers

accompanying an appeal to the vote. The Imperial

minister could not turn a deaf ear to these representations
;

he therefore pronounced himself also in favour, in the

first place, of written communications, and sought by

means of separate consultations to unite the Catholic

representatives in an orthodox declaration on the articles

of belief first to be brought under consideration, re-

lating to original sin and justification. This showed

that the apprehensions with regard to Brandenburg, the

Palatine, and Juliers were thoroughly justified ; for their

representatives now declared that their views on the

articles in question were in agreement with those of the

Protestants.

The latter were naturally anxious to secure this advan-

tage; they therefore refused to hear of any alteration of

the Recess of Hagenau, and insisted on an open debate.^

At the end of December Morone was afraid that they

would gain their point.^

On the 30th of December Granvelle made, in fact, a

fresh proposal indicative of a retreat. The eleven heads of

each party were certainly to meet, but only one from each

side was to speak and argue, in the name of all ; the others

were afterwards to be permitted to add somewhat to the

speeches of their principal spokesmen,^

The keen insight of Morone at once perceived the danger

to the Catholic cause concealed in this proposal, as it left

room for verbal negotiations and also indirectly for the

dangerous recourse to the vote on questions of religious

belief; he therefore plied Granvelle with earnest counter-

* Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 207 seq. ; MoSES, 78 segq.^ 86 siq.

2 Cf. his letter of Dec. 28, 1540, in Ranke, VI., 312.

^ See MoSES, 96.
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arguments. With reference to the Lutheran sympathies of

three out of the eleven Catholic representatives, he observed

that the declarations of the chief spokesmen ought only to

be supplemented by others if a majority of the party

considered it necessary ; also the supplementary points

should be brought forward only by the chief speakers them-

selves. At first Granvelle refused to listen ; although, he

rejoined, learned canonists declared that a conference

might be held in writing as well as by word of mouth, he

still thought it best to adhere to the resolution of Hagenau,

as was also the Emperor's wish. He had besides made his

fresh proposal after consulting Campeggio, whose objections

were by no means so strong as Morone's. As the con-

versation proceeded Granvelle grew more and more ex-

cited, Morone replied to him firmly and calmly.^ The

result of the interview was a new proposal on Granvelle's

part, on the 2nd of January 1 541, in which the nuncio's fears

were to a certain extent taken into account. Only members

of the majority on each side would be allowed to add

anything to the statements already made, in their name, by

the chief speakers ; the views of the minority would be

transmitted to the Imperial commissary to be dealt with

at his discretion.^

Morone was at first completely set at rest by this turn

of affairs, and had reported to Rome that the danger of the

ballot was averted. Afterwards he had renewed apprehen-

sions, which only to some extent disappeared on Granvelle's

informing him that in the event of the conference taking a

bad turn he could have it dissolved in a moment. In

consequence of the Emperor's proximity he haH only to

obtain from him the written notification of what bethought

necessary. Granvelle promised solemnly that in this

' Morone's report of Jan. 2, 1541, in Ranke, VI., 312-315.

' Corp. Ref., IV., 5 seq.
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contingency he would allow nothing to be done to the

detriment of the Catholic cause.^

On the 5th of January the Protestants accepted the pro-

posal that the disputation should be conducted by each of

the two chief speakers, but demanded that after they had

spoken the rest of the deputies on both sides should be

allowed to give utterance to their views.^ If this were

agreed to, then the representatives of Brandenburg, the

Palatinate, and Juliers would make open declaration of their

Protestantism and thus their party would be able to boast

themselves of the victory.^ The representatives of Bavaria

and Mayence therefore declared such a concession inadmis-

sible, though Granvelle tried in vain to tranquillize them by

new proposals. They went even further than Morone, with

whom in other respects they were in closest understanding.*

Granvelle was in despair ; as before, he threatened the Papal

representatives even now with a national council, but this

they saw was no more than a device to intimidate them.^

In consequence of the obstinacy of the representatives of

Bavaria and Mayence, Granvelle at last lost patience. He
requested the Emperor on the nth of January 1541 to

send him the order to dissolve the assembly, as under the

existing circumstances the conference could only make

their differences more acrimonious.*

1 See Morone's reports of Jan. 2 and 6, 1541, in Ranke, VI., 318,

320-321.

2 See ROEDER, De colloquio Wormat., Norimb., 1744, 121 seq., and

also Friedensburg in Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch., XXIII., 115.

3 Cf. Campeggio's letter of Jan. 13, 1541 ; better in Beccadelli, I.,

2, 106 seq., than in copy by Schulze in Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch.,

III., 648.

* See Morone's testimony in Beccadelli, I., 2, 96, loi.

' See Beccadelli, I., 2, 100 ; Ranke, VI., 307 scq.

« Friedensburg in Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch., XXIII., 116, is the

first to put these proceedings in a clear light.

VOL. XI. 27
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Such a step had been expected by penetrating observers

at the beginning of the year.^ Since Granvelle was certain

that he would receive the wished-for mandate, he could

now listen to all the suggestions made to him. How he

succeeded in detail in overcoming all obstacles so that, at

the last hour, the conference was yet enabled to make a

start, is not known
;
probably Bavaria and Mayence were

admitted into the secret.^ The Protestants declared them-

selves satisfied with the concession that all their deputies

should be allowed to speak. Morone thought this would

be favourable to the Catholic side, as in all probability

there would be a recrudescence of the old controversy

between Melanchthon and Bucer on the doctrine of the

Lord's Supper. Against Melanchthon it was proposed to

put up Eck as speaker ; no one on the Catholic side would

venture to rise in debate against him. In this way the

danger was obviated of the Brandenburg, Palatine, and

Juliers delegates giving vent to their Protestant views.

Morone might assert with justifiable satisfaction that he

had done all he could to avert the dangerous procedure

of casting votes on matters of belief and to give another

direction to affairs.^

Thus on the morning of the 14th of January 1541 the

conference on religion summoned for October the 28th, 1 540,

was able to make a beginning. The basis of discussion

was the Confession of Augsburg, the language of debate

the Latin tongue. Eck, who in the morning had already

had a conversation with Campeggio, observed pertinently

at the very outset that the copy of the Confession lying

* See the *letter of the Frankfort deputy, Ogier van Melem, dat.

Worms, Jan. 3, 1541 ; City Archives, Frankfort on Main, Gespriichs-

handlung zu Worms, f. 81.

^ Friedensburg, /oc. cit., 126 note.
""

' See Morone's report of Jan. 12 in Laemmer, Mon. Vat., 327.
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before them differed from that presented at Augsburg.

Melanchthon tried to shelve this critical point by explain-

ing, not entirely in conformity with the truth, that the

discrepancies did not touch the sense but only the letter

of the document.

Upon the first article of the Confession, on the Holy

Trinity, there was unanimity ; not so with regard to the

second, on original sin. The disputation here turned

particularly on the Protestant assertion that even the

first wholly involuntary movements of concupiscence are

actual sins.^

After four days spent in heated controversy over original

sin, Granvelle had a formula of agreement on this doctrine

drawn up, on the 17th of January, by Eck, Mensing,

Melanchthon, and Bucer, which was accepted by Catholics

and Protestants, by the latter certainly with the reservation

that with regard to the development and grounds of the

dogma they appealed to the declarations of Melanchthon.

On the following day Granvelle made known the

mandate of the Emperor, which in the meantime he had

received, whereby the assembly of Worms was adjourned

to the Imperial Diet at Ratisbon, where Charles in person

intended to set his hand to the restoration of religious

peace in Germany. A general feeling prevailed that a

turning-point of great importance had been reached.^

1 Cf. Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 215 seq.

2 "If no agreement is come to at Ratisbon it is all over with

Germany," says a *letter from Chuonradus to the Frankfort deacon,

Joh. Hoflfmann, of Jan. 26, 1541 ; City Archives of Frankfort on Main,

Bartholomausstift, No. 3857.



CHAPTER X.

The Mission of Contarini to Germany.—
The Diet of Ratisbon,

During the assembly at Worms a widespread conviction

had gained ground that at the Diet of Ratisbon the Pope

must be represented by a Cardinal-Legate with fuller

authority or even by two Cardinals. Such a wish was

expressed on the 15th of December 1540 by the Bishop of

Aquila, Bernardo Santio, in a letter from Worms to Farnese

and Cervini.^ After an interview with Granvelle, who had

also asked for the presence of at least two Cardinals at the

Diet, he remarks in another letter to Farnese of the

same date,^ that no good result can be expected from the

"colloquium" or from the Imperial Diet if the Pope does

not send thither some distinguished personage also accept-

able to the Emperor ; Farnese himself, for instance, or

Cardinal Cervini or Ghinucci, or a man of the stamp of

Carafa, or finally, Contarini or Sadoleto, in both of whom

great confidence is placed in Germany.

Granvelle again recurred in conversation with Morone

and Campeggio to the request that one or more Legates

might be sent with more ample authority and powers.^

In this connection he made special mention of Contarini

* Laemmer, Mon. Vat., 309.

2 Dittrich, Regesten, 136 seq. \ cf. Dittrich, Contarini, 542 se<f:

» CJ. Dittrich, Contarini, 544 !<eq., 546 seq

420
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and Cardinal Fregoso.^ Even Morone himself insisted on

the necessity of sending Legates, since the nuncios "did

not suffice, and neither had enough favour nor prestige." ^

Campeggio and Poggio expressed the same opinion.^

The Imperialists' demand for Legates was certainly

grounded on reasons other than those of the nuncio.

The former wished for the presence of the Pope's

representatives with the fullest powers possible in order

that they might confirm decisions in whatever way they

were drawn up. On the contrary, Morone thought that

only by the presence of the Legates could harmful and

dangerous decisions be prevented, while mere nuncios

could not bring the necessary influence to bear upon the

Emperor.

Contarini, who throughout the whole duration of the

assembly at Worms had been ordered to hold himself

in readiness to depart on his mission, and to whom all

reports of the nuncio from Worms had been made known,*

had in the meantime arrived in Rome before the last letter

from Worms had reached there. Already on the 8th of

January 1541 Farnese announced to the nuncio Poggio

the Pope's decision and the approaching departure of

Contarini.^ On the loth of January Paul III. appointed

the latter in consistory his Legatus a latere for Germany.^

The noble Venetian accepted the task joyfully ; he had no

^ Morone to Farnese from Worms, Jan. 10, 1541, in Laemmer, 324,

and in DiTTRiCH, Regesten, 140. Cf. DiTTRICH, Contarini. 544.

2 DiTTRICH, Regesten, 140.

' See Laemmer, 340, 341.

* DiTTRICH, Contarini, 538.

• Ibid., 547 seq. The letter in Hist. Jahrb., IV., 648 seqq.

' Extract from the Consistorial acts in DiTTRICH, Regesten, 140.

Cf. letter of Farnese to Poggio of Jan. 31, 1541, in Histor. Jahrb., IV.,

652; Massarelli, *Diarium, II., ed. Merkle, 1., 415; SOLMI,

Contarini, 17.
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competitor in Rome for the post, for this Legation was the

most arduous of all ; so much so that the envoy of the

Duke of Ferrara thought it was almost impossible to bring

it to an end with honour.^

The appointment of Contarini—from the strictly ecclesi-

astical point of view in itself a great concession^—shows that

the Pope on his part was doing his utmost to enable Charles

to bring the proposed negotiations to a happy issue.^ In

the Imperial court at Spires the most sanguine expecta-

tions were cherished. Charles hoped that the purity of

mind, the dignified bearing and the transparent sincerity

of life of this eminent Cardinal would, without fail, impress

the Protestants and induce them to make greater con-

cessions than they had hitherto done;* what was to be

conceded the Imperialists did not divulge. Strange was

the suggestion made by Granvelle to the Papal nuncio

;

he asked, in fact, that a sum of money should be sent

to Germany by the Pope, so that in this way the Protest-

ants might be enticed into a return to the Church. But

Paul III. refused, considering such a proceeding dangerous

and far from honourable.^

The confident expectations of the Imperialists regarding

the outcome of the proceedings of Ratisbon were shared

by Campeggio and Poggio, who in other respects as well

cherished much too sanguine hopes of German affairs.®

Morone was of a very different opinion ; before he left

* See in Appendix No. 31 the *despatch of Ruggieri of Jan. J 2, 1541

(State Archives, Modena).

2 Rightly emphasized by Bezold, p. 732 ; cf. p. 731.

3 See Ranke, Papste, I., 6th ed., loi.

* See Laemmer, 345, 347 ; Dittrich, Regcsten, 143 ; Vetter, 26.

^ See Laemmer, Mop. Vat., 338; Histor. Jahrb., IV., 653,656, 66i

jif^., 664 ; Dittrich, Contarini, ^\Z seq.

^ See Laemmer, 352, 353 seq.
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Worms he invited three of the most prominent Protestant

preachers, Melanchthon, Capito, and Sturm, to his house,

and earnestly recommended to them unity and moderation,

but in the course of the interview it was borne in upon

him that they were resolutely averse to any steps towards

union. It was also a sinister omen that when he reached

Ratisbon on the 31st of January Morone found that not

one of the princes had yet come thither.*

The Emperor, detainetl by an attack of gout, reached

Ratisbon on the 23rd of February, but was obliged to wait

some time longer before the Estates assembled. From

Granvelle's communications Morone received the impres-

sion that the Emperor would work for unification at any

price, as he was anxious to obtain aid against the Turks.

To Campeggio, whose departure was fixed for the 25th

of February, his presence at Ratisbon not being considered

necessary, Morone drily remarked that he need inform the

Pope of one thing only, that it would do no great harm to

expect nothing from the approaching Diet. Morone ab-

stained from stating the reasons for this pessimistic outlook,

as he knew that Campeggio was possessed by diametrically

opposite views, but on the same day he explained them

in a letter to Farnese. The Emperor, he there declared,

has not the power sufficient to settle the religious difficulties :

besides, he is in pressing need of assistance against the

Turks. To obtain this he must, first of all, in order to

secure the peace of Germany, shut his eyes to many

particulars affecting the Catholic cause, forgo the restitu-

tion of the confiscated Church property, and suspend the

high courts, or at least admit Protestants to their delibera-

tions. In questions of religion, on which the Emperor was

* Histor. Jahrb., IV., 429 scq. Why Morone's report is marked

"Claudius" has at last been explained by EHSKSin Rom. Quartalschr.,

XVII., 293 seq.
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dependent on his ministers and which in many points he

did not even clearly understand, he would unite with the

Protestants on the so-called positive articles and endeavour

to bring the Legates and the Pope to acquiesce, but agree-

ment on the essential article he would relegate to a

Council, the holding of which would be very doubtful.

Thus in a short time, under the outward semblance of

success, the ruin of religion and of the entire discipline of

the Church would ensue.^

A few days before, Wauchope had also warned Farnese

from Nuremberg of the dangers of the religious conferences.

The past had taught them that the Protestants encouraged

such negotiations only as levers for further apostasy from

the Church and as means of facilitating the capture of the

people to doctrines which were publicly avowed and

defended.^

That Morone and Wauchope did not take too gloomy a

view is evident from the fact that even the Venetian am-
bassador Marino Giustiniano came to the same conclusion.

In his very interesting report on the Emperor's position

this acute observer remarks as follows : Three members of

the Electoral College are favourably disposed towards the

new ecclesiastical order: Brandenburg openly, the Elector

Palatine and the Archbishop of Cologne secretly. The
position of four others is such that they would never consent

to a compact of union ; they are the two Dukes of Bavaria,

their brother, the Archbishop of Salzburg, and, lastly,

Cleves. The three first are good Catholics and would do
all for their faith, but at the same time nothing is more

antagonistic to them than the Emperor's p"vver. Since,

then, an increase of strength to the latter would be the

immfdiate result of the unification of Germanv, they will

* Hislor. Jahrb., IV., 435 seq.

* LalmmLi^, 356.
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make every effort to render such unification impossible, and

that indeed all the more as they hope, in the intestine war

which would subsequently break out, to make themselves

masters of the cities of Ratisbon and Augsburg. There-

fore the Ratisbon conference will either lead to no unifica-

tion or else to some result injurious to the Pope.^

Morone was also well acquainted with the motives by

which the Bavarian Dukes were led to their hostile

attitude towards any agreement. Therefore, in his inter-

views with them at Ratisbon, he maintained the same
reserve as in his intercourse v/ith the French ambassador,

who was at the same time pursuing similar objects for

political reasons.2 When the Bavarians spoke plainly to

Morone of the necessity for employing force he replied

that, as they themselves acknowledged that everything

depended on the Emperor's will, they yet might use their

influence in such a way as to enable him to declare his will

and to bring the lukewarm bishops of Germany, who
thought only of their momentary tranquillity, into some
sort of union.'

To the Emperor also the Bavarian Dukes made no

concealment of their conviction that to proceed by way
of conferences on religion was a complete failure. In

support of this view they could adduce that in authori-

tative Protestant circles any reconciliation with the Pope

met with root-and-branch opposition.* A special example

was the Elector John Frederick of Saxony ; in spite

of all the Emperor's advances he refused to come to

^ Albert, ist Series, II., 145 seq. Cf. Pastor, Reunionsbestre-

bungen, 220 seq.

* See DnXRiCH, Contarini, ^(x) seq.

' Laemmer, Mon. Vat., 364.

* " Fundamentally," says Riezler (IV., 305 seq.), " the Bavarians'

view was correct."
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Ratisbon ; he instructed his envoys to reject any ac-

commodation with the "murderous, idolatrous" Catholics

and on no points, not even those that were neutral, to give

in. Melanchthon, whose pliability John Frederick feared,

was appointed from the political point of view of the Saxon

Electorate.^

Charles V. could console himself for the absence and

implacable attitude of the Elector by the fact that two

other powerful Protestant princes disclosed an apparent

leaning towards a friendly settlement ; they were the

Elector of Brandenburg, Joachim II., and the Landgrave

Philip of Hesse.

Joachim II. on intruding the new ecclesiastical institu-

tions into his territories had still retained much that was

Catholic and even at a later period followed a middle

course. His representatives appointed for Hagenau were

instructed not to attach themselves to the Protestants. At

Worms also they sat with the Catholics, although on

the doctrine of justification by faith they were ordered

to adhere unconditionally to the Lutheran definition. On

the Emperor's summons Joachim repaired to Ratisbon,

making his entrance there on the 13th of April. It is

indeed impossible to say how far he was in genuine sym-

pathy with the Emperor's attempts at a settlement ; in

any case Charles knew that, as circumstances required,

much might be expected from the zealous services of this

Hohenzollern.2

The Landgrave of Hesse, afraid that the Emperor might

inflict upon him the penalties incurred by his bigamous

marriage, had entered into secret negotiations with Granvelle

and declared his readiness to support Charles against the

» See Pastor, Reunionsbestrelnmgen, 2 1 8 seq., 227 seq. Cf. Vetter,

9 Si^q. ; KORTE, 37 seq.

'' See PastoRj loc. cit.^ 225 seq.
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Turks and other external enemies and to observe neutrality

in the question of Guelders. The adroit Granvelle insisted

on an agreement with Charles's policy of ecclesiastical

reunion as an accessory. Thus in the middle of December

1540 there took place at Worms a secret conference on

religion between Bucer and Capito on the one side and

Johann Gropper and the Imperial secretary, Gerhard

Veltwick, on the other, the result of which was the draft of

a formula of agreement. In this document a compromise

on the doctrines of original sin and of justification appeared

to have been found. Granvelle hoped that, in like manner,

an accommodation might be reached on the remaining

articles. Not until the 5th of January 1 541, after Philip had

given notice of his consent to the Congress at Worms, did

he receive the declaration of the Imperial favour that he

had so greatly longed for ; but the Landgrave had to pledge

himself to put in a personal appearance at the Diet of

Ratisbon.^ Thus Charles was entitled to hope that he

had won over to his schemes one of his most dangerous

opponents and the most turbulent of the Protestant

princes. The Elector Joachim II., to whom Bucer, without

naming the authors, had shown the draft agreement of

Worms, also declared himself to be in substantial agree-

ment.-

In this way it seemed to the Imperialists that a basis

had been found on which the negotiators of Ratisbon

could build further with greater success than, as at

Worms, by confining themselves within the limits of the

Confession of Augsburg, which was indeed the very apple

of discord and the acceptance of which by the Catholics

> Cf. BucHOLTZ. IV.. 357 seq.t note : Rommel, I., 449 seq.; \'ar-

RENTRAP, 112 seq.; Lenz, I., 490 seq.\ GULICK, 70 seq.., and also

HaSenclever in the Histor. Zeitschr., XCIII., 385 seq.

^ MOSES, 137 ; Vetter, 82.
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could not be assumed after it had once been rejected by

their theologians and Charles V.^

It was now of the greatest importance how Contarini

would act with reference to the new plans of reunion.

The Cardinal had left Rome on the 28th of January.

The Pope, wrote Farnese to Poggio on the same day, had

only sent the Cardinal in order to meet the Emperor's

wishes; the Legate was fully informed of everything.'^

This can only apply to oral communications, for the

written instructions, dated the 28th of January, were not

sent to the Cardinal until after his departure.^

In these important and carefully considered papers the

Pope dwells on his earnest wish to allay the religious

strife in Germany but, as was intelligible from the

Catholic standpoint, refuses to confer on the Legate,

as wished by the Emperor and his brother, full and

unlimited powers to conclude an agreement with the

Protestants, whose demands are still not precisely known,

but according to current reports it must be assumed that

concessions would be required to which no Legate, nor

indeed the Pope himself, could for a moment assent,

without imperilling the salvation of souls and without

causing general scandal, before the verdict of other nations

had been given in a General Council. Nevertheless,

the instructions did not exclude any negotiations what-

ever. Inquiry must first be made whether those who

have lapsed from the Church are still in agreement with

the Catholics on matters of principle, so that on this basis

* HerinG, Gesch. der kirchl. Unionsversuche, I., Leipzig, 1836, 44 ;

cf. Wolf in the Deutsche Zeitschr. fiir Gesch., N.F., II., 41 seq.

* Histor. Jahrb., IV^, 657 seq.

' Many MS. copies exist of these instructions
;
printed in QuiRiM,

III., cclxxxvi seqq., and Beccadfxli, I., 2, 112 seq.-, see PlEPER,

Nuntiaturen, 171 seq.\ cf. Dittrich, Contarini, 565 seq.
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efforts may be made to come to an understanding on the

remaining points of controversy. Among such principles

the Pope includes the divine institution of the Primacy,

the Sacraments, and some other points resting on the

authority of Holy Scripture and the unchanging practice

of the whole Church, and known to Contarini. This in-

definiteness was deliberate ; it left the Cardinal a certain

freedom of action and cleared the way for the possibility

of good results.^

The points, the instructions go on to say, on which

agreement is impossible must be produced before the

Holy See, to await decision in a General Council or in

some other similar way. While Contarini points out to the

Emperor this way of unification, he is at the same time to

back up in every way the conclusion of peace with France,

by which the pacification of Germany and the repulse of

the Turks are conditioned.

If this peace is not attainable and the Emperor shows

himself ready to win over the Protestants by inadmissible

concessions regardless of God's honour and the authority

of the Apostolic See, despite his repeated promises to the

contrary, then Contarini must oppose him with all his

power, and with this object in view demand a General

Council as the surest remedy against heresy and schism.

As champion of the Church, the Emperor was in duty

bound to promote the meeting of the Council, so service-

able to the cause of general peace and the defeat of

Turkish invasion, rather than to commit himself to

measures which in the eyes of the Church are destructive.

Should the Emperor nevertheless persist in such measures,

Contarini must then boldly, yet in measured language,

raise his protest against them, declaring them null and

1 See Ranke, I., 6th ed., 106; III., 6th ed. 32*. Cf. Brischar,

Kontroversen, I., 120 seq. ; and Buss, I., 603.
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void of authority, and leave Ratisbon ; not, however,

without a fresh Papal mandate, withdrawing himself from

the Imperial court. In the same way he must raise

objection if the Emperor should permit any action to

be taken against the faith on the pretext that the final

decision is reserved to the forthcoming council, or should

agree to the demand, often put forth, for a German national

council. Such an assembly, whereby the Lutherans might

easily carry through their erroneous doctrines, would have

to be refused even though the Germans were under the

authority of the Pope and it was proposed to hold it in

the presence of a Legate and with the assistance of

theologians of other nations.

With regard to his intercourse with his opponents,

Contarini was left a free h^.nd to influence them in a con-

cilatory manner without betraying fear or rousing suspicion

of any wish to deceive.

Owing to an unfavourable season, Contarini's journey was

attended by many difficulties. Florence was reached on the

5th of February, and on the 8th he made his way over the

snow and ice of the Apennines to Bologna, where he rested

a few days. In Verona, which he reached on the 14th, he

stayed a few days with his friend Giberti, and four days

later with Madruzzo at Trent.^ Here at last he received

1 See Atanagi, Lettere, 372 seq. ; Beccadelli, I., 2, 31, n. 44;

Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis, 360 seq. ; Dittkich, Regesten, 145

seq. My discovery of the most important reports of Contarini on his

German legation was only possible through the permission granted

by Cardinal Hergenrother to inspect the catalogue of the Bibl. Pia.

His Eminence was unable to allow me to use the entire catalogue of

the Archives, as at that time the wisdom of Leo XHI. had not yet

sanctioned the withdrawal of the existing limitations. Thus I was

prevented from seeing the original register of the briefs in Arm., 62,

t. 36, which at a later date Dittrich and Pieper (169 seq.) were ableto

make use of I had to content myself with the copies in the Bibl. Pia,
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the looked-for instructions and a letter from Farnese of

February the 20th. This supplemented the instructions on

two points: with regard to the Catholic League, Contarini

was to make known that the Pope not only wished it to

be maintained but strengthened, and was as ready as ever

to do all in his power in this direction. The Legate, how-

ever, WHS only to touch on this point if the Emperor first

opened the subject, so as not to arouse a suspicion that

the Holy See was more favourable to the settlement of

the disputes in Germany by force than by the Council.

With regard to the second point, the payment of the

50,000 scudi asked for by Granvelle as a bribe for the

Protestants, Farnese stated that the Pope thought this a

dangerous expedient, and one that was far from honour-

able, but he was willing to yield so far to the renewed

solicitations of the Emperor as, in the event of a successful

reconciliation of the Protestants, to become responsible for

any sums expended on this object up to the amount of

the proposed 50,000 scudi; this, however, only upon the

condition of the Emperor acting on his own initiative

and in his own name in the matter and making no men-

tion of the Pope. Further, the Cardinal-Legate was once

more reminded to take great care in conferring graces

to avoid even the semblance of venality. Contarini was

to prevent the intended exclusion of Eck from the con-

ference b\- the Protestants, and yet, should the negotia-

tions take a favourable course, to induce this violent

drawn up by unskilful penmen and thus in many places corrupt, to

which I called attention in the publication of Contarini's correspond-

ence (p. 335 seg.). Dittrich had already suggested a number of better

readings ; the rest, which he had left over (see Pieper, loc. cit.), I

would have added here if they were not certain to appear in the

Fortsetzung der Nuntiaturberichte, presently to be published undfrr

the editorship of L. Cardauns.
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controversialist to show some corresponding moderation

in his disputations.^

After crossing the Brenner Pass, on which the snow still

lay deep, Contarini reached Innsbruck on the nth of

March, where, in accordance with his wishes, he was

received without any ceremony.

On the following day Poggio also arrived in Innsbruck.

From him Contarini learned that the Emperor had already

taken up his residence in Ratisbon, but that he had still

to await the coming of the princes. Although under

these circumstances there was no need for special haste,

the Cardinal left Innsbruck on the same day and travelled

by Rosenheim and Erding to Landshut. Here, at the

Emperor's request, he had to halt, as the preparations for

his solemn entry into Ratisbon as Legate were not yet

finished. This took place on the 12th of March ;2 early

in the afternoon of the following day he had an audience,

accompanied by Morone and Poggio. The Cardinal

unfolded the object of his mission, and expressed his

readiness to support the Emperor with all his power in

1 *Farnese to Contarini (Rome), Feb. 20, 1541 (Secret Archives of

the Vatican, D 129, f. 99 seq.). For the money matters, see Histor.

Jahrb., IV., 408 n. For the discussions on Contarini's instructions

Cardinal Cervini ^reports on Feb. 15, 1 541, from Rome to Cardinal

Famese :
" Sabbato a sera io fui col. r. card. Brundusino secondo

1' ordine di N. S. per discorrer sopra la instructione et expeditione da

farsi per il rer. Contarino, quale expeditione si manda hora a V. S. R.

affinche mostrandola a S. S'^ pigli resolutione di quel che la piace si

debba inviar, ne si e possuta mandar prima per esser stata questi di

in mano del card. Ghinucci. Hora V. S. R. sar^ contenta resolver

con S. B*" quel che si habbia d' agguinger o diminuir et avisare

favendoli perche si faccia speditione per Germania quanto prima.

Altro non ect." (State Archives, Parma.)

* See Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis, 361 seq. ; Dittrich,

Regesten, 150 j<?^. ; and Contarini, 573 ^'7- ; WiNKELMANN, III., yi;

SOLMi, Contarini, 71.
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the religious pacification of Germany. At the close of

the audience Morone presented a Papal brief by which

he was accredited as nuncio in Poggio's place.^

Contarini had come to Ratisbon full of zeal and ani-

mated by the most sincere intention to do all in his power

to allay the religious confusion in Germany. Peacemakers

are for the most part inclined to optimism, since under the

sway of one enthusiastic idea they overlook, or are only

slightly affected by, the difficulties of which the actual

world is full. Of such was Contarini. Possessed by the

best intentions and the most ideal aspirations, he was too

much inclined to presuppose in others the existence of

those dispositions by which he himself was directed.

Luther's teaching, which he had not studied deeply, he

judged far too leniently and therefore incorrectly.^ He
could not and would not believe that the noble German

nation had lost the way to religious unity and that the

schism instigated by the evil enemy was past cure. " Even

in the most desperate circumstances," he wrote to Eck,

who had represented to him the futility of conferences on

religion, "the Christian ought not to abandon hope, since

he must go on hoping even against hope, and being ever

mindful of the words of St Paul :
' I rejoice in my in-

firmities, that the power of Christ may be made manifest

in me, through whom I become strong wherein I was weak.'

So also must we, the less hope we have in man, trust the

more to the Divine Providence and the compassion of

Christ. He Himself whose very word is true has promised

to be with us to the end of the world. But it is our duty

to continue steadfast in prayer to the God of peace and

unity, that He may send down His Holy Spirit from heaven

1 See Contarini's letter to Farnese of March 13, 154 1, in the Zeitschr.

fiir Kirchengesch., III., 150^^^^.

•* See DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 308 seq., 373.

VOL. XI. 28
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into our hearts and restore again the unity of His Church.

Therefore I believe it is our part to strive, by goodwill

and well-doing, to put our opponents to shame, or bring

them to think shame of themselves for separating from

brethren who are filled \\ ith love. Thus must we do, and

leave the issues to God." ^

It cannot be denied that Contarini at first did not

sufficiently grasp the character and impetus of the

Protestant movement, and thercrore underestimated the

difficulties standing in the way of the restoration of con-

cord. He was confirmed in his optimism by the agreement

on the doctrine of original sin arrived at at Worms. " I

hope to God," he wrote, on hearing of it, to Farnese from

Bologna on the I2th of February, "that the eternal differ-

ences may not again interpose themselves ; as I have often

told the Pope, the disagreements on essentials were not so

serious as many supposed. Would to God that many had

never taken up their pens on behalf of the Catholic cause,

doing thereby more harm than good." ^

The political obstacles standing in the way of reunion

confronted Contarini at Ratisbon, especially in his deal-

ings with the Bavarian Dukes, the Elector of Mayence,

Albert of Brandenburg, and the Duke of Brunswick.

These rejected both "colloquium" and Council, and called

for armed intervention. The attempts of these irreconcil-

ables to win over the Legate to their schemes were doomed

to failure, for Contarini knew as well as Morone that not

^ DiTTRICH, Regesten, 314 J^^. Contarini, if we are to believe his

secretary, had for a time in Rome given rise to a much less favourable

view of the situation (see SOLMI, Contarini, 18); but his hopes pre-

vailed over his fears (see Gayangos, V., 12, 198). Also in Appendix

No. 31 the *despatch of Ruggieri of Jan. 12, 1541 (State Archives,

Modena).

2 See Past'IR, Korrcpondenz Contarinis, 360; DlTTRiC?b,

Regesten. 146.
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zeal for religion but longing for greater political power

was the impelling motive behind the demands of this group

of princes. The Legate could not, indeed, venture to

estrange such powerful personages ; he therefore observed

towards them the greatest courtesy and circumspection.

By pursuing a tranquillizing policy he hoped to be able to

overcome this difficulty also.^

The position of the Legate towards the Imperialists was

not less embarrassing ; these were directly opposed to the

Bavarian standpoint, and hoped by peaceable tactics to

secure an agreement with the Protestants.

In this perplexed condition of affairs Contarini deter-

mined, in conjunction with Morone, to enter on a via media :

the Imperialists must be withheld from making lavish

concessions, injurious to the welfare of the Church, in their

politically motived efforts after a settlement at any price

;

Bavaria and the allied princes must be dissuaded from their

schemes of war which, under existing circumstances, would

be fraught with peril.^

Other dangers, however, threatened the work of unifica-

tion. King Francis was as assiduous as ever in his scheme

for creating a league of German princes, under the pro-

tective suzerainty of France, with the object of upholding

what the Emperor's enemies were pleased to call the

liberties of Germany.

With this aim before him he instructed one ambassador

at Ratisbon to warn the Protestants, and another the

Catholics, against coming to any agreement. The Turkish

» See DiTTRICH, Contarini, 577 seq. ; I'aSTOR, loc. cii., 343 seq.

See also Contarini's letter to Dandolo in Beccadelli, I., 2, 200 seq.

For the meaning of Bavaria as "the tongue of the balance," see

RiEZLER, IV., 309.

'^ See Morone's letter of March 17, 1541, in the Zeitschr. fiir Kirchen-

gesch., III., 615 seq.
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trouble also exercised an unfavourable influence on the

negotiations at Ratisbon, as the Protestants were only

thereby encouraged to make larger claims. Moreover,

the relations between the Emperor and the Pope became

troubled on account of the rising of the Colonna, which

the Neapolitan viceroy favoured, while Charles strongly

recommended indulgent treatment of the rebels.^

At the beginning of April a sufficient number of princes

and envoys had arrived to admit of the opening of the Diet

on the 5th of the month. The Count Palatine Frederick

as President read the Imperial proposition. Contarini by

his firmness had succeeded at the eleventh hour in having

adequate recognition of the authority of the Holy See

introduced into this document.^

The proposition took a retrospective survey of the

Emperor's endeavours to heal the religious divisions and

proposed to entrust to him, without prejudice to the Recess

of Augsburg, the choice of certain learned and peace-loving

men from the moderate section of each party ; the latter

would once more examine the controverted articles of

religion and report to him the points on which they were

in agreement, whereupon he would inform the Papal Legates

and determine on the further course to be pursued.^

The extremists on both sides felt great distrust of the

Emperor's claim to appoint collocutors. On the Protestant

side the opposition was led by Saxony and Wiirtemberg,

> See Janssen-Pastor, III., i8th ed., 501 seq.\ Dittrich,

Contarini, 561 seq., 589 seq. ; cf. also Ranke, Papste, I., 6th ed., 109,

note I, and Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch., III., 305 note. Cf. also

supra, p. 343.

2 See Contarini's report of April 5, 1541, in the Zeitschr. fiir

Kirchengesch., III., 169 seq. ; cf. ihiJ., 174. See also the *letter of

C. Zwick to Constance, dated Ratisbon, April 3, 1541 (State Archives^

Constance, F 19).

' See Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungcn, 231 seq.
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on the Catholic by Bavaria and Mayence ; but in the one

case as in the other counsels of moderation prevailed.

Charles was only to concede that no one should be

nominated against whom it was possible to raise any

objection. Of this condition no use was made, as the

Emperor on the 21st of April nominated on the Protestant

side Melanchthon, Bucer, and the Hessian preacher Johann

Pistorius ; on the Catholic, Gropper, the Bishop-elect of

Naumberg, Julius Pflug, and Eck. Gropper and Pflug were

known to be middle-course theologians ; Contarini and

Morone had insisted on the addition of Eck. The

presidency of the conference was assigned to Granvelle

and the Count Palatine Frederick. The latter, like the

nominees of the Emperor, was suspected of partiality to

the new doctrines.^ As the same assertion was made,

probably unjustly, against Pflug and Gropper also, the

Catholics felt uneasy.^ Not merely Morone, but Contarini

as well, was afraid that if the majority of the theologians

should agree on some erroneous doctrine the Germans

would take their part and all his subsequent protests

would be fruitless. The Legate therefore took up the

position of insisting on daily information as to the course

of the negotiations, to which the Emperor, in accordance

with the promise already given by him, had to consent.^

At last, on the 23rd of April, Charles V. ordered the

Legate, under the seal of the strictest silence, to be made

^ See Vetter, 64 seqq.^ 71 seq. For Eck's admission, see

Contarini's report, April 18, 1541, in Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis,

365 seq.

2 See Negri's letter in the Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch., IIL, 636, 638

seq.i and the Augsburg report in the Archiv fiir Ref.-Gesch., IIL,

42 ; cf. Pastor, loc. cit., 367, and Reunionsbestrebungen, 232 seq.. as

well as Heyd, Ulrich, Herzog zu Wiirttemberg, III., 235

^ See DiTTRiCH, Contarini, 609.
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acquainted, as the work of theologians of the Netherlands,

with the draft of an agreement secretly prepared to take

the place of the Confession of Augsburg as the basis of

negotiation. This document, known later as the " Book

of Ratisbon," was the outcome of secret promises entered

into at Worms in December 1540. In three-and-twenty

articles the most important points of controversy were

dealt with as gently as possible. The whole, emanating

chiefly from Gropper, placed the doctrines on which there

was a common belief in the foreground, while the differ-

ences were toned down as much as possible or passed over.

Many doctrines were upheld in the Catholic sense, yet in

so Protestant a garb or in one so capable of a Protestant

interpretation that in case of necessity even that party

could find the formulae satisfactory.^

Contarini pointed out objections to the draft in more

than twenty instances, to which Gropper at once yielded,

from which it was supposed that he was the author of

the document. Contarini declared that in this form the

document did not displease him, but he gave this only

as his private opinion, which might easily err.^ At the

request of the Imperialists the document was also shown

^ The " Regensbiirger Buch " has often been pubhshed from the

copies sent to the Estates at the close of the conference, the latest in

Corp. Ref., IV., 191 seq. The original draft was only recently made

known by Lenz (III., 31 seq.). For the document itself, see Meusf.r

in Dieringers Zeitschrift, II. (1845), ^-i 357 •^^i'- ; Schaefer, De libri

Ratisbon. origine atque historia, Euskirchenae, 1870 ; PASTOR, Re-

unionsbestrebungen, 234 seq. ; DiTTRlCH in Histor. Jahrb., XIII.,

196 jf'ir., and Miscell. Ratisbon. a. 1541, Brunsbergae, 1892 ; GULICK,

Gropper, 75 seq.., 79 seq.

* See Contarini's report of April 28, 1541, in PASTOR, Korrespondenz

Contarinis, 368 seq. (improved by DlTTRiCH, Contarini, 612).

Contarini's explanation contains the furthest extent of accommodatioif

ever reached on the Catholic side (Bezolu, 732).
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confidentially to Contarini's theological adviser Tommaso

Badia and to the three Catholic collocutors.^

The revision was then returned to the Emperor and by

him on the 27th of April, at the opening of the conference,

laid before the collocutors. Melanchthon seemed inclined

to reject it, but gave way, remarking that it was Eck's

intention to assume the role of opposer.^ The latter, from

some strange infatuation, would have preferred to have

treated on the basis of the Augsburg Confession. " From

zeal for religion," wrote Morone, "or from dislike of his

opponents or on account of his hitherto assured position

as protagonist against the Lutherans, or perhaps relying

on his memory, his talents, and his learning, he sought to

assume a sort of sovereign and judicial authority in the

deliberations and showed himself, to the disapproval of all

men, more than necessarily contentious."

^

At this critical moment Contarini intervened. By

gentleness, wisdom, and learning he succeeded in moderat-

ing Eck's impetuous zeal. He also obtained such an

influence over the two other disputants that they allowed

themselves to be guided by his theological directions.

Granvelle willingly agreed that every morning Pflug,

Gropper, and Eck, before going to the conference, should

visit the Legate for an hour in order to place themselves

in agreement with him regarding the coming subjects of

discussion. Morone also and Granvelle and, at times,

Badia took part in these deliberations.*

1 See Vetter, 77.

2 Idtd, 8s.

3 See Morone's letter of April 28, 1541, in Histor. Jahrb., IV., 449 ;

c/. Contarini's letter to Dandolo in BecCADELLI, I., 2, 201 seg. For

Contarini and Eck, see also Reizler, IV., 58, note i.

See Contarini's important report of April 28, 1541, in P.astOR.

loc.cU., 370, and that of Morone, supplementary to it, in the Mistor.
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The Imperialists were highly satisfied with Contarini's

activity, yet on all sides his influence was used to reconcile

and mitigate men's tempers. Even the Protestants were

not long able to withstand the force of his personality and

example. " Contarini's manner of life and that of his

companions was such that the Pope's enemies were in

amazement," says Negri.^ A great impression was made,

in particular, by the Cardinal's rejection for himself and his

officials of all graces and preferments. " The Legate,"

wrote Morone, " increases in favour every hour, and

Granvelle as well as the other ministers say that God in

His goodness has created him for this very purpose ; for

he displays the greatest gentleness, sagacity, and learning,

surpassing in the last respect all others here in the general

opinion, so that even his opponents are beginning not only

to love but to reverence him." ^

Contarini was, in fact, assiduous in smoothing the way,

where it was possible, for better relations with the

Protestants. Not only the strict Lutheran, Johann Sturm,

and the apostate Dominican, Bucer, were the objects of his

kind and friendly solicitations, but also with the Protestant

princes, especially the powerful Elector of Brandenburg, he

strove to establish amicable communications.^ All his

behaviour to those who differed from him in religion was

founded on mildness and conciliation. With a scrupulous-

Jahrb., IV., 449 seq. {cf. Quirini, III., cclvi ; DllTRlCH, Contarini,

611, 612, 618). Without previous knowledge on the part of the Papal

Legate not a word was dealt with by the divines of the other side,

says C. Zwick in his letter to Constance of May 16 (State Archives,

Constance) ; cf. Corp. Ref., IV., 261, 291, 301, 383.

* Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch., III., 633 ; ibid., 635 seq.

2 Letter of May 3, 1541, in Hist. Jahrb., IV., 454 ; cf. Dittrich,

Contarini, 616.

' See Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis, 337, 373 seq. ; cf.

Dittrich, loc. cit., 617.
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ness which almost amounted to anxiety he endeavoured to

avoid everything which might hurt the feelings or rouse the

animosity of those severed from the Church ; thus he even

refrained from announcing the Jubilee Indulgence granted

by Paul III. to supplicate the Divine help in the work of

unification. In his letters he never ceased to insist that

the Protestants must be met with love, gentleness, and

friendliness;^ although at the same time he certainly

dwelt on the necessity of firmness and determination.

Throughout the whole course of the Diet of Ratisbon

he was consistent to these principles. It was due to him

that the beginning of the conference was favourable

beyond expectation. He bridled Eck's impetuosity with

such success that Melanchthon, who had counted on the

opposition of this passionate opponent, remarked, " If Eck

were to fight in his usual fashion, he would be doing our

work for us." ^

The first four articles of the " Book of Ratisbon," dealing

with the original state of man, of free-will, of the origin of

sin and of inherited sin, gave rise to no serious difficulties.^

But over the fifth article, in which the doctrine of justifica-

tion was set forth at length, the controversy was sharp.

The statement of this important doctrine as contained in

the " Book of Ratisbon " was opposed b)- Eck as well as by

Melanchthon. The disputation became open ; more than

one formula was produced without any agreement being

* See Pastor, loc. cit., 388 seq. The Bull of Indulgence was sent

to Contarini on April 16, 1541, together with a *letter from Farnese :

" N. S'® per non mancare dal canto suo di alcuna diligentia, per la quale

si possa impctrare la unione della s. chiesa et massime in questi tempi

che pill ne hannobisogno, ha concesso la indulgentia che V. S. R. potrk

vedere per la boUa qui alligata " (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

8 Corp. Ref., IV., 239 ; cf. ibid., 186.

» See Vetter, 88 seg.
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reached."^ Suddenly, on the 2nd of Ma)-, a fresh scheme

was offered for acceptance. In this formula of unification,

one-third of which emanated from Gropper, Catholic and

Protestant views were curiously combined by the assump-

tion of a duplicated justice ; together with the inherent

justice of which, according to the Catholic teaching, men
become partakers through the grace of Christ, a yet higher

justice, that of Christ Himself, becomes necessary in order

to attain perfect renewal, this latter being given and im-

puted to men through faith.'^

Contarini agreed with this doctrine of a duplicate

justice, first formulated by Pighius and then more widely

disseminated by his disciple Gropper, as it was in

harmony with his own views, had been advanced by

theologians of undoubted catholicity, and appeared to offer

the only possible means of healing the German schism
;

the deviation from the old theology and the traditional

terminology did not, however, escape him ; he therefore

sent the formula to his friend, and at the same time ap-

pended to it an explanation. The Cardinal's mind was all

the more set at rest as Morone also considered the formula

beyond suspicion and Pflug and Badia likewise assented

to it ; Eck alone had objected, and afterwards he gave in.^

On the 3rd of May Contarini wrote to Farnese :
" God be

praised ! Yesterday the Catholic and Protestant theologians

^ See Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 244 ; Dittrich, Contarini,

621 seq. ; ^^ETTER, 90 seq.

- Cf. Laemmer, Vortrid. Theol., 184 seq. ; Brieger, De form. cone.

Ratisbon. orig., 1870 ; Pastor, loc. cil., 2t\6seq. ; Dittrich, Contarini,

622 .f<?^., 651 seqq.,a.x\d. Miscell. Ratisbon., Brunsbergae, 1892, 2 J^^.;

Histor. Jahrb., X., 663, and XIII., 197; Kawhrau in the Histor.

Zeitschr., LXIV'., 296 seq. ; GULICK, 76 seq.

3 Dittrich, Contarini, 622 seq., 658 seq., and Miscell. Ratisbon., 3

seqq. Here also there is fresh light thrown on Eck's relations virtth

Contarini, for which see also Paulus in Histor. Jahrb., XVII., 573 seq.
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came to an agreement on the doctrine of justification. I,

Morone, Badia, Eck, Gropper, and Pflug hold the formula

to be Catholic and correct. Pighius also and Cochlaus are

of this opinion." At the same time the Legate requested

the Pope to give his.^

So great was the joy at unanimity having been reached

on a point of doctrine, divergence on which was of capital

importance, that even calm and experienced men over-

looked the equivocal terminology of the agreement and

believed that at last the work of peace had borne fruit.

It seemed as if the impossible were in the act of realiza-

tion, the mediation of Contarini had reconciled Rome

and Wittenberg.2 ^y^^ the sceptical Morone thought on

the 3rd of May that the documents sent by the Legate to

the Pope might afford the latter "comfort and beget in

him a hope" that the remaining difficulties might be

overcome, although many a knotty point had yet to be

negotiated.*

The justness of this observation was made evident when

the next, but not less important, article on the authority of

the Church came under consideration. Controversy was

here particularly animated, for one of the roots of the

religious schism was probed. Together with the question of

jurisdiction, the doctrine of the Church was the very point

of difference by which the real character of the new

ecclesiastical system was most clearly revealed. The

Protestants, with Melanchthon at their head, insisted before

1 See Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis, 372.

2 DITTRICH, Contarini, 624, who however (p. 627, n. i) justly objects

to the exaggerated importance given to this incident by Ranke vPapste,

I., 6th ed., 107, III) and Brieger (Contarini, 56 seg.), as I had done

previously in the correspondence (p. 35''^ •^^?)- ^/- Vetter, 96, and

Kannengiesser, 14 seg.

3 See Hibtor. jahrb., IV., 453-
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all else on the liability even of councils to err ; only in so

far as the decisions of a council were based on a right

understanding of God's word had they any binding

authority on men. As the Catholics were unable to assent

to a proposition so destructive of the foundations of faith,

the settlement of the question was left unsolved.^

The doctrine of the Primacy ought now to have come up

for discussion. But Contarini, contrary to Eck's opinion,

wished this article also to be shelved for a while ; in the first

place, because he thought it would be a lesser evil if the

negotiations were to miscarry on the question of the

Sacraments rather than on that of the Primacy, and also

because he hoped that if unanimity were reached on other

points, the tempers of their opponents would be mollified

and they would be more amenable to the acceptance of

this doctrine also. Contarini dreaded nothing more than

that the negotiations should be wrecked on this point, since,

in that case, all the odium of failure would fall on the

Holy See, whereas it was precisely the Cardinal-Legate's

chief object in trying to open the way for a genuine peace,

to demonstrate the good-will of the Roman See towards

the Protestants throughout the whole proceedings.^

In the discussion on the Sacraments in general, as well

as on such special points as holy orders, baptism, and

confirmation, no differences of importance arose.^ But at

the fourteenth article, treating of the Sacrament of the

Altar, a critical stage was reached. It was now seen that

the Protestants not only rejected the term " transubstan-

tiation "—the definition of the change in the eucharistic

^ See Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 250 seq., and Korrespondenx

Contarinis, 372, 375 seq. ; Vetter, 108 seq. ; Archiv fiir Ref.-Gesch.,

I., 92. ^

* See Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis, 339, 375 seq.

3 Vp:tter, 109 seq.
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elements laid down by the Fourth Lateran Council,—but

with it also denied the essential nature of the Sacrament,

viz. the true change of the substance of the bread and the

wine into the body and the blood of Christ, a denial which
was, moreover, closely linked with a fresh heresy, wherein

it was asserted that the body of Christ was only present

for communicants, and therefore that the veneration of the

Blessed Sacrament was idolatrous. Contarini was all the

more astonished at these errors as he had found no trace

of them either in the Confession or the Apologia of

Augsburg.^ Hitherto he had carried his compliancy to its

furthest limits, and had strongly insisted on the necessity

of avoiding those controversial questions on which Catholic

divines themselves were not at one, e.g: the superiority of

the Council to the Pope, and of keeping exclusively to

ground common to both sides.^ But when the attempt

was made to call once more in question a fundamental

doctrine of the Church, the doctrine of transubstantiation

as formulated by an oecumenical council, he stood forth

without hesitation in support of Catholic truth.

Granvelle and the Emperor himself did not at all

sufficiently appreciate the importance of this doctrine,

which Contarini felt so deeply. The proposal that he

should be satisfied with the declaration that Christ is realK-

and personally present in the Blessed Sacrament, and that

all the rest should be left to the decision of the Council, he

emphatically rejected. His aim, he declared, was the

establishment of the truth ; but this, in the instance under

discussion, was so clearly expressed in the words of Christ

and of St. Paul, and had been laid down by all the doctors

and theologians of the Church, ancient and modern, as

well as in the decrees of a famous Council, that he could

^ See Contarini's letter of May 9 in PaStor, loc. cit., 376 seqq.

Sec Contarini's second letter of May 9, ibid., 380^^7
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not in any way consent to its being made once more a

matter of doubt. If union were unattainable on this

doctrine, the foundations of which were already laid, then

the future course of events must be committed to the

goodness and wisdom of God, but there must be no devia-

tion from the truth. When the Cardinal was advised to

give way on this one point, in which the controversy centred

only round a word and was therefore a mere logomachy,

he declined such counsels; much more was he convinced

that under the pretext of merely rejecting one word an

attempt was being made to delete the idea of which that

word was the symbol. He was fully in the right when he

recalled the Arians and the Council of Nicaea, where also

the debate had turned upon a single word. The Papal

Legate perceived clearly that this one word betokened a

cardinal doctrine of the Church to which men were bound

to be faithful unto death.

^

Contarini, trusting without doubt in the justice of his

cause, had at first indulged in exaggerated hopes of the

outcome of the Ratisbon deliberations ; he had repre-

sented to himself the doctrinal differences as much less

than they were in reality.^ It was not until the doctrine

of the Holy Eucharist came under discussion that he saw

clearly in their full compass the colossal diflficulties standing

in the way of religious unity. While hitherto he had

believed that the ailments which clung to the Church

owed their tenacity to the mistaken treatment of previous

physicians, he now saw that the seat of the evil really lay

much deeper. He did not delay at once to set forth his

conviction in his despatches to Rome. " Unless God works a

miracle," he wrote on the 13th of IVIay,"theself-opinionative-

' See Contarini's letters of May 9, 11, 13, and 15, in Tastok,

Korrespondenz Contarinis, 376 seqq.^ 382 scqq.. 388 scqq.

'•* Letter of Feb. 12 ; see supra, p. 434.
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ness and obstinacy of the Protestant theologians will make

agreement impossible." To the timid Catholic collocutors

Gropper and Pflug, as well as to Granvelle, Contarini

declared with great frankness that he saw that the difference

with the Protestants was a difference about things, and

that therefore no unification could be found in words.

He personally had no wish for an illusory peace, a mutual

betrayal, nor would he suffer the doctrine of the Church

to be made ambiguous by a multiplicity of words ; he was

resolved not to move an inch from Catholic truth.^

The Protestants were not less tenacious of their errors

;

even the proposal that the doctrine of transubstantiation

should be tolerated in Catholics if they abstained from

reservation and worship of the Blessed Sacrament, met

with no acceptance by the majority.^

Granvelle was beside himself at this unfortunate turn in

the negotiations ; he addressed the most serious remon-

strances to the Protestants ; the Emperor would not submit

peaceably to be treated, together with all his predecessors

and all the subjects of >his empire, as an idolator. But

all was in vain ; Melanchthon was firmly resolved that the

conference should be broken up rather than that tran-

substantiation should be acquiesced in. On the 13th of

May the deliberations on the Sacrament of the Altar had

to be suspended.^

' Letter of May 13, 1541, in Pastor, loc. «/., -^Zbseqq.

' Cf. report of D. Hel to Augsburg, May 10, 1541, in Archiv fiirRef.-

Gesch., III., 62 seq.

* See Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 253 seq. ; Dittrich,

Contarini, 631 seq. ; Histor. Jahrb., IV., 413 s,-q. ;
Vettir, 113 seq.

Cf. also Menzel, II., 225 seq. The unyieldingness of the Protestant

theologians is asserted with satisfaction by C. Zwick in his *report to

Constance, dated Ratisbon, May 9, 1541 (State Archives, Constance).

Cf. also the Augsburg reports in Archiv fiir Ref.-Gesch., III., 53

seq., 58.
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Fresh differences revealed themselves when the four

collocutors—in consequence of Eck's illness Pistorius was

also included—on the 14th of May entered on the discus-

sion of the Sacrament of Penance. Contarini, taught by

what had gone before, now kept a sharp look-out that no

words should be adopted into the terms of the agreement

capable of being understood in a Catholic as well as a

Protestant sense. He wished a genuine, honourable peace,

not a mere verbal agreement ; therefore, because he was

afraid that the Emperor might not be sufficiently informed

on the actual position of affairs, he had an audience on

the 15th of May at which Morone was also present. "Up
till now," he said, " the two parties had been divided as to

the two most important Sacraments, the Eucharist and

Penance, and the Protestants had brought forward with

regard to both great errors of doctrine ; if they would not

renounce them, an agreement was impossible." At the

same time, he urged upon the Emperor the disadvantages

of a trumped-up peace ; he suggested that, in his opinion,

further measures should be taken against the Protestants.

The Emperor, to whom Contarini's outspoken bearing

was displeasing, vouchsafed no reply to this latter observa-

tion. He admitted that he was no theologian, but insisted

on Granvelle's information that the whole matter turned

only on the one word transubstantiation ; in spite of every-

thing he thought that it would be more reasonable to

persevere and to get as many concessions as possible

from the Protestants, for although it was an easy matter

to break up the conference, and one that could be effected

at any time, yet it was a step incurring serious consequences.

Contarini assured him that he was also longing for an

agreement, but he held it to be his duty to set forth

the real position of affairs and the actual significance df

the religious differences ; once more he dwelt on all that
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was involved in the one word transubstantiation, and pre-

sented a memorial explanatory of his own position.^

The principles upon which Contarini acted were laid

down by him on the following day in a letter to Farnese.

First of all, he said, the verity of the Faith must be upheld
;

secondly, there must be no yielding to the inducement to

express Catholic doctrine in equivocal terms, a proceeding

certain to lead only to greater dissension ; thirdly, steps

must be taken to convince Germany and Christendom at

large that the strife proceeds neither from the Holy See nor

from the Emperor, but from the obdurate adherence of the

Protestants to their erro.-s.^ These incisive words, coming

from one as lenient and placable as Contarini, carried twofold

weight. The Cardinal-Legate was thus emphatic because

he had arrived at the conviction that the Protestants could

make no appeal on behalf of their Eucharistic teaching to

any ground of probability, let alone to any doctrinal author-

ity, but solely and simply to their own arbitrary opinion.^

A further hindrance of importance in the way of agree-

ment was, as Contarini correctly perceived, the dependent

position of the Protestant theologians.*

That the actual decision lay not with the latter but with

the princes became more and more evident to Granvelle

and the Emperor. They therefore resolved to make
earnest representations to the latter, but permitted the

theological discussions to proceed. Their course, however,

was such that the hope of an agreement became fainter and

fainter. The article dealing with Church discipline and

1 Letter of May 15, 1541, in Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis,

387-390. The memorial in Dittrich, Regesten, 325 seq.

2 See the letter of i6th (not iSth) May in Pastor, Korrespondenz

Contarinis, 391.

3 Letter of May 9 ; see Pastor, loc. cii., 378.

* Letter of May 13 ; ibid., 342, 384.

VOL. XI. 29
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government gave ris'e to vehement debate. Melanchthon

had no share in the views of the extreme right of his

party—although a year before he had spoken in favour

of the full retention of episcopal authority,—but was at

the service of the Elector of Saxony, who was the decided

opponent of the ecclesiastical power of the bishops ; he

therefore thought himself bound to stand firm on this

point, although thus brought into contradiction with his

previous declarations. His position became more and

more singular, so that he was brought into conflict with

even the members of his own party.

The " wrangling " was more violent than ever when the

invocation of saints, the mass, celibacy, and the monastic

life came under discussion. On all these points the Protes-

tants presented counter-articles.^ During the discussion

they purposely overlooked the temperate tone in which the

" Ratisbon Book " expounded the contentious doctrines,

they constantly reiterated the old accusations of abuses of

indulgences, in the veneration of the saints, and so forth.

If the Catholics admitted the particular abuses, they were

none the less dissatisfied ; for in that case they found

everything to be still in such a state of darkness that the

roots of such abuses still remained. When the Catholics

agreed that a reformation was of the highest necessity, the

Protestants replied that the best reformation would consist

in the entire abolition of the monasteries. Things grew

more and more hopeless, for Melanchthon, in accordance

with the will of his master, the Saxon Elector, showed on

almost all points the greatest inflexibility.

Naturally the Catholic collocutors also lost patience

1 See Pastor, Reunioiibbestrebungen, 258 seqq. ; cf. Korrespondenz

Contarinis, 390 seq., and DiTTRlCH, Regesten, 183. See also the

*report of C. Zwick to Constance, dated Ratisbon, May 21, 1541 (St$te

Archives, Constance).
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1

little by little, and carried on the controversy with a greater

degree of stubbornness than they had shown at first.^

On the 22nd of May the disputations ended, and on the

31st the " Ratisbon Book" was returned to the Emperor

and the Protestant counter-articles presented to him, which

dealt in part directly with the most important doctrines

of faith. 2 That theological discussions, taken generally,

were not remedies for religious discord was shown also in

the fate of the article on justification, the only one on

which completely harmonious assent had been reached.

The Saxon Elector was highly dissatisfied with the

"prolix and botched-up affair." Luther had chimed in

with this view on the lOth of May 1541 ; he would suffer

the formula provisionally only on a declaration from the

Catholics that hitherto they had taught another doctrine,

and he tried to dissuade the Elector from attending the

Diet of the Empire unless he wished to come to terms

with the Devil himself!^ Gropper and Pflug, however,

represented to the Emperor that the formula would

require much ampler explanation in order to bring it

into correspondence with the doctrine of the Catholic

Church. The leaders of the middle party showed

thereby that they were not capable of bringing about

an agreement.* Although Rome had not as yet spoken,

still, under this position of affairs, there was no longer any

doubt that the conference was a complete failure.

Even Contarini's hopes were dwindling down, as the

Protestants clung obstinately to some entirely erroneous

assertions. " I am vexed to the soul," he wrote, " to see

* See Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 259 seq.

2 See C. Zwick in his ^report, to Constance from Ratisbon, May 30,

1 54 1 (State Archives, Constance).

3 De Wette, v., 353 scq.

* Pastor, loc. cit.^ 270.
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things thus hurrying on the road to ruin." The one thing

that brought him consolation in the midst of failure was

that at least the Holy See was not held culpable for the

frustration of the attempt at union, as the article in dis-

pute did not concern the Primacy or any other matter

concerning which private interest might be presupposed.^

What more was to be done he set forth at length ©n the

29th of May in a letter to Farnese. As the primary cause

of the establishment of Lutheran views not merely in the

hearts of Protestants but also in the brains of those who

still called themselves Catholics, he specified the seductions

of novelty and the congeniality of the new doctrines to men

of this world, with its abrogation of the duties of confession,

of hearing mass, of frequently visiting churches, of keepin.g

the rules of fasting and abstinence. As preventives of the

dissemination of heresy he proposed to the Pope three

measures. In the first place, there must be a decree passed

in the Imperial Diet forbidding the Protestants to admit

into their confederation any of those Catholic Estates still

for the time being Catholic ; secondly, it was imperatively

necessary that a genuine Christian reformation should be

carried out in Germany; this must consist in the good

example set by the bishops and in their diligent adminis-

tration of their office, and in their care to appoint efficient

preachers and instructors in the Catholic faith, as the

Protestants in their case do, devoting every effort to widen

the spheres of influence of their sects. This must be made

matter of serious concern, otherwise God will demand a

heavy reckoning. Thirdly, Contarini recommended the

restoration of the chalice to the laity, for he knew from

personal experience how important this point was in the

eyes of Germans, especially among the nobility ;
even some

German bishop*^ were of opinion that, on this ground oi«rly,

1 Letters of June 2 in Pastor, Korresponde^iz Contarinis, 477.
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very many had become Lutherans who would otherwise

have remained firm Catholics.^

Contarini's views were shared by Morone,^ while the

Bavarian Dukes and the Elector of Mayence saw no promise

of success save in the formation of an offensive alliance

and the declaration of war against the Protestants. But

even now Contarini still thought such a step dangerous

and not conducive to the aim to be pursued.^

In the meanwhile the Imperialists were looking for

another way out of the " labyrinth " into which the religious

conference had led them, a way not less fallacious in

principle. The religious situation was still as much as

before regarded by them as a matter of politics in which

the doctrines of bo'ief could be bandied hither and thither

for treatment, one dogma being given up by this party and

another softened down by that. Granvelle, a master of

such tactics, knew even now of a way of escape, of the

success of which he was all the more confident as it had met

with the approbation of the Elector Joachim of Branden-

burg. The articles agreed upon were to be proclaimed

as doctrines common to the Empire; the articles still

under dispute were to be suspended and tolerated until a

Council or some other authority should pronounce a de-

cision. In order to appreciate the entire monstrosity of

this so-called project of toleration it must be remembered

that the articles, agreement upon which was suspended,

dealt with the fundamental doctrines of the Faith.* The

dangers of such a proposal couki not escape even the

Emperor ; but the " three evil spirits," as Vice-Chancelior

1 Pastor, loc. cit., 475 seq.

2 Laemmer, Mon. Vat., 373.

3 DiTTRICH, Contarini, 703 seq.

* Also noted by Vetter (p. 139) ; cf. supra, p 446 seqq See also

Armstrong, II
, 337.
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Held called Granvelle, Naves, and Johann von Weeze, knew

well how to keep Charles from leaving the wrong track

once he had entered upon it, just as if if were part of the

Imperial office to lay down regulations in matters of faith.^

It was characteristic of the perplexity of counsels

reigning at Ratisbon that in June Charles V. gave his

assent to a step almost without a parallel in German

history ; a special embassy—ostensibly in the name of

the Elector Joachim and the Margrave George, but really

by order of the Emperor—was sent to Luther, proscribed

under the ban of the Empire, in order to gain his adhesion

to the new attempts at reunion.^ The Saxon Elector, the

enemy of any agreement with the " murderous and idola-

trous Catholics," was roused to fierce indignation, and

warned Luther. He might have kept quiet, for the author

and instigator of the religious schism was at one with his

prince, and allowed the latter to shape his reply in yet

sharper terms. The answer ran thus : He could not

believe that the Catholics were in earnest about terms of

agreement, since after unification over the four first articles

they held firmly to their errors in all the rest; let the

Emperor give orders for the " pure and clear " preaching of

the articles agreed upon, by the admission of Protestant

preachers into Catholic congregations.^ The majority of

Protestant theologians, with Melanchthon foremost among

them, were of precisely the same mind. The Landgrave

of Hesse refused to renounce even one of the disputed

articles ; all attempts to bring him round were wrecked.*

» Cf. Corp. Ref., IV., 346.

* Cf. Brieger, Contarini, 67 seq.

3 Luther's scheme in Bukkhardt, Briefwechsel, 386 ; the final reply

in De Wette, v., 366 seq. Cf. also Bezold, 134, and Armstrong, I.,

337, whose judgments are more correct than those of Brieger, loc. cit.

* See Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 262 ; Vetter, 153.
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As among" the above-named Protestants so also among

Catholics all persons of any authority pronounced against

this strange scheme of the Emperor. Not merely Bavaria

and Mayence, but the Papal Legate also spoke in deter-

mined opposition, for the latter, with more acumen than the

purblind middle party, had a prevision of the consequences

of this project. Contarini would rather have suffered all

things, death itself, than, in order to win toleration for false

doctrine, have raised his voice against the positive decisions

of the Church.'

' See DlTTRlCH, Contarini, 707 seq., 725 seq. Cf. Histor. Jahrb.,

IV., 416.



CHAPTER XI.

Continuation of the Diet of Ratisbon.—Its Close

AND Failure.

Although in Rome, from the beginning, and on grounds

of principle, the Imperial attempts at reunion had been

viewed with serious misgiving, Charles V. had been

allowed a free hand, while the Curia, maintaining an

observant attitude, had held all judgment in suspense.

If Contarini was repeatedly recommended to observe the

utmost caution, this did not mean that the Pope's reliance

upon him was weakened. His transactions with the

Bavarian Dukes met with Paul III.'s fullest approval.^

Farnese informed him on the i6th of April that the Pope

was in complete agreement with his way of conducting

affairs with Granvelle ; at the same time his Holiness com-

mended his caution and circumspection, and exhorted him

to persevere.^ A fortnight later Farnese told the Legate

that he had laid all letters received from him before the

Pope ; since these only contained reports of the transac-

tions at Ratisbon, it was not necessary to go into detail,

especially as Contarini enjoyed the Pope's entire confidence.

Even here the recommendation to caution recurs, since the

principal object of the Legate's mission was that he should

maintain unimpaired the truth of religion and the authority

' "Letters of Farnese of March 9 and April 4, 1 541 (Secret Archives

oi the Vatican, Arm., 64, t. 20).

« Ibid.

456
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of the Holy See.^ A letter of the 12th of May shows

clearly how lively an interest the Pope took in the proceed-

ings at Ratisbon, and again recommends that they should

be followed with the closest attention.^

The Curia could not maintain their attitude of reserve for

ever, especially as Contarini himself on the 3rd of May asked

for a final decision on the questions touching the doctrine

of justification. When Contarini admitted that the formula

contained innovations and that also he was not positively

certain that the statements were orthodox and Catholic,

it was not surprising that a great divergency of opinion

existed among the Cardinals. With the exception of Pole,

the Cardinals on friendly terms with Contarini had more

or less serious misgivings, Carafa in particular, who yet,

like Fregoso, quieted himself with the assumption that the

formula was capable of admitting a Catholic interpretation.

Aleander, who was reckoned to have the most accurate

knowledge of German affairs, held by the perfectly sound

opinion^ that even if the theologians were at last to arrive

at a common basis of reunion the German people would

still refuse to submit to their consensus of opinion.*

In Rome it was clearly understood that the union aimed

at on the doctrine of justification was only a means of

evading the real inner differences and did not represent

^ Contarini must "proveder cautamente et haver ben 1' occhio che

la vera religione et authoritk di questa s. sede non riceva altera-

tione e preguiditio essendo questo il carico principale di V. S. R.

circa il quale ella parti di S. S" cosi bene et cosi particolamiente

instrutta." *Letter of April 29, 1541 (Secret Archives of the Vatican,

loc. cit.).

2 *Letter of Farnese of May 12, 1541 (Secret Archives of the

Vatican).

3 Bezold's opinion, 733.

* See Priuli's report to Beccadelli in QuiRlNi, HI., diatr. c. 5, xlvi

seq. ; cf. Dittrich, Contarini, 680 seq.y and Vetter, 104 seq.
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a successful effort to gain a common standpoint on matters

of principle. The decision in consistory was pronounced

on the 27th of May. As on previous occasions,^ so now

Contarini's letters to Rome were read out and led to some

spirited discussion. Cardinal Dionisio Laurerio attacked

the Legate sharply, while Fregoso, in Pole's absence, de-

fended him with equal learning and warmth. Even if

now the majority of the Sacred College withheld from

Contarini the praise justly due to his attempts to bring

about a conciliatory issue, they yet expressed themselves

unmistakably against concessions vaguely formulated and

of indeterminate scope.^

^ See Acta consist, cancell., 4: *Die mere. 30 Martii 1541, lecte

fuerunt littere rev. d. card. Contarini leg. de lat. ad Imp., quibus

significabat quam honorifice Mai. Ces. eum exceperit (Consistorial

Archives of the Vatican). Cf. the report in SOLMI, Contarini, 72, accord-

ing to which Contarini's letter of March 13 (Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch.,

III., 150) was read aloud. For the consistory of April 29, see *Acta

consist, cancell., 4 : *Lecte fuerunt littere ex Germania a rev. d.

Contareni leg. miss., quibus continebatur de initio diete Ratisbon.

N. Sernini makes in a *letter of April 30, 1541, to Cardinal E. Gonzaga,

the express statement that on the 5th, 12th, and 17th letters of

Contarini were read. On May 7 he reports : *Mercordi fu concistoro

dove non fu trattato di cosa alcuna importante. S. S'^ disse che la

mente del legato da Ratisbona se [half destroyed : ricava . . ?] quelle

chc esso haveva di fare in caso che S. M. venisse in Italia, sopra il

che si era ragionato e risoluto che si governasse come meglio paresse

a detta M'^ et esso guidicisse che lo star suo fosse per fare qualche

buon effetto conquesto aviso, perch^ la venuta di S. M'^ habbia da

esser in breve, ma il rev. Cesarino h di contraria opinione tenendo

al fermo che non si vorrk partir se prima non vede bene il fine di

quelle cose di la et si chiarisca de la mente del Turco. On May 14

N. Sernini writes of the consistory of the 13th: *Furono lette certe

lettere del rev. legato dat. in Ratisbona, delle quale per via del rev.

Farnese vedrb d' havere copia (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).
^

- The Acta consist, cancell., 4, contain for the consistory of May 27

unfortunately only the following : *Lecte fueruut littere rev. dom
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Two days later Ardinghello, in the name of Farnese, con-

veyed this expression to Contarini in careful and conciliatory

terms. The Pope, he said, had neither approved nor rejected

the new formula; all who had become acquainted with it were

of opinion that its meaning might have been more clearly

expressed, and that in this article the same degree of care

had not been taken, as was the case in others, to avoid all

equivocal expressions and the semblance only of agree-

ment. Then followed the distinct injunction to observe

henceforward great vigilance lest any article or portion of

such should be accepted, expressly or tacitly, fndirectly or

directly, or even be allowed to pass with only a slight

show of opposition, which did not in sense as well as in

verbal expression conform clearly and unequivocally to the

Catholic conception, as laid down by the Church, or which

contained words capable of more than one interpretation

;

the Cardinal would do well, in accordance with his instruc-

tions, to submit all points to the decision of the Holy See,

since great scandal would be inflicted on the Church and

injury to the cause of truth if the Protestants were able

Contareni legate ad Imp. et dietam significantes de rebus diett

(Consistorial Archives, Vatican). We have therefore to depend upon

the accounts given by Bembo in his letter of May 27 (Beccadelli,

I., 2, 167 seq. Here letters of Contarini of the 9th, loth, 12th, and

15th are said to have been read, while, as a matter of fact, only those

of the 9th, nth, 13th, and 15th are known. DiTTRICH [Contarini, 682]

believes that the Ratisbon formula was not read in consistory ; this

very improbable hypothesis is also adopted by Vetter [p. 106]. It

is quite possible that in the copy of Bembo's letter a mistake in the

dates crept in), and by N. Sernini in a report of June 25 (SOLMI,

Contarini, 82). From the latter document it may also be decided with

certainty that the " Card, di S. Marcello," which Ranke (Papste, I.,

8th ed., 108) mistakenly supposes to be a proper name, is not

M. Cervini, as Vetter (p. 105) thinks, but Laurerio of the Seivite

order ; he is twice designated as " frate."
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to appeal to the Legate, with even only a show of right,

in favour of their doctrinal opinions.

Concessions made solely for the sake of peace and

charity would secure only doubtful advantages with the

certainty of loss. The Legate therefore ought, as the

open and outspoken advocate of Catholic truth, to enter-

tain such overtures as he had done, to the Pope's great

satisfaction, in the articles on the Eucharist and Penance.

He was to pursue this course in particular with regard to

the doctrine of the Primacy and the authority of councils.

The mild and, as far as was possible, general formul-

ization on those important points, forwarded to Rome

by Contarini on the 9th of May, had not been approved

by the Pope nor by his advisers, as the language lay open

to various interprecations and the main principles were

not outlined with sufficient precision. In this document it

was left open to doubt, from want of clear and definite

statement, whether the summoning of the Council, as well

as the confirmation of its decrees, was the prerogative of

the Pope alone. In the article on the Primacy, in order

to guard against any double sense, the immediate institu-

tion by Christ Himself of this office ought to have been

brought clearly into prominence ; any slackness on this

point would only be exploited by the Protestants to their

advantage. If there were any lack of clearness of thought

or expression on this matter, union on all others would be

entirely futile. Contarini was to withhold his consent to

any formula in which the authority of the Holy See in the

Catholic sense was not plainly affirmed, even if the

Emperor had repeatedly given his assurance that not the

slightest prejudice would accrue to the Holy See; only on

this ground had the Pope consented to send his Legate to

the Imperial Diet.

The postponement of the discussion on the Primacy, to
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which Contarini, contrary to his instiuctions, had consented,
in order that the conference might not be broken up on
that point, had not displeased the Pope

;
yet the Legate

must still bear the fact in mind that, eventually, as the
Bavarian Dukes had already pointed out, the Protestants

might give way on all the other articles, especially if they
were equivocally expressed, in order afterwards to concen-
trate all their opposition on this one point and bring it

into odium as being the one and only stone of offence.

Certainly it was also a matter of much importance to the
Pope that neither he nor his representative should incur
the blame for a failure of the negotiations for reunion, but
the purity of the Catholic Faith was to him a concern of

yet higher consideration, wherefore Contarini was to be
watchful and upon his guard against any ambiguity or

obscurity of statement.

The Cardinal finally was requested to urge greater

discretion on his surroundings, and with reference to the
complaints made to the nuncio Dandino by King Francis
regarding the Legate's subservience to the Emperor and
his coolness towards the Catholics, was admonished to be
for the future somewhat more forward and decided in his

support of the truth and to avoid even the appearance of

too great compliancy.^

Contarini received this first caution, couched in terms of
the greatest moderation and courtesy,'- on the 8th of June.
He answered on the following day. Since he was uncon-
scious of any omission or blameworthiness on his part,

he met the reproaches brought against him with a decided

disclaimer. First of all, as regards the formula on justinca-

1 QuiRiNl, III., ccxxxi seq.; cf. Dittrich, Contarini. 717 seq.

The original in the Secret Archives of the \'atican is endorsed " Ric.

alli 8 di Glugno" (PaSTOR, Korrespondenz Contarinis, 478, n. 3).

- Dittrich, Contarini, 720.
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tion, he admitted that the form of words might appear

ambiguous to one person or another but the sense was

strictly Catholic ; not a clause, not a word was therein

ambiguous in the sense of admitting an erroneous

explanation. If the Curia was of another opinion they

ought to communicate the ambiguity to him so that he

might have it removed. For the rest, he referred them to

his treatise on Justification, of which he had sent a copy to

Bembo. As regarded the secrecy of the matters transacted

at Ratisbon, he had given his entourage positive directions

on the subject ; to Pole he certainly had sent the formula,

since he was of opinion that in such matters the Cardinals

ought to be informed.

With regard to their wishes concerning the article on

the Primacy, Contarini regretted that they had not been

made known to him sooner, that they might have been

introduced into the " Ratisbon Book " in a marginal note

by the Catholic collocutors. He had tried to supplement

this defect, but without success. Even if, like Morone, he

had cherished the notion that the less opposition there was

among the Protestants against the Primacy the better it

would be for the Papacy, he yet subordinated his opinion

to the Pope's will. He would obey, and on the revised

reading of the document with the collocutors would insert a

stronger statement. Therewith he enclosed a copy of the

" Ratisbon Book " with the Protestant articles side by side

of his own remarks and those of the Catholics.

Contarini reserved to the end of his letter his defence

against the charge of coldness :
" Truly, most illustrious

lord, I am not guilty of coldness in matters of truth, but am

as warm as it behoves me to be; but in my other relations

I am at pains, and rightly .so, to control my warmth, since

it is not necessary to add fuel to the great fire now spread^

ing from Denmark and Sweden over all the north and over-
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leaping Alps and rivers even to the regions of Italy ; much

better to try and apply as much as possible the means of

quenching the conflagration. Here no decision will be

pronounced ; in no single point will I pronounce a verdict,

but await all directions from Rome."^

Contarini's letter of the 29th of May, in which he had

described the precarious state of the Church in Germany,

developed his programme, and asked for new instruc-

tions, induced the Pope, who had received simultaneously

Morone's reports, to decide on his attitude towards the

new situation called forth by the collapse of the Ratisbon

conference. After a thorough discussion in consistory on

the loth of June an instruction was sent, five days later,

to Contarini and Morone.^ All the questions which once

more came to the front, the Catholic League, projects of

toleration, Council and reform, were here treated with all

the clearness desirable.

In order to strengthen the League, the Pope declared

himself ready to pay at once the 50,000 scudi already

promised and in case of urgency to raise more by further

taxation
;
generous help was also pledged in the case of

the Catholics having to assume an attitude of attack

instead of defence against the Protestants ; although

Paul III. at that time did not think war the right way of

expelling error from the world. With regard to Granvelle's

request for a sum of money to be used in reconciling Pro-

testants, the Pope sanctioned the expenditure of 50,000 scudi,

* Pastor, Correspondenz Contarinis, 478 seq.

"^ Best copy in QuiRlNI, III., ccxl seq. Other and the two first

original drafts in the Zeitschr. flir Kirchengesch., V., 595 seq. The

passage on the Council from the original in the Secret Archives of the

Vatican is given by Ehses, IV., 195 seq. For the consistory of June 10,

of which nothing is said in the *Acta Consist, as far as Contarini is

concerned, see the report of N. Sernini in Solmi, Contarini, 84.
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only no pretext was to be given for the supposition that

there was any intention of buying a Protestant out of his

religion ; cases of reconciliation were also to be genuine

and not matters of formality.

While Paul III. on this point made concession to an

Imperialist wish, he none the less determined to reject

the so-called project of toleration as inadmissible and

harmful. The articles on which the accommodation had

been reached could not be held on sufferance, since they

concerned essential portions of the Faith and it was for-

bidden to do evil in order that good might come. The

Faith was one indissoluble whole ; one part could not be

accepted and another part renounced. If the See of Rome,

called to be the custodian of the purity of the Church's

doctrine, were to permit in any degree erroneous teaching,

then Christians would cease to seek from her the regula

fidei\ while by such a project the Protestants, to whom
their errors certainly would be conceded, would not be

won to the Church, the latter would also lose her hold over

the remaining portion of Christendom.

Instead of the project of toleration, instead of the difficult

and dangerous arbitrament of war, the Pope recommended

the Council as the most available remedy at hand ; in time

past under like circumstances it had always been invoked,

and was also the object of the Emperor's constant desire.

As the reasons which at an earlier stage had led to a

suspension of the Council out of consideration for the

Hapsburg sovereigns no longer stood in the way, and

efforts of a different kind had miscarried, the assembling

of the Council could no longer be deferred, especially as

previous postponements had only led to public misfortunes.

The Holy Father had hitherto given in to Charles V. in

respect of these particular religious negotiations in ord>er

to evince his good-will towards him ; now, when religion
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was in such grave peril, the Emperor ought once more to

allow the Pope, to whom the precedence was due b)- right,

to steer the ship. The Legate was enjoined to lay this

resolve before Charles V., in the first place, and also to

ask him what time he considered appropriate
;
yet he was

to avoid giving the impression that he was asking the

Emperor's permission. The removal of the suspension

would be announced immediately on receipt of the

Emperor's reply. Only if Charles could suggest a better

remedy was the Legate to delay any longer in promising

a Council, otherwise he was to put himself at once into

communication with the princes and prelates. If the

Emperor, although unable to offer any better suggestion,

refused to accept the Council, the Legate was then to make

public protest, and to agree to nothing which was un-

Catholic or open to ambiguity.

The question raised by Contarini, whether the German

laity could be promised the administration of the chalice,

was reserved by the Pope for the Council. With regard to

reform, on the other hand, the Legate was at once, in

common with the German bishops, to take the necessary

preliminary measures so that on his return to the Curia

these matters might be taken in hand with some prospects

of success. Contarini received this instruction, conveyed

by a special courier, on the 21st of June, but as that was

the date also of Ferdinand's arrival, he could not have an

audience of Charles until the 24th.^

The Emperor who, notwithstanding all failures, was

resolved to pursue his previous policy, was so unpleasantly

surprised by Contarini's announcements that he had to

• Contarini reported on this to Famese on June 24, 1541 ; the letter

was published by Schultze in the Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch., III.,

176-179. Cf. Pallavicini, 1. 4, c. 15, n. i ; DittriCII, Contarini,

734 ; KORTE, 40.

VOL. XI. 30
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fall back on clumsy objections and excuses. All attempts

to bring him to a definite decision in the matter of the

Leao-ue were repelled as on earlier occasions/ while on this

one he remarked that the Bavarians were only scheming

to implicate him in a dangerous war. His objections to

the immediate summons of the Council only showed plainly

that here also he was bent on his former policy of pro-

crastination.

He thought, in the first place, that the Pope would

have done better to have waited for the close of the Diet,

since then the princes themselves probably would have

asked for a Council. The Legate thereupon pointedly

replied : " In that case, it would be still better if this

proposal came from them personally." To the Emperor's

further objection that if the Synod were summoned while

the Diet was still in session the princes might come

forward again with a demand for a Council in Germany,

or even for a national council, Contarini explained that a

definite course had been settled upon already in consistory
;

at the same time he begged for a final reply, as the courier

had to be sent back in two days. Charles, however, was

not prepared to give such an answer until he had consulted

his brother Ferdinand, who had arrived on the 21st of June.

Contarini remarked besides that the Emperor's refusal was

caused in part by the suspicion which he nourished that

the Pope's decision was due to the solicitations of the

Bavarian Dukes.

On the 25th of June the Legate found Ferdinand also

in a mood of non-compliance.' Morone's efforts at the

same time to dispose the Emperor and Granvelle favour-

•

Cf. Contarini's report of June 19 in Pastor, Korrespondenz

Contarinis, 484.

2 Contarini to Farnese, June 27. 1541. Given partly by Past«R,

loc. cit.,a,Z-] seq. ; cf. Dittrich, Regesten, 205, and Contarini, 735 seg.
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ably towards the Council were equally unsuccessful ;
^

Ferdinand held that reformation must precede the Council.

As long as the Pope took no definite measures in that

direction, he remarked with a spiteful laugh, he could not

believe in the Council. In place of further answer he

referred to the Emperor's written reply, which might soon

be expected. This was handed by Granvelle to the Legate

on the 27th of June; Charles V. had drawn up the docu-

ment in French, and directed that a Latin version should

be prepared for Contarini. In this he acknowledged the

summons of the Council to be within the Pope's com-

petency, and promised his support, without expressing

any wish concerning time or place. As to the temporary

enactments relating to Germany, he spoke in general terms,

probably with the intention of leaving open a door of

entry for his project of toleration.^

Contarini, who was as much astonished as he was

gratified, at once reported the new turn of affairs to Rome,*

but asked for fuller explanation of the indefinite declara-

tion on the settlement of German affairs. Granvelle, on

the 4th of July, informed him through Morone that the

Emperor wished to see the League consolidated, and was

determined that the religious questions should be brought

before the Council, but that in the interim a peace should

be concluded in Germany, for any infraction of which by

the Lutherans he was resolved to take severe reprisals.*

In Rome it was perceived, with keener insight than by

Contarini, that the Emperor, with his apparently friendly

approaches to the Pope, had no other object in view than

1 Morone to Farnese, June 27, 1541, in Histor. Jahrb., IV., 625 } cf.

DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 736 segq.

2 Cf. EhskS, IV., ig6 seg.; cf. Kortk, \z seq.

' Letter of June 27, 1 541, in Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis, 488.

See DiTTRiCH, Contarini, 738.
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to bring about the acceptance of his plan of toleration.

On the 23rd of June the " Ratisbon Book," with the

documents appertaining to it, at last made its appear-

ance, and was handed over by the Pope to a special

commission of examiners.^ On the evening of the 5th

of July, Contarini's despatches of the 27th and 28th of

June, with the Emperor's reply on the question of the

Council, arrived. Cardinal Farnese at once laid it before

the Pope, who immediately summoned a consistory for

the 6th of July, at which, on the basis of Contarini's

reports, the Ratisbon negotiations were submitted to full

consideration. Due allowance being made for the import-

ance of the topic, no final resolution was arrived at, but

on the 7th Farnese was able to tell Contarini that the Pope

held the removal of the suspension and the early meeting

of the Council to be necessary. The Emperor did not

seem to grasp correctly the task of the Synod, which

consisted in the establishment of dogmas of faith and in

the removal of abuses. The toleration of heresies excluded

the only remedy, the general Synod of the Church, and

would only aggravate the existing evil.^

In a second consistory, on the 8th of July, in which the

later despatches of Contarini, of the 19th, 20th, 22nd, and

24th of June, received on the evening of the 6th, were read,

the final decision was taken. After one more hearing of

the Cardinals the removal of the suspension of the Council

of Vicenza and the immediate resumption of its sittings

were voted. Farnese informed Contarini to this effect on

the loth of July, and also that the government of Venice

had already been applied to for the renewal of their per-

> See *Farnese's leUers to Contarini, June 23 and 27, 1541 (Secret

Archives of the Vatican).

' *Farnese to Contarini, July 7, 1541 (Secret Archives of the Vatica5>,

Arm., 64, t. 20, f. 32 seq., with endorsement :
" Ric. alH 21 ").
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mission to use Vicenza. If this city were not conceded

for the purpose, the Pope would designate some other

suitable place. At the same time the Legate was directed

once more to beg the Emperor to support the Council,

and to refrain from the toleration of error; above all, to

give no consent to anything which could be prejudicial

to religion.^

At Ratisbon, in the meantime, the question of aid

against the Turks, which, to the astonishment of those

present, had fallen into the background, was once more

brought to the front.^ Ferdinand I. displayed in this

respect unflagging activity. The nuncio was able to

inform him that a special Papal envoy was on his way

with a sum of money for the defence of Hungary.

The Protestant Estates of the Empire were not to be

moved to give any unconditional help, so that by the

beginning of July the eventuality had to be faced of

protecting Hungary without their assistance.^

The willingness of the Catholics to defend the eastern

frontiers of the Empire made a deep impression on

Ferdinand. He now saw the necessity of a nearer

approach to the Catholic leaders, just as later on his

judgment on the Bavarian Dukes became less harsh

than that of the Emperor. But even the latter showed

symptoms of a change of disposition. The stubbornness

of the Protestants on religious questions, and their refusal

to take part against Turkey except on conditions of an

exorbitant character, had soured his temper. According

1 See *letter of July 10 (Secret Archives of the Vatican) ; extract in

EhSES, IV., 197 n. Cf. also N. Sernini's letter in SoLMi, Contarini,

85 seq.

2 Cf. the *report of C. Zwick, May 30, 1541 (City Archives,

Constance).

3 DiriRiCH, Contarini, 743 seqq. ; cf. WiNKELMANN, III., 190 seq.
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to a statement made by Ferdinand to Morone, Charles

had declared that he would stake his life and abide by it

that the further spread of the sectaries should be stopped.

Morone now began to hope that a change for the better

in the Emperor was setting in.*

Contarini, on his side, complied with the Emperor's

wishes, and urged the bishops present at the Diet to set

to work on a real reformation.^ On being asked by the

Imperialists, in connection with a resolution of the Catholic

Estates, to make a statement once more on the " Ratisbon

Book," he declared his determination to insist that the

established articles of faith should not be called in question,

and that the ultimate decision should rest with the Holy
See, whether speaking through a Council or in other ways.^

Charles V. saw matters in another light. The change of

opinion, on which Morone had built such great hopes,

proved itself illusory. When, on the loth of July, Contarini

presented Morone's opinion, prompted by the League, upon

the " Ratisbon Book," he was received with discourteous

coolness, although Morone only repeated what the Legate

already had often propounded.* The Emperor, stung by

the failure of his schemes of reunion, poured out his anger

on the Legate. When the latter dwelt on the importance

of his longer sojourn in Germany, Charles replied that he

must now look exclusively to his own interests, as the

others had consistently done.

When the Papal promise of the Council was mentioned,

' DITTRICH, loc. cit., 742 seq. ; cf. Histor. Jahrb., IV., 417 seq. For

the Protestants and the Turkish subsidy, cf. the Augsburg reports in

Archiv fur Ref.-Gesch., IV., 228, 233, 337 seqq. ; see also the *report

of C. Zwick of June 22, 1541 (City Archives, Constance).

' Cf. DiTTRlCH, loc. cit., 749 seq,

' Cf. Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis, 490 seq. ; Vetter, 186. '

• KORTE, 42 ; DiTTRiCH, loc. cit., 750.
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1

a promise at the moment most unacceptable to Charles, the

latter exclaimed :
" When it takes place, I shall believe in

it " ; whereupon Contarini rejoined that the Council was a

matter of certainty. With regard to the League, he wished

some articles changed ; besides, Charles added, he had

heard that the Pope was ready, even without his participa-

tion, to arrange a defensive League in Italy together with

Venice and France, The Legate protested emphatically

against such erroneous suppositions ; the Pope neverthe-

less had placed his household under Imperial protection.

When Contarini finally brought forward the strong griev-

ance of the Catholics, that they were constantly assailed

from Protestant pulpits, the Emperor expressed his belief

that that would only be a matter of a few days' duration,

as he was thinking of a very early departure.^

Two days after this audience Charles received the

answer of the Protestants to his plan of toleration. It was

a refusal, in accordance with the wishes of the Saxon

Elector.^ This, in combination with the Catholic resolution

of July the 5th, sealed the fate of the Emperor's scheme.

Yet on this very 12th of July the latter presented to the

Estates his proposition for the Recess of the Diet, in which,

without even taking notice of the Pope's formal offer of a

Council, he still tried to force through his scheme of

toleration ; the articles on which there was agreement were

to be acknowledged and accepted as Christian doctrine,

the articles on which there was not agreement were to be

postponed until the General Council gave a decision ; this

also was the Legate's opinion. But if the Council were

not held at all, or, as seemed necessary, were to be deferred

1 Letter of Contarini, July 10, 1541, in Pastor, Korrespondenz

Contarinis, 492 seq.

^ Corp. Ref., IV., 497 seq.; cf. EGELHAAF, II., 397; Dittrich,

Contarini, 757 ; Winkelmann, IIL, 197.
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to a later period, the negotiations on religion would

again be resumed in a Diet of the Empire. The Emperor

added that he was very shortly to have an interview

with the Pope, and would then endeavour to learn from

the latter what might be expected concerning the Council.

Until a decision was come to, the publication of libellous

writings was to cease, the Imperial Court of Chancery

to continue its sittings, the peace of Nuremberg to be

maintained and, finally, subsidies to be raised against

the Turks.^

Contarini was not a little astonished at the Emperor's

behaviour. Besides the total omission of any mention of

the Pope, he was particularly displeased at Charles's inten-

tion of giving his approval to the articles of agreement,

thereby constituting himself and the Diet judges in religious

matters, and that too in the name of an understandiner

with him as Legate. Therefore, in an audience on the

i6th of July, he protested against the way and manner

in which the Emperor had overstepped the limits of his

authority. Charles tried to excuse his conduct and to

pacify Contarini.2 The Legate, however, thought it fitting,

on the following day, to remind the Emperor in writing

that to the Pope alone belonged the right of sanctioning

articles of belief.^ In order to free his position from all

uncertainty, he made a declaration to this effect to the

Electors also.*

The reception given by the Estates to the Emperor's

* Le Plat, III., 96; Corp. Ref., IV., 510 seq. ; Dittrich, loc. cit.,

752 seq.

^ Letter of July 17, 1541, in PASTOR, he. cii., 495 seq., and also

Dittrich, loc. cit., 753, n. 2.

8 See Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch., V., 606. y
Letter of July 19, 1541, in the Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengesch., III.,

180; cf. Dittrich. loc. cit., 734.
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proposals showed that the danger of a national council

was once more close at hand.^ The Protestants, in their

reply of the 14th of July, recommended the acceptance of

the articles agreed upon, but under impossible conditions
;

they demanded a free Christian council within the German
nation, over which the Pope should have no jurisdiction, or,

if that were unattainable, a further treatment of religious

affairs in a convention of the Estates of the Empire.

Scarcely better was the position adopted by the Electoral

College in which, against Mayence and Treves, the

majority, Brandenburg, the Palatine, and Cologne, carried

a resolution that the articles agreed upon should be held

valid until a free council or national convention should

be held. Under the authoritative influence of Bavaria

the Catholic princes threw their weight into the scales

against the articles. On the other hand, they begged

the Emperor to use his influence with the Pope to ob-

tain the meeting of a General Council, or, if that were

impossible, of a national council in Germany. Thus from

all these quarters came the demand for a council on

German soil, or in any case for a council of the German

nation.

In corresponding terms came the written reply- of the

i8th of July, from the Cardinal of Mayence and the rest of

the prelates assembled at Ratisbon, to the reform proposals

of Contarini of July the 7th.^ The signatories, while

reproaching the Pope, laid stress upon the necessity for a

General Council as the only remedy by which the Church

in her present sorely burdened condition could be relieved

;

^ Cy; Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 272 j-^$?^. ; Dittrich,/oc. cti.,

755 •s'^?- ; KORTE, 43 se^.

' In Ehses, IV., 197-200; cf. KORTE, 43,44.

' See Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis, 491 ; DiTTRlCH, /oc. cii.,

749 ^eq.
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they approached his Holiness, through the Legate, with

earnest supplications that the meeting should be held

without delay, and promised their hearty co-operation
;

but in addition they besought on their own part that the

Council should be held in Germany, where the need was

most pressing.

During these proceedings threatening news came in

from Hungary concerning the Turks. The Catholic

Estates agreed to give help, the Protestants were obsti-

nate in their refusal unless religious concessions were

made to them. On the 21st of July, Girolamo Verallo,

appointed nuncio to Ferdinand I., arrived with a subsidy

for the war less in amount than that sovereign had

desired.^

On the 22nd of July, Contarini, soon after the receipt of

letters from Farnese, dated the 7th and lOth, had an audience

of the Emperor; Morone and Verallo were also present.

On being told that the Pope had already applied to Venice

on the subject of Vicenza, Charles replied that the Germans

wished the Council to be held in their own country. The

Legate, apart from other reasons, drew special attention

to his certain knowledge of the Pope's strong desire to

attend the Council in person, which on account of his

great age would be impossible if the meeting-place were

to be in Germany.

As regards the League, Charles declared that he would

enter into it only on the condition that no other confederate

tried to involve him in war for the furtherance of his

private interests. On the question of the plan of toleration,

Contarini, on his side, asked the Emperor to make the

concession, so distasteful to the latter on general grounds,

that he would, in accordance with the Pope's wishes,

^ See Morone's reports of July 13 and 22 in Histor. Jahrb., IV,, ^37
seq.^ 640; cf. PiKi'ER, 105.
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dismiss the project and leave all to the decision of the

Council.! All the more painful was the Legate's surprise

when he was brought face to face with the Emperor's

renewed proposal,^ brought forward, in disregard of his

previous assurances, without any communication with

Contarini, in which Charles declared that in the course

of his approaching conference with the Pope he would

come to an understanding with regard to the speedy

assembling of a council ; if this were to fall through, he

would work for a national council and, failing that also,

would convene a Diet of the Empire once more and attend

in person.^

In order that the promise of a national council should

not be allowed to pass by in silence, Contarini on the 24th

of July addressed a letter to the Emperor and another to

the Diet, through the Cardinal of Mayence, in which he

called upon the Estates to cancel the rider as to the

national council, such an assembly being incompetent to

1 Contarini to Farnese, July 22, 1541, in Schultze, Zeitschr. fur

Kirchengesch., IIL, 181-183 ; cf. DiTTRiCH, Contarini, 761 seqq., and

Regesten, 217.

-' In EhSES, IV., 200 seq., with the date July 20, 1541, but probably

not before the 23rd or 24th {cf. ibid., 200, n. 2). Cf. J..\NSSEN-PaSTOR,

1 8th ed., 508 ; Dittrich, Contarini, 763 ;
KORTE, 44.

3 For the relation of this draft to the final form of the Recess, read

aloud at the close of the Diet on July 29, cf. Ehses, IV., 201, n. i.

The fonner does not contain the later resolution that the General

Council should be held in Germany as soon as possible, nor the limita-

tion of time whereby it is decreed that a fresh Diet shall be summoned,

if within eighteen months the General or national council has not

taken place. Korte (page 46) says :
" Most remarkable of all was the

altitude of the Emperor. After having been a vehement opponent of

the reassembling of the Council, he suddenly places everything at the

Pope's pleasure, to end up by becoming, after protracted mancKuvring,

the supporter of the tendencies which were most odious to the Curia,

and all this in the course of a month."'
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decide on the controversies of belief then under dis-

cussion, and of which the decisions when passed would

be null and void.^

On the 26th of July the Estates sent a written reply

through the chancellor of Mayence.^ The Legate might

easily prevent the religious controversies being brought

before a national council if he would induce the Pope to

summon and hold a General Council without delay ; but

since the promise of such a Council, so often made to them

and now again brought forward by the Legate, was never

fulfilled by the Apostolic See, the existing necessities of

the Empire and the German nation demanded that their

religious controversies should be settled and removed at

the hands of a national council or a Diet of the Empire,

but in presence of and under the guidance of a Legate pro-

vided with adequate faculties by the Holy See. Albert of

Mayence, however,' pronounced decidedly against a general

synod in Germany as well as against a national council,

and was of opinion that, if the Pope and Emperor agreed

to the meeting of a General Council in Italy, the Catholic

princes would participate in it either in their own persons

or through representatives. In any case, the only possible

human remedy remaining was the speedy meeting of an

oecumenical synod.

When Contarini, on July the 26th, took leave of King

Ferdinand, the latter told him that the final message of the

Recess had not yet been settled ; but that it would not give

satisfaction to anyone, neither to Pope nor Emperor,

* Cf. DiTTRiCH, Contarini, 764, and Regesten, 219; Pallavicini,

1. 4, c. 15, n. 8.

- In Ehses, IV., 202 seq. ; cf. DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 764.

^ Sententia Alberti cardinalis Maguntini de loco et modo con^lii

celebrandi, Ratisbonae, c. 27, Julii 1541, in Ehses, IV., 403 seq.

Cf. UiTTKlCH, loc. cit., 767 seq. ; Vetter, 207.
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neither to Protestants nor Catholics.^ As the King de-

clined to explain more precisely, the Legate made further

inquiries and found out in other ways that Charles, under

pressure from the Estates, was actually ready to yield on

the question of a council in Germany. He therefore, on the

27th of July, together with the nuncios Morone and Verallo,

waited on the Emperor and made counter-representations.^

First to accept the Council and then attach to it impossible

conditions was, he declared, to reject it altogether ; he had

formerly, however, been of a different opinion, and had

promised to withstand the German demands on this point.

Charles told the Legate in reply that he had been misin-

formed ; he had not consented to the meeting of the

Council in Germany, but at the urgent prayer of the

princes had promised only to try and obtain the consent of

the Pope. In the Recess the clause was included that he

would petition the Holy Father to consent to the Council

being held in Germany, and that in case this did not happen,

a national council or another Diet should be held. Thus

Contarini's objections were of no avail. He was un-

acquainted even with the text of the Recess^ when, on the

29th of July, he left Ratisbon with the Emperor ; as soon as

he was able to get a sight of it at Trent he saw that on many

points it differed from previous engagements and promises

to such an extent that it asserted, in direct contradiction to

the truth, that the Legate had given his word that the

Council should be held in Germany. In a letter to Cardinal

Albert of Brandenburg of September the 19th, 1541, he

^ Contarini to Farnese, July 26, 1541, in Schultze, in the Zeitschr.

fiir Kirchengesch., III., 183 ; cf. DiTTRICH, Contarini, 767, and

Regesten, 219.

2 See his report to Farnese, July 27, 1541, in Pastor, Korrespondenz

Contarinis, 498 seq. ; cf. DiTTRiCH, Contarini, 767, and Regesten,

220 seq.

3 WaLCH, XVII., 962 seq.
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entered a protest, and begged that either the publication

of the Recess might be stopped, or, if that were no longer

possible, that a supplement might be added containing the

necessary corrections.^

By determined refusal to give help towards the Turkish

war, the Protestants, on the 29th of July, had further extorted

a secret declaration or recognition of the points in the Recess

of the Diet which were of most importance to them. In

this way they obtained even greater advantages than before,

since the confiscated Church property was not only secured

to them and the " reformation " of the territorial religious

foundations sanctioned, but the exclusively Catholic con-

stitution of the Imperial Chancery and the application

of the Recess of Augsburg to religious questions were

cancelled.^

Thus the attempt at Ratisbon to unite irreconcilable

differences came^ to an end with striking advantages for

the Protestants, who met the future with the most joyous

expectations.* In the background there certainly loomed

a menace of no small import ; for, before the Ratisbon

1 In DiTTRlCH, Regeslen, 348 i'^^. ; cf. ibid., 225, and Contarini, 788

seq. There is a payment for the translation of the Recess of the Diet

into Latin in the *Mandati 1539 to 1542 (State Archives, Rome) ; ibid.,

1 540- 1 543, under date of Jan. 19, 1541, the entry : *Dom. card.

Contareno S. S"^ leg. de lat. Wormatiam profecturo sc. 1 5CX) ad bonum

computum provisionis sue et expensaruni hujus modi itineris.

2 See Walch, XVII., 999 seq.; RaynalduS, 1541, n. 35; Lenz,

III., i2g seq.
; JanssEN-Pastor, III., 18th ed., $09 seq.

3 See Janssen-Pastor, III., i8th ed., 504; Kannengiesser, 113

seq. ; cf. Bezold, 731, 733.

* * " In summa,'' Joh. von Glauburg wrote on July 10, 1541, "ob

die stcnde uff gegenwertigem reychstag der religion halben schon nit

ains werdcn, so wird man doch gewiszlich nach dem reychstag seltzame

enderungder religion under den stenden vernemen." Reichstagsakten,

XLVII., 94 (State Arch'ves, Frankfort-on-Main).
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negotiations came to an end, the Imperialists had success-

fully thrown their net over two great potentates of the

new ecclesiastical movement. Philip of Hesse, in a secret

compact of the 13th of June, forswore all alliance with

Jiilich-Cleves or any other foreign power. In return

Charles V. assured to him the abrogation of all penalties

for his previous illegal acts, in which his bigamous marriage

was also thus included ; as far as religion was concerned,

the Emperor added, he could not single out the Land;j[rave

as an opponent, for, in that case, as he suggestively implied,

war would have to be declared against the Protestants at

large. Joachim II. bound himself on the 24th of July to

give assistance against Jiilich-Cleves and France in return

for the Emperor's acquiescence in his new form of Church

government until a Council or Diet of the Empire should

meet and decide.

By this act of suicidal statecraft Charles V. covered, for

the moment, his retreat from his previous political battle-

fields; he had " saved his face" before the Duke of Cleves,

Francis I , and the Sultan.^

* See Lenz, III., 91 seq. ; Ranke, VI., 337 seq. ;
Janssen-Pastor,

III., 8th ed., 505, 509; Kannengiesser, 15 seq.\ Egelhaaf,

II., 4CX5.



CHAPTER XII.

Return of Contarini.—His Death.—Apostasy of Ochino.

CONTARINI was conscious that during his Legatine mission

in Germany he had done his duty, and to the best of his

knowledge had represented faithfully the interests of the

Church. All the more sorely did he feel the charges

brought against him in the Curia^ and especially the im-

putations on liis sincerity. These accusations were so

exaggerated by rumour that for a time the Cardinal's usual

tranquillity of mind completely gave way. "This is fine

coinage," he remarked, "in which to reward one's labours."^

In a letter from Milan to Cardinal Farnese on the 23rd of

August 1 541, he complained bitterly that in Rome he was

looked upon as a Lutheran, and that a Papal Legate and a

man of such learning and high character as Badia should be

exposed to such calumny. He hoped to God that he was

in a position to render a satisfactory account of himself

and of all his dealings to the Pope and all others. If the

final verdict on the doctrine of justification were onlj^'

deferred until his arrival in Rome, he would make clear

as daylight the truth of his opinion on that matter, and

those who said that the formula on justification was

Lutheran were but ill instructed in the Lutheran doctrine

and ignorant of the utterances of St. Augustine and

St. Thomas. How far the Ratisbon formula was consistent

with good Lutheran teaching might be seen from Luthej;'s

1 Beccadelli, Vita di Contarini, c. 19.

dSo
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own adverse criticism of it in a letter to Melanchthon

and from the Protestant declaration that they would like

to discuss more closely their views on this point.^

Before this Contarini had already replied to an old friend

in Brescia who had questioned him as to his conduct with

regard to the extravagant articles which he had subscribed

to at Ratisbon to please the Lutherans. " This." he said,

" is one of Pasquino's calumnies, since without the authority

of the Church he would not only not consent to a doubtful

doctrine, but would decline to accept St. John's Gospel

itself." 2 This allusion to the well-known saying of St.

Augustine was alone sufficient to destroy the phantom of

Contarini's Protestantism. A man, to hold such an opinion,

must be a Catholic in every fibre.^ In a quarter too of

the highest importance no credence was given to Contarini's

accusers, for when at the beginning of September 1541 he

met the Pope at Lucca, he found the most friendly welcome.

Paul III., who throughout all suspicions had never been

led astray in his judgment of Contarini, urged him to

dismiss from his mind all such idle talk, thanked him for

his exertions, and soon showed him a fresh mark of con-

fidence by attaching him to the work of ecclesiastical

reform.* In January 1542 he appointed him his Legate at

Bologna; by conferring upon him the most important as

well as the most dignified Legation in the Papal States,

he did more than anything else to show how little the

Pope's trust in and respect for Contarini had been shaken

* Pastor, Korrespondenz Contarinis, 500.

* BeCCADELLI, Vita di Contarini, c 19.

^ I called attention to this strongly in 1880 on the issue of Contarini's

correspondence in the Histor. Jahrb., I., 352. Reumont remarked

that "this authentic testimony gave clear proof of the catholicity of

Contarini's views" (AUg. Zeitung., 1882, App. No. 46).

* See supra, p. 200.

VOL. XI. 31
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by the conduct of affairs at Ratisbon or by the numerous

hostile allegations of the last few months.^

In March 1542 Contarini entered on his difficult duties.

The heavy burden of work thus laid upon him did not pre-

vent him from continuing his studious pursuits. A treatise

on Confession shows that, in spite of all the experience

which he had gone through, in spite of the opposition

which he had met with, he held fast, up to the hour of his

death, which took place from inflammation of the lungs on

the 24th of August 1542, to the peculiar theory of justifi-

cation which he had supported at Ratisbon- That this

was not in entire accordance with Catholic teaching was a

notion of which he had no conception. On the contrary,

he held his view to be perfectly sound and truly Catholic.

That he should have erred on this difficult question is

explained by his great love of peace and his inadequate

acquaintance with Luther's writings, whose doctrine he there-

fore judged at times from much too lenient a point of view.^

Contarini's theory of mediation in the doctrine of justifica-

tion is, however, fundamentally different from the Lutheran

solafides doctrine, which, in his instructions to the preachers,

the Cardinal emphatically rejected. He there speaks in

so many words of the Lutheran poison.*

' See DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 798.

2 See DITTRICH, loc. cit, 820 seq., 847, 853. For the Pope's sorrow,

see *the Florentine envoy's report of Aug. 30, 1 542 (Archives, Florence)

in Appendix No. 38.

3 Cf. loc. ctt.y 308, 311, 316, 373 ; see also Gothein, 136.

* See Regesten, 308; cf. Pastor in Histor. Jahrb, IV., 137.

Ranke's view (I., 6th ed., 90 seq.) that Contarini and his friends had

supported "the same doctrine of justification which in Luther had

been the mainspring of the whole Protestant movement," is untenable

(see SCHMID in the Lit. Rundschau, 1881, 213; cf. also Pastor in

Wetzer und Weltes Kirchenlcx., III., 2iid ed., 104, and in Histor. Jalffb.,

VIII., 206 ; Kohler, in the Ueutsch. Lit.-Zeitung, 1903, 2%6o seq.).
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And this was the man on whom the stigma of Protes-

tantism was placed ! the man who on all other disputed

doctrines was the staunch upholder of the Catholic stand-

point, and who at the same time was the warmest friend

of the newly arisen Society of Jesus. Contarini, as his

correspondence shows, lived in unconditional obedience to

the Holy See, and even if he erred on one particular point,

his error concerned the doctrine of justification, a dogma

still open to discussion so long as no conciliar decision had

been passed upon it.^

Among the few in Rome who had nothing to add to

Contarini's definition Reginald Pole was the most con-

spicuous. Subject for many years to the influence of

his friend, this devout Englishman was led on grounds

which were partly mystic and partly ascetic to accept

Contarini's theory. From motives of deep humility Pole,

as his disciple Priuli wrote, shrank from resting for support

on his own justice, although he had more right than others

to do so. A theory which threw all its weight on the

Divine compassion and the merits of Jesus seemed to him

the only true one. With characteristic effusiveness the

English Cardinal appraised Contarini's formula as a jewel

of great price, a sacred and fruitful truth. The strictures

passed upon it in Rome seemed to him utterly unfounded,

nor had he the slightest doubt that the new presentation

of the doctrine was free from error.^

^ Cf. Pastor, Reunionsbestrebungen, 248, and Korrcspondenz

Contarinis, 349 seq. Cf. also Benrath in the Histor. Zeiisclir., XCIII.,

107, who repHes in the negative to the question whether Contarini,

although holding the CathoUc conception of the Church and ready to

follow that conception to its conclusions, was "not at the bottom of his

heart an evangelical.'

- See DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 678, 687, 69S scq. That Pole thought

correctly in essentials on the process of justification is shown from his

warning to V. Culonna (see CuCCOl.l, 107, n. 1).
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If SO learned a theologian was mistaken it cannot cause

surprise that a man like Morone, who was before every-

thing else a diplomatist, should have been attracted by

Contarini's theory.^

In Viterbo, where Pole had resided since September

1 541 in the honourable position of a Legate of the

Patrimony of St. Peter, theological questions formed a

general ground of discussion, and especially since the

negotiations of Ratisbon Contarini's formula had stood in

the foreground of interest and formed the principal subject

of conversation in Pole's circle.

This pious company, the spirituali^iS their contemporaries

called them,2 welcomed the new tenets on justification on the

same mystical and ascetic grounds which had recommended

them to Pole. In contradistinction to many preachers to

whom outward works were all in all, they, conscious of

human weakness and instability, were disposed to emphasize

the redeeming grace of Christ. From this temper of mind

the new theory had sprung of which they became the

enthusiastic adherents. Without ceasing to be Catholics

they could do this while as yet the Council had issued no

decree; the idea of going out from the Church had never

entered their minds. A clear testimony to this was given

by a man who, according to Luigi Priuli of Venice and

Lodovico Beccadelli of Bologna,^ was a foremost member

^ See DiTTRiCH, loc. cit., 678, n. 4. Sadoleto was against the

Ratisbon formula, as he was alive to its theological weakness (see ibid.^

692 seq.).

^ Cf. Luzio, V. Colonna, 40. " Spirituales= verae pietatis amantes"

(in Catharinus, Specul. haeretic, Lugd., 1541, 22).

' For L. Beccadelli, whose portrait by Titian is known to all visitors

to the Uffizi, see Vol. I. of the Monum. di varie Ictt. di L. Beccadelli,

Bologna, 1797. Numerous still unprinted letters of Beccadelli's artf in

Biblioteca Palatina of Parma in Cod. 1009, loio, 1018-1032. From
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of Pole's circle, the poet Marcantonio Flaminio.^ Even

if all the theological opinions of this good man were not

infallible he was yet entirely free from that which, accord-

ing to the teaching of the Catholic Church, alone consti-

tutes formal heresy : the arrogance of a stubborn will and

opposition to Church authority. Pole therefore found it

easy to wean him from errors instilled into him by Juan

Valdes of Naples. Flaminio died in 1550,3 devoted son

of the Church, leaving behind him a letter written in 1543

to another prominent member of the Viterbo circle, the

humanist and protonotary Carnesecchi. This is of great

importance as indicating his frame of mind. In it he

blames severely those cantankerous critics who dissent

from the dogmas and usages of the Church. " We," so he

writes, " wish to humble ourselves before God and on no

account, however cogent the reasons may appear, to allow

ourselves to be separated from the unity of the Church

Catholic." 2

The man to whom this was addressed disregarded, at a

later period, its warning, for Carnesecchi in 1567 preferred

to be executed as a heretic rather than to submit to the

authority of the Church. The conversations held in Viterbo

had at that time afforded cause of complaint to the

this material has sprung the publication of A. Vital : Tre lettere [di

L. Beccadelli] a Michelangelo, Conegliano, 1901.

^ Cf. the thorough investigations of CUCCOLI (M. A. Flaminio, -ji

seq., 86 seqq.), and my own article on Flaminio's letter of Feb. 12, 1542,

in the Histor. Jahrb., VIII., 112 seq. Ranke (Papste, I., 6th ed. 90,

91) draws from this very letter the conclusion that Flaminio's senti-

ments were Lutheran. A learned authority on dogmatic theology, the

late Cathedral Dean, Heinrich, considered the letter to be perfectly

consonant with Catholic doctrine. "Analogies with Protestantism"

can only be predicated of those who, like Ochino, separated themselves

from the Catholic Church {cf. BUSS, I., 601).

2 See CuccoLi, 100.
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Inquisition.^ From Carnesecchi's admissions it was proved

that Vittoria Colonna, the most celebrated poetess of Italy,

had, in consequence of her intimacy with Contarini and

Pole, likewise adopted the new theory of justification, just

as she held in high respect the memory of Juan Valdes,

who had died in the outward unity of the Church, with-

out recognizing that his views deviated from Catholic

doctrine.

Among the associates of Valdes was also the Capuchin,

Bernardino Ochino, for whom Vittoria Colonna evinced

the greatest veneration, until his open apostasy led her to

break off all connection with him,

Bernardino Ochino^ was born in 1487, at Siena, in

the same quarter as St. Catherine. He at first entered

the Franciscan Observants, where, however, the lax disci-

pline repelled him ; he therefore attached himself to their

offshoot, the strict Capuchins. Endowed with a vivid

imagination and great eloquence, he soon became the most

celebrated preacher in Italy, His words were powerfully

strengthened by his ascetic and inspiring appearance, and it

was said of him that he could draw tears from stones. Dur-

ing the Lent of 1 534, and often aftervv^ards in following years,

he preached at S. Lorenzo in Damaso before distinguished

congregations, including many Cardinals. He used great

freedom of speech ;
" his sermons," said Agostino Gonzaga,

' Estr. del processo di Carnesecchi, ed. Manzoni, in the Miscell. di

stor. patr., X., Torino, 1870.

2 Cf. BOVERIUS, I., 297 segg. ; ScHELHORN., Ergotzlichkeiten, I.,

635 seg., II., 216 seg., III., 765 seg. ; Cantu, Eretici, II., 29 seg.
;

Benrath, Ochino, Braunschweig, 1892 ; Hettinger in the Histor.-

Polit., Bl. XCIV., and Aus Welt und Kirche, I., 3rd ed., 258 seg.
;

HiLGERS in Wetzer und Weltes Kirchenlex., IX., 2nd ed., 659 seg.

All the above-named, even Benrath, are the important authorities

on Ochino of recent years, passed over by Luzio (\'. Colonna,

26 seg.).
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"declare the Gospel and show the way to a truly Chrislian

life ; he does not shrink from saying what is necessary

for the salvation of his hearers, and blames sharply those

in high places, so that all Rome streams to hear him."^

Since the days of Savonarola no preacher enjoyed such a

reputation ; cities and princes made the most strenuous

efforts to secure his services ; especially during Lent, when,

in accordance with Italian custom, special preachers are

called to occupy the pulpits, it was difficult for him to

decline the invitations. As it often happened that he wa.-.

bidden to different places at one time, the Pope himself

had to take the matter in hand and settle which town was

to have the good fortune to receive him within its walls.

One of Ochino's warmest admirers was Vittoria Colonna,

who favoured him and his Order where she could, looking

upon this as an opportunity for advancing the cause of

Catholic reform, which she had embraced with all the depth

of feeling of her ardent nature.'' Like many others she

turned with reverence to the great popular orator whose

earnest life appeared to her to be that of a man of God.^

In September 1538 Ochino reached the highest position

in his Order ; still greater things appeared to be in store for

him. In October of the following year he was strongly

recommended as a candidate for the Cardinalate,* and in

1 See A. Gonzaga's report of March 12, 1535, in LuziO, V. Colonna,

26 seq. Cf. Muzio, Le Mentite Ochiniane, 12^; see also Belluzzi,

yjseq., 163.

2 See Tacchi Venturi, V. Colonna, 161 seqq.

' See Reumont, V. Colonna, x^t seq.

* Vincenzo da Gatico to the Duke of Mantua : *Si k levata fama rhe

S S*^ vuole creare di nuovo cardinal!, et in questo predicamento sono

gli infrascritti : il Thesoriere, il Gambaro, M" Durante, M"^ Marcelln

secretario, 1' auditore della camera, il castcllano. fra Bernardino da

Siena et fra Dionisio generale da Servi. Dat. Roma il 24 di Oltobre,

'539 (Gonzaga Archives, Maniua).
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1 541 he was again chosen Vicar-General of his Order, and

his appointment confirmed by the Pope.^

The election took place in Naples, where for the first time

Ochino had preached in 1536. There it was that he came

under the fascination of the Spaniard Juan Valdes, who, in

disagreement on important points with the Catholic Church,

was the votary of a vague religion of sentiment.^ His

reverence for this man of" sweet utterance" was such that

he allowed Valdes to prescribe to him the subject and

scheme of his sermons.^ Subsequently, through Valdes, he

came to know the writings of Luther, Bucer, and Calvin.

The results soon showed themselves, and voices arose accus-

ing the Capuchin monk of heresy. The viceroy wished to

prohibit him from preaching, but Ochino defended himself

so cleverly that the continuance of his Lenten course was

sanctioned. Vittoria Colonna, on hearing of the accusa-

tions, attributed them to the envy of other preachers.*

Almost everyone shared her opinion, and Ochino continued

as before to secure triumphs as an orator ; the viceroy

Ferrante Gonzaga wished to have him at Palermo, Venice

claimed him through no less a person than Pietro Bembo,

who declared that he had jiever heard more profitable or

more edifying sermons. " He expresses himself," so he

wrote to Vittoria Colonna, " in quite a different and in a

much more Christian way than any other preachers who

fill our pulpits to-day ; he gives unbounded pleasure to

everyone, and when he leaves here he will carry all hearts

with him." Even Pietro Aretino, that obscene jester, gave

* Benrath, Ochino, 54.

' For Valdes, see our remarks in Vol. XII. of this work, Chap. XIII.

^ See Estr. del processo di Carnesecchi, loc. cit.^ 196.

* See Carteggio di V. Colonna, 138 seq. ; Benrath, 67 seq. An
interesting letter of Ascanio Colonna to A. Ricalcati of May 7, 1537, in

defence of Ochino, in Tacchi Vknturi, I., 501 seq.
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expression to emphatic praises of the great preacher ; in a

letter to Paul I II. he announced to him his conversion under
the trumpet-blast of the apostolic monk and begged forgive-

ness for the unjust attacks upon the Curia contained in his

ribald productions. This conversion, if such it were, cer-

tainly did not last long, just as his praise of Ochino was not

altogether disinterested, since the latter had been induced

to accept with favour^ one of the edifying compositions

which Aretino then found it useful to manufacture. There
can, however, be no manner of doubt that at that time

Ochino was, in the eyes of all the world, the ideal of a

spiritual orator. " We have among us," reported Ottaviano

de' Lotti to Cardinal Gonzaga from Rome during the Lent
of 1539, "many eminent preachers; but none can be

compared to Ochino." ^

The reputation of the Capuchin was so securely estab-

lished that the charge of spreading false doctrine, brought

against him for the second time by the Theatines in

Naples in 1539, gained no belief Ochino certainly set

about the dissemination of his views with great artfulness.

Carnesecchi, who heard him at Naples in 1540, said later,

during his trial, that Ochino certainly had preached justi-

fication by faith, but so cleverly and cautiously that no

one had been offended at it.^ Consequently, only very

keen observers were aware that any change of doctrine

had taken place.* He still, as before, was looked upon as

a remarkable and holy preacher whose influence was ex-

cellent ; even when, in Lent 1542, his intervention with the

1 See LUZIO, V. Colonna, 34 seq. Cf. his essay on Aretino as a

composer of religious writings (LuziO, Opere ascet. dell' Aretino;

Fanfulla d. Domenica, II. [1880], n. 22).

2 The interesting letter of Feb. 24, 1539, in LuziO, loc. cii., 37.

3 See Benrath, 68 seq.

* Cf> Grillenzoni's letter to Morone in Benrath, 69, n. i.
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nuncio Fabio MignancUi on behalf of Giulio da Milano,

accused of heresy, gave rise to misunderstanding, this at

first had no evil consequences. The Venetians took up

the cause of their beloved preacher so warmly that the

nuncio thought it the lesser evil of the two to let him

alone.^

Nevertheless, the disagreement in Venice was the pro-

logue to the catastrophe. Paul III., who had hitherto

valued Ochino beyond measure, had become alarmed ; but

it was sorely against his will to take steps against a man
who had done so much good and whose character stood so

high among all classes. In any case he was determined to

proceed only after thorough inquiry and with the greatest

consideration.^ In a very courteously worded letter from

Cardinal Farnese he invited Ochino, on the 1 5th of July 1 542,

to come, as quickly as his health would permit, to Rome in

order to discuss the religious views of certain Capuchins,

as the Pope did not wish to act in the matter without

taking counsel with him.'^ Ochino just at that moment
was at Verona, where he was lecturing to his brethren in

the Order on St. Paul's Epistles in his own sense. Con-

scious of his guilt, he hesitated to obey the summons of

his highest superior ; his indecision was increased by the

' See the *Chronicle of Mario da Mercato Saracini (Archives of the

Capuchins, Venice).

2 Reumont, V. Colonna. 198 seq.

^ " Per una lettera del card. Farnese molto cortese," says Giberti in

his letter to the Marchese del Vasto of Sept. 11, 1542 (in Benr.^th,

284) ; not, therefore, as the latter supposed, through the Inquisition

(p. 96). The reconstitution of the Inquisition dates from July 21, 1542 ;

the summons to Ochino, however, took place on July 15, 1542.

*Farnese's letter (Secret Archives of the \'atican, Princ, 146 C) is

published by PiCCOLOMINI under the title : Documenti Vaticani sull'

eresia in Siena durante il secolo XVI. Kstratto dal Bullctt. Senese di

storia patria Ann. XV. fasc. 3, Siena, 1908 (not publ. until 1909).
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friendly, indeed confiding and flattering, terms in which the

invitation was couched. Ill at ease and unable to make

up his mind what to do, he tried at first to find a respite
;

he asked Cardinal Farnese to allow him to postpone his

appearance at Rome, for which he declared himself ready,

until the hottest days were over.

Giberti, always well disposed towards him, and little

knowing how wide the inner breacii between Ochino and

the Church had already become, backed up this request

through his friends at Rome. Before the answer came a

Papal brief of July the 27th, 1542, arrived renewing the

invitation and ordering Ochino, under penalty of dis-

obedience, to start without delay for Rome, as his advice

under the circumstances was indispensable.^ This time

Giberti also refused to listen to any more excuses for

delay ; if Ochino had been at fault, let him show his

humble submission by his acts and not in words only;

if he had not been at fault, then it was all the more his

duty to obey the Pope's commands, whom God had set

over the Church as head ; he ought not to do the Pope the

wrong of assuming that he would act unjustly towards him,

especially as the Holy Father already in similar instances

had shown more benevolence than severity .^ Thereupon,

towards the middle of August, Ochino set out upon his

journey, and in Bologna he saw Contarini on his deathbed.-"'

1 The brief (Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 24, n. 624) is also published,

loc. cit., by P. Piccolomini. Both documents show that Ochino

was making a false statement when he afterwards averred that he

had been cited "con furia mirabile" (Benr.\th, 291), and when

he spoke of his citation as preconcerted with the Inquisition {ibidX

It was not until he had taken flight that the case came before the

Inquisition.

- See Gibcrti's letter, quoted supra, P- 49<5) "• 3-

3 The statements concerning Ochino's meeting with Contarini, in

parts diametrically opposed, have been subjected to a searching
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In Florence he went to the convent of Montughi ; he

had gone there with the intention of going on to Rome

;

there he fell in with the Augustinian, Pietro Vermigli,

who, in a like plight with himself, had been summoned to

Genoa by the Chapter of his Order and had already made

the resolve to shun the responsibility by flight. Under the

influence of Vermigli's representations Ochino determined

to do the same. In advance of the former he again turned

northwards, intending to hasten across the Alps to Calvin

at Geneva.^ His open revolt and apostasy from the

Church were now consummated.

As elsewhere so in Rome the news of the desertion of

the General of the Capuchins, the most renowned preacher

of his time, caused the greatest surprise and the most

painful impression ; it was a scandal without a parallel.

The general opinion, reported Cardinal Gonzaga's agent

in Rome, is that Ochino has committed the greatest

blunder possible from baffled ambition and in desperation,

because at the last nomination of Cardinals he did not

receive, as he had hoped, the red hat like the Dominican,

Badia.

According to a further letter from the same writer

Ochino at first saw no menace in the citation to Rome, but,

on the contrary, a preliminary step towards the high honour

scrutiny by Dittrich (Contarini, 849 seq.), of which, strange to say,

Benrath, in the new edition of his monograph, takes not the slightest

notice (p. 99 seg.). Dittrich says aptly that there can be no complete

clearing up of the matter without access to new documents. See also

ReumONT, V. Colonna, 200.

* For the flight also Luzio (V. Colonna, 42 seq.) brings new infor-

mation which Benrath (p. 108) has overlooked. His data are con-

firmed and amplified by details taken from Ochino's companions, who

related them to Bernardino da Colpeirazzo (see his *Chronicle yj

the General Archives of the Capuchins at Rome). Cf. our remarks,

Vol. X. of this work, p. 487. See also SOLMI, Fuga, 95 seg.
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for which he strove so eagerly,^ If this is correct, and

there is much in favour of the supposition,^ then the tradi-

tion in the Order holds good that Ochino was first made

aware in Florence by Vermigli that what awaited him in

Rome was not the purple but a prison and death.^ But

Ochino at that time had no longing for martyrdom,

although he had often before declared that he would gladly

die for Christ. He states this repeatedly in a letter from

Montughi to Vittoria Colonna, written immediately before

his flight on the 22nd of August 1542. In this letter,

which clearly reflects his agitation and confusion of mind,

he excuses his behaviour on the ground that he was acting

upon the advice of others; at the same time he tries in all

manner of ways to justify himself/ Vittoria Colonna

received the unhappy man's letter at the convent of St.

Catherine in Viterbo ; without the slightest hesitation she

at once took up the Catholic standpoint. The downfall of

this man, who once had stood so high in the respect of his

fellow-men, could not have been wholly unexpected, since

in August 1 54 1 she had exclaimed, on hearing it said that

all men held Ochino to be a true Christian man, "God

grant that he may so persevere." ^

Anxiety had thus already been awakened in this great

woman's soul ; nevertheless, that which now had come to

pass must have shaken her to the depths. She discussed

1 See the two accounts of N. Semini of Sept. 31 and Oct. 14, 1542,

by LuziO, loc. cti., 39, 40.

- Among others also the passages quoted by Benrath (p. loi)

from Ochino's Prediche, I., 10 :
" Di poiche cominciarono a suspicare

di me, Paolo Papa ditto terzo non manco colla sua prudentia d' usar

niezzi per tirarmi alle sue voglie con invitarmi a digniti."

3 BOVERIUS, I., 298.

* See Cantu, Eretici, II., 45 seq.\ Bknrath, 287 seq.; Carteggio

di V. Colonna, 247 seq.

^ CONTILE, Lettere, I., Venezia, 1565, 19.
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the whole matter with her director Pole, to whom naturally

she also showed Ochino's letter of the 22nd of August.

When the ex-Capuchin wrote her a second letter from

Geneva, together with a justification of his apostasy, she

sent them at once, on Pole's advice,^ to Cardinal Cervini

with the significant remark :
" It grieves me deeply that

the more Ochino tries to excuse the more he accuses

himself, and the more he strives to save others from the

shipwreck the deeper he sinks into the whirlpool, since he

places himself outside the ark of salvation and security. "
'^

The firm position taken by Vittoria at this critical moment
is in entire correspondence with the Catholic feeling to

which she gives expression in many of her noble sonnets.^

Giberti, like Vittoria Colonna, condemned Ochino's

1 "That Pole," observes Frantz (Lit. Rundschau, 1882, 432), "should

have referred her to this strict disciplinarian, says as much for him as

for Vittoria."

2 Carteggio di V. Colonna, 256, 257.

=* "These poems," says Hauck (V. Colonna, Heidelberg, 1882, 53),

" throw light on Vittoria's attitude towards Protestantism. They

certainly afford no proof that she was attached to the movement, a

fact which is not contradicted by the suspicion of Protestant opinions

with which she was viewed by the Inquisition. What is exactly

wanting in her is the Protestant spirit. She was fervent in her devotion

to Our Lady and the saints. Nor was she less devoted to the institu-

tions of the Romish Church. Just as in the sonnet to Charles V. she

describes the Pope as the true shepherd, so at a later period she was

also incapable of thinking of the Church apart from the Papacy." That

Reumont, in repelling the attacks of Benrath in the AUg. Zeitung,

1882, Supplement No. 4, was "more in the right than Benrath," is also

Harnack'S opinion (Thcol. Lit-Zeitung., 1882, No. ii)- For Vittoria's

Catholic feeling, cf. also KoRTiNG, Gesch. der Literatur Italiens, III.,

247 ; Campori in the Atti dell' Emilia, III., 2, 18 seq. ; Frantz in the

Lit. Rundschau, 1882, 429 seg'. ; HOFLER in Histor. Jahrb., IX.,

70 seg. ; Grauert, zdtd., X., 472 seg. ; Luzio (see infra, p. 498, n. f) ;

F. X. Kraus, Essays, I., 291 ; Giorn. d. lett. ItaL, L. 272.
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apostasy without reserve and would not admit any ex-

tenuating circumstances. In a long letter to the Marchese

del Vasto he gave expression to his feelings and at the

same time clearly laid down the limits within which, for a

Catholic, intending to be loyal to his faith, the work of

Church reform might be pursued. Indignation at abuses

in ecclesiastical government was no excuse for Ochino's

action, since evils had always existed. " Even in time to

come good and evil will coexist side by side. The saints

and sages of the past in even worse times than ours did

not on that account hate the authorities set over them, but

felt sympathy for them, and took the only right course

open to them by exhorting them by word and writing,

offering up prayers and supplications to God, and fulfilling

their own duties in a conscientious manner. This they

did without bringing everything into confusion through

unwisdom and passion, and leaving to religious innovators

a false pretext to act upon. "
^

Charitably and temperately, but even on that account

with annihilating force, Claudio Tolomei criticised the

step taken by Ochino, and especially his declaration that

to the Pope as antichrist he owed no obedience, in a letter

of remonstrance addressed to his famous fellow-citizen, the

friend of former years, now so grievously led astray.

Whither would it lead if everyone had a right to fly from

the commands and ordinances of his rulers, to whom

obedience was a bounden duty? Whether he had erred

or had not erred, the summons to Rome ought to have

been obeyed. "If the charges brought against you were

unfounded; what was there to fear in the presence of your

lawful sovereign who had done so much for you ? Like

1 See Benrath, 285. The letter confirms PiGHi'S (133 scq.) argu-

ments regarding Giberti's orthodoxy, who had fallen under suspicion

owing to his relations with Orhino (see SOLMI, Fuga, 93),
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gold that has been tried in the fire, your reputation for

purity of life and virtue might have shone the brighter.

But if the charges are true, then I know not what to think
;

whether you have spread false doctrine among the people

through ignorance or through wickedness. I admit that

to me the former supposition is hardly credible and the

latter quite incredible. But whether it be the one way or

the other you ought, in the first instance, if you acted

through ignorance, to be deeply grateful to your accusers

for having by their charges brought you to the ac-

knowledgment of the truth, whereby, being saved from

the darkness of error, you may return again to the light of

truth, to Christ Himself as the highest truth, the source,

the beginning and end of all truths. But if you acted

through wickedness, then this ground of action is guilty in

itself and I know not anything that can exculpate you."

" Perhaps," Tolomei continued, " it will be urged in your

defence that neither ignorance nor wickedness were your

inducements, but that a higher enlightenment, that Christ

had revealed to you hidden truths just as He also en-

lightened the apostle Paul and turned him from Judaism

to the true faith. Christ in that case must have taught

you the opposite of what He committed to His apostles and

their successors, and by so doing have transformed Him-

self from the highest truth into the grossest falsehood !

Thus Clement, Anacletus, Evaristus, Anicetus, and the

rest of the great servants of God were deceived and the

deceivers also of others ! Are we really to believe that

Irenaeus, Origen, Cyprian, Athanasius, Gregory, Basil,

Ambrose, Augustine, Bernard, and so many other holy

and admirable teachers of the law of Christ all erred, and

instead of showing us the light wrapped us in darkness,

instead of teaching us truth ensnared us with falsehood ?

No reasonable man can open his mind to such a false
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conception. The Church cannot have been deserted by

Christ until Luther arose, for we have His promise that He
would be with us to the end of the world. Believe me, on

this dark and stormy sea of conflicting opinions a star is

shining to which we can look up, which can show us the

way to bring us to God. This is, and alone can be, as

many holy and learned men have testified, the Roman
Church, which, founded by Peter, whom Christ chose to be

the rock of His Church, has through an unbroken line of

Popes come down to these our own days."^

Morone and Pole also shared the opinions of Tolom.ei,

Giberti, and Vittoria Colonna. They were determined to

remain in the " Ark of Salvation " and to preserve inviol-

able their obedience to the Pope.^ This strong will to

believe the teaching of the Church, and to subject private

opinion to the authority of the Church, is what constitutes

a Catholic a true son of the Church, A transitory error,

especially in matters which have not yet been defined,

cannot destroy this sonship. Therefore even in Rome, if

zealots murmured suspiciously against the circle of Viterbo,

good men only laughed, as an agent of Cardinal Gonzaga

reports on the 2nd of September 1542, adding: "The

Inquisition may examine the writings of Valdes through

and through, but concerning Pole and his companions the

best opinion prevails."^ That Paul HI. thought the same

was shown later when he appointed Pole a President of the

Council of Trent, In what high consideration the English

Cardinal's great friend Vittoria Colonna always stood with

* See Lettere di CI. Tolomei, III., Fermo, 1783, 8 seq. The strongly

rhetorical letter of Carafa's to Ochino in SiLOS, I., 213 seq.

2 Even BenraTH (in Herzog, Realenzykl., XV., 3rd ed., 705)

acknowledges this as regards Pole. Cf. also QuiRlNI, III., Praef,,

59 seqq ; Zimmermann, 216 ; CUCCOLI, 106 seqq.

3 LUZIO, V. Colonna, 39.

VOL. XL 32
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Paul III. has just recently been illustrated by a striking

incident, hitherto unknown, of the Pontiffs closing years.

In August 1546 the aged Pope believed his end to be at

hand ; the question of his successor caused him constant pre-

occupation, and he, the ancient foe of the house of Colonna,

turned to Vittoria for intimate counsel and advice.^

It was not until a much later period, when the rising

aggressiveness of the Protestants made the necessity

of severe measures of repression apparent even to those

who were in themselves averse to such a forcible exercise

of authority, that serious suspicions arose against persons

like Pole, Morone, and Vittoria Colonna, who were in

reality the ornaments of the Catholic Church.^ But to

represent them on that account as advocates of Protestant

principles is, not to use any stronger expression, totally

unhistorical.^ The only charge to which they are justly

liable is that they displayed towards persons who were ex-

perts in concealing their radically destructive tendencies a

spirit of determined leniency and a great lack of discretion.

But even here we must always endeavour to realize that

the period was one of transition and uncertainty ; at such

times many things are possible. How confused the

conditions then were may perhaps be most clearly perceived

by recalling the fact that, shortly before the flight and

apostasy of Vermigli, Morone and Contarini had recom-

mended this very man to preach at Modena a course of

' See the documentary evidence in Luzio, V. Colonna, 49.

2 Reumont in Allg. Zeitung, 1882, Supplement 46. More will be

said about these suspicions in the future volumes of this work.

3 Since in Italy, V. Colonna's Protestantism is still repeatedly

alleged, it is not superfluous to recall the verdict with which LuziO

(V. Colonna, 50) closes his very thorough investigation :
" Per chiunque

sia guidato dal solo criterio della verith storica, e non da un qualsiasi

preconcetto partigiano, il parlare d' un preteso protestantismo della

Colonna 6 assurdo.'
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sermons against the heretical doctrines.^ Lattanzio

Tolomei was still anxious on the i ith of August 1542 that

the Pope should appoint Ochino as preacher at Siena.^

Indeed, the Roman agent of Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga

received a letter from the latter on the 22nd of August

1 542 expressing a hope that he might be able to secure

Ochino for Mantua.^

Under these circumstances, the defection of men like

Ochino and Vermigli, however painful in itself and

disastrous to their own souls, was so far a fortunate event

inasmuch as it at last cleared the air. A crisis had come ;

there was a cleavage of spirits, and inner antagonisms that

had hitherto lain dormant awoke to the light of day. The

period of transition, during which elements fundamentally

opposed were able to work together, disappeared and with

it many momentous obscurities. Every day it became

clearer that the question no longer turned round particular

' See DiTTRlCH, Contarini, 817. What a favourable opinion the

" Vicarius Generalis" of the " Canonici Regolari " had had of Vermigli

up to the last is shown by the ^letter to Lucca, dated Mantua, May 15,

1542 (State Archives, Lucca).

- See Vol. XII. of this work, App. 16. L. Tolomei had already, on

June 20, 1542, ^written to Siena: " Ogni giorno sollicito il rev. S.

Croce sopra la expeditione del breve per fra Bernardino " (State

Archives, Siena).

3 See N. Sernini's letter of Aug. 23, 1542, in Luzio, V. Colonna, 38.

This as well as another letter of N. Sernini of Jan. 31, 1542, have once

more been given by SOLMi, Fuga, 49 seq., as iflhey had never been

printed before ; he treats (p. 51) in the same way the letter of Sept. 2,

long since published by Luzio, 39 ; on p. 69 Solmi prints a passage

from one of N. Sernini's letters with the meaningless " poco di heresia"

instead of "foco," as rightly given by LuziO, 40; p. 78 this letter

reappears in Solmi with the same mistake ; in Solnh, 75, there is a

letter of Sept. 31, 1542, which Luzio has printed p. 39. Besides all this

Solmi is acquainted with Luzio's work and even, on p. 77, enters into

a polemic against him.
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theological opinions and errors, but centred on the founda-

tion principle of subjection to the highest ecclesiastical

authority. Among those who remained loyal to the

ancient Church the consensus was as united as ever that

ecclesiastical reform was necessary and at the same time the

agreement that, as Isidore Clario, Bishop of Foligno, said :

" No corruption can be so great as to justify a break with

the holy communion of the Church." " Is it not better," he

urged, " to restore that which we possess than to commit

ourselves to uncertain attempts to bring in something else

in its place? Our only thought should be how to improve

the old institutions and purify them from their defects."^

Like Paul III., the high-minded men called by him to

the Sacred College espoused this view of reform. Reform

in the Church and by the Church, reform not external to

nor antagonistic to the Church—therein they saw the way

of safety. But as regards the methods to be pursued

towards the innovators, there existed for some time longer

great differences of opinion.

Like their leader Contarini, Pole, Morone and, for a

longer time still, Sadoleto^ held as before to the opinion

* Cf. Buss, I., 601-602, and especially Lauchert in his Studien

aus dem Benediktinerorden, XXIX. (1908), 611-622. Moral defects

in ecclesiastics are, says Ambrogio Catarino in his " Speculum Haereti-

corum" (Cracoviae, 1540), deplored by the true Catholic more than by

any other, but they give him no ground for refusing obedience to his

duly ordained ecclesiastical superior and separating from the Church.

2 Sadoleto, who in his gentleness and aimiability towards Melanchthon

had gone such lengths, reaped therefrom nothing but mortification

(see Kawerau, Die Versuche, Melanchthon, 48 seq^. Even Calvin

sharply rebuffed him in his reply to Sadoleto's appeal to the Genevese

to return to the Church (see Corp. Ref., XXXI II.. 368 j^^'., 385 seq^.

Wliether this caused the change in him it is impossible to say. It^s

certain that in 1545 the bloody chastisement of the Waldensians met

with his approval (see Herzog, Realenzykl., XVII., 3rd ed.,331).
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that the best and most certain way of recovering lapsed

men:ibers of the Church was to deal with them with the

utmost gentleness, friendliness, and charity. Opposed

to them were the strict party with Cardinals Carafa and

Alvarez de Toledo at their head, who advocated, especially

after the failure at Ratisbon to come to a peaceable agree-

ment with the Protestants, that, in view of the great peril

to which the purity of the faith was exposed almost

everywhere and even in Italy itself, the sharpest measures

of defence should be adopted, and that the heretical bodies

should be met with the full force of that material power

which the Church had once wielded in the 13th century

against the Waldensians and Cathari. When Paul III., in

July 1542, under pressure of the danger which threatened

to rob the Church of such great cities as Modena and

Lucca, resolved to reorganize the Inquisition^ as the

instrument of this system of repression, he opened up a

new era.

Mere repression, however, was not sufficient to drive off

the dangers threatening the Church. Not less important

than the repulse of her foes within was the reformation of

clergy and laity ; the burden of ecclesiastical transgression

must be thrown off if apostasy was to be checked at its

source. On this arduous task Paul III. did not cease to

fix his attention ; its happy completion had to be left to

his great successors, who were men filled with the spirit of

Catholic reform.

» Cf. Vol. XII. of this work, Chap. XIII.



CHAPTER XIII.

The Catholic Reformation under Paul III. and the

Italian Bishops.—The Work of the Theatines, Barna-

BITES, UrSULINES, AND CaPUCHINS.

One of the greatest difificulties confronting a government

which has entered on a wrong track is to retrace its steps

and once more strike the right road. This was al<o the

experience of Paul III. in the midst of those labours of

reform which, from a deep conviction of the necessity of a

radical improvement in the ecclesiastical conditions of the

time, he inaugurated immediately after his election, and

pushed forward amid the greatest hindrances for ten years,

until the Council met which was finally to settle and con-

solidate his policy in this respect. The Pope's compre-

hensive scheme,although not crowned with complete success,

embraced, apart from the restoration of the Sacred College,

the reform of the Roman Curia on the one hand and, on the

other, the obligatory residence of bishops in their dioceses

and of the pastoral clergy as a whole in their parishes.^

But Paul III.'s conception of a genuine Catholic reform

extended in other directions as well ; by means of

numerous particular ordinances he sought to improve the

organization of the secular and regular clergy, who in many

cases had sunk into habits of decadence. This side of his

energetic government demands closer attention, because

the evidence for it is for the most part contained in hitherto

* Cf. supra, p. i 2,2) seqq.

502
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unpublished sources, and thus up to the present time has

entirely escaped observation.

The isolated ordinances of a reforming character began

immediately after his coronation,^ and by the year 1535

they had already covered an extensive area. They were

principally directed at the Italian clergy, especially at the

members of the older Orders, whose deep corruption and

obstinate resistance to any reformation often made repeated

interference necessary. A large number of regulations also

apply to Spain and Portugal.- Nor in the following years

of his long pontificate was Paul III. less assiduous in pro-

moting similar measures for the reform of the clergy
;

above all, he sought to grapple with the restoration of

monastic discipline. It is particularly striking how often

his intervention was necessary in the affairs of cloistered

women ; out of the fifty-one volumes of his briefs there

are only a few which do not contain some directions of

reform; for many years, such as 1539, 1540, and 1542,

one decree follows another. Almost all concern the

countries inhabited by the Latin races ; the rest fall into

the background, for the turmoil of their religious divisions

was already making a peaceable work of reform im-

possible.^ The soundest and most successful results of the

reforming legislation of Paul III. were to be found in

places where his orders could be carried out with the

co-operation of men whose zeal was as genuine as his own.

Pre-eminent among such stands the lofty figure of

Giberti, the great Bishop of Verona. The shining example

of pastoral devotion, already set by him* in the midst of

' See Appendix No. 44 from the *Min. brev. (Secret Archives of

the Vatican).

2 See Appendix No. 44. ^ See Appendix No. 44.

* See our remarks, Vol. X. of this work, 428 seqq. On the decline

of the episcopate, see Tacchi Venturi, I., isgs^gq.
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the debasement of the ItaHan episcopate in the days of

Clement VII., lasted to the end of his life. Notwithstand-

ing the enormous difficulties which some communities, and

especially the Cathedral Chapter of Verona, had in store

for him,^ his work of reform may be looked upon as

achieved when in 1542 Giberti sent to Paul III. for con-

firmation the entire collection of his decrees of reform,

which the Pope received with high marks of recognition on

the 25th of May.2

These edicts of the Bishop of Verona treated ex-

haustively of the worthy manner of life, the attire, and

general behaviour of the priesthood, the proper celebration

of Divine worship, especially of Holy Mass, the profitable

exercise of the preacher's office, the duty of pointing out

errors of doctrine, the administration and dispensing of the

Sacraments, the decent condition of churches, the abuses of

the system of Indulgences, cases of reservation, pro-

cessions, wedlock, the management and expenditure of

church revenues, the punishment of clerical offenders—in

short, almost all ecclesiastical questions were therein

handled in the spirit of a Catholic reformation.^ For such

matters this collection is a document of great importance.

Giberti had it printed so that even a parish priest might

possess and study it as his manual.

These masterly regulations were at a later period taken

as models by such devoted bishops as St. Charles Borromeo
;

indeed, many of the enactments of the Council of Trent

* Besides the sources produced in Vol. X. of this work, 435 seq..,

cf. also N. Arch. Veneto, VII. (1904), 250 seqq., 257 seq., 264 seq., and

Atti d. 1st. Veneto, LXV. (1905-6), 210 seq., 227 seq. For the convent

of S. Maddalena, which gave Giberti so much trouble for ten years,

see DiTTRiCH in Histor. Jahrb., VII., 38 seq., 266 seq., and PiGHi,

Giberti, 95 seq.

* Opera, Giberti, xcix.

3 Ibid., 11-53 ; cf. PiGHi, 107 seqq.
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were borrowed from them almost word for word.^ Paul III.

supported where he could the reforms of Giberti, whom he

had already appointed Z^^a/«.f A^'a/^/j- in 1536.- His grief,

like that of all the friends of a renewed condition of ecclesi-

astical affairs, was great when this illustrious prelate died

on the 29th of December 1543. "Our Bishop," said the

Carmelite Angelo Castiglione, " lived like a saint and died

like a saint." The Pope in consistory expressed regret at

this great loss to the Church. In poetry and prose the

deceased was celebrated as the restorer of Church dis-

cipline, as the type of a good shepherd, as a model bishop.^

Such to a great extent had been his reputation during

the lifetime of Clement VII., and still more so under

Paul III. Among those who were personally influenced

by Giberti in the direction of reform, Cardinal Ercole

Gonzaga deserves special mention. In the better govern-

ment of his diocese of Mantua, Giberti was a strong

support both as an adviser and an auxiliary.*

Ercole Gonzaga,^ born in 1505, was the son of the

Marquis Francesco and the celebrated Isabella d'Este.

1 See DiTTRiCH in Histor. Jahrb., VII., 49 seq.

2 ^Documents dated Rome, 1536 ult. Junii, in Cod. DCCLXXXIII.,

f. 258 (Capitular Library, Verona).

3 See DiTTRlCH, loc. cit.^ 16 seq., 47 seq. " Fu a noi," say the *Annali

di P. Teatini a Venezia, " acerba una tale perdita, assai grave alia sua

citta et gravissima a tutta la chiesa, attesoch^ in lui si vedeva tolto un

prelato di grande esemplariti^, di singolare dottrina, di ardente zelo e

che tanto aveva travagliato per la riforma del clero e per mantenere

inconcussi ed incontaminati i dogmi dell' cattolica credenza, vescovo

in vero degno d' immortale memoria" (General Archives of the

Theatine Order, Rome).

* " Addens calcaria sponte currenti," says CORTESE (Opera, I., 137).

^ Cf. SUSTA, I.,xlii. seq. and the writings there mentioned. For the

nomination of Cardinals, see Vol. IX. of this work, ^84, n. 4. A mono-

graph on E. Gonzaga is much needed. There is ample material in

Hantaan, Roman, and Viennese sources.
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He had been educated in the zenith of the Italian re-

naissance, of which in his youth he was a votary.^ Ad-

ministrator of the bishopric of Mantua since 1520 and

seven years later created a Cardinal, he afterwards began

to take life more seriously, Ercole formed close relation-

ships with Giberti, Carafa, Contarini, and other leaders of

Catholic reform and became himself a convinced adherent

of the movement.^ In consequence of the^uarrel between

himself and Paul III., a disagreement called forth princi-

pally from a conflict of personal interests,^^ Cardinal

Ercole lived always in Mantua, where his predecessor

Cardinal Sigismondo had already endeavoured to check

the decay of clerical life.* Ercole followed in his steps

forcibly and successfully. When in 1540 his brother

Federigo died, leaving an heir still in his minority, he

was also called upon to exercise the regency ; strong as a

secular ruler, he was even more so in the government of

his diocese.

He ruled the Mantuan bishopric with a rod of iron

and, especially in the convents, some of the conditions

he had to deal with could not have been worse. In

order to carry out his plans of reform he gave directions,

after the example set by Giberti, that in the beginning of

1534 a thorough visitation should be held of the churches

* Litta's report, questioned by Susta {Joe. cit.\ that Ercole had

natural children, is confirmed by documents in the Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua.

2 How displeasing Giovio's mundane disposition was to the Cardinal,

see Luzio, Lett, di Giovio, 11.

^ This concerned ecclesiastical benefices to which Paul III. laid

claim to for his family. A deep enmity arose in consequence, which

is reflected in the reports of the Cardinal's Roman agent, thus making

them tainted sources of authority.

* Cf. Cardinal Sigismondo's *letter to the Marquis of Mantua,

dated Rome, Feb. 13, 1513 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua).
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of Mantua, during which in each parish the citizens of

most importance should give an account of the vocation,

conduct, and sacerdotal ministry of the clergy. This com-

mission went from parish to parish taking notes of the

actual condition of things.^ Ercole kept eager watch over

the execution of his regulations of reform.^ The visitation

of all places in his diocese was repeated afterwards at fixed

periods, and in this way a real improvement was effected.^

Constitutions on the plan of Giberti's were also laid

1 See the *Informationes de qualitate, vita et moribus rector,

parochial, sive ab eis substitutor. rcceptae et habitae de mandate Card.

Mant., which begin with Jan. 30, 1534; from them it is plain that

there were still in Mantua many parish priests of high character

(Capitular Archives, Mantua).

' See, among other evidence, the *letter of the Cardinal to the Uuke

of Mantua, dated Rome, July 13, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives, Mantua);

cf. also the letter of June 16, 1536, in Quellen und Forschungen, II.,

169 seq.

^ Cf. besides Arch. stor. Lomb., 1884, 490 seq.., especially the *Liber

visitationum factar. in dioc. Mantuana, 1544, a folio volume of 148 pages

beginning Aug. 12, 1544, reaching to Sept. 1546, with later additions.

The Cardinal's Vicar-General, Franciscus Marnus, here gives a full

description of the spiritual and material condition of the diocese and

the reforms ordered by him. As a specimen I give the report on

Pietole of May 22, 1547 : *Anime 544 omnes sunt confessi et con-

municati de anno praesenti nuUo excepto. Duo societates. Sub dicta

parochia nullus est blasphemator publicus, nullus fenerator nee con-

cubinarius nee superstitiosus (Capitular Archives, Mantua). Ibid.., the

fragment of a visitation of 1540 and 1542. For the reform of con-

vents, see many *documents in Gonzaga Archives, Mantua (especially

the Cardinal's *letter to the Duke, dated Rome, Oct. 26, 1536). Cf.

also Quellen und Forschungen, loc. cit. ; N. Arch. Veneto, VII., 264,

269 seq.; and the *letter of the Cardinal to Cardinal CerAini, dated

Mantua, Dec. 23, 1537, in Cod. Barb, lat., 5789, f. 82 seq. (Vatican

Library) ; ibid., I. 129 seq.., *exhortation to the Chapter of the Canons

Regular of the Lateran to do away with abuses, dated Mantua,

April 22, 1539.
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down.^ The former disciple of Pomponazzi, Cardinal Ercole,

nevertheless took very stringent measures against heresy.^

In the reforms at Mantua, as well as in those at Verona,

Contarini's participation was active;^ in the diocese of

Belluno, conferred upon him by Paul III. on the 23rd of

October 1536, the Cardinal laboured entirely in the spirit

of the treatise written in his youth on the duties of a bishop.

When recalled to the Curia, he was at first only able to

exercise an indirect influence ; but in the summer of 1538

he took in hand personally the removal of abuses, of which

there was a rich crop in the see of Belluno. His assistant,

Girolamo Negri, a man of great merit, was ordered by this

otherwise so mild a ruler to proceed with rigour against

defaulting clergy, especially those of immoral life.*

In the same way, with the support of Paul III., reforming

bishops arose such as Giberti's successor Pietro Lippomano,^

^ A copy of these Constituzioni del Card. Ercole in the Capitular

Archives, Mantua.

2 See Davari in Arch. Stor. Lomb., VI., 588 ; Luzio, V. Colonna,

43, n. 2 ; Giorn. d. lett. Ital., XXIV., 452 ; XL., 325 seq.

3 See DITTRICH, Contarini, 398 seq.^ 401, and Friedensburg in

Quellen und Forschun^-en, II., 163, xbZseq., 185, i()6 seq., 206 seq.

DlTTRlCH, loc. cit., 41 1 seq., and Histor. Jahrb., VIII., 271 seqq.

^ See besides Ughelli {passim), who is also always to be consulted

for the following bishops, on P. Lippomano, who did good work in

Bergamo from 151 7, Garampi, App. 277 seq.\ FiNAZZi, Lettera di

Vida al P. Lippomano, Geneva, 1870, and Cod. DCCLXXXIIL,
f. 272 seq., of the Capitular Library, Verona. The *description here

given (f. 268 seq.) of the Intrada di P. Lippomano in Verona k di

26 Ottobre 1544 (a publication rarely met with, Verona, 1S70), is in-

teresting on account of the inscriptions, the ecclesiastical character

of which are in marked contrast to those of earlier times, when even

on the entry of a Pope the emblems smacked of a pagan humanism.

Convent reform in Verona is dealt with in two letters of Lippomano Jp

Cardinal Cervini of July 22 and 24, 1549 (Stale Archives, Florence

C. Cerv., 22).
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Marco Girolamo Vida of Alba,^ Fabio Vigili of Spoleto,^

Isidoro Clario of F'oHgno,^ Ferdinando Pandolfini of Troja*

and others.^ To these may be added Cardinal Meander
in Brindisi,^ Bernhard von Cles in Trent/ Francesco

Cornaro in Brescia,^ Francesco Pisani in Padua and
Treviso,® Carpi in Faenza and Nocera/*' Sadoleto in

• See Arch. Stor. Lomb., 1894, 24 seq.; 1898, 197 seqq.; Giorn. d.

lett. Ital., L., no j-^^. ; LI., 232 seq.

2 See TiRABOSCHi, VII., 3, 183.

2 Cf. Faloci Pulignani, S. Feliziano, Foligno, 1903, 59,91 seq., 198,

and supra., p. 500.

* See Cronica in Riv. bibl., XVII., 76.

^ See Tacchi Venturi, I., 79.

" Besides Paquier, Aleandre, 356 seq., see the *Ietter of Dominicus
de Mussis, dated Brindisi, March 20, 1533 (Lett. d. princ, VIII., 36, 44,

Secret Archives of the Vatican), and especially *Ant. de Beccariis

ep. Scodren. vie. card. H. Aleandri in archiep. Brundus. institutio et

praecepta quaedam Christiana suis gregibus (Capponi, XXIII., f. 187-

202, National Library, Florence), which is a testimony to the author's

reforming zeal.

^ Cles, a great patron of arts and letters, had ordered in 1524 a

visitation of his diocese (Arch. Trid., Caps. 43, n. 22, Viceregal Archives,

Innsbruck); the peasants' war hindered the undertaking. In 1531 he

ordered anew the visitation of his diocese (Alberti, Annali di Trento,

i860, 478). A further visitation took place in 1536. The Const. syno-

dales episc. Trid. were published in 1 538.

8 Cf. Gradonicus, Pontif Brix., 362 seq. See the *brief to Cardinal

Cornaro of Dec. 6, 1542 (Arm., 41, t. 25, n. 926, Secret Archives of the

Vatican). Cornaro had already in 1 532 held a visitation of his diocese

(see his *letter to Clement VII. of Aug. 26. 1532 ; ibid., Lett. d. princ,

VII., 303).

^ Cf. the *brief addressed to him on June 14, 1539 (Arm.,

41, t. 13, n. 629, Secret Archives of the Vatican), and Appendix

No. 44.

'° For Faenza, see the *brief to him of Jan. 27, 1540 (Arm., 41, t. 16,

n. 66, Secret Archives of the Vatican). For convent reform in Nocera,

see the *letter of Carpi of Nov. 13, 1542, in Cod. Vat., 4105, f. 180,

Vatican Library.
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Carpentras/ Carafa in Chieti,'-^ Doria in Genoa,^ Marcello

Cervini in Reggio;* lastly, Morone in Modena and as

Legate in Bologna.''

Contarini had already experienced the difficulty arising

from his retention at Rome by his duties as Cardinal and had

therefore accepted, only with reluctance, the see of Belluno.

At a later period the advocates of stricter discipline at

Rome called more loudly for a limitation to the nomination

of Cardinals to bishoprics. Accordingly Paul III. issued

a constitution in the beginning of 1547 by which the

Cardinals within an appointed interval were called upon

to resign their bishoprics save one.^ All obeyed with the

exception of the French Cardinals, who were confronted

with difficulties concerning the maintenance of their

establishments in becoming dignity—difficulties which the

Pope sought means to obviate.''

Together with the Italian bishops who distinguished

themselves in the cause of reform, a foremost place must

be given to one General of a religious Order, Girolamo

Seripando.^

^ Cf. supra^ p. 161.

2 See BrOMATO, II., 20 seq., 24, 37 seq.

3 SOLMi, Fuga, 30.

* Appendix No. 43.

s See Tacchi Venturi, 1., 88 ; the monograph of Bernabei (see

supra, p. 206, n. i) and Appendix No. 42.

^ See Acta consist, cancell., 5, f. 14 seq., and Castel S. Angelo, A 18,

Ordo 16, n. i, f. 10 (Secret Archives of the Vatican) ; cf. Pallavicini,

1. 9, c. 2 ; Theiner, Acta, I., 454 ; Merkle, I., 135 ; Corp. dipl. Port.,

VI., 268 ; Druffel, Akten, I., 115 seq., 191 seq.

' From the hitherto unknown *brief to Francis I. of March 8, 1549.

Arm., 41, t. 45, n. 155 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

^ Although the National Library, Naples (see Calenzio, Docum.,

353 seq.), the Vatican Library, the Court Library, Vienna (see Susta,

I., Ixiii seq. ; Merkle, I. and II.), and the general archives of'thf

A igustinian Order in Rome are replete with material for Seripando's
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Great in his discernment of suitable men, Paul III.,

on the 1 2th of December 1538, had appointed as Prior-

General of the Augustinian Order a Neapolitan eminent

as a preacher, theologian, Ciceronian, and Hellenist, but

above all as an ally of Catholic reform.^ The hopes of

the kindred spirits in the Order at once centred upon him,-

and Seripando, as a matter of fact, at once drew up reform-

ing regulations.^

Before the meeting of the General Chapter in Naples in

May 1539 Paul addressed to him and to the definitors of

the Augustinian Hermits a brief, in which, referring to his

anxiety for the restoration of the Mendicant Orders, he

ordered, under pain of excommunication, the purging of all

Lutheran elements from the Order together with the re-

habilitation of its pristine sanctity.* The Chapter elected

Seripando as General, an office which he continued to

administer for twelve years. With the greatest energy he

set himself to the task, so full of difficulty, of regenerating

an Order from the depths of its decay. Not content with

biography, this work has not yet been undertaken. To Naples we owe

the *Diarium of Seripando, not fully published by Calenzio {loc. cit.,

153 seqq\ to the archives of the Order the correspondence with

Hoffmeister in PauluS, 395 seqq. Cf. also ClACOMUS. III., 905 seq.
;

Cardella, v., 1 seq.; OSSINGEK, Bibl. August., 836 J^-y.; TlRABOSCHI,

VII., I, 266 seqq. ; SuSTA, I., Ivii seq.\ N. Crusenii pars tertia

monasterii Augustin. c. addit., I. Lanteri, I., Vallisoleti, 1890, 105 seq.,

604 seq. I had not access to FR. Linguiti, Delia vita c delle operc

di G. Seripando (1862).

1 The *documents of Dec. 12, 1538, in *Registrum H. Seripandi,

XVIII., I seqq. General Archives, Augustinian Order, Rome.

' See the letter of Fra Nicola da Trento to Seripando, dated Trent,

Jan. 9, 1539. National Library, Naples, XI !1., .AA 47.

3 Cf. his *Ietters of Feb. 2 and 9. and March 24 and 26, 1539.

General Archives, Augustinian Order, Rome.

' Brief of April 6, 1539. Arm., 41, t. 13, n. 343 (Secret Archives of

the Vatican).
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written admonitions despatched in all directions, he under-

took the personal inspection and reformation of all the

houses of Augustinian Hermits.^ Italy came first on the

roll, the visitation there beginning in autumn 1539 with

the kingdom of Naples, going on to Rome, Siena, Florence,

Perugia, Fermo, Recanati, Ancona, Fano, Pesaro, Rimini,

Cesena, Bologna, and closing with Padua and Venice.

Everywhere he exercised the strictest discipline ;
^ and

at the same time made his journey the opportunity for

frequent preaching. On the 19th of May 1540 he was

able to write from Venice that he had visited, with the

exception of Lombardy, all the Italian settlements, and

now had thoughts of visiting France.^ This intention he

also carried out with the strong support of Paul III.*

From the autumn of 1540 to the spring of 1541 he was

occupied with the French houses and then with those of

Spain and Portugal. This indefatigable reformer did not

return to Italy until February 1542 ; he kept Easter in

Rome, and from thence wrote a letter of exhortation to

the Italian province enjoining a strict observance of the

' A much fuller account than that in the *Diarium in Calenzio

(Docum., 353 segg.)\s to be found in the *Registrum Seripandi, XVIII.

(1538-1540); XIX. (1540-1542); XX. (1542-1544); XXI. (1544-1546);

XXII. (1546-1548); XXIII. (1548-1550). General Archives, Augus-

tinian Order, Rome.
2 "Cavendum nobis est non modo a malo, sed a quavis vel levissima

mail suspitione," he *vvrote on Oct. 14, 1 538, to the Provincial of Apulia.

Registr. Seripandi, XVIII., he. cit.

^ *Letter to the Provincial of France {ibid.).

* See Paul III.'s *ordinancc against the vagantes {apostati) of

Feb. 22, 1540 (Registr., XVIII., 145 .r^'jr., loc. cif.) ; cf. ibid. (Bolle) a

similar *ordi nance of Paul's of Sept. 8, 1540. Seripando's deputation

as Apostolic commissary for all Orders, "citra ct ultra monies," of

June 10, 1540, in Arm., 41, t. 17, n. 514 (Secret Archives of the Vatican);

ibid.., t. 20, n. 264, the *Bull to the Kmg of Portugal (dated March 23,

1 541) supporting Seripando.
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reforms.^ With the house in Venice Seripando was after-

wards to have the greatest trouble ; nowhere else did his

remedial measures meet with such strong opposition.^

Still greater confusion was caused by the intrusion of

Lutheran elements, particularly in the Lombard province

of the Order.^ In order to meet this danger and at the

same time advance the cause of reform, Paul III.* con-

voked a fresh General Chapter at Rome in May 1543.

The result of this meeting was unrelaxed effort on the part

of Seripando to reform his Order ; special resolutions had

been passed with regard to preaching and the revision of

the Augustinian rules.^ At the same time he was deter-

mined to extirpate Lutheranism from the Order,^ and

found a strenuous supporter in the PopeJ When at a later

date Seripando was occupied exclusively with the affairs

of the Council of Trent, the Pope took care that his reform

work was not brought to a standstill.^

Paul III. was similarly engaged in the renovation of

other Orders.^ The Dominicans claimed his special

attention ; twice, in 1543 and 1547, a general visitation

1 *Letter of April 27, 1542. Registr., XIX., loc. cit.

* See the letter to the convent in Venice of July 26, 1 542, loc. cit.

3 See the ^letter of Feb. 24, 1 542, loc. cit.

* See the brief of March 30, 1543, in Raynaldus, 1543, n. 58, and

that of -April 18, 1543. Registr., XX., loc. cit.

^ See Paulus, Hoffmeister, 167 seq.

" See in Appendix No. 41 the letter of March 26, 1544. Cf. also

Seripando's retrospect of his work in the *lctter of Feb. i, 1548.

Registr., XXII., 148, loc. cit.

"^ See the *briefs of April 7, 1541, June 26, 1542, and (s. d.) 1544.

Arm., 41, t. 24, n. 310 ; t. 21, n. 333 ; t. 31 seq., f. 356 (Secret Archives

of the Vatican).

^ *Brief of March 26, 1546 (General Archives of the Augustinian

Orders, Rome [Bolie]).

^ For the congregation of Mcleda, founded by order of the Pope, :^ee

Katholik, i860, I., 20<) seq.

VOL. XI. 33
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was set on foot and carried out in obedience to Papal

instructions.^ This Order underwent the same system of

scrutiny as the others ; special provision was made on the

one hand against careless preachers or those who were

contaminated by heresy,^ and on the other against itinerant

friars who, in spite of all prohibitions, had become an

unmanageable nuisance.*

The unrelaxed efforts of the Pope, Seripando, and the

bishops in sympathy with them, to restore the old Orders

to something like their primitive condition, shows more

clearly than anything else how deeply these institutions

had been contaminated by the world and how little

recuperative power they still retained.* Under such

circumstances it seems directly providential that the

Church should have proclaimed her inextinguishable vital

force in a succession of new foundations which, under

the blessing and patronage of the Holy Sec, laid the

foundations of a deep inward renewal of Christendom and

infused into that body in a wonderful way the currents of

reinvigorated life and strength.

^ See *the briefs to the General of the Order of Oct. 27, 1543, and

June 25, 1547. Arm., 41, t. 28, n. 689 ; t. 39, n. 545 (Secret Archives of

the Vatican).

2 See the Papal ordinance of March 30, 1543, in Fontana, Docum.,

390 seq.

^ An ordinance, addressed to all bishops, against the "fratres

vagantes sine facultate superiorum " of April 1, 1546, in Wadding,

XVIII., 410 seq.; ibid., 430 seq.; and Bull., VI., 380 seq., the ordinance

against the vagantes of the Franciscan Conventuals of Jan. 7, 1547.

Cf. the rare work of FranCISCUS Turrensis, In monachos apostates,

Romae, 1549.

• For the corruption in the convents of both sexes in Italy, see the

information in Tacchi Venturi, I., ^-^ seqq., 51, 143 seq. How often

the monastic orders were themselves to blame for the contempt under

wfiich they had fallen is clearly shown in Sebastiano del Piombo's letter

to Aretino of Dec. 4, 1531, in GUHL, I., 230 seqq.
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During the reign of Clement VII. there had already

arisen, independently of the religious schism and without

any relation to it, certain communities of regular clergy, or,

as they were popularly called, of reformed priests, who had

devoted themselves, as followers of the evangelical life and

as true subjects of the Holy See, to such practical engage-

ments as the intensifying of the spiritual life, preaching,

care of the sick, and other works of Christian charity.^

One of the great services rendered to the Church by

Paul III. was his recognition of the adaptability of these

new organizations to the altered circumstances of the time

and his readiness to extend to them his favour and

protection.

The oldest of these new foundations, the Order of the

Theatines, which sprang from the " Oratory of the Divine

Love " in Rome, was still under the direction of its founder,

Gaetano di Tiene, and his colleague, Gian Pietro Carafa.

The former was head of the Neapolitan house, while in

Venice, Bonifazio da Colle was superior.-

The actual direction of the Order had hitherto been in

the hands of Carafa ; fearing that the forces of the Order

would be weakened by disruption, he consented, not without

reluctance, to the establishment of the Neapolitan branch

in 1533. When in 1535 Paul III. expressed the wish

that the Theatines should resume their work in Rome,

suspended after the sack, and that Carafa should himself

* Cf. Vol. X. of this work, 393 seqq. My conviction, there expressed,

that the Oratory of the Divine Love arose quite independently of the

Lutheran apostasy, is confirmed by the discovery by Tacchi Venturi

(I., 407 seq.) that the first of these oratories was existing in Genoa as

early as 1497.

2 His election took place at the General Chapter held in September

1534 and was confirmed a year later; see *Annales Venetae domus

and *Annales Neapolit. dnmu> 'General .Archives of the Theatine

Order, Rome).
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return to the Eternal City, the latter was less than well

pleased. A return to the restless atmosphere of the Curia

filled him with repugnance and alarm. He was devoted

to his sequestered life in Venice among his Theatines, and

to his work in the hospitals, for which he made heroic

sacrifices. He had, however, eventually to yield to the

repeated and increasingly urgent solicitations of the Pope,

and on the 27th of September 1536 he reached Rome with

three fathers and two lay brothers, leaving behind him as

vicar in Venice, Giovanni Bernardino Scoto.^ Carafa's fears

were justified ; the Pope kept him in Rome, and on the

22nd of December clothed him with the purple. Carafa had

hitherto repelled this honour, and now, in his agitation, he

fell ill. His cell in the Dominican convent of the Minerva,

whither he had repaired, was so bare of furniture that he

had not even a table on which to place his Cardinal's

biretta, which was hung upon a nail on the wall. Gaetano

di Tiene, who had come to Rome to attend the approach-

ing General Chapter, remarked in his simple way that

Carafa should have declined the honour. The latter,

however, made it clear to him that the Pope's will was

irresistible. " I have decided," said Carafa to his sister

Maria, a Dominican nun in Naples, to " place my neck

under the yoke." ^

Carafa as Cardinal lost none of his devotion to the

Theatine Order, but Gaetano di Tiene was then the ruling

spirit, first as superior of the Neapolitan house, and after-

wards as the unofficial referee to whom, personally, all the

' Cf. the *extract from the diary of Gregorio Marini Veneziano (once

in the Archives of S. Silvestro, Rome, now in the General Archives of

the Theatine Order, Rome) and Bromato, I., 274 seq., 282.

2 C/". Card. Ant. Carafa, *Apologia alia relat. del Navagero (National

Library, Naples, X. F., 55, f. 4) ; Caracciolo, *Vita di Paolo IV., lib. 2,

c II, 12 (Biblioteca Casanatcnse, Runic) ; BRuMATO, I., zZb seq.
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affairs of the communit)- were submitted with the utmost
respect and obedience.^ Gaetano set no limits to his

pastoral energy. He preached and heard confessions
constantly

;
the sick and those under sentence of death

were never left unvisited ; his retreats for the clergy,
during which he urged without ceasing that the priesthood
knew neither rest nor leisure, were crowned with blessings.

He threw himself heart and soul into the direction of the
Dominican nunnery of the Sapienza, over which the sister

of Carafa, Maria, was Superior.^ Early in 1538 Gaetano
was able to connect with the Church of St. Paul, which
in time to come was to be his place of sepulchre, a chapel
which, on account of its size and situation in the heart of
the city, permitted him and his colleagues to have a fair

field for their work in Naples.

The services in St^ Paul's were conducted in the most
solemn manner, subject to certain special liturgical uses

;

thus on either side of the altar hangings were suspended
so that the officiating priest should not be exposed to

distractions. In the church itself men and women were
not allowed to worship together. Even the gravestones
were removed from the church, which became a model of

cleanliness and order. While in many other churches, in

accordance with the lax customs of the Renaissance, the

behaviour of the people was highly irreverent, St. Paul's

was spoken of as a centre of silence and recollection.

To bring the vivacious Neapolitans to such a degree of

self-discipline can have been no easy matter.^ On the

^ See ZiNELLi, Mem. stor., Venezia, 1753, no; SiLOS, I., 191 seq.,

200.

2 Paul III. confirmed the choice by a *brief, May 28, 1537. Copy
in General Archives of Theatine Order, Rome.

3 Cf. SiLOS, I., 201 seq., 206 seq. ; LiJBKN, 190 seq. ; Maulde la
CLAVliRE, \\o seq. See also Tacchi Venturi, 1., 123 seq. For the
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Other hand, Gaetano won great popularity by restoring

at Christmas the general custom, as old as the days of

St. Francis, of erecting in all churches a representation of

the holy manger.^

In 1539 the seeds of heresy sown by Juan Valdes in

Naples, and more widely scattered by Ochino in his

sermons, did not escape the vigilance of Gaetano and his

colleague Marinoni, yet he was unable to carry out regula-

tions against these dangers.^

From 1540 to 1543 Gaetano's government of the house

in Venice was not less energetic. Here also he was

determined that an example of divine worship should be

set, and encouraged the faithful to practise frequent com-

munion. In the beginning of 1541 he held, at the request

of his friend Giberti, a mission in Verona, the results of

which were largely blessed.^ In the. following year he was

again engaged in efforts to counteract the teaching of

Ochino, who was then, as in 1539, preaching the Lenten

second palla used by the Theatines as a corporal for the host, see

Gavanti-Merati, Thes. s. rituum, I., 2, i. The *Concessione della

casa e chiesa di S. Paolo fatta alii Theatini di Napoli dal Card. Vine.

Carafa, is dated April 3, 1538. In the *deed addressed to the Prae-

positus of the Neapolitan Theatines it says :
" Cum, sicut accepimus,

vos proprium non habeatis, sed de elemosinarum oblationibus Christi-

fidelium vivatis, adeo exemplaris vitae exercitio et divinorum officiorum

celebrationi salubribusqiie monitis intenti hucusque existatis, ut merito

totius civitatis nobilium et civium benevolentiam consequuti fucritis et

ex vestrum religiosa vita et doctrinis nobiles et cives ipsi non parvam

spiritualem consolationem suscipiant, locum tamen in prefata civitate,

in quo juxta ipsius congrcg. instituta altissimo in ejus beneplacitis

famulando habitare possitis, non habeatis etc." (General Archives of

Theatine Order, Rome).

' Cf. Maulde la Clavi£;re, 129.

^ See Caracciolo, Vita di Paolo IV. (Biblioteca Casanatense,

Rome; ; cf. Benrath, Ochino, 68 ; SiLOS, I., 222 seq.
'

« Cf. Maulde la Clavi^re, 144.
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course of sermons to great congregations ; but he was again

unsuccessful in obtaining the removal of the man who was

so dangerously at variance with the C'hurch.^

Gaetano's last )-ears were spent in Naples, in unceasing

labours of compassion for the bodily and spiritual in-

firmities of his fellow-men. In July 1545 he visited Rome
and there made acquaintance with the founder of the

Society of Jesus. In May 1547 he was again in Rome,

called thither in order to take part in the Chapter of the

Order held in the house of Carafa. This was an occasion

involving an important decision ; the Somaschi, founded

by Girolamo Miani with the co-operation of Carafa, and in

Venice and Milan the centre of beneficent work among

orphans and reclaimed women, had on the 5th of July 1540

received confirmation as an association from Paul III.2

They had now expressed a wish to submit themselves to

the care and superintendence of the Theatines; the Pope

entrusted the matter to Carafa's judgment, who, after care-

ful examination, declared himself in favour of granting

the request. The Pope and the Chapter of the Theatines

concurred in this decision and the two bodies were

amalgamated.^

In the same year 1547, on the 7th of August, Gaetano

died a holy death amid all the disturbances called forth by

' See supra, p. 489 seq.

^ Bull., VI., 285 seq. For the foundation of the Somaschi, see

Vol. X. of this work, 448 seqq. For a leading follower of Miani's, see

Paltrinieri, \'ita di Primo del Conte Milanese della congreg. Somasca.

Roma, 1805.

2 Cf. *Caracciolo, loc. cit.., I., 3, c. 12 ; SiLOS, I., 240 seq., 256;

Bromato, II., 1057. The Papal ^approval, dated Oct. 8, 1546, in the

General Archives of the Order of the Theatines, Rome ; ibid., copy of

the *Acta capit. general, a. 1547. The copyist remarks, ^Acta Integra

comitiorum anni 1547 b. Gaetani manu subscripta in epistola ad

patres Venetos in nostro S. Silvesiri archive invenimui.
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the attempt to introduce the Spanish Inquisition into Naples.

Before his decease he exhorted his associates to place all

their trust in Providence, since on that their congregation

had been built. At the same time he besought them to

be grateful to their benefactors, to have a care for the

adornment of the House of God, and to love their neigh-

bours and, above all, the sick. He offered up his life in

expiation for the city of Naples, praying God that He

would preserve its people in the faith.^ The guidance of

the Order now passed to Bonifazio da Colle, who had

entered it at its foundation on the iSth of September 1524,

and in November 1548 the Englishman, Thomas Goldvvell,

was received at Naples as the first member not of Italian

birth.*

The members of Gaetano's community, who according

to the intention of their founder were to form a company

of priests devoted to the cure of souls and in direct

dependence on the Holy See, were at this time officially

styled Clerks Regular, those in Naples being known from

the title of their house as Priests of St. Paul, and those in

Venice of St. Niccolo da Tolentino.^ By the people they

generally were spoken of either as reformed priests* or as

Theatines or Chietines, from the name of Carafa's bishopric

1 See LiJBEN, 243 seq. ; MaULDE la Clavi^re, 154 seq., where

there are details on the few relics and the grave of Gaetano.

2 See Bellesheim in the Histor. Pol., Bl. LXXX., 964 ; SiLOS, I.,

302 seq. [Thomas Goldwell (1500-1585) returned to England with

Cardinal Pole, and in 1555 became Bishop of St. Asaph. Exiled in

1559. The only English bishop present at the Council of Trent, 1561.

Died in Rome 1585, being the last survivor of the English hierarchy.

—Editor's Note.]

3 Cf. the preface to L. Davidico, Anatomia delli vitii, Firenze, 1550,

and the *Informatione della religione dei p. Theatini (a. 1598) in Cod.

L. 23 of the Vallicella Library, Rome.

* Cf. Tacchi Venturi, I., 41 seq., 62.
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1

of Chieti. The latter designation, often bestowed in jest

on all friends of Carafa and on the supporters of the

strict reform party in particular, came into notice as early

as the thirtieth year of the i6th century and afterwards

became widely current.^ The Theatines excited admira-

tion and wonder by their abject poverty ; they never

begged, but waited quietly for the alms bestowed upon

them. " Poverty," wrote the Theatine Bernardino on the

1 2th of September 1539, " is the only means at the present

time of maintaining the clergy in independence and the

Church in dignity."* The strict manner of life among the

Theatines very soon became proverbial,^ and their example

pointed the way with irresistible force to the reform of the

clergy throughout Italy.*

Besides the Theatines another community of Clerks

Regular, on which the friends of reform looked with great

hopefulness, grew in importance under Paul III.^ This

was the society founded by Antonio Maria Zaccaria, and

was in many respects similar to that of the Theatines.

Clement VII., in a brief of the i8th of February 1533,

had approved of the congregation founded in Milan, the

members of which renounced the world and surrendered

themselves wholly to God for the salvation of souls. To
attain this end two chief objects were kept in view : the

improvement, on the one hand, of the clergy, in order thus

to influence in a Christian sense the generation then grow-

ing up and, on the other hand, the reform of the rude and

' See supra, p. 194, Cf. also Giovio, Lettere, 87, 1 10 ; Bromato, I.,

269 seq. ; Histor. Jahrb., V., 393 ; Druffel, Mon. Trid., I., 358, 373 ;

Tacchi Venturi, I., 240.

^ See Dittrich in Histor. Jahrb., V., 393.

^ See LuziO, Lettere di Giovio, 45.

* Opinion of PHILIPPSON, Westeuropa, 17.

' Cf. Preface to L. Davidico, loc. cit. {supra, p. 520, n. 3).
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uncultivated classes by means of open-air missions and

preaching.^

At the request of Zaccaria and his colleague Bo rtolomitieo

Ferrari, Paul III., in a brief of July the 20th, 1535, con-

firmed his predecessor's sanction and enjoined candidates

for admission to take the vows of poverty, chastity, and

obedience at the hand of any secular or regular priest.

He also gave permission to the community to choose one

among them as their Superior, to be appointed for three

years, to admit other clerics and also laymen into their

body, to observe publicly in their churches the hours of

prayer, and to administer the sacraments of penance and

of the altar at all times, with the exception of Easter. The

Pope also thought it good that the first church to be

built by the Order should be dedicated to St, Paul, the

Apostle of the Gentiles being held by them in special

veneration, and he conferred upon them all the privileges

belonging to Canons of the Lateran. Finally, he placed

the community under the immediate authority and pro-

tection of the Holy See ; this last privilege, however, was

at first limited to five years.-

In order to support the missions among the people of

the Clerks Regular of St. Paul, as the new community at

first was called, by means of the evangelization and

direction of women, the widowed Countess Luigia Torelli

founded a sisterhood of pious women which Paul HI. ap-

proved on the 1 5th of February 1535.^ This body, directed

by Zaccaria, was known as that of the " Angelice. " This

was approved by Paul HI. in a brief of the 6th of August

I 549, while at the same time he added to their privileges

' See Vol. X. of this work, 45 1 seg.

^ Bull., VI., igoseg., and Litt. et Constit. s. pontif. pro congreg. cleric,

reg. S. Pauli apost., Romae, 1863, 5 sey. Cf. Barelli, I., 114.

« Teppa, a. M. Zaccaria, 88.
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especially by removing them from the jurisdiction of the

Archbishop and placing them under the direction of the

Superior of the Clerks Regular of St. Paul.^

As the seat of the Angelice, Luigia Torelli had erected a

convent in Milan near S. Euphemia ; the house formerly

occupied by them near S. Ambrogio they presented to the

Clerks Regular of St. Paul who, on leaving their residence

near S. Caterina, settled there and set up a small oratory

which in 1 542 they enlarged into a church for public worship.

Here they laboured unceasingly, dispensing the Sacraments,

preaching, and frequently holding spiritual conferences for

the clergy as well as for the laity. An accusation of heresy

brought against Zaccaria and his colleagues ended in the

complete acquittal of the unjustly incriminated priests.

On the 1 5th of April 1536 Jacopo Antonio Morigia, a friend

of Zaccaria, was chosen Superior. The latter had now

greater freedom at his disposal for directing members of

the Angelice and holding missions out of Milan. At the

request of Cardinal Ridolfi he held a mission in Vicenza

in 1537, and two years later he was at Guastalla, acting

as peacemaker among the citizens ; there he was taken

seriously ill. He was taken to his home at Cremona and

there, worn out by labours of charity and exercises of

penance, he died on July the 5th, 1539, having just reached

his thirty-sixth year.^

1 See RossiGNOLl, Vita di contessa di Guastalla L. Torella, Milano,

1686 ; HelyOT, lV.,ll6seg. ; HeimbuCHRR, I., 5i9JYi^.(II.,''287 j^i^.) ;

Teppa, loc. ct'r, 88 seg. Many details in (i) *Origine delle .\ngeliche

di S. Paolo 1 530-1 537 ; (2) *Chronichetta delle Angeliche di S. Paolo

scritta dall' Angelica Paola Antonia Sfondrati (autograph); (3)

Libretto scritto da una Angelica di S. Paolo di Milano. These

documents are in the General Archives of the Barnabite Order, Rome.

2 See Barklli, 117 seg., 122 seg. ; Teppa, 109 seg., iiiseg., 1 14 seg.,

126 seg., 134 seg. For Zaccaria's grave, see La cripta del b. A. M.

Zaccaria neli.i chiesa di S. Barnaba in Milano, Roma, 1895.
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"The Church has need of such men," said Paul 1 11.^

His foundation, which clung specially to Milan,^ continued

to flourish ; the house near S. Ambrogio was found too

small and the church there also was not roomy enough.

For these reasons Zaccaria had already cast his eye on an

ancient church dedicated to St. Barnabas standing in a

very favourable position on a quiet open place not far

from the so-called ship canal and within easy reach of

the most populous quarter of the city. By the autumn of

1 545 the acquisition of this spot was secured, and Morigia

began the erection of a convent and a church from plans

of his own. The convent was occupied by All Saints'

Day 1547, and the church dedicated to St. Paul. The

people, however, kept to the old name of St. Barnabas,

and the members of the Order were known among

them as the Barnabites.^ On the ist of December 1543

Paul III. had already confirmed in perpetuity the privi-

lege of 1535, then limited to five years.* Thus the

foundations were firmly laid of the Order from which

proceeded that reform of Milan and other cities of Lom-

bardy which at a later period was consummated by

St. Charles Borromeo.

A devotion of a very special character spread gradually

over the whole Catholic world through the influence of the

Barnabites and the Capuchins. This was the adoration of

the Blessed Sacrament during the public Exposition of

the Forty Hours. It is impossible from the material at

» See Teppa, 108.

^ See the *Elenchus sodalium omnium qui congregat. habitum

susceperunt ad diem XIII. Cal. Decemb. 1552 quo primum religiosae

professionis lex in congregat. indicta (General Archives of the

Barnabite Order, Rome).

^ See Barelli, I., 201 seq. ; Teppa, 122 seq., 155 seq. ^•

* Bull., VI., 193 seq.; Litt. et const.it. (see supra., p. 522, n. 2),

10 seq.
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our disposal to decide with certainty whether this beautiful

custom owes its origin to the founder of the Barnabites or

to the Capuchin, Guiseppe Plantanida of Fermo.^

While the Angelice, the true helpmates of the Barnabites,

were even at a later date confined to northern Italy,

another community had arisen which, in course of time,

embraced in its activity the whole Catholic world. In this

case also the beginnings were small and obscure. The

foundress, Angela Merici,^ born in 1469 at Desenzano on the

Lago di Garda, lost her parents in childhood and, together

with her sister, was adopted by an uncle at Salo. The

sudden death of this dearly loved sister was a blow which

Angela felt all the more deeply as she had passed away

without receiving the last Sacraments. She now flung

herself with greater devotion than before into a life of

piety and became a tertiary of St. Francis. On her uncle's

death Angela returned to her brother at Desenzano, where

she soon began to gather round her young girls of like

disposition to her own. One day while in prayer in a

vineyard on the road from Desenzano to Salo she had

what seemed to her a revelation from heaven calling upon

her to found a community of women who should strive

heavenwards in a life of active charity ; she saw, indeed, a

ladder reaching from earth to heaven on which maidens,

1 Cf. Tacchi Venturi, I., 199, and the special documents there

produced. Plantanida's claims as originator are pleaded by P.

EdoardO in the Annal. eccl., 1897, 424 seq.^ and P. Norbert in

Katholik, 1898, II., 151 seq.

2 Cf. POSTEL, Hist, de la Sainte Angela M^rici, Paris, 1878, 2 vols.

Here (I., xxviii seq}) are details regarding the forthcoming sources and

biographies of the saints (G. Cozzano, F. Landini, G. B. Nazari, M.

Bellintani). Cf. also the monographs of Salvatori (Rome, 1807);

GiRELLi (Brescia, 1871 and 1888) ; At (Notre Dame d'Alet., iS85)and

Gesch. der hi. Angela Merici, von einer Ursuline, Innsbruck, 1873;

also Heimbucher, I.,- 273.
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with lilies in their hands and crowns about their brows,

were ascending led by angels.

Hitherto absorbed in her personal sanctification, she

now turned to a work of neighbourly love
;
gathering

about her the often neglected girlhood of Desenzano, she

taught them simple lessons in religion and in the know-

ledge of common things. Invited to Brescia by the noble

family of the Patengola, she there showed the same activity

from 1 5 16 onwards. According to contemporary state-

ments she reconciled many in that city who had been

enemies for years. When a cousin of her own went on

pilgrimage to Jerusalem in 1524 she bore him company,

and during the Jubilee of the following year she was a

pilgrim to Rome. Through a Papal chamberlain whose

acquaintance she had made on her journey to the Holy Land

she was admitted to the presence of Clement VH., who

would gladly have seen the centre of this pious maiden's

work transferred from her native district to Rome, but,

on Angela's entreaties, he put his wishes aside and allowed

her to return to Brescia. There her quiet labours were

interrupted by the tumult of the war which, after the

League of Cognac, swept over almost the whole of Italy.

Like many others, Angela also sought refuge in the

autumn of 1529 in Cremona from the encroachments of the

savage soldiery. When the worst danger was over she

returned to Brescia, where she took a house near the Church

of St. Barnabas and began to contemplate her scheme

of founding a religious community with the object of

" practising Christian love in tending the sick, teaching

young children, and pursuing individual holiness " On a

pilgrimage to the sacred mount of Varallo, Angela disclosed

her projects to her female friends. On the 15th of Nov-

ember 1535 they all partook of Holy Communion in St.

Afra in Brescia, in confirmation of their vow of entire
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dedication to our Lord. Angela placed the young com-

munity under the patronage of St. Ursula, from whom it

received its name. The community was not to be an Order :

the members, in order to be able to carry out their work in

the world, were to make their homes as before with their

parents or relations, but were to meet together at fixed

hours, to hear Mass daily, and to use certain prayers. As
there were no special vows so there was no special

clothing. For the direction of the community a Mother

Superior was to be chosen for life. This rule, which

Angela dictated to the priest Gabbriello Cozzano, was

confirmed in August 1536 by Cardinal Cornaro, Bishop of

Brescia. The community, then numbering seventy-six

persons, chose Angela as their head in March 1537.^ The

Canons of St. Afra placed at her disposal a dwelling in a

favourable situation near their church, and a pious widow

gave them a chamber in her house on the piazza of the

Cathedral to serve as an oratory.

Angela lived to see her community spread all over Brescia

and the villages around. She died on January the 15th, 1540,

and found a resting-place in St. Afra, in accordance with a

permission granted to her on the 2nd of December 1532

by the Grand Penitentiary.^ She was followed in the

government of her community by the Countess Lucretia of

Lodron, who was strongly opposed by ? portion of the

sisterhood, tenacious of the original regulations of the

foundress, in her wish to add a leathern girdle in sign of

their virginity to the habit hitherto worn. The disagree-

ment very nearly led to a rupture when, at the critical

moment, on the 9th of June 1544, Paul III. intervened with

a Bull which not merely confirmed the community of virgins

1 Cf. Salvatori, 54 ; ibid., 161 seq., the rule of ,A.ngela.

• The saint is named in the documentary act, " Angela de Salodio,

mulier Brixien., soror tertii ordinis s. Francisci ' (SalvatORI, 216).
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founded in Brescia under the patronage of St. Ursula and

approved by the Bishop of the see, but also settled the

question of a special badge of chastity by granting a

special indulgence to all members who should wear such a

token.^ Thereupon the use of the girdle became general

among the Ursulines.

The Bull of Paul III., which also gave the Superior the

right from time to time and under change of circumstances

to lay before the Holy See alterations in the statutes, was

the first step towards the transformation of the community

into a regular Order. This development, as well as the

diffusion of the Ursulines over northern Italy, was

accomplished later when their congregation had become

one of the most important factors in the revival of Catholic

religion throughout the Peninsula.^

While Italy was thus refreshed by new streams of life

within the Church, apostolic men were also arising in

Spain who, after passing through the experience of inward

renewal in their own lives, were by work and example

evoking a regeneration of the Catholic spirit on the sure

foundations of the ancient religion. Such were John of

Avila, Louis of Granada, and John of God.

John of Avila, born at the end of the 15th century, was

at first bent on devoting himself to the conversion of

America, but was restrained from leaving his native

country by Alonso Manriquez, Archbishop of Seville.

Here he devoted his life to converting hearts to God by his

persuasive utterances. The jealousy of other preachers

exposed him to many persecutions ; he was even on one

occasion cited before the Inquisition, but his innocence

was soon recognized at that tribunal. His work as a

preacher increased greatly as time went on ; so many

* SaLVATORI, 217 seq., gives the deed wanting in the Bull. Rom.
^ Grutzmacher in Herzog's Realencyklopadie, XX.,' 357,
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were the towns and cities that he visited that he was

called the Apostle of Andalusia. In addition to his labours

in the pulpit and the confessional he still found time for

those of the desk. His life was written by his pupil and

friend, Louis of Granada, then the second great luminary in

the ecclesiastical firmament of Spain.^ Louis, who entered

the Dominican Order at the age of nineteen, was, like his

teacher, an earnest preacher. He excelled him as a writer

of ascetic theology, and is reckoned among the classic

authors of Spain. His most famous works are The

Memorial of a Christian Life and Guidefor Sinners^ both

masterpieces of ascetic literature.

John of God ^ also belongs to the spiritual sons of the

Apostle of Andalusia. At first, like Ignatius of Loyola, a

gallant soldier, he was led to the path of his subsequent

achievements by hearing a sermon by John of Avila at

Granada in 1539. He left the army and gave expression

to his contrition with such genuine southern fervour that

he was looked upon as having lost his reason, and he was

taken to the great hospital at Granada founded by

Charles V., where he regained his balance of mind. Dis-

missed as cured, he made a pilgrimage to Guadeloupe in

New Castille and thence returned to Granada. Here in

1540 he founded a hospital and a community of persons

living in the world who should take care of the s:ck. In

time he extended his heroic work of service, as far as his

* C/: for both, ZiNCERLE in Wetzerund Weltes Kirchenlex., I.,» 1763

j^^., VI 1 1.
,2 248 j^^., and the literature there given. See also Gams,

Kirchengesch. Spaniens, III., 2, 159 j^^., and LONGARO DKGU Oddi,

Vita di Giov. d' Avila, Rome, 1894.

' See F. DE Castro, Vida del b. Juan de Dios, Granada, 1588 (lat.

Acta SS. BoUand, Mart., I., 813 seq.\ and A. de Govea, Vida, etc.,

Madrid, 1624. Cf. Lechner, Leben hi. Johannes von Gott, Miinchen,

1857 ; F. DEL POZO, Vida de Juan de Dios, Barcelona, 1908.

VOL. XI. 34
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position as a layman would permit, from the bodies of men

to their souls; he exerted himself specially in the reclaim-

ing of women who were leading lives of vice. An act of

humanity, the rescue of a boy from the waters of the Xenil,

cost him his life in March 1550. Under his successors

the association founded by him continued to flourish,

although these nursing brothers had no fixed rule. At last

Pius V. raised them to the rank of an ecclesiastical order

;

they were known in Spain as Hospitallers, in Italy as

" Fate-ben-Fratelli," and in Germany as Brothers of Pity.

The praise of their humane works of compassion is common

to all parties.^

Paul III., like Clement VII., was repeatedly engaged

with the claims of a new order which grew to be one of the

most popular of all, and from which blessings without end

were to descend upon the Church—this was the Order of

the Capuchins.

The youthful creation, which aimed at restoring " even

to the very letter " the spirit of the Poor Man of Assisi,

went through repeated crises with no diminution of acute-

ness during the pontificate of Paul III. The claims already

put forward by the Observants under Clement VII. were

now again advanced with still greater violence. It was

folly on the part of the Capuchins to attach so much

importance to their hood, since they could not produce a

single proof that St. Francis ever wore one ; it was only

done to attract attention, and their dress in its wretched

condition was at bottom nothing else than contemptible

vainglory. Besides, it was not the intention of the founder

of the Order that his rule should be observed literally, since

this was possible only for a very few and he had himself

relaxed its severity. Finally, the Observants challenged

1 Cf. Haefkr, Gcsch. der Medizin, I., 866; see also Philippson,

Westeuropa, 14.
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1

the usefulness of the friars to the Church, since the latter

heard no confessions and allowed no funeral rites or

burials in their churches. It was not difficult for the

Capuchins to reply to such accusations levelled at tiiem in

the blindness of passion, especially as regarded the objec-

tion that they heard no confessions; they could point to

the repeated conflicts which had arisen between the

Franciscans and the secular clergy on this very subject
;

besides, they had not relinquished this duty for the sake of

convenience, as their zeal as preachers would prove ; when

necessity demanded they had never hesitated to give help

to their colleagues among the clergy.^

If therefore such unfounded charges failed to have any

effect on the new Pope, the latter might yet feel anxious

when so eminent a personage as Cardinal Quinones repre-

sented to him that the Capuchins were disturbing the

peace of the Seraphic Order, of which he was protector,

that they were preventing the introduction of the good

elements of the Observants into the strict convents where

the rule of St. Francis was observed in all its purity.-

Consequently, Paul III. on the iSth of December 1534 not

merely confirmed his predecessor's prohibition concerning

the admission of Observants, but extended it to all other

Orders until the meeting of the General Chapter.^ Al-

though this very severe regulation was on the 12th of

January 1535 again restricted to the transfer of Observ-

ants,* it was yet in no common degree detrimental to the

extension of the Capuchins.

Not less hurtful was the behaviour of Lodovico da

Fossombrone, the head of the young Order since 1529,

' See De origine ordin. fratr. min. Chronica F. loannis Romaei de

Terranova, cura P. Eduardi AJenconiens., Romae, 1908, 30 seq.

2 Cf. T.\CCHI Venturi, V. Colonna. 161 seq.

» Bull. Capuccin, I., 12. * Ibid.^ 13.
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and a man of self-assertive character. Hitherto he had

filled his office as Vicar-General most zealously ; he looked

upon himself as indispensable, and was so fond of rule

that it was his ambitiom to hold his office permanently

;

therefore he looked out for any pretext to prevent the

General Chapter being held. At last a Papal command
forced him to summon it. The Chapter, which assembled

in Rome in November 1535, chose in his stead Bernardino

of Asti. Lodovico felt the smart keenly, accused his

brethren of ingratitude, and withdrew from the further

proceedings of the Chapter. At his request Paul III.

called a fresh Chapter in the spring of 1536. As this

resulted in the re-election of Bernardino, Lodovico refused

his obedience, although the choice was confirmed by the

Pope. The unhappy man, whose behaviour had found

support in Cardinal Quifiones, was allowed a respite until

autumn ; as he then continued contumacious, he was

expelled from the Order with the Pope's approval.^

At the same time the Capuchins had an accession in the

famous writer Francis Titelmans, hitherto an Observant.

This remarkable man, who at first was attached to the

Hospital for Incurables in Rome, was soon afterwards made

Provincial of the Roman Province, but unfortunately he

died on the 15th of December 1537 on his second visitation

journey.^

The painful incident of Lodovico's expulsion was natur-

* See BOVERIUS, I., ic)() seq., 208 seq., 213 seq. Interesting details

about the obstinacy of Lodovico da Fossombrone in the *Narratione

deir origine della Congregatione de' frati Capuccini by Fra Mario de

Mercato Saraceno (Archives of the Capuchin Order, Venice).

2 See BOVERIUS, I., 252 seq.; Wetzer and Weltes Kirchenlex., XI. ,2

I77()seq.; Hurter, NomencL, 11.,^ 1307 ; Sbaralra, Suppl. ad. script

Ord. Min., I., Romae, 1908, 303 seq. ; Paquay, F. Titelmans, Hasselt,

1906.
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ally made the most of by the enemies of the Capuchins.^

To what measures they had recourse is best seen from the

fact that Quinones was successful in persuading the

Emperor to write, on the 4th of December 1535, an auto-

graph letter to the Pope asking him to forbid any further

extension of the Capuchin Order, and in particular to refuse

them permission to enter Spain.^

But in the meantime powerful influences were at work

in support of the new branch of the Franciscans. They

found an enthusiastic champion in Vittoria Colonna, who

had already in August 1535 drawn Contarini's attention

to the Capuchins and obtained from Paul III. an immedi-

ate modification of the renewed prohibition against

transference from the Observant communities. Accord-

ingly the Capuchins were permitted to receive Observants

whose superiors had not designated within two months

convents in which they could live under the reformed rule.^

On the 29th of December 1535 Vittoria wrote to Cardinal

Gonzaga :
" I had applied to Bishop Giberti of Verona

asking him to certify you that I was speaking the truth

in recommending to you these reverend fathers of the

holy and true rule of St. Francis. I now send you his

letter in confirmation of this." The Emperor, she con-

tinued, had been opposed to them, but was already of a

different mind and would continue to be so, she hoped,

after what he had seen in Rome.* She was not mistaken,

for after his visit to the humble Capuchin settlement

Charles bore the most favourable testimony concerning

them to the Pope. Paul III. reminded him of the letter

' See the *Cronica del P. Bernardino da Colpefrazzo, I., 489 (General

Archives of the Capuchin Order, Rome).

2 See Tacchi Venturi, V. Colonna, 162, 173.

' Bull. Capuccin., I., 14-16.

* Carteggio di V. Colonna, ed. Ferklro-Muller, 100.
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which he had written in December 1535. Charles replied,

" I never withdraw my orders, but I do withdraw my
letter, for I was badly informed." ^

In this way the Capuchins were restored to favour, while

Vittoria Colonna, in her veneration for St. Francis, continued

to afford them her indefatigable protection against unjust

attacks. The evidence is afforded by her letters addressed

in all directions : to the private secretary of the Pope, to

Contarini, and to the Duchess of Urbino. While she

besought the latter to protect the Capuchins of Fossombrone

from molestation, she deplored in particular the persistent

hostility of Cardinal Quinones. " He vents his hatred," so

she wrote, " on the Capuchins because they have exposed

so clearly the defects of his own Order." ^ The representa-

tions of Cardinals Sanseverino and Contarini, who were

supported by Pole, succeeded in overcoming all the scruples

of Paul III. On the 25th of August 1536 he issued a

Bull in which, in consideration of the rich fruits already

brought forth by the new community and in expectation

of fresh services to the militant Church, he confirmed the

approbation of the Capuchins pronounced by his predeces-

sor on the 3rd of June 1528 and conferred on the General

Chapter the right to elect a Vicar-General who, as hitherto,

should be subject to the General of the Conventuals. At

the same time the Pope forbade, under penalty of ex-

communication, the Capuchin habit to be worn by anyone

outside their Order.^ This last ordinance fell heavily on

the original founder, Matteo da Bascio, when in 1537 he

returned from his wanderings as a preacher of repentance

to Rome, where the Capuchins in the previous year had

* Cronica del P. Bernardino da Colpetrazzo, I., 495, loc. cit. ,

2 Carteggio di V. Colonna, 107 f.

Bull., VI., 229 seq.\ Bull. Capuccin., I., 18 seq.; BOVERIUS, I.,

221 seq.
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settled on the Quirinal, near the Church of S. Nicola de

Portiis.^

Clement VII. had appointed Matteo to special work as

a preacher without attaching him to any convent. In

consequence of the recent Papal decree the latter qualifica-

tion became necessary, but Matteo was unable to make up

his mind to conform to it.^ This incident naturally

offered a fresh opportunity for the opponents of the

Capuchins to renew their attacks.

The young community was far from securing peace
;

the Observants found their curtailed activity intolerable

and raised incessant complaints. Paul III. appointed a

commission of inquiry of nine Cardinals,^ and in accord-

ance with their proposal he gave orders in the beginning

of January 1537 that until the General Chapter was held

in Rome the Capuchins should not extend their opera-

tions beyond Italy and that no Observant should, with-

out written permission from his Superior, go over to the

Capuchins, and vice versa no Capuchin ^o over to the

Observants. If any of the latter wished to live by a

stricter rule he might betake himself to a house appointed

for him by his Superior ; where no such convents existed,

they were to be established.*

But even now dissensions were not yet at an end. The

1 See E. da ALEN90N, La Chiesa di S. Nicola de Portiis, Roma,

1908.

'^ See BOVERIUS, I., 238 seq. According to Bernardino da Col-

petrazzo (*Cronica, II., 602) Matteo died at Venice on Aug. 6, 1552.

3 See F. Peregrino's *report of Dec. 15, 1536 (Gonzaga Archives,

Mantua).

* See Bull. Capuccin., I., 22-24. According to the *Chronicle of

Mario da Mercato Saracero, cited supra, p. 532, n. I, the commission

consisted of six Cardinals ; Cardinal Sanseverino showed himself at an

early period the ardent advocate of the new Order (Archives of the

Order of Capuchins, Venice).
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Observants did all they could to have the Capuchin habit

prohibited in order that the latter might be subordinate to

—

i.e. in subjection to—themselves. The new Order, however,

had powerful supporters. They were in favour with many
of the Cardinals, Contarini and Piccolomini in particular,

and with the Imperial ambassador Aguilar.^ Vittoria

Colonna came once more to the rescue of her proteges.

In the autumn of 1538 she appealed not only to Contarini

but to the Pope himself. Her letter to the Pontiff was

dated from Lucca on the i6th of September 153S, and

contains a most outspoken defence of the Capuchins as

loyal and serviceable sons of the Holy See.^

To Cardinal Contarini, Vittoria represented that the new

Order contained so many remarkable members that it

might with certainty be looked upon as the work of Christ.

Let the example of the Capuchins and their admirable

preaching witness in their behalf. It was her firm con-

viction that the pure gold would be proved in the fire of

persecution and the mere dross be consumed. One by one

she met the charges brought against the Capuchins: that

they were Lutherans because they preached the freedom

of the spirit, that they had no authorized status, that they

disobeyed the General of the Order, wore a different habit

and received Observants. To the first charge Vittoria re-

plied :
" If St. Francis was a heretic, then are his followers

Lutherans ; if to preach spiritual freedom and to rebuke

iniquity in submission to the ordinances of the Church is

false, then is the Gospel also false in which it is written,

* It is the Spirit which giveth life.'
"'

* See *letters of Card. Senens (Piccolomini) of April 2 and 25 and

June 15, 1537, to Siena (State Archives, Siena).

2 Tacchi Venturi, V. Colonna, 178 seq. *

' See Carteggio di V. Colonna, 1 10 seq., and also Tacchi Venturi,

169 seq.
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These eloquent words were not without effect. The

Observants failed in their chief demands—prohibition of

the new habit and the subordination of the Capuchins. On
the other hand, the Pope made more stringent his decree

of the 23rd of August 1539 forbidding the Capuchins to

receive any Observants except those who had a written

permission to show from their Superior or from the Holy

See/ and a Bull of the 5th of August 1541 repeated this

injunction.^ In other respects the Capuchins remained

unmolested; they spread gradually all over Italy; in 1534

they had reached as far as Dalmatia and in 1540 they

were in Corsica.' Among the people love and respect

^ *Vicario gen. ord. s. Francisci de observant. Capuccinor. nuncupat.

. . . Tibi et successoribus tuis ... in virtute s. obedientiae precipimus

et mandamus qualenus deinceps nullum fratrem professum ex ordinibus

medicantium reformatorum de observantia venientem cujusciinque

conditionis extiterit nisi de sui generalis aut nostra et Sedis Apostolici

special! et expressa licentia recipiat aut recipiant. . . . Dat. Romae,

^539> Aug. 23, with the note : Est de mente S. D. N. Hier. c.

Ghi[nuccius], Arm., 41, t. 14, n. 908 (Secret Archives of the Vatican).

^ The Bull Romani Pontificis, dated Rome, 1541, Aug. 5 (Concept.

in Arm., 41, t. 22, n. 630, loc. cit. Another copy in the Casanatense

Library, Rome).

3 See BOVERIUS, I., 197 seq., 2joseq., 274 j^^., 2jZ seq., 281 seq.;

also ROCCA DA Cesinale, Missioni d. Capucc, I., 93 ; Bonaventura
DA Sorrento, I Capucc. d. provinc. monast. di Napoli e terra di

lavoso, S. Agnello di Sorrento, 1879, 7° J
FiLlppo DA TUSSIO, I frati

Capucc. d. monast. prov. degli Abruzzi, ibid., 1880, 5 ; F. Securi,

Mem. stor. s. prov. dei Capucc. di Reggio di Calabria, Reggio, 1885,

15 ; ApollinariS a VaLENTIA, Bibl. frat. min. Capucc, Romae, 1886,

6-8 (convent in kingdom of Naples) ; Bonaventura DA Sorrento,

I Conventi dei Capucc. della citta di Napoli, Napoli, 1889, 15, loi
;

Valdemiro d.\ Bergamo, I conventi dei Capucc. Bergamaschi, Milano,

1883, 12, 28 ; the same, I conventi ed i Capucc. Bresciani, ibid., 1891,

20, 21 ; Valdemiro Bonari, I conventi ed i Capucc del antico

ducato di Milano, I., Crema, 1893, 39, 55 seq., 145 seq. ; MOLFINO,

Codice dipl. d. Capucc. Liguri, 1 530-1900, Geneva, 1904, xxiii seq.;
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for them increased from year to year, while their settle-

ments were spoken of as types of the strictly cloistered

life.^ Then came a blow, one harder than which it

would be impossible to conceive; the head and glory of

the Order, Bernardino Ochino, renounced the faith and

married.^

The downfall and disgrace of the Vicar-General set the

enemies of the Capuchins on fresh intrigues and calumnies.

"Such a tempest arose," wrote a chronicler of the Order,

" that without God's help we had assuredly been lost." ^

In order to involve the whole Order in disgrace, it was

bruited about that Ochino had been its founder, and

although the untruthfulness of this statement admitted

of easy proof, it often obtained credence, while many
even who wished well to the Order were made distrustful

by Ochino's apostasy.* There was good reason to fear

that the members might be contaminated by the heresy

of the head ; a certain number of Capuchins did actually

follow the example of their General ; others by degrees

SiSTO DA Pisa, Storia dei Capucc. Toscani, I., 1532-1591, Firenze,

1906, 51, 57 seq. {cf. MORENi, Bibliografia Toscana, I., 113) ; MussiNI,

Mem. stor. sui Capucc. Emiliani, I., Parma, 1908, 21, 27, 28. For the

Capuchin nuns of S. Clare, founded at Naples by M. L. Longa in

1538, see HelyQT, VII., 203 seq. ; Heimbucher, II.,^ 486 seq.

* Cf. Negri's letter of 1541 in the Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengesch.,

III., 635.

2 Cf. supra, p. 492. By 1539 G. Battista, the Capuchin who had

preached Lutheran doctrine in Lucca, had already fled from Venice

(see FONTANA, Docum., 270 seq.).

3 *Chronicle of Mario da Mercato Saraceno (Archives of the

Capuchins, Venice).

'' BovERius, I., 319, 350. In order to refute the fable that Ochino

was the founder, Cardinal Sanseverino and the Vicar-General,

Girolamo da Montefiore, urged Bernardino da Colpetrazzo to write ^is

valuable history that was preserved in the General Archives of the

Capuchins in Rome (see V^ol. X. of this work, 487 seq.).
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reinstated themselves.^ In Rome Ochino's apostasy was

known first in September 1542, but the Pope had been

in receipt of information earHer in Perugia."^ How great

was his agitation is shown by an expression which fell

from him as, on his return journey, he caught sight of

the Capuchin monastery on the slopes of Terni :
" Very

soon there will be an end to the Capuchins and their

convents." *

That an Order in which such a calamity should have

occurred were better abolished was also the opinion of

most of the Cardinals; only Cardinal Sanseverino spoke

warningly of any hasty steps. Paul III. was guided by

this eminent man's advice, and gave orders for a thorough

inquiry. Cardinal Carpi, as Protector of the Seraphic

Order, summoned, at the Pope's command, all the Superiors

to Rome, who were there closely examined as to the purity

of the faith. The result of the inquiry was that no

sufficient ground was established for the abolition of the

Order even if, in the case of a proportion of the fathers,

suspect opinions could be proven ;
taking the latter point

into consideration, all the members were inhibited from

preaching for the time being. Francesco of Jesi was ap-

pointed Commissary-General and soon afterwards elected

Vicar-General in the Chapter of the Order held at Rome.

He organized a thorough visitation of the Order, taking

1 BOVERIUS (I., 319) tries to conceal this ;
but Mignanelli writes on

Nov. 2, 1542, to Cardinal Famese : *Si pensi presto a quel remedio

che si puo et vuol fare alia congregatione de Capuccini, de quali ogni

giorno si sente che gittano 1' abito et seguitano il mastro loro (Lett,

d. princ, XII., 228, Secret Archives of the Vatican). Cf. also in

Appendix No. 40 Cardinal Carpi's letter of June 27, 1543.

8 According to the Chronicle cited supra, p. 538, n. 3, Ochino wrote

to the Pope, "una lettera nefandissima," which Paul III. received in

Perugia.

9 BOVEKIUS, I., 321.
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special care to go into the question of purity of doctrine,

with close scrutiny, in the provinces of Venice and Emilia.^

That, notwithstanding this, distrust existed in Rome for

some time later is shown by the presentation to the

Capuchins, in 1545, of nineteen articles of faith on which

they were required to make explicit declarations. The

Vicar-General's answer was so satisfactory that the Pope

restored to the Order the licence to preach.^ With this

the Order passed safely through the last storm which

might have had for them such disastrous consequences.

By this series of trials the Capuchin Order had gone

through an ordeal of purification and emerged in such

strength that henceforth there were no longer grounds for

fear, although the enmity of the Observants did not cease.^

The idea of such an Order originating from a perfectly

simple man proved itself to possess an inherent vitality in

no common degree. Although still temporarily confined

within the limits of Italy, the Capuchins yet attained such

importance that they more and more outdistanced the

Theatines. The reason for this was that the Theatines

always preserved a certain stamp of aristocracy, while the

Capuchins acted primarily on the broad masses of the

people and stirred them to the depths by their penitential

preaching.* In their outward appearance the poorest of the

poor, they were already a living sermon and in immediate

touch with that lower scale of men and women of whom
they became the favourites and the counsellors. Bare-

» BOVERIUS, I., 331 seq., 339.

2 Ibid., I., 372.

' As before, Observants continued to pass over ; but cases were not

wanting on the other side also. An example from the year 1546 in

DrUFFEL-Branj)!, Mon. Trid., 523. *

* For example, the inhabitants of Orvieto in the year 1549 (see

Manente, 292).
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footed and bareheaded, wearing only a coarse frock girt

round them by a rough cord, these genuine disciples of

St. Francis carried among the waifs and strays of the

Italian provinces a truly apostolic missionary power. To
know the depths of poverty for Christ's sake, to be spent

in works of spiritual and bodily compassion for the love

of their fellow-men, were the two guiding stars which led

these heroic men on their toilsome way.

A middle place, as it were, between the Theatines

and the Capuchins was reserved for yet another Order

which, in enthusiastic devotion to the Church and lofty

self-surrender for the salvation of souls, had a task of

surpassing grandeur to fulfil. This was the Society of

Jesus. This association, which was to supply the Church

with a yet more powerful weapon than that wielded

by the Capuchins in the work of reformation and

restoration, had this in common with the rest of the new

Orders—the pursuit, in the first place, of practical aims;

yet there were also many points of difference between them,

and among them this particular one that, during the life-

time of Paul III., the work of the Jesuits had already

extended far beyond the confines of Italy. Quite apart

from their surprisingly rapid extension and from the

striking personality of their founder, the Society of Jesus

deserves separate consideration for this reason that, among

all the Orders of the modern era, they have formed the

greatest support and the greatest defence of the Papacy.
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PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

The documents here brought together are intended to

substantiate and supplement the text ; it did not form part

of the plan of my work to make a special collection of

original records. I have given, as correctly as possible, the

source from which each has been taken, and, from considera-

tions of space, been sparing of explanatory notes. I have, as

a rule, conformed to the original spelling in the documents

and letters ; the alterations as regards capital letters and

punctuation require no justification. All emendations of

any importance are mentioned ; small mistakes and obvious

misprints are corrected without special remark. My own

additions are placed within square brackets, obscure or

doubtful passages are marked by a note of interrogation

or " sic." Passages which, on comparison or, later, in

preparation for the press, I have purposely omitted as

irrelevant. I have distinguished by dots (. . . .).

I take this opportunity of tendering my most grateful

acknowledgments to Professor Dr. Pogatscher and the Rev.

Dr. Bruder for their invaluable assistance in correcting the

following documents and in revising a considerable portion

of my fifth [English ed., Vols. XI. and XII.] volume, also

for that of Mgr. Ehses in the section relating to the Council

of Trent. I am also under obligation to Dr. J. Schmidlin

VOL. XI. 545 35
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for the accurate excerpts of the Briefs of Paul III. and of

the letters of Cardinal Gonzaga in the Barberini Library

[now included in the Vatican Library], and to Dr.

Gutmensch for the extracts for the years 1535-1536 from

the " Ronnana" of the Court and State Archives at Vienna.

In respect to the citations from the Secret Archives of the

Vatican, it is to be noted that, unless otherwise stated, the

first Latin numeral denotes the " Armarium " and the

second the number of the volume.

I. Fabrizio Peregrino to the Duke of Mantua.^

1534, August 24, Rwm.

... La citta sta pacifica ne si sente un minimo tumulto,

perche gia son fatte le bone provisioni a tempo et non contra

tempo ; spero doveremo passare quietamente. Mi e detto et da

buon loco, che Francesi incominciano a murmurare di volersi

sforzare di far papa il cardinale di Tornone e quando non possano

di vol tarsi al cardinale Farnese ; non so come li imperiali lo

comportarano, et Dio voglia che in queste loro contencione et

garre non ne nasca qualche scisma per ruinare al tutto la chiesia

et questa povera sede apostolica. . . . Roma 24 d' agosto 1534

a hore XX.
[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

2. Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga to the Duke of Mantua.*

1534, October lo, Rom.

. . . Dopo la morte di N. S. la maggior parte di questi signori

s' unirono insieme non come fattiosi, ma come amici particolari

et la prima unione fu di mons. di Grimani, Cesarino, Salviati et

Ridolphi, quali avenga che molto tempo prima fosseno grafidi

^ See supra, pp. 6, 9. See supra, pp. 8, 9, lo.
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aniici, pure si sono hora di tale nianiera uniti, ch' io la tengo per la

piu ferma et salda unione che vi sia
;
questi come che prima che

adesso hanno al presente caso pensato si sono posti per guadagnar
delli altri cardinali in loro compagnia et per facilitar il disegno loro

hanno facto di molte cose 1' una de quali e stata il dire di non
haver alcun fine determinato o certo se non quello, che debbono
havere i buoni cardinali, di far un papa degno di quel grado et in

proposito di tempi presenti et ci6 hanno fatto perche se si fossero

lasciati intendere d' aver determinato fine et che per caso quel
fine non fosse piaciuto a quelli ch' essi practicavano per unirli con
loro, non havessero difficultata la cosa di tirarli et ancho perche
piu faciJmente, chi entra in tale compagnia, si lascia persuader ad
entrarvi vedendo che le cose non siano determinate et concluse

che altramente che quando e fatta la risolutione pare a chi viene

di nuovo essere mero adherente et non compagno, cosa che molto
in questo tempo e abhorrila, come dird qui appresso. Io anchora
fui ricercato d' unirmi et perche il disegno mio e stato sempre di

non far ne il capo ne la coda in simile caso cioe di non mi
presumere di tirar altri a miei pensieri ne ancho d' esser tirato,

perche 1' uno mi pareva troppo superbo et arrogante, 1' altro troppo

vile et abietto, vedendo io il camino che costoro tenevano di voler

guadagnar adherenti et non compagni, risposi a cui me ne parl6

in nome loro che non potea risolvermi ne volea farlo finche non
havessi parlato colli amici miei et intesa 1' opinione loro et che
poi gli risponderei et questo dissi per non concluder ne romper la

pratica ; cosi feci, parlai col cardinale di s. Croce ^ et col cardinale

di Bari - et trovai loro signorie molto ben disposte a voler che noi

ci unissemo insieme et con questi signori Alemani facessimo una
bona testa per impedir il male et aiutar il bene et concludessimo

che si dovesse a questi altri rispondere che 1' unione ci piaceva

d' ognhora che fosse senza fine come loro dicevano et al servigio

di Dio et di Sua M'^ et che non volevano pigliar alcuna risolutione

se non unitamente insieme come fra noi era promisso
;
quando

costoro uddero che le cose non passavano a loro modo et che noi

intendevamo il camino loro si ritirarono et poca molestia hanno

dapoi data se non che noi siamo andati tratenendo con buone
parole la pratica con essi senza conclusion perh6, et essi con noi

et questi dui signori Spagnuoli et io ci siamo stretti di modo che

^ Quifiones. ' Merino.
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confido che faremo et il bene universale et ancho il nostro

particolar. lo reputai che mi si convenesse di far questa

dimostratione all' imperatore d' unirmi con persone che S. M'^

tiene per suoi devotissimi servitori et ancho perche ho sempre

havuto molta amicitia col cardinale di s. Croce prima ch' io fossi

in questa servitu dell' imperatore et hallo sempre conosciuto

gentilhuomo molto cristiano et schietto et mio amicissimo. Di

mons. di Bari mi persuadevo ogni cosa per rispetto di V. E., del

s. duca di Milano et di quello di Urbino, quali sono da lui

singolarmente observati, et . . .
^ non mi sono punto ingannato,

perche V ho trovato tanto ben disposto al mio particolar per li gia

detti rispetti quanto dir si possa. Ora queste due unioni sono in

essere ne si sciolgeranno mai al creder mio, pur ogni cosa h

possibile et mi rimetto al fine ; fin qui ho questa opinione fondata

nelle precedenti ragioni et tanto piu spero che la nostra debba

esser ferma quanto chel ambasciator di S. M'^ la lauda et procura

per servigio di quella che duri et non solamente in questo numero,

ma in maggior disegnando giugnervi et i doi Alemani et il card,

di Ravenna ^ della volunta del quale a quest' hora cosi sono sicuro

come della mia propria. L' altra unione e quella di mons. di

Medici, la quale e di dieci come dicono, ma nel vero forse manco

di quattro. I dieci nominati in essa sono Palmieri imperiale, S.

Quattro^ piu tosto Francese che altramente, Salviati, Ridolphi,

Perugia^ camerlengo, tre Genovesi Cibo, Grimaldi et Oria, Cesis

et alcuni dicono Ivrea,^ ma io no' 1 so ne '1 credo per quello che

V. E. intendera. Di questa unione non si fa troppo buon giudicio

quanto alia fermezza per molti rispetti . . . et poi in esso numero

non si vede che possa essere quella perfetta confidentia che

bisognerebbe per venir alia discussione del suggetto quale s' ha

da far papa . . .

C'e poi r union Francese, la quale e ben concertata et di grosso

numero perche con loro signori Francesi giuntamente tirano i

cardinali di Trivultiis, di Pisani, di Gaddi et di s. Severino, si che

per quanto si vede fanno il numero di XII et negociano molto

cautamente ne fin hora s' e potuto saper a cui inclinino, ma si

ben de quali diffidino che sono Spagnuoli et Alemani et del certo

Campeggio et Siena ^ et per coniettura vi si pub giunger et anoho

^ Obliterated. '' Accolti. ^ A. Pucci.

* Ag. Spinola. * B. Ferreri. • Piccolomini.
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per ragione ogni imperiale scoperto, perche si come noi non

conclescenderemo mai di far papa un appassionato Francese ne

di quella natione, il med"^" faranno essi in uno apertamente

imperiale et in uno Spagnuolo et Alemano. Essi Francesi dicono

molte cose della volunta del re, generali perhe et di nissuno

partiacolre parlano se non che laudare Farnese, ma non in quel

modo che bisognerebbe per farlo papa, onde 1' opinion mia e

che loro debbano dar molto poca credenza ad alcun Italiano et

vogliano essi med""' veder di scoprir le nature di quelli che sono

reputati neutrali et risolversi poi come parea spediente alloro

disegni et anchora che volessero m. di Farnese, perche alcuni

sono di questa opinione essendo stato in casa sua m. di Lorena,

quale e quello che tiene il carico di tutta questa negociatione et

gli altri gli cedono come a signore, penso io che voranno farglielo

saper buono con non si risolver cosi tosto et con fargli conoscere

che senza loro non si pu6 esser papa come in effetto non pub,

et poi forse il potrebbono favorir, ma la cosa d' esso Farnese non

e tanto al sicuro che non potesse ancho esser impedita. Di piu

cercano essi Francesi con ogni loro poter di guadagnar un altro

cardinale se poteranno per t'ornir il numero di XIII accio che

senza loro non si possa far il papa perche essendo in conclavi

piu che XXXVI o XXXVII i due terze de quali bisogna che in

uno convengano.

No one knows on whose side the French are. Eight days ago

the Emperor's Ambassador said to all the friends of Charles V.

in the Sacred College that they ought to choose an Imperialist

or even a neutral, and named four : Cornaro, Ivrea et Grimani,

che non havendo particular commissione di S. M'^ sopra alcuno

determinata. I also remarked that he would agree to the

elevation of Farnese or Cornaro, that Grimani (40 years old)

appeared too young. Quanto al Ivrea cercai dimostrargli la sua

dapocagine et le gratificazioni fatte dai re di Francia al padre suo

che fu generale in Milano. Then I again called on the Imperial

Ambassador, per avertirlo a non pigliar ombra di me nella venuta

di questi Francesi et di mandar ad incontrar quelli signori

Alemani per far loro intender che non si determinassero a cosa

alcuna pertinente a questa elettione prima che gli fosse da noi

altri parlato . . . cosi egli fece quanto gli consiliai. . . . Quanto

mo al giudicio che si pu6 far del papa futuro, quella sapera che
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si tiene per certo che ne Francese ne Spagnuolo ne imperiale

scoperto Italiano ne Francese scoperto Italiano possa essere et

questo per le ragioni dette di sopra. Essendo donque la cosa

batte fra neutrali quali sono dui riuscibili per 1' ordinario Farnese

et Cornaro. Farnese e in grandissima reputatione dall' uno et

r altro lato, et se non si rovina in mostrar di tenere troppo conto

de Francesi mi pare di vederlo riuscir papa et quelle che piu

r ajuta e, che molti quali non hanno buona volunta verso lui,

temono, che senza loro opera non diventi papa et non ardiscono

scoprirsi contra di lui et gli daranno i voti loro et sono tanti che

se vedessero rivoltata contra esso la fattione imperiale per isdegno

di quello ho detto farebbono insieme coti lei un cosi grosso

numero che sarebbe atto a disturbarlo, et perche ques^a sua

rovina puo esser governandosi male et ancho non puo esser

governandosi bene mi risolvo a creder che se da lui non manca

et che faccia quanto deve, riuscira papa. Vero e che se V. E.

vede che fra 8 giorni dopo 1' entrata del conclave non gli riesca,

pu5 pensar habbia tratto et che al caso suo non sia rimedio, se

perh5 non restasse di correr al scrutinio per lasciar sfocar alcuni quali

hanno voglia di provar la ventura loro con speranza che chiariri

che fossero, egli havesse poi piu facilita ; ma se ci6 non e et che

alii 8 di del conclave non riesce, come e detto, del tutto io tengo

spedito et la cagione e questa presso I' altra che ho detta della

scoperta delli nimici, che come si perde una volta in simile caso

la reputatione, mai piu non si ricupera, perche ognuno prende

r animo et per uno nimico se ne fanno dieci, et il med"" gli

accasc6 nel conclave dove si fece papa Adrian© che havendo

havuto in uno scrutinio 22 voti nell' altro non ne hebbe se non

dui o in circa. Se Farnese mo fosse battuto, si potrebbe sperar

qualche cosa di Cornaro. . . .

M' era scordato dirle che Campeggio non ha una riputatione

al mondo et Francesi scopertamente stanno risoluti di non volerla.

Campeggio had also damaged himself with the French by sending

his son to France (see supra, p. 7, n. 2). Postscript of October

n : I am now going to the Mass of the Holy Ghost.

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua ('placed incorrectly among

the Briefs of 1550). Concept Cod. Barb. lat. 5788, f 7-f5,

of the Vatican Library, with some formal deviations.]
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3. Fabrizio Peregrino to the Duke of Mantua.^

1534, October 17, Rom.

. . . Qua era venuto secretamente il s' Pier Loygi de Famese
figiiuolo de S. S'\ ma ella 1' ha fatto ritornare fuor di Roma al

state suo con ordine et commissione che per quanto ha a chara

la vita el non ve ritorni senza sua licentia. Sono demostrationi

se fanno nelli principii, ma poco durano, si come fece papa

Alessandro et delli altri hanno fatto, che 1' amore de parenti et

specialmente de figliuoli e troppo grande, et se voremo anchor

attendere a fare delli duchi et delli re, non so come le cose

andaranno.

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

4. Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga to the Duke of Mantua.-

1534, November 6, Rom.

. . . Ora quanto alia creatione del papa avenga che diversa-

mente se ne parli secondo le passioni et volunta delle brigate, et

che per questo paia molto difficile trarne giudicio fermo, tutta via

come r ho intesa io cosi gliela scriverd, lasciando poi il tutto alia

consideratione di Vostra Eccellenza se bene haver5 magramente

discorso. La persona di Sua Beatitudine ha havute di molte cose

cheir hanno favorita a questo grado, ma spetialmente una pifi

dell'altre, qual'e stata la carestia de soggetti che insieme fossero

sufficienti et neutrali, perho prima che s'entrasse in conclavi, uni-

versalmente si teneva, che dovesse succedere quello che poi e

successo, cioe ch' ella havesse da esser papa, et benche alquanto

si dubitasse de' Francesi quali non si volevano d' alcuno lasciar

intendere a cui disegnassero di favorir, nondimeno sempre si fece

giudicio, che anch' essi dovessero condescendere in Xostro Signore

non essendovi altro piii a proposito loro. Et poiche fumnio en-

trati in conclavi la mattina seguente che si parlb in congregatione

del modo di far lo scrutinio, cioe s' haveva da esser publico o

secreto, si vide tanta conformita in assentir a quello che Sua

Santitk gia haveva proposto essendo stata d'oppenione, che

' See supra, p. 303.
"^ See supra, pp. II, 13.
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dovesse esser palese che si puote molto bene comprendere

ch' ella era per riuscir papa; il dopo pranso i rev™ Frances! fecero

tra loro senza gl' Italiana amici d' essi congregatione et monsignor

di Lorena propose in nome del suo re il cardinale di Farnese, et

benche Tornon mostrasse che non fosse ben a risolversi cosi tosto

ma aspettar i doi altri cardinali Francesi, che vi mancavano cioe

Aus ^ et Giuri ^ et ancho per pid loro reputatione et per chiarir

ogniuno che senza essi non si poteva far il papa, nondimeno

Lorena volse che si risolvessino et risoluti che furono com-

municare il tutto con gli amici loro et col cardinale de' Medici,

col quale prima havevano tenuta intelligentia, per ch' egii, quando

vennero, mandd il Valerio suo segretario ad incontrarli et offerir

loro ci6 che poteva in suo servizio
;
parve donque a Francesi di

far tale dimostratione a Medici d' avertirlo di quanto havevano

tra essi concluso; poi con loro insieme and6 a trovar Nostro

Signore et gli fecero intendere, come volevano farlo papa, la onde

Medici gli si gettb a piedi et glieli baci6 et fatto questo Lorena

parl6 con Cesarino et poco da poi meco dicendomi quello che

havevano risoluto et instando che si concorresse in Farnese.

Cesarino and6 a trovar i Tedeschi et con loro parl5 et anch' io v'

andai, ma essendovi Campeggio per divertirli sell' havesse potuto

fare non volsl altramente dirgli cosa alcuna, se non che essi

dissero a me ch' io dovessi andare in camera di Bari ^ quale stava

in letto con la podagra, che loro anchora vi verrebbono et che

insieme ci parleriamo. Et cosi feci, poco dapoi vi vennero con

tutti i cardinali della fattione, tra i quali fu ancho Medici, et

Cesarino propose la risolutione di Francesi lodandola molto, la

quale fu seguita incominciando a Siena * che tra noi era il primo

fin' air ultimo : fatto questo uscimmo tutti et in compagnia di

Francesi et neutrali andammo in cappella de' Nicola dove stava

Nostro Signore et ivi 1' abbracciammo et monsignor di Siena,

primo vescovo dopo Sua Santita, 1' elesse in papa per nome di

tutti. L' altra mattina che venne, per servar 1' ordine si fece Io

scrutinio et uscimmo di conclavi. A questo modo mi pare che sia

passata la cosa, dico mi pare, perch^ c' e diversity d' oppenione

;

alcuni vogliono che la sera inanzi chel conclavi si chiudesse 1'

ambasciator di Sua Maesti si lasciasse intender da Medici di

' Castelnau de Clermont. 2 Claude de Longuy.
' Merino. * Piccolomini,
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voler escludendo tutti i servitori di lei monsignor di Farnese papa,

ma il fatto and6 in tal modo che havendo esso ambasciator delto

a molti e tra gli altri a me ch' egli desiderava che vi fossero quattro

capi della fattione, quali havessimo a governar il resto, cioe i doi

Tedeschi, Cesarino et io, disse questo suo pensier a Medici, quale

vedendo non esser lui uno d' essi molto si turbd et gli rispose che

non intendeva d' esser obligate al servitio dell' imperatore, se Sua

Eccellenza non gli diceva quale fosse la mente di Sua Maesta

perche da esso ambasciator et non da altri disegnava intenderlo,

il quale per non lo sdegnar et non perderlo, gli rispose alia libera,

che Sua Maesta voleva Farnese quasi escludendone tutti i serviiori

di lei, in tanto che Medici il giorno seguente fece saper a Francesi

la risolutione dell' ambasciator dell' imperatore con aggiunta, che

se loro non condescendevano in Farnese, ogni modo senza loro

riuscirebbe papa, onde essi per questo dubbio si risolsero come di

sopra ho detto, si che la cosa batte qui ch' io tengo che Francesi

siano stati primi a risolversi et risoluti loro, noi anchora li

habbiamo seguiti perche cosi pareva in proposito della Sede

Apostolica et delle cose dell' imperator poiche 1' ambasciator di

Sua Maesta haveva fatto intender agli amici et servitori di lei, che

la persona di Farnese 1' era confidente : altri tengonf) il contrario,

r oppenione mia mo e fondata in molte ragioni, et primamente

cheir ambasciator non disse mai a me di non voler potendosi

haver piu tosto un servitor dell' imperator che un altro che solo

gli fosse confidente, ma si ben che non potendo riuscir un' im-

periale scoperto per la difficulta quale si vedeva nei Francesi di

consentirvi, in quel caso si facesse uno confidente di Sua Maesta

et non diffidente a Francesi nominandomi Farnese et Cornaro, la

onde mi parebbe strano che nel conclavi m' havesse taciuto cjuel

che per lui fosse stato poi detto a Medici del quale meno assai

confidava che di me, et sono come certo se pur cosi e che Medici

facesse quella inventione per levarsi d' intorno Campeggio et gli

altri che lo stimulavano a volerli aiutar ; mi potrei ben ingannar,

ma questa fe la mia oppenione, et dico a Vostra Eccelk-nzn, che

la creatione e stata cosi unitamente fatta da tutti ch' io per me

non so quale di noi vi habbia maggior parte quanto al buon valere,

avenga che alcuni pii!i delli altri se siano travagliati per farla

riuscir, come Trivultio, Pisani et Palmieri et vogliono molti che

esso Trivultio v' habbia havuto gran parte per havervi tirato
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Frances! ; ma so dir io di certo a Vostra Eccellenza ch'essi senza

altro erano disposti alia persona di Nostro Signore perche cosi

pareva lore che fosse in proposito delle cose del suo re, e perho

calorono subito senza aspettar i doi di loro che mancavano a

favorirlo et cosi ombrosi vennero di Francia sopra Italiani che

quando non havessero discorso che Farnese fosse stato alloro

proposito non saria bastato il mondo a poterli voltar non che

Trivultio, ma perch' egli certamente ha fatto quanto ha potuto et

ha consiliato Nostro Signore a quel che gli pareva di suo profitto,

e stato stimato in gran parte cagione dell' essaltatione di Sua

Santita. Pisani gia molt' anni era suo amico et servitore et non

ha mancato del debito suo ; Palmien ha fatto ci6 che egli ha

saputo con riportar ad imperiali quel che intendeva di Francesi

per mezzo di Trivultio, et medesimamente quello che d' imperiali

a Francesi et tanto s' e dimenato che anch' egli e nominato tra i

principal!, ma non senza qualche nota di doppio et cativo huomo.

Medici ha havuto ventura che sendo secondo il suo parere capo

di nove o dieci cardinali, ma secondo il vero se non di Cesis,

Doria et Santi Quattro,^ ha trovato gli altri sei talmente disposti al

particolar di Nostro Signore che per esser stato de primi insieme

con Francesi ad assettar le cose sue con Sua Santita e paruto a

mohi quali non penetrano il secreto di questa pratica, ch'egli vi

habbia havuto gran parte . . .

[Concept. Cod. Barb. lat. 5788, f. 20 seqq., of the Vatican

Library.]

5. Gerardo Busdraghi to Lucca. 2

1534, November 14, Rom.

Sua S'* sta benissimo et attende a riformare le dissolution!

pretesche havendo rigorosamente ordinato che tutti 1! prelati et

persone ecclesiasliche neminc excepto di ogn! tempo vadino in

habito conveniente, cosa che non piace niollo a quest! cardinali

piti giovani et altri simili assuet! in ogn! licentia.

[Copy. State Archives, Lucca.]

* A. Pucci. '^ See st//ra, p. 135.

t
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6. Gabriel Sanchkz to King Ferdinand I.^

'535' Januar. 15, Rom.

Demum scripsi praefata die videri mihi frigere pontificem circa

effectuandum concilium, quia S'^' Sua fecerat duos cardinales

nepotes suos preros tani contra ius fasque, ob quod niaximam
suspitionem injc^erit omnibus, per simulationem et non ex corde

promisisse concilium nobis. Accedebat etiam, quod iam tran-

sierant plura consis'toria, quibus ne ullum quidem verbum de
concilio S'^' Sua fecerat atque quod S'"' Sua consulens, ut postea

ex secretissimo loco scivi, Capuanum parabat in Germania con-

gregationem facere praelatorum omnium sub pretextu consultandi

cum eis de modo, tempore ac loco concilii, sed re vera, ut postea

ex dicto bono loco scivi, non crat hoc ad alium effectum nisi ad

quaerendum aliquod reinedkam pro evitando concilio. Sed has

omnes practicas rupimus optimis modis, simulac scivimus orator

Caesaris et ego persuadentes S" Suae eas vias omnes inutiles et

iam tentatas a Clemente et quod, si iterum tentarentur, non solum

nihil proficeret, sed magnum incendium et ultimam desperationem

in Germania exckaret. . . . Adduximus S'"™ Suam, ut statim

principibus indicat concilium ad malum mensem primo venturuni

celebrandum et forsan citius, de loco autem ipse cum oratore

Caesaris ad partem designabat in Mantua vel Verona, sed ea res

extra opera nostra, ut per nuntios ad banc rem mittcndos

consultetur cum Caesare et cum M"" V'\ Speaking to the Pope

on the matter of the Council I told him : debere S""" Suam
occlusis auribus tanquam mortiferos syrenarum cantus perlransire

consilia eorum, qui concilii celebrationem differre student . . .

festinaret effusis habenis ad celebrandum concilium generale,

quod unicum remedium restat ad [exjstinguendum hoc incendium

tam late vagans. During this discussion in Salviati's presence

the Pope was momentarily wrapped in thought : et mox levatis

manibus ad coeluni in banc sententiam mihi respondit :
" Deus et

vos atque Caesaris orator praeter alios multos testes mihi estis

me velle et procurarc concilium, quando sine eo tantis malis

remedium haberi non potest. Serenissimus autem rex vester

merito est mihi charissimus cuique in hac re et in aliis honestis,

quales suae sunt, morem gerere cupimus. Ut autem M" Suae ac

^ See supra, pp. 44, 221.
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Caesareae constet nos ad hoc opus sanctum properare velle, eras

congregabimus istos reverendissirnos dominos et dabitur ordo, ut

nuntii mittendi ad Caesarem et ad regem vestrum et ad christianis-

simum mittantur per medias postas, ut concilium indicant et ad
effectuiii illius properari faciant." Et sic heri die jovis XIIII
praesentis habita fuit congregatio universalis cardinalium ibique

expediti modo, ut supra Faventinus ad Galliara, protonotarius

quidem Lucensis et nunc gubernator huius Urbis et antiquus

servitor papae ad Caesarem et episcopus Mutinensis, filius Moroni,

de quo per alias meas scripsi ad M'°'" V. Et hi omnes intra

quatriduum, ut puto, proficiscentur. Episcopus vero Regiensis,

comes de Rangonibus, qui destinatus et vulgatus erat nuntius ad

Cesarem non mittitur, cum propter aliquot alias causas, tum quia

gravis homo est neque aptus ad eundum celeriter, ut Sua S*^ vult.

Quantum ad secundum punctum^ procurandum per dictum

marchionem Baury, etsi diu multumque per eum nunc instant-

issime et per oratorem antea laboratum est, nihil tamen eos

profecturos spero. [In cipher
:]

quoniam pontifex pertinacissime

decrevit neutralitatem servare, quamquam hodie venturus est d.

Petrus Aloisius, filius S"^ Suae, ad rogandum et astringendum

vehementissime S'*"" Suam, ut hoc fedus faciat, quoniam est

antiquus Cesaris servitor et ante hoc tempus valde bene tractatus

et liberaliter etiam donatus a M"" Caesarea. Neque erit abs re,

si V" M'" ad eum scribat gratiose, de quo etiam particularius earn

monebo.

[Orig. Court and State Archives, Vienna, " Romana," fasc. 7.]

7. Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga to the Duke of Milan. 2

1535, Januar. 18, Rom.

Nel concistoro di venerdi N. S. propose che havendo in brieve

a mandare i nuntii a principi christiani per le cose del concilio

desiderava sapere da noi altri come ci pareva che ci dovessimo

governare in tale materia mostrando quanto fosse necessario

' Viz. according to the beginning of the despatch : i, de concilio acceler-

ando ; 2. de foedere inter S"^^'" et Caesarem ad conservationem Italiae
; j.'de

particiilarizando auxilio contra Barbarossam.
'^ See supra

^ pp. 44, 46, 47.
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celebrare il detto concilio ; d' alcuiii fu detto che si poteva ricer-

care a principi il consenso d'intimarlo, et da altri che cib non

bisognava, toccando principalmente a S. S'* d' intimarlo senza

consenso di veruno, ma che intimato che fosse poteva poi con

essi principi trattar del luogo et d' altre particolarita non essendo

ogni luogo a proposito d' ogni principe. N. S. in questa diversita

di pareri disse che si poteva pigliare una via di mezzo che sarebbe

il commettere a nuntii che facessino intendere a principi come S.

S'^ stava deliberata di fare il concilio el cosi non veniva a chiedere

loro il consenso, ne anche dare sospetto di dilatione per non farlo,

et di questo modo havevano da portare le instruttioni, mostrando

gran desiderio di volerlo con effetto, oltra che liberamente a

ciascuno che parla con lei lo dice. II vescovo di Faenza qual'e

deputato nuntio in Francia m' ha detto che N. S. ogni modo
vuole il concilio perche tutte le commissioni sue tendono a

questo fine, ma io per le solite vie, dove intendo 1' altre cose,

sono avertito, che S. S'^ mostra di volerlo, stimando certo che i

principi no '1 vogliano in fatti, ma solam'* in dimostratione, et che

per le discordie et volunta di Francia sopra le cose d' Italia non

si possa in alcun modo fare.

[Concept. Cod. Barb. lat. 5788, f. 85, of the Vatican Library.]

8. Sanchfz to King Ferdinand I.^

1535, Jaiuiar. 20. Rom.

XV praesentis scripsi ad M'"" V. ultimo per viam r"" d"'

Tridentini,- eodem vero die dum ego scriberem habuit con-

sistorium S'" Sua, in quo, ut ex optimo loco compertum habeo,

proposuit haec verba cardinalibus : "propter causas apprime

necessarias atque urgentissimas deliberavimus et proposuimus

indicere concilium generate. Volumus et petimus consilium

vestrum, an primo debeamus petere consensum principum

christianorum." Responderunt omnes nemine discrepante

nuUomodo debere concilium generate celebrari, subiungentts

aliquas apparentes rationes. Verum replicans illis Sua B. dixit :

(I j-)ni ^mi^ video vos parum intellexisse mentem meam. Nos enim

non consulimus, an debeat indici concih'um vel ne, quia mens

' See supra, pp. 44, 46.
'" Cles.
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nostra firma est illud indicere, sed, an ad hoc faciendum

debeamus primo petere consensum principum vel ne." Tunc

omnes unanimiter censuerunt consensum principum debere peti

atque ita est deliberatum.^ Hoc cnim faciunt cardinales, ut pro-

trahant et differant negotium concilii. Quia, licet pontifex habeat

in hoc bonam voluntatem, totum collegium cardinalium renititur

et propterea in tractatu huius rei cavendum esset ab eis. Licet

certe non possum dicere, nisi quod cardinalis Salviatus servit

bene M." Vestrae.

[Orig. Court and State Archives, Vienna, " Romana," fasc. 7.]

9. Pope Paul III. to Andreas Cricius, Bis-hop of Plock.^

1535, Mart. 18.

Venerabili fratri Andree episcopo Plocensi. Venerabilis frater

salutem etc. Dudum per fe. re. Clementem papam VII pre-

decessorem nostrum accepto, quod nonnuUi partium Germanic

pestifere heresis Lutherane labe respersi ad cor redeuntes ad

regnum Polonie ut communioni ecclesiasticae restitui possent

se conferebant, dictus predecessor paternitati tue quascunque

utriusque sexus tam ecclesiasticas quam seculares personas

huiusmodi Lutheran[a] aut quavis alia heresi refertas undecunque

existentes ad dictum regnum ut in eo habitarent pro tempore

se conferentes ad veritatis lumen redire et^ huiusmodi heresim

abiurare volentes, postquam errores suos deposuissent ac de

premissis doluissent idque humiliter petiissent, si alias relapsi

non forent, receptis prius ab eis abiuratione heresis huiusmodi

legitime et publice facienda prestandoque * per eos iuramento,

quod talia ex tunc deinceps non committerent nee talia aut hiis

similia committentibus seu adherentibus consilium, auxilium vel

favorem per se vel alium seu alios prestarent, aliisque in similibus

servari solitis servatis ab omnibus et singulis excommunicationis,

suspensionis et interdicti aliisque ecclesiasticis sententiis, censuris

et penis, quas propterea quomodolibet incurrissent et ab huiusmodi

^ From this point onwards, fre<|uently interlined in cipher.

' See supra, p. 377.

' Corrected from "ut."

* " Prestandoque," orijjinally corrected to "prestitique," and afterwards

altered back.
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delictis, excessibus et criminibus ac alias in forma ecclesie consueta

absolvendi et super irregularitate premissorum occasione quomo
dolibet contracta dispensandi omnemque inhabilitatis et infamie

maculam sive notam penitus abolendi ac eos rehabilitandi ac ad

honores, famam ac pristinum et euni,^ in quo ante premissa erant,

statum necnon ad nostrum et eiusdem sedis gremium, gratiam et

benedictionem restituendi reponendi et plenarie reintcgrandi ac

alia in premissis et circa ea necessaria seu quomodolibet oportuna

faciendi et exequendi plenam et liberam auctoritatem et facultatem

per suas in forma brevis litteras ad eius beneplacitum concessit,

prout in eisdem Uteris plenius continetur. Cum autem post-

modum dictus Clemens predecessor ab hac luce, sicut Domino

placuit, subtractus^ fuerit sicque facultas tibi per eum ad eius

beneplacitum concessa expiraverit et, sicut accepimus, fraternitas

tua facultatis predicte vigore Philippum Melanchthonem a partibus

Germanic et erroribus illorum tam Uteris quam nunciis solerti

cura et diligenti studio revocare studueris ac postmodum caus-

antibus nonnuUis supervenientibus impedimentis et aliquorum

detractionibus et calumniis id interumperes, sed, cum inpre-

sentiarum voluntatem ipsius Philippi exploratam habeas ; ceptum

per te opus huiusniodi superni favoris auxilio et auctoritate

nostra tibi suffragantibus ad eflFectum perducere nulUsque

propterea sumptibus et expensis parcere intendas, maxima cum

hoc reipublice christiane plurimum profuturum fore speres

:

Nos pium et laudabile propositum tuum plurimum in Domino

commendantes ac sperantes, quod tu reliu;ionis zelo fructuosos

orthodoxe fidei palmites transplantare pro viribus conabcris, eidem

fraternitali tue, de qua in hiis et aliis specialem in Domino

fiduciam obtinemus, prefatum Philippum et alios quoscunque

utriusque sexus tam ecclesiasticos quam seculares huiusniodi

pestifera Lutherana aut alia quavis heresi infectos undecunque

existentes et ad dictum regnum se conferentes ac ad veritatis

lumen redire et huiusniodi heresim abiurare volentes, postquam

errores suos deposucrint ac de premissis doluerint idque huniiliter

petierint, si alias relapsi non fuerint, receptis prius ab eis

abiuratione heresis et prestando iuramento huiusmodi aUisque

^ "Statum " follows, but is erased.

' Looks as if it were "substractus," but is pretty certainly merely

" subtractus."
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in similibus servari solitis ab excommunicationis, suspensionis et

interdict! aliisque ecclesiasticis sententiis, censuris et penis, quas

propterea quomodolibet incurrerint, et ab huiusmodi delictis

excessibus et criminibus absolvendi et super irregularitate pre-

missorum occasione quomodolibet contracta dispensandi omnem-
que inhabilitatis et infamie maculam sive notam abolendi eosque

rehabilitandi et ad honores famam ac pristinum et eum statum,

in quo ante premissa erant, necnon ad nostrum et eiusdem sedis

gremium, gratiam et benedictionem restituendi, reponendi et

plenarie reintegrandi ac alia in premissis et circa ea necessaria

faciendi et exequendi plenam et liberam auctoritatem et facultatem

similiter ad beneplacitum nostrum concedimus per presentes, non

obstantibus premissis ac quibusvis apostolicis necnon in pro-

vincialibus et sinodalibus conciliis editis generalibus vel specialibus

constitutionibus et ordinationibus ceterisque contrariis quibuscun-

que.^ Volumus autem quod Phy[lippus] et alii predicti ad loca

car"° in christo filio nostro Sigismundo Polonie regi ill. subdita

absque ipsius regis consensu non accedant nee in eis absque

eodem consensu permaneant.

Dat. Romae etc. 18 Martii 1535 a° primo.

Hie[ronymus] audit. Blos[ius].

[Concept. Min. brev. Arm. 41, t. 50, n. 6. Secret Archives

of the Vatican.]

10. Sanchez to King Ferdinand I.^

I53S> Jani 3, Rom.

With regard to Camerino, the Pope will not on any account

enter into an amicable understanding . . . asserens sibi pudori

et vituperabile fore, when it is the business of his subject to

submit to his decision ; antea velle perdere papatum suum quam
quicque indecorum committere ; verum denium labore magno

et praesertim domini Petri Aloisii condescendit hodie in hoc

medium, quod dux ponat earn civitatem et illius arcem in manum
et potestatem oratoris cesarei . .

[Orig. Court and Stale Archives, Vienna, "Romana," fasc. 7.]

^ Dat. . . . follows, but is erased. (Volumus autem . . .) The following

in another hand (very likely that of Hier. audit.).

^ See supra, p. 309.
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II. Pope Paul III. to the Emperor Charles V.i

1535, Juli 15, Rom.

Carissimo in Christo filio nostro Carole Romanorum Imperatori.

Carissime in Christo fili noster salutem etc. Ex relatione dilecti

filii, comitis de Sifuentes oratoris Vestrae Caesareae Majestatis

et ex Uteris nuntii nostri proxime allatis non sine singulari gaudio

et letitia accepimus felicem Serenitatis Vestrae ad Africae litora

appulsum et quae ipso expeditionis exordio pro votis successerint

quidve rursum levis incommodi (neque enim fortuna secunda et

laeta esse omnia patitur) acceptuin sit. Nobis itaque totam simul

rem et belli statum, qui refertur, ante oculos ponentibus et vires

opportunitatesque nostras itemque hostium aequa lance pensantibus

summa profecto et indubitata spes offertur fore, ut propediem

victoria optata succedat et certe, si majorum gesta animo re-

volvimus, nunquam ex Italia atque occidentis partibus Africae sine

successu arma sunt illata. Ex nulla provincia tanta triumphorum

series, tot tropheorum decora sunt relata, sive ad Carthaginem

olim sive ad Tunetem praelia sive etiam in reliquam Africam con-

sideremus. Et caeteris quidem bene gerendae rei fortuna non

defuit, M" Tuae Ser™" etiam superest. Quare omnium cordibus

summa spes insita est, illud hoc maxime tempore impletum iri,

quod psalmographus olim vaticinatus est, inimicorum defecerunt

frameae in finem.

Nos ad propitiandam Dei in suos voluntatem nihil hucusque

intermisimus, humiles ad ipsum preces, licet peccatores atque

indigni, assidue fudimus. Indicto jejuni© concessisque indulgentiis

supplicationes ad omnia templa, ad universas aras, non in urbe

solum atque Italia, sed et per omne christianum nomen, pro salute

et victoria Vestrae Ser"^ perquam diligenter fieri et continuari cur-

avimus. Et fiducia summa est in omnium animis Omnipotentem

suae causae non defuturum ac justas piorum preces exaudituruni,

ut Caesaream M"" V. cum suo invicto exercitu gloriosis victoriae

titulis insignitam incoluraem Nobis et fidelium plebi restituat.

Interea, hoc admonendum, car'"^ fili noster. te duximus, ut

saluti tuae quam exquisitissime consulas, neu te periculis prae

nimia fortitudine objicias. Plus consilio, quam manu et viribus,

ab Imperatore praestatur. Existimet Ser'" Tua ac vere sibi

' See supra, p. 230.

VOL. XI. 36
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persuadeat in capite suo constitutam esse Christianorum salutem,

ea incolumi, N )S de Africa Asiaque deque caeteris Christiani

nominis hostibus, cum Dei auxilio, feliciter triumphaturos.

Reliqua Imperatrix M"^ V. ex nuntio nostro cognoscet, cui uberius

mentem animumque et affectum nostrum largiore sermone com-

misimus explicandos. Feliciter valeat Ser"'" V. M'^, vincat gloriose

et se ad majora conservet.

Datum etc. Romae apud sanctum Marcuni etc. Die XV julii

1535 anno primo.

Fab. Vigili.

gmus
J3 ]sj addidit hec verba manu sua : Preghamo et exhortamo

V. M'^ Cesarea attenda sopratutto ad conservare sua imperiale

et dignissima persona in la salute, della quale consiste il bene et

felicita de tutta la republica Christiana havendola Dio a tal fine

eletta et sublimata. Alexander].

[A tergo:] 15 julii 1535 anno p°.

Imperatori super ejus applicatione in Africam.

[Concept. Min. brev. Arm. 41, t. 52, n. 144. Secret Archives

of the Vatican.]

12. Journey of Paul III. to Perugia.^

September 1535.

Like the first great journey of Paul III., this has been specially

described by his Master of Ceremonies, Blasius de Martinellis

:

Recessus S. D. N. Pauli Papae III ex urbe versus Perusiam ad

civitatem illam quietandam a seditionibus illorum (Secret Archives

of the Vatican, XII., 57, f. 58 seqq.^ and 58, f. 229 seq., as well as

in Cod. lat., 12547, f. 204 seq. of the National Library, Paris).

The following itinerary is thus obtained : Dei veneris 3 Sept. 1535

ex palatio S. Marci associatus a multis cardinalibus to S. Maria

del popolo and from there to Castelnuuvo; on the 4th September

from Castelnuovo to Civita Castellana : together with the Pope

travelled Cardinals Palmieri, Ghinucci, Farnese, and Santafiora.

On the 5th to Narni, the 6th to Terni, the 7th to Spoleto, the

8th to Foligno; here at an especially solemn reception "carniina"

were recited which the Pope heard with great pleasure. On t<he

* See supra, p. 299.
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9th to the convent of S. Maria degli Angeli at Assisi ; here the

Pope heard Mass and had a meal in the convent at mid-day; in

the evening to the convent of S. Pietro fuori le mura. His entry

into Perugia, " pontificaHter at cum pompa," on the loth is de-

scribed in detail. On the 30th he left Perugia for Todi and on

October the 8th returned to Rome.

13. Fabrizio Pereurinu to the Dukk of Mantua.'

1536, Jaiiu.r. 26, Rom.

Hoggi in consistoro Sua S'^ b stata sopra della reformatione della

corte et delli habiti de preti e altre persone ecclesiastiche dicendo

voler che a ogni modo si osservi sotto escomunication, privation

de beneficii et altre gravissime pene et incominciarasi a osservar

alii 13 del mese che viene . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

14. Edict of Pope Paul III. for the Reform of the

Clergy of the Ro.man States.-

1536, Februar. II, Rom.

Edictum reformationis generalis personarum et locorum

ecclesiasticorum in U»be de mandato S. 1). N. domini Pauli

divina providentia papae III.

In primis quod patriarchae, archiepiscopi et episcopi tarn in

Urbe quam extra Urbem incedant in habitu condecenti, videlicet

cum niantello seu gabbano extra Urbem, ita tamen quod per

Urbem, videlicet per loca, ubi sit frequcntia virorum, et ad

palatium non vadant sine rocchetto et caputio episcopali et in

ceteris vestibus, et in aliis servant modestiam eis convcnicntem, et

in domo teneant vcstcm longam.

Item quod ipsi patriarchae, archiepiscopi et episcoi»i curent, ut

eorum familiae honeste et recte iuxta eorum gradum vivant

serventque et[iam] infra scripta, prout singulos respective

concernunt, nee familiaribus suis in sacris ordinibus vcl in aliqua

dignitate ecclesiastica constitutis utantur in vilibus exercitiis nee

in officio parafrenariatus.

Item quod inferiores praelati et clerici omnts, presertirn

1 See su/m, p. 150. * See su/ra, p. 150.
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beneficiati, portent tonsuram clericalem, ita ut praesbiter habeat

maiorem quam diaconus, et diaconus quam subdiaconus, et

tonsura subdiaconi non sit minor uno juliu. Qui si tonsuram

clericalem non portaverint, non gaudeant privilegio clericali, et

nihilominus clerici, qui beneficiati aut in sacris ordinibus constituti

fuerint, possint per urbis ordinaries arbitrio ipsorum puniri.

Quod vero ad habitum : omnes clerici beneficiati ; exceptis

parafrenariis, portent vestem longam usque paululum supra talos,

exceptis clercis, qui nee beneficiati nee in sacris ordinibus

constituti fuerint, quibus liceat portare gabbanum longum subtus

genu et biretum cum plica. Parafirenarii vero, ne impediantur

in incessu, possint portare gabbanum longum usque ad mediam

tibiam vel cappam sine cappucio et biretum cum una plica.

Omnes autem clerici, quicunque sint, abstineant a vestibus a iure

prohibitis, nee utantur alio colore quam nigro vel violaceo aut

leonato. Et similiter abstineant a diploydibus ^ et says ^ et

caligis frappatis et desuper incisis,^ et a pannis pilosis, qui vulgo

dicuntur cottonati, nee portent camisias ornatas auro vel serico,

neque utantur monilibus sive coUanis, quae appareant. Ab-

stineant etiam omnes clerici ab ornamentis equorum seu mularum,

et etiam a vestibus ad usum personarum suarum ab extra ex

velluto, serico, vel damasco aut tali
;
possint tamen, si voluerint

uti in diploydibus et says vel aliis vestimentis copertis et non

apparentibus, exceptis iis, qui in sacris ordinibus vel in dignitate

ecclesiastica sunt constituti et canonici cathedralium ecclesiarum,

qui velluto, serico, damasco ac tali uti non possint praeterquam

in diploydibus. Ab eo autem, quod supradicitur de coloribus

et serico, intelligantur excepti familiares continui commensales

Sanctissimi D. N., qui iuxta antiquam consuetudinem possint

colore rubeo, immo ad honestandam maiestatem sedis apostolicae,

saltem in publicis actibus, uti. Quod vero ad penas, repetitur

quod in proxime praecedente capitulo dicitur.

Item quod omnes clerici, qui bencficia ecclesiastica possident,

vel qui in sacris ordinibus constituti sunt, divinum officium

quotidie recitent et habentes pensiones super benefices ecclesi-

asticis saltem recitent officium beatae Virginis.

Item quod clerici in Urbe existentes, qui beneficia ecclesiastica

1 Lined cloak (see Du Cange, HI., Niort, 1S84, 122).

* Serge. ' Buskins, pinked.
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possident in Urbe vel extra, infra quattuor menses a die edicti

desuper decreti ad ordines, ad quos ratione suorum beneficiorum

tenentur, se promovere faciant, et ad tollendas excusationes

Sanctissimus D. N. ex nunc dat licentiam lis, qui habent curani

ordinandi in Urbe, ut tales possint etiam extra tempora diebus

festivis ordinare, durantibus dictis quatuor mensibus, quibuscunque

dispensationibus non obstantibus.

Item quod nuUus ad sacros ordines in Urbe promoveatur nisi

habeat qualitates a sacris canonibus requisitas et beneficiuni

ecclesiasticum.

Item quod canonici et beneficiati patriarchalium et collegiat-

arum ecclesiarum Urbis et in ecclesiis, in quibus sunt canonici et

beneficiati, iuxta ipsarum statuta, etiam si praetendatur non esse

in usu, divinis personaliter et intersint et serviant et modestiam

debitam in choro servent et canonici, quando in ecclesiis coruni

sunt in divinis et etiam in suplicationibus et processionibus

publicis, sint induti superpeliciis habentes almutias ex pellibus

variorum, sicuti eos decet, ubi est solitum almutias portari, et hi,

qui soliti sunt porta re cappas, illas portare teneantur.

Item quod qualibet dominica et aliis diebus, quibus ex statute

ecclesiastico vel consuetudine a servilibus operibus abstinetur, in

patriarchalibus et collegiatis ecclesiis almae Urbis unus ex

canonicis cum duobus aliis canonicis officium diaconi et

subdiaconi gerentibus missam celebret.

Item quod rectores parochialium ecclesiarum alme Urbis

cessante legitimo impedimento per seipsos curam gerant

animarum, si vero impediti fuerint, per idoneum vicarium, cui ex

fructibus ipsius ecclesiae congruam portionem impartiantur per

vicarium Urbis statuendam et nuUus deputari ad curam possit,

nisi fuerit per vicarium vel eius deputatum examinatus et

ai^probatus, absque tamen aliqua solutione.

Item quod in patriarchalibus et collegiatis ecclesiis, praesertim

tempore resurrectionis D. N. lesu Christi, sacramentum

eucharistiae ministretur per unum ex antiquioribus canonicis,

debita praevia erga suscipientes sacramentum monitione et

exhortatione, rectores vero parochialium ecclesiarum per seipsos

et tam canonici quam rectores id faciant cum debita reverentia et

in loco convenienti designando per cardinalem, qui illi ecclesiae

praefuerit, vel per vicarium Urbis.
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Item quod capihila patriarchalium et coUegiatarum ecclesiarum

et rectores aliarum necnon monasteria et conventus religiosoruni,

tam in Urbe quam circa earn existentes curent, quod eucharistia

et alia sacramenta decenter teneantur et nitide et in locis

convenientibus et clausis el quod ante eucharistiam semper lampas

habeatur accensa tam die quam nocte, sub penis arbitrio vicarii

Urbis et in utilitatem ecclesiae exponendis.

Item quod quilibet clericus in aliis sacris ordinibus infra tamen

praesbiteratum constitutus fructus ecclesiasticos quoslibet per-

cipiens saltern quater in anno, videlicet in paschate resurrectionis,

nativitatis Domini, penthecostes et assumptionis beatae virginis

praevia sacramentali confessione sacramentum eucharistiae sumat,

praesbiteri vero in omnibus festis, quae sunt de precepto Ecclesiae

et etiam in solennibus et ulterius seme! in mense saltern celebrent,

legitima causa cessante.

Item quod vasa et omnia alia ad cultum divinum destinata sint

in sufficienti numero et pura et nitida nee ad alium quam ad

divinum usum deserviant.

Item quod diebus doniinicis et aliis ex statuto Ecclesiae ser-

vari praeceptis missae, quae maiores vocantur, votive in diclis

ecclesiis non celebrentur.

Item quod tam capitula quam rectores ecclesiarum librum

aliquem in sacristia teneant, in quo omnia mobilia et immobilia

bona ecclesiarum sint descripta.

Item quod tam clerici quam laici a blasfemia in Deum et

Dominum nostrum, beatam Virginem et sanctos et sanctas et a

sortilegiis et incantationibus et demonum invocationibus abstineant

nee fiant in Urbe publice sortes sub penis in aliis bandis contentis.

Item quod clerici cuiuscunque qualitatis et dignitatis abstineant a

commercio suspectarum personarum et atabernis et inhonestis locis.

Item quod clerici abstineant a ludis et aliis actibus illicihs nee

se gerant pro histrionibus m comediis et tragediis ac publicis

spectaculis.

Item quod in quadragesima et aliis diebus prohibitis ab Ecclesia

ab ovis, butiro, caseo et aliis lacliciniis et carnibus abstineant nisi

de consilio utriusque medici.

Item quod provideatur aliquo honesto modo circa venditionem

carnium tempore quadragesimali et dc lioc curam suscipiat Urbis

gubernator et dictus vicarius.
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Item quod tarn clerici quam laici, dum sermones fiunt ad

populum, per ecclesiam, non spacientur vel deambulent, et

mendicantes non vadant per ecclesias dum divina celebrantur.

Item (juod predicatores verbi Dei, dum in specie volunt in

eorum sermonibus damnare aliquas haereses, praesertim Luther-

anas, communicent modum, quern circa id servare intendunt, cum
magistro sacri palatii vel vicario Urbis et servent id, cjuod ipse

magister vel vicarius eis circa hoc ordinabit.

Item quod in ecclesiis Urbis, quae indigent reparatione, ex

ipsarum fructibus et redditibus congrue rcparentur solum neces-

saria portione pro victu rectoris servata, si rectorem habeat ; si

vero collegiata et dicti canonici et rectores alios redditus habuerint,

unde congrue sustentari possint, donee ecclesia congrue reparata

fuerit, praedicta portio eis non detur, arbitrio vicarii iuxta formam

motus proprii desuper ei concessi.

Item quod in ecclesiis Urbis, quarum canonici ex fructibus et

redditibus suorum canonicatuum substentari non possunt, canon-

icatus extinguantur et ex eis una rectoria erigatur, sine tamen

praeiudicio modernorum possessorum.

Item quod ecclesiae Urbis, quae reparatione indiguerint et ex

eorum fructibus et redditibus reparari non possunt, aliis ecclesiis

uniantur non habentibus sufficientes redditus, ut ex eorum

fructibus valeat substentari unus rector, qui ex unius fructibus

sustentari non poterat. Et hoc fiat per cardinalem, cuius titulo

ecclesia unienda subest assistente sibi vicario Urbis.

Item quod monasteria in Urbe et circa earn existentia et

religiosorum quorumlibet loca cuiuscunque ordinis, etiam si sint

data in commendam assidue habeant sufficientem numerum

religiosorum arbitrio protectoris eiusdem ordinis
;
quod si redditus

dictorum locorum non sufficiant, quod deest ex aliis monasteriis

et religiosis locis dictorum ordinum extra Urbem existentibus

suppleatur.

Item quod provideatur, ne in execjuiis defunctorum super ceris

et vestibus dividendis fiant rixae, cum ex hoc laici non parum

scandalizentur, et merito ; hoc curet vicarius Urbis.

Item quod sedentur discordie inter clericos et regulares super

precedentiis in processionibus et aliis propter scandala, et hoc

curet vicarius Urbis.

Item quod nulla ecclesia Urbis vel monasterium sit ex-
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emptum a processionibus, etiam sub praetextu quonimcunque

privilegiorum.

Item quod male sentientes de fide et suspecti per iudices

ordinaries ecclesiasticos inquirantur et puniantur.

Item, quia quamplures presbiteri legere nesciunt missas et qui

intersunt scandalizantur, quod in dicta Urbe nullus presbiter

missam celebrare audeat, nisi docuerit in scriptis se ad hoc

respective approbatum fuisse per vicarium Urbis, qui si presbiter

Germanus fuerit etiam per administratores sanctae Mariae Theuto-

nicorum, si vero Gallus fuerit per administratores sancti Ludovici,

et si Hispanus per administratores sancti lacobi Hispanorum et

si fuerit Anglus per rectores hospitalis Anglicorum vel peniten-

tiarium Anglicorum in basilica principis apostolorum existentem,

si fuerit Ungarus per Ungarorum, si Polonus per Polonum

penitentiarium, si Sclavonus per aliquem Sclavonum, si Bohemus

per aliquem Bohemum, si vero fuerit Italus etiam per Thomam
Guerrerium et Franciscum de Vannutiis, et in defectu praedictorum

suppleat vicarius Urbis arbitrio suo.

Item quod mendicantes non possint in dicta Urbe vel districtu

mendicare sine licentia habita a Thoma Guerrerio vel Francisco

Vannutio aut altero eorum.

Item quod qui predictis statutis contrafecerint et culpabiles

invent! fuerint, per iudices, ad quos spectat, iuxta iuris et sacrorum

canonum dispositiones puniantur et, ubi non esset certa pena,

suppleat ipsorum iudicum arbitrium.

Et praemissa omnia per gubernatorem Urbis, auditorem

camerae et vicarium Urbis, prout ad quemlibet iurisdictio spectat,

execution! demandentur.

Item quod nullus monachus aut alius cuiusvis ordinis regularis

professor incedat per Urbem sine socio sui ordinis vel sine

licentia vicarii Urbis.

[Contemporary publication, s. l. et a., in 4°. 6 11.^ Imperial

Library, St. Petersburg.]

^ The Florentine antiquary Olschki sold in 1898 to the Imperial library in

St. Petersburg this very copy of the first Edict of Reform, which is undoubtedly

that spoken of by the Venetian envoy, Lorenzo Bragadino, in his despatch of

February 12, 1536 (EuSKS, Cone. Trid., IV., 453, A i), and which he calls"

"la bolla della reformatione delli habbiti delli cherici." This description is

evidently given because at the beginning of the Edict and also in the course

I
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15. Lorenzo Bragadino to Venice.^

1536, Mart. 10, Rom.

La Maesta del imperator ha scritto ultimamente una lettera al

pontefice molto piti dolce et humana di quelle, che era solito

prima di scriver, nella qual Sua Cesarea Maesta scrive, ch'el

contenta et lauda la opinion di Sua Santita di esser neutrale, et

cosi accetta in bona parte la prohibition del far delli fanti sopra

il dominio della Chiesa, et che venira in Roma et che in ogni

sua trattation, quando Sua Santita conoscera ch'el torto sii dal

canto di Sua Maesta, il mondo tuto conoscera quanto conto et

stima la facci della Beatitudine Sua et ha rimesso de richiederli

di far piu fanti di qua, ma li fa in altri luochi, et ne passano

tutavia de ditti de qui et se ne fanno etiam secretamente qui in

Roma per questo conto, li qual fanti fanno la massa sopra il

S..-nese, dove alloggierano a descritione, fine che lo imperatore

li mandi la paga.

[Contemporary copy. State Archives, Venice, Dispacci da Roma
al Senato. Filza IV., f. 52'' se^.]

16. Fabrizio Peregrino to the Duke of Mantua.^

1536, Mart. 14, Rom.

... A questi giorni il conte de Cifuenla ambassatore qui de

Sua M*^ de ordine et comissione di quella fece grandissima instantia

con N. S. che Sua S** se volesse dichiarare o per 1' imperatore o

per il re di Francia, desiderando Sua M'^ Ces** di sapera in qual

modo ella si potesse assicurare de Sua S'^ et massimamente

venendo a Roma, alia qual proposta quella rtspose et non senza

qualche sdegnio et coUera ; che mai era per dechiararsi con niuno
;

ma essere neutrale et in la neutralita al tutto fermata, n^ volersi

of the document the clothing of the clergy is spoken of frequently and as a

matter of importance. That Bragadino makes use of the expression '"bolla"

is of no consequence, and also the additional remark "che non si publicasse

in stampa" is confirmed rather than contradicted by the extraordinary rarity

of the copy. There exists, as Mgr. Ehses also believes, no doubt therefore

that the Edict was made known in the consistory of February the nth, 1536.

^ See supra, p. 240.

* See supra, p. 240.
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impacciare fra questi dui principi in le loro garre et differentie

se non a componerle et sforzarsi di mettergli buona pace et

Concordia a ogni suo posstre, ma altrimenti che lassarebbe il

pensiero a loro, sperando che Iddio con questa sua buona volunti\

et migliore intentione 1' aiuterebbe non curando punto de niuna

altra cosa che gli possesse intervenire, si che non mancharebbe

mai di fare quel bono offitio che al bon pastore si conviene, con

molte altre parole convenevoli al grado et alia dignita de Sua

S'^; la qual risposta subilo che Sua M'^ 1' intese ha scritta al

detto ambas'*" che sopra di ci6 piu non debbia molestare ne

esasperare Sua Beat"* della quale non vole ne richiede se non

quel tanto che sia de sua buona volonta, tanto piu chiarendolo

N. S. con promesse di volere osservare a ogni modo la neutralita,

et che ella pensa et certifica qual si voglia persona che piti vale

la fede et promesse sue et vole che vaglion che quante sicurezze

S. S'"* egli possesse dare et aspettare S. M'^ per posserla meglio

chiarire a boccha et honoraria. Et hora S. B"^ ha fatte murare

alcune porte nel palazzo acio che secretam" essa et Sua

M'^ possino essere insieme et andare 1" uno da V altro senza

saputa de persona da tutti li tempi et hore che gli parera, et

dicendo volere che S. M'^ propria tenghi la chiave della camera

de S. S'^ con ogni confidentia . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

17. Sanchkz to King Ferdinand I.^

1536, Mart. 24, Rom.

The Pope will not allow the Emperor to raise troops. Quinimo

edictum fecit severissimum prohibens ne quisquam subditorum

sub maximis penis alteri cuiquam principi militaret, allegans se

patrem esse eiusque fore ofificium non iuvandi, sed dirimendi

belli pacemque exhortandi. Sed privatim allegabat se scire certo

regem Franciae cum Francia in Lutherismum iturum, si pontifex

adiuvaret Caesarem, nolletque, ut sua culpa id fieret, sed paulatim

redacta est S"" Sua, ut hie secrete colligantur milites Hyspani . . .

[Orig. Court and State Archives, Vienna, " Romana," fasc. J.J

^ See supra, p. 240.
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18. Giovanni Agnello to the Duke of Mantua.'

1536, April 8, Rom.

Essendosi fra il papa et 1' imperatore concluso esser bene et

espediente alia republica ch«stiana far il concilio et intimarlo per

r anno che viene per 1' aprile o maggio, hoggi S. S'' ha fatto questa

proposta in congregatione, la quale quantumque sia stata damnata

per alcuni cardinali della fattione contraria all' imperatore parendo

loro, che il concilio havessi a tornar a servicio di S. M''', non-

dimeno il parere delli pih. fu che 1' intimatione si havessi a fare, et

a questo effetto furono eletti li cardinali di Siena,^ Campeggio,

Trento,^ Ginuccio, Simoneta, Contarini, Cesis et Cesarino, li quali

havessero a consultare et concludere il modo si havessi a tenere in

far r intimatione, ma haver il cardinale di Trento a partir fra dui o

tre giorni, non potra intender in questo negocio. II luogo dove il

concilio s'havera a fare, se perh6 si fara, che gli piu dubitano per

gli rispetti noti, sara Mantova, la qual si nominara nell' intima-

tione, sopra la qual' parte mons. r"" cardinale disse in congrega-

tione che sue S*^ et M'^ non havevano da considerare altro, salvo

si il luogo fosse al proposito per il concilio; che della buona

volunia di V. Ex. et di tutta la casa, se non puotevano promettere

come di qual' si voglia loro affetionato et obediente serv" et

amico. Quando S. S'^ fece la proposta del concilio et fu concluso

che si havessi ad intimar, non si palese che 1' intimatione dovessi

esser con conditione niuna. Alcuni dicono, che sera con con-

ditione, se tutti li nationi christiane se ne contenterano et vi

havrano ad intravenire.

Secondo ch' io habbia inteso dal ambass. Contarino, heri S. M'^

disse a lui et alii altri dui ambass' Venetiani, che non era rissoluta

di partir il marte, ne avanti pasqua, ma che aspettava certa resposta

da Milano, secondo la quale si governarebbe nella partita sua ; la

opinione delli piCi fe che S. M'^ non debbia partir avanti pasqua.

II giovedi sera S. M'^ stete col papa per spatio di sette hore

continue
;
questa sera sono stati insieme tre hore, ne vi e intra-

venuto niun' altra persona ;
1' imperatore e stato hoggi a spasso

per Roma et ha visitato la moglie del s. Ascanio Colonna et la

signora marchesa di Pescara . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

1 See su/>ra, pp. 77, 97, 246. - Piccolomini. ' Cles.
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19. N. N. TO Cardinal R. Pole.^

1536, December 30, and 1537, Januar. i.

1. Congratulation to the Cardinal on his elevation, which he owes

to his own merits. Nam etsi in Contareno singular! viro idem

prius factum erat, eo tamen minus pontificis animus apparebat

quo plures varie interpretabantur pontificis propositum : nunc vero

ipsius constantia omnia ad rem christianam constituendam re-

ferendi ea fundamenta iecit, ut sperent omnes istam dignitatem,

in qua te virtus tua collocavit, multo apud omnes augustiorem ac

venerabiliorem fore, quod utinam aliquot iam annis factum esset

;

istius enim ordinis auctoritatem, quae nunc non ita magna est,

amplissimam habemus—Much is hoped from him in the cause of

religion. Dat. III. cal. ian. 1537 [sic !j.

2. Second letter of congratulation, dat. Bononiae, cal. ian.

1537. Est vero rerum summa eo deducta, ut aut pessumire ac

perire omnia necesse sit, aut, quae iam ad rectissimam perniciem

prolapsa sunt, tuo et paucorum lui similium hominum consilio,

diligentia, auctoritate et vitae sanctimonia erigi posse atque excitari

videantur.

[Copy. State Archives, Parma.]

20. Fabrizio Peregrino to the Duke of Mantua.^

1537, Januar. 29, Rom.

Gia incomincia 1' cardinale de Chieti^ a voler far delle sue

santimonie et voler metter a partito in consistoro che i cardinal!

non debbeno tenere piii d' una chiesa per ciascuno di modo tale

che dalla maggior parte de essi et fra 1' altri dal rev™° di Campeggio

gli fu risposto per le rime et fatto intender che troppo presto in-

cominciava a voler tassar 1' collegio et dare la norma lui di quelle

che r papa pu6 et debbe fare, sopra di che furono usate de molle

et a chiarirlo che mcglio haverebbe fatto do remanere alia sua vita

di prima et farebbe ancora di ritornarvi , .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

* Sec iupra, p. 164. 2 See supra, pp. iSS, 194. ^ Carafa.
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21. Giovanni Maria della Porta to Urbino.^

1537. Juli 10, Rom.
. . . Mostr6 2 non havere una spcranza al mondo che la 111™

S-8 fosse per fare altro che di starsene a vedere, dicendo che a
lei intraverebe come intervenne quando consultando se devevano
dare passo a Phylippo re di Macedonia contra gli Phocensi si re-
solverono di darglilo con speranza ch' I' non rilornasse pii, indietro
et di pih tosto mettersi a pericolo di ruinare che di farselo di pre-
sente nemico, sicome intervenne che da quella deliberatione di
dargh ,1 passo ne nacque poi la ruina loro; che cosi intraverebe a'
Venetiani che sperando nelle occasioni et nel tempo lasciariano
rumare altri per non si mettere hora in aperte inimicicie del
Turco, ma che ad ogni modo ruinariano poi anco essi et certa-
mente questa sua oppenione e 1' universale qua de tutti . . .

[Orig. State Archives, Florence, Urb. 1^7, f. 755^.]

22. Fabrizio Peregrino to the Duke of Mantua.'*

1537, November 30, Rom.
Di novo altro non ce eccetto che dicono il Turco intese la lega

fatta fra N. S. 1' imperatore et Venetiani, entro in grandissima colera
et volere ordinare con gran minaccie di fare a tempo nuovo esercito
di 300'" cavalli et 500 vele per 1' impresa incominciata 1' anno
passato se gli riuscira. Si intende haversi per conclusa la lega fra
r imperatore et Franza per termine di tre mesi da durare fra essi
con sospensione de 1' arme et che il re di Franza ritornera di la
da monti, et dicono per sancta Lutia sara ritornato, cosi se ne
mettano scomesse qua a XXX per cento. Hieri in consistoro N.
S. fece espedire et sottoscrivere la bolla di Castro et Nepe dati in
pheudo al signor Pierloisio per se et suoi heredi ; tutti li cardinali
sottoscrisseno eccetto chel cardinale di Trani ^ che mai vi fu modo,
allegando essere fortezze che dalla Chiesa et dalla sede apostolic^
non se debbano alienare, non sarebbe maraviglia che S. S" forse
de havesse preso qualche sdegno . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, .Mantua.]

» ^ee supra, p. 271. ^ Paul III. s Venice.
* See su/>ra, pp. 273, 318. » De Cupis.
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23. Fabrizio Peregrino to the Duke of Mantua.^

1537, December 14, Rom,

. . . Martedi notte venendo el mercore fu qua un cosi terribile

temporale che rovind molti tetti di case et alcune case insieme,

et folgori con saette che batterono nel campanile di s. Pietro.

Nel palazzo di N. S'® in le stanze del card'^ Contarini et

card'^ Campeggio, poi in castello s. Angelo, et levata una longa

colonna o sia stanga di legno, che in cima haveva un angelo et

un giglio di nietallo 1' uno et 1' altro, abbrusata detta colonna di

modo che mai fu rimedio di posser amortare il foco, per insino

che tutta fu abbrusiata.^ Ha data nel cuppola de s. Maria del

popolo, nella chiesa della Trinita et nel campanile di s. Giovanni

Laterano. In Belvedere et nel giardino del sig' Pier Loisio a

stirpati 1' arbori delli lauri. Cosa mai piu audita ne appresso

d' antiqui ne de moderni. N. S. di tali prodigii ne rimane

sospeso molto . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

24. Cardinal Alessandro Farnese to Giovanni

Ricci IN Venice.^

1538, April 8, Pietrasanta.

P. S. Ms. Giovanni non voglio lasciar di dirvi che in questa

santa impresa N. S"' dice da dovero et e prontiss" a mettervi sino

la mitra se bisognera, ma e bene da advertire che 1' homo non

sia tenuto corrivo et che non si veda quello che gl' altri fanno.

Pero sia officio vostro di haver bon occhio che da un canto non

si mancha di quel che e debito et honor nostro et dall' altro si

^ See supra, p. 152, and Vol. XH. See also the pamphlet : Newe Zeytung

von Rom, welchergestalt das water erschrockenlich eingeschlagen hat, den

xiij. tag Decembris Anno 1537 [fresh news from Rome, of the terrible

tempest which broke over the city on December 12, 1537], with woodcut on

title-page, 410.

- For the two angels which were placed on the fortress, see Fabriczy in

Arch, d' Arte, VI. (1893), 126 ; cf. the passages from Fichard in Repert. f.

Kunstwissensch., XIV., 137 ; for the restorations which were made necj^sary

by the lightning strokes, see Bertolotti, Speserie, 266.

' See supra, p. 278.
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veda chel gioco vadi di paro et che ogniuno faccia quel che se

li appartiene ecc. Credo che mi intendiate per6 che non

m' allargher6 altramenti. State vigilante al tutto secondo che

N. S'''^ spera et desidera . . .

[Orig. Ricci Archives, Rom.]

25. Giovanni Bianchetto^ to Cardinal Aleander.^

153S, October 28, Rom.

. . . Hoggi si e fatto una congregatione di deputati alia

reformatione che sono Trani,^ Ghinucci, Contarini, Chieti,'*

Cesarino et gli altri di prima ; se ne congreghera una altra

deputata alle cose d' Inghilterra, le quale N. S. nel ultimo con-

sistoro ha mostrato havere molto a cuore et dice tanto che vuole

prima lasciare 1' impressa del Turcho che quella. Campeggio,

Ghinucci, Contarini, Chieti et 1' Inglese ^ sono deputati a trovare

via et modo da castigare quel ribaldo, sacrilego, heretico,

scelerato^ ....

[Orig. Secret Archives of the Vatican, Nunz. di

Germania, 2% f. no.]

26. Blasius de Martinellis on the Creation of

Cardinals in December issS.'

Die mercurii 18. decembris fuit consistorium tempore quatuor

temporum, in quo inter alia concertatum est de creatione novorum

cardinalium et licet proposuerit et de XV cardinalibus et ultra

divulgaretur et multi multa loquerentur, cum tamen aliter non

fuerit conclusum, sed res indecisa sic rcmanscrit, die veneris 20.

decembris, antequam vcniret in consistorium, vocari nos magistros

fecit cl sursum in camera exposuit nobis suum conceptum de

cardinalibus creandis, de modo et forma illos creandi, duos

videlicet ad instantiam imperatoris, duos Hispanos videlicet

Burgensem et Cordubensem episcopos, unum Galium ad instan-

' Official of the Secretaria de' brcvi

' See supra, p. 181, ami Vol. X.11. p. 468.

* Dc Ciipis. * Carata. ^ Pole.

• Henry VIII. ' See supra, p. 182.
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tiam regis Christianissimi, unum in Scotia et alium Venetum ad

preces Venetorum, et habita forma creationis a nobis et utrum

pilei transmittendi vel ne requisiti, responsum dedimus negative,

nisi ex magna vel urgenti causa deberent transmitti, prout in libro

nostro de cardinali creato noviter, si in aliqua provincia crearetur

legatus de latere ; tunc enim liceret transmittere ad eum
cappellum rubeum, ut posset uti insigniis et habitu cardinalatus

sui, alias non.

His auditis et resolutis intravit consistorium, ubi iam cardinales

aderant, et mox in sede iterum me vocavit quaerens, ex quo

cardinales Neapolitanus^ et de S'° Severino absentes erant a

consistorio, an esset requirendus eorum consensus seu vota; et

cum respondissem hoc esse bene factum, sed prius hoc perscrut-

andum fuerat, respondit, quia putaverat eos venturos ; et illic

vocato domino Aurelio camerario assistente misit eum ad

capiendum vota dominorum cardinalium absentium . . .

[Copy. Diarium. Arm. 12, t. 56, f. 606,607. Secret

Archives of the Vatican.]

27. Extract from the Report of Marcantonio
CONTARINI (i538).2

Nine ambassadors represented Venice in Rome during the

pontificate of Paul III.: 1534-1535, Ant. Soriano; 1535-1536,

Lorenzo Bragadino; 1536-1538, Marcantonio Contarini ; 1538-

1540, Giov. Basadonna ; 1 540-1 542, Gabrielle Venier; 1542-

1544, Francesco Venier ; 1 544-1 546, Giov. Ant. Venier; 1546-

1548, Niccol6 da Ponte ; and 1548-1550, Matteo Dandolo.

Reports are only known of Soriano and Dandolo (Ai.beri, 2nd

Series, III., 295 seqq., 333 seqq.). An extract from Marc Antonio

Contarini's report for 1538, missing in the Venetian State

Archives, was cited by Ranke (Papste, 6th ed., I., 158'^) from a

MS. about the Turkish war in my possession entitled : "Tre libri

delli commentarii della guerra 1537, 1538, 1539," and a passage

given. I found this MS. in 1882 in the Mejanes Library at Aix,

in Cod. 670, under the title: "Dei Commentarii della guerra del

1537 con Sultan Soliman signer de' Turchi." A later hand iias

' V. Caiafa. ^ See supra, pp. 32, 213, 295.
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added
: "scritto il tutto dal sig. Longo." Later my attention was

called to further copies, namely in St. Mark's Library, Venice
(It. cl., VIL Cod. 1285. quoted by de Leva [IIL, 254] and alsomade use of by Ranke [Deutsche Gesch., IV., ,,8] where
certamly only the Venetian MS. is used), in the Seminary
Library, Padua, in the Library, Siena (Cod. K, IIL. 3), and
finally m the Court and State Library, Munich (Cod. Ital c„
and 538)

;

the earlier Munich manuscript is, however, incomplete •

U IS just the extract from Contarini's report which is missing.'
This m the Aix MS. (f. 186-) runs as follows: Relatione di
Marcantonio Contarini tomato dall' ambass^ di Roma. Poi m
Marcantomo Contarini cavalier tomato dall' ambasciaria diRoma fece la sua relatione. Disse che egli era stato a quella
corte ventiotto mesi, nel qual tempo era seguita la rotta della
guerra, la lega col pontefice et con 1' imperatore. Trascorse tutte
le cose successe. Accus6 Andrea Doria che 1' anno passato non
s havesse curato di liberare la christianita da i pericoli della
tirannide de Turchi et disse che il pontifice, tutta la corte et tutti
1 Chnstiani si tenevano offesi da lui. Narr6 il maneggio dello
accordo del duca d' Urbino col pontifice delle cose di Camermo
Disse che il pontifice havea bonissimo animo verso questo stato"
SI perch^ era consigliato a tenere buona intelligentia seco. come
anco perch^ da se medesimo conoscea che di qui dipendeva la
quiete di Italia. Disse che Sua Santita havea animo di stare
neutrale tra il re et 1' imperatore, ma che 1' imperatore havea
giudicato che egli inclinasse alia parte Francese, perche 1' havea
esortato piti volte alia restitutione dello stato di Milano et 1' havea
fatto perche temeva che fino che non si facesse la restitutione
1 Itaha non potesse haver quiete. Disse del stato della corte che
molti anni innanti i prelati non erano stati in quella riforma di
vita che erano allora, et che i cardinali havevano pifi hberti didirelaopmion loro in concistoro che havessero havuto gia grantempo et che di ci6 non solamente il pontifice non si doleva, mane era studiosissimo. Onde per questa ragione si potea sperare
di giorno in giomo maggior riforma. Considerd che tra cardinali
VI erano tanti huomini celebri che per opinions comune il mondonon ne havea altretanti. Disse che erano cinquantasei 1 cardinali
parte Jtaliam parte Oltramontani. Non parl6 particularmente di

Cod. Ital., 538, in Munich has 60.
VOL. XI.

17
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alcuno, eccetto che di Teatino,^ di Durante ^ et di Bonsio.' Et

del Teatino disse che aniava grandemente questo stato. L' istesso

giorno tre di luglio fu eletto m. Marco Foscari amb. all' imperatore.

28. Nino Sernini to Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga.*

1539, December 18, Rom,

. . . Intendo che N. S. parl6 a certi cardinal! a parte, prima

che entrasse in concistorio, fra quali furono Trani,^ Chieti^ et

Trivultii, di poi alia sedia separatamente parl5 a molti et in

ultimo disse le cagioni che movevano S. S"* a creare nuovi

cardinali, e quali, se ben me ricordo, furono queste, che n' erano

morti molti et d' importanza ; ricord6 Liegio," Trento^ et Siviglia,^

d' Italiani Campeggio et Simonetta, tanto necessarii et deputati

al concilio, al che era necessario pensare, et ch' oltre gli morti

v' erono delli infermi, disse delli absenti, ricordando Ivrea ^^ per

obligatione, Cibo et V. S. 111'"^ per eletione, ne menziond il nome
d' altri, ma gli pass6 in genere, et che S. B"* per fargli piacere

comportava stesson fora di la corte, per6 era spediente creare

degl' altri. Le fu risposto, et a questo concorsono tutti gli

cardinali, salvo quelli piu intrinsechi che si rimessono a S. S'\

che non bisognava venire a questo per adesso, poiche essa sarebbe

sempre a tempo di fargli, et ancora che fussono morti gli dui

soprad" non per5 restava il coUegio cosi nudo che non vi fossono

ancora di quelli che sapevono et valevono, al che replico S. S'''

esser vero, ma che delli huomini di valore non se potevono mai

far tanti che fossono di vantaggio, et se pure ve n' erano di

presente era ancora necessario pensare che havendosi a fare il

concilio era conveniente ve ne fossero tanti che bastassono per

mandarne et ritenerne ancora appresso di se. Hor questa fu la

somma et, come ho detto, tutti gli voti furono coniormi, parendo

^ Carafa.

'^ Vgl. Migne, Dictionnaire d. cardinaux, 868 se^. ; Ciaconius, III., 703.

•^ Or Bonfio ; apparently a corruption of the name.
* See supra, p. 190, and Solmi, Kuga, 88, an extract from the letter is

given, not altogether very correctly.

•* De Cupis. t* Carafa.

"> Dc la Mark. « Cles. ^
* A. Manriquez. *" B. Ferreri,
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assai a loro s. r™* potendo imputarla senza venire di presente alia

creatione. Ho inteso per buona via che el r""" di Ferrara ^ disse

r openione sua come gli altri con accommodate parole et tant'

alto che fu benissimo inteso, et in somma si fece honore. La
conclusione fu che vi si pensasse sopra, et dimani in 1' altro con-

cistorio si risolveriano. S. S'^ hier mattina disse la messa, et

m'e stato detto che Contarino disse a certi cardinali con tutto

il suo senno che sperava le cose dovessero sucorere per questa

cagione bene, et vi sarebbe 1' inspiratione divina. Si ritiene al

fermo che le ragioni di S. B"* havrano luogo et non quelle delli

cardinali et cosi dimani si ha per certo si publicherano almeno

XII cardinali . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

29. Nino Sernini to Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga.^

1539, December 19, Rom.

... S' el concistorio di mercordi fu lungo, quelle de heri fu

lunghissimo et non fini prima che alle 2 hore di notte. Ho
inteso che N. S. fino passate XXII hore parl6 separatamente con

li cardinali et con quelli manco domestici fra li quali fu il r"""

Cesarino con cui parl6 piu d' un bora et mezzo ; finito il parla-

mento S. S'' disse essersi risoluta a far gli cardinali nuovi, il

primo come arcivescovo propose Salerno il quale lod6 somma-
mente di virtCi et bonta et in questa strema carestia haveva fatta

molta buon opera in aiutare li poveri ; io non so mo che ordine

tenesse in nominare gli altri, per6 io gli diro secondo mi verrano

in memoria; si disse haver fatto Ginevra a richiesta del imperatore

et del re di Roman i, et Orleans a preghi del re christianissimo, di

Borgia haveva detto assai nell' altro concistorio quando gli dette

il vescovato di Squillacio che era per le sue virti!i et 1' obligatione

che haveva a quella casa, havendo havuto il capello da papa

Aless'", di Guidiccione ancora havea detto abastanza, di modo
che se la pass6 leggiermente. Del Parisio per essere letterato et

rico della sua profcssione et di cui il collegio de cardinali haveva

bisogno, et similmente di m'" Dionisio per essere reputato buon
theologo et il tempo che era stato generale haveva molto ben

' Este. - See supra, p. 190.
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governata la sua religione. II Gambero per essere stato antico

cortigiano et havendo oltre la nobilta havuta molta fatiga per la

sede apos"^, il thesoriere ancora disse haver meritato assai per

essere stato longamente in questa corte. Messer Marcello misse

sopra le stelle concludendo in somma che non haveva al mondo
pare. II Savello per li meriti del padre, per la nobilt^ de la casa

et per essere giovane virtuoso et che attendeva alle lettere et ne

faciono testimonio il Brondusino^ et il Bembo, et per buon rispetto

se ne servasse uno nel stomaco . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, ManUia.]

30. Fabrizio Peregrino to the Duke of Mantua.^

1540, Februar. 20, Rom.

Sua S'^ spesso fa congregatione per reformar la corte con tutti

li magistrati et officii
;
questo puoco ancor ce mancha per fornire

de rovinar noi poveri cortigiani, che ce morimo di fame, atteso la

caristia grande che e del venire con le poche facende, che si fanno

nella corte che veramente e una compassione grandiss^ solamente

a considerarlo et le brigate sonno tutte desperate ; insino a qui '1

grano siciliano e venduto a VIII ducati '1 rubbio, hora e a XII et

'1 romanesco a XIIII. Hor pensi V^ Ex. come debbiamo far

;

sono in Roma de poveri mendicant! et bisognosi del pane da X
o XII millia et molti di fame ne pericolarebbeno, se dalli tre

cardinali cioe Trani, Santi quatro et Sancta Croce non fussero

sovennuti, perche ogni giorno continuamente fanno fare de

grande lemosine, '1 resto del popolo Dio e testimonio come del

vivere se ritruovi ; molte brigate partirebbono di Roma, ma per

tutte le terre della Chiesa e charistia grandiss*. Dio ce aiutti et

habbia misericordia alii poveri bisognosi ; sia certa V. Ex. che i

poveri cortigiani sono condotti a tale, che chi teneva quatro

servidori hora ne tiene doi et chi doi e redotto uno et ch' uno a

niuno et da per se stesso se fa la coccina et questo ch' io scrivo,

sta certa V. Ex. che cosi e la pura verita et ognuno ^ desperate

del vivere ...

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.] ^
* Aleander. - See supra, p. 195.
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31. BONIFAZIO RUGGIERI TO THE DUKE OF FeRRARA.^

1541, Januar. 12, Rom.

Viene notato che questo signore ^ mostra di andar molto

volentieri forse confidando per la bona mente che tiene di peter

trovar qualche modo et forma a questa unione della chiesa.

No[i] altri pare che anco il valore suo sia molto 1' habbia

accettato una dura provincia et ad uscirne con honore sia cosa

piii divina che humana et non v' e alcun di questi altri r"' che

ne gli habbia una invidia al mondo.

[Orig. State Archives, Modena.]

32. Nino Sernini to Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga.^

1541, Januar. 29, Rom.

. . . Disse poi che voleva in ogni modo come s' era gia

deliberato che gli vescovi andassero alle loro chiese, et cosl si

tiene al fermo che vi anderanno, cosa che non piacera a qualche

reverendissimo ch' era benissimo accompagnato senza spesa.

Fu poi risoluto che si publicasse la bolla contra la plematica * di

Spagna et di Bretania et Savoia et in quel regno et ducati non

potevono havere pensione se non chi v' era nato . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

33. Nino Sernini to Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga.^

1 541, Februar. i, Rom

. . . Domenica si fece congregatione delli r"' deputati sopra la

riformatione in casa del cardinale di Trani, sono restati X,

essendosi partito Conterino et Chieti, sono molti giorni che non

van ne in concistoro nh in congregatione, et non si essendo quel

giorno concluso quello che s' era trattato sopra le dimande che

fanno gli vescovi havendo d' andare agli loro vescovati et

avendosene a fare un altra daUi deputati sopra il modo di

trovare dinari, il cardinale Cesarino disse a Trani che era a

proposito ch' esso desse da fare colatione hier mattina alii

^ See supra, pp. 422, 434. ^ Contarini.

' See supra, p. 210. * Pragmatic.

* See supra, p. 210.
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deputati sopra il trovare denari et facessono la loro congregatione

la mattina, et il giomo poi vi andarebono gl' altri di la reformatione,

et cosi la cosa cominci6 di burla et riusci da vero, che vi andorono

cinque o sei r'"'. Le dimande di vescovi le mando a V. S. 111.

et le mander6 poi quello che gli sar^ concesso. Dimandai hoggi

al cardinale Fregoso quello che s' era fatto in la congregatione,

mi rispose, poco bene, poiche non si ha possuto pur vincere che

le indulgentie non si vendono et che gli questori non vadino al

usato in rotta. Mi covenne chel r'"° Cesarino vi haveva interesso,

et S. S. R"" mi rispose haverlo inteso ; m' e poi stato detto chel

cardinale Cesarino si contenta che si levino quelli di s. Antonio

pur che non siano soli, ma che si levono tutti gli altri secondo

che gli vescovi dimandono . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

34. Cardinal Alessandro Farnese to Giovanni Poggio.^

1 541, Februar. 28, Rom.

DiTTRiCH (Hist. Jahrb., IV., 666 seq.) for this letter made use

of a copy in Cod. Barb., LXIL, 17, where, however, the letter is

undated and incomplete. Page 667, line 5 from bottom, read

" solo dir6 " instead of " solo che so "
; after " altro " then follows

in the original : pu6 redurlo a mente et farlo toccare con mano

a chi mostrasse di non conoscerlo, essendo ben informata di

quanto si e fatto da ogni parte da molti anni in qua. Al che di

novo la esorto di non mancare, et per non lasciare indetro il

Vergerio, poiche di questo ancora vogliono, che si habbia a render

conto ; dico, che il vantarsi lui di stare in Germania di consenso

di S. S'* doverebbe essere argomento suffitiente ad far credere il

contrario, quando le altre conditioni et circunstanzie, che sono

assai non bastassero a levare questo sospetto ; ma perche io non

voglio et non debbo credere, che ne S. M'"" Cesarea ne mons. di

Granvela habbino il sospetto che V. S. accenna in questa parte,

sapendo niolto ben chi ce lo tiene et chi ce lo ha mandato, resta

solo, che poiche la stanza del Vergerio in Germania displace, si

faccia partire. Al che S. B"* non ha mancato per la parte sua in

(juel modo, che la poteva convenientemente, havendolo fatU?

csortare piti volte di ritornare alia sua chiesa col mezo del

' See supra, p. 413.
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cardinale Santa Croce, come V. S. e ben informata, et per6 tocca

a loro che se ne dolgono di procurare il medesimo per quelle vie

che giudicano piu a proposito et non dame il carico a S. S'^ senza

ragione, la quale hara sempre piacere, che si parta di Germania

per mezo loro o di altri che si sia . . .

[Orig. Chigi Library, Rome, L-III, 65, f. 141, 142.]

35. Nino Sernini to Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga.^

1541, Mart. 24, Rom.

. . . Nel concistoro di hieri ancora fatto poco, N. S. disse che

si maravigliava che la reformatione non fusse andata avante et

voleva gli vescovi andassono agli loro vescovati et gli fusse

concesso quello che dimandavano, essendo cose honeste, et per

spedirgli furono remessi alii r"" deputati. Di poi disse che

havendosi a fare la dieta dove si truova S. M''' per cose di tant'

importanza voleva che si facessono processioni et dessesi 1'

indulgentia come s' b fatto altre volte a quelle persone che si

confessassono et comunicassono, et cosi credo se fara ; d' altro

non fu ragionato . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

36. Nino Sernini to Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga.^

1 54 1, December 3, Rom.

. . . Hieri al solito fu concistoro, in nel quale si ragiono di la

boUa che s' ha da espedire in favore degli ordinari dove sono

molte cose in disfavore de frati con gli procuratori di quali Santi

quattro disse ch' era bene di parlare prima accioche potessono

dire le loro ragioni et aiutarse, et cosi non harebbono poi cagione

di lamentarsi et rompere la testa a S. B"*, et essa fosse poi forzata

concedergli un breve in pregiuditio di gli ordinari. Et cosi fu

concluso che tutti gli r"" ch' hanno protetione di frati facciono

congregatione, la quale pare che si fara, stando bene, in casa del

r"" Cesarino dove saranno chiamati gli procuratori di tutte

1' ordini. Questo h segno che N. S. di nuovo comanderi che

tutti gli vescovi stiano alle loro chiese secondo che gia s' era

ordinate . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

^ See supra, p. 210. " Sie sii/ra, p. 211.
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37. Nino Sernini to Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga.^

1542, Mart. 18, Rom.

. . . Nel concistoro di mercordi passato furono spedite alcune

chiese di poca importanza, di poi N. S., si come gia scrissi a V.

S. Ill°" che farebbe, propose il luogo del concilio et elesse Trento,

sopra il qual luogo fu disputato assai et aiutato dalli r™ Imp"

dicendo non essere sospetto, poiche si vede chiaramente chel re

di Francia et esse lo dice in Alemagna ha parte di modo che vi

possono venire imperiali et Francesi da quali fu risposto che se

bene il re vi haveva parte, Trento era tutto alia devotione de al

M*^ Ces**, et quel vescovo dipendevadal rede Romani. Li nipoti

di S. S'* et cardinale di S'* Croce favorirono la propositione fatta,

si come e ragionevole che si faccia sempre per loro, ma perche

gli cardinali Francesi sono piti otteneno che Trento essendo

sospetto non era al proposito ne luogo sicuro. Fu poi proposto

Cambrai, et essendo luogo libero ambo le parti consentirono non

essere sospetto et che con ragione non si poteva ricusare et

ancora che se ne parlasse lungamente non fu per6 fatta altra

conclusione, et Dio sa se sene parlera piu prima delle feste. Ho
inteso che Trani essendo il primo rispose che le cose del mondo
non stavano di sorte da celebrare concilio, al che S. B"' rispose

che ogniuno lo dimandava et voleva che si conoscesse chiaram'*

che da lei non restava chel non si facesse. Di questo suggetto

non fu detto altro. El r°° Burgos fu eletto in luogo di Brindisi

in le congregation! che alle volte si fanno per la riformatione, et

in detto concistoro non fu parlato d' altra cosa . . .

[Orig. Gonzaga Archives, Mantua.]

38. AVERRARDO SeRRISTORI TO COSIMO I., DUKE OF FLORENCE.^

1542, August 30, Rom.

S. S** s' h intratenuta dua giorni in Nepi con il rev. Farnese et

duca di Castro con il quale si e reconciliata essendoci stata gran

disparere. La causa e stata che S. B"* voleva che il duca con-

corressi a 400 ducati il mese al palazzo che murano in campo di

Fiore in Roma et quello facendo resistentia se ne replic6 che^

* See supra, p. 201, and Vol. XII.

• See supra, p. 482, and Vol. XII.
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intendeva che tal fabbrica si facessi di quelli de preti et stringen-

dolo S. S'^ lui venne a tanto che mand6 un suo secretario a Roma
a dimandare licentia al papa che non voleva essere piii huomo
della Chiesa et che si voleva andare con Dio, che non gh,

manchavano partiti con che sapeva bene, che al servire preti era

servire tanti [sic !]. Finalmente S. B"" vinta dal amore del figlio

si e contentata che il duca non concorgi a detta spesa, ma il rev.

Farnese et qualche altro et cosi hanno fatto buona pace.

Paul III. about Contarini: Quando quella hebbe la nuova

della morte disse publicamente che questo coUeghio gia 100 anni

non haveva fatto la maggior iactura.

[Orig. State Archives, Florence.]

39. Deputation of the Poor of Rome^ to Pope Paul III.2

1542, December 6, Rom.

Havemo fin qua fatta ogni diligenza perche i poveri non

andassero mendicando per Roma provedendo loro di modo che

non potessero dolersi. Ma perche sono moltiplicati in gran

numero ne le solite distribution! suppliscono mancando le

limosine che si speravono et bisognando de scudi novanti in

cento per settimana ne potendosi far calcolo di cosa ferma, se

non delli 50 scudi il mese che V. S'^ ha detto di voler dare et

delli cento pagati dalli r"" card", siamo sforzati dar licenza a detti

poveri che si provedano da loro non accattando per6 per le

chiese.

[Orig. State Achives, Parma.]

40. Cardinal Marcello Cervini to Cardinal Carpi. ^

1543, Juni 27, Parma.

Li presenti due frati scappuccini instigati dal demonio si erano

partiti dalla religione per andar a trovare fra Bernardino, ma
aiutati fra via dalla bonta di Dio si sono ravisti del loro errore

;

et cosi tornati indietro 1' hanno confessato et domandatone 1'

absolutione, il che per haverne havuta autorita da N. S" ho fatto

^ I deputati delli poveri mendicati.

2 See supra, p. 348 ; see also Tacchi Venturi, I., 394.
' See supra, p. 539.
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io. Invioli hora a V. S. Rev"" a fin che essendoseli dato per

penitentia di servire qualche settimana all' hospitale dell'

incurabili di San Jacomo costi, per parermi ci6 cosa salutifera all'

anime loro, le piaccia ordinare che vi sieno admessi. Et intanto

che loro serviranno qui, 11 che si rimette a V. S. Rev"*^, si potra

pensare quid sit agendum de casi loro. Et a lei mi raccomando

humilmente.

Di Parma alii XXVII di giugno 1543.

[Orig. Secret Archives of the Vatican, Bibl. Pia, i 26, f. 2-2^]

41. GiROLAMO SeRIPANDO, GENERAL OF THE AUGUSTINIANS,

TO THE Lombard Congregation of his Order.^

1544, Mart. 26.

. . . Qua in re quantum nostrum nomen suspitione, ne infamia

dicamus, laboret, recte nostis et ex litteris S. N. D. ad generale

nostrum capitilum scriptis abunde cognoscere potuistis. Vestrum

igitur erit ad banc rem omnem adhibere curam et vulnus, quod

leviori medicamento sanari non potest, ferro et igne persequi, cum
praesertim ex eo doctrinae genere nonnulli ansam acceperint ad

carnis tuendam libertatem, quae res, quantum nomini vestro

observantiae official, nihil attinet commemorare.

Nos certe . . . nulla habita distinctione vestri fratris qui ad

turrim Nonam iam biennium detinetur, causam egimus saepissime

apud S. D. N. et rev. dominos card, deputatos.^ . . . Quantum
perfecerimus videtis : quo moveri omnes debent, ne se ipsos,

congregalionis famam et ordinis totius in discrimen conjiciant.

[Copy. General Archives of the Augustinians, Rome,

Registr. H. Seripandi, ad a. 1544-]

42. Ordinances of Cardinal Morone as Legate

OF Bologna.^

1544:

Mai 31 : against blasphemies ; forbidden "di passeggiare per le

chiese " during Mass and sermons ; stricter enclosure in convents

;

^ See supra, p. 513.
'^ Omission refers to the Roman Inquisition.

* See supra, p. 510.
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" prohibitione di giocare di dadi et di carte"; against abuse of

asylum for malefactors. November 7 : banishment of vagabonds

"et persone sviate." December 10: separation of the poor in

hospitals into men, women, and children.

1545:

Mart. 8 : Lege suntuaria delle pompe. Mart. 28 : dress of

"meretrici." Juli 30: bakers must deliver "di qualita et peso

conveniente" according to the "calmiero."

1546:

Mart. 10: on fast-days meat must only be sold to the sick.

Mai 24: against "homicidii." Mai 26: dangerous weapons for-

bidden. Mai. 27 : Ordinance for special reverence during public

processions of the Blessed Sacrament.

[Secret Archives of the Vatican, Nunz. di Bologna,

CLXXVII., f. 237 se^.]

43. Reforming Activity of M. Cervini as Bishop of

Reggio.^

G. Sacconi (I vescovi di Reggio- Emilia, t/^t'd., 1902, 119, 120)

was the first to call attention in brief to the Acts of Visitation

(in Episcopal Archives, Reggio), issued by command of M. Cervini

as administrator of the diocese of Reggio in 1543. The im-

portance of the fact that here previously to the Council of

Trent the reform of ecclesiastical affairs had been taken in

hand in the only right way, has been justified by further com-

munications made to me by the Italian translator of this work,

Professor A. Mercati. The *diary of Visitation of 1543 is con-

tained in small 4to fasciculi; the first fascicule (43 numbered pages)

begins on p. i, thus: In Christi nomine Amen. A° circumcis.

eiusdem millesimo quinquagesimo [sic !] quadringentesimo [sic
!]

tertio indict, prima die septimo mensis februarii : r"^"' jur. utr.

doctor d. Antonius Lorencinus de Montepoliciano in hac parte

iudex commissarius a r*"" et ill'"" d. d. Marcello Cervino miserat.

divina presbytero cardinali tit. s. Crucis in Hierusalem perpetuo

administratore ecclesiae et episcopatus Rcgii visitando, ecclesiam

^ See supra, p. 510.
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etc. Then follow the memoranda of the Visitation, reaching up

to April 13, 1543, but with certain interruptions (from the 19th

up to the 27 th of February and from March the 2nd to April

the 9th) ; the arrangement is not strictly chronological.

The second fascicule, of 77 pages, contains the continuation of

the Visitation beginning April 16, 1543, and ending May 26, yet

here also are interruptions from April 22 to May 6 and from May

7 to 15.

The memoranda of the separate Visitations begin with the date

and the names of the parishes concerned ; the incumbents are

then given in detail, the yearly incomes, the names of the other

priests, the benefices, the condition of the church buildings and

the church fittings. Sometimes there are notes on the qualifica-

tions of the clergy, such as :
" B. idoneus, sufficiens, male legit

et peius intelligit, legit et non intelligit quod legit, nihil scit nee

intelligit, de capellano omnes conqueruntur " ; concubines and

social intercourse of an objectionable kind are also noticed.

Then follow frequent injunctions regarding sentences of punish-

ment and directions for the repairs of building and church furni-

ture. At the end there is a notice in another hand and ink that

in 1 544 various priests came to Reggio to give an account con-

cerning the measures commanded by the Commissary. Some
of these directions are on loose sheets of paper. The following

will serve as a specimen : Intendendo il r^° et eccellente

dottore de leggi messer Antonio Lorenzini da Montepolzano

commissario del r"" et 111°° mons. cardinale s'"^ Croce perpetuo

administratore della chiesa et vescoato di Reggio che nel

dominio dell' ili'"° s. co. Giulio Boiardo molti chierici et persone

ecclesiastiche bestemiano, giuochano et portano armi in grave

danno de le anime loro et vergogna di tutto il clero, sua signoria

per questo presente bando ordina et comanda ad ogni persona

ecclesiastica del detto dominio che non ardiscano ne presumano

bestemiare il nome di Dio o de santi, ne giuochare a giuocho

alcuno prohibito ne in publico ne in private, ne a giuocho lecito

o tolerabile come alia balla o al ballano, et altri simili in publico

n^ portare arme di sorte alcuna, excetto che uno fagiolino in

viaggio e 1' haste del quale non exceda la longhezza di brazza pre,

et il ferro la longhezza di uno palmo sotto la pena di scuto uno d'

oro per ciascuna volta et per ciascuna persona che sera trovata di
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contrafare, da essere applicata per una terza parte alio accusatore
e per 1' altra terza parte al m^° s'"= podesta di Scandiano et per V
altra terza a poveri et a persone miserabili ad arbitrio del p'° iir'^

s'= CO. Giulio et del ven. pievano di Scandiano dando et con-
cedendo S. S. ogni sua autorita, faculta, et arbitrio al detto s"
podesta di inquirire et condennare tali delinquenti et di exequire
tale pene non obstante cosa che facesse in contrario.

Sacconi (op. cit., 120, A. i) quotes further : Statuta ecclesiae et
dioec. Regiensis, edita a Marcello Card. Cervino episc. Regiensi,
conservata nell' Arch. Vatic. A. A. Arm. 9, c. 3, n. 30, and sur-
mises that these statutes "o siano una copia di questa visita,

oppure le constitutioni del cardinale riguardo 1' officiatura del
coro." At present (1909), the piece in question is missing in the
Secret Archives of the Vatican. In Index 66 of the Archives S.
Angelo on p. 291 the content is thus given : Bulla Pauli III con-
firmat. statutorum editor, a Marc. card. Cervino episc. Regiensi
pro reformatione cleri et populi (Arm. 9, c. 3, n. 30).

44. Ordinances for Reform by Pope Paul III.^

1534-

*Min. brev. Arm., 40, t. 49, n. 273 : *Vicario spirit, episc.

Urbevet. (clergy), November 23 ; n. 401 : *Vicar. gen. Bonon.
(nuns, S. Christine Bon. ord. Camald.), November 9; n. 404:
*Bull. of December 4 (Dominican Order); n. 405: Card. s.

Susannae (Spanish Dominicans), December 11. Secret Archives
of the Vatican.

1535-

*Mm. brev. Arm., 41, t. 50, n. 289 : *Episc. Suessano (" Facultas
procedendi " against bad Seculars and Regulars), Mart. 4 ; n. 439 :

*Iac. de Ancona, gen. O. min. conv. (Poor Clares in Italy),

Januar. 25; n. 446: *Lucensib. (Canon, reg. cong. s. Salv. in

Lucca), Mart. 17; n. 447 : *Card. s. Severini prot. serv.
B. M. v., Januar. 8. Arm. 40, t. 51, n. 310-311: *Nuntio
Portug.

; n. 312 : Pro vine. O. ercmit. s. August. Castell.; n. 313 :

Card. Portug. (all of 7th June) respecting the scandalous sermons
of the Augustinian Hermits, especially a certain Alfonsus; n. 317:
*Bull of 7th April 1535 (Pro congregat. Cassin. mandatum

' See stipra, pp. 214, 503, 509.
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contra apostatas); n. 320: *Vic. gen. congregat. Mant. Carmelit.

regul. observ. (strict regulations about the maintenance of good

customs), April 18; n. 338: *Abbatissae s. Patritie Neapolit.

O. S. B., Mai 10. T. 52, n. 336 : Provinc. prov. Rom. O. Pr. ref.,

dat. Perusiae, Sept. 26; n. 337: *Provinc. prov. s. Ludov. O. min.

conv. (Jac. de Ancona to prosecute the reform of monks and

nuns as ordered by Clement VII.), Juli 27; n. 343: *Generali

ord. s. Hieronymi congregat. b. Petri de Pisis, August 31

;

n. 348 : ^Patriarch. Venet. et primicerio s. Marci (moniales

conv. in dom. Venet.), Juli 7 ; n. 349 : *Episc. Catharen. (Poor

Clares in Venetian territory), Juli 7; n. 354: *Generali serv.

B. M. v., August 17. T. 53, n. 243: *Alf. Card. Ispalen.

(Augustinian Hermits), October 21; n. 260: *Cipriano de

Verona, General Abbot of the congreg. mentis Oliveti, October

31. Secret Archives of the Vatican. See also Wadding,

XVII., 623.

1536.

*Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. i, n. 236: *Card. Trivultio (as protector,

to urge reform of the Humiliati), Januar. 30 ; n. 270 : *I. Poggio

nunt. (plenary authority for visiting and reforming churches and

convents), Februar, 22. T. 2, n. 278: *Abbatib. O. S. B.

(Monast. de Rothonio, dioc. Venet), Mai 13; n. 288: *I.

Verallo nuntio Venet. (total decay of the Poor Clares in Capo

d' Istria, to be made to reform), April 7 ; n. 302 : *Vic. gen.

archiep. Neapolit. (commission for reform of convents), April 28.

T. 3, n, 127: * Patr. Venet. (reform of convents), Juli 17;

n. 260: *Gen. et provinc. O. niin. conv. (Poor Clares), Juli 24;

n. 270: *Episc. Mutin. (nuns of S. Geminiani Mut.), August

21. T. 4, n. 147 : *Gen. serv. B. M. V. et nuntio in Scotia

(convents in Scotland), October 23; n. 221 : *P2pisc. Amerin.

(convents of women in Ameria), November 3; n. 223: ^Vic.

gen. archiep. lanuens (Poor Clares), November 7; n. 227:

*Francis I. (to protect the General of the Servites in promoting

reform), October 20. Secret Archives of the Vatican.

1537.

*Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 5, n. 317: *Nunt. Venet. (Convent

of S. Spirito), Mart. 12. T. 6, n. 279: Nuntio Hispan. (agamsi

"frat. O. min. de observ. vagantes "), Juni 10. T. 7, f. 496:
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*Card. s. Crucis protect. O. s. Franc, de penit. in regn. Hispan.
(Visitation of Brothers and Nuns), Juli 12. T. 8, n. 138: *Card.
Jacobazzi (ecclesiastics in Cassano), December 14; n. 277:
*Buci et dom. Venet. (to support the proposed visitation by
Carafa of the Dominicans of S. Giovanni e Paolo), October 7
{cf. Ripoll, IV., 564 seq.). Secret Archives of the Vatican.

1538.

*Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 9, n. 2 : Archiepisc. Rodiens. (in
Rosi, Riforma relig. in Liguria, 1894); n. 23: *Eidem (con-
vents), Januar. 6 ; n. 5: in FONTANA, Document!, 161; n 82-
*Card. s. Crucis (Poor Clares in Naples), Januar. 28; n 136-
* Reform of the fratr. O. s. Hieron. congregat. b. Petri de Pisis
in Ancona, Februar. 11. T. 10. n. 547: ^MoniaHbus Corp.
Christi Bonon. (clausura), Juni 24; n. 648: *Archiep. lanuensi
(Augustmian nuns), August 12. T. 11, n. 934: ^Reform of the
Portuguese Dominicans, October 25. Secret Archives of Vatican.

Paul III. to Cardinal Grimani about reform of convents in
Perugia, April 22. Communal Library, Perugia.

1539-

*Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 12, n. 123: Card. Burgens. (strolling
nuns), Februar. 5; n. 143: *Reform of S. luliana extra muros
Perusiae, Februar. 11 ; n. 160 : Mag. gem. O. min. conv. (moniales
s. Clarae NeapoL), Februar. 20 ; n. 185 : loanni electo Laudensi
(convents of women), ult. febr. ; n. 198: in Fontana, Doc. 371.
T. 13, n. 368 : *Reform of the Dominicans in Portugal, April
12

;
n. 512 : *Card. Jacobazzi (Reform of S. Juliana in Perugia),

Mai 18; n. 586: *Ba.io Cracoviae (against "apostatas O. min'
de observ."), Juni 2; n. 629: *Card. Pisano : in Fontana, 373
seq. r. 14, n. 954: *Reform of the Benedictine nuns in Palermo
September 6 ;

n. 995 : *Reform of the Dominicans in Portu<^al'
September 23; n. 1000

: *Card. Tolet. et Ispal. (Visitation of
convents of women in Spain), September 23. T. 15, n. 1022 •

*Card. Grimano (convents of women in Aquileja), October i ; n'
1 139 :

^Reform of the Benedictine nuns in Benevento, Novem'ber
11; n. 1162: *Carafa's Reform of the " Congr. heremit b Petri
de Pisis" confirmed, November 22; n. 1207: ^Reform of the
Poor Clares m Verona, December 6; n. 1240: Card Este
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(reform of convents of women in dioceses of Milan and Lyons),

December 15. For 1539 see also Corp. dipl. Port., IV., i seq.^

34 seq., 43 seq. Secret Archives of the Vatican,

1540.

*Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 16, n. 17: Episc. Serniensi (Bene-

dictine nuns), Januar. 9; n. 26: *Reform of the Dominicans

in Portugal, Januar. 10; n. 31 : Card. Tournon (nuns), Januar.

II; n. 66 : *Card. Carpi (Visitation of the diocese of Faenza),

Januar. 27; n. 72: *Card. Carpi legato Marchiae (visitation of

his Legation), Januar. 28; n. 149: *Reform of the Spanish

Premonstratensians, Februar. 26; n. 113: *Io. Butrio (process

against the Archbishop of Amalfi), Februar. 12; n. 154: *Episc.

Gerundin. (against bad clerics), Februar. 27; n. 165: *Card.

Portug. (moniales b. Mariae de Cellis near Lisbon), Mart. 7 ; n.

215: *Card. Este (convents in diocese of Milan), Mart, 19. T.

17, n. 283: *Generali et priorib. O. Pr., April 10; n. 314:

*Generali O. min. conv., April 20 ; n. 494 : *Io. episc. Gerund,

(ecclesiastics), Juni 5; n. 523: *Card. Ridolfi (convents in

Vicenza), Juni 15. T. 18, n. 579: *Reform of the Benedictine

nuns in Benevento, Juli 5 ; n. 604 and 607 : *Reform of the

Poor Clares in Dalmatia, Juli 15 ; n. 634 and 638 : ^Reform of

convents of women in Capua, Juli 26 ; n. 676 : *Reform of con-

vents of women in Spanish dominions, August 4 ; n. 668 : *Re-

form of Spanish Hieronymites, August 2 ; n. 696 : *Reform of

Spanish Premonstratensians, August 14; n. 751 : *Card. Pisano

(reform of convents), August 25; n. 828: *Reform of convents

of nuns in Naples, September 28. T. 19, n. 977 : *Provinc. O.

min. de observ. Alemanniae inf , November 9 ; n. 994 : *Re-

form of the nuns of S. Clarae Theatin., November 15 ; n. 1079 :

*Reform of the Dominicans in Naples, December 8. Secret

Archives of the Vatican,

1541.

*Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 20, n. 253: *Episc. Cavensi (clergy),

Mart. 20; n. 271 : *Epsic. Thean. (Benedictine nuns). Mart. 26

T. 21, n. 361 : *Congregandis in capit. can, regul. s. Aug. cong.

s. Salvat., April 30 ; n. 602 : *Reform of the frat. O. min. con^.

in Venice and Padua, Juli 26. T. 22, n. 616 : *Reform of the
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frat. O. min. conv. in Venice and Padua, August 5 ; n. 696 :

*Reform of the Benedictine nuns in Benevento, September 1 2

;

n. 851 : *Reform of the Benedictines of S. Maria de Capella in

Naples, December 10. Secret Archives of the Vatican.

1542.

*Min. brev. Arm. 41, t. 23, n. 4 : *Octaviano Siculo O. min.

conv. (convents of women, "ultra montes "), Januar. i ; n. 74:

*Episc. Mutin. (cure of souls), Januar. 7; n. 148: ^Gen. O. min.

de observ. (convents in Portugal), Februar. 20; n. 169: *Reform

of the frat. O. min. conv. in Portugal, Mart, i ; n. 212 : *Franc.

archiep. Neapol. (referm of convents). Mart. 13; n, 232:

*Archiepisc. Neapolit. (plenary authority against exempt clerics),

Mart. 18; n. 246 : *Nuns of S. Bernardino in Orvieto, Mart. 20.

T. 24, n. 403 : *Convent of nuns of the Congreg. of Cassino.,

Mai 13; n. 458: *Archiepisc. Neapolit. (visitation), Mai 31.

T. 25, n. 666 : *Reform of Premonstratensians, Laudun. dioc,

August II ; n. 678: *Archinto episc. Burgi s. Sepulchri (Seculars

and Regulars), August 15 ; n. 766: "^Card. Este (S. Mart. Lugdun.

O. S. B.), September 17; n. 769: *Episc. Liciensi (nuns), Sept-

ember 18; n. 787: *Episc. Spolet. (nuns), September 25;

n. 926: *Card. Cornelio (convents of women in diocese of

Brescia); n. 947: *Card. Cibo (convents of women in the

diocese of Turin), December 17; n. 971: *Fabio ep. Avers.

(Nuns), December 24. Secret Archives of the Vatican. For

the reform of Dominican nuns in Portugal (1542, July 26), see

Ril)0ll., IV., 609.

1543.

*Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 26, n. 115: *Card. Ridolfi (Seculars

and Regulars of the diocese of Florence), Februar. 20. T. 27,

n. 423 : Card. Pisano (against exempts of the dioceses of Padua

and Treriso), Juli 5. T. 28, n. 815; *Generali O. min. conv.

(nuns), December 20. Secret Archives of the Vatican.

1544-

*Min. brev. Arm. 41, t. 29, n. 69 : *Nuntio Venet. (Mendicants),

Februar. i ; n. 72 : *Petro archiep. Gnesnensi (convents),

Februar. 4; n. 163: *Card. Rodolphi (nuns of the diocese of

VOL. XI. 38
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Vicenza), Mart. ii. T. 30, n. 369: Card. Farnesio (convents

of women of the diocese of Monreale), Mai 31 ; n. 400 : ^Reform

of the Dominicans in Venice, Juni 27 (see Beccadelli, I., ^, 84)

;

n. 411: *Nuntio Portug. (convents), Juni 27. T. 31, n. 349:

*Reform of the Conventuals in Valencia ; n. 359 : *Card. Bembo
(against exempts of the diocese of Bergamo); n. 377 : *Reform

of convents of women in Venice. Secret Archives of the Vatican.

1545.

*Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 32, n. 23 : *Epis. Salpensi (Dominicans),

Januar. 13 ; n. 76 and 85 : *Reform of exempts of the diocese of

Vercelli, Februar. 8 ; n. 95 : *Card. Santafiora (nuns of the diocese

of Parma), Februar. 23; n. 113: *Reform of the Conventuals in

Valencia, Mart. 3; n. 177: *Petro archiep. Panormit. (against

exempts), Mart. 20. T. 33, n. 305 : *Convents of women of

the diocese of Cremona, Juni 14. T. 34, noted in index: *Card.

Cortesio (Benedictines in Rieti) ; n. 695 : *Reform of the

Dominicans at Carpentras, November 24. T. 35, n. 6 : *Card.

Carpi (Benedictine nuns at Girgenti), Januar, i ; n- 69 : *Card.

Sabello (diocese of Nicastro), Januar. 28; n. 71 : *Electo

Alexandrino (nuns), Januar. 29; n. 163: *Sebastiano electo

Mogunt. (convent), Mart. 3; n. 169 : *Samueli episc. Cracov.

(convent), Mart. 5. Secret Archives of the Vatican.

1546.

*Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 36, n. 462 : Reform of the Con-

ventuals of the province of Ragusa, Juli 16 (in Wadding,

XVIIL, 419); n, 473: *Nuntio Venet. (nuns), Juli 29; n. 565:

Reform of nuns at Barcelona, August 27. Secret Archives of

the Vatican.

1547.

*Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 38, noted in index : *Franc. archiep.

Brundus. (nuns); n. 160: *Vicario archiep. Panormit. (ecclesi-

astics). Mart. 20 ; n. 405 : *Iac. magistro gen. congregat.

Coelestinor., April 5 ; n. 442 : *Reform of the nuns of S.

Marcellini O. S. B. in Naples, April 25. T. 39, n. 544 : *Reform

of nuns at Sorrento, Juni 24. T. 40, n. 836 : *Reform of

Dominican nuns in Valencia, November 17. Secret Archives «f

the Vatican.
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1548.

*M)m. brev. Arm., 41, t. 41, n. 63 : *Reform of the convents

of nuns in Catalonia, P^ebruar. i ; n. 92 : *Card. Carpi (Reform

of nuns in the diocese of Girgenti), Febniar. 15. T. 42, n. 540:

*Reform of convents of nuns in Catalonia, August 20; n. 554:
* Reform of convents of nuns in the diocese of Girgenti, August

28. Secret Archives of the Vatican.

1549.

*Min. brev. Arm., 41, t. 45, n. 186: Reform of French

Benedictine nuns, Mart. 24; n. 197, 198: *Reform of Poor

Clares at Parma, April i (seen. 2^1 ; cf. Gualano, 84). T. 46,

n. 485 : Reform of the Conventuals in Portugal (August 23), in

Wadding, XVIJI., 484. Secret Archives of the Vatican.

To which must be added, for the years 1540 to 1549, the

documents printed in the Bullarium, VI., 270 seq., 312 seq., and

in Wadding, XVII. , 651, 652 seg.; XVIIL, 341 seq., 345 seq.,

346 seq., 386 seq., 392, 430, 436, 481.
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Abbatino (secretary to the

Duke of Mantua), 98.

Abstemio. Vincenzo Francesco
(astrologer), 39 n.

Accolti, Benedetto, Cardinal

(of Ravenna), 7 seq., 310-

312, 548.

Acquaviva, Gian Vincenzo, Car-

dinal, 201 seq.

Adrian IV., Pope, 15.

„ VI., Pope, 12, 22, 81,

84, 136^^^., 150, 178,

184, 205, 209, 215
seq.

Agnello, B., 23 n. 2.

„ Giovanni, 77 n. 3,

97 "• 2, 138 n. 3,

221 n. I, 224 n.,

246 n. I, 257 n.

1, 306 n. 4, 307 n.

2, 571.

Aguilar, Marquis of (Imperial

ambassador in Rome),
266, 272, 291, 324, 325,
n- ii 339> 384, 405.

536.

Alalcone, P. A., 234 n. 3.

Albert of Brandenburg, Cardi-

nal (Elector of Mayence,
Archbishop of Magdeburg
and Administrator of

Halle), 64, 66, 83, 361,

407, 414, 434, 453. 473.

475 ^m-
Albornoz, Cardinal, 15.

Aldobrandini, Silvestro (jurist),

311-

Aleander, Hieronymus, Cardi-

nal (Archbishopof Brindisi,

nuncio), 27 n. 5, 41, 77,

78 n. 4, 99 n. 2, 106, III

seqq., 119-124, 127, 129,

155. 160, 169, 171, 175,

196, 198, 200, 209, 361
^eqq-. 387, 390, 404, 457,

509, 575, 580.

Alexander VI., Pope, 6, 19,

21, 149, 160 n. 3, 551,

579-
Aligeri, Mario (Bishop of

Rieti), 263, 328 n. i, 329.
Alterius, Martius, 39 n.

Alvarez de Toledo, Juan,
Cardinal (Dominican,
Archbishop of Burgos),

182, 201, 501.

Amaseo, Romolo (humanist),

138 n. 3, 226 n. 3, 229 n.

3, 301 n. I.

Angelis, Pier Antonio de
(Governor of Rome), 243,

272, 339> 348 n. 4.

Angouleme, Duke of, see

Charles.

Anna (wife of Ferdinand I.,

King of the Romans), 49
n. 4.

Antella, Giovanni dell' (Floren-

tine envoy), 191 n. i, 243,

326 n., 327 n. 4, 330 n. 5,

342 n. I, 382 n. 2, 482
n. 2.

'

Arcella, Fabio (nuncio in

Naples), 233 n. 5, 265 n. 2.

596
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Archinto, Fiiippo (Papal vicar-

general, Jtiishop of Borgo
S. Sepolcro) ?o8, 325 n. i.

Ardinghello, Niccolo (secretary),

34 n. I, 459.
Arditus, Joannes (Papal com-

missary), 341 03.
Aretino, Pietro, 185 n. i, 488

seq., 514 n. 4.

Argoli, Alessandro (Bishop of

Terracina), 298.

Argulus, Joannes Gasparus,

329 n. 4.

Aristotle, 166.

Augustine, St., 147, 481.

Avalos, Alfonso de, 239 n. 4.

Avila, Luis de, 365.

Babbi, Francesco, 34 n. i.

Badia, Tommaso (Master of the

Sacred Palace), Cardinal,

155, 161, 169, 175, 202
seqq., 404 seq., 413 n. 3,

439, 442 seq., 480.

Baglioni, Family of the, 297,

299. 332-

„ Astorre (Senator of

Rome), 243, 293,

.356.

„ Giampaolo (Tyrant

of Perugia), 298
n. 2.

„ Malatesta (son of

Giampaolo), 298.

„ Rodolfo (son of

Malatesta), 298, 299
n- 3, 331 ^^Q-

Baldassare (envoy to Francis

I.), 275 n. 2.

Banchi, Gratiadei, 241 n. i.

Barba. Bernardino Castcllario

della (Bishop of Casale),

330 "• 5» 332, 334 seq.

Barbaro, Daniele, 148 n. 2.

Barbarossa, see Chaireddin.

Basadonna, Giov. (Venetian
ambassador), 576.

Basil, St., 147.

Battista, G. (Capuchin), 583
n. 2,

Beaton, David, Cardinal (Arch-

bishop of St. Andrews),
182.

Beccadelli, Lodovico, 144 n.

4, 164, 170 n., 183 n. 5,

457 n. 4, 484.
Beccanis, Antonino de (Bishop

of Scutari), 509 n. 6.

Bellay, Guillaume du, 71.

„ Jean du, Cardinal

(Bishop of Paris),

72 seq., 103 n. i,

138 n. 3, 141 seq.,

232, 251 n. I, 356
n. 2.

,, Joachim du, 142 n. 4.

Bembo, Pietro, Cardinal, 27,

162, 183 seq., 205, 462,

580.

Benedict XII., Pope, 14 n. 3.

Bentius, Franciscus (Papal

treasurer), 321 n.

Ber, Ludwig, 74 n. 2.

Bernardino (Theatine), 521.

„ of Asti (Capuchin).

532, 585-

,, da Colpetrazzo (Ca-

puchin), 492 n. I,

533 n- I, 535 n- 2,

538 n. 4
Bianchetto, Giovanni (official of

the Seer, of Briefs), 181 n.

Bianchieri, Giovanni Battista,

268 n. 3.

Bibra, Conrad von (Bishop of

Wiirzburg), 83, 100.

Bladus, Antonius Asulanus
(printer), 177 n. 2.

Bonagratia, Fiiippo (Papal com-
missary), 298 n. 4.

Bonamico, L., 144 n. i.

Bonaventurade Leone(O.F.M.),
226 n. I
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Bonavitus, Marcus Mont., 16

1

n. 2.

Boniface VIII., Pope, 16.

,, IX., Pope, 15.

Bonifazio da CoUe, see CoUe.
Bontempi, Cesare (chronicler),

298, 328 n. 1, 332, 335.
Bora, Catherine (Lulher's wife),

Borgia, Errigo, Cardinal (titu-

lar bishop of Squil-

lace), 191.

,, Francesco (treasurer -

general), 18 n. 3.

„ Lodovico (Duke of

Gandia), Cardinal,

159, 160.

„ Rodrigo, Cardinal (after-

wardsPopeAlexander
VI.), 17 seq.

Borromeo, Charles, St., 504, 524.

Bosnia, Pasha of, 273.
Bourbon, Louis de. Cardinal,

103, 219.

Bracci, Marco (Florentine en-

voy), 190 n. 6, 192 n. 2,

304 n., 326 n. I, 338 n. 3,

387 n. 4.

Braccio, family of the, 298.

Bragadino, Lorenzo (Venetian

envoy), 96 n. i, 105, 144,

150 n. 2, 188 n. 4, 232,

236 n. 1, 239 n. 2, 240 n.

4, 256 n. 6, 260, 263 n. I,

569. 576.

Braun, Conrad (jurist), 374 n.

3, 412 n. 2.

Bucer, Martin, 418 seq.^ 427,

437. 440, 488.

Bugenhagen, johann (protest-

ant theologian), 67, 375.
Buonanni, Benedetto (Floren-

tine envoy), 34 n. i, 204
n. 2, 347 n. 2, 357 n. i.

Busdragh:, Gerardo (envoy from
Lucca), 10 n. 2, 13 n., 25
n. 4, 135 n. 3, 554,

Caccia, Giovanni Battista

(jurist), 6 n. i, 133 seq.,

151 n.

Cajetan, Thomas de Vio, Cardi-

nal, 16 n. 4.

Calvin, John \ajionym Eusebius

Pamphili], 380 n. i, 488,

492, 500 n. 2.

Campana, Francesco (Floren-

tine secretary of state),

320.

Campeggio, Count, 350 n. 2.

„ Lorenzo, Cardinal,

7. 13 s^9-y 77.

109 seq., III-

115, 129, 135,

171 n. 2, 185,

188, 208, 548,

550. 552 seq.,

571, 572, 575.

578.

„ Tommaso (Bishop

of Feltre), no,
115. 259 n. 3,

405-413. 4J6,

418, 420-423.
Canisio, Egidio, Cardinal, 5.

Capasso (historian), 317 n.

Capello (Venetian admiral),

294.

Capito, Wolfg. Fabritius (Pro-

testant theologian), 423,

427.
Capizucchi, Paolo (Governor of

the March of

Ancona), 310.

„ Pietro (Papal vicar-

general), I 70,

Capodiferro, Girolamo, Cardi-

nal, 199.

Caracciolo, Marino, Cardinal,

80, 141 seq., 258, 262

n. 2.

Carafa, Gian Pietro, Cardinal

(Bishop of Chieti, Arch-

bishop of Naples and
later Pope Paul IV.),
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Carafa, Gian Pietro - continued.

4. 109, 147, 15;,

"• 4. i55» 157:

159, 161, 163, 165.

169, 173. 175, 183.

185 seq., 188, 194
seq., 198 seq., 207
^^1; 353, 356, 457,
501, 510, 515 ^eqq.,

519 seqq., 575, 5v8,
581.

„ Maria (sister to Gian
Pietro, Dominican
nun in Naples), 516
seq.

„ Vincenzo (Archbishop
of Naples), Cardinal,

7, 95 •^^^•. 280, 497
n. I, 506, 576.

Carnesecchi, Pietro (protono-
tary, afterwards an apos-
tate), 485 seq., 489.

Carpi, see Pio.

Casa, Giovanni della (nuncio),

144 n. 4, 183 n. 5.

Casale, Francesco, 353 n. 2.

Casella, Matteo, 240 n. 4.

Castelnau de Clermont, Fran-
9ois, Cardinal, 7, 137,

552-
Castighone, Angelo (Carmelite),

505-

Casulano, G. B., 333 n., 347
n. 1.

„ Niccol6, 237, 269

Catanno, Ambrogio (Domini-
can), 353 n. I, 500 n. I.

Catherine of Siena, St., 486.
Ceci, Pomponio (Papal vicar-

general), Cardinal, 202.
Cellini, Benvenuto, 254.
Ceivini, Marcello, Cardinal

(Bishop of Nicastro, later

Pope Marcellus IL), 29 n.,

34, 191 seq., 366, 368 seq.,

380, 385 seqq., 389, 392,

Cervini, M:{Tcd\o—confim/ed.

394 s^</; 399-403, 406 n.

3, 420, 432 n. I, 459 n.,

494, 510, 580, 585, 587.
Cesarini, Alessandro, Cardinal

7 seq., 77, 109, 135,

185, 198, 200 n.

3, 237, 289, 336 n.

2, 546, 552 seq.,

.571, 575, 579, 581-

„ Giuliano(Gonfaloniere

of the Romans),

^ .
-43, 355-

Cesi, Paolo Emilio, Cardinal, 7,

12, n. 2, 77, 135, 149,

.325 n. I, 548, 554, 571-
Chaireddin Barbarossa, 221,

223, 224, 227 seqq., 233,
249, 269, 273, 294, 295 n.

r, 556 n. I.

Charles V. (the Emperor),

8 seqq., 22 seqq., ^S, 43^ 47,
51 seqq., 55-60, 62 seqq.,

71, 73 ^^^•, 76 seq., 79 seq.,

82, 84, 93, 100 n. 6, loi
seq., 107, III, 113, 115-
119, 121, 124 seq., 127-
132, 141, 145 seq., 159,
208, 218, 220-260, 262
seq., 264 seqq., 270-274,
276-279, 282-286, 288-
293, 295, 300, 306-309,
314 seq., 319, 321,3245^^.,

331, 338, 340, 344, 349
seqq., 360, 364 seq., 367-
373, 376-386, 389, 391
^^'J-y 397, 399 ^^^; 402-
407, 416, 419, 422 seq.,

425-432, 436 seq., 447
^m-, 454, 456, 460 seq.,

464-472, 474 seq., 477,
479, 529, 533, 549, 560,
582.

Charles, Duke of Angoulenie
and Orleans (third son of
Francis I. of France), 23S
seq., 248, 252, 257, 288.
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Charles Duke of Savoy, 258,

279 n. 7, 281 seq., 284.

Chatillon, Cardinal, 292 n. 3.

Chieregati, Francesco, 241 n.

2.

Chigi family, the, 17.

Christopher of Brunswick
(Bishop of Bremen), 92.

Chrysostom, John, St., 147.

Chuonradus, 419 n. 2.

Cibo, Caterina (Duchess of

Camerino), 304-306,

309 n. 3, 323 n. 3.

„ Innocenzo, Cardinal, 7,

26 n. I, 548, 578.

Cifuentes, Fernando de Selva,

Count of (Imperial am-
bassador), 9 n. 3, 240,

266 n. 3, 569.

Clario, Isidoro (Bishop of

Foligno), 500, 509.

Clement VII., Pope, i, 4 seqq.,

9, II, 13, 22, 24,

27, 32 seq., 36, 41

^m-, 45. 5o> 70.

74, 133, 135. 150,

206, 2x6, 220, 224,

297, 300 n. 3, 302,

304 n., 310, 339,

347, 504 seq-, 515,

521, 526, 530,

558.

„ VII. [Robert of

Geneva], Anti-

Pope, 16 n. I.

Cles, Bernhard von. Cardinal

(Bishop of Trent), 7, 9,

49 n- 4, 50 •^^^•, 94, 100,

122, 158 n. I, 232, 363,

509, 571, 578.

Clovio, Giulio (miniaturist),

353-
Cochlaus, Joannes, 46 n. 2,

123, 171 n. 3, 179, 374
n. 2, 443.

CoUe, Bonifazio da (Thcatine),

5'5. 520.

Colorma, Family of the, 23,

341, 343 ^^Q; 436,

498.

,, Ascanio, 243, 246,

259,316, 329, 331,

336-339, 342 n. 2,

344, 488, 571.

„ Camillo, 336.

„ Fabrizio, 344.

,, Francesco (Arch-

bishop of Rossano),

336 n. 2.

,, Marcantonio, 344.

„ Marzio, 340 n. 2.

Stefano, 338 n. 3.

„ Vittoria (Duchess of

Amalfi), 189, 246,

337, 339, 344, 486
seqq., 493 -^^^m 497
seq-, 533 seq., 536.

Colzado, v., 251 n. 2.

Contarini, Gasparo, Cardinal,

50, 77, 94, 96,

109, 121 n., 127
n. 3, 141 seq.,

144-148,152-155,

157 seq., 161, 163,

169, 172 n. I, 173,

175 seq., 178-181,
184x1?^^., \Z2> seqq.,

195, 197-200,203,

205, 20T seqq., 217,,

272, 287,353,379,
384, 387 seqq., 394
seq., 399 seqq., 403
seqq., 420 seqq.,

428-435,437-449,

45 I .f^^^/., 454-463,
465-468,470-477,
480-484,491,498,
500,506,508, 510,

534,536,571,575.

579, 581, 585-

„ Marc Antonio (Vene-

tian ambassador^,

213, 281, 284, 290,

295 n- I, 576-
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Contelorius, 139 n.

Conti, Fabio de, 341.

„ Torquato de, 341.
Corgna, Ascanio della, 331.
Cornaro, Francesco, Cardinal

(Bishopof Brescia), 7,9^^^.,

509. 527, 549 •^^^•. 553-
Cornetus, Christophorus, 246

n. 4.

Cortese, Gregorio, Cardinal
(reformer of the Cassinese

Benedictines), 5, 147, 155,

157. 163, 169, 202, 204
seqq., 209, 404 seq.

Covos, Francesco, 76 seq., 107,

255, 287 n. I., 289.

Cozzano, Gabriele, 527.
Crenia, Guido da (Mantuan

envoy), 236 n. 2, 256
n. 5.

Crescenzi, Marcello, Cardinal

(Bishop of Mar-
sico), 201 seq.

„ (daughter of above),

201 n. 4.

„ the younger, 246 n. 2.

Cricius, Andreas (Bishop of
Block), 377 n. I, 558.

Crispi, Tiberio, Cardinal, 336 n.

Cronberg, Walter von (Master of

the Teutonic Order), 64.

Croy, Adrian de (Lord Steward
to Charles V.), 52.

Cruciger, Gaspar (protestant

theologian), 375, 411 n. i.

Cupis, Domenico de. Cardinal
(Bishop of Camerino), 7,

109, 174, 185, 196, 198
seq., 207, 210, 241, 244,

289, 318 n, 2. 573, 575,
578.

Cusano, Niccoi6, 263 n. 3.

Dandino, Girolamo (secretary

to Paul III., Bishop of

Caserta and Iniola), 34 n. i,

202 n. 1, 461.

Dandulo, Matteo (Venetian
envoy), 32 n. i, 148, 347,

.435 n- i> 439 "• 3, 576-
Davidico, L., 520 n. 3.

Decio, Filippo (canonist), 133
n. I.

Denonville, Charles Hemard de
(Bishop of Macon), Cardi-

nal, 159, 232, 250.

Dionisio, Fra (General of the

Servites), see Laurerio,

Dionisio.

Donato, Filippo (Bishop of

Retimo), 115.

Doria, Andrea (Admiral), 222
seq., 225, 269, 277,

294^^?., 577-

„ Girolamo, Cardinal, 7

^''q-, 51O' 548, 554-
Durante, Pietro (datary), 174,

348 n. 2, 487 n. 4.

„ Vincenzo (nephew of
Pietro, datary), 198.

Duranti, Durante de', Cardinal
(Bishop of Alghero), 129
n. 4, 130 n. 5, 578.

Eberstein, Maximilian von
(leader of landsknechts),

221.

Eck, Johann, 123,402, 418 i-^^.,

431. 437,439. 441 -f^^^.,

444, 448.

„ Leonhard von (Bavarian
chancellor), 56, 60, 365,

Eleanor (wife of Francis I. of

France), 289, 292.

Erasmus, Desiderius, 46 n. 2.

Ercole II. (Duke of Ferrara),

183, 262 n. 2, 265 n. 2,

422.

Ernest of Bavaria, Duke (Bishop
of Passau, Archbishop of

Salzburg), 82, 361, 407,
424.

d'Este, Ippolito, Cardinal, 183,

579-
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d'Este, Isabella (wife of Fran-

cesco Gonzaga, Mar
quis of Mantua), 505.

Ettenius, Cornelius (secretary

to Van der Vorst), 81

n. 3, 82, 84 n. I, 89
n. 3.

Eugenius IV., Pope, 329.
Eyb, Gabriel von (Bishop of

Eichstatt), 53, 82,

Faber, Johann (Bishop of

Vienna), 46 n. 2, 94, 122

seq., 127 n. 3, 393.
Fanelli, Vincenzo (of Ancona),

311-

Fantuzzi, Girolamo, 272 n. i.

Farfa, the Abbot of, 343
n. 4.

Farnese, Family of the, 145'^^^.,

19 n- 5) 36, 286,

325-

„ Alessandro, Cardinal

(afterwards Paul
III.), 6 seq., 10-14,

17-24, 546, 549.
552 seq.

„ Alessandro, Cardinal

(son of Pier Lugi
the younger), 15,

23,31. 34, 120, 122,

127, 129 n. 4, 131,

139, 184, 234, 243,

254, 285, 293 n.,

313, 342 n. 2,343 n.,

345 "• 6, 351, 353,

354 n., 365-369,

371, 373 n. 2, 378
seqq., 382 seqq., 385,

387 seqq., 392, 394
^eq., 399-402, 405,

409, 411, 420 seq.,

424, 428, 431, 432
"• I, 434, 452, 456,

459, 468, 480, 490
^eq-, 562, 574, 5^2,

584-

Farnese Alessandro (son of

Pier Luigi the tlder

and Giovanella Gae-
tani), 17.

„ Bartolommeo (son of

Pier Luigi the elder

and Giovanella Gae-
tani, married to

lolanda Monal-
deschi), 17.

„ Costanza (daughter of

Alessandro, after-

wards Cardinal, and
Pope Paul III.,

married to Bosio
Sforza, Count of

Santafiora), 19, 140
n., 192, 308.

,, Giulia (daughter of

Pier Luigi the elder,

sister to Paul III.,

wife of Orsino
Orsini), 17 seq.

„ Guido (Bishop of

Orvieto), 15.

„ Laura (daughter of

Giulia, wife of Nic-

C0I6 della Rovere),

17-

,, Margaret (natural

daughter of Charles

v., wife of Ottavio

Farnese), see Mar-
garet of Austria.

„ Nicola, 16 n. 4.

„ Orazio (son of Pier

Luigi the younger),

23, 39 n-

„ Ottavio (son of Pier

Luigi the younger),

23, 31, 39"-, 182 n.

3, 238, 254, 291,

305, 315, 319 n- 3,

322-325, 351, 358
n., 369. *

,, Paolo (son of Ales-

sandro, afterwards
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Farnese, Paolo

—

continued.

Cardinal, and Pope
Paul III.), 19 set/.,

218.

„ Pepo, 15.

„ Petrus, 16 n. i.

„ Pier Luigi the elder

(son of Ranuccio,
Senator of Rome),
16.

,, Pier Luigi the younger
(son of Alessandro,

afterwards Cardinal,

and Pope Paul III.),

19 seq., 23, 139 n.

3, 192, 219, 234-
238, 243, 246. 254,
256, 259, 268, 278
n. I, 282 seg., 292,
302 segq., 308, 314-
318, 325, 330, 332
^<?^-> 337, 339, 344,

551, 556, 560, 573
seq.

„ Pier Nicola, 15.

,, Piero, 15.

,, Prudenzo, 15.

„ Ranuccio (Senator of

Rome, grandfather

of Paul III.), 16.

„ Ranuccio (son of Ales-

sandro, afterwards

Cardinal, and Pope
PaulIIL), 19, 23.

„ Ranuccio, Cardinal
(Archbishop of

Naples, son of Pier

Luigi the younger),

„ Vittoria (daughter of
Pier Luigi the

youtiger, 23, 292,

315 seq., 344, 353
n. 2, 369.

Ferdinand I. (brother to Charles
v.), King of Hungary and
Bohemia, 41, 43-52, 55,

Ferdinand I.

—

continued.

SI seqq., 62, 64, T() seg., 82,

102, loS n. 3, 115-121,

130, 213, 235, 256, 264
seq., 277, 289, 31 r, 362
seq., 364 n. I, 370 seqq.,

373 "• 2, 377, 379, 383
•^^^-z-, 391-398, 399-402,

I

405 r>. 3, 407, 412, 414,

428, 4655^^., 469^^^., 474,

I

476 seq., 555, 557, 560,

570-
Ferrari, Bartolommeo (Barna-

bite), 522.

Ferreri, Bonifacio (Cardinal of

Ivrea, nuncio), 7, 9,

129, 278 n. I, 284,

368, 548 .f<f^., 578.

„ Filiberto (Bishop of,

Ivrea, nuncio), 103,

108, 123, 125.

Feruffini, G., 9 n. 2.

Fichard (jurist), 246 n. 2.

Filonardi, Ennio, Cardinal,

159, 320.

Fine, Cornelius de, 160 n. 4,

261 n. 2, 268 n. 2, 270 n.,

287 n. 2, 314 n. 2, 331 n.,

340 n. 4, 343 n.

Fiori, Pietro( Bishop of Castella-

mare), 136.

Firmano, Giovanni Francesco
(Papal master of cere-

monies), 6 n. 4, 13 n. 2,

25 n. 4, 34 n. I, 113, 242
n., 316 n. 2, 320 n. 3.

Fisher, John B. (Bishop of
Rochester and Cardinal),

141 seq.

Flaminio, Marcantonio (human-
ist), 404, 485.

Flersheim, Philipp von (Bishop
of Spires), 64.

Foscari, Marco, 35 n. 2,

578.

Francesco of Jesi (Capuchin),

539-
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Franci, Adriano, 340 n. 4.,

342 n. 2.

Francis I. (King of France),

7-10, 12 seq., 24,

35. 71 seqq., 79
seq., 82, 91, 93,
103, 107 seq., Ill,

113, wt^seqq., 124
seq., 126 n. 2, 130
seq., 159, 183, 186,

202, 208, 218, 220
seq., 223 seq., 230,

232, 236 seqq.,

240,247-253,255-
259, 261 ^^^., 265
seqq., 270, 274,

276, 278^^^., 283-

294. 307.315' 364
5^^., 367-370.382,

386, 389, 405 n. 3,

435.461,479. 553.

569. 573-

„ of Assisi, St., 530
^^^•. 533 ^^9; 536,

541-

„ Duke of Brunswick-

Liineburg, 69, 90.

„ the Dauphin (eldest

son of Francis I.),

259 n. I, 288, 367.

„ Duke of Orleans

(afterwards Francis

II., K. of France),

356 n. 2, 370.

Franco, Battista (artist), 243.
Frangipane, Anlonino, 18 n.

Frederick, Palsgrave of the

Rhine, 59, 82, 436
seq.

„ Duke of Saxony,

359-
Fregoso, Federigo, Cardinal

(Bishop of Gubbio, Arch-
bishop of Salerno), 155,

169, i7in. 2, 191 seq., i93n.

3, 199. 205, 421, 457 seq.

FroUiere, Girolamo di, 328 n. i.

Gaddi, Niccol6, Cardinal, 7,

314, 548.

Gaetani, Giovanella (wife of Pier

Luigi Farnese the

elder), 16.

„ Niccol6(ofSermoneta),

Cardinal, 16 n. 4,

160.

„ Nicola (Lord of Ser-

moneta), 16.

Gaetano, Scipione (painter), 29
n. 4.

„ di Tiene, S., 4, 515-
520.

Gallesio, Leon de (Papal com-
missary), 299 n. 2.

Gallo, Jacopo (humanist), 35
n. 2.

Gambara, Uberto da (Bishop

of Tortona), Car-

dinal, 191 seq.,

487 n. 4, 580.

„ Veronica, 191 n. i,

280 n. 2.

Garampi, G., Cardinal, 128
n. I.

Gatico, Vincenzo da, 194 n. 2,

323 n. r, 365 n. 4, 385 n.

2, 487 n- 4-

Gaurico, Luca (astrologer), 39 n.

George of Anhalt, Prince, 360.

,, Margrave of Branden-
burg-Kulmbach, 59-
61, 75. 82, 454.

,, Duke of Saxony, 68,

92, 359.
Gheri, Cosimo(Bishopof Fano),

164, 317 n. 2.

Ghinucci, Girolamo, Cardinal,

77, 109, ii4n. I, 116 n. 6,

119, 141 seq., 149, 173,

175' 185, 198 seq., 2S2,

287, 289 seq., 404, 420,

432 n. I, 562, 571,

575-
'

Giberti, Gian Matteo (Bishop

of Verona), 4, 106, 115,
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Giberti, Gian Matteo-continued.

M7, 153 n- 4, 155, 157,
162 se^., 165 n. I, 169,

171 n. 2, 174, 189 se^.,

405. 430, 490 n. 3, 491,

494, 495 n- i. 497, 5^3-
508, 518, 533.

Giovio [Jovius], Paolo, 32, 184
n. 2, 201 n. 2, 506 n. 2.

Girard, Pierre (French theo-

logian), 405.

Girolamo da Montefiore (Ca-

puchin), 538 n. 4.

Giulio da Milano, 490.

Giustiniani, Marino (Venetian

envoy), 71, 276
n. 4, 424.

„ Paolo (Camaldo-
lese), 5.

Glarean [Loriti], Heinrich
(humanist), 203 n i.

Glauburg, Johann von, 478 n. 4.

Goldwell, Thomas (Bishop of

St. Asaph, Theatine), 520.

Gonzaga, Abbate di, 33 n. 2.

,, Agostino, 486.

„ Elisabetha (Duchess
of Urbino), 208 n.

6, 278 n. I, 534.

„ Ercole. Cardinal, 7

se^., 10, 28 n., 3,33
n., 44 n. 2, 96 n. 3,

97 se^., 106 n. 3,

109, 138 n. 3, 142
n. I, 143 n- 3, 159
n., 186, 197, 224 n.

6, 307 n. 2, 308,

312, 489, 492, 497,

499> 505-508, 533,

546, 551, 556. 578
S'f; 581, 583 ^''/-^

„ Federigo (Marquis,

and after 1530 Duke
of Mantua), 23 n. 2,

26 n. 3, 96-101,

142 n. I, 219 n.,

262 n. 2, 300 n..

Gonzaga, Federigo

—

continued.

313 n., 546, 551,

563, 569, 571-573,

574, 580.

,, Ferrante (brother of

Federigo, Viceroy
of Naples, Gover-

nor of Milan), 294,

488.

„ Francesco (Marquis of

Mantua), 505.

,, Isabella (wife of Fran-

cesco), see Este,

Isabella.

,, Sigismondo, Cardinal,

506.

Grana, Lorenzo (Bishop of

Segni), 100.

Granada, Louis of, see Louis.

Granvelle, Antoine Perrenot de
(son of Nicolas,

Bishop of Arras),

407, n.

„ Nicolas Perrenot de
(statesman), 76
seq., 107,212,255,
287 n. I, 288 seq.,

371 seq., 377-380,
386 seq., 393, 403,

407-419,420, 422
seq., 426 seq., 431,

439 •^^^•, 445, 447,

453 seq., 456, 463,
466 seq., 582.

Grassi, Giovanni Pietro de'

(Bishop of Viterbo), 231.

Grassis, Giovanni Battista de
(Papal chamberlain),

97-

„ Paris de (Papal mas-
ter of ceremonies),

21 n. 2.

Grassus, Hieronymus, 264 n. 4.

Gregory XII., Pope, 15.

Gregory Nazianzcn, St., 147.

Grignon (envoy), 353 n. i.

Grillenzoni, 489 n. 4.
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Grimaldi, Girolamo, Cardinal, 7.

Grimani, Marco (Patriarch of

Aquileia), 277, 278
I, 294 seq.

„ Marino, Cardinal, 7

seqq., 104,135, 198,

299, 546, 548 seq.

Gritti, Lorenzo, 296.

Gropper, Johann (theologian),

374 n. I, 409, 427, 437
Siqq., 442 seq., 44.7, 451.

Gualterius, P. P., 6 n. 4, 200 n.

3, 284 n. 2, 287 n. I, 288
n. I, 289 n. I, 313 n., 325
n. I.

Guelders, Duke of, 65.

Guglielmi, Alessandro, 234 n. 2.

Guidiccioni, Alessandro, 341
n. I.

,, Bartolommeo (Vi-

car - general of

Pa«ma, after-

wards Cardinal),

20, 95, 135 n. 6,

155. 174, 190
seqq., 196, 198,

.579-

,, Giovanni (Bishop
of Fossombrone,
nuncio), 47, 58,

loo, 218 n. 2,

258 seq., 324 n.

4, 340.

Gye, Von, 365.

Haner, Johann, 59 n. 3.

Hannart, J. (envoy), 248 n. i.

Hedwig (daughter of K. Sigis-

mund of Poland, wife of

Joachim II. of Branden-
burg), 360.

Heemskerk, Martin (artist),

245-

Hel, Dr., 447 n. 2.

Held, Matthias (Imperial vice-

chancellor), 84, 89 w.,
377. 454.

Henry II. (King of France),

356. '

„ VIII. (King of Eng-
land), 24, 71, 107,

115, 141, 162 seq.,

234, 236, 366, 368.

„ Duke of Brunswick, 50
seq., 92, 394-

„ Duke of Orleans (2nd
son of Francis I.),

237. 248, 252, 289.

„ Duke of Saxony. 359.

„ Palsgrave of the Rhine
(Bishop of Worms),

• 64.

Herculani Jacomo degli, 245 n.

Hermolais, Jacobus de (agent of

Ferdinand I.), 264 n. 3.

Hieremia, Hieronymus, 296
n. 2.

Hoffmann, Johann (Dean of

Frankfort), 419 n. 2.

Hohenstein, Wilhelm von
(Bishop of Strassburg), 92
n. 4.

Hosius, Stanislaus (Bishop of

Ermeland), 164.

Hotfilter (Provost of Liibeck),

411.

Ignatius of Loyola, St., 5,

529-

Innocent VIII., Pope, 17.

Isabella of Portugal (wife of

Charles V.), 127, 562.

Jacobazzi, Cristoforo, Cardinal

(Bishop of Cassano), 107,

108 n. I, 136, 159, 174,

275. 281, 329 seq., ii^seq.
Jagow, Matthias von (Bishop of

Brandenburg), 360.

Joachim II. (Elector of Bran-
denburg), 66, 92, 118 seq.,

359 -^^^M 372, 414, 424,
426 seq., 434, 440, 453 se^..
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John III. (King of Portugal),

117.

John, Uuke of Cleves, 65, 92,

424, 479-

„ Palsgrave of the Rhine
(administrator of Ratis-

bon), 53.

„ Albert (Margrave of

Brandenburg, coad-

jutor of Magdeburg and
Halberstadt), 64.

„ Frederick (Elector of

Saxony), 66, 69, 76,

83, 86-91, 359, 375,

378, 408, 425 seq., 450
seq., 454, 47 1-

„ of Avila, St., 528 seq.

„ of God, St., 528 seq.

Jonas, Justus (protestant theo-

logian), 375.
Julius II., Pope, 6, 17, 19 seq.

„ III., Pope, 215 n. 2, 346.

Kampen, Johann von, 138 n. 3.

Katzianer (capt.-gen. of Ferdi-

nand I.), 273.

La Baume, Pierre de (Bishop

of Geneva, Archbishop of

Besangon), Cardinal, 191.

Lancerio, Sante (butler to Paul

III.), 29 n.

Lanfredini, 18 n. i.

Lang, Matthaeus, Cardinal, 6

seq., 52, 82, 137.

Laurerio, Dionisio (General of

the Servites), Cardinal, 80,

175, 176 n. I, 191 seq.,

198, 200, 458, 459 n., 487
n. 4, 779.

Lenoncourt, Robert de (Bishop

of Chalons), Cardinal, 182,

325-
Leo X., Pope, 4, 6, 10 seq., 19

n. 6, 21 seq., 184, 201,

205, 216, 247, 310 seq.,

350,353-

Leone, Bonaventura de, see

Bonaventura.

Leto, Pomponio (humanist), 17.

Leyva, Antonio de (Imperial

general), 8 n., 221 n. 3.

Lichetto, Francesco (reformer

of the Franciscan Obser-
vants), 5.

Lipijomano, Pietro (Bishop of

Bergamo), 508.

Loaysa, Garcia de, Cardinal,

223 n. 2, 231 n. 4.

Lodovico da Fossombrone
(Capuchin), 531 seq.

Lodron, Lucrezia, Countess of

(Ursuline), 527.
Lola, 20 n. I.

Longa, Maria Laurentia (foun-

dress of the Capuchin
nuns), 538 n.

Longo, Antonio (historian),

266 n. 2, 269 n. 3, 271 n.

I, 278 n. 3, 281 n. 2, 295
n. I, 321 n. 3.

Longueil, Christophe (human-
ist), 162.

Longuy, Claude de, Cardinal,

552-

Lopez de la Quadra, Joh., 227
n. I.

Lorraine, Jean de, Cardinal, 8,

13, 103, 2ig seq., 287 n. i,

.289, 549, 552.
Lotti, Ottaviano de, 177 n. i,

183 n. 6, i88 n. i, 489.

Louis (Duke of Bavaria), 53,

395. 407, 414, 424
seq., 434, 453. 456,

461, 466, 469.

„ (Elector Palatine), 59,

63 seq., 65, 74, 76,

92, 393> 395 seq.,

407, 414, 424.

„ of Granada, 528 seq.

Ludovisi, N. (Bishop of Bol-

ogna), 282 n. I, 288
n. I.
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Luther, Martin, 3, 67 seq.^ 74
n. 5, 87 seqq

, 91 s«q., 142

"• 4, i79> 375> 45'. 454,
482 n. 3, 488, 497.

Machiavelli, Niccolo, 353.
Madruzzo, Cristoforo (Bishop

of Trent), Cardinal, 203,

296 n. 2, 393, 430.

Maffei, Bernardino (secretary to

Paul III.), Cardinal,

34 n. I, 353, n. 2.

„ Leone, 387 n. 4.

Manente, 216.

Manetti, Latino, Giovenale

(humanist), 124 seq.^ 243,

259, 283, 307, 350.

Manriquez, Alonso (Archbishop
of Seville), Car-

dinal, 223 n. 2,

231 n- 4,528, 578.

„ Pedro (Bishop of

Cordova), Car-

dinal, 182.

Marcello, (Papal secretary), 487
n. 4.

Margaret of Austria (natur-

al daughter of
Charles v., married,

ist, to Alessandro

de' Medici; 2nd, to

Ottavio Farnese of

Parma), 33 n. i,

182 n. 3, 291, 314
seq., 319 n. 3, 324-
326, 351, 358 n. 2.

„ of Navarre (sister to

Francis L), 289.

Maria (Governor of the Nether-

lands, sister to Charles V.),

228, 276 n. 6.

Marini, Gregorio (Veneziano),

516 n. I.

Marinoni (Theatine), 518.

Mark, Eberhard de la, Cardinal

(liishop of Liege), 65,

578.

Mamo, Francesco (Vicar-

general of Cardinal Gon-
zaga), 507 n. 3.

Martin V., Pope, 16, 25, 337.
Martinellis, Blasius (Papal

master of ceremonies), 6 n.

4, 14 n. I, 22 n. 4, 29 n.,

42 n. 2, 114, 141 n. 2, 142
n. 3, 143 n. 2, 150 n. i,

158 n. I, 159 n. I, t88,

230 n., 242 n., 272, 313 n.

2, 316, 349 n. 5, 454, 562,

575-
Martio, Sebastian©, 346 n. 4.

Massarelli, Angelo (a secretary

of the Council of Trent),

19 n. 6, 192 n. 4, 204 n. i,

347 n. 2, 421 n. 6.

Matteo da Bascio (Capuchin),

5. 534^^$'.

Maximilian L(the Emperor), 22.

Medici Popes, the, 138, 219.

Medici, Alessandro de' (Duke of

Florence), 312, 314,

324 jf^., 351.

„ Catherine de' (wife of

Henry, Duke of

Orleans), 237.

„ Cosimo de' (Duke of

Florence), 33 n. 3,

204 n. 2, 280, 313 n.,

314-316, 319 ^^!?-,

321, 324, 327, 329,

33 ^ 338^^^-, 584-

„ Giovanni de' (of the

"Black Band"), 314.

,, Giovanni de', Cardinal,

204.

„ Giovanni Angelo de'

(Archbishop of Rag-

usa, afterwards Pope
Pius IV.), 336 n.

„ Ippolito de' (nephew of

Clement VII.), Car-

dinal, 7, II, 13, 138^

n. 3, 139 "•« 3io>

312 seq., 548, 552.
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Medici, Lorenzino de', 314.

„ Lorenzo de', 17 seg.

Melanchthon, Philip, 74 n. 5,

85-89, 91, 375> 377, 411,
418 seq., 423, 426, 437,

439. 441. 447, 450, 481,
500 n. 2, 559.

Melem, Ogier van (deputy from
Frankfort to the conference
at Worms), 418 n. i.

Mendoza, Francisco de, Car-
dinal, 33 n. I.

Mensing, Johann, 419.
Mercato Saracini, Mario da,

490 n. I, 532 n. r, 535 n.

4, 538 n. 3.

Merici, Angela (foundress of
the Ursulines), 5, 525
seqq.

Merino, Gabriel, Cardinal, 7,

547, 552.
Metzenhausen, Johannes von

(Elector of Treves), 65,

92, 365, 395> 414,
473-

Mctzsch, Hans (electoral cap-
tain), 66 seq.

Miani, Girolamo [St. Jerome
Emilian] (founder of the
Somaschi), 5, 519.

Michael Angelo, 485 n.

Mignanelli, Fabio (Bishop of
Lucera, nuncio), 117 n. i,

119 seqq., 271, 275 n. 2,

363, 490, 539 n- I.

Miltitz, Karl von, 46 n. 3.

Mocenigo, Alvise, 148.

Molosso, Tranquillo (poet), 20
n. I.

Molza, Francesco Maria (poet),

353-
Monaldeschi, lolanda (wife of

Bart. Farnese),

17-

„ Lorenzo, 35 n. 4.

Monluc (French envoy), 194
n. 2.

VOL. XI.

Monte, Gian Maria Ciocchi del,

Cardinal (President of the
Council of Trent, after-

wards Pope Julius IIL),

159 seq., 198, 274 n. 5,

Zl^ ^eq., 345 n- 2-

Montelupo, Raffaello da
(sculptor), 243.

Montmorency, Anne de (Con-
stable of France;, 1 23 seq.,

258, 287 n. I, 289. 292,
369-

Monts (English envoy), 72 n. i.

Morea, Sanjak of the, 273.
Morigia, Jacopo Antonio (Bar-

nabite), 523 seq.

Morone, Giovanni (Bishop of
Modena), Cardinal, 46 n.

3, 80, 94, 100, 102, 104 n.

I, 108 n. 3, 117 n. I, 119
seq., 121 n., 130 n. 3, 177,
196, 202, 206, 212, 265,
361 seqq., 364 n. i, 370
^eq-, 373 "-, 379, 383 seq,,

389-396, 398, 405 n. 3,

406, 409-418, 421 seqq.,

424 seq., 432 seq., 435,
437, 439 seq-^ 4+2 seq.,

448, 453, 462 seq., 466
seq., 470, 474, 477, 484,
497 seq., 500, 510, 556,
586.

Muley, Hassan (Bey of Tunis),
228.

Mussis, Dominicus de, 509 n. 6.

Nausea, F. (Bishop of Vienna).

46 n. 2, 49, 65, 96 n. I,

123.

Navagero, B. (envoy), 195 n. i.

Naves ( Im [lerial vice - chan -

cellor), 377, 454.
Negri, Girolamo, 237 n. 3, 440,

508, 538 n. I.

Niccolini, Agnolo, 190 n. 2,

282 n. 2, 32 I n. 4.

Nicola da Trento, Fra, 5 1 1 n. 2.

39
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Nicolas v., Pope, 13, 171, 245.
Nobili [Nobilibus], Cesare de'

(nuncio), 93, 192 n. 5,

242 n. 2, 263, 276 n. I.

OcHiNO, Bernardino (General
of the Capuchins, after-

wards apostate), 485 n. i,

486-495,499, 518, 538 5^^.

Olanda, P'rancesco d' (painter),

351 ^^^•> 352 n. I.

Oliveriis, Benvenuto de, 327 n.

Orano, 242 n.

Orsini, CamiUo, 189.

„ Gentile Virginio (Count
of Anguillara), 224.

„ Girolama, of Pittigliano

(wife of Pier Luigi

Farnese the younger),

23. 139. 246, 302.

„ Girolamo, 330, 332.

„ Orsino (Lord of Monte-
rotondo, husband of

Giulia Farnese), 17.

Ortenburg, Gabriel Salamanca,
Count of (envoy), 272 n. 3.

Ortiz, Pedro, 165 n. i, 404.

Pallavicini, Uberto, 6 n. 3.

Palmieri, Andrea Matteo,

Cardinal, 7 seq., 33. 138
n- 3. 548, 553, 562.

Paniphili, Eusebius, see Calvin.

Pandolfini, Ferdinando (Bishop
of Troja), 509.

Papazzoni, A. M. (Bolognese
envoy), 13 n., 267 n. 4,

304 n. I.

Paris Bordone (painter), 30 n. 2.

Parisani, Ascanio (Bishop of

Rimini), Cardinal, 191 seq.

Parisetus, Ludovicus, 28 n. i,

138 n. 2.

Parisio, Pier Paolo, Cardinal,

191, 201, 579.
Patengola, family of the (in

Brescia), 526.

Paul III., Pope, 14, 25-39,
41-46, 47, 49 seq., 52-60,
62-72, 76-79, 84, 86, 89,

94-109, in, 1 13-120,

125, 128, 130 seq., 133-
138, 140 seqq., 148 seq.,

153, i57-«6i, 164 seqq.,

171 seqq., 181-216, 218-
226, 229-241, 245 seqq.,

249-259. 262-293, 297-
321, 323 seq., 327-331,
333-341, 343-357, 364-
367, 379 seqq., 384 seq.,

400-406, 408, 410, 412,

421 seqq., 431, 441, 456,

459 s^q-, 463-469, 471-

47 7, 481, 487^^^-, 490 ^'^^M

497-501, 502-506, 508,

510-513, 515, 519, 521
seq., 524, 527 seq., 530-

535; 537, 539, 54i-

Pendaglia, 284 n. 2.

Peregrine, Fabrizio (Mantuan
envoy), 10 n. 2, 26 n. 3,

28 n. 3, 35 n. 2, 39 n.,

140 n., 148 n. I, 150 n. i,

153 n- 4, 155. 174 n- 2,

188 n. 4, 193 n. 2, 195 n.

2, 212 n. 3, 231 n. I, 236
n. I, 240 n. 2, 241 n. 2,

247 n. 2,2590. I, 270 n. 3,

276 n. I, 297 n. I, 303,
307 n., 349 n., 3S8 n. 4,

546, 55', 563, 569. 572
seq-, 574, 58o._

Persichttti, Marquis, 30 n. 2,

Pcruzzi, Haldassare, 243.

Pcscia, (iiovanni da, 305 n. 4.

Pctrucci, Alfonso, Cardinal,

311-

Pflug, Julius (Bishop-elect of

Naumberg), 437, 439, 442
seq., 447, 451.

Pliilip, Lnndgrave of Hesse, 50
seq., 69, 76, 91 seq., 365,^

376, 378, 426 seq., 454,

479-
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Philip, the Count Palatine

(Bishop of Freising),

53, 59. 82.

„ Palsgrave of Neuburg,

.54. 59. 82.

Piccolomini, Giovanni (Bishop

of Ostia), Cardinal, 7, 10

n- 2, 13, 77, 135, 149, 159
n-. 237, 536, 548, 552,

571-

Pighius, Albert, 402, 407 n.,

442 se^.

Pio, Rodolfo (of Carpi, Bishop
of Faenza), Cardinal, 33
n- I. 47> 73, 93, 9^, 107

-y^?-, 159, 173, 184, 218 n.

2, 259, 275, 281, 286, 509,

539, 557, 585-

Piombo,Sebastianodel(painter),

162 n. 2, 514 n. 4.

Pisani, Francesco, Cardinal, 7,

509, 548, 553-
Pistorius, Johann (Hessian

preacher), 437, 448.

Pius II., Pope, 334.

„ IV., Pope, 336 n.

,, v., Pope, 530.

Plantagenet, Lady Margaret

(mother of Cardinal Pole),

162.

Plantanida of Fermo, Giuseppe
(Capuchin), 525.

Plautus, 354.
Plotis de (Mantuan agent),

177 n. 2, 197 n. 2, 293
n. 3.

Podiani, Mario (chancellor of

Perugia), 330.

Poggio, Giovanni Francesco
(nuncio), 124, 129, 370,

379, 383, 403, 406, 421
se^., 428, 432 se^., 582.

Pole, Reginald, Cardinal, 95,

109, 127 n. 3, 129 n. 4,

146, 15s, 159, 160 n. 2,

162 se^^., 165 n. I, 169,

171 n. 2, 188, 190, 198,

Pole, Reginald

—

continued.

207, 379, 462, 483 seiji].,

494, 497 -w/., 500, 520 n.

2, 572, 575-
Polz, P , 85 n. 2.

Pomponazzo, Pietro, 146, 508.

Ponte, Gotardus de (printer),

1 77 n. 2.

„ Niccolb da (Venetian

ambassador), 576.

Ponte-Corvo, Phil, de (Papal

commissary), 299 n. 2.

Porta, Giovanni Maria della

(envoy from Urbino),

100 n. 6, 137 n. 2,

141 n. 2, 143 n. 2,

165 n. I, 194 n. 3,

235 n- 3, 247 n- 2,

249 n , 254 n., 255
n. I, 257 n. 6, 269
n. 4, 273 n., 303 n. 2,

307 n., 3o8n., 312 n.

2, 320 n. 4, 328 n. r,

33f^
n- 2, 573-

„ Guglielmo della (sculp-

tor), 31.

Priuli, Luigi, 457 n. 4, 483 J^^.

Pucci, Antonio, Cardinal, 7,

195 seqq., 208, 334,

527, 548, 554-

,, Roberto, Cardinal, 201
seq., 278 n. i.

Puglioni [PuUeo], Giovanni
Antonio (Baron of Burgio),

34 n- 1;

Pulzone (painter), 29 n. 4.

Quietus, Joh. Bapt., 267 n. 3.

Quinones, Francesco, Cardinal,

7, 80, 183, 188, 531, 534,

.547-

Quirini, Angelo Maria, Cardinal,

172 n. 5.

Rabelais (satirist), 142 n. 4,

242 n., 300, 356 n. 1.
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Rangoni, Guido, 317.

„ Lodovico, 317.

„ Ugo (Bishop Reggio,
nuncio), 77, 106,

113 n. 3, 115, 556.
Recordato, Imperio, 25 n. 3.

Redwitz, Wigand von (Bishop
of Bamberg), 59, 62, 83.

Ricalcati, Ambrogio ([private

secretary to Paul III.), t,^,

34 n. I, 49, 51, 57 seg.,

73 n., 76, 98, 259, 265,

285, 317 n. 2.

Ricci, Giovanni (of Monte-
pulciano, Archbishop of

Siponto, nuncio), 114 n.

3, 128, 278, 280 n. 2, 295
n- ', 373 n- 2, 574-

Ridolfi, Niccol6 (Bishop of
Vicenza, Archbishop of

Florence), Cardinal, 7,

185, 198, 207, 211, 314,

523, 546, 548.

Robertinus, Caniillus, 297 n. 3.

Rodi, FiHppo, 240 n. 4.

Rorario, Girolanio (Papal cham-
berlain and envoy), 220,

274 n. 2, 364 n. I.

Rossi [Rubeis], Gian Giacomo
de' (Bishop of Pavia), 315.

Rosso (buffoon), 353, 357 n. 6.

Rovere, Francesco JVIaria della

(Duke of Urbino),

137 n. 2, 277, 278
n. I, 294, 305, 320,

548, 577-

„ Giulio clelia, 336 n.

„ Guidobaldo della, 304-
306, 308, 309 n. 3,

320 se^^.

„ Niccolo della (husband
of Laura Farnese),

•7-

Rubeis de, see Rossi.

Ruffina (supposed mistress of

Card. Alessandro Farnese),

20 n. I.

Ruggieri, Bonifazio (Ferrarese

envoy), 208 n. 5, 211 n. 6,

243. 340 n. 4, 422, 434 n.

1,581.

Sadoleto, Jacopo (Bishop of

Carpentras), Cardinal, 27,

95 s^f-^ 99. i°9, 121 n.,

153 n- 4, i54 ^f</^; 159.
161 se^^., 179, 181, 193
n. 3, 201, 203, 205, 213,

286, 420, 484 n. I, 500,

509-
Salamanca, Gabriel, see Orten-

burg.

Salinas, Martin de, 253 n. 2.

Salvago, G., 282 n. 5.

Salviati, Giovanni, Cardinal

7 se?; 314, 546,

548.

,, Lucrezia, 319 n. 3.

Sanchez, Gabriel (Roman agent

of Ferdinand I.), 12 n. i,

28 n. 4, 32 n. 3, 38 n. 4,

44, 135 n- 2. 139 n-» 240
n. 2, 311 n. 2, 555, 557,

560, 570.
Sangallo, Antonio da (architect),

243, 245. 334-
Sanguin, Antoine (Bishop of

Orleans), Cardinal, 191.

Sanseverino, Antonic\ Cardinal,

7, '35, 149, 241, 244, 534,

53 5 "• 4, 538 n. 4, 539,
548.

Sansovino, Jacopo (architect),

ii4n. 3.

Santafiora, Cardinal, see Sforza,

Guido Ascanio.

Santio, Bc^rnardo (Bishop of

Aquila), 403 n. 2, 4 1 2, 420.

Saracen i, Kr., to n. 2.

Sarmiento, Pietro (Bishop of

Compostela), Cardinal,

182. ^
Sarpi, Paolo. 47 n. 3, 68 n.,

286 n. 2.
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Savelli, Giovanni Battista

(leader of mercen-
aries), 299, 330,

339-

„ Jacopo, Cardinal, 191,

580.

Savonarola, Girolamo, 329, 487.
Savoy, Duke of, see Charles.

Schonberg, Nicolas von (Arch-
bishop of Capua), Cardinal,

99, 141 se^., 143 n. 171,

n. 3.

Scoto [Scotti], Giovanni Ber-

nardino (Theatine), 516.
Segni, Bernardo (historian), 33

n. 3.

Semendria, Pasha of, 273.
Sepulveda, Giovanni Gennesio,

181.

Sergardi, Lodovico (Sienese

envoy), 7 seg., 1

2

n. 2, 25 n. 4, 222
n. 4, 2 24n. 4, 243
n. 4, 246 n.4, 253
n. I, 3030. 1, 347
n- 2, 354.

„ N., 275 n. 4, 276 n.

2. 279 n. 3, 358
n. I.

Seripando, Girolamo (General
of the Augustinian Her-
mits), 41 n. 3, 215, 218,

5" 0-5 '4, 586.

Sernini, Nino, 106 n. 3, 192 n.

I, 201 n. I, 211 n. 4, 339
n. 2, 340 n. I, 344 n. i,

349 n- I. 352 n. 2, 458 n.

h 499 n- 3. 578 seg., 581,

583 seg.

Serristori, Averrardo (Venetian
envoy), 140 n., 200 n. 3,

202 n. 3, 584.
Sfondrato, Paola Antonia (An-

gelice nun), 523 n. i.

Sforza, Bosio (Count of Santa-

fiora, father of the Car-
dinal), 140 n., 298, 30S.

Sforza, Francesco (Duke of

Milan), 237, 247, 548,

556.

„ Guido Ascanio, of Santa
flora (Bishop of Par-

ma), Cardinal, 139,

140 n., 189, 243, 327
n., 366, 384 n. 4, 562.

Sigismund Augustus (King of
Poland), 360, 382, 560.

Silva, Miguel da (Bishop of
Viseu), Cardinal, 191 n. 2,

Simonetta, Jacopo (Bishop of

Pesaro), Cardinal, 77, 109,
1 1 1 segg., 129, 141, 142 n.

4, 149, '73, "75. 185, 209
n. 2, 306, 571, 578.

Sirleto, Gugliclmo (humanist),

29 n.

Sixtus IV., Pope, 26, 37, 149,

175. 215.

Sleidan, John (historian), 171

n. 3, 413 n. 4.

Soria, L. de (Imperial ambas-
sador), 276 n. 6.

Soriano, Antonio (Venetian
ambassador), 14 n. 3, 29
n. 3, 38 n. 2, 138 n. 3,

I43> 187, 301, 576.
Spalatin, George, 69 n. 3.

Spinelli, N., 358 n. i.

Spinola, Agostino, Cardinal, 7,

.548.

Stadion, Christoph von (Bishop
of Augsburg). 54, 75, 82,

393-
Staffa, family of the, 298.

Store, Johannes Ma^'nus (Arch-

bishop of Upsala), 115.

Strasoldi, Panfilo de' (nuncio),

80.

Straligopolus, Joannes Maria,

279 n. 7.

Strozza, L., 406 n. 3.

Strozzi, A., 267 n. 3.

„ Filippo, 3^5. 3' 9-

Stunica, Cardinal, 223 n. 2.
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Sturm, Johannes (protestant

theologian), 178 seg., 423,

440.

Suleiman I. (the Sultan), 249,

261, 263, 267, 270, 279,

293. 479-

Taparelli, Gasparo, 229 n. 5.

Tarusius, Stephanus (Papal

commissary), 268 n. 3.

Tavera, Juan de (Archbishop
of Toledo), Cardinal, 223
n. 2.

Tendac, Count, 287 n. x,

Terence, 353 n. 2.

Terni, Alessandro da, 341 n. i.

Terranova, Joannes Romseus
de (chronicler), 531 n. i.

Teutleben, Valentin von (Bishop

of Hildesheim), 92.

Thebaldesco, A., 268, n. 2.

Thomas Aquinas, St., 480.

Thiingen, Konrad III. vun
(Prince-bishop of Wiirz-

burg), 62.

Tiene, Gaetano di, S., see

Gaetano.

Tiepolo, Niccol6 (Venetian

envoy), 281, 286 n. 2.

Tiranno, Girolamo (envoy), 208

n. 6.

Titelmans, Francis (Capuchin),

532.
Titian (painter), 23 n. 4, 29, 30

n. 2, 31, 140 n., 203 n. i.

Toledo, Pedro de (Viceroy of

Naples), 339, 341,

342 n. I, 387, 436.

„ see Alvarez.

Tolomei, Claudio, 495-497.

„ Lattanzio (Sienese

envoy), 499-
Torelli, Luigia (Countess of

Guastalla), 522 seg.

Tournon, F. de. Cardinal, 8,

12, 219, 546, 552.

Trajan (the Emperor), 355.

Trivulzio, Agostino, Cardinal,

7, 10, 13, 33, 80,

192 n. I, 2i8n. 2,

219 seg., 258, 278
n. I, 548, 553,

578-

„ Filippo (Archbishop
of Ragusa), 104.

Turrensis, Franciscus, 514 n. 3,

Ugolini, Aurelio Manni, 32
n. I, 192 n. 4.

Ulrich (Duke of Wiirtemberg),

90, 436.

Urban VI., Pope, 15.

Vaga, Perino del (painter),

245 n.

Valdes, Juan, 485 seg., 488,

497. 518.

Valori, Baccio, 319.

Varani, family of the, 234, 322,

323 "• 4-.

Varano, Caterina (wife of Gio-
vanni Maria), see

Cibo, Caterina.

„ Ercole, 304, 306 seg.,

.323-

„ Giovanni Maria (Duke
of Camerino and
Nepi), 304.

„ Giulia (daughter of

Giovanni Maria, wife

of Guidobaldo della

Rovere), 304, 305
seg., 309 n. 3, 320,

322 n. I.

Varchi (chronicler), 33 n. 3,

313 n-

Vasto, Marquis del (Governor
of Milan), 490 n. 3, 495.

Veltwick, Gerhard (Imperial

secretary), 427.
Vely, de (French envoy), 250.

252.

Venicr, D., 148 n. 2.
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Venier, Francesco (Venetian
ambassador), 576.

„ Gabrielle (Venetian
ambassador), 576.

„ Giov, Ant. (Venetian
ambassador), 576.

Verailo, Girolamo (nuncio),

104, 307. 474, 477-
Vergerio, Pietro Paulo (Bishop

of Capo d'Istria, nuncio),

9 n- 3, 33, 41 seqq., 45,
46 nn., 47 n. 3, 48-69,
73-78, 80, 92, 115, 135,
170 n., 209, 214 n. 3, 317,
"• 2, 359, 361, 4i3i 582.

Vermayen, Jan (painter), 227.
Vermigli, Pietro Martire, 404,

492 seq., 498 seq.

Vida, xMarco Girolamo (Bishop
of Alba), 509.

Vigili.Fabio (Bishop of Spoleto),

509.
Vitelli, Alessandro (condottiere),

. 315, 330, 339-
Vittona, A. (sculptor), 147 n.

Vorst, Peter van der (Bishop of

Acqui), 46 n. 3, 80-83,
89-92, 149

Vulteius, Joannes (humanist),

27 D. 2.

Waldeck, Franz von (Bishop of

Miinster, Minden, and
Osnabriick), 92.

^^'auchope, Robert (Archbishop-
elect of Armagh), 405,
409 n. 3, 410 n. I, 414 n.

2, 424.
VVeeze, Johannvon (Archbishop

of Lund), 122, 372, 376 n.

4, 377, 454-
Wied, Herman von (Elector of

Cologne), 65, 92, 414,

424, 473-
Wilamowsky, Johann (Bishop

of Caminiecz), 382 n. i.

William IV. (Duke of Bavaria),

53, 56, 82, 394,

414, 424 seq.,

434, 453, 456,
461, 466, 469.

„ (DukeofJulierand
Cleves), 414 seq.,

417-
Wolsey, Thomas (Cardinal),

163.

Zaccaria, Antonio Maria, St.

(founderof the Barnabites),

5, 521-524.
Zambeccarius, Jacobus, 338 n. 4.

Zapolya, Johann, 220, 256,

274.

Zuchelio (Papal commissary),

298 n. 2.

Zucchetus, Sixtus, 297 n. 3.

Zwick, E., 436 n. 2, 440 n.,

447 n- 3, 451 n- 2-
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